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This research set out to examine the feasibility of developing a mathematical model that would allow the 
prediction of the sensory characteristics of mixtures of odour compounds. 
Initially, a trained sensory panel used descriptive analysis to describe the characteristics of four cheese odour 
compounds individually. The compounds were diacetyl, ethyl butyrate, butyric acid, and methional. This 
preliminary work showed that the characteristics of an odour can change as its concentration is increased. No 
previous studies had examined the way in which concentration changes can affect the perceived quality of an 
odour. 
The primary sensory tool used in this research was descriptive analysis. Because descriptive analysis requires 
panelists to be extensively trained, and to behave in an analytical way, it was important to gain some insights 
into the way in which the results obtained might be influenced by the methodology employed. To this end, 
binary odour mixtures were studied using an alternative, similarities-based task, with groups of both trained and 
untrained panelists. The series of experiments carried out demonstrated that the perception of binary odour 
mixtures was not affected by the training and experience of the panelists, nor by the task required of them, nor 
by the odours themselves. 
The trained panel then evaluated selected mixtures of diacetyl and ethyl butyrate, using the attributes that they 
had generated in the initial stage of the work. The data from the panel's evaluation of the mixtures was 
subjected to response surface regression. In order to test the predictive ability of the resultant equations, the 
panel evaluated additional mixtures of the two compounds. This extra data was then combined with the main 
data and the response surface regression was repeated to ensure that the coefficients of the regression equations 
were not significantly altered by the inclusion of the additional data. This approach was repeated with mixtures 
of three compounds and then with mixtures of four compounds. The final result was a series of twelve 
regression equations that could be used to predict the sensory characteristics of any combination of the four 
odour compounds. 
The model developed, which consisted of the twelve regression equations, was tested by applying it to the 
perception of Parmesan cheese. The panel evaluated three different Parmesan-type cheeses using the attributes 
that they had used to describe the odour mixtures. The regression equations were then used to predict 
combinations of the four odour compounds that would be likely to give the most similar sensory profile to the 
Parmesan cheeses. The panel then assessed the odour of these mixtures, and of a range of cheeses, including 
Parmesan and non-Parmesan types, to determine their similarity to the panelists' concept of Parmesan cheese 
odour. All of the odour mixtures were as or more similar to the panelists' concept of Parmesan cheese odour as 
the four Parmesan-type cheeses included in the experiment. The Cheddar and Gouda cheeses included in the 
experiment were less similar to the panelists' concept of Parmesan cheese odour than any of the odour mixtures 
or Parmesan cheeses. Thus it was concluded that a model had been developed that was capable of predicting the 
sensory characteristics of any combinaton of diacetyl, ethyl butyrate, butyric acid, and methional, and that this 
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model could be used to predict combinations of these four odour compounds that will give rise to desired 
sensory characteristics in a formulated food product. 
It is envisaged that this approach could be used extensively in the formulation of food products, or other 
formulated products in which the perception of odour is important. A model developed in this way could be 
used to predict what sensory characteristics would be likely to be perceived in a product formulated with a 
specific mixture of odour compounds, or to ascertain which combination of odour compounds is likely to give 
rise to desired sensory characteristics. 
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1 Introduction 
There is only one tool that is able to measure sensory properties: the human. No amount of sop?isticated 
chemical analysis is able to explain the human response to the properties of a product; similarly, no amount of 
sophisticated sensory analysis i~ able to explain the reasons for the existence of those properties. The challenge 
is to bring knowledge from both the sensory world and the chemistry world to bear in trying to understand and 
explain the sensory properties of foods. 
The human experience of a food is an encounter of all the senses. Sight, hearing, touch, taste and smell are all 
integrated in the sensory experience. In order to gain understanding and control of the sensory properties of 
foods, it is necessary for the food scientist to break the food down into its component parts - colour, appearance, 
sound, texture, taste and odour. When laypeople refer to a food's flavour, they are generally responding to the 
perceived combination of texture, taste and odour. Taste is sensed on the tongue and soft palate, and is generally 
considered to possess only five qualities - sweet, salty, sour, bitter, and umami. Odour is sensed in the nasal 
cavity, as a result of volatile compounds travelling via either the mouth or the nose during consumption, and can 
possess a seemingly infinite number of qualities (Lawless & Heymann, 1998). 
This research focused on an understanding of odour, arguably the most important, complex and least understood 
property of food. It is generally recognised that an understanding of food flavour is primarily an understanding 
of odour and its interaction with the other components such as texture and taste. The flavours of various foods 
are differentiated primarily on the basis of their odours, which arise from unique and complex combinations of 
volatile compounds. 
Many studies into the basis of food odour have taken an analytical approach, which involves "deconstructing" 
the odour into its component compounds using instruments such as gas chromatographs and mass spectrometers. 
Often this research is carried out in isolation from any understanding of the perception of the food odour - the 
result is often a list of odour compounds that are present in the food, but that may or may not be important to the 
odour of the food as it is perceived when consumed. Similarly, many studies of the sensory properties of food 
odour also take a "deconstructivist" approach - the odour is analysed and broken down into component parts. 
Such studies can provide detailed information about how the food is perceived but often in isolation from an 
understanding of the chemistry that gives rise to the perception. The sensory and chemical pieces of the puzzle 
can be related using gas chromatography-olfactometry, and this approach has been used extensively in the study 
of food odour with good results. However, human perception of food odour during consumption does not take 
an analytical approach. Even the most sophisticated of experiments, combining an understanding of the sensory 
and chemical properties of the food, will be oflimited use if there is no consideration of the contribution of 




The work described in this thesis arose from earlier studies at the Fonterra Research Centre (FRC), which took 
an analytical approach to the understanding of food odour. These studies were attempting to understand and 
explain the subtle differences in flavour between American Cheddar and processed cheeses, and their New 
Zealand counterparts (Solomon & Broome, 1998; Solomon et al., 1998). Descriptive analysis was used to try to 
understand the perceptual differences between the cheeses, and chemical analysis was used to try to determine 
which flavour compounds were responsible for the perceptual differences. It became apparent that, although 
useful information could be obtained, a true understanding of the odour of a complex food, such as cheese, 
would require an understanding of the interactions between the multitudes of different odour compounds present 
in the food. An analytical approach may tell us which odour compounds are present in a food, and which are 
likely to be individually significant to its perception, but will tell us nothing about the interactions between these 
compounds, which are certain to be crucial to human perception of the odour. Understanding food odour is 
essentially a question of understanding the human perception of complex mixtures of odour compounds. 
The study reported here focused specifically on odour compounds that are relevant to cheese flavour, which is of 
particular interest both to the New Zealand dairy industry and to the wider food science community. Cheese is 
an extremely complex biological system, the odour of which may be influenced by a large number of volatile 
compounds. Small changes in the chemical composition of a cheese can make perceptible differences to its 
flavour. Despite decades of study into cheese flavour, and the identification of multitudes of volatile compounds 
that contribute to the odour of cheese, there are very few formulated cheese flavours that adequately mimic the 
flavour of natural cheese. Similarly, there are few low-fat cheeses, or imitation cheese products with a flavour 
that is acceptable to consumers. This is testimony to the complexity of cheese flavour, and the lack of 
understanding of the interactions between the volatile compounds. It is simply not understood how a collection 
of individual compounds comes to be perceived as a whole flavour - cheese. This is in contrast to some other 
foods, such as fruits, for which exceptionally good commercial flavours are available - research has identified 
the combinations of odour compounds that mimic the odour of the fruit almost perfectly. 
The approach taken here was in contrast to the "deconstructivist" approach described above. In this study, 
individual odour compounds were treated as "building blocks", and interactions between them were studied, as a 
complex odour was gradually built up from its individual components. The objective was to try to understand 
the way in which odours interact to form a whole perception - in this case, the way in which specific cheese 
odour compounds combine to form an odour that resembles cheese. The approach called heavily on both an 
understanding of the chemistry of cheese odour and an ability to apply sensory analysis to understand the human 
perception of cheese odour. 
The work reported here examined the perception of mixtures of odour compounds, in order to add to the 
knowledge of odour mixture perception as well as to contribute to the understanding of cheese flavour. The 
approach was a novel combination of chemical and sensory understanding, and provided insights that may assist 
in the formulation of flavoured foods. The perception of a food odour is essentially the perception of an odour 
mixture, and to date there is no way of predicting the perception of a food from the knowledge of which volatile 
compounds are present and in what proportions. This work aimed to develop a model that could be used to 
predict the perception of mixtures of odour compounds, specifically mixtures of compounds that are important to 
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cheese odour. This will assist in our understanding of the flavour of natural cheese, and in the formulation of 
processed cheeses and cheese analogues. 
1.1 Understanding Cheese Flavour 
The flavour of cheese is extremely complex. At least 400 varieties of cheese (Fox, 1993) can be produced from 
the same starting material - milk. Cheesemaking has been more of an art than a science until relatively recently, 
and cheese flavour remains ill understood. This is an indication of the complexity of cheese flavour, and indeed 
the complexity of cheese itself, particularly because cheese is biochemically dynamic. Microorganisms and 
enzymes act on the proteins, fat and carbohydrates of the cheese curd during manufacture and ripening, 
producing various breakdown products. 
The human perception of the flavour of cheese is affected by various parameters of the product, including (Fox, 
Guinee, Cogan, & McSweeney, 2000) the following. 
• Composition: pH, salt, moisture and fat levels in the cheese will all influence the perception of the cheese 
flavour, and moisture and fat levels will affect the way the volatile compounds are released from the cheese 
matrix on mastication. 
• Rheology and microstructure: the physical properties of the cheese will affect both the perceived texture and 
the release of the flavours from the cheese matrix on mastication. 
• Volatile compounds: the flavour of the cheese is characterised by the presence of particular odour 
compounds. 
Volatile compounds are considered to be the major contributors to cheese flavour, giving each cheese a 
characteristic odour. Important volatile compounds include fatty acids, esters, methyl ketones, lactones, 
alcohols, terpenes, amines, amides, phenolic compounds and sulphur compounds (Urbach, 1997). Little 
published information about the flavour of processed cheese is available. One study (Lin, 1976) found alcohols, 
methyl ketones, aldehydes, diacetyl, acetoin, short-chain fatty acids, alkylbenzene, esters, Jactones and 
alkylpyrazines in American processed cheese. Studies in this laboratory have confirmed Lin's finding that most 
of the compounds present in processed cheese are the same as those found in natural cheese. Based on Lin's 
experience formulating American processed cheese, he concluded that diacetyl, acetoin and the lactones were 
responsible for the creamy and buttery notes, that esters were responsible for the weak fruity notes and that 
pyrazines were likely to be responsible for the weak nutty notes, and questioned the assumed contribution of 
short-chain free fatty acids to the cheesy notes. 
There is currently little understanding of what compounds identified in any cheese are responsible for its 
particular odour. It is generally believed that cheese odour is the result of a blend of volatile compounds, no one 
of which produces the characteristic odour. This is referred to as the component balance theory (McGugan, 
1975). Most recent research into cheese flavour concurs with the hypothesis that cheese aroma is the result of a 
unique balance of odorants, none of which is individually perceived as being 'cheesy' ( e.g.Zehentbauer & 




different from any of the individual component compounds is essentially the concept of synthesis. An odour 
mixture can be perceived either as a combination of components, where each component remains separate and 
identifiable, or as a unique singular sensation that is not obviously related to the components of the mixture. The 
former can be referred to as analytic processing of the odour mixture, and the latter can be referred to as 
synthetic processing (Erickson, Priolo, Warwick, & Schiffman, 1990). Synthesis and analysis are discussed in 
more detail in Section 1.3 .3. Given that many decades of research into cheese flavour have not identified a 
particular compound that is responsible for "cheesiness", it has become accepted that the perception of cheese 
flavour is primarily the perception of a unique odour resulting from the combination of a number of volatile 
compounds, none of which is individually perceived as "cheesy". This is an example of synthetic processing of 
an odour mixture. 
For this research, it was important to select a finite number of odour compounds that had been shown to be 
important to cheese flavour. These compounds needed to be contributors to the flavour of natural cheese, and, 
based on the information available, be likely contributors to the flavour of processed cheese. It was important 
that the compounds have distinctly different sensory characteristics and represent different chemical classes. 
The strategy for the selection of compounds for this study was to choose three compounds that appear in most 
investigations into the volatile compounds present in cheeses, and one compound that appears less frequently 
and so is likely to be contributing to the differentiation between cheese types and between cheeses within a 
cheese type, for example between New Zealand and American processed cheese. This strategy was chosen with 
the aim of providing some understanding of the way the flavours of similar cheeses are differentiated, as well as 
an understanding of generic "cheese flavour". 
The four compounds that were chosen for this study were: 2,3-butanedione ( diacetyl), butyric acid, ethyl 
butyrate and 3-(methylthio )propionaldehyde (methional). Diacetyl is formed in the process of citrate 
metabolism (Cogan & Hill, 1993). Fatty acids, including butyric acid, are released from the milk triglycerides 
by the action of lipases. Ethyl esters are formed by the reaction of ethanol (formed during lactose metabolism) 
with fatty acids, and methional is formed from the degradation of sulphur-containing amino acids (Bakker & 
Law, 1994). 
Diacetyl, butyric acid and methional are inherent to most cheese types, and are unlikely to differentiate one 
cheese from another, although the levels and ratios of the three compounds may be important in distinguishing 
between cheeses. Since this work was focused on cheese flavour, it seemed pertinent to include these three 
compound which are likely to be important to a "backbone" of cheese flavour. Ethyl butyrate is likely to 
contribute to the differentiation of one cheese from another, as it is not found in every study of a particular 
cheese variety. In a study of 15 compounds, it was found that butyric acid, diacetyl and methional were the three 
most important compounds to the odour of Cheddar cheese, and ethyl butyrate was found to make the odour less 
Cheddar-like (Dacremont & Vickers, 1994b). It has been suggested that ethyl butyrate and other ethyl esters may 
be responsible for a fruity odour in Cheddar cheese, which is generally considered to be a defect, except in aged 
Cheddar cheese (Urbach, 1997). The contribution of ethyl esters to desirable fruitiness in other cheese types has 




Numerous studies have catalogued a huge number of volatile compounds that are present in the various types of 
cheese. Gas chromatography-olfactometry (GCO) can be used to indicate which compounds are likely to have 
an influence on perceived odour. A large number of published studies have used GCO to determine the 
important odorants in various cheese varieties. These studies have shown that diacetyl, ethyl butyrate, butyric 
acid and methional are likely to have an impact on the odour of Cheddar cheese (McGugan, 197 5; Arora et al., 
1995; Christensen & Reineccius, 1995; Delahunty et al., 1996; Milo & Reineccius, 1997; Friedrich & Acree, 
1998; O'Riordan & Delahunty, 2001), Emmentaler cheese (Preininger & Grosch, 1994; Friedrich & Acree, 1998) 
and Camembert cheese (Kubickova & Grosch, 1997; Friedrich & Acree, 1998). There have been few studies 
into the odour of Parmesan-type cheeses, despite the fact that these cheeses are of considerable commercial 
importance and are unique in terms of their production and ripening (Barbieri et al., 1994 ). Several studies of 
the volatile compounds present in Parmesan-type cheeses indicate that the four compounds chosen for this 
research are present in Parmesan cheese (Virgili et al., 1994; Barbieri et al., 1994; Careri et al., 1994; Meinhart 
& Schreier, 1986), and it is likely that they all have an influence on odour. However, few studies have used 
GCO to determine which compounds are actually important to the odour of Parmesan-type cheeses. One study 
reported using GCO to establish the importance of free fatty acids, including butyric acid, to the flavour of 
Parmesan cheese (Qian, 2000). An extensive study of Grana Padano cheese using CharmAnalysis found that 
ethyl butyrate, methional and butyric acid were all important to the cheese's odour (Moio & Addeo, 1998). 
There has been extensive research carried out that has contributed to the understanding of cheese flavour. Many 
studies have identified compounds that are likely to be important to the odours of various types of cheeses, and 
many studies have examined the sensory characteristics of those cheese types. Fewer studies have attempted to 
relate the compounds that are present in the cheeses to the sensory characteristics of the cheeses. Fewer still 
have related an understanding of the interactions between the odour compounds in the cheese to its perception. 
Perhaps because of this, although we currently understand which odour compounds are responsible for 
distinguishing between vastly different cheese types, for example propionic acid contributes to the unique 
flavour of Swiss-type cheeses and methyl ketones contribute to the unique flavour of blue cheeses, we are 
generaJly unable to explain the subtle differences in flavour between, for example, New Zealand and American 
Cheddar cheeses. 
This study aimed to take the first steps to developing an understanding of the way in which mixtures of odours 
that are important to cheese flavour are perceived, and how the perception of combinations of these compounds 
relates to the perception of cheese. As the four compounds chosen for this study have been shown to be 
important to a wide range of cheese types, it was felt that the conclusions from this study would be applicable to 
a wide variety of cheeses and processed cheese foods. 
The research reported here is underpinned by extensive published studies into the chemistry of food, and relies 
on an understanding of how humans perceive the odour of food. The foJlowing sections examine the state of 








1.2 Using Chemistry to Understand Food Odour 
Generally, the approach of a flavour chemist in food research is to use analytical techniques to determine what 
volatile compounds are present in the food product of interest. 






Extraction - removal of the flavour compounds from the food . 
Concentration of the extract. 
Separation of the flavour compounds contained in the extract by chromatography (most often gas 
chromatography (GC)). 
Detection, usually by flame ionisation detection (FID) and/or mass spectrometry (MS) . 
Identification (tentatively by comparing mass spectra of unknown compounds with library spectra; positive 
identification is more complex). 
Such an analysis can result in the identification of many hundreds of compounds in a food product, many of 
which may not actually contribute to the sensory properties of the product at all. The issue becomes: Which gas 
chromatographic signals represent compounds that have a sensory impact? 
GCO is a technique that begins to address this question by using the human nose as a detector (and an aid to 
identification) in a chemical analysis. The airflow from the GC column is split and travels both to an 
instrumental detector and to a human assessor who indicates when an odour is perceived. Jn this way, the 
chemist can determine which of the hundreds of compounds in the food actually have human olfactory impact, 
and can focus on identifying those compounds. Most often, GCO studies employ dilution methods with the aim 
of producing quantitative estimates of potency or relative potency for the compounds that elute from the gas 
chromatograph (Acree, 1993 ). Dilution methods require an extract to be diluted in a step-wise manner, and each 
dilution is passed through the gas chromatograph and sniffed. The last dilution is that in which no significant 
odour is detected. CharmAnalysis (Acree et al., 1984) and aroma extract dilution analysis (AEDA) (Ullrich & 
Grosch, 1987) are the two most commonly reported ways of analysing the data produced by dilution analysis. 
Both CharmAnalysis and AEDA rely on the determination of calculated odour detection threshold values for 
those compounds that are found to be most significant through the dilution analysis. Odour activity values are 
defined as the ratio of the concentration of a flavour compound to its odour threshold value. 
GCO is currently a widely used and pivotal step in the determination of which compounds present in a food are 
actually important to its odour. 1t is the only method in wide use that allows a connection to be made between 
the chemical composition of a food and the human perception of that food. Despite this, it has some inherent 
flaws, which are discussed below. 
The concept of odour activity values ( elsewhere called odour values, odour units and aroma values) has been 
criticised as contrary to accepted psychophysical laws (Piggott, 1990; Maarse, 1991; Abbott et al., 1993; Pollien 
et al., 1997; Buettner & Schieberle, 2000). The odour activity value concept assumes that perceived intensity is 
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linearly related to odorant concentration, contrary to both Stevens' and Fechner's laws. Stevens' law states that 
perceived intensity is related to concentration by a power function (Stevens, 1961 ), and is currently accepted as 
the best representation of sensorial perceptions. An additional flawed assumption of the odour activity value 
concept is that the perceived intensity as a function of concentration will increase with equal slope for all odour 
active compounds (van Ruth, 2001 ). Other GCO methods that avoid the use of odour activity values have been 
proposed, for example Osme (the name Osme is derived from the Greek word meaning smell) (da Silva et al., 
1994) and the nasal impact frequency (NIF) method (Pollien et al., 1997). Osme is a technique in which subjects 
assess the intensity of the odour as it is perceived at the odour port. The NIF method bases the assessment of the 
relative importance of each odour on the number of panelists who perceive an odour at a particular retention 
index. 
Divergence between calculated odour activity values and real odour intensity of flavour compounds has been 
demonstrated (Buettner & Schieberle, 2000). Recently, it was shown that odour activity values did not 
accurately predict the relative odour intensities of different odorants, and were not good indicators of the relative 
contributions of two components to the overall intensity of a binary mixture (Audouin et al., 2001 ). This 
indicates that information generated using GCO needs to be carefully interpreted, as compounds with high odour 
activity values are not necessarily those that have the most impact on the odour of the food. 
Often, GCO analyses are carried out using only one or two trained panelists ( e.g.Moio et al., 1993; Hoffman & 
Schieberle, 1998; Ong & Acree, 1999; Wyllie et al., 2001) sometimes including the experimenter as one of the 
panelists (e.g.Zehentbauer & Reineccius, 2002). Some studies are even published without mentioning the 
number of panelists that were used ( e.g.Lopez & Dufour, 2001; Schieberle & Steinhaus, 2001 ). The reason for 
the use of such a small number of panelists is usually the fact that the procedure is very time consuming, 
especially when techniques such as CharmAnalysis or AEDA are used, which require each panelist to sniff 
multiple dilutions. However, employing only one or two people in a technique reliant on human perception 
overlooks the inherent variability in individuals' sensitivity to odours, including cases where an individual may 
be anosmic or hyposmic to particular compo~nds. There is also likelihood of individual variation over time, 
when sniffing of multiple dilutions is required by a technique such as CharmAnalysis or AEDA. Abbott et al. 
(1993) identified several issues related to variation within and between panelists, including gaps in responses at 
successive dilutions, where an individual fails to detect an odour at a certain retention index and a particular 
dilution, but detects an odour at this same retention index when the extract is diluted further. When logistics 
mean that samples need to be stored for extended periods of time in order to carry out GCO on multiple 
dilutions, there can be problems with degradation of some compounds in the extract. Additionally, as discussed 
by Abbott et al. (1993), GCO relies on panelists detecting an odour and giving a yes/no response. To make this 
response the panelist needs to decide whether the signal is above the background noise. It has been suggested 
that different individuals will have a more or less rigid basis on which to decide whether the difference between 
signal and noise qualifies as a real difference (O'Mahony, 1991). That is, individuals will vary in the magnitude 
of the difference between signal and noise that they require to believe that the difference is not imaginary, and to 
therefore report the signal. These factors suggest that conclusions based on one or two individuals' responses to 
the GC effluent are unlikely to provide sufficiently sound data on which to base conclusions about the key odour 




issues by employing multiple panelists, all of whom sniff the extract at only one dilution. Assessment of the 
relative importance of the individual odours is made based on the number of panelists who perceive an odour at a 
given retention index. Consequently, rather than ignoring inherent variation in human perception as other 
techniques seem to do, the NIF method takes advantage of this as the basis of selection of important odour 
compounds. Pollien et al. ( 1997) found that good repeatability of results using the NIF method, and showed that 
independent panels were able to generate similar results using the NIF method. However, studies at the FRC 
have shown that NIF tends to identify a smaller set of odours than AEDA so the NIF method may overlook some 
important compounds (Stevens et al., 1999). 
Although GCO may be useful in the identification of important odour compounds, it does not provide any 
information on the effect of combinations of these compounds on perception. For example, in a study of the 
compounds important to apple odour, butyl acetate was identified by GCO as a likely contributor to the odour of 
Royal Gala apples (Young et al., 1996). However, sensory studies carried out in conjunction with the GCO 
work showed that butyl acetate did not increase the aroma or flavour attribute intensities as had been expected, 
and in fact its presence decreased the intensities of 'red apple aroma' and 'sweet aroma'. Young et al. (1996) 
concluded that the observed suppressive effect of butyl acetate on important sensory attributes highlights the 
importance of thorough sensory testing. This example indicates the importance of mixture interactions to the 
perception of food odour, and the way in which GCO can provide misleading information because it only 
provides information about the individual odour compounds, in isolation from other compounds that are in the 
food. Given that GCO is currently widely used as a pivotal tool in the understanding of food odour, there is 
clearly a need for information generated by research that takes into account the fundamentals of human 
perception, including the effect of interactions between odour compounds. The research reported in this thesis 
aimed to provide information in this area. 
Additionally, in the analytical approach generally taken to understanding food odour, there are issues related to 
the extraction of the volatile compounds from the food matrix. The first issue is whether the compounds in the 
extract, and their relative concentrations, are representative of the compounds and their concentrations in the 
food. The second issue is whether the compounds released from the food matrix via the extraction process are 
the same as those that are released when the food is consumed. Recently, it has been acknowledged that 
conventional extraction methods may not adequately mimic the way that mastication releases volatile 
compounds from the food matrix, and it has been shown that different extraction techniques extract different 
ratios of volatile compounds from cheese (Vandeweghe & Reineccius, 1990). Analysis of the headspace above 
the food sample is an alternative to chemical extraction techniques, and probably provides information that is 
more representative of the volatile composition of a complex food like cheese ( e.g.Arora et al., 1995; Milo & 
Reineccius, 1997). However, it has been shown that the composition of the volatile headspace obtained from 
cheese using conventional headspace analysis differs from that obtained using a method in which the headspace 
released during consumption is displaced from the nasal cavity and subsequently analysed (Delahunty et al., 
1996). This implies that some of the compounds measured using traditional analytical techniques may not 
actually be significant to human perception of the food during consumption, and, conversely, that the human 
consumption process may release volatile compounds that are not released through traditional extraction 
techniques. Almost certainly, the ratios of concentrations of compounds released by traditional extraction 
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methods are likely to be different from those released by the mouth during consumption (O'Riordan et al., 1998). 
This means that conclusions about cheese flavour based on knowledge of the compounds that were extracted 
from a cheese using traditional extraction methods may be inaccurate. 
Consequently, recent research has focussed on systems that allow for the analysis of the volatile compounds 
released from a food matrix during consumption. Some researchers have developed systems that simulate the 
eating process, and have analysed the volatile compounds released. The retronasal aroma simulator (RAS) 
(Deibler et al., 2001) is one of the more recent innovations in this area (Roberts & Acree, 1995). The RAS 
consists of a stainless steel blender container, high torque variable speed motor, water jacket, and regulated gas 
inlet and outlet. The RAS has been stated to have advantages over humans for studying flavour release in terms 
ofreproducibility, sensitivity, the ability to control physical parameters and compatibility with chromatography 
(Deibler et al., 2001). 
Jn addition to developing extraction systems that more closely mimic the human mastication process, various 
methods for the chemical analysis of volatile compounds in the air expired through the nose and mouth during 
the actual consumption of a food have been developed. This provides the opportunity to actually measure the 
compounds that are being released, and presumably perceived, as the food is eaten. One group of such 
techniques involves the displacement of air from the buccal cavity while the subject consumes the food sample. 
The air is trapped using low temperatures (Linforth & Taylor, 1993) or adsorbing polymers (van Ruth et al., 
1995), and then released and analysed by GC-MS. An alternative approach has been the use of atmospheric 
pressure ionisation mass spectrometry (APJ-MS) to follow real-time volatile release from subjects during eating 
(Taylor et al., 2000). This allows for the analysis of volatile compounds at concentrations of about 10 parts per 
billion (ppb) as each breath is released from the nose (Taylor & Linforth, 1996). These techniques are primarily 
focused on understanding the release of flavour volatiles from the food matrix, and, in the case of the API-MS 
system, the release of the volatile flavour compounds is generally correlated with sensory time-intensity studies 
(Baek et al., 1999) to allow correlations to be made between human perception of odour and release of odorous 
compounds from the food. 
The RAS has recently been used in conjunction with the API-MS system to compare the volatile compounds 
released on mastication of a food by the RAS, with the compounds released when the same food is consumed by 
humans (Deibler et al., 2001 ). A 99% correlation was found between ratios of compounds released by the RAS 
and by humans. The RAS produced concentrations of compounds up to 2000 times those produced by humans, 
but the ratios of concentrations of compounds produced by the RAS and by humans were the same. It was shown 
that, with some dairy products ( cheese, ice cream), humans did not give concentrations of compounds sufficient 
to study, whereas the RAS did. In this situation, the RAS can help address an issue in the understanding of food 
flavours, which is that the human olfactory system is a much more sensitive detector than the instrumental 
detectors currently available. This means that compounds that are present at levels below those that can be 
detected instrumentally could be contributing to the perception of the food. Using the RAS to release flavour 
compounds from a food in the same ratios as a human, but at much higher concentrations, allows us to study the 
flavour chemistry of products that we would otherwise not be able to study. 
)-, 
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Recent flavour chemistry research has acknowledged that an understanding of flavour and flavour release must 
consider both the effect of matrix-odorant interactions on the concentrations of odour compounds and the effect 
of this alteration of the concentration of individual compounds on the perception of other odorants present in the 
food (Buettner & Schieberle, 2000). That is, in addition to understanding flavour chemistry and flavour release, 
we must also understand odour mixtures. Recent research has acknowledged this, by creating model mixtures of 
the compounds identified via chemical analysis and by comparing these model mixtures with the original food 
( e.g. Preininger et al., 1996). The aim is to determine whether the combination of compounds thought to be 
important adequately mimics the food odour. Some very recent studies include omission experiments in which 
individual odorants are systematically removed from the model mixture to determine which odorants actually 
contribute to the odour ( e.g. Grosch, 2001; Mayer & Grosch, 2001 ). These studies have shown that compounds 
that have high odour activity values, previously assumed to be essential to the odour of the food, are not 
necessarily the most important contributors to the food odour, as a consequence of mixture interactions 
suppressing or enhancing the impact of individual compounds (Grosch, 2001). 
Despite the fact that the aim of the sophisticated investigations described above is to determine which volatile 
compounds are really important in the perception of food odour, there is still something of a void between many 
studies grounded in chemistry-based analyses, and studies of human perception. Previously, it had been 
imagined that one could use GCO to identify a list of volatile compounds that have a sensory impact, and could 
assume that a combination of these compounds, in the right ratios and concentrations, would reproduce the odour 
of the food. Now it has been acknowledged that each compound that is present in the food will have an 
interaction with each other compound present. Consequently, compounds that may be present at levels too low 
to be perceived, or detected by GCO, may nevertheless make a contribution to the perception of the food, 
through their interactions with other compounds. As acknowledged by Audouin et al. (2001), GCO methods can 
really only be considered to be screening tools for determining which compounds are most likely to make a 
contribution to the odour of a food, and the true importance of a particular compound to a food odour can only 
be determined by extensive sensory studies. Obviously an understanding of food odour relies on an 
understanding of the perceptual interaction of odours. Despite this, conclusions are often still made about the 
'key aroma compounds' in food products, based on an assessment, by one or two panelists, of the impact of each 
compound in isolation from the other compounds (e.g. Zehentbauer & Reineccius, 2002). 
The current understanding of cheese odour is heavily reliant on studies in which GCO was a pivotal tool. These 
studies have contributed enormously to the understanding of cheese odour, but, as discussed above, conclusions 
drawn on the basis of GCO are necessarily limited. The study reported here aims to build on the current 
knowledge of cheese odour, using an approach that accommodates considerations of human perception, and 
takes into account the importance of studying the perceptual effects of the interactions between volatile 
compounds. Clearly, for improved understanding of food odour, the sophisticated analytical techniques outlined 
above must be linked to an understanding of human perception. This study aimed to provide part of that link. 
'>' 
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1.3 Understanding the Perception of Food Odour 
In order to provide the basis for an understanding of the human perception of food odour, the way in which the 
human olfactory system functions is described here. 
1.3.1 The Olfactory System 
Flavour perception during the consumption of a food is a complex interaction between taste, sensed on the 
tongue and soft palate, and odour, sensed in the nasal cavity both orthonasally (inhaled through the nose) and 
retronasally (via the mouth), as well as trigeminal sensations such as pain and irritation. 
The first stage in the perception of food is sniffing, during which volatile compounds are carried into the nasal 
cavity orthonasally. Once the food is taken into the mouth, mastication breaks the food into smaller pieces and 
mixes these pieces with saliva. This process releases the odorants, tastants and pungent compounds from the 
food and they partition into the saliva and air in the mouth according to their chemical properties, including 
solubilities and vapour pressures (Maruniak, 1988). As food is swallowed and air is expired, volatile compounds 
are carried into the nose via the naso-pharynx (retronasally) (Buettner & Schieberle, 2000). 
The olfactory receptors are located high in the nasal cavity. There are several million olfactory sensory neurons 
in the olfactory epithelium, which send nerve fibres into a much smaller number (approximately 2000) of 
glomerular structures in the olfactory bulb (Shepherd, 1997). The receptor neuron is bipolar, extending multiple 
(] 0-30) cilia into the mucus layer at the epithelial surface. It is these cilia that are thought to be the site of the 
odour-receptor cell interaction (Maruniak, 1988). Mammals have developed approximately 1000 different 
types of odorant receptors, which are expressed on the cilia! membrane surface of the sensory neurons (Mori et 
al., 1999). The axons of the olfactory neurons pass to the olfactory bulb in bundles. In the bulb, the axons of 
tens of thousands of olfactory neurons synapse with the dendrites of much smaller numbers (tens) ofmitral and 
tufted cells in each glomerulus. The axons of the mitral and tufted cells pass to the olfactory cortex (Maruniak, 
1988), from where olfactory information is relayed to higher cortical areas and to the limbic system (Malnic et 
al., 1999). 
Very recent research has begun to shed light on the mechanisms by which the mammalian olfactory system can 
detect, and distinguish between, the huge range of environmental and food odours that it encounters, and with 
great sensitivity. The first step in odour processing is the transferral of information from the odour molecule to 
the odour i:eceptor. Research has shown that individual olfactory neurons commonly express only one type of 
odorant receptor (Malnic et al., 1999) and that, in the epithelium, neurons expressing a given type of odorant 
receptor are confined to one of four zones (Ressler et al., 1993). Neurons expressing different receptors are 
interspersed in each zone (Sullivan et al., 1995). It has been found that a single odorant receptor can recognise 
multiple odorants, and that, in general, each odorant receptor will recognise odorants of similar carbon chain 
length and similar functional group type, but that there is considerable variation in the rules that govern odorant 




odorant can be recognised by multiple receptors, and that different odorants are recognised by different and 
unique combinations of receptors, meaning that each odorant produces its own unique receptor code. Odorants 
that have related structures can be recognised by overlapping, but non-identical, sets ofreceptors. Slight changes 
in an odorant's structure or changes in odorant concentration result in changes in the combination ofreceptors 
that respond to the odorant, changing the receptor code. The results suggested that a change in an odorant's 
receptor code can effect a significant change in perceived odour. Malnic et al. (1999) described their findings as 
evidence of a mammalian combinatorial receptor coding scheme that enables the identification and 
discrimination of a vast number of diverse odours. 
The second step in odour processing is the passing o-t: information from the receptors to the olfactory bulb. In the 
olfactory bulb, the axons of neurons expressing the same type of receptor converge on to a few specific 
glomeruli (Vassar et al., 1994), and it seems likely that each glomerulus is devoted to one odorant receptor (Mori 
et al., 1999). The glomeruli in the olfactory bulb are therefore stimulated to produce what is in essence a spatial 
map, reflecting the activation ofreceptors in the epithelium by an olfactory stimulus (Ressler et al., 1993), and 
representing the quality of the olfactory stimulus (Wang et al., 1998). Individual mitral and tufted cells project a 
single dendrite to a single glomerulus, so their specificity reflects that of the glomerulus (Mori et al., 1999). It is 
suggested that the extreme convergence of receptor cells on to the mitral and tufted cells increases the 
probability that an output cell will respond even when only a small number of receptor cells are stimulated, 
allowing the olfactory system to detect odours at extremely low concentrations (Maruniak, 1988). 
In the third step, the glomerular information is processed by neural circuits in the olfactory bulb. Synaptic 
interactions within the glomerulus may amplify its response (Nicoll & Jahr, 1982), whereas interactions between 
glomeruli may mediate inhibition of less active glomeruli and so sharpen output from the bulb compared with 
the input (Shepherd, 1997). Output from the bulb is carried ,to the olfactory cortex by the mitral and tufted cells. 
In the fourth stage of odour processing, which is not particularly well understood, the output from the olfactory 
bulb is processed by the olfactory cortex and transferred to other parts of the brain. It is not known how the 
individual components of an odour code are decoded to yield the perception of an odour (Malnic et al., 1999), 
but it is known that mitral cell axons do not terminate in the cortex in the same spatial organisation as that of 
their dendrites in the bulb, so that each small region of the olfactory bulb projects to many places in the cortex 
(Holley, 1999). There is some evidence that, in addition to spatial information, there are precise temporal 
sequences of neural activity that are involved in projecting information about an odour (Wehr & Laurent, 1996). 
It has also been shown that there are regions in the orbitofrontal cortex of primates where the sensory modalities 
of taste, vision and olfaction converge, and this is probably where flavour representations are built (Rolls, 1997). 
It has been suggested that the higher olfactory centres are involved in olfactory adaptation and sensitivity 
enhancement (Li, 1990). 
A very recent study (Zou et al., 2001) has shown that input from one odour receptor is targeted to specific 
clusters of cortical neurons. Sites that respond to a given receptor have similar or identical locations in different 
individuals. The existence of this stereotyped map in the cortex could suggest a mechanism by which odours 





1.3.2 Understanding Odour Mixtures 
Given that the odour of a food is a complex mixture of odorants, it is important to gain an understanding of the 
way in which humans perceive odour mixtures. Despite the fact that we are constantly exposed to complex 
mixtures of odorants, including environmental and food odours, little is understood about how individual 
odorants combine in mixtures, and what factors influence the perception of such combinations (Lawless, l 999). 
In particular, what determines whether a complex odour is perceived synthetically (odours mix to form a new 
odour, in the way that yellow and blue combine to form green) or analytically (a mixture of odours is perceived 
collectively but can be broken into its components in the same way that a chord can be perceived as a collection 
of musical notes) is currently undetermined. These analogies, from the visual and auditory senses, highlight the 
lack of understanding of olfaction, compared with the other senses. The circumstances under which the 
olfactory sense may behave synthetically are of interest to the study of cheese odour, because it is currently 
accepted that there is no one compound that is characteristic of cheese odour. That is, cheese odour is the result 
of the perceptual interaction of multiple odorants, which synthesise to produce the cheese odour percept. In 
order to understand cheese odour, it is necessary to understand the perceptual interaction of odours, including 
synthesis and analysis, and the circumstances under which they occur. 
The processing of odour mixtures is poorly understood. Research suggests that there are commonalities between 
the vertebrate olfactory pathway and that of crustaceans such as lobsters (Ache, l 989; Derby, 2000) and many 
studies have been carried out using lobsters, rodents and humans as subjects to try to understand the physiology 
of odour mixture perception . 
In a series of studies of odour mixtures with lobsters, across neuron patterns of response (ANPs) have been 
identified as a feature of the neuronal population response that may be a concentration-independent code of 
odorant quality in the olfactory system (Derby et al., 1991). ANPs were shown to be relatively similar for 
stimuli of the same type but different concentration. Derby et al. ( 1991) found that the types and degrees of 
mixture interactions in binary mixtures resulted in ANPs for the mixture being distinct from the ANPs for the 
components of the mixture and different from the ANPs that would be predicted for the mixture from the 
responses to the components. It is suggested that these interactions influence the coding of stimulus quality, and 
may improve the contrast between the quality of mixtures and that of their components. Later studies 
demonstrated that, under some circumstances, lobsters could detect the individual components in odour 
mixtures, and so must be able to process the components of mixtures as individual elements (Livermore et al., 
1997). An exploration of this phenomenon suggested that a mixture and its components may generate different 
neural codes, but that the mixture's code may have features similar to the codes of both of its components, 
allowing the qualities of the individual components to be maintained, and providing an explanation of the 
lobsters' ability to detect the components in a mixture (Derby, 2000). 
It has been observed that the most common outcome of mixing two odours is that of suppression or 
hypoadditivity; that is, the intensity of the mixture is Jess than the arithmetic sum of the intensities of the two 
mixture components (Berglund & Olsson, 1993). This is discussed in more detail in Section 1.3.2.1. Many 
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studies have focused on whether these sorts of mixture interactions are peripheral ( occur at the receptors) or 
central (an artefact of central nervous system processing). Most studies seem to conclude that interactions such 
as mixture suppression are peripheral events (Ache et al., 1987; Bell et al., 1987; Ache, 1989; Gentilcore & 
Derby, 1998; Jinks & Laing, 1999a) although there is also evidence for cognition having a large role in odour 
mixture perception (Algom & Cain, 1991; Jinks & Laing, 1999b ). 
Several hypotheses as to the mechanisms by which odorants might interact at the receptors have been proposed. 
Some of these have been dispelled, including the notion that odorants may be differentially adsorbed by the 
mucus according to their polarity (Laing, 1988), that odorants of similar polarity would therefore be more 
suppressive of each other (Bell et al., 1987) and that the polarity of an odorant may affect its rate of diffusion 
through the mucus to the receptor cells, such that "slower" odorants would be more likely to be suppressed than 
"faster" odorants (Laing & MacLeod, 1992). There is some evidence that odorants in binary mixtures are 
processed with temporal separation and are perceived in series, and that "fast" odorants are more likely to 
suppress "slow" odorants than the reverse (Laing et al., 1994a). However, in more complex (ternary) mixtures, 
subjects are unable to discern the temporal order of the processing of mixture components, which is presumed to 
be due to limitations in olfactory working memory (Jinks et al., 1998; Jinks & Laing, 1999b ). The order of 
temporal processing of the components of odour mixtures has also been shown to be concentration dependent 
(Laing et al., 1994; Jinks et al., 200 l ). 
As discussed earlier, it is currently believed that odours are represented neurally by a spatial code or map 
(Sullivan et al., 1995; Wang et al., 1998) and that odours can inhibit, as well as excite, olfactory receptor cells, so 
that the inhibitory odour input may increase the diversity of the neuronal patterns that are likely to be the basis of 
odour discrimination (Michel & Ache, 1994 ). Recent work has suggested that suppression of the perceived 
intensity of one odour mixture component by another ( commonly called odour mixture suppression) occurs as a 
result of competitive interaction between odorants suppressing receptor cells at the periphery, causing alterations 
in the characteristic patterns ofresponsive receptor cells, such that the odour mixture components are not able to 
be recognised (Jinks & Laing, 1999a). It has been shown that receptor neurons that are all highly excited by the 
same odorant compound are not necessarily inhibited by the same odour compound, are not necessarily slightly 
excited by the same compound, and do not have the same binding interactions, or show the same mixture 
interactions (Derby, 2000). This diversity in the range of response of receptor neurons provides enormous 
flexibility in the possibilities for patterns of response that could be produced by an odour mixture, so that the 
pattern of response to a mixture could be quite different from the pattern of response to a component of that 
mixture. 
More recently, a "configurational hypothesis of olfaction" has been proposed (Jinks & Laing, 200 I). This 
hypothesis predicts that, perceptually, first the different qualities of a stimulus are identified, and then the 
relationship between these properties is processed to give identification of the stimulus as a single percept. It 
proposes that, in simple ( e.g. binary) mixtures, the olfactory system processes the qualities of each odorant 
separately to allow the identification of both odorants. In complex mixtures, some of the qualities of individual 
odorants may be lost or changed, so that the resulting set of features is no longer sufficient to identify individual 
mixture components. Instead, the mixture is processed as a single percept. The neural basis of this is proposed 
·-
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to be that, in simple mixtures, the olfactory system is generally able to identify each odorant because the spatial 
pattern of stimulated receptor cells and glomeruli will reflect sufficient structural features of each odorant to 
provide information enabling identification. In contrast, in complex mixtures, the competition between each 
odorant means that the spatial pattern of stimulated receptors may not provide sufficient structural information 
about each odorant to permit identification of some or any mixture components. 
On mixing odours, there are two perceptible outcomes: the intensity of the mixture may be different from the 
intensities of the individual components; the quality of the mixture may be different from the qualities of the 
individual components. Most studies have focused on the intensities of odour mixtures, or the ability of subjects 
to identify the components of odour mixtures, with few investigating qualitative changes of odours on mixing. Jt 
has been suggested that the relative intensity of odorants, rather than their quality, determines the contribution of 
each to the quality of a mixture (Laing & Willcox, 1983; Laing et al., 1984 ), although, as is discussed later, the 
cognitive attributes of odorants, such as familiarity and pleasantness, have been implicated in the detection of 
mixture components, and hence perceived quality (Rabin & Cain, 1989). 
1.3.2.1 Intensity of Odour Mixtures 
There are a number of possible odour-intensity interactions. These are outlined below, as described by various 







The perceived intensity of a mixture of components is less than the arithmetic sum of 
the perceived intensities of the unmixed components. 
The perceived intensity of a mixture of components exceeds the arithmetic sum of the 
perceived intensi,ties of the unmixed components. 
The perceived intensity of a mixture of components is equal to the arithmetic sum of 
the perceived intensities of the unmixed components. 
The perceived intensity of a mixture of components is greater than the perceived 
intensity of the strongest component alone, but less than the sum of the perceived 
intensities of the unmixed components. 
The situation where a mixture is perceived to be more intense than one component 
smelled alone but less intense than the other component smelled alone. 
The mixture smells weaker than both the stronger and weaker components. 
It is generally accepted that the most common outcome from mixing odorants is hypoaddition, although there is 
some evidence for synergistic subthreshold interactions (Laska & Hudson, 1991). Partial addition, compromise 
and compensation are all special cases ofhypoaddition. It has been suggested that little or no interaction occurs 
with low intensity suprathreshold odorants, but that, as the concentrations increase, so does the interaction, with 
maximum suppressing effects occurring when one or both odorants are of high perceived intensity (Laing, 1995). 
Hypoaddition is generally thought to indicate a suppressive interaction between mixture components, but this 
may not always be the correct interpretation. As noted by Price ( 1987), addition of a compound to itself will not 
be additive as most compounds are characterised by a negatively accelerated psychophysical function. Every 
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biological response has some maximum that cannot be exceeded, and it may be incorrect to conclude that the 
less than additive response, on mixing two compounds, is a result of suppression of one mixture component by 
the other, because it may simply reflect the maximal response of the system (Price, 1987). 
A number of models, both perceptual and psychophysical, have been proposed to describe mixture interactions. 
Although the work described in this thesis did not develop either a perceptual model or a psychophysical model, 
some of the models that have been developed to predict the intensity outcomes of mixing odorants and tastants 
are described, as they are the result of many decades of research into odour and flavour perception and give 
insights into the approaches that have previously been taken to research in this area. Models that have been 
applied only to mixtures oftastants are not included in this discussion. 
Perceptual models are those 'that relate the perceived intensity of a mixture to the perceived intensity of the 
mixture components (Olsson, 1993). The three main perceptual models utilised in olfactory research are the 
Stronger Component Model, the Vector Model and the U Model. 
The Stronger Component Model predicts that the odour intensity of a mixture will be equal to the perceived 
intensity of the stronger of the unmixed components (Laffort & Dravnieks, 1982). This model is attractive in its 
simplicity but, as discussed by Laffort and Dravnieks (1982), cannot accommodate the reasonably common 
situation where a weaker odour increases the perceived intensity of a stronger odour. 
The Vector Model predicts that the perception of odours can be treated in a similar way to the addition of vectors 
(Berglund et al., 1973). The Vector Model followed an earlier suggestion that the perceived intensity of 
mixtures should be expressed as a function of the perceived intensities of the components (Berglund et al., 
1971 ). Using the Vector Model, it is proposed that a given pair of odorants can be characterised by a unique 
number, cos a. Cos a for a given pair of odorants is independent of their respective concentrations and 
intensities. The Vector Model predicts level independence and some degree of compromise. It cannot predict 
hyperadditivity and assumes that the interactive effects of components are symmetrical, whereas asymmetrical 
effects are actually quite common (Berglund & Olsson, 1993; Laing, 1995). Application of the model to more 
complex mixtures, containing four or five components, has not been overly successful (Laing, 1995; Laffort, 
1989). Although it was initially proposed that a given pair of odorants can be characterised by a unique number, 
cos a, where a is the angle between the vectors representing the mixture components, the iiterature shows that 
the range in a is rather limited over different pairs of odorants (Frijters, 1987). 
The U Model, a modified version of the Vector Model, was introduced in order to overcome some of the 
weaknesses of the Vector Model (Patte & Laffort, 1979). An extension of the U Model that provides a 
satisfactory fit for data pertaining to mixtures of more than two components has been developed (Laffort & 
Dravnieks, 1982). Other than allowing for the theoretical possibility ofhyperadditivity, the U Model shares 




Psychophysical models relate the perceived intensity of the mixture to the physical magnitude of the components 
(Olsson, 1993). The two most significant psychophysical models applied to olfactory research are the UPL2 
Model and the Equiratio Mixture Model. 
The UPL Model (for U model and Power Law) was developed in an attempt to relate the psychophysical law to 
the perceptual U Model (Laffort & Dravnieks, 1982). The UPL Model overcomes a weakness of both the U and 
Vector Models, which is a failure to take into account Stevens' law (Laffort, 1989)-that is, that perceived 
intensity is related to concentration by a power function (Stevens, 1961 ). This means that inhibitions and 
synergies may be identified as being the result of mixture interactions when in fact they are simply a 
consequence of the power law exponent of the components (Laffort et al., 1989). The UPL Model takes into 
account the power law exponent for each mixture component, and allows cos a to vary with the concentrations 
of the mixture components (Laffort & Dravnieks, 1982). An improved version called the UPL2 Model was later 
developed (Laffort et al., 1989). The UPL2 Model is a generalisation of the UPL Model and is valid for all 
ratios of concentrations of two mixture components (Laffort et al., 1989). The UPL2 Model allows for the 
theoretical possibility ofhyperadditivity, as well as hypoadditivity and predictions of compromise (Cain et al., 
1995). 
The Equiratio Mixture Model (ERM) was originally developed for taste mixtures that formed a homogeneous 
percept, i.e. when two stimuli blend completely into a new integrated percept (Frijters & Oude Ophuis, 1983). 
This model predicts the psychophysical function of an equiratio mixture based on the psychophysical functions 
of the constituent mixture components. An equiratio mixture type is defined as a series of mixtures of different 
concentrations, in which the ratio of one component of the mixture to the other component is held constant. The 
ERM has made accurate predictions of taste mixtures but has proved to be less successful when applied to 
mixtures of odorants (Cain et al., 1995). This model does not contain parameters related to heterogeneous 
percepts, where two stimuli do not blend in the mixture but remain distinct (Frijters, 1987). 
All the models discussed here have been developed and applied primarily to the prediction of the intensities of 
mixtures. Currently, no one model is seen to be clearly superior to the others, partially because they all often 
make similar predictions (Cain et al., 1995). 
Clearly, much research has been carried out into the intensity-related outcomes of mixing two odours. This 
study is primarily interested in the quality of odour mixtures, rather than intensity, since it is the human 
perception of quality that allows us to distinguish between one complex food odour and another. Fewer studies 
have focused primarily on understanding the quality-related outcomes of mixing odours, and very few have tried 
to develop models for the prediction of the quality of odour mixtures. 
1.3.2.2 Quality of Odour Mixtures 
The word "quality" as applied to odours and odour mixtures has been used somewhat ambiguously. It has been 
used to describe whether the mixture is perceived to be single or mixed (Olsson, 1994), and it has been defined 




in the mixture (Olsson, 1994; Cain et al., 1995). Generally, it seems that quality is the word applied to the 
dimensions of odour that are not measured by intensity- the odour character. However, most studies of the 
odour quality of mixtures are based on the determination of relative intensities or proportions of the mixture 
components (Cain & Drexler, 1974; Cain, 1975; Laing & Willcox, 1983; Laing et al., 1984; Gregson, 1986; 
Laing, 1988; Cain et al., 1995), detection of individual components in the mixture (Rabin & Cain, 1989; Laing & 
Francis, 1989; Laing & Glemarec, 1992) or the ability of subjects to discriminate between a mixture and its 
components (Olsson, 1994). Recently, measures oflatency of discrimination between odours have been 
proposed as a tool to measure qualitative similarity of odours (Wise & Cairi, 2000). 
There is a fundamental difficulty in measuring such an ambiguous thing as the quality of a mixture, and, as a 
result, many studies seem to conclude that the odour quality of a mixture lies "between" or "intermediate to" the 
qualities of the components (Moskowitz, 1976; Cain et al., 1995; Olsson, 1994; Wise & Cain, 2000). As 
discussed elsewhere (Laing & Willcox, 1983), this is an ambiguous and often inappropriate description of the 
quality of an odour mixture. Moskowitz ( 1976) suggested the establishment of a representation of odour 
geometry in which the quality of mixtures of odours could be predicted from knowledge of the location of the 
mixture components in a geometric space. This system would not tell the experimenter what the individual 
odours or the mixtures actually smell like, but would be a theoretical indication of the relationship between the 
quality of odours and that of their mixtures. 
Despite reasonably widespread acknowledgement that an odour mixture may possess qualities different from, or 
in addition to, those of its components (Olsson, 1994), most studies define the quality of an odour mixture in 
terms of the perceived intensity of each mixture component. This essentially constrains the quality of the 
mixture to terms that have been predetermined through study of the component odours, and provides no avenue 
for measurement of new odour qualities that were not present in either of the component odours. Subjects in 
some of the studies of Laing and colleagues were given the opportunity to describe any new odours that might 
occur in binary mixtures (Laing & Willcox, 1983; Laing, 1988), but new odours were not described. Most 
studies have been carried out with simple (binary) mixtures. 
A model for the prediction of the intensity and quality of binary mixtures based on the perceived intensity of the 
individual components has been developed (Olsson, 1994). The assumption of the model is that the quality of 
the mixture will always be that of either one or other ( or both) of the mixture components; that is, that no new 
quality will be formed in the mixture. The model relies on symmetry and was shown to be invalid for mixtures 
of dissimilar-tasting components (Schifferstein & Kleykers, 1996). However, no models specifically for the 
prediction ofa mixture's quality on the basis of the quality of the components of the mixture have been 
developed (Frijters, 1987). 
It is informally accepted that the quality of a single odorant may change with concentration. There has been 
little formal or documented study of this, despite its importance to the applied sciences, e.g. in the formulation of 
food or perfume, and its significance to an understanding of olfaction. Malnic et al. ( 1999) proposed that a 
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change in odorant concentration resulted in a change in the combination of receptors responding to the odorant, 





system may function in two different modes depending on concentration. They suggested that, at low and 
medium concentrations, highly specific binding mechanisms are involved and that odour quality is encoded by 
arrays of neurons that have little overlap in response. At high concentrations, they suggested that less specific 
mechanisms occur, involving olfactory receptors with lower affinities. As the number of olfactory receptor 
neurons recruited has been found to increase with the concentration of an odorant (Duchamp-Viret et al., 2000), 
the combination of neurons stimulated by a low concentration and a high concentration of a particular odorant 
might be analysed as distinct odour qualities. In a study using chemosensory event-related potentials to examine 
the effect of odour concentration on central nervous system odour processing, it was concluded that olfactory 
intensity coding results in a qualitatively different, but not a stronger, neuronal brain response, and that quality 
coding within the olfactory system is more important than quantity coding (Pause et al., 1997). When the 
dependence of perceived odour quality on concentration was studied with untrained subjects (Gross-Isseroff & 
Lancet, 1988), it was found that variations in olfactory stimulus magnitude may affect perceived quality. A large 
variation was found among subjects and among odours. Gross-Isseroffand Lancet's subjects were instructed to 
ignore intensity in their judgements of odour similarity but this may not have been a realistic expectation, 
particularly as the subjects were untrained. This means that the differences between samples, which were 
ascribed to quality differences, may not in fact have been independent of intensity differences. 
Functionally, odour quality is arguably more important than odour intensity. Humans are much more 
discriminating of odour quality than odour intensity (Engen, I 982a). Quality seems to be more important to 
odour memory than intensity (Engen, 1982a; White, 1998), and odour quality is probably more pertinent to 
behavioural decisions, e.g. choices of food, rejection of decayed food. However, odour quality is more esoteric 
and difficult to measure than odour intensity and, as such, is less well understood. 
1.3.3 The Influence of Cognitive Factors 
Increasing knowledge about the physiological basis for odour perception provides important insights into an 
understanding of olfaction, but will never provide the whole picture. A psychological model would have it that 
perception is a function of sensation and interpretation (Lawless, 1990) and that the interpretation of the 
sensation will be unique to each assessor, depending on prior experience and knowledge. The physiological 
understanding gives us an insight into the sensation, but the interpretation is much less well understood. An 
understanding of olfaction in the context of food flavour means understanding the whole perception, not just the 
sensation. Biological mechanisms interact with cognitive processes to influence perception, and there is 
evidence that cognitive factors, such as memory, and the task required of the subject have a large influence on 
perception (Prescott, 1999). In fact, working memory for odours has been cited as the ultimate limiting factor in 
human discrimination of odours in complex mixtures (Jinks & Laing, I 999b ). 
Whether the sense of smell is primarily synthetic or analytic is currently undetermined, and it is likely that 
cognitive processes have some influence on whether a synthetic or analytic perceptual mode is employed. It is 
clear that there are circumstances under which smell is definitely analytic and circumstances under which smell 
is definitely synthetic. For example, with careful attention, we can perceive more than one odour in our 






amalgam of hundreds of different volatile compounds, all with unique qualities, but we perceive only one 
sensation - the odour of coffee. A third possibility for the perception of odour, taste and flavour as a whole has 
been proposed to be fusion, which is considered to lie between the extremes of analysis and synthesis. Fusion 
has been described as the perceptual blending of the components to form a unitary whole, which is not itself a 
new sensation and can be decomposed into its component parts with careful attention (McBumey, 1986). A 
feature of fusion may be the Joss of some of the information that characterises an odour (Laing & Francis, 1989). 
The analytic/synthetic distinction is relevant to this study because one of the issues of interest was an 
understanding of the point at which a collection of individual odours comes to be perceived as a synthetic whole, 
i.e. cheese odour. Obviously, when a cheese is consumed, the subject does not perceive an unintegrated 
collection of odours, but instead perceives the characteristic odour of cheese. However, what is not known, is 
how many, and which, individual odours are required to simulate cheese odour. 
The extensive work of Laing and colleagues has contributed enormously to the understanding of the limitations 
and mechanisms of odour mixture perception. These studies have conclusively shown that humans have 
difficulty in identifying more than three components in odour mixtures (Laing & Francis, 1989) regardless of the 
type of odorant (Livermore & Laing, 1998b ). Moreover, they also have difficulty in perceiving more than this 
number, regardless of training or experience, including specific training to ensure familiarity, meaningfulness 
and accurate labelling (Laing & Glemarec, 1992; Livermore & Laing, 1996). It is thought that, in general, odour 
masking and counteraction, rather than odour blending or synthesis, characterise the perception of odour 
mixtures (Cain et al., 1995), at least those containing two and three components, but that the loss of information 
that occurs in complex mixtures indicates that blending or synthesis of some kind must be occurring (Laing & 
Francis, 1989; Livermore & Laing, 1998a). In a study with odours that were selected by professional perfumers 
and flavourists to be either "good blenders" or "poor blenders", it was found that the odour type does affect 
which components can be identified in mixtures, with poor blenders being more difficult to identify (Livermore 
& Laing, 1998b ). It was hypothesised that this could be either a consequence of the "poor blenders" being less 
well defined perceptually, interacting with each other at the cellular level more than the "good blenders", or as a 
result of the neural representations of the "good blenders" overlapping to a greater degree than the "poor 
blenders". Other studies have also shown that more complex mixtures generally tend to exhibit blending 
(Kendall & Neilson, 1966). In an earlier study, Laing & Willcox (1983) found that the relative intensities of the 
components of binary mixtures were of primary importance in determining which qualities were perceived in the 
mixture. When both odorants are of approximately equal intensity, both odorants appear to be recognised, 
although the features of one or both may be masked. A small intensity difference between odorants could result 
in the higher intensity components predominating, or only the higher intensity odorant being perceived. The 
dependence of odour mixture quality on the relative intensity of the mixture components has also been 
demonstrated elsewhere (Olsson et al., 1994). Laing & Willcox (1983) found no evidence of synthesis of new 
qualities in binary mixtures, but felt that their results did not clearly fit an analytical model because unequal 
intensities of the components in the mixture could result in the perception of only one of the odorants or the loss 
of notes of the other. More evidence for synthetic processes occurring under some circumstances is found in the 
fact that single tastants and odorants are not always perceived as more singular, that is, less complex, than 




Laing et al. initially concluded that the limitations of the human olfactory system are physiological and 
biochemical rather than cognitive or an artefact of methodology (Laing&' Glemarec, 1992), but more recent 
studies implicate limitations of olfactory working memory (Jinks & Laing, 1999b ). In a recent review (Laing & 
Jinks, 2001), the authors suggested that the limited capacity of humans to identify the components of mixtures is 
a result of at least three mechanisms. 
1. A loss of information through the alteration of characteristic neural patterns of odorants results from 
competition between odorants for receptor sites, and inhibition in olfactory centres such as the olfactory 
bulb. 
2. The effect of temporal processing whereby an odorant that is processed more quickly than the others in the 
mixture is able to block other odorants at the periphery and inhibit neural activity of other odorants in the 
bulb. 
3. The incapacity of olfactory working memory to process more than about three odours separately as they 
"' enter the nose. 
The studies discussed above investigated human perception of odour mixture quality in order to determine the 
physiological and cognitive limitations of the olfactory system. The study reported here built on that 
information, but was primarily interested in understanding a different, but related, aspect of olfaction. This 
study focused on using descriptive analysis as a tool to obtain quantitative information about the quality 
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characteristics of specific odours, and their mixtures. As discussed earlier, quality, when referring to odours and 
odour mixtures has been defined in a variety of ways, and investigated using a variety of methods. This study 
was interested in odour quality, in the sense of the perceived characteristics of the odours and their mixtures, and 
the way in which the individual odours combined to form one particular odour - cheese. Previous studies of the 
qualities of odour mixtures have employed techniques that require subjects, often untrained, to detect or identify 
the components of a mixture, or to measure the intensity of mixtures and their components, under a variety of 
experimental conditions ( e.g. Laing & Glemarec, 1992; Laing et al., 1994a; Laing et al., 1994b; Livermore & 
Laing, 1998a; Livermore & Laing, 1998b; Jinks & Laing, 1999a; Jinks & Laing, 1999b ). Some studies used the 
odour profiling technique where subjects, again, usually untrained, were presented with a predetermined list of 
quality attributes and are required to rate the intensity of each attribute, as they perceive them in the odour ( e.g. 
Laing & Willcox, 1983; Jinks & Laing, 2001). 
The emphasis of this study was on obtaining information that could be used to develop a model that would be 
able to predict the qualities of any given mixture of these specific odours. No previous studies have used 
descriptive analysis to characterise odour quality, and none have attempted to develop a model to predict the 
quality of a mixture from the quality of the mixture components. Descriptive analysis was a pivotal tool for this 
research as it is able to provide quantitative information about the qualities of sensory stimuli, and the model 
generated in this research required quantitative data. 
1.3.3.1 Descriptive Analysis 
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Descriptive analysis is a generic term for sensory procedures that aim to determine the perceived intensities of a 
range of pertinent characteristics of a product. Descriptive analysis was selected as the primary sensory tool for 
use in this study as it provides quantitative information about the quality characteristics of the sensory stimulus. 
For the data generated in this study to be used to develop a predictive model, it was important that the data was 
obtained in a quantitative, rigorous, and repeatable way. Descriptive analysis is one of the most widely used 
methodologies in the study of food odour, and there is a well-established procedure for its use in sensory studies. 
Initially, each sensory characteristic of the product is given a label, generally through group discussion, which all 
panelists agree to use to describe that characteristic. It is important that these labels are chosen carefully and in 
such a way that the set of labels allows for differentiation among prnducts and specifies the salient sensory 
properties of the products to be evaluated, and that the labels are identified and recognised by others (Civille & 
Lawless, 1986). Individually, the labels should be orthogonal (uncorrelated with each other), precise, elemental 
(not combinations of other terms) and related to perception, rather than to a stimulus, i.e. describing the sensation 
rather than the source of the sensation ( Civille, I 987). 
A lengthy training process is then undertaken to ensure that panelists are consistent with each other in the 
sensations to which they prescribe a particular label, or attribute. This process is essentially one of alignment of 
concepts among the panelists (O'Mahony, 1991). Generally, physical or chemical standards that have sensory 
characteristics exemplifying what is meant by the attribute are presented to the panel in order to define each 
attribute. Once all the pertinent attributes of a product have been defined by the panel, and the panel leader has 
procured standards that are considered to be good representations of each attribute, the standards become 
references for the panel to return to for recalibration and further training. It has been suggested that the use of 
multiple reference standards to define the range of sensations that fall within a given concept, as well as those 
that fall outside the concept, improves the alignment of panelists (Civille & Lawless, 1986; Ishii & O'Mahony, 
1991 ). 
The panelists are then required to assess the intensity of each of the predetermined attributes in a range of 
products. Various measurement scales can be employed in this task, including line scales, category ratings and 
magnitude estimation. From a psychological perspective, the relative merits of the various scales can be 
evaluated against a number of psychological and psychophysical criteria. Over several decades, there has been 
vigorous debate in the psychological literature regarding the best scale to use to measure the strength of a 
stimulus (Stone & Side!, 1998). For practical purposes, category scales, line scales and magnitude estimation 
have all been shown to be about equally sensitive in their ability to differentiate among products (Lawless & 
Malone, 1986), although one study with trained panelists indicated that line scales might be slightly less 
sensitive than either category scales or magnitude estimation, and that panelists found magnitude estimation to 
be the most difficult of the three scaling techniques to use (Shand et al., 1985). It is currently accepted that the 
most appropriate scales are those without numbers, to avoid number biases. Category scales can be thought to 
hinder response choices, causing a lack of discrimination ifthere are too few categories, and increasing error if 
there are too ,many categories (Land & Shepherd, 1988). The generally accepted scale for descriptive analysis is 
an unstructured line scale with two anchors, a small distance in from each end to avoid end-effects caused by 
panelists' reluctance to use the extremes of the scale (Stone & Side!, 1998). It is generally assumed that data 
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generated using a line scale have interval scale properties, which permits the use of parametric statistics, 
although it has been argued that, strictly speaking, the data should be treated as ordinal unless they can be shown 
to have interval properties (Land & Shepherd, 19&&). 
The study reported here aimed to embrace the currently accepted best practice in descriptive analysis in order to 
provide legitimate data about the human perception of the quality characteristics of odour mixtures, and to 
provide the foundation for an understanding of cheese odour. 
Recently (Lawless, 1999), questions have been raised about the validity of using descriptive analysis to 
determine the sensory characteristics of a complex mixture, such as food odour. The ability of a trained panel to 
describe the intensity of several attributes of a food product gives the impression that this reflects perception, i.e. 
that the subjects are perceiving multiple independent attributes. In fact, the stimuli are more likely to be 
perceived as a unitary whole, and the panelists are simply responding analytically as if they are able to 
distinguish components in a mixture because they have learnt which components may result in a particular 
mixture. This concern has also been raised elsewhere, i.e. that panelists may have learnt that green is a mixture 
of blue and yellow, and have responded "blue plus yellow" to a green sensation (Rochman et al., 1997). A 
related issue is that, by focusing on the component sensory characteristics, as is required of panelists in a 
descriptive analysis task, the overall impression created by those sensory characteristics may not actually be 
captured (MacFie & Thomson, 19&&). It is also likely that the development and use of a common vocabulary 
does not necessarily provide a tool to obtain all the information about a set of samples. Sensory experiences that 
are unique to some panelists may be missed, even though they may provide valuable insights. Conversely, it has 
been pointed out that individuals' differences in language-related experience can indicate differences in odour 
quality when there are in fact no perceptual differences (Davis, 1979). It has been suggested that human 
subjects often have difficulty in finding meaningful verbal terms to describe unusual or complex perceptions 
(Thomson et al., 19&7). Because of the limits of vocabulary, sensory methods relying on verbalisation are 
limited in their ability to describe the similarities and differences of samples. In particular, as samples being 
evaluated become more similar, the tendency for methods relying on vocabulary to overemphasise similarities 
between samples increases (MacRae et al., 1990). In a study of taste conceptualisation, it was found that 
restricting the number oflabels available resulted in there being fewer taste labels than taste concepts for many 
subjects (Ishii & O'Mahony, 19&7). Thus, if the number oftaste concepts was inferred from the number of 
labels, the number of taste concepts held by subjects would be significantly underestimated. As a consequence 
of all these factors, although descriptive analysis can provide useful insights, it may not provide direct or 
complete information about the sensations actually experienced by the subjects. That is, the human sensation 
may not be simply a sum of the attributes as the subject describes them. 
In a sense, descriptive analysis can be considered to take a "deconstructivist" approach analogous to the 
approach often taken to food chemistry, described earlier. The perceived odour is analysed, broken down into 
component parts and described. Descriptive analysis requires that each attribute of a product be related 
independently, in a unidimensional way. The use of unidimensional scaling procedures assumes that subjects 






that attribute (Doty, 1991). In this way, the overa11 impression created by the sensory characteristics of the food 
is not taken into account (Thomson et al., 1987). 
Descriptive analysis is also reliant on verbal 1abe1ling and consequent verbal mediation between sensation and 
reported perception, with the inherent assumption that the relevant sensory characteristics can be adequately 
expressed in words (Thomson et al., 1987). It has been suggested that verbal labelling itself can influence 
reported perception. Jehl et al. (1994) suggested that a cognitive process, including the application of verbal 
labels, influenced subjects' perception of the similarity of odour stimuli, and it has been shown that labels can 
modify the perceived similarity between odours (Gregson & Mitchell, 1974). More recently, it has been shown 
that the ability of subjects to apply a verbal label to an odour enhances their ability to recognise it (Lesschaeve & 
Issanchou, 1996; Jehl et al., 1997), and that the availability of odour names, or labels, enhances discrimination 
(de Wijk & Cain, 1991; de Wijk & Cain, 1994) as does subjects' ability to label odours (Rabin, 1988). In 
addition, it has been shown that the meaningfulness of the labels applied to odours can affect odour recognition 
and identification (Jehl et al., 1997). These findings are important in terms of this study into the perception of 
odour mixtures. The application oflabels to the individual odours as part of the training process for descriptive 
analysis may encourage the subjects to subsequently view the odour mixtures as a collection of independent 
odours. In this way, the perception of the odour mixtures reported via descriptive analysis may differ from that 
which would be reported if the subjects had not been required to apply verbal labels to the stimuli. 
Because this study was primarily based on data from descriptive analysis, with its inherent limitations, it was 
important to use another sensory tool to provide a comparative view of human perception of the odours and their 
mixtures. An alternative sensory method was used to determine whether descriptive analysis was providing 
information upon which conclusions about human perception could be made, or whether the methodology itself 
was influencing the picture of odour mixture perception that was obtained. 
There are a number of alternative sensory tasks that can be required of panelists in order to probe their 
perception without having them necessarily focus on individual prescribed attributes of products, and without 
being dependent on verbal labelling. These alternative techniques can be used to provide insights into the 
perception of products in a way that descriptive analysis cannot - that is, they can indicate how the product is 
perceived as a whole, rather than as the sum of its parts. 
1.3.3.2 Similarity-based Tasks 
One group of techniques relies on obtaining measures of similarity of stimuli as wholes, and analysing the 
resultant data using a statistical technique called multi-dimensional scaling (MDS). MDS provides a means to 
represent a number of objects geometrically, as points in space, so that the inter-point distances correspond to 
dissimilarities between the objects (Kruskal, I 964). That is, stimuli that are similar are plotted close together in 
an MDS solution; stimuli that are dissimilar are far apart (Lawless, 1993). The badness-of-fit of the MDS model 
to the data is referred to as stress. A statistical program performing MDS performs an iterative process of 
moving the points around within the map, to achieve the best fit to the data. The fit can be obtained between the 
distances between points in the map and actual measured distances between samples (metric MDS) or between 
'" 
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the rank orders of distances between points in the map and the rank orders of similarities between pairs of 
products (non-metric MDS) (Lawless & Heymann, 1998). 
Measures of similarity can be obtained in various ways. Traditionally, measurement of similarity of stimuli has 
been carried out using pair-wise similarity comparisons whereby subjects evaluate the similarity of all possible 
pairs of stimuli in the stimuli set. As the number of stimuli to be evaluated increases, this soon becomes a very 
large task, and is often impractical for the evaluation of food products or chemosensory stimuli because of the 
problems of fatigue, adaptation and carry-over (Lawless et al., 1995). Early studies of odours using similarity 
judgements and MDS found that individual differences were too large to establish a representative odour space 
for the group, and that, for nearly all the individual subjects, one of the dimensions seemed to relate to a hedonic 
dimension (Berglund et al., 1973 ). In a study of 19 odours chosen to vary in both chemical structure and odour 
quality, a good relationship was found between the group MDS solution and the data of the individual subjects 
(Schiffinan et al., 1977). However, Schiffinan et al. ( 1977) found that there was variability in subjects' ratings 
on semantic differential scales, including a hedonic scale (good - bad). The lack ofuseful information obtained 
from some early studies may have been a result of odours that were so different from each other being included 
that there was no other basis for comparison than a hedonic or intensive basis (Lawless, 1989). It should be noted 
that many of these studies (Berglund et al., 1973; Schiffinan et al., 1977; Schiffman et al., 1977) were seeking to 
relate odour quality to chemical structure and so were evaluating a large range of single odour compounds. 
Also, Berglund et al. (1973) specifically chose odours to vary as much as possible in pleasantness, so it is hardly 
surprising that they found a hedonic dimension in the resulting MDS solution. 
It has also been suggested that, because subjects are given no instructions regarding the criteria for judgement, 
they may resort to pleasantness as a basis for their comparisons, and/or that the criteria on which each individual 
may judge similarity may be so different that, even if each subject uses his or her own criteria consistently, the 
differences in non-hedonic criteria may cancel out in the data averaging, leaving only the hedonic dimension as a 
salient effect (Wise et al., 2000). It has been shown that similarity judgements are strongly dependent on 
subjects' response criteria, and so are subject to response bias. Each subject, when asked to determine the 
similarity between two stimuli, arbitrarily and cognitively selects a given degree of difference between the 
stimuli to be the criterion on which to base his or her judgement of whether the samples are different or similar 
(O'Mahony, 1991). When asked to rate the similarity of stimuli, subjects may adopt conservative or liberal 
judgement criteria and this will introduce some bias into the results. It has been suggested that, when comparing 
two odours, subjects are more inclined to seek differences than to recognise similarities, and are likely to judge 
pairs as being similar if they are not sure of their response (Jehl et al., 1994; Jehl et al., 1995). With 
familiarisation with the stimuli, judges become more confident and adopt more conservative response criteria, 
only responding that pairs are similar when they are sure, and reducing the "false alarm" rate. A recent study 
using pair-wise similarity judgements and MDS to "map" 11 commonly encountered (food and non-food) odours 
found that there was a commonality between odour maps of different normosmic individuals, and concluded that 
this reflected a commonality in the way individuals perceive odours (Carrie et al., 1999). These results are in 
contrast to earlier studies using single compounds as odours. Perhaps the commonality of perception found by 
Carrie et al. (1999) reflects an underlying categorical structure for everyday odours, emanating from everyday 
objects, that does not exist for more abstract and unfamiliar odorants, as used in earlier studies. Perhaps relevant 
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criteria for decisions about similarities and differences are more obvious for everyday odours. That is, given that 
perception is a function of sensation and interpretation, the interpretation part of the equation is less likely to 
vary between individuals if the odours under examination are very familiar to all the subjects. 
More recently, the practice of having subjects sort stimuli into groups according to similarity has been adopted 
into sensory studies from the behavioural sciences (Lawless, 1989). Sorting the stimuli into groups requires 
many fewer evaluations of each sample than pair-wise comparisons, and consequently overcomes problems of 
fatigue and adaptation. Measures of similarity are obtained by counting the number of times two stimuli are 
placed into the same group by different assessors. These measures of similarity are then subjected to MDS to 
produce a two- or three-dimensional map illustrating the relative similarities of the samples as proximities of 
points in space, in the same manner as for the data from pair-wise comparisons. The complexity of the resulting 
configurations can be influenced by how many groups subjects are permitted to make from the stimuli during 
sorting {Lawless, 1989). It has been suggested that the sorting task involves only a low degree of verbal 
mediation, and that it may be impervious to modifications in cognitive structure and/or tap into physiologically 
constant mechanisms ofodour perception (Lawless, 1993). A comparison of individuals' pair-wise similarity 
ratings and group averaged sorting data has shown that more information is contained in individual similarity 
ratings, and that the nuances of differences between samples may not be captured by the sorting task (Bertino & 
Lawless, 1993; Lawless, 1993). Group averaged similarity ratings, when subjected to MDS, produced similar 
groups of samples to the sorting task. It was concluded that the advantages of the sorting approach for both the 
subjects, in terms of the ease of the task, and the analyst, in terms of ease of data input and analysis, make it 
preferable to pair-wise similarity comparisons, but that it is possible that sorting oversimplifies the structure in 
the data (Lawless, 1993). 
One drawback of using sorting data as MDS input is that, because each subject has usually performed the sorting 
task only once, the data are summed across individuals to provide sufficient data for the MDS analysis. 
Consequently, only a group solution is available, and information about individuals' responses is lost (Lawless et 
al., 1995). A question of interest is whether the configuration based on group data actually resembles the models 
that would be generated for individual subjects (Lawless, 1989). It has been shown that there is very little inter-
subject agreement in sorting patterns using both taste and odour stimuli, indicating differences in conceptual 
structure between judges, probably due to cognitive factors (Ishii & O'Mahony, 1987; Ishii et al., 1997). It is 
likely that differences in subjects' response criteria influence their sorting decisions; for example, some subjects 
may be more conservative than others regarding whether they consider a sample different enough from others to 
warrant its own group. This finding reinforces the need to consider the effect of the interpretation factor in the 
perception equation. Reported and measured perception wi11 always be dependent upon each individual's 
interpretation of the sensation that they are experiencing. The exception may be when the stimuli are extremely 
familiar and easily labelled (e.g. Carrie et al., 1999). 
Another factor to be considered is intra-judge consistency. Ishii et al. ( 1997) showed that, over a number of 
sessions, judges continually changed their sorting patterns as they slowly developed a conceptual structure. 
Again, this may reflect an alteration in response criterion with growing confidence with the task and/or the 




repeated, although reasonably good test-retest reliability of a group result from an odour-sorting task has been 
shown (Lawless & Glatter, 1990). It may be that individual inter-test unreliability is averaged out in a group 
result, giving overall group test-retest reliability, but perhaps a misleading indication of subjects' actual odour 
categories and conceptual structure . 
An alternative to the sorting task is the triadic procedure (Roskam, 1979) in which three samples at a time are 
presented to a subject, who is required to determine which pair of samples is the most similar and which is the 
most different. This essentially gives a complete rank-ordering of the similarity of all three pairs of samples in a 
triad, because the pair that is neither most similar nor most different must be intermediate in similarity. Non-
metric MDS can then be performed on these data. A comparison of sorting and the triadic procedure found that 
both methods gave similar groupings of odours in the resulting plots (MacRae et al., 1990; MacRae et al., 1992). 
MacRae et al. ( 1990) pointed out that, with the triadic method, the difficulty of each individual trial is 
independent of n, the number of stimuli, but the number of trials required increases in approximate proportion to 
n3• This means that the triadic method suffers from a similar disadvantage to pair-wise comparisons iflarge 
numbers of samples are to be evaluated; MacRae et al. ( 1990) chose to use an incomplete block design to keep 
the numbers of triads to be evaluated manageable. They advised that only five or six triads should be evaluated 
in a single session when judgements are based on taste or odour, so that, when there are a large number of 
samples, the experimenter needs to perform the triadic experiment over a series of sessions. In contrast, using 
the sorting method, an increase inn directly increases the difficulty of the task, but does not increase the number 
of trials. The triadic method may avoid measuring differences in cognitive structure that result from individual 
differences in response criteria. There is no opportunity to bring into play an arbitrary decision about whether 
the samples are really different or similar enough to be reported as similar or different. Subjects are forced to 
choose one pair as th~ "most different" and another pair as the "most similar'' pair in the triad. However, 
individual subjects may base their evaluations of similarity on different aspects of the stimuli, and it remains to 
be seen whether this technique suffers from the same inter-subject variability as sorting (Wise et al., 2000). 
Similarity-based experiments and subsequent MDS analysis can be carried out in conjunction with descriptive 
analysis, with the descriptive analysis being used to illuminate the basis on which subjects determine similarity 
· by regressing the attribute ratings against the MDS coordinates. Alternatively, preference information could be 
regressed on the MDS coordinates to provide information about the relative preference of the different product 
groups, although group MDS spaces and group preference data may not be particularly illuminating given that 
preference is likely to be extremely individual (Lawless et al., 1995). 
Having considered the issues associated with descriptive analysis and with alternative, similarity based tasks, the 
research reported here used both descriptive analysis and the method of triads to investigate the perception of 
odour mixtures. Descriptive analysis was used as the primary tool to understand the sensory characteristics of 
odour mixtures, and how the particular mixtures that were studied here related to cheese flavour. However, 
since descriptive analysis is essentially a "deconstructivist" technique, it was important to compare odour 
mixture perception using descriptive analysis with perception using a more holistic task. It has been shown that 
the task required of subjects, and the instructions given to them can influence the experimental findings, in 





study of taste and odour mixtures, direct scaling of individual attributes indicated no interaction between taste 
and odour, whereas discrimination testing, using a triangle test, indicated significant interactions (Lawless & 
Schlegel, I 9&4). Similarly, in a study of taste-odour mixtures, it was found that the enhancing effect of an odour 
on a taste was dependent on instructions, with the conclusion that the extent to which subjects act in an analytic 
versus synthetic manner"is dependent on the instructions they are given, and the sensory properties of the taste-
smell mixtures they are asked to evaluate (Frank et al., 1990). Additionally, as discussed earlier, descriptive 
analysis is dependent on verbal mediation, which in itself may affect the reported perception by enhancing 
subjects' ability to detect the components of odour mixtures, and so report analytic perception. Because this 
study was interested in the way in which a collection of independent odours synthesise to form cheese odour, it 
was important to determine whether or not the use of descriptive analysis was biasing the subjects towards an 
analytic perceptual mode. 
Another factor for consideration in this _research was that training and experience can affect reported perception. 
In a comparison of the perception of trained and novice assessors for taste mixtures, it was shown that there was, 
in general, good correspondence between the two groups, but that the suppression of acidity by sweetness was 
less pronounced for the experienced panel than for the novice panel (McBride & Finlay, 19&9). This would 
seem to indicate a more analytical approach by the trained panel, in that they were able to attend separately to the 
effects of both mixture components in a way that minimised interaction between them, in comparison with the 
novices. Trained descriptive panelists were found to be better than nai"ve subjects at analysing a perception and 
applying precise and consistent labels to odours (Lesschaeve & lssanchou, 1996). Rabin ( 19&&) found that both 
label training and familiarity with odours improved discrimination performance, and concluded that olfactory 
quality discrimination could be improved through training or through experience accumulated naturally over 
time. It is likely that any positive effect of training or experience on odour discrimination is a result of subjects 
developing the abilities for accurate perceptual encoding and accurate labelling. The training that is specific to 
descriptive panels, by its nature, encourages and, in fact, requires analytical behaviour in a more overt way than 
simply training subjects to label stimuli. Livermore & Laing (1996) found enhanced performance in identifying 
components in two- and three-component mixtures by experts, notably, perfumers and flavourists, compared 
with trained non-experts. Because all subjects were trained to apply correct labels, and all the odours were 
familiar and meaningful, the difference was concluded to be due to the experts' experience in discriminating 
odours by focusing on those features that made each odour unique, thus enhancing the perceptual boundaries of 
the individual stimuli (Livermore & Laing, 1996). Results from recent work with odour mixtures (Stevenson, 
2001) suggested that the ability to discriminate odours is likely to increase with a subject's experience of 
different odours. This suggestion was based on evidence that memories for odours are composite, and may 
include components relating to tastes or other odours experienced in conjunction with the odour of interest. 
Stevenson (200 I) also suggested that, when this odour is experienced again, if it activates a large number of 
odour memories, it will be more likely to possess qualities that may readily distinguish it from other odours. 
Presumably, the proposition is that a subject who has previously been exposed to a wide range of odours has a 
large pool of odour memories, so that different odours will stimulate different subsets of these memories and so 
be perceived to be distinct. This is in contrast to an inexperienced subject, who has a limited pool of odour 
memories, all of which are stimulated by unfamiliar odours, making discrimination of odours extremely difficult. 




the information obtained is not applicable to the perception 9fthe general consumer. This study was interested 
in understanding cheese odour and so it was important to get some sense of the way in which odour perception 
may differ between a trained panelist and a lay person. 
1.4 Research Strategy 
Most published studies of food odour use flavour chemistry and sensory analysis to deconstruct both the odour 
and its perception into their component parts. Unfortunately, these analytical strategies ignore, and are unable to 
measure, the effects that interactions between the flavour compounds are likely to have on the perception of the 
food. Consequently, they will only ever provide a fraction of the information that is really required to truly 
understand a complex food product such as cheese. In fact, understanding how humans perceive cheese odour 
requires an understanding of the perception of mixtures of odour compounds. This research aimed to take an 
approach to flavour research that was different from, and complementary to, the current "deconstructivist" 
approach, by examining the interactions that occur between odours as a mixture increases in complexity. 
Most studies of odour mixture perception have focused on investigating the intensities of odour mixtures, or the 
ability of subjects to detect and/or identify the components of odour mixtures. Fewer studies have examined the 
changes in quality that occur on mixing odours, and those that have employ various and ambiguous definitions 
of quality. Few published studies have measured the qualities of mixtures of more than two components. 
This study was primarily interested in the quality of odour mixtures, and quality is used here to refer to the 
characteristics of odour mixtures, as perceived and described by human subjects. 
· Most of the studies referred to in the preceding review employed untrained subjects for the study of the human 
perception of odour mixtures. Few studies have systematically examined the qualities of odour mixtures using 
trained descriptive panelists. Trained descriptive panelists were employed in this research because they can be 
developed into a tool that can be used to measure the qualities of odour mixtures in a defined and specific way. 
This was important because this research aimed to develop a model that could be used as a tool to predict the 
qualities of any mixture of a given group of odours. 
The work reported here treated the study of cheese odour as the study of the perceptual interaction of multiple 
odorants. Rather than starting with cheese, extracting the volatile fraction, separating the odour compounds from 
each other and studying them individually, in this study, a finite number of odour compounds were examined, 
and their interactions characterised. This study examined how the presence of one odour compound alters the 
perception of another. It also developed a model that can be used to predict how combinations of compounds 
will be perceived, based on knowledge of the way in which the individual compounds are perceived. No 
previous studies have systematically examined the way in which the perception ofindividual odours is affected 
by the presence of other odours, nor have any published studies developed a method for predicting the 
perception of odour mixtures. 
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Because cheese is a complex product, many factors will affect the way in which the volatile odour compounds 
are perceived. These include matrix effects such as composition, rheology and microstructure, as well as 
perceptual interactions between taste and flavour. In order to isolate the study of odour interaction from these 
other influences, this research used a model system, where the odour compounds were studied in isolation from 
other food components. If a model could be developed in this system, future studies could expand it to include 
other effects in systems such as processed and analogue cheeses, and, eventually, natural cheese. 
Many studies have determined the handful of odour compounds that are considered to be most important to the 
perceived odour of a given food. However, none have developed a technique for predicting the characteristics 
that a human subject will perceive in a given mixture of those odour compounds. This study aimed to do just 
that. Such a tool has wide-ranging application in the development of products such as food, perfumes, laundry 
products and personal hygiene products, for which the human perception of odour is important. 
The overall goal of this research was to determine whether the odour qualities of any given mixture of four 
specific cheese flavour compounds could be predicted from a know ledge of the odour qualities of a selected few 
mixtures of those compounds. Research in the area to date indicated that it was unlikely that the olfactory 
processing capacity of humans would be sufficiently analytical to allow this approach to work. However, as no. 
studies have employed descriptive analysis with trained panelists in this way, it was hoped that this novel 
approach would be capable of producing a predictive model. In the process of developing this model, it was 
hoped that some insight would be gained into how, and under what circumstances, a mixture of cheese odour 
compounds, each with a unique quality, comes to be perceived as a single odour - cheese. 
This research approached the problem by gradually increasing the complexity of the mixtures from binary 
through to quaternary, studying the qualities of the mixtures using a trained descriptive panel. Acknowledging 
the limitations of descriptive analysis, and the influence that training and experience can have on perception, the 
binary odour mixtures were also examined using a similarity-based task, and with a group of untrained subjects. 
The research progressed through a series of sub-objectives, which contributed to achieving the overall goal. The 
sub-objectives are outlined below. 
1.4.1 Understanding the Relationship Between Odour Intensity and Odour Quality 
Little is known about how the quality of an odour changes with concentration. This information is important in 
interpreting results from flavour chemistry analyses, and in formulating food products. For example, it is 
important for a product developer to know if diacetyl is perceived as butter-like at low concentrations but as 
vinegar at high concentrations, so that he or she can add the appropriate amount to achieve the desired sensory 
effect. This information is also an important preliminary to understanding odour mixtures - before we can 
understand the mixture, we need to understand the properties of the individual odours. 
' 4 
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In order to address the lack of published information about changes in odour quality with concentration, and to 
provide a platform for subsequent experiments, the perceived qualities of four odour compounds were examined 
at three levels of intensity. 
1.4.2 Understanding Binary Odour Mixtures 
1.4.2.1 Descriptive Analysis of Binary Odour Mixtures 
It has been shown that humans are reasonably capable of identifying two components in an odour mixture (Laing 
& Francis, 1989). It has been suggested that this is because the perceptible odour qualities of the individual 
odours are sufficient to allow identification of the two components (Jinks & Laing, 2001). 
This work examined whether trained descriptive panelists were capable of evaluating selected binary mixtures in 
a way that would allow the data to be used to predict the sensory properties of other binary mixtures of the same 
compounds. It also determined whether the qualities of the individual components were perceived in the 
mixture. 
It was hypothesised that, at this low level of complexity, there would be a clear cause-and-effect relationship 
between food chemistry and perception, which would be able to be modelled by simple response surfaces that 
could then be used predictively. It was predicted that the qualities of the components would be clearly 
perceptible in the mixture. 
1.4.2.2 Holistic Evaluation of Binary Odour Mixtures 
As discussed previously, both the task required of panelists in descriptive analysis and the training that those 
panelists are given will bias them towards behaving in an analytical manner. In order to determine how general 
the findings established using descriptive analysis were, the way in which odour perception was reported using 
descriptive analysis was compared with a similarities-based task. 
Given that there is evidence that training and experience can affect perception, this study was interested in 
determining whether the training given to panelists performing descriptive analysis altered the way in which they 
perceived odour mixtures, or only the way they reported their perception. That is, was the perception of trained 
panelists different from the perception of untrained panelists, when the task required of them was not analytical? 
Additionally, given the particular requirements of the descriptive analysis task, and the evidence that the task 
itself can.influence reported perception, is the perception of trained panelists affected by the task required of 
them. A similarity-based task was used for comparison with descriptive analysis, and both the trained panelists 
and a group of untrained panelists performed the similarity-based task to allow for a comparison of the 
perception of the trained panelists with a group of untrained subjects. 
It was hypothesised that trained panelists' perception was not altered by their training, but that the descriptive 







affected by the task. It was also expected that there would be perceptual differences between the trained and 
untrained panels, as a result of the trained panel having undergone extensive training to behave in an analytical 
way. 
This experiment also allowed us to compare the group solution, for the similarity-based task, with the solutions 
of all the individual panelists, so determining whether there is consistency between the conceptual structure of 
individual judges and the conceptual structure as described by the group solution. 
1.4.3 Understanding Complex Odour Mixtures 
Research has shown that humans have difficulty in identifying three and four components in odour mixtures 
(Laing & Francis, 1989), and that this difficulty is not overcome with training and experience (Livermore & 
Laing, 1996). Evaluation of complex mixtures by a trained descriptive panel has not been reported, and little is 
understood about the qualities that are produced when odorants are mixed. 
This work was designed to determine whether, at high levels of complexity (three- and four-component 
mixtures), trained descriptive panelists were capable of evaluating selected mixtures in a way that would allow 
the data to be used to predict the sensory properties of other complex mixtures of the same compounds. It was 
possible that the mixture components would synthesise to produce new sensations and unpredictable interactions 
between the mixture components would occur. If this was the case, a predictive model based on data from the 
panel's evaluation of selected mixtures of three and four odorants would be unable to predict the sensory 
characteristics of other complex mixtures of these odorants. However, since no studies have reported using 
descriptive analysis to study complex odour mixtures, it was predicted that this methodology could generate data 
that could be used to develop a model. This model would be based on data from the evaluation of selected odour 
mixtures, and would be able to predict the sensory characteristics of any mixture of the given odorants. 
1.4.4 How Does this Relate to Cheese? 
The final experiment set out to determine whether a mixture of the four compounds, studied extensively in 
earlier experiments, could come close to imitating the aroma of a real cheese. If the model developed in the 
previous experiments could be used to predict odour mixtures that are perceived to have characteristics similar to 
an actual cheese, the approach taken in this research could be applied to product development and food 
formulation. 
The panel evaluated several cheeses using the attributes that they had been using to evaluate the odour mixtures. 
The model developed in the previous experiment, for quaternary mixtures, was used to predict the combinations 
of compounds that would give the most similar sensory profile to the cheeses. The panel then evaluated the 
optimal mixtures and several cheeses to determine how similar the odours of the mixtures were to the odours of 
the cheeses. It was hypothesised that the model would be able to predict combinations of odorants that would be 
perceived to be indistinguishable from the odours of the cheeses. 
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This final experiment was a test of the novel approach taken in this research to understanding odour mixtures. 
The approach involved using descriptive analysis, with a trained panel, to generate a set of sensory terms to 
describe individual odours. Over the course of many experiments, the vocabulary of the panel was developed to 
describe four compounds, each at three levels of intensity. The panel then evaluated mixtures that increased in 
complexity, and the data were used to develop a model that could be used to predict the qualities of any given 
mixture of the four compounds. If this model could be used to predict odour mixtures that could not be 
distinguished from the odour of cheese, the research approach would have successfully developed a novel 
product development tool. This tool could be used to predict and understand the relationship between the odour 
compounds present in a complex food product and the sensory characteristics it is perceived to have. Such a tool 
could be used in product development, for example, to determine appropriate combinations of odour compounds 
to add to an analogue cheese to produce the desired combination of sensory characteristics. This would be an 
advantage to product developers in the food industry, and other industries where human perception of odour is a 






2 Relationship Between Odour Intensity and Odour Quality 
2.1 Introduction 
Understanding how the sensory characteristics of important volatile compounds change with increasing 
concentration is important in the formulation and understanding of food odour. It is important for a flavour 
chemist, or product developer, to know if the sensory characteristics that are imparted by a particular odour 
compound are different depending on the concentration at which the compound is present. Because the goal of 
this research was to develop a model that could predict the sensory characteristics of given combinations of 
odour compounds, an important first step was developing an understanding of how the sensory characteristics of 
the chosen compounds changed with concentration. 
There is little published information about how odour quality changes with concentration. As discussed by 
Gross-Isseroffand Lancet (1988), most work either assumes that odour quality is concentration invariant or 
refers to changes in odour quality with concentration in an anecdotal manner. Gross-Isseroff and Lancet (1988) 
studied the variation in odour quality with concentration, using untrained subjects. The subjects were required to 
judge the similarity of pairs of odours at the same and different concentrations. Gross-Isseroff and Lancet 
( 1988) found that pairs with the same odorant at identical concentrations were judged to be "similar" in > 90% of 
cases, whereas, in some cases, scores went down to< 10% when the same odorant was presented at a 100-fold 
concentration difference. They concluded that variations in the magnitude of olfactory stimuli may be perceived 
as quality differences; that is, that concentration changes can be perceived as changes in quality. However,it is 
unlikely that untrained subjects would be able to behave sufficiently analytically to make a comparison of two 
stimuli and completely ignore intensity differences, although the subjects were instructed to ignore intensity in 
their judgements of similarity. It is likely that part of the reason for the decrease in the judgements of odour 
pairs as "similar" as concentration differences increased is that the untrained subjects were simply responding to 
the fact that the odours in the pair were in fact different, but in intensity rather than quality. Thus, it could be 
that although Gross-Isseroff and Lancet (1988) reported their findings to be indicative of quality changes as a 
consequence of concentration changes, these results are not independent of intensity differences. 
An earlier study of the changes in pleasantness, intensity and quality of 19 odorants found that changes in odour 
quality with concentration were unpredictable, with some odorants showing considerable variation and others 
very little variation (Piggott & Harper, 1976). Subjects in this study described the odours of 19 odorants using a 
set of 48 pre-selected terms, giving profiles, which were then subjected to principal components analysis. The 
analysis showed that dimethyl disulphide varied in quality with concentration, whereas isoamyl acetate did not. 
Piggott and Harper (1976) also commented that similarity scaling experiments, such as those performed by 
Gross-Isseroff and Lancet (I 988), are likely to give confusing results as subjects have difficulty separating 




In a study of eight odorants, Laing et al. (1984) concluded that the same single quality of each odorant 
;-
dominated at each of three intensity levels. The intensity levels for this study were selected by two ofl:he 
experimenters, and the quality judgement required the panelists to select the most appropriate word for each 
odorant from a list of20 words. For most of the odorants, the majority of the panelists selected the same word to. 
describe each odorant at low, medium and high intensity levels. However, for several of the odorants studied, 
the proportion of panelists that chose the most frequently used descriptor was less for the odorants at high 
intensity than at low and medium intensities. This indicates that, for these subjects (up to 15% of the group of 
subjects), the predominant quality was different at high intensities of the odorant compared with at low and 
medium intensities. 
The studies discussed above provide little information about the way in which odour quality changes with 
concentration. Studies of olfactory physiology indicate that there is a physiological basis for expecting that the 
same odour could be perceived to have different qualities at different concentrations. It has been shown that a 
change in odorant concentration results in a change in the combination of receptors responding to the odorant 
(Malnic et al., 1999), and it has been suggested that the combinations of olfactory receptor neurons stimulated by 
low and high concentrations of the same odorant may be analysed as distinct qualities (Duchamp-Viret et al., 
2000). Since there is a physiological mechanism which could allow for the perception of changes in odour 
quality as concentration is changed, it seems worthwhile to investigate this from a sensory perspective. 
The aim of the work reported in this chapter was to study the relationship between the quality and the intensity 
of four key cheese odour compounds, using trained panelists and well defined terms to describe the odour 
qualities. No published studies have used these tools to systematically study the way in which the quality of 
odorants vary with concentration. The concentration was the physical variable that was controlled in this study. 
Concentrations were varied to ensure that the subjects were evaluating odorants that were perceived to be similar 
in intensity to each other. The effects of changes in concentration on perceived intensity and perceived quality 
of the odorants were studied. The research provided insights into the relationships between concentration, 
perceived intensity and perceived quality of odorants. The information generated was specific to these four 
compounds, and provided important foundation information for later experiments in which mixtures of these 
compounds were studied. 
2.2 Materials and Methods 
2.2.1 Materials 
Diacetyl from various sources was combined and purified by batch extraction with sodium carbonate (Na2C03). 
One hundred millilitres of diacetyl was extracted with 20 g ofNa2C03• The Na2C03 was then filtered off, 
leaving the diacetyl free from impurities. Ten millilitres of diacetyl was stored refrigerated and under nitrogen. 
The remainder was sealed in glass ampoules and refrigerated prior to use. Note that diacetyl was treated for 
impurities and stored particularly carefully as it is prone to polymerisation. 
i 
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Ethyl butyrate (99%) and methional (3-(methylthio)propionaldehyde) (98+%) were sourced from Lancaster 
Synthesis Ltd. Butyric acid (99%) was sourced from Riedel-de Haen. 
Triacetin was chosen as the diluent because all four compounds are soluble and stable in triacetin. Triacetin 
(Sigma,> 99% pure) was found by the panel to be almost odourless, with only a very slight sweet odour. The 
triacetin was refrigerated during storage. 
2.2.2 Methods 
2.2.2.1 Odour Delivery System 
A 250 mL glass Schott bottle with a plastic screw-top lid, containing 15 mL of odorant solution, was used to 
deliver the odorants to the panelists. It has been shown that the average volume of a human sniff is 
approximately 200 cm3 (Laing, 1983) and this bottle provided sufficient head space for the average sniff. Fresh 
solutions of_odorants were made up for each panel session and each sample was used only once. The odorant 
solution was placed in the bottles the evening before each panel session to ensure that sufficient time was 
allowed for a stable headspace to be established in the bottles. Panel sessions were always held at either 9 am or 
10 am. Each sample was labelled with a random three-digit code. 
The panelists were allowed to sniff naturally as it has been shown that humans naturally sniff in a way that 
optimises their perception of odorants (Laing, 1983 ). In early training sessions, the panelists had found that the 
odour of the sample was different on second and subsequent sniffs compared with the odour of the sample on the 
first sniff. This could have been due to the depletion of the headspace concentration on sniffing, and/or 
adaptation of the panelist to the odour. Panelists were consequently instructed to get as much information as 
possible from their first sniff of the sample. If they required a further sniff, panelists were instructed to wait for 
at least 30 seconds and to swirl the bottle before taking a second sniff. Laing (1983) concluded that a single 
natural sniff provides as much information about the presence and intensity of an odour as do seven or more 
sniffs, but that several sniffs are likely to be needed to aid discrimination of the components of a mixture. lt 
would be unrealistic to expect the panelists to rely on only one sniff to judge the intensity of several attributes of 
an odour. It is thought that re-equilibration of the headspace will occur in the order of a fraction of a minute if 
the liquid is shaken in a circular pattern (Dravnieks, 197 5; Cain et al., 1992 ). Preliminary experiments indicated 
that 30 seconds was enough time for the headspace to re-equilibrate sufficiently, and an evaluation regime that 
provided sufficient breaks between samples to combat adaptation was developed. The evaluation regime was as 
follows. 
1. Panelists evaluate warm-up sample in the booths. It has been shown that the inclusion of a warm-up sample 
improves the reliability of attribute intensity ratings (Plemmons & Resurreccion, 1998) and may improve the 
sensitivity of sensory evaluations (Lawless & Malone, 1986), and the panelists indicated that they would 
find this helpful. The warm-up sample was generally the same as one of the experimental samples that 
would be evaluated in the session. 
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2. Panelists return to the foyer for a 5-minute break. 
3. Panelists evaluate three samples in the booths, with a 2-minute break between each sample. 
4. Panelists return to the foyer for a 10-minute break. 
5. Panelists evaluate the final three samples in the booths, with a 2-minute break between each sample. 
2.2.2.2 Sensory Method 
The studies reported in this thesis were carried out using descriptive analysis. For this work, thirteen panelists 
were selected from a pool of curreiiltly active, Fonterrn Research Centre (FRC) sensory panelists. All the 
panelists had passed a process scree.µing members of the public for sensory acuity. All panelists were paid the 
FRC's standard hourly wage for sensory panelists. The 13 panelists generated the data for diacetyl and ethyl 
butyrate. An additional panelist was recruited and another panelist left, so 13 panelists generated the data for 
butyric acid. Again, owing to attrition, only 12 panelists were available to generate the data for methional. The 
average age of the original 13 panelists was 4 7 years; their ages ranged between 31 and 71 years. 
The panel was trained to evaluate each compound individually. The training process was lengthy, typically 
taking several months for the panel to become consistent in their evaluation of each compound at the three levels 
of intensity. 
Training involved group sessions as well as sessions in which the panelists evaluated odours in sensory booths to 
test their progress and reliability. Group sessions were carried out in a large, air-conditioned room, around a 
large oval table. Evaluations, for both training and data collection purposes, were carried out in purpose-built 
sensory booths, which were under positive air-pressure. Evaluations were carried out under red lights to mask 
any slight colour variation,s in the odour solutions. Panelists' responses were recorded using Compusense 5 
Version 3.6 (1998, Compusense Inc., Guelph, Canada). 
The first step in training of the panel was the generation of attributes to describe each compound, at each 
intensity level. The panel generated the attributes by sniffing the sample and writing down the words that they . 
would use to describe it. -These words were then compiled on a white board, and the group discussed the words 
and decided on the terms that were most appropriate, ensuring that there were no redundant terms and that 
attributes were orthogonal. Training for each compound took place over several sessions to allow the panelists 
to develop consensus on which attributes to use, and how to use them. Reference standards were established, by 
panel consensus, for each attribute to ensure that all the panelists were using the same attribute to describe the 
same perception. 
Following attribute generation and the development of consensus, the training was based around an iterative 
process of evaluation of the odour, at the three intensity levels, in the booths, over several sessions, followed by 
a feedback session in the training room. Feedback was based on each individual panelist's consistency- that is, 
panelists were provided with information about how consistent their data had been for a given sample over 
several sessions. During feedback sessions, the panelists had access to the odours at the three intensity levels 
and to the references, so that they could reinforce their learning. A final step in the panel's training was the 
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evaluation of each compound at the three levels, over several sessions. This was designed to ensure consistency, 
and that the panelists could distinguish between the different levels. It is the results from these evaluations that 
were used to determine the relationship between odour intensity and odour quality. 
Table 2.1 shows the concentrations of each compound, calculated on a weight-to-weight basis, and the attributes 
that the panel used to describe the compounds. Table 2.2 contains the attribute definitions, and descriptions of 
the reference standards. 
Table 2.1 Concentration of Odour Compounds 
Perceived Diacetyl Ethyl Butyrate Butyric Acid Methional 
Intensity (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) 
Low 3 5 75 0.8 
Medium 30 50 600 4 
High 300 400 3000 50 
Attributes Cultured Dairy Artificial Fruit Parmesan Cheese Cooked Potato 
Vinegar Fermented Fruit Vinegar Cooked Vegetable 
Green Apple Swiss Cheese Vinegar 
Chemical Fishy 
Table 2.2 Attribute Definitions and Reference Standards 
Attribute Definition Reference Standard 
Overall Intensity The perceived strength of the odour as a whole, 
a response to the magnitude of the stimulus, 
regardless of quality. 
Cultured Dairy The odour of cultured dairy products such as Tararua regular cream cheese, 
cream cheese, sour cream and yoghurt. Tararua regular sour cream, Ski 
sweetened yoghurt l. 7% fat. 
Vinegar The odour of cider vinegar; includes the odour JO% dilution ofDYC cider vinegar in 
of vinaigrette and salt-and-vinegar-flavoured I water. 
potato chips. 
Green Apple The odour of Granny Smith apples; also includes Finely chopped Granny Smith apples, 
the odour of green grass. with skins on. 
Artificial Fruit The odour of artificial fruit flavours, such as Pascall pineapple lumps with the 
those contained in Juicy Fruit chewing gum and chocolate coating removed, 
pineapple lumps. Wrigley's Juicy Fruit chewing gum. 
Fermented Fruit The odour of fermented fruit, such as overripe I 0% dilution of Hansell' s artificial 
kiwifruit; includes fermented sugar and artificial rum essence in water, overripe 
rum essence odours. · kiwifruit, peeled and finely chopped. 
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Parmesan Cheese The odour of Parmesan-type cheeses; includes Grated Ferndale Parmesan cheese. 
the odour of baby-burp, vomit and sweaty feet. 
Swiss Cheese The odour of a sweet, fruity, Swiss-type cheese. Grated Galaxy Gruyere cheese. 
Chemical The odour of chemicals such as Janola and Janola diluted 50% with water. 
disinfectant. 
Cooked Potato The odour present while potatoes are being The water in which potatoes have 
boiled, and of water that has been used to boil been boiled. 
potatoes. 
Cooked Vegetable The odour of cooked vegetables such as broccoli Boiled cauliflower. 
or cauliflower. 
Fishy The odour of dried fish. Dried anchovy fish. 
The panelists evaluated the samples using Compusense 5 Version 3.6 (1998, Compusense Inc., Guelph, Canada). 
The ballot provided them with 150 mm line scales labelled "No Odour" at the left-hand end and "Extremely 
Strong" at the right-hand end. When the panelists were evaluating diacetyl, the ballot provided scales for the 
attributes Overall Intensity, Cultured Dairy, Vinegar and Green Apple. When the panelists were evaluating ethyl 
butyrate, the ballot provided scales for the attributes Overall Intensity, Artificial Fruit and Fermented Fruit. 
When butyric acid was being evaluated, the ballot provided scales for the attributes Overall Intensity, Parmesan 
Cheese, Vinegar, Swiss Cheese and Chemical. For methional, the ballot provided scales for the attributes Overall 
Intensity, Cooked Potato, Cooked Vegetable, Vinegar and Fishy. 
2.2.2.3 Establishing Concentrations for Each Compound 
A large part of the initial work with the panel was establishing concentrations of each compound which were 
perceived to be oflow, medium, and high intensities, where the intensity at each level was similar for all the 
compounds. Concentrations were initially established for diacetyl, which was the first compound to be studied. 
The low level was determined by carrying out a series of triangle tests with diacetyl and triacetin and selecting 
the lowest level of diacetyl for which all panelists got the triangle test correct. The results from these triangle 
tests can be found in Appendix A. The lowest level was determined to be 3 ppm and was referenced to 1-
butanol, using the ASTM procedure E544-75 (ASTM, 1988). The 1-butanol reference was established so that it 
could be used to determine the concentrations of the other compounds that would give the same intensity as the 
diacetyl, at the low concentration level. The medium level of diacetyl was determined relative to the low odour 
level. That is, the panelists were presented with a range of concentrations of diacetyl, including the previously 
established low concentration, and asked to rate the intensity relative to the low level. A 150-mm line scale was 
used to rate the odours, with an end-mark 5 mm from the left-hand end labelled "No Odour" and an end mark 5 
mm from the right-hand end labelled "Extremely Strong". This was an adaptation of the scale used by Laing et 
al. ( 1994b) in their study of odour mixtures. A diacetyl concentration of 30 ppm was selected as giving a 
medium intensity. This was based on the fact that the panel mean score for intensity was approximately halfway 
along the scale, and at-test ( one-tailed, p < 0.05) indicated that the panel found the intensities of the low and 
medium intensity samples to be different. The medium intensity concentration of diacetyl was then also 
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referenced to 1-butanol, according to the ASTM procedure. To establish the appropriate concentration of 
diacetyl to give the high intensity level, the panelists were presented with samples of diacetyl that were up to ten 
times as concentrated as that chosen for the medium intensity level. The panel reported that the intensity of the 
samples did not vary dramatically with this concentration increase, but that the character of the odour of the 
compound did. Consequently, a concentration of300 ppm, ten times that of the medium level, was selected for 
the high level. The panelists indicated that the intensity of this concentration was distinctly different from the 
intensity of the concentration selected for the medium intensity sample. As panel training proceeded, the 
intensity scores given to the three concentrations were analysed to ensure that the panel was clearly 
distinguishing between them. This was constantly checked throughout the research and the concentrations were 
altered occasionally. Again, the high level of diacetyl was referenced to 1-butanol, as described in the ASTM 
procedure. Diacetyl can be measured instrumentally in various foods over a range from about 0.76 to 62 ppm 
(Fenaroli, 1995). The range selected for this work, from 3 to 300 ppm, more or less encompassed this range, 
with the proviso that it was important to select a low level that could be perceived and recognised by all the 
panelists. In order to investigate the character changes of the compound, it was necessary to select a level higher 
than that typically found in food. 
The second compound to be studied was ethyl butyrate, and levels of this compound were selected to match the 
diacetyl levels. It had been planned that the 1-butanol concentrations established in the work with diacetyl 
would be used as intensity references for establishing the appropriate concentrations of the other three 
compounds, as outlined in the ASTM procedure. However, as the panel found the use of the 1-butanol standards 
confusing, the ethyl butyrate concentrations were directly matched to the diacetyl concentrations. That is, over 
several sessions, the panel evaluated the low intensity diacetyl sample and several concentrations of ethyl 
butyrate to establish a concentration of ethyl butyrate that was perceived to be of a similar intensity to the 
diacetyl sample, as determined by at-test (two-tailed, p < 0.05). The same procedure was repeated to find 
concentrations of ethyl butyrate that matched the intensity of the medium and high levels of diacetyl. The 
concentrations selected for the low, medium and high intensity levels of ethyl butyrate were 5, 50 and 400 ppm 
respectively. Ethyl butyrate occurs in foods over a range from about 18.6 to 1393 ppm (Fenaroli, 1995); the 
1393 ppm concentration was reported in chewing gum, and is almost ten times greater than the next highest 
level, reported in hard candy. Therefore, the odour range used in this study encompassed the levels measured in 
most foods, excluding chewing gum. 
Concentrations ofbutyric acid and methional were selected to match the ethyl butyrate levels, in the same way as 
described previously. Concentrations ofbutyric acid and methional were matched to concentrations of ethyl 
butyrate, rather than diacetyl, as the panel found ethyl butyrate easier to use as the intensity standard; a possible 
explanation for this is discussed later in this chapter. Butyric acid has been reported by Fenaroli (1995) to occur 
in foods over a range from 3.54 to 200 ppm, but has been reported in Italian cheese varieties at concentrations of 
up to 6585 ppm (Ha & Lindsay, 1991). The range of concentrations selected for this study was from 75 to 3000 
ppm, which covered the concentrations found in most foods. Fenaroli ( 1995) reported methional to be present in 




2.2.2.4 Panel Performance 
Traditionally, the performance of individual panelists has been assessed against the panel mean. The assumption 
made is that the panel mean is an accuracy standard, by which to judge individual panelists (Pritchett Mangan, 
1992). This approach places the emphasis on accuracy over precision; that is, the panel mean is used as a 
measure of the accuracy of each individual panelist, and the precision of the panelist, i.e. the variance the 
panelist displays, is a secondary consideration. This approach is flawed because, as the individual panelist is 
usually included in the calculation of the mean, the comparison is not independent. Because the true attribute 
means are not known and cannot be measured by a standard, we have no way of determining the validity of 
using the panel mean as an accuracy standard. A panelist with very small variances may be more reliable in 
describing the locations of the means even if that panelist does not follow the pattern of the rest of the panel. As 
assessment of a panelist's accuracy is not possible, one can judge panelist performance only on the basis of a 
panelis~'s ability to reproduce a response pattern from repeated trials of the same stimulus - i.e. the precision of 
the panelist. 
In the early stages of training, it became apparent that there were large differences in the individual panelists' 
sensitivities to the various odours, and that there were also individual differences with respect to which particular 
quality of the odour was most predominant. Large individual differences in odour sensitivity and perception of 
quality have been reported elsewhere ( e.g. Stevens & O'Connell, 1991 ). As a consequence of these individual 
differences, the approach of Pritchett Mangan (1992) seemed to be appropriate to the panelists' data in this 
experiment. The approach taken was to train the panel as a group, but to provide feedback to each individual 
about her own internal consistency, that is, her consistency with herself over multiple evaluations, rather than her 
consistency with the panel mean. In this way, each panelist, and consequently the panel as a whole, was trained 
to be consistent over multiple evaluations, rather than each panelist being trained to be consistent with each other 
panelist (i.e. consistent with the panel mean). Because it cannot be assumed that any panelist is not accurate, all 
panelists need to be considered in determining estimates of attribute parameters. 
2.2.2.5 Data Analysis 
For each compound, when it was clear that the panel was well trained to evaluate the compound at the three 
different intensities, the panel performed an experiment in which they each assessed each compound at each 
intensity level several times. This was a final check that they were sufficiently trained, and provided the data 
that is presented in this chapter. 
The data were analysed by analysis of variance (ANOVA) and statistically significant differences between mean 
scores were determined using Tukey's tests. Panelists were treated as a random effect. ANOVA and Tukey's 
test calculations were conducted using the General Linear Model function ofMinitab for Windows, release 13.1 
(2000, Minitab Inc, State College, Pennsylvania, USA). Bar graphs were generated and confidence intervals 
calculated using Microsoft Excel 97 SR-2 (1997, Microsoft Corporation Redmond, Washington, USA). The 




The results for diacetyl are summarised in Table 2.3 and shown graphically in Figure 2.1 , which illustrates mean 
scores and confidence intervals around these scores. The panel clearly distinguished between the Overall 
Intensity of the three concentrations of diacetyl. The Cultured Dairy attribute was significantly higher in the 
medium intensity sample than in the low intensity sample, but did not increase in the high intensity sample. The 
intensity of the Vinegar attribute was similar in the medium and high intensity samples, sign ificantly higher than 
in the low intensity sample. Green Apple dominated the odour at high intensity levels, and was also significantly 
higher in the medium intensity sample than in the low intensity sample. In fact, examining the raw data showed 
that the Vinegar and Green Apple attributes were only perceived in the low intensity sample by a few panelists. 
Clearly in the low sample, the predominant characteristic of diacetyl was Cultured Dairy. As intensity increased, 
the sensory character of diacetyl changed from being predominantly Cultured Dairy, to being dominated by 
Green Apple. 
Table 2.3 ANO VA and Tu key's Test Results for Three Concentrations of Diacetyl 
Attribute F2,143 Effect of Effect of Sample 
Sample Panelist Low Medium High 
Overal l Intensity 45.55 *** (0.000) * (0.038) 42.80" 62.65b 83 .99c 
Cultured Dairy 6.3 1 ** (0.002) *** (0.000) 28.72 a 39.68 b 34.58 a b 
Vinegar 13.57 *** (0 .000) *** (0.000) 19.28 a 33.38b 39.27 ° 
Green App le 49.10 *** (0.000) *** (0.000) 16.20 a 35.51 ° 69.68 C 
. . 
Levels of significance: P < 0.00 I = ***; P < 0.0 1 = ** ; P < 0.05 = *. Samples with the same superscnpt are not statisti cally significantl y 
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2.3.2 Ethyl Butyrate 
The panel could clearly distinguish between the three concentrations of ethyl butyrate based on Overall Intensity. 
Both Artificial Fruit and Ferm ented Fruit increased with concentration, and neither attribute dominated the 
odour profile at each intensity level. These results are summarised in Table 2.4 and Figure 2.2, which illustrates 
mean scores and confidence intervals around these scores. 
Table 2.4 ANOV A and Tu key's Test Results for Three Concentrations of Ethyl Butyrate 
Attribute F2,206 Effect of Effect of Sample 
Sample Panelist Low Medium High 
Overall Intens ity 246.11 *** (0.000) *** (0.000) 30.43a 58 .02b 93.70° 
Artificial Fruit 175.37 ** * (0.000) *** (0.000) 20.373 44.80b 73.51 C 
Fermented Fruit 13 1.17 *** (0.000) *** (0.000) 17.623 41.72° 76.69° 
Levels of s,gmficance: P < 0.001 = ***. Samples with the same superscript are not stat1st1cally significantly different from one another at 
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2.3.3 Butyric Acid 
Again, the panel could clearly distinguish between the Overall Intensity of each concentration ofbutyric acid. 
The perceived intensities of all the attributes were significantly higher at medium than at low concentrations, and 
again were significantly higher at high than at medium concentrations. Examining the raw data showed that the 
Chemical attribute was only perceived in the low intensity sample by a few panelists. At low and medium 
intensities, butyric acid was characterised primarily by the attributes Parmesan Cheese and Swiss Cheese. In the 
high intensity sample, Chemical was the dominant characteristic. Vinegar was present at similar levels to 
Parmesan Cheese and Swiss Cheese at all intensities. These results are summarised in Table 2.5 and Figure 2.3, 
which illustrates mean scores and confidence intervals around these scores. 
Table 2.5 ANOV A and Tu key's Test Results for Three Concentrations of Butyric Acid 
Attribute Effect of Effect of Sample 
Sample Panelist Low Medium High 
Overall Intensity *** (0.000) *** (0.000) 33.01 3 52.35b 84.60c 
Parmesan Cheese *** (0.000) *** (0 .000) 20.07" 32.61b 42.16c 
Vinegar *** (0.000) *** (0.000) 13 .83" 22.05° 37.4Ic 
Swiss Cheese *** (0.000) *** (0.000) 17.13 3 26.03b 44.60c 
Chemical *** (0 .000) *** (0.000) 10.09a 17.69° 51.40c 
Levels ofs1gmficance: P < 0.001 = ***. Samples with the same superscnpt are not stat1st1call y s1gmficantly different from one another at 
the 5% level of statistical s ignificance. 
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The Overall Intensity of the different concentrations of methional was clearly distinguished by the panel. The 
intensities of Cooked Potato and Cooked Vegetable both increased with concentration. Examination of the raw 
data indicated that Cooked Vegetable, Vinegar and Fishy were only perceived in the low sample by a few 
panelists. Similarly, in the medium intensity sample, Vinegar and Fishy were only perceived by a few panelists. 
All of the attributes were perceived to be significantly higher in the high intensity sample than in the medium 
intensity sample. Cooked Potato and Cooked Vegetable were the dominant characteristics at all intensity levels, 
with Vinegar and Fishy making more of a contribution to the overall profile of the odour at the high level than 
they were in the low or medium samples. These resu lts are summarised in Table 2.6 and Figure 2.4, which 
illustrates mean scores and confidence intervals around these scores. 
Table 2.6 One-way ANOV A and Tu key's Test Results for Three Concentrations of Methional 
Attribute Effect of Effect of Sample 
Sample Panelist Low Medium High 
Overall Intens ity *** (0.000) NS 30.42" 55 .17b 98.03 c 
Cooked Potato *** (0.000) *** (0 .000) 23 .80" 44.5b 80.91c 
Cooked Vegetable *** (0 .000) *** (0.000) 12.16" 29.00b 62.97c 
Vinegar *** (0 .000) *** (0.000) 9.00" 9.05• 21 .09b 
Fishy *** (0.000) *** (0.000) 7.34" 12.20• 35.50° 
Levels of significance: P < 0.00 J = ***; NS = Not Significant. Samples with the same superscript are not statistically significantly different 
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2.4 Discussion 
This experiment adds to previously existing knowledge, by providing information about the way in which the 
characteristics of these compounds are actually perceived at different concentrations, rather than simply 
determining that subjects can distinguish between samples that are the same compounds at different 
concentrations. 
This experiment showed that the perceived quality of an odorant can change with concentration. For example, as 
the concentration of diacetyl was increased from low to high, the intensity of the Cultured Dairy attribute 
changed very little. The intensity of the Green Apple attribute increased significantly as concentration was 
increased, and it was the dominant characteristic at the high concentration of diacetyl. The intensity of the· 
Vinegar attribute increased from low to medium concentrations, but did not change as the concentration was 
increased from medium to high. It is reasonable to conclude, therefore, that the overall quality of the odour 
experienced by the panel was different at low and high concentrations. It is important to bear in mind that the 
panelists have been trained to attend to each characteristic of the odour independently, but the overall sensation 
would be a synthesis of all the characteristics that they are attending to as individual attributes. At low 
concentrations the predominant characteristic was Cultured Dairy, at high concentrations the predominant 
characteristic was Green Apple, so the overall sensation that the panelists experienced had changed. It has been 
shown (Jinks & Laing, 2001) that changes in the relative contribution of a given set of qualities to an overall 
odour profile will give rise to distinctly different sensations. Jinks and Laing (2001) found that when the same 
set of descriptors were used to describe two different odbrants, the differential contributions of the descriptors to 
the overall aroma resulted in two distinctly different perceptual experiences. This is analogous to, for example, a 
jaffa flavoured milkshake, where the jaffa flavour is created by the addition of both orange and chocolate 
flavours. The sensation experienced by the person consuming the milkshake will be different depending on 
whether there are equal amounts of orange and chocolate flavour added, or more of one of the flavours. 
However, the milkshake drinker does not pay attention to the intensities of the individual orange and chocolate 
flavour in the way that the panelists in this experiment have paid attention to the individual attributes of the 
odours. He or she would simply observe the flavour difference. In this case, the overall quality of the odour has 
changed as the concentration was increased from low to high, with the increase in intensity of the Vinegar and 
Green Apple characteristics, and with the Cultured Dairy attribute remaining at the same intensity. 
The work reported here also showed that the relationship between odour quality and odour concentration is 
different for different odour compounds, as was previously suggested by Piggott and Harper (1976). lfwe 
consider the overall quality profile of the odour to be defined as the collection of intensity ratings given by the 
panel to each of the pre-defined attributes associated with each compound, we can consider this profile to be the 
overall picture of quality associated with each odour. Ethyl butyrate and butyric acid showed relatively simple 
relationships, where all of the attributes of the odour increased in intensity with concentration; some attributes 
had an increased impact on the overall profile at higher concentrations. On the whole, however, the profile did 
not change dramatically as the concentration increased. On the other hand, diacetyl and methional demonstrated 
a more complex relationship between odour intensity and odour quality. Particularly in the case of diacetyl, 
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attributes that were of very low intensity at low concentration levels became the most intense attributes at high 
concentration levels, so that the compound's profile was quite different at low and high concentrations. 
There is currently insufficient published information to determine whether odours could be classified according 
to their complexity. An earlier study found that there are at least two "types" of odours: those that possess 
principally a single characteristic odour note, with one or two smaller side notes, and others that possess many 
notes of approximately equal importance (Moskowitz & Gerbers, 1974 ). The classification that would be made 
from the information presented here would be different - that there are two types of odours, one for which the 
odour quality does not change markedly in perceived characteristics with concentration, and one for which it 
does. 
The complexity of the quality of diacetyl, compared with that of ethyl butyrate, is likely to be the reason that the 
panel found ethyl butyrate easier than diacetyl to use as an intensity standard, for establishing concentrations of 
the other compounds, as mentioned earlier. 
Preliminary work showed that, in the case of diacetyl, increasing concentration had less effect on perceived 
intensity than on perceived quality of the odour, and the perception of diacetyl at high concentration was 
different from that at low concentration. The research reported here indicated that the overall sensation 
experienced in response to high concentrations of diacetyl is different in quality from that experienced at low 
concentrations. In their study of mixture perception, Jinks and Laing (2001) found that identification of most of 
the prominent qualities of an odorant was not always sufficient for identification of the odorant, and suggested 
that the ratio of the perceived intensities of the descriptors is important for identification. Their findings 
reinforce the conclusion drawn here, that the overall perception of an odour is the amalgamation of the 
individual odour characteristics, and that when the ratio of the intensities of the characteristics is altered, in this 
case via a change in concentration, the overall quality perception is changed. 
There is no simple physiological explanation for the differences in the complexity of the quality-intensity 
relationship between different odorants. Presumably, the perception of a high concentration of an odorant as 
having a different quality from a low concentration of an odorant is a result of different patterns of receptor 
stimulation by the different odour concentrations, as described by Malnic et al. (1999). It seems that so~e 
odours stimulate odour receptors in a way such that the pattern is recognised as being the same quality, 
regardless of the concentration, and other odours stimulate receptors such that the pattern is recognised as 
indicating a different quality, depending on concentration. The change in the pattern ofreceptor stimulation with 
concentration is a result of the recruitment of additional receptors as the concentration increases, leading to 
enrichment of the pattern of stimulation at high, compared with low, concentrations (Malnic et al., 1999; 
Duchamp-Viret et al., 2000). Presumably, it is possible that the degree to which additional receptors are 
stimulated, as concentration increases, could vary from odorant to odorant, so that the pattern of receptor 
response to some odours is Jess altered with concentration than that to others, and so the perceived quality of 
some odours does not change with concentration, but the perceived quality of other odours does. Jinks and 
Laing (2001) suggested that it might be possible that each individual quality ofa single odorant is represented by 
its own pattern ofreceptor stimulation, with the overall pattern produced by an odorant being a combination of 
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these patterns. Each quality may be the result of a neural representation of a structural feature of the odorant 
molecule. It has been suggested that individual glomeruli could be considered to be detectors of molecular 
features, such that an odour molecule with several molecular features will stimulate a specific combination of 
glomeruli (Mori et al., 1999). Perhaps, ifa particular structural feature ofan odorant has a weak interaction with 
a receptor, that structural feature may not be represented as a perceived quality of the odorant at low 
concentration. As the concentration of the odorant increases, the opportunity for stimulation ofreceptors by that 
particular structural feature increases, and the feature may then be represented in the quality of the odour. In 
contrast, if all structural features of an odorant have a strong interaction with receptors when the odorant is at 
low concentration, increasing the concentration will not induce additional interactions, and so the perceived 
quality is unaltered. There are no obvious differences when comparing the structures of diacetyl and methional 
with those of ethyl butyrate and butyric acid that might indicate the validity of this hypothesis. 
The results from this experiment provide information specific to four important cheese odour compounds, and 
this information is relevant for flavour chemists and food formulators. Varying the concentration levels of odour 
compounds in food formulations is likely to have a more dramatic effect on the sensory profile when using some 
compounds, compared with others. It is also crucial for flavour chemists and product developers to acknowledge 
that the quality imparted by particular odour compounds will vary with concentration, and to understand the 
nature of these quality variations. 
The information generated in this study laid the foundation for subsequent experiments. This experiment 
provided an understanding of the way the characteristics of the individual compounds vary with concentration, 
which is baseline knowledge. Later experiments examined the qualities of mixtures, where the qualities of the 
individual odours interacted with one another. This information was used to develop a model that could be used 
to predict the qualities of odour mixtures over a range of concentrations. It was important to establish an 
understanding of the qualities of the individual odours, and how these qualities vary with concentration, before 




3 Descriptive Analysis of Binary Odour Mixtures 
3.1 Introduction 
Binary odour mixtures have been studied extensively, and it has been shown that humans are capable of 
identifying both components in such mixtures (Laing & Francis, 1989; Jinks & Laing, 2001). This is in contrast 
to more complex odour mixtures - Laing and colleagues have shown that humans have great difficulty in 
identifying, and even perceiving, more than three components in odour mixtures (Laing & Francis, 1989; Laing 
& Glemarec, 1992; Livermore & Laing, 1996; Livermore & Laing, 1998a; Livermore & Laing, 1998b; Jinks & 
Laing, 2001 ). These extensive studies have also indicated that even the mixing of only two odours produces 
results that are unpredictable, because partial or complete suppression of the perceived intensity of one or both 
constituents often occurs (Laing, 1994 ). 
Laing et al. (1984) carried out an experiment with the specified aim of determining how the perceived intensity 
and odour quality of binary mixtures of dissimilar odorants changed as the concentrations of the components 
were varied. From this study, they suggested that seven principles characterise the perception of binary odour 
mixtures. These principles are as follows. 
I. The intensity of odorants, not their quality, determines the contribution of each to the quality of a mixture. 
2. In mixtures of unequal (when unmixed) intensity odorants: (a) the stronger odorant predominates, or is the 
only odorant perceived; (b) suppression exerted by the stronger odorant is far greater than that exerted by the 
weaker odorant. 





suppress each other equally, with maximum interaction occurring between two high intensity odorants and 
very little interaction occurring when both are weak. 
Dissimilar odorants do not blend to form a new odour. 
The total intensity of a mixture is less than the sum of the intensities of the components, but never less than 
the intensity of the weaker component . 
. Suppression is the most common result of interaction between components and its magnitude is greatest 
with components of high intensity. 
Synergism is rare but may occur when both components are weak. 
Despite the establishment of these principles, the outcome of mixing two odours is still unpredictable. As 
discussed by Laing (1994), one cannot predict whether one or both mixture components will be perceived, 
whether the perceived intensity of one or both will be reduced in the mixture, compared with unmixed 
intensities, or whether there will be no perceptual interaction between the mixture components. There is 
currently no way of predicting the quality of a mixture from knowledge of the mixture components. 
The many experiments that have been carried out with binary odour mixtures have failed to provide a clear 
indication, one way or another, of whether mixtures are perceived synthetically or analytically. Most often there 
is evidence of synthetic processes operating to some extent, but the experimental design does not expressly 
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provide the opportunity for subjects to indicate whether or not new perceptions are being formed in the mixtures. 
For example, the study of Laing et al. (1984) did not formally provide the opportunity for subjects to indicate if a 
new odour was formed. However, Laing et al. (1984) suggested that their informal observations indicated that 
no new qualities were synthesised in the odour mixtures. In the studies of binary odour mixtures carried out by 
Laing and colleagues (Laing & Willcox, 1983; Laing et al., 1984; Livermore & Laing, 1996), indications are that 
the perception of binary odour mixtures falls somewhere between the extremes of synthesis and analysis. No 
new qualities are formed in the mixture, but the presence of one odour at a higher intensity than the other odour 
results in the non-perception of the less intense odour. Laing and Will cox (1983) discussed the fact that 
particular qualities associated with one odour were Jost when another was mixed with it, and so raised the 
question of what was the actual sensation perceived by the subjects. Later work by Jinks and Laing (2001) 
suggested that, in simple mixtures, the olfactory system is able to identify sufficient qualities of each odorant to 
allow the identification of both odorants, but the question of whether or not the overall sensation elicited by the 
mixture is that of an odour that is new, but related to both component odours, is not resolved. 
The principles of binary odour mixture perception established by Laing et al. (1984) were based on the 
measurement of perceived intensity of each component in the odour mixture. One descriptor was given to each 
mixture component, based on results from an initial experiment to determine the dominant quality of each 
compound, and subjects were instructed to rate the intensity of each quality when presented with mixtures. An 
alternative approach, which may provide additional information, is the application of descriptive analysis to the 
study of odour mixture perception. This approach involves a training phase, in which the subjects themselves 
generate the descriptors to be used to describe the odorous compounds, and can use multiple descriptors for each 
compound, if they find that each compound has multiple distinct odour notes. The subjects are then trained to 
evaluate each odour and assess the intensity of each quality associated with that odour. When the subjects 
evaluate experimental mixtures, they are provided with the opportunity to describe any new qualities that may 
arise, in addition to the qualities they have associated with each of the mixture components. This approach was 
taken in this study, and the distinguishing features were the use of trained panelists as subjects, and the use of the 
principles of descriptive analysis in the evaluation of odour quality. 
The overall aim of this research was to determine whether or not the odour qualities of any given mixture of four 
specific cheese odour compounds could be predicted from a knowledge of the odour qualities ofa selected few 
mixtures of the same compounds. An obvious first step in this investigation was the determination of whether 
this approach would work for simple mixtures. As pointed out by Laing ( 1994 ), if we cannot predict the 
perceptual outcome of mixing only two odours, there is little chance of understanding more complex and 
biologically relevant odours. This experiment aimed to determine whether trained descriptive panelists were 
capable of evaluating a finite selection of binary mixtures of two specific odours sufficiently analytically that the 
data could be used to predict the sensory properties of any given mixture of the two odours. If this were not 
possible, then there would be little point in taking the approach further and investigating this approach for the 
study of three- and four-component mixtures. However, if the approach was successful, having developed a 
predictive model based on the trained panel data for binary mixtures, the approach would then be extended and 
applied to the investigation of more complex mixtures. 
' 
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It was hypothesised that, using an analytical task (descriptive analysis) to study simple (binary) mixtures, there 
would be a clear relationship between the composition of the mixtures and their perception. This means that, in 
these simple mixtures, an increase in the concentration of one compound would predictably increase the 
perceived intensity of the attributes associated with that compound, and there would be no evidence of new 
odours being formed in the mixture. · 
It was expected that this relationship could be modelled using simple response surface methods, in which 
regression was carried out on the data to generate prediction equations for each attribute, based on the observed 
responses to the mixtures. The observed responses were the dependent variables, and the concentrations of the 
compounds were the independent variables. Once the equations were constructed, it was predicted that they 
would be able to be used to generate a surface that would represent the response to any given combination of the 
two odours. In this case, it was expected that the series ofresponse surfaces, one for each attribute, would 
predict the perceived characteristics of any given combination of the two odours. Conversely, assuming that the 
response surfaces were found to be valid predictive tools, the predictive equations could be used to determine the 
combination of compounds that would give rise to a desired perception. That is, if a particular intensity of a 
given attribute was known to be desirable in a particular food product, the combination of compounds that 
should be used to produce this perception could be determined. 
This experiment also examined the effects of mixing on the sensory qualities of these specific odours. Despite 
the extensive studies into the perception of binary odour mixtures, very little is known about the sensations 
experienced by subjects when they perceive a binary odour mixture. Given that the quality-related outcomes of 
mixing two odours are unpredictable, it was of interest to examine the sensory outcomes of mixing these two 
odours. 
3.2 Materials and Methods 
3.2.1 Materials 
Diacetyl, ethyl butyrate and triacetin were as described in Chapter 2, as was the odorant delivery method. 
The panelists were 13 experienced, trained descriptive panelists, all female, average age 47 years (range: 31-71 
years). The panelists spent several months training to use descriptive analysis to evaluate ethyl butyrate and 
diacetyl (individually) at three concentrations. The training process was described in Chapter 2. The three 
concentrations were chosen to give a low, medium and high overall intensity, where the overall intensity at each 
level was similar for both compounds, as described in Chapter 2. Because a large amount of time had elapsed 
between the determination of the appropriate concentrations for each intensity level for each compound, when 
the time came to perform the experiment is was found that the panelists' sensitivity to the compounds had 
changed slightly. Consequently, slight changes were made to the concentrations for this experiment in an 
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attempt to match the intensities of the compounds at each level more exactly. The concentrations are shown in 
Table 3.1. They were calculated on a weight-to-weight basis. 
Table3.1 Concentrations of Compounds used to Generate Response Surfaces 
Intensity Ethyl Butyrate (ppm) Diacetyl (ppm) 
Low 5 3 
Medium 60 40 
High 450 400 
The panel evaluated each compound at low, medium and high levels, the nine mixtures of the two compounds 
and the carrier (triacetin). The data generated from the evaluation of these 16 samples were used to generate 
response surfaces. In order to test the predictive validity of these response surfaces, the panel subsequently 
evaluated nine samples that were between those that had been used to form the response surfaces. These 
samples are listed in Table 3.2. 
Table 3.2 Samples Used to Test Response Surfaces 
Sample Diacetyl Concentration (ppm) Ethyl Butyrate Concentration (ppm) 
l 1.5 2.5 
2 1.5 25 
3 1.5 190 
4 20 2.5 
5 20 25 
6 20 190 
7 180 2.5" 
8 180 25 
9 180 190 
3.2.2 Methods 
The panel had previously generated two attributes for ethyl butyrate (Artificial Fruit and Fermented Fruit) and 
three attributes for diacetyl (Cultured Dairy, Vinegar and Green Apple). Prior to the experiment, the panel 
evaluated, and became familiar with, four mixtures of ethyl butyrate and diacetyl. This was to determine 
whether additional terms would be required to describe the mixtures. No new terms were required. The 
experiment was carried out in air-conditioned (positive air-pressure) sensory booths under red lights. All 
panelists were paid the FRC's standard hourly wage for sensory panelists. The panelists evaluated the samples 
using Compusense 5 Version 3.6 (1998, Compusense Inc., Guelph, Canada). The ballot provided them with 150 
mm line scales labelled "No Odour" at the left-hand end and "Extremely Strong" at the right-hand end. The 
ballot provided scales for the attribute Overall Intensity, plus the five attributes the panel had developed for the 
two compounds (Artificial Fruit, Fermented Fruit, Cultured Dairy, Vinegar and Green Apple) and the chance to 




The panelists were presented with a warm-up sample, which was different for each panelist and randomly 
selected from the 16 samples, except that triacetin alone was never used as a warm-up sample. The warm-up 
sample was evaluated in the booths using Compusense 5 Version 3.6 (1998, Compusense Inc., Guelph, Canada) 
in exactly the same manner as that in which the other samples were evaluated. The panelists then left the booths 
and had a 5-minute break in the foyer of the sensory evaluation area. After the break, the panelists returned to 
the booths and evaluated three samples with a 5-minute break between each sample. After the third sample, the 
panelists left the booths and had a 10-minute break. The panelists then returned to the booths for another set of 
three samples with a 5-minute break between each sample. This protocol had been established over the course of 
training as the panelists had found that the task was relatively arduous. The protocol provided the panelists with 
sufficient breaks between samples to avoid adaptation, and sufficient rest between sets to avoid fatigue. 
The experiment was carried out over four I-hour sessions in I week (on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and 
Thursday). Over the four sessions, each panelist evaluated each sample once, plus in every session each panelist 
evaluated the 3 ppm diacetyl sample and the 5 ppm ethyl butyrate sample. The multiple evaluations of these 
samples were used to determine the consistency of the panel from session to session. The experiment was 
replicated the next week, but this time, in addition to evaluating each sample once over the four sessions, the 
panelists evaluated the 40 ppm diacetyl sample and the 60 ppm ethyl butyrate sample in each session. The order 
of sample presentation was random. 
Evaluation of the nine "test" samples was carried out 3 weeks later. Sessions were run, and panelists evaluated 
the samples, using Compusense, in the same way as described for the main experiment. The panelists were 
presented with a warm-up sample that was different for every panelist and was randomly selected from the nine 
samples. The samples were evaluated over 3 days, with each panelist evaluating each sample twice. 
3.2.3 Data Analysis 
The approach taken to the panelists' data in this experiment was based on that of Pritchett Mangan (1992), as 
discussed in Chapter 2. Rather than using deviation from the panel mean as an indication of the accuracy of 
individual panelists, this approach involves weighting each panelist's data according to their precision, as 
measured by repeat evaluations of a particular sample. Taking this approach, each panelist's contribution was 
weighted according to their precision, taking into account variations in scale usage. Panel means for each 
attribute were calculated using these weights. An algorithm was written in Matlab version 4.2b (1994, The 
Mathworks Inc., South Natick, Massachusetts, USA) to calculate the weights as described by Pritchett Mangan 
(1992). The code for this algorithm is contained in Appendix C. 
Response surface regression was carried out using the panel data and the weights, using the General Linear 
Model module ofStatistica for Windows, release 5.5 (2000, Statsoft Inc., Tulsa, Oklahoma, USA) and plots were 
generated from the resultant equations. The logarithmic transforms of the diacetyl and ethyl butyrate 
concentrations in parts per million were used as the independent variables. Redundant terms were eliminated 
from the regression equations to improve the robustness of the equations. 
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To test the predictive validity of these response surfaces, the extra "test" data were combined with the original 
data, and response surface regression was performed, as before. Confidence intervals for each coefficient of the 
original response surfaces were calculated. If the new coefficients for the response surfaces containing 
additional points Jay inside the confidence intervals for the old coefficients, then it could be deduced that there 
was no statistically significant difference between the two coefficients. If the new coefficients from the analysis 
of the original data set were, in fact, very similar to the coefficients from the data set with the added test data, it 
could be concluded that there was no practically significant difference in the response surfaces when additional 
points were added. If this were the case, the original response surfaces could be used to predict the response to 
combinations of compounds other than those on which they were developed. 
3.3 Results 
Plots of the predicted responses for each attribute are shown in Figures 3.1-3.6. These are the plots predicted by 
the equations generated by the response surface regression. They demonstrate the way in which the equations 
predict that each attribute will vary with changing concentrations of diacetyl and ethyl butyrate. The analysis 
generated one equation for each attribute. Each equation is constructed from terms that relate to each compound 
individually, and the interactions between the compounds. The coefficient of each term determines the 
magnitude of that term's influence on the attribute, and whether the term contributes to an increase in the 
perceived intensity of the attribute (a positive coefficient) or a decrease in the perceived intensity of the attribute 
(a negative coefficient). The coloured contours indicate the range of concentrations over which the intensity of 
an attribute falls within a particular range. For example, the purple area on the response surfaces indicates that 
the attribute is present at intensity levels of between O and 25, over a particular range of concentrations of 
diacetyl and ethyl butyrate. 
In all cases, there was no statistically significant difference between the response surface coefficients, with and 
without the "test" data. The coefficients from both sets of data were very similar, indicating that the response 
surfaces developed from these data could be used to predict the intensities of the various odour attributes for 
other mixtures of diacetyl and ethyl butyrate. To illustrate, the coefficients for both sets of data for the attribute 





Log diacetylL · 
Coefficients of Response Surface Regression Equation for Overall Intensity With and 
Without Test Data 
Coefficient - Main Data Set Coefficient - Main 
Actual Value+/- 95% Confidence Limit plus Test Data 
29.17 +/- 7.02 29.87 
2.63 +/- 11.05 2.18 
4.99 +/- 4.31 5.49 
Log ethyl butyrate 12.16 +/- 10.31 11.27 
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Log ethyl butyrate2 3.64 +/- 4.1 3.91 
Log diacetyl x log ethyl butyrate -6.45 +/- 3.07 -6.80 
The models developed did not explain all the variance in the data. Adjusted R2 terms ranged from 0.3 to 0.37, 
except for the Cultured Dairy attribute where R2 = 0.23 . Tests of Jack of fit (Draper & Smith, 1980) indicated 
that the models fitted the data well (no significant Jack of fit), except for Cultured Dairy where the Jack of fit 
was significant (p = 0.05). The most likely reason for the unexplained variance is the inherent variation in the 
response of human subjects. This level of unexplained variance seems to be consistent with other studies in 
which regression is used to relate sensory data to independent measures. Duizer & Winger (2003) obtained an 
R2 of0.59 in their study, which used regression analysis to relate sensory and objective measures of the crispness 
of extruded snacks. The existence of variance in the data that was not explained by the model could mean that 
the model's ability to be used predictively was compromised. This was ultimately tested in practice, in a later 
experiment. 
As illustrated in Figure 3.1, both diacetyl and ethyl butyrate had a significant positive effect on Overall Intensity, 
(log diacetyI2, coefficent=5.59, p=0.002; log ethyl butyrate, coefficient=l 1.27, p=0.01; log ethyl butyrate2, 
coefficient=3.9 l , p=0.02). The interaction between ethyl butyrate and diacetyl was also significant (log 
diacetyl*log ethyl butyrate, coefficient=-6.80, p<0.001 ). 
Figure 3.1 
Overall Intensity 








Three-dimensional Response Surface Showing the Predicted Response for the Attribute 
Overall /11te11sity as a Function of Diacetyl and Ethyl Butyrate Concentrations 
Cultured Dairy was one of the attributes that the panel used to describe diacetyl, and as would be expected, 
diacetyl had a significant and positive relationship with the Cultured Dairy attribute (log diacetyl, 
coefficent=8.92, p<0.00 I) and ethyl butyrate had a significant suppressive effect on this attribute (log ethyl 





























Three-dimensional Response Surface Showing the Predicted Response for the Attribute 
Cultured Dairy as a Function of Diacetyl and Ethyl Butyrate Concentrations 
Vinegar was another attribute that the panel used to describe diacetyl, and as expected, diacetyl had a significant 
effect on the Vinegar attribute (log diacetyf, coefficient=3.87, p=0.01). Ethyl butyrate had a significant 
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Three-dimensional Response Surface Showing the Predicted Response for the Attribute 
Vinegar as a Function of Diacetyl and Ethyl Butyrate Concentrations 
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The other attribute that the panel used to describe diacetyl was Green Apple, and as expected, diacetyl had a 
significant positive effect on the Green Apple attribute (log diacetyl2, coefficient=6.49, p<0.00 I) . No other 























Three-dimensional Response Surface Showing the Predicted Response for the Attribute 
Green Apple as a Function of Diacetyl and Ethyl Butyrate Concentrations 
The panel used the attribute Artificial Fruit to describe ethyl butyrate. As expected, ethyl butyrate had a 
significant positive effect on the Artificial Fruit att1ibute (log ethyl butyrate2, coefficient=4.30, p=0.05). 


























Three-dimensional Response Surface Showing the Predicted Response for the Attribute 






The other attribute associated with ethyl butyrate was Fermented Fruit and, as expected, ethyl butyrate had a 
significant positive effect on this attribute (log ethyl butyrate, coefficient= l 1.35, p=0.09, log ethyl butyrate2, 
coefficient=4.17, p=0.07). Interestingly, diacetyl also had a signficant positive effect on this attribute (log 
diacetyJ2, coefficient=4. l 6, p=0.07), and the interaction between diacetyl and ethyl butyrate was also significant 










Three-dimensional Response Surface Showing the Predicted Response for the Attribute 
Fermented Fruit as a Function of Diacetyl and Ethyl Butyrate Concentrations 
None of the samples received scores for the Other attribute that were significantly different from the Other 
scores given to the carrier. 
3.4 Discussion 
This experiment showed that data generated by a trained descriptive panel, in response to selected binary 
mixtures of odorants, can be used to predict the sensory characteristics of combinations of the two compounds at 
concentrations other than those on which they were based. The relationship between simple (binary) mixtures 
and their perception can be modelled using these response surfaces, and these response surfaces can be used to 
predict the sensory characteristics of any mixture of these two compounds. These data suggested that th is 
approach could now be extended to more complex mixtures of three and four components. 
The fact that the panelists were able to perceive all of the qualities associated with each of the compounds in the 
mixtures is indicative of an analytic processing framework. An analytic system is one in which the component 
sensations do not blend to give a new sensation, but remain distinct in the mixture (Rochman et al., 1997). That 
is, an analytic system is one in which two stimuli that are presented in a mixture maintain their individual 
qualities, without loss or the introduction of a new quality (McBurney, 1986). Clearly, the panelists in this study 
experienced all the sensations associated with the individual odours when they were presented with the odour 
,_;,_, 
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mixtures. In this case, the sensations were reported as attributes. The use of an analytic processing framework 
in the perception of these binary mixtures was reinforced by the fact that th_e Other attribute was seldom used. 
The Other attribute would have been used had the panelists required additional terms, not associated with either 
compound, to describe the mixtures. Frequent use of the Other attribute may have reflected that the panelists 
were perceiving the mixtures synthetically, and that the mixture components were being combined to produce 
new sensations, unrelated to the component odours. There were some perceptual interactions where the presence 
of one compound had an effect on the perception of the attribute associated with other compound, but clearly the 
panelists were still able to detect all the characteristics of each odour in the mixture. The ability of the panelists 
to evaluate the mixtures analytically was important for this work. It is likely that a predictive model of the type 
established for these binary mixtures could not be developed if the panelists' perceptions of the mixtures were 
unpredictable due to synthetic interactions causing the loss of some qualities associated with the individual 
odours and/or the introduction of new qualities. 
The results of this experiment are not in conflict with any of the principles outlined by Laing et al. (1984). This 
study was unique in that it used descriptive analysis to study the perception of binary odour mixtures. Most 
studies ask untrained subjects to assess the perceived intensity of each component (Laing et al., 1984; Laing & 
Willcox, 1987; Cain et al., 1995), or employ an odour profiling technique where subjects are presented with a list 
of qualities selected by the experimenter and are asked to rate the intensity of each of these qualities (Laing & 
Willcox, 1983). In contrast, the subjects employed in this experiment generated their own terms to describe the 
odours, and underwent extensive training to specifically evaluate the two compounds. This approach was 
important to the objective of this study, which was to develop a model that could predict the sensory 
characteristics of a given mixture of odorants, and, conversely, predict combinations of odorants that are likely to 
give rise to a particular combination of characteristics, or sensory profile. In order for this model to be 
meaningful, it was important that the terms that the panelists used to describe the sensations they were 
experiencing were well defined and understood by all the panelists, and the experimenter. For example, as the 
model now stood, it could predict how the panel would rate the intensity of all of the attributes associated with 
any given mixture of diacetyl and ethyl butyrate, within the range of concentrations studied in this experiment. 
For this information to be of any use, it was important that the attributes were clearly defined. Obviously, at this 
point, the model was of limited use, in that it would be useful only in formulating a product that was flavoured 
with combinations of diacetyl and ethyl butyrate. However, having established the efficacy of the approach, it 
was later extended to more complex mixtures, which, it was hoped, would emulate cheese odour. 
It is not surprising that this study showed that the panelists were able to evaluate the mixtures analytically, given 
that the extensive work of Laing has shown that humans are capable of identifying the components of binary 
odour mixtures (Laing & Francis, 1989; Jinks & Laing, 200 l ). However, it was not a given that the panel would 
be able to provide data that would allow a predictive model to be developed. These results add to those 
generated in the extensive earlier studies. This work did not examine the ability of subjects to detect or identify 
mixture components, but found that a trained descriptive panel can perceive all of the qualities of two odorants in 
binary odour mixtures. 
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Despite the range of different techniques and levels of expertise of the subjects employed in the various 
experiments with binary odour mixtures reported in the literature, the conclusion remains the same - that the 
perception ofbinary odour mixtures is neither completely synthetic nor completely analytic - there is no 
evidence of the formation of new attributes, but, in particular combinations, some of the attributes associated 
with one compound are suppressed, indicating interactions between the mixture components to some extent. 
Although these interactions are not necessarily indicative of synthesis, they do indicate that the perception of 
each mixture component is not completely independent of the presence of the other component. 
It is likely that analysis and synthesis sit at the extreme ends of a continuum, and that various experimental 
factors, such as the training and experience of the subjects, and the task required of them, as discussed in Chapter 
I, influence whether experimental findings indicate synthetic or analytic processing. McBurney ( I 986) 
discussed the concept of fusion, which may exist between these two extremes of analysis and synthesis. Fusion 
describes the situation where a sensation can be analysed into its component parts with careful attention, even 
though a unitary sensation is perceived when attention is not paid specifically to the parts. Obviously, the 
training undergone by the panelists used in this study, as well as the descriptive analysis task that they were 
required to undertake, would equip these panelists to be able to analyse the odour mixture into its component 
parts, even if they might otherwise experience the odour mixture as a unitary whole. Therefore, it is not known 
whether the current results definitely indicate an analytic processing framework, or are indicative of fusion. That 
is, it is not known whether the panelists, had they not been required to pay attention to the individual qualities of 
the odour mixture, would have perceived one unitary sensation, or would have perceived the qualities of each 
individual odour. Therefore, the actual overall sensation experienced by the panelists when exposed to these 
mixtures is undetermined. In Chapter 4, odour mixtures were studied with untrained panelists and using an 
alternative experimental task, to provide extra information to aid the interpretation of the results obtained here. 
The results obtained in this experiment were specific to these two odours. In the following experiments, 






4 Holistic Evaluation of Binary Odour Mixtures 
4.1 Introduction 
It was pertinent to this research to try to understand how an odour mixture comes to be perceived as a single 
odour. In this case, the question of interest is how a mixture of volatile compounds, none of which can 
individually be described as smelling cheese-like, is perceived to be the odour of cheese. When people consume 
a cheese, they perceive the collection of volatile odour compounds as one synthetic whole - cheese odour. As 
discussed earlier, despite extensive research into the nature of olfaction, the way in which a complex odour 
mixture can be perceived as a single, unitary sensation is not well understood. 
Descriptive analysis is a sensory task that requires panelists to behave analytically, dissecting the sensation that 
they experience, and focusing on each component of that sensation individually. This is obviously not a natural 
task, and is quite different from the way in which a person would behave when consuming a food. Descriptive 
analysis is dependent on vocabulary, with the risk that the necessity to translate sensations into language may 
distort the reported perception, as discussed in Chapter 1. Consequently, the validity of descriptive analysis as a 
tool to describe the qualities of complex sensory stimuli has been questioned {Lawless, 1999), as has the 
appropriateness of assuming that the quality of a complex odour mixture is accuralely described by ratings given 
to different attributes of the mixture (Cain et al., 1995). 
The training procedures used to calibrate descriptive analysis panelists may also bias the way these subjects 
assess sensory stimuli. The training process begins with the generation of attributes to describe all the 
component sensations of the stimuli, and involves rigorous focus on the evaluation of these individual 
sensations. Regardless of the task required of them, subjects that have been trained to perform descriptive 
analysis may always look to deconstruct a perception into its component attributes. Therefore, they may report a 
different perception from that that would be reported if they were able to assess the stimulus as a unitary whole. 
In a comparison of the perception of trained and novice assessors for taste mixtures, it was shown that there was, 
in general, good correspondence between the two groups, but that the suppression of acidity by sweetness was 
less pronounced for the experienced panel than for the novice panel (McBride & Finlay, 1989). This would 
seem to indicate a more analytical approach by the trained panel, in that they were able to attend separately to the 
effects of both mixture components in a way that minimised interaction between them, in comparison with the 
novices. Similarly, in a study examining the sweetness-enhancing effect ofmaltol, it was found that the addition 
of non-perceptible amounts ofmaltol to sucrose or sucrose-citric acid solutions did not result in any 
enhancement of sweetness when trained assessors were used (Bingham et al., 1990). However, with untrained 
assessors, results indicated that a mixture containing sucrose and maltol was perceived to be sweeter than a 
mixture containing sucrose alone. These results suggest that the ability of an odour to interact with a taste will 
depend on the degree of training that the panelists have received. Additionally, Bingham et al. (1990) found that 




When panelists were asked to concentrate only on taste, there was no sweetness enhancement, whereas when 
panelists were asked to determine overall sweetness, evaluating both taste and smell, the sweetness of the 
solutions was enhanced by the presence ofmaltol. 
There are a number of alternative tasks that do not require panelists to assess the characteristics of the sample 
separately, but allow for evaluation of the sample as a whole. It has been suggested that tasks that require 
subjects to attend to the intensity of a particular odour that is present in a mixture, as is required in descriptive 
analysis, will bias subjects towards analytic processing, and that the study of the similarity of stimuli will bias 
perception towards holistic, or synthetic, processing (Cain et al., 1995). For example, in a study of taste and 
odour mixtures (Lawless & Schlegel, 1984), direct scaling of individual attributes indicated no interaction 
between taste and odour, suggesting an analytical processing framework where both mixture components were 
perceptually independent. However, discrimination testing, using a triangle test, indicated significant 
interactions, in that subjects could easily discriminate between two stimuli when one had higher levels of both 
components, but struggled to distinguish between stimuli when one component was raised and the other was 
lowered, or when one component was raised while the other was held constant. Narve subjects were used for 
both tasks, and it was thought that the results could be a consequence of the subjects making their triangle test 
judgements on the basis of overall intensity of the mixtures. 
One question of interest is whether, in the process of being trained to be analytical, the panelists are permanently 
biased towards taking an analytical perceptual approach, or whether their analytical approach is simply a result 
of the task presented to them. It has been suggested that, through the process of training, subjects may learn to 
describe what they think might lie behind the sensory experience, rather than the sensory experience itself 
(Erickson, 1982). That is, even if the stimulus is perceived as a unitary whole, subjects may report the 
perception of a number of components that they believe would be responsible for that perception, effectively 
reporting blue plus yellow in response to a green sensation (Rochman et al., 1997). As discussed in Chapter 3, 
trained panelists may be able to analyse a perception into its component parts when the task requires it, even 
though the stimulus is perceived as a unitary sensation when the subject's attention is not specifically directed to 
the parts. 
A related question is whether the results obtained by descriptive analysis are comparable with those obtained 
from a holistic, non-verbal task. Traditionally, pair-wise similarity estimates have been the method by which 
stimuli have been compared in a holistic way. As a result of the impracticality of the use of pair-wise similarity 
estimates for the evaluation of sensory stimuli, due to issues of fatigue (Lawless et al., 1995), several recently 
published studies have employed a sorting task to obtain data on the similarity of the stimuli, which can then be 
subjected to analysis by MDS (Lawless, 1989; Lawless & Glatter, 1990; Lawless et al., 1995). One 
disadvantage of the sorting task is that data must be summed across individuals before being subjected to MDS, 
and so information about individuals' responses is lost and only a group solution is available (Lawless et al., 
1995). The relevance of a group solution, for a task that requires individuals to make evaluations of the 
similarity of samples, has been questioned. As it is likely that cognitive factors influence the perception of 
odours and odour mixtures (Rabin, 1988; Jehl et al., 1994; van der Klaauw & Frank, 1994 ), it may be that 




alternative similarity-based task is the method of triads, which provides sufficient data that the results for 
individual panelists can be compared with the group solution, to determine whether a common underlying 
structure exists. The data from this method allows for the comparison of each group, but also provides 
information that allows the assessment of the validity of making such a comparison. 
Binary odour mixtures have been studied extensively, with the fundamental finding that humans are capable of 
identifying two components in an odour mixture (Laing & Francis, 1989; Jinks &Laing, 2001). That is, the 
experimental evidence has shown that humans are able to perceive binary odour mixtures in an analytical way. 
It could be that the experimental factors that were manipulated in this experiment would never produce results 
that were indicative of synthesis, because it may not be possible for a simple binary mixture to be perceived 
synthetically. However, most studies of binary odour mixtures have been biased towards finding evidence for 
analytical processing, through the methods that have been employed. By their very nature, methods that require 
panelists to identify, detect, or describe the components in odour mixtures are biased towards finding that odour 
mixtures are perceived analytically. Despite this, the experimental evidence does not provide a basis for a 
definitive conclusion that human perception of binary odour mixtures is always analytic. In a study of binary 
odour mixtures using the odour profiling technique, Laing and Willcox (1983) found that their results did not 
entirely conform to the analytic model because subjects perceived only one odour in mixtures of odours of 
unequal intensity. Additionally, it has been shown that humans can have difficulty in deciding whether an odour 
is single or a mixture. Moskowitz and Barbe (1977) found that subjects failed to differentiate between the 
perceived complexity of some binary mixtures and their component odours, indicating that the components in a 
binary mixture are not necessarily distinguishable. Similarly, in a study of multi-component mixtures with 
highly trained subjects, Livermore and Laing (1996) found that when subjects were presented with a binary 
odour mixture, approximately 20% ofresponses indicated that only one odour was perceived in the mixture. The 
experiment reported here was interested in determining whether binary odour mixture perception would be 
characterised by analysis when the experimental conditions did not bias towards it. 
The series of experiments described in this chapter employed a technique based on judgements of the similarity 
of samples to compare the perception of trained and untrained panelists. The objective was to determine whether 
there was any permanent bias towards analysis on the part of the trained panelists, and to compare the results 
from descriptive analysis with the results from a similarity-based task. These comparisons aimed to determine 
how the training of experimental subjects, and the task required of them, affects the reported qualities of odour 
mixtures. They also aimed to provide insight into the relevance, or otherwise, of descriptive analysis to the 
assessment of the quality of odour mixtures. Over the course of these experiments, several effects were 
examined. These were as follows. 
• The effect of task- would the results from a trained descriptive panel be the same when they evaluated the 
samples using an analytic task versus a non-analytic task? 
• The effect of training - would the results from a trained descriptive panel be different from those of an 
untrained group of subjects when they used the same task to evaluate the same samples? 
• The generality of results to other odours - would the results be comparable for different sets of odours? 
".'·· 
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• Experience versus training - does a group of untrained subjects, with experience in a non-analytic task, 
behave the same as a non-experienced group of untrained subjects, or more like a group of trained subjects? 
• How valid is a group solution for a similarity-based task - does it relate to individual solutions, for both 
trained and untrained panels? 
Overall, this series of experiments aimed to provide insights into the validity of descriptive analysis compared 
with a more holistic, similarity-based task, and to investigate the effect that training has on subjects' perception 
of odour mixtures. It was hypothesised that the training and the experience of descriptive analysis panelists 
biases them towards taking an analytical approach, regardless of whether the task employed requires this of 
them. Consequently, it was hypothesised that the results from a trained descriptive analysis panel would be 
different from those of a group of untrained subjects, even when the task employed is of a holistic nature and 
when the panelists have not been specifically trained to evaluate the experimental samples. The hypotheses were 
as follows. 
1. That the results from the trained descriptive panel would indicate perceptual differences when the same 
odours were evaluated using an analytical task (descriptive analysis) and a non-analytical (similarities-
based) task. That is, the results obtained using the non-analytic task would indicate a greater degree of 
synthetic processing than the results obtained using the analytic task. 
2. That a comparison of the results from an untrained panel with those of the trained descriptive panel would 
indicate perceptual differences between the panels, when both were using the same non-analytic method to 
evaluate the odours. That is, the results from the untrained panel would indicate a greater degree of 
synthetic processing than the results from the trained panel. 
Results indicative of some degree of synthetic processing would be less likely to show a pattern of response that 
was easy to interpret than results indicative of analytic processing. That is, if the odours were interacting 
synthetically, it was unlikely that there would be an order in the results because new odours may be synthesised 
in the mixtures, and so there will be no logical relationships between the perception of the mixtures and their 
component odours. Conversely, if the binary odour mixtures were being perceived analytically, the panelists 
would be able to detect the component odours in the mixtures, and so there should have been a clear relationship 
between the mixtures and their component odours. 
4.2 Method 
The method that was chosen for the holistic evaluation of the samples was the triadic procedure (Roskam, 1979) 
in which samples are presented to panelists in sets of three. Panelists are required to determine which pair of 
samples is the most similar and which pair of samples is the most different. This method was chosen to 
determine the similarity of the samples because it provides information about individuals' perception, unlike a 
sorting task which provides only a group solution that may or may not be a valid reflection of the perception of 
the individual panelists. The triadic procedure is not as time consuming or arduous for panelists as pair-wise 
similarity estimates, and is not influenced by variation in panelists' response criteria (see Section 1.3.3.2). 
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The panelists were provided with a paper ballot headed with instructions to smell each of the three samples in the 
first set. The three-digit codes of the first three samples were at the top of the ballot. The instructions then asked 
that the panelist decide which pair of the samples was most similar and which pair of the samples was the most 
different, based on the type of odour and trying to ignore inten~ity. The panelists were asked to enter the three 
digit codes of the appropriate samples in boxes on the ballot labelled "most similar pair" and "most different 
pair". They were also asked to tick a small box for each pair to indicate whether the decision was easy or hard. 
A copy of the ballot is contained in Appendix E. 
The stimuli examined in this experiment were a subset of the samples that were evaluated using descriptive 
analysis in Chapter 3. The same trained panel as used previously, and a group of untrained subjects used the 
similarity-based task to evaluate nine of the sixteen samples that were used in the previous experiment (mixtures 
of ethyl butyrate and diacetyl), and subsequently evaluated a set of nine samples to which they had not 
previously been exposed (mixtures ofmethional and propionic acid). Another group of untrained panelists also 
evaluated the mixtures of methional and prop ionic acid. 
4.3 Mixtures of Ethyl Butyrate and Diacetyl 
A group of trained panelists and a group of untrained panelists evaluated a subset of the samples that were 
evaluated by the trained panel in the previous experiment, using the non-analytic task, as described above. The 
results of this evaluation were compared with the results from the trained panelists' evaluation of the same 
samples using descriptive analysis. 
4.3.1 Materials and Methods 
4.3.1.1 Materials 
Diacetyl, ethyl butyrate and triacetin were as described in Chapter 2. Sample delivery and other details were the 
same as in previous experiments. Details of the samples are shown in Table 4.1. 
Table 4.1 Samples Evaluated by Trained and Untrained Panelists 
Sample Diacetyl Concentration (ppm) Ethyl Butyrate Concentration (ppm) 
I 3 (low intensity) -
2 400 (high intensity) -
3 - 5 (low intensity) 
4 - 450 (high intensity) 
5 3 (low intensity) 5 (low intensity) 
6 3 (low intensity) 450 (high intensity) 
7 40 (medium intensity) 60 (medium intensity) 
8 400 (high intensity) 5 (low intensity) 




Twelve of the 13 trained panelists that performed the previous experiment were available to participate in this 
experiment. These panelists ranged in age between 31 and 71 years; the average age was 47 years. Twelve 
untrained panelists were selected from the database held by the FRC of potential panelists who had passed a 
process screenin·g members of the public for sensory acuity (screening held in May 1999). All panelists were 
paid the FRC's standard hourly wage for sensory panelists. These panelists ranged in age between 25 and 65 
years; the average age was 4 I years. All of the panelists were women. 
4.3.1.3 Methods 
Prior to the first evaluation, the untrained panelists were presented with a triad of Pebbles, Peanut M&Ms and 
salted peanuts and asked to perform the triadic procedure as a demonstration of the task. They were also asked 
to evaluate a Schott bottle containing butyric acid diluted in triacetin and were told that this was how the 
experimental samples would be presented. The panelists were asked to describe the odour of the Schott bottle 
and to consider that there were two dimensions to the odour - its character and its intensity. This exercise was 
carried out in a training room where all the panelists were seated around a large oval table. 
The experiment was designed so that every panelist saw all of the &4 possible triads, which were randomised 
over the 14 sessions. Through error, the triad containing samples 1, 2 and 4 was seen twice by every panelist 
and the triad containing samples 1, 2 and 5 was not seen at all. The sessions were designed so that the panelists 
entered the sensory booths, evaluated two triads and then returned to the foyer of the sensory evaluation area for 
a 5-minute break. After the break, the panelists returned to the booths, evaluated a further two triads and then 
left the booths for a further 5-minute break. Following this break, the panelists again returned to the booths and 
evaluated the final two triads. 
All the panelists were reminded of the distinction between the character of the odour and its intensity, and 
instructed to attempt to ignore intensity in their decisions about which samples were most similar and which 
were most different. That is, the panelists were instructed to make their assessment of the similarity of samples 
on the basis of the quality of the odour. 
4.3.1.4 Data Analysis 
Principal components analysis (PCA) was performed on the descriptive analysis data, from the previous 
experiment, for the same nine samples that were evaluated in this experiment. This was to allow comparison 
between the trained panel's evaluation using analytical and non-analytical evaluation methods. The analysis was 
performed on the panel mean scores for each sample, using a correlation matrix in the Factor Analysis function 
ofMinitab for Windows, release 13.l (2000, Minitab Inc, State College, Pennsylvania, USA). Factor loadings 
were computed from the variables and plots of factor scores and factor loadings were also generated in Minitab. 
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The data from the triad experiments were collated by summing the number of panelists who chose sample i as 
more similar to sample j than sample k in each triad in symmetric similarity matrices. These similarity matrices 
were then analysed using the MDS procedure (PROC MDS) in the SAS System for Windows, release 6.12 
(1996, The SAS Institute Inc., Cary, North Carolina, USA). By default, PROC MDS treats the level of input 
data as ordinal, and performs non-metric MDS. The output of PROC MDS includes coordinates relating to each 
sample. The dimensions can be plotted to generate a multi-dimensional map of the sample space. MDS analysis 
determines the minimum number of dimensions that can account for the data by finding a set of points ( one for 
each sample) such that the distances between the points accurately represent the similarities between the 
samples. Samples judged to be most similar are closest together, and samples judged to be most different are 
furthest apart (Davison & Sireci, 2000). The units in MDS maps are arbitrary (Schiffman et al., 1977). In MDS, 
a value called the stress value is used to judge whether or not an acceptable solution has been obtained. The 
stress value is an index of the mismatch between the original distances between the samples and the distances 
between the samples resulting from the transformations that occur during the analysis. The stress value ranges 
between zero and one. If the stress is close to zero, then samples that were similar according to the original data 
will be close together in the spatial representation, and samples that were dissimilar will be far apart. An 
acceptable MDS solution should have a stress value less than 0.10 (Davison & Sireci, 2000). For the analysis of 
the data from the trained and untrained panels, MDS analysis in two dimensions gave suitable stress values, 
allowing for the comparison of the two-dimensional solution with the results from the two-dimensional PCA. 
The coordinates from the MDS analysis were plotted using Minitab. 
To get results for individual pam;lists, counts of how often the panelist chose sample i as more similar to sample 
j than sample k, in each triad, were recorded in symmetric similarity matrices for each panelist. These matrices 
were then subjected to MDS in SAS, as described above. 
In order to provide a basis for comparison between the results for the panels and the results for the individuals 
comprising the panel, cluster analysis was used. The MDS coordinates for each sample for both the trained and 
untrained panels, and for each individual trained and untrained panelist were subjected to cluster analysis using 
the Cluster Analysis module ofStatistica for Windows, release 5.5 (2000, Statsoft Inc., Tulsa, Oklahoma, USA). 
Cluster analysis has been used before in conjunction with MDS to confirm intuitive interpretations of groupings 
of samples (Lawless, I 989). Because MDS analysis in two dimensions on the individual panelists' data 
produced some results in which the stress value was more than 0.10, cluster analysis was performed on MDS 
coordinates in four dimensions to ensure that the stress in the solutions was similar for all the panelists. The 
group data from each panel was re-analysed in four dimensions so that the group results could be compared with 
the individual results. The unweighted pair-group average was used as the amalgamation rule, and clusters were 
based on Euclidean distance measures. 




4.3.2.1 Group Results 
The map from the PCA of the descriptive analysis data, from the same nine samples that were evaluated using 
the non-analytic task, is shown in Figure 4.1. The samples are represented by dots - diacetyl samples are 
represented by red dots, ethyl butyrate samples are represented by blue dots and mixtures are represented by 
purple dots. The size of the dot relates to the intensity of the odours - small dots are samples oflow intensity 
and large dots are samples ofhigh intensity. The proximity of the dots to each other in the map indicates the 
similarity of the samples according to the PCA analysis of the data. This two-di!llensional map explained 99.1% 
of the variance in the data, with 70.4% of the variance explained in the first factor and 28.7% explained in the 
second factor. The first factor clearly separated the odours according to their quality, with samples of pure ethyl 
butyrate to the left of the graph and samples of pure diacetyl to the right. The attributes associated with ethyl 
butyrate (artificial fruit; fermented fruit) and diacetyl (cultured dairy; vinegar; green apple) could be overlaid 
accordingly (Figure 4.2). Binary mixtures were m'!-pped in the space between the unmixed odours, with mixtures 
containing components of unequal intensity mapped closer to the more intense component. The second factor 
separated the samples according to their intensity, with low intensity samples at the top of the graph and high 
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Figure 4.3 shows the plot resulting from MDS analysis of the data from the evaluation of the same nine samples 
using the triadic procedure, for the trained panel. This plot showed great similarity to the PCA plot of the data 
from the descriptive analysis - the unmixed compounds were well separated, and the binary mixtures occupied 
the intervening space. 
The MDS map for the untrained panelists (Figure 4.4) was also similar to both the MDS map for the trained 
panelists and the PCA map of the descriptive data from the trained panelists' descriptive analysis of these 
samples. The only difference was that, where the map from the trained panelists' data indicated a difference 
between the "high ethyl butyrate" sample and the "low diacetyl/high ethyl butyrate" mixture, the untrained 
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Tree diagrams from the cluster analysis for the trained and untrained panels are shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. In 
these diagrams, samples that were linked directly were found, by the cluster analysis, to be closely related, which 
was reflected in the linkage distance. The linkage distances were related to the distances contained in the 
original similarity matrices, and their units were arbitrary. Amalgamation schedules are contained in Appendix 
F. 
For both groups, close linkages were shown between the pairs of samples "high diacetyl" and "high diacetyl/low 
ethyl butyrate", "high ethyl butyrate" and "low diacetyl/high ethyl butyrate", and "low ethyl butyrate" and "low 
diacetyl/low ethyl butyrate" (samples 2 and 8, 4 and 6, 3 and 5). This indicates that, in the mixtures with 
components that were not equally intense, the more intense component dominated, and reinforced the picture 
seen from Figures 4.3 and 4.4. The fact that "low diacetyl/low ethyl butyrate" formed an immediate cluster with 
"low ethyl butyrate" but had only a distant relationship with "low diacetyl" probably indicates that ethyl butyrate 
dominated in this mixture. 
Three clusters could clearly be seen in both graphs. Cluster one consisted of the three samples "low diacetyl", 
"high diacetyl" and "high diacetyl/low ethyl butyrate" (samples 1, 2 and 8) and could be considered to be a 
cluster based on diacetyl characteristics. Cluster two consisted of the three samples "high ethyl butyrate", "low 
diacetyl/high ethyl butyrate" and "high diacetyl/high ethyl butyrate" (samples 4, 6 and 9) and could be 
considered to be a cluster based on ethyl butyrate characteristics, perhaps including some characteristics relating 
to high intensity samples. Cluster three consisted of the samples "low ethyl butyrate", "low diacetyl/low ethyl 
butyrate" and "medium diacetyl/medium ethyl butyrate" (samples 3, 5 and 7) and was less easily explained 
intuitively. These groups can be seen in the MDS maps in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. 
These three general clusters (samples 1, 2 and 8; samples 3, 5 and 7; samples 4, 6 anq 9) and the close linkages 
between the pairs 2 and 8, 3 and 5, and 4 and 6 were used as a basis for comparing the individual panelists' 
results with the group results. 
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4.3.2.2 Individual Results 
Amalgamation schedules for all of the trained and untrained panelists are contained in Appendix F. 
The three general clusters that existed in the data for both the trained panel and the untrained panel were linked 
within a distance of 2.3. The individual panelists' data were examined for the existence of the same clusters 
(samples I, 2 and 8; samples 3, 5 and 7; samples 4, 6 and 9) within a distance of2.3, or, if the clusters did not 
exist within that distance, for pairings of samples from the cluster. This information is contained in Table 4.2. 
Table 4.2 Individual Panelists' Clustering of Samples 
Cluster Sub-cluster Number of Trained Panelists Number of Untrained Panelists 
with Cluster with Cluster 
Samples 2, 8 and I 2 8 1 6 4 
28 3 5 
2 I 2 I 
Total 11 JO 
Samples 4, 6 and 9 469 7 6 
46 5 4 
Total 12 JO 
Samples 3, 5 and 7 3 5 7 2 2 
3 5 4 2 
37 I I 
57 4 3 
Total 11 8 
Eleven of the trained panelists (92%) either had clustered together samples 2, 8 and I or had paired samples 2 
and 8, or 2 and 1. Six of the trained panelists (50%) had clustered together samples 2, 8 and 1. Three of the 
trained panelists (25%) had not clustered all three of these samples, but had paired samples 2 and 8, with the 
remaining two panelists (17%) pairing samples 2 and I. 
Ten of the untrained panelists (83%) either had clustered together samples 2, 8 and I or had paired samples 2 and 
8, or 2 and I. Four of the untrained panelists (33%) had clustered together samples 2, 8 and I. Five of the 
untrained panelists (42%) had not clustered all three of these samples, but had paired samples 2 and 8, with the 
remaining panelist (8%) pairing samples 2 and 1. 
All of the trained panelists either clustered together samples 4, 6 and 9, or paired samples 4 and 6. Seven of the 
panelists (58%) clustered all three samples together, with the remaining five panelists (42%) pairing samples 4 
and 6 but not including sample 9 in the cluster. 
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A similar result was achieved by the untrained panelists. In this case, ten of the untrained panelists (83%) either 
clustered together samples 4, 6 and 9 or paired samples 4 and 6. Six of the panelists (50%) clustered all three 
samples together, with the remaining four panelists (33%) pairing samples 4 and 6 but not including sample 9 in 
the cluster. 
Eleven of.the trained panelists (92%) either had clustered together samples 3, 5 and 7 or had paired samples 3 
and 5, 3 and 7, or 5 and 7. Two of the trained panelists (17%) had clustered together samples 3, 5 and 7. Four of 
the trained panelists (33%) had not clustered all three of these samples, but had paired samples 3 and 5, another 
four panelists had paired samples 5 and 7, and the remaining panelist had paired samples 3 and 7. 
Eight of the untrained panelists (67%) either had clustered together samples 3, 5 and 7 or had paired samples 3 
and 5, 3 and 7, or 5 and 7. Two of the trained panelists (17%) had clustered together samples 3, 5 and 7. Two 
panelists had paired samples 3 and 5, three panelists had paired samples 5 and 7, and the remaining panelist had 
paired samples 3 and 7. This examination helped to explain the non-intuitive grouping of these three samples. 
The associations between samples 3 and 5, and samples 3 and 7, indicated that ethyl butyrate was the dominant 
component in these mixtures of equi-intense components. At the same time, this cluster reflected a close 
relationship between samples 5 and 7, the two mixtures. 
This information indicated that the group solution did represent the individual panelists' perceptions reasonably 
well. These results also reflected a great degree of similarity between the trained and untrained panelists, as 
found in the group results. 
4.4 Mixtures of Methional and Propionic Acid 
It was interesting that there was such similarity in the reported perception of these samples by both a trained and 
an untrained panel, and by the trained panel using both descriptive analysis and the method of triads. It was 
possible that the similarity in results from the trained panel, using both an analytical and a non-analytical task, 
was a result of the panelists' prior training to evaluate the specific compounds used in the first experiment. 
Alternatively, it could have been a result of their generic training as a descriptive panel. It was possible that the 
similarity of the results from the untrained panel to those of the trained panel was a result of experience gained 
over the course of the experiment. The nature of these experiments meant that, over the 14 sessions required to 
complete each experiment, a previously untrained group of subjects gained a lot of experience. It is possible that 
this experience affected the way that this group of subjects responded to the non-analytic task. 
In order to examine these factors, the trained and untrained panelists repeated the previous experiment with a 
new set of odours, to which neither group had previously been exposed. In addition, a new group of untrained 
panelists evaluated this set of odours. The purpose of this experiment was two-fold. Firstly, it would provide 
information about whether the analytical behaviour of the trained panel, when using a non-analytic task, was a 
result of the panelists' prior experience with the specific compounds used in the first experiment, or was a result 





possibility that it was the paners prior experience with diacetyl and ethyl butyrate that led to their analytical 
approach to the first experiment was eliminated. Secondly, this experiment would provide information about the 
effect of experience, versus specific descriptive analysis training. Because the experiment required such a long 
time frame for completion, during which an untrained panel would gain substantial experience, it was important 
to include a group. of completely nai"ve subjects in this experiment, so that the effect of both the specific training 
given to the trained panel and the experience gained by the first untrained panel could be studied. 
4.4.1 Materials and Methods 
4.4.1.1 Materials 
Methional and triacetin were as described in Chapter 2. Propionic acid (99%) was sourced from Aldrich and was 
not purified further. Propionic acid was chosen as it is another compound associated with cheese flavour, 
specifically, with the flavour of Swiss-type cheeses. 
Concentrations of odorants for this experiment were determined by preliminary studies using a panel of staff 
from the FRC. The levels ofmethional and propionic acid were chosen to roughly match in intensity the three 
levels of intensity of ethyl butyrate that had been used in the previous study. The trained panel verified the 
intensity matches once they had completed the experiment. The samples used in this experiment are shown in 
Table 4.3. 
Table 4.3 Samples Evaluated by Trained and Untrained Panelists 
Sample Methional Concentration (ppm) Propionic Acid Concentration (ppm) 
I I (low intensity) -
2 50 (high intensity) -
3 - 250 (low intensity) 
4 - 7000 (high intensity) 
5 1 (low intensity) 250 (low intensity) 
6 1 (low intensity) 7000 (high intensity) 
7 5 (medium intensity) I 000 (medium intensity) 
8 50 (high intensity) 250 (low intensity) 
9 50 (high intensity) 7000 (high intensity) 
4.4.1.2 Subjects 
Of the 12 trained panelists who had participated in the previous experiment, only 11 were available. Two 
additional trained panelists were available and participated, meaning that 13 trained panelists evaluated the 
second set of samples. All 12 of the untrained panelists who had completed the previous experiment were 
available and participated in this experiment. A new panel of 13 untrained panelists was selected from the 
database held by the FRC of potential panelists who had passed a process screening members of the public for 
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sensory acuity (screening held in May 2000). These panelists performed the same introductory evaluation of 
Pebbles, Peanut M&Ms and salted peanuts as the untrained panelists in the previous experiment. They were also 
shown the example ofbutyric acid in a Schott bottle with the accompanying discussion about odour character 
versus intensity. 
The original group of untrained panelists is referred to as Group 1, and the new group of untrained panelists is 
referred to as Group 2. 
4.4.1.3 Methods 
The experiment for the trained panel and the untrained panel that had performed the previous experiment was 
designed so that every panelist saw all of the 84 possible triads, which were randomised over the 14 sessions (six 
triads per session). For the new group of untrained panelists, the experiment was designed so that every panelist 
saw all of the 84 possible triads, which were randomised over 12 sessions, with panelists evaluating seven triads 
per session. Session details were the same as before, except that panelists had a 5-minute break after evaluating 
the sixth triad and then returned to the booths for the last triad. All other details were the same as in previous 
experiments, and the same paper ballot was used. Data analysis by MDS and cluster analysis were the same as 
in the previous part of the experiment. 
4.4.2 Results 
4.4.2.1 Group Results 
Figure 4.7 shows the MDS map for the trained panelists. This map showed a similar organisation to the MDS 
map obtained from the trained panelists' data for the evaluation of mixtures of diacetyl and ethyl butyrate. 
Samples were again separated along axes relating to the unmixed compounds, with mixtures occupying the 
intervening space. However, mixtures containing components of unequal intensity were much more closely 
associated with the more intense component than in the previous experiment. 
The MDS map for the untrained panelists is shown in Figure 4.8. This map also showed a great deal of 
organisation, similar to that of the trained panelists. The same separation of the samples along axes related to the 
unmixed compounds was observed, with mixtures in the intermediate space. The mixtures containing 
components of unequal intensity were positioned less closely to the more intense compound than in the case of 
the trained panelists. 
The experiment was also carried out with the new group of untrained panelists. Their results are shown in 
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Figure 4.9 MDS Map of Triadic Data from Untrained Panelists - Group 2 (Stress= 0.08) 
Cluster analysis of the coordinates from the MDS analysis helped to clarify how the samples were actually 
grouped. Tree diagrams from the cluster analysis of the data from the three panels are shown in Figures 4.10, 
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Figure 4.12 Tree Diagram Showing Clusters for Untrained Panelists - Group 2 
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On examination of the results from the cluster analysis, it was apparent that the two groups of untrained panelists 
gave very similar results, as indicated by the plots of the MDS coordinates in Figures 4.8 and 4.9. Pairs of 
samples I and 5, 2 and 8, 4 and 6 were clear, as were clusters of samples I, 5, 7 and 4, 6, 9. Sample 3 (low 
propionic acid) did not seem to belong to any cluster. These groupings can be seen in Figures 4.8 and 4.9, and 
were similar to those made by the untrained panel in the experiment with diacetyl and ethyl butyrate. The only 
real difference was the fact that sample 3 (low propionic acid) was outlying, whereas in the first experiment the 
low levels of both compounds were included in clusters of three samples. 
The results from the trained panel were slightly different. Four pairs of samples were apparent: I and 5, 2 and 8, 
7 and 9, 4 and 6. Sample 3 was clustered with samples I and 5, and this was the only cluster of three samples. 
The fact that all the panels grouped samples I and 5 together probably indicates that methional dominated in the 
low/low mixture, which was similar to the first experiment where samples 3 and 5 were clustered together, 
indicating a dominance of ethyl butyrate in the low/low mixture. 
The pairing of samples 2 and 8, and 4 and 6 by all three panels indicates that the highest component dominated 
in the mixtures of components that were not of equal intensity, as was found with the mixtures of ethyl butyrate 
and diacetyl. 
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The clustering of samples 4, 6 and 9 by the untrained panels indicates that propionic acid dominated in the 
mixture of high methional and high propionic acid. In contrast, the trained panel paired samples 7 and 9, which 
may indicate that they perceived both these samples as mixtures, being more similar to each other than to either 
of the mixture components. 
The untrained panels clustered sample 7 with samples I and 5, which is slightly difficult to interpret, but could 
indicate that they perceived methional to dominate in both the low/low and medium/medium mixtures. In 
contrast, the trained panel clustered sample 3 with samples I and 5, indicating that both components were 
associated with the low/low mixture. 
The differences between solutions for the trained panel and the two untrained panels warranted examination of 
the data on an individual-by-individual basis. 
4.4.2.2 Individual Results 
Amalgamation schedules for all of the trained and untrained panelists are contained in Appendix F. 
The clusters that existed in the data from the trained panel (samples 4 and 6; samples 2 and 8; samples 7 and 9; 
samples I, 5 and 3) were linked within a distance of2.4. The individual trained panelists' data were examined 
for the existence of sample clusters within that distance. Note was also taken of pairings of the samples from the 
cluster I, 5 and 3. This information is contained in Table 4.4. 
Table 4.4 Clustering of Samples by Individual Trained Panelists 
Cluster Sub-cluster Number of Panelists with Cluster 
Samples I, 5 and 3 1 5 3 I 
I 5 3 
I 3 3 
53 I 
Total 8 
Samples 4 and 6 46 9 
Samples 2 and 8 28 11 
Samples 7 and 9 79 7 
Eight of the 13 panelists (62%) either had clustered together samples I, 5 and 3 or had paired two of the three 
samples. Nine of the panelists (69%) had paired samples 4 and 6, eleven (85%) had paired samples 2 and 8 and 
seven (54%) had paired samples 7 and 9. Samples were counted as being paired even if a panelist had included a 
third sample with the pair (e.g. ifa panelist had clustered samples 4, 6 and 9, this was counted in the table as a 




These results suggest that the group solution was a good reflection of the organisation of the individual panelists' 
data. However, examinaton of the individual panelists' data for the existence of other clusters that were not 
represented in the group solution gave more information. 
Closer examination of the individual panelists' data revealed that the clustering of samples 2, 8, 7 and 9 (as seen 
in Figure 4.10) was quite important, even though the cluster occurred at a linking distance of over 2.5 for the 
panel as a whole. Examination of the individual panelists' data for linkages within a distance of2.4 showed that 
there was in fact significant association between these four samples. Five panelists clustered together only 
samples 2 and 8, four panelists clustered together samples 2, 8, 7 and 9, two panelists clustered together samples 
2, 8 and 9 and samples 7 and 9, and one panelist clustered together samples 7, 8 and 9 and samples 2 and 7. The 
clustering of these four samples may indicate that methional dominated in the medium/medium and high/high 
mixtures. 
Other associations of note include a link between samples 3, 4, 5 and 6, and a link-between samples 1, 5, 7 and 2. 
The link between samples 3, 4, 5 and 6 indicates that propionic acid dominated in the low/low mixture, and the 
link between samples I, 5, 7 and 2 indicates that methional dominated in the low/low and medium/medium 
mixtures. 
The fact that the individual trained panelists were fragmented in their perception of which component dominated 
in the mixtures of equi-intense components may explain why the group solution showed pairings of samples, 
without the clear clustering of three sets of three samples, as found for the experiment with diacetyl and ethyl 
butyrate. 
The clusters that existed in the data for both groups of untrained panelists (samples 4, 6 and 9; samples 1, 5 and 
7; samples 2 and 8) were linked within a distance of2.4. The individual panelists' data from both untrained 
panels were examined for the existence of clusters within that distance. If the clusters did not exist within that 
distance, pairings of Saf!Iples from the cluster were examined. This information is contained in Table 4.5. 
Table 4.5 Clustering of Samples by Individual Untrained Panelists 
Cluster Sub-cluster Number of Panelists with Number of Panelists with 
Cluster - Group I Cluster - Group 2 
Samples 4, 6 and 9 469 4 
,., 
,) 
46 3 I 
49 2 I 
69 3 
Total 9 8 
Samples I, 5 and 7 I 5 7 2 
I 5 5 2 
I 7 I 
83 
6 4 I Total 
Samples 2 and 8 5 10 
Nine of the untrained panelists in group 1 (75%) and eight of the untrained panelists in group 2 (62%) either had 
clustered samples 4, 6 and 9 together or had paired two of the three samples. Six panelists in group I (50%) and 
four panelists in group 2 (31 % ) either had clustered samples I, 5 and 7 or had paired two of the three samples. 
Five of the panelists in group I (42%) had paired samples 2 and 8, as had ten panelists in group 2 (77%). 
This was interesting in that, although the group solutions for the two untrained panels were very similar, 
examination of the individual panelists' data showed some differences between the groups. Also, in some 
respects, the group solution obtained by these two untrained panels was not as good a reflection of the individual 
data for these samples as it was for the previous samples and for the trained panel for these samples. 
A relationship could be seen between samples 2, 8, 7 and 9, as found for the trained panelists. This relationship 
was not very clear in the group data, which was probably a result of each panelist clustering together different 
combinations of two and three samples out of the four. No more than two panelists from each group clustered 
the same combination of samples (except for samples 2 and 8), but ten out of the 12 panelists in group I 
clustered together some combination of these samples, as did all of the panelists in group 2. Only one panelist in 
each group actuaJly clustered aJJ four samples. The relationships between these samples were further confused 
by the fact that reasonable numbers of panelists found relationships between samples I, 2, 5 and 8 (four panelists 
in each group) and between samples I, 8 and 9 (three panelists in group I and one panelist in group 2). 
Although this gave a confused look to the results of the cluster analysis, in fact these clusters were all consistent 
with the dominance of methional in the mixtures of equi-intense components. 
There also appeared to be some relationship between samples I, 3 and 5 (this probably reflects judgements based 
on intensity, with all these samples being oflow intensity) and between samples 3, 4 and 6 (a relationship based 
on the detection ofpropionic acid). 
4.5 Discussion 
The results from these experiments indicate that the perception of binary odour mixtures is unaltered by training, 
experience, or the nature of the task required of the subjects. Similar perceptual relationships between binary 
mixtures and their component odours were reported when two sets of odours were evaluated by a trained panel 
using descriptive analysis, the same trained panel using the method of triads, and by two untrained panels. 
Previous research on binary odour mixtures has found no specific evidence of synthesis, although, as discussed 
previously, the overall conclusion of studies by Laing and colleagues is that the perception of binary odour 
mixtures falls between the extremes of synthesis and analysis. Most of the published studies have been biased 
towards analysis in terms of the task that they required of subjects. Most often, subjects were asked to identify 
the number of components in an odour mixture· (Laing & Francis, 1989), assess the perceived intensity of each 
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component (Laing et al., 1984; Laing & Willcox, 1987; Cain et al., 1995) or rate the intensity of a number of 
predetermined qualities (Laing & Willcox, 1983). All of these techniques predispose the subjects to analysis. In 
contrast, this study employed a technique that predisposed the subjects to analysis, descriptive analysis, and a 
technique that presumably did not, the method of triads. Descriptive analysis requires subjects to be analytical, 
and theresµlts obtained here indicated that the panelists were able to be so, in the sense that they were able to 
detect, in the mixture, the qualities associated with the individual mixture components. Since the reported 
perception when the triad method was used was unaltered from that reported using descriptive analysis, with 
both trained and untrained panelists, it is concluded that the results reported here are indicative of analytical 
perception of binary odour mixtures, at least for these two sets of odours. 
The similarity between the two sets of results from the trained panel indicated that the way in which the samples 
were perceived by the panel was the same, whether they evaluated the samples using descriptive analysis or 
using the triadic task. It had been expected that the two tasks would give different results, as the triadic task does 
not require the panelists to analyse the samples, in contrast to descriptive analysis. The triadic task allows the 
panelists to evaluate the samples as unitary wholes, the only judgement required being one of relative similarity. 
The close similarity in the results obtained using two very different tasks implied that the analytic approach 
taken by the trained panel was not altered by the task that was required of them. A caveat on this finding was 
that the panel's tendency towards analytical evaluation may have been increased by the panelists' previous 
training to evaluate ethyl butyrate and diacetyl specifically. That is, their previous experience and training with 
these specific compounds may have affected the way they perceived the samples during the non-analytic task. 
There is some evidence that an animal will perceive a complex sensory stimulus as a unitary whole unless it has 
been exposed to the components of the stimulus (Rescorla & Freberg, 1978; Westbrook & Chamock, 1985; 
Staub Ii et al., 1987). A similar effect has been observed in a study of the qualities of odour-taste mixtures with 
humans (Stevenson et al., 1995). It is possible that the training the panel received with the specific odours used 
in this experiment meant that they paid attention to the individual odour qualities in the mixture, thus essentially 
behaving analytically, even though the task did not require it. 
In order to determine whether the analytical behaviour of the panel, using both an analytic task and a non-
analytic task, was a result of prior exposure to, and training with, the component odours, the experiment was 
repeated with a new set of odours, using the triadic task. The results indicated that the trained panel also 
perceived these samples in a similar way to the previous set. That is, samples were separated along axes related 
to the unmixed compounds, with mixtures occupying the intermediate space. The key finding from these 
experiments was that the reported perception of binary odour mixtures by a trained descriptive panel was 
unaltered by the experimental task required of them, and that this was not a consequence of their familiarity with 
the odours themselves. Given that the perception of the panel when using descriptive analysis is, by definition, 
analytical, these experiments indicated that a trained descriptive panel is likely to perceive mixtures analytically, 
regardless of whether it is required by the task. 
The second finding of this experiment was the unexpected result that a group of untrained panelists, using the 
non-analytic task to evaluate the same set of samples as the trained panelists, produced a result that was 
essentially the same as that of the trained panelists. It had been expected that the untrained panelists, using a 
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task that did not require analysis, would evaluate the samples in a holistic manner and would produce results 
different from those of the trained panel. It was expected that the results from the untrained panel would indicate 
a greater degree of synthetic processing than those from the trained panel, and that this could manifest itself in an 
MDS result indicating no obvious relationship between the mixtures and their component odours. Although 
previous studies had shown that subjects were capable of identifying two components in an odour mixture ( e.g. 
Laing & Francis, 1989; Jinks & Laing, 2001), as discussed earlier, the methodology employed in these studies 
was biased towards finding analysis. It was expected that, in a context in which analytical behaviour was not 
required, an untrained panel would not behave analytically. 
These two findings, the similarity ofresults from a trained panel performing an analytic task and a non-analytic 
task, and the similarity of results from a trained panel and an untrained panel performing a non-analytic task, 
seemed to be general across groups of panelists and across odours. Two different groups of untrained panelists 
and one group of trained panelists were studied, and two sets of odours were used. This gave five sets ofresults 
altogether. The two groups of untrained panelists evaluating the second set of odours produced results that were 
very similar to those of both panels for the first set of odours. The only difference was that the low propionic 
acid sample was not closely associated with any other samples, whereas, in the first set of odours, both of the 
single odours at low intensity were associated with other samples. One possible explanation for this could be 
that the level ofpropionic acid was too low, meaning that some panelists had difficulty detecting it and therefore 
it was not found to be similar to any other samples, even though the intensity levels of the components were 
matched as closely as possible. There was some evidence in the results that methional dominated in mixtures 
that were supposed to be equi-intense. However, the trained panelists did cluster the low propionic acid samples 
with the low methional sample and the low/low mixture, which presumably indicates that they perceived odours 
in both of the low odour samples, and found these to be related to the odour characteristics of the low/low 
mixture. 
The set ofresults that showed some differences from the·other four sets ofresults was that from the trained 
panelists evaluating the second set of odours. The differences were not immediately apparent from the MDS 
maps, but were revealed by the cluster analysis. All the other results indicated a grouping of the low/low and 
medium/medium mixtures with the sample that was the low intensity level of one of the components. However, 
the trained panel, when evaluating the second set of odours, clustered together the low/low mixture with the low 
levels of both the components, and formed a separate grouping for the medium/medium and high/high mixtures 
that was relatively distantly associated with either of the component odours. The grouping of the low/low and 
medium/medium mixtures with the low intensity level of one compound in four sets ofresults was difficult to 
explain. One possible explanation is that one component dominated in the low/low and medium/medium 
mixtures, and so these mixtures were grouped with that compound. In many ways, the results from the trained 
panel for the second set of odours made more sense. The low/low mixture was grouped with its components and 
the high/high and medium/medium mixtures were grouped together, possibly because they were recognised as 
equi-intense mixtures. 
There has been much discussion in the literature about the effect on experimental results of the task required of 
subjects, and of the differences between the behaviour of trained descriptive panelists and untrained subjects or 
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"consumers" who may more accurately reflect the responses of the general public to olfactory stimuli. The 
results presented here would indicate that, for this particular type of experiment, neither the task nor the training 
and experience of the subjects has a significant impact on the results obtained, at least when comparing 
descriptive analysis with the triadic procedure for binary odour mixtures. 
4.5.1 Effect of Task 
The unexpected similarity of results from a non-analytic task, using both trained and untrained panelists, to 
results from descriptive analysis is intriguing. It seems to indicate that subjects develop an analytical approach· 
independent of both training and the requirement to perform an analytic task. Perhaps the tendency for these 
subjects to develop an analytical way of behaving is a result of being in the laboratory environment and seeking 
to make some sense of the task, with limited information available to them. This may raise questions about the 
use of "untrained consumers" in a formal or laboratory environment. 
The consistency of the results obtained using descriptive analysis and the triadic task is interesting, particularly 
given the large amount of attention given in the literature to the artificiality of the task involved with evaluation 
by descriptive analysis, as compared with a more natural task such as assessing the similarity of stimuli (Booth, 
1995; Lawless, 1999). 
One possible explanation for the analytical behaviour of the panels in this study, when they were using the non-
analytic task, is that, over the duration of the experiment ( 14 sessions), the panelists were seeking organisation in 
the samples and were developing an analytical framework by which to make their similarity judgements. In a 
study examining the effect of familiarity and labelling ability on odour quality discrimination, Rabin (1988) 
concluded that the ability to discriminate could be improved through training or through experience accumulated 
over time. It has been suggested (Cain et al., 1998) that a subject's ability to identify odours may improve from 
one opportunity to the next because the subject samples and synthesises progressively more features of the 
odour. However, Cain et al. ( 1998) found that profiling an odour, thought to assist this process by indexing the 
features of the odour, had little effect on identification performance. It could be the case that, over a series of 
exposures, the panelists became more aware of the different components of the odour mixtures and used these as 
cues for their decisions. Cain et al. ( 1998) suggested that, once one has found particular notes in a sample, it 
becomes possible to "look" for these notes to help identify the sample. If the panelists began to identify notes in 
the odour mixtures they would essentially be behaving analytically. Cain et al. (1998) also suggested it unlikely 
that naYve subjects would stumble upon such an encoding strategy by chance, but perhaps the duration of this 
experiment provided sufficient opportunity. Booth (1995) suggested that the way an odour mixture is perceived 
in the first presentation and in unlimited subsequent presentations is not likely to be the same. In an experiment 
using triangle tests, which are similar to the triadic method, in that they require the subject to pay attention to the 
stimulus as a whole, not to dissect it into component parts, an incidental training effect that resulted in a decrease 
in the threshold values for sodium chloride over the course of the experiment (8 days) was found (McBride & 
Laing, 1979). In discussion with the trained panel used in this experiment, they did describe a process of 
learning where, in the first few sessions of the first experiment, they each worked out a system on which to base 
their judgements of difference and similarity. When it came to subsequent sessions and subsequent experiments, 
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they could call on that system to make their judgements. The use of such "mediational schemes" has been 
shown to assist odour memory (Lawless & Engen, 1977) and identification (Cain, 1979), and may well have 
enhanced the panel's analytic ability. As discussed earlier, exposure to individual mixture components may 
effect analytical processing of the mixture. Because this experiment involved exposure to both components and 
mixtures over an extended time period, the analytical behaviour of the panels may have been related to 
awareness of the mixture components, and this is likely to have been a factor in the panelists' development of 
systems to assess the similarity of the samples. 
4.5.2 Effect of T~aining 
The similarity between the results from trained and untrained panelists using the triadic method was very 
interesting. It had been expected that the resplts from these two groups would be substantially different, given 
that the trained panel had undergone extensive training enabling them to assess the component sensations of a 
complex stimulus. 
MacRae et al. ( 1990, 1992) found similarities in the results obtained from groups of experienced and 
inexperienced panelists, using both the triadic task and a sorting procedure to examine the odours of a range of 
carbonyl compounds and their mixtures. It was not clear how many of the panelists used in these studies were 
trained descriptive panelists. The comparison was also complicated by the use of a larger odour set in the latter 
experiment, which was conducted with the inexperienced panelists. In the experiment reported here, in addition 
to being similar to each other, the results from both trained and untrained panelists using the triadic method were 
comparable with those from the trained panel evaluating the samples using descriptive analysis. The implication 
is that both panels were behaving equally analytically. 
Little is known about the way that the training undergone by a descriptive sensory panel actually affects 
perception, but it is likely that training affects sensitivity, discriminative ability, the ability to detect variant and 
invariant components in a complex stimulus and the ability to apply verbal labels to sensory characteristics 
(Lawless, 1984 ). Rabin ( 1988) showed that the ability to discriminate between odours was moderately 
correlated with the subject's ability to label odours. In a consideration of the differences between wine experts 
and novices, it was suggested that experts may be capable of more detailed differentiation of the individual 
features of a wine, or that they might be aware of more differentiated categories of wine, and that the 
categorisation of stimuli may assist in attending to their important features (Solomon, 1991 ). Solomon ( 1991) 
also suggested that, with experience, individuals learn to focus on aspects of a stimulus that are salient, and to 
disregard irrelevant attributes. The example of wine experts is interesting, as the expertise of wine evaluation is 
often developed in a haphazard manner through experience and exposure, rather than through formal training of 
the sort given to a descriptive panel (Lawless, 1984 ). In this sense, an analogy may be made between our 
untrained panelists and wine experts. That is, our untrained panelists seemed to develop an analytic ability 
through experience and exposure to the stimuli, rather than through ;my formal training. 
In his study comparing wine experts and non-experts, Lawless ( 1984) found that experts were better at matching 
wines with descriptions of wines than non-experts, but that the difference was not large. In a later study 
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(Solomon, 1997), it was found that wine experts, intermediates, and novices all described a group often wines in 
a way that showed similarities between the wines based on grape type, indicatihg a commonality in assessment 
of the wines regardless of level of expertise. In a subsequent experiment where subjects were required to sort the 
same ten wines into four groups, Solomon (1997) found that the experts categorised the wines differently from 
the other two groups of subjects, essentially basing their categorisation on grape type. It seems that the increased 
knowledge associated with expertise may affect the weighting of perceptual features of the stimuli when it 
comes to categorisation, even when the detection of the features is not dependent on the level of expertise. That 
is, increased expertise may not affect perception, but may affect interpretation of that perception. There is some 
evidence that perception is the primary basis for odour discrimination, and that this is reinforced by cognitive 
processes such as verbalisation, but that verbal labelling is more limited as a basis for odour discrimination than 
perception (Jehl et al., 1994). Because the triadic task was based directly on perception, with no requirement to 
verbalise, perhaps it is not surprising that the results from the trained and untrained panels were similar. 
Interestingly, in a study examining several facets of the difference between trained descriptive panelists and 
consumer panelists, no differences were found between the two panels' assessments of the sample set using a 
similarities scaling task (Cardello et al., 1982). Cardello et al. (1982) stated that they would have expected the 
trained texture panelists to place more weight on the textural dimension of the samples than the untrained 
consumers, because they had been specifically trained to evaluate texture. They suggested that one explanation 
for this not being the case is that the panelists were not operating analytically when assessing the similarity of the 
samples, and so the advantage of analytic tra'ining was lost, and no difference between trained and consumer 
panelists was observed. Differences were found between the trained and consumer panels' judgements of liking 
for bread in a separate experiment reported in the same paper. This was also unexpected, given that judgements 
ofliking involve assessment of the product in a holistic fashion, similar to that employed for similarity 
judgements. Examining the results of Cardello et al. (1982) in the light of the results of the current work, it 
could be suggested that, despite the nature of the task and the differences in training and experience of the two 
panels, they both employed some degree of analysis in the assessment of the similarity of the samples, taking 
into account texture, flavour and colour (the three dimensions that emerged from the MDS analysis of the data), 
and so there was no noticeable effect of any particular emphasis on texture that the trained panel may have had. 
However, when it came to preference judgements, the trained panelists were apparently much more sensitive to 
changes in texture than the untrained panelists, as might be expected from their extensive training and 
experience. 
Other experiments in the study of Cardello et al. (1982) showed that the trained panelists were capable of 
perceiving a greater range of differences in texture than the untrained panelists. Thus, it could be concluded that 
training and experience, such as obtained by a descriptive panel, do not necessarily enhance the ability of the 
panelists to attend to a stimulus in an analytical way, but may increase sensitivity, discriminative ability and the 
ability to verbalise sensations, and so report the perception of multiple sensations. In this sense, the ability to 
analyse a sensation into its component parts, the definition of analysis used in this discussion, may be an inherent 
human attribute, in that we can all analyse complex mixtures of odours in our environment when we pay 
attention. In the triadic task, sophisticated use of language is not required, and, using this task, evidence was 
found that both trained and untrained panels perceived the samples similarly. As the results obtained using this 
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task were similar to those obtained using descriptive analysis, it would appear that both trained and untrained 
panels were behaving equally analytically, supporting the notion that such analytical behaviour, at least in 
response to binary odour mixtures, is independent of training and experience. 
4.5.3 Individual Results versus Group Results 
As discussed earlier, assessment of sensory stimuli by obtaining measures of their similarity is considered to 
potentially have some advantages over descriptive analysis. An important methodological question for the use 
of similarity-based tasks is whether or not the results obtained based on data from the group are actually valid 
and reflect the results of the individual subjects. As discussed by Booth ( 1995), group results will be imprecise 
if individuals' assessments of mixtures are qualitatively different. 
Measurement of similarity using pair-wise similarity estimates can provide information about individual subjects 
and, in a study in which MDS was performed on data from pair-wise similarity judgements of odour quality, it 
was found that the group solution was an accurate representation of the data from individual subjects (Schiffman 
et al., 1977). However, the task is often impractically large and fatiguing for sample sets of more than a few 
stimuli (Lawless et al., 1995). A more practical alternative that has become widely used is that of having 
subjects sort stimuli into groups on the basis of similarity and subjecting the data to analysis by MDS (Lawless, 
1989). This has one majOF drawback, which is that information on individuals' sorting patterns is lost as the 
MDS analysis requires the data to be summed across individuals (Lawless et al., 1995). 
The method of triadic comparison (Roskam, 1979) used in this experiment is a promising alternative that has not 
been widely used in the study of olfaction. MacRae et al. (1990) compared the sorting and triadic methods for 
the evaluation of a group of odorants and found that the results were very similar. The triadic method does 
provide sufficient data to study individual differences, but no published studies to date have used the technique 
in this way. In their examination of the range of techniques for measuring odour quality, Wise et al. (2000) asked 
whether subjects might use different criteria to judge the similarity of the stimuli, leaving the triadic method 
vulnerable to the effect of individual differences. Wise et al. (2000) also suggested that subjects may make 
similarity-based judgements only on the basis of pleasantness, which would mean that these techniques are 
essentially useless for the study of odour quality. Given the similarity between the MDS maps of the data 
obtained in this experiment using the triadic technique and the data obtained from descriptive analysis, it can be 
concluded that the data obtained using the triadic method contain more information than just the pleasantness or 
otherwise of the stimuli, and that the resulting MDS maps do reflect the qualitative similarity of the samples. 
Evidence from this experiment also indicates that the group solution is sufficiently similar to the individual 
solutions to warrant acceptance of the technique for studying chemosensory stimuli with confidence that the 
· solution obtained from group data is a reasonable representation of the conceptual structure of the individual 
subjects. However, it should be noted that more dimensions had to be taken into account for the individual data 
sets than were required for the group data, to produce MDS solutions with acceptable stress values. Similar 
findings have been reported elsewhere (Bertino & Lawless, 1993), with the interpretation that the data of 
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individuals contained information about particular nuances, attended to by individual panelists, that was not 
captured by the group solution. 
4.5.4 Conclusions 
The question has been raised as to whether the quality of an odour is accurately described by the ratings of the 
individual characteristics of the odour by a trained and experienced group of subjects. The fact that comparable 
results were obtained using descriptive analysis and the triadic method indicates that this experiment provided 
valid insights into the qualitative relationships between the samples. Based on this study of simple odour 
mixtures, it is concluded that descriptive analysis using a trained panel provides legitimate information about the 
qualities of odour stimuli. These data indicate that the limitations of descriptive analysis are overstated, and that 
the requirements to analyse and verbalise do not distort reported perception to a significant extent. Conversely, 
indications from this experiment are that there may be occasions when a group of untrained subjects can provide 
valid insights about the qualities of sensory stimuli without undergoing extensive training in descriptive analysis. 
The results from this study indicate that, at least for simple odour mixtures, perception is reported similarly by 
trained and untrained panelists, but descriptive analysis will always be able to provide an experimenter with 
extra information as a result of trained panelists' ability to verbalise and measure the components of a complex 
sensation. 
The triadic method has been proven to be a sound and valuable way of collecting information about simple 
odour mixtures. It is a viable alternative to methods such as sorting and pair-wise similarity estimates to 
generate data that can be subjected to MDS. It has an advantage over the former in that it can provide 
information about the qualitative assessments of individual subjects, and an advantage over the latter in that it is 
less fatiguing for the subjects and can be less time-consuming. 
In Chapter 3, it was shown that trained panelists could evaluate mixtures of diacetyl and ethyl butyrate in a way 
that was sufficiently analytical to allow the development of a model that could predict the sensory characteristics 
of any combination of those two compounds. The overall aim of the study reported in this thesis was to develop 
a model that could be used in product formulation, to predict combinations of odorants that are likely to give rise 
to a particular sensory profile. In order for the approach taken in this study to be meaningful, it was important to 
understand how the perception of the trained panelists, used to develop the model, related to the perception of 
untrained subjects, who will ultimately consume the formulated product. It was also important to gain an 
understanding of how the perception of other combinations of odorants would relate to the perception of these 
particular odorants, so that we would have some confidence that the approach taken here could be applied to 
other compounds. In this chapter, it has been demonstrated that the perception of binary odour mixtures is 
invariant, irrespective or the training and experience of the subjects, the task required of them and the odours 
themselves. This information lent confidence to the approach taken in this study, and allowed the approach to be 
extended to more complex odour mixtures. 
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5 Descriptive Analysis of Complex Odour Mixtures 
5~1 Introduction 
The experiments described thus far investigated the perception of binary odour mixtures in detail. It was shown 
that trained panelists, using descriptive analysis, could generate data that could be used to predict the sensory 
characteristics of any binary combination of the two odours that the panelists were trained to evaluate. This was 
interpreted as indicative of an analytical perceptual approach, in that the panelists were clearly able to detect the 
individual qualities associated with each odour compound. Comparisons were also made between descriptive 
analysis and a non-analytic task, and between the perceptions of trained and untrained panelists. These 
experiments established the validity of the overall approach taken in this research - that is, the use of trained 
descriptive panelists to generate data in response to selected mixtures of odorants, and the use of t}:iese data to 
predict the sensory characteristics of other mixtures of these odorants. 
The overall goal of this research was to determine whether an approach based on understanding the interactions 
of volatile odour compounds could provide a useful tool for understanding the odour characteristics of complex 
food odours. The crucial test was whether a model developed from the evaluation of selected mixtures of given 
odorants could be used to predict the sensory characteristics of other mixtures of those odorants. Whether a 
trained descriptive panel can generate data for more complex odour mixtures that can be used in a predictive way 
remains an open question. Having established that this was the case for simple (binary) mixtures, the approach 
was now extended to more complex mixtures of three and four odours. For this research to be useful in a 
practical sense, it would need to be applicable to more complex odour mixtures, which are likely to be 
perceptually closer to a food odour than binary mixtures. 
As discussed earlier, extensive work into the human ability to detect the components of binary odour mixtures, 
by Laing and colleagues, indicated that the research approach taken here was likely to be successful for binary 
odour mixtures because humans are capable of identifying two components in an odour mixture (Laing & 
Francis, 1989; Jinks & Laing, 2001). Work by Laing and colleagues has also shown that humans have great 
difficulty in identifying and perceiving more than three components in odour mixtures (Laing & Francis, I 989; 
Laing & Glemarec, 1992; Livermore & Laing, 1996; Livermore & Laing, 1998a; Livermore & Laing, 1998b; 
Jinks & Laing, 2001). A recent study (Jinks & Laing, 1999b) found that the temporal order of the processing of 
components of binary odour mixtures could be predicted, knowing the processing time differences between the 
individual odorants, but that neither temporal order nor identity could be determined in ternary mixtures. The 
authors suggested that this was a consequence of working memory lacking the capacity to retain and provide 
information on the identity and order of processing of more than two odorants in a mixture. It was possible that 
this limitation of olfactory working memory would mean that, although the approach taken here was successful 
for binary odour mixtures, it would not be applicable to mixtures of three and four odorants. However, the tasks 
required of the subjects in the study ofJinks and Laing (1999b) were quite different from what was required of 
the subjects in this study. Jinks and Laing (1999b) required untrained subjects to identify the components of 
odour mixtures, whereas subjects in this study were trained to assess the intensity of the various characteristics, 
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or attributes, of complex odour mixtures, but were not required to actually identify the components from which 
the mixture was composed. In a recent study, Jinks and Laing (2001) found that many of the qualities of 
individual odorants remained perceptible in mixtures of three and four odorants, even though identification of 
individual odorants in these mixtures was limited. It seems that although working memory limits the ability of 
humans to identify the individual components of complex mixtures, information about the individual qualities 
associated with the mixture components is available. The approach taken in this research was based on the 
assessment of the qualities of odour mixtures, rather than identification of the mixture components. It was 
predicted that the individual qualities associated with each odour would be perceptible in the mixtures, even if 
there were interactions between the mixture components, so that the panelists would still be able to assess the 
mixture qualities. 
The research reported here aimed to determine whether trained descriptive panelists were able to assess complex 
odour mixtures in such a way that the data could be used to develop a model from which the sensory properties 
of other complex mixtures of the same components could be predicted. 
One other study that took a predictive approach, attempting to relate the sensory properties of complex mixtures 
(binary, ternary and quaternary) to the sensory properties of the component odours has been reported (Dravnieks 
et al., 1981 ). Dravnieks et al. ( 1981) recognised that the extensive efforts that were being made to relate the 
odour quality of single compounds to their molecular properties would leave a gap in the useful knowledge of 
odour perception. That is, most odours are mixtures, and there would be no way of relating the perception of 
odour mixtures to the combined molecular properties of the mixture components. As a way of bridging this gap, 
Dravnieks et al. (1981) suggested the study of the relationship between the odours of mixtures and the odours of 
their components. Studying 28 odorants, all possible binary mixtures and a fraction of the possible ternary and 
quaternary mixtures, they used linear regression to predict an attribute score for a mixture from the mean panel 
scores for the particular attribute for each mixture component. All odorants were studied at one concentration 
only, selected such that all odorants were approximately matched for intensity. It is not entirely clear how 
closely matched for intensity the odorants were, with more emphasis being placed on intensity such that the 
character of the odour was clear. 
The underlying philosophy of the approach of Dravnieks at al. (1981) is similar to that employed in this research 
- that the most pragmatic piece of information that can be obtained from the study of odour mixture perception is 
an understanding of the relationship between odour mixtures and their components. That study is one of the few 
that has attempted to develop a model that could be used to predict the qualities of odour mixtures. The 
approach taken in this research added to that ofDravnieks et al. (1981) in several ways. 
1. The approach taken by Dravnieks et al. ( 1981) related the perception of odour mixtures to the perception of 
their components. The approach taken here related the perception of odour mixtures to the physical 
concentration of the components. Essentially, this difference in approach is equivalent to the differences in 
approach between the psychophysical and perceptual models developed to predict the intensity of odour 
mixtures, as discussed in Chapter 1. However, the model ofDravnieks et al. (1981) and the model 
developed in this study were designed to predict the qualities of the odour mixtures, not just the intensities 
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of the mixtures. The model developed by Dravnieks et al. (1981) required knowledge of the perception of 
the mixture components, at a given concentration, to predict the perception of the mixture. In contrast, the 
model developed in this study was specifically developed for application to product development. 
Consequently, the objective was to develop a model that could predict the perception of an odour mixture 
from knowledge of the concentration of the mixture components, and so could easily be applied to product 
development because it could predict the perception of a given formulation. 
2. The model developed by Dravnieks et al. (1981) examined the interactions between mixture components at 
one concentration only. Obviously, because they were studying such a large number of odorants, one 
presumes that it would have been logistically impossible to study mixture interactions at more than one 
concentration. However, many studies (Laing & Willcox, 1983; Laing et al., 1984; Bell et al., 1987), as 
well as the work reported here, indicate that there are different interactions between the mixture components 
depending on the relative intensities of the mixture components. Consequently, although the model 
developed by Dravnieks et al. (1981) was obviously very appealing in its simp Ii city, and certainly would 
have been useful, linear regression may not be adequate to model the relationships between mixture 
components of unequal intensities. The approach taken in this study used response surface regression to 
model the interactions of mixture components of both equal and unequal intensities, so that the model could 
predict both types of interactions. 
3. As Dravnieks et al. (1981) did not discuss any test of the predictive ability of their model, we have no idea 
whether the scores for each descriptor, as predicted by the linear regression equation, were actually what 
would be perceived in the mixtures. One of the tests of the validity of the model developed in this research 
was its ability to predict the sensory characteristics of mixtures other than those on which it was based. 
This study clearly shares much with that ofDravnieks et al. (1981). Here, a slightly different approach was 
taken, and a more complex model was developed, but the underlying philosophy is essentially the same - a 
philosophy of developing a pragmatic way of predicting the odour of complex mixtures prevails in both studies. 
Based on the published research, it was possible that the research approach taken here might cease to be effective 
for mixtures of either three or four components. It was possible that the panelists would be unable to accurately 
measure all the attributes of these complex mixtures and/or that the mixture ,components would synthesise to 
produce new sensations and unpredictable interactions between the mixture components would occur. As a 
consequence, it might be that a predictive model based on data from the panel's evaluation of selected mixtures 
of three and four odorants would be unable to predict the sensory characteristics of other complex mixtures of 
these odorants. However, as no studies of complex mixtures had been carried out using descriptive analysis, it 
was predicted that the extensive and specific training that these panelists had undergone might provide them with 
the ability to generate data for complex odour mixtures that could be used to develop a predictive model. 
This experiment was carried out in two parts: firstly an experiment based on mixtures of three components 
(ternary odour mixtures) and secondly an experiment based on mixtures of four components ( quaternary odour 
mixtures). If a model developed from the data obtained from the panel's evaluation of ternary odour mixtures 
could not be shown to be predictive, then it would be futile to attempt to develop such a model for quaternary 
odour mixtures. 
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5.2 Ternary Odour Mixtures 
5.2.1 Materials and Methods 
5.2.1.1 Materials 
Diacetyl, ethyl butyrate, butyric acid and triacetin were the same as used in Chapter 2. Sample delivery and 
other experimental details were the same as in previous experiments. As before, concentrations of the individual 
odorants were chosen to give a low, medium and high overall intensity, where the overall intensity at each level 
was similar for all compounds. The concentrations were slightly changed from those used in Chapter 3 in an 
attempt to match the intensities of the compounds at each level more exactly, as a consequence of slight changes 
in the sensitivity of the panelists to the odours, as described earlier. The concentrations are shown in Table 5.1. 
They were calculated on a weight-to-weight basis. 
Table 5.1 Concentrations of Odour Compounds 
Intensity Diacetyl Concentration Ethyl Butyrate Concentration Butyric Acid Concentration 
(ppm) (ppm) (ppm) 
Low 3 5 75 
Medium 40 60 600 
High 400 450 3000 
The samples were evaluated by 14 trained panelists. These were the same 13 trained panelists who participated 
in the experiment described in Chapter 3, plus one additional panelist. The panelists ranged in age between 31 
and 71 years; the average age was 47 years. 
The panelists evaluated the three compounds at all three levels, and all possible mixtures of two and three 
compounds, plus the carrier (triacetin)- 64 samples in all. The data generated from the evaluation of these 
samples were used to generate response surfaces. In order to test the predictive validity of these response 
surfaces, the panel subsequently evaluated 12 samples intermediate to those that had been used to form the 
response surfaces. The samples were selected via the following logic: they were the mid-points of each of the 
outside surfaces of the cube formed by the samples, plus the mid-points of the surfaces of a cube drawn inside 
the original cube. Details of the samples are contained in Table 5.2. 
l 
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Table 5.2 Samples Used to Test Regression Model 
Sample Diacetyl Concentration Ethyl Butyrate Concentration Butyric Acid Concentration 
(ppm) .(ppm) (ppm) 
1 18 28 0 
2 18 28 3000 
3 18 0 260 
4 18 450 260 
5 28 0 260 
6 400 28 260 
7 18 28 75 
8 18 28 600 
9 18 5 260 
IO 18 60 260 
11 3 28 260 
12 40 28 260 
5.2.1.2 Methods 
The experiment was carried out in air-conditioned (positive air-pressure) sensory booths under red lights. All 
panelists were paid the FRC's standard hourly wage for sensory panelists. 
Panelists evaluated the samples using Compusense, as described previously. The ballot contained the attribute 
Overall Intensity, plus the attributes that the panelists had developed for the three compounds. The panel had 
generated two attributes for ethyl butyrate (Artificial Fruit and Fermented Fruit), three attributes for diacetyl 
(Cultured Dairy, Vinegar and Green Apple) and four attributes for butyric acid (Parmesan Cheese, Vinegar, 
Swiss Cheese and Chemical). These attributes are described in more detail in Chapter 2. An extra line scale 
provided the panel with the opportunity to describe any "Other" odours. 
At the beginning of each session, the panelists evaluated a warm-up sample, which was randomly selected from 
the six samples that were to be evaluated in that session. The warm-up sample was evaluated in the booths using 
Compusense in exactly the same manner as the other samples were evaluated. The panelists then left the booths 
and had a 5-minute break in the foyer of the sensory evaluation area. After the break, the panelists returned to 
the booths and evaluated three samples with a 5-minute break between each sample. After the third sample, the 
panelists left the booths and had a IO-minute break in the foyer of the sensory evaluation area. The panelists 
then returned to the booths for another set of three samples with a 5-minute break between each sample. This 
protocol had been established over the course of training, as the panelists had found that the task was relatively 
arduous. The protocol provided the panelists with sufficient breaks between samples to avoid adaptation, and 
sufficient rest between sets to avoid fatigue. 
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The experiment was run over 13 sessions, with panelists evaluating six samples per session. Sessions were held 
on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday mornings, over three weeks ( only one session was held per 
day). The experiment was designed so that, over the course of the 13 sessions, each panelist evaluated each 
sample once, plus in every session each panelist evaluated the sample that was a mixture of the medium level of 
each compound. This provided a measure of individual panelist variability over the course of the experiment. 
Because of the large number of samples, it was decided that this was the most effective way to establish the level 
of noise in the data, without making the experiment extremely cumbersome. The experiment was designed in 
blocks so that each panelist saw the same samples in each session, but in random order. 
Evaluation of the 12 test samples began the day after the last session of the main experiment. Sessions were run, 
and panelists evaluated the samples using Compusense, in the same way as described for the main experiment. 
The samples were evaluated over 3 days. The 12 samples were randomised over all panelists and over all 
sessions. Each panelist saw each of the 12 samples once, plus Sample 7 was seen by every panelist in every 
session, and, over the course of the three sessions, each panelist saw three other (randomly selected) samples 
twice. Panelists were presented with a warm-up sample, which was different for each panelist and randomly 
selected from the 12 samples. 
5.2.1.3 Data Analysis 
Determining weights for each panelist, as required by the method of Pritchett Mangan (1992), for weighting 
panelists' data according to panelists' accuracy, requires that there are at least two observations for each sample. 
The size of the data set for this experiment meant that it would have been prohibitive to have each panelist 
evaluate each sample twice. Instead, because each panelist saw the medium diacetyl/medium ethyl 
butyrate/medium butyric acid sample in each session, the standard deviation for each panelist for each attribute 
was calculated for this sample. It was anticipated that the weight for each panelist could then be calculated by 
dividing the range for each panelist for each attribute over all samples (maximum score - minimum score) by the 
standard deviation for each panelist for each attribute for the medium/medium/medium sample. This would give 
a weight for each panelist for each attribute. In fact, this procedure produced distorted weights because panelists 
who had scored an attribute absent or near to absent for this particular sample, and had scored the attribute high 
for another sample, received very high weights as they had a large range and a standard deviation near to zero. 
An alternative option, of using the inverse of the standard deviation for each panelist for each attribute for the 
replicated sample, was examined, but again distorted weights were obtained for the same panelists. Given that 
otherwise the standard deviations for the panelists were all similar, the analysis was performed on unweighted 
data. 
Response surface regression was carried out on the panel data using the General Linear Model module of 
Statistica for Windows, release 5.5 (2000, Statsoft Inc., Tulsa, Oklahoma, USA) and plots were generated from 
the resultant equations. The logarithmic transforms of the concentrations of the compounds, in parts per million, 
were used as the independent variables. Redundant terms were eliminated from the regression equations to 
improve the robustness of the equations. Plots to illustrate the effects of varying the concentration of each 
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compound individually were generated using Microsoft Excel 97 SR-2 (1997, Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, 
Washington, USA). 
To test the predictive validity of the response surfaces, the extra "test" data were combined with the original 
data, and response surface regression was performed, as before. Confidence intervals for each coefficient of the 
original response surfaces were calculated. If the new coefficients for the response surfaces containing 
additional points lay inside the confidence intervals for the old coefficients, then it could be deduced that there 
was no statistically significant difference between the two coefficients. If the new coefficients from the analysis 
of the original data set were, in fact, very similar to the coefficients from the data set with the added test data, it 
could be concluded that there was no significant difference in the response surfaces when additional points were 
added. If this were the case, the original response surfaces could be used to predict the response to combinations 
of compounds other than those on which they were developed. 
5.2.2 Results 
Mixtures in three dimensions present some difficulty in terms of presenting the results in an interpr~table 
fashion. Figures 5.1 - 5.9 indicate the effect, on the nine sensory attributes, of varying each of the mixture 
components, while holding the concentrations of the other three components at a constant level. These plots are 
generated from the predictive equations generated by the response surface regression. Each equation is 
constructed from terms that relate to each compound individually, and the interactions between the compounds. 
The coefficient of each term determines the magnitude of that term's influence on the attribute, and whether the 
term contributes to an increase in the perceived intensity of the attribute (a positive coefficient) or a decrease in 
the perceived intensity of the attribute (a negative coefficient). Because of the complexity of the mixtures, the 
best way of displaying the results is to examine the effect of varying the concentration of each compound while 
the other two mixture components are at their average value. Response surfaces in two dimensions, similar to 
those in Chapter 3, are presented in Appendix G, for each of the attributes. These response surfaces are 
generated from the regression equations, and show the effect of the binary interactions between the compounds. 
Adjusted R2 terms ranged from 0.28 for Cultured Dairy to 0.56 for Artificial Fruit, with the exception of the 
Swiss Cheese attribute, for which R2 = 0.18. The panel found only very low levels of the Swiss Cheese attribute 
in all the samples, which may have been related to the low R2 value for this attribute. As with the data reported 
in Chapter 3, the most likely reason for the unexplained variance is the inherent variation in the response of 
human subjects. Unfortunately, because of the size of this experiment, it was not feasible for the design to 
contain enough replication for tests oflack of fit to be performed by the software. As discussed earlier, this level 
of unexplained variance seems to be similar to that found in other studies in which regression is used to relate 
panel data to objective measures. 
In all cases, there was no statistically significant difference between the response surface coefficients with and 
without the "test" data. The coefficients from both sets of data were very similar, indicating that the response 
surfaces developed from these data could be used to predict the intensities of the various odour attributes fot 
other mixtures of diacetyl, ethyl butyrate and butyric acid. To illustrate, the coefficients for both sets of data for 
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the attribute Overall Intensity are contained in Table 5.3. A full set ofresults and analysis is contained in 
Appendix G. 
Table 5.3 Coefficients of Response Surface Regression Equation for Overall Intensity With and 
Without Test Data 
Equation Term Coefficient - Main Data Set Coefficient - Main 
Actual Value +/-95% Confidence plus Test Data 
Limit 
Intercept 35.72 +/- 5.84 36.09 
Log diacety 1 7.94 +/- 6.17 7.59 
Log diacetyJ2 4.51 +/- 1.88 4.68 
Log ethyl butyrate -6.64 +/- 5.97 -8.83 
Log ethyl butyrate2 10.56 +/- 1.82 11.43 
Log butyric acid -4.76 +/- 4.37 -7.62 
Log butyric acid2 4.56 +/- 1.11 5.39 
Log diacetyl x log ethyl butyrate -7 .08 +/- 2.45 -7.10 
Log diacetyl x log butyric acid -5.01 +/- 1.67 -4.98 
Log ethyl butyrate x log butyric acid -3.42 +/- 1.56 -3.34 
Log diacetyl x log ethyl butyrate x log butyric 1.69 +/- 1 .04 1.75 
acid 
Figure 5. 1 illustrates the way in which the perceived intensity of the attribute Overall Intensity was predicted, by 
the regression equation, to be affected by varying the concentration of each of the three compounds. All of the 
terms in the model were significant. Diacetyl had a positive effect on Overall Intensity (log diacetyl, 
coefficient=7.60, p=0.009; log diacetyI2, coefficient=4.68, p<0.001), as did both ethyl butyrate and butyric acid 
(log ethyl butyrate, coefficient=-8.83, p=0.002; log ethyl butyrate2, coefficient=! I .43, p<0.001; log butyric acid, 
coefficient=-7.62, p<0.001; log butyric acid2, coefficient=5.39, p<0.001). All of the binary interactions were 
significant (log diacetyl*log ethyl butyrate, coefficient=-7 .10, p<0.001; log diacetyl*log butyric acid, 
coefficient=-4.98, p<0.001, log ethyl butyrate*log butyric acid, coefficient=-3.34, p<0.001). The ternary 
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The attribute Cultured Dairy was used by the panel to describe diacetyl. The way in which the perceived 
intensity of Cultured Dairy was predicted to vary with changing concentrations of the three mixture components, 
wh ile the other components are held at their average concentration, is depicted in Figure 5.2 . Diacetyl had a 
significant effect on Cultured Dairy (log diacetyl, coefficient=8.33, p<0.001). Ethyl butyrate had significant 
suppressive effect on Cultured Dairy (log ethyl butyrate2, coefficient=-3 .28, p<0.001), as did butyric acid (log 
butyric acid, coefficient=-2.99, p<0.00 I). The only other significant terms were the interactions between 
diacetyl and ethyl butyrate, (log diacetyl*log ethyl butyrate, coefficient=-1.51, p=O.O I) and the interaction 
between ethyl butyrate and butyric acid (log ethyl butyrate*log butyric acid, coefficient= l .89, p<0.001). 
Green Apple was another attribute associated with diacetyl , and the predicted response for this attribute to 
changing concentrations of each of the three compounds is illustrated in Figure 5.3 . Diacetyl had a significant 
effect on Green Apple (log diacetyl, coefficient=2.75 , p=0.09; log diacetyJ2, coefficient=6. I 0, p=0.07). Ethyl 
butyrate also had a significant effect on Green Apple (log ethyl butyrate, coefficient=2.0 I , p<0.04), as did 
butyric acid (log butyric acid , coefficient=-0.95, p<0.04). The interactions between diacetyl and ethyl butyrate, 
and between diacetyl and butyric acid were both significant (d iacetyl*ethyl butyrate, coefficient=-5.01, p=0.07; 
diacetyl*butyric acid, coefficient=-2 .26, p=0.07). The ternary interaction was also significant (log diacetyl*log 
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Vinegar, shown in Figure 5.4, was an interesting attribute because the panel used this term to describe aspects of 
both diacetyl, at high concentrations, and butyric acid. Diacetyl had a significant effect on Vinegar (log 
diacetyI2, coefficient=l .79, p=0.003). Ethyl butyrate also had a significant effect on this attribute (log ethyl 
butyrate, coefficient=-4.75, p<0.001), as did butyric acid (log butyric acid, coefficient=-6.55, p<0.001; log 
butyric acid2, coefficient=3.50, p<0.001). The only other significant term in the model was the interaction 
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Artificial Fruit, shown in Figure 5.5, was an attribute that the panel associated with ethyl butyrate. As expected, 
ethyl butyrate had a significant effect on the Artificial Fruit attribute (log ethyl butyrate, coefficient=-8.95, 
p<0.00 I; log ethyl butyrate2, coefficient= 13 .37, p<0.00 I). The only other significant terms were the diacetyl -
ethyl butyrate interaction and the ethyl butyrate - butyric acid interaction (log diacetyl*log ethyl butyrate, 
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Similarly, Fermented Fruit, seen in Figure 5.6, was also associated with ethyl butyrate, and ethyl butyrate had a 
significant effect on this attribute (log ethyl butyrate, coefficient=-14.36, p<0.001 ; log ethyl butyrate2, 
coefficient= 12.33, p<0.001). The only other significant term was the diacetyl - ethyl butyrate interaction (log 
diacetyl*log ethyl butyrate, coefficient=-1.44, p=0.03). No butyric acid terms were sign ificant in the model, and 
therefore varying butyric acid concentration was not predicted to have any effect on the perceived intensity of 
Fermented Fruit. For this reason, Figure 5.6 does not contain any information about the effect of varying butyric 
acid. 
Parmesan Cheese, shown in Figure 5.7, was an attribute associated with butyric acid. Each of the three 
compounds had a significant effect on this attribute (log diacetyl, coefficient=-3 .14, p=0.003; log ethyl butyrate, 
coefficient=-4.26, p<0.001; Jog butyric acid, coefficient=-2 .91 , p=0.03 , log butyric acid2, coefficient=3.72, 
p<0.001). The only other significant terms were those associated with the three binary interactions (log 
diacetyl * log ethyl butyrate, coefficient=2.67, p<0.001; Jog diacetyl*log butyric acid, coefficient=-1.40, p<0.001; 
log ethyl butyrate*log butyric acid, coefficient=-2 .22, p<0.001 ). 
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The other attribute that the panel used to describe butyric acid was Swiss Cheese, and the predicted response to 
this attribute is illustrated in Figure 5.8 . Ethyl butyrate had a significant effect on this attribute (log ethyl 
butyrate, coefficient=4.83 , p=0.003; log ethyl butyrate2, coefficient=-2.26, p<0.001), as did butyric acid (log 
butyric acid2, coefficient=2.2l,p<0.001 ). The binary interactions between diacetyl and butyric acid, and 
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between ethyl butyrate and butyric acid were both significant (log diacetyl *log butyric acid , coefficient=-1.22, 
p=0.005; log ethyl butyrate*Iog butyric acid, coefficient=-1.08, p=0.01). There were no other significant effects. 
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Figure 5.8 Effect of Varying the Concentration of Each Compound on Swiss Cheese 
The attribute Chemical, illustrated in Figure 5.9, was an attribute that the panel associated with only high levels 
ofbutyric acid, and was clearly perceived at only very low levels in these mixtures. Butyric acid had a 
significant effect on the perceived intensity of the Chemical attribute (log butyric acid, coefficient=-8.86, 
p<0.00 I ; log butyric acid2, coefficient=5.28, p<0.00 I). The only other significant terms were the binary 
interactions between diacetyl and butyric acid , and between ethyl butyrate and butyric acid (log diacetyl*Jog 
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Figure 5.9 Effect of Varying the Concentration of Each Compound on Chemical 
There was no significant use of the Other attribute by the panel. 
5.3 Quaternary Odour Mixtures 
In the previous experiment, the panel generated data by evaluating selected mixtures of three odours. It was 
shown that a model could be developed from these data, and could be used to predict the sensory characteristics 
of any combination of these three odours. Having established that the approach taken was valid for complex 
mixtures of three odours, the approach could now be extended to mixtures of four odours. 
5.3.1 Materials and Methods 
5.3.1.1 Materials 
Diacetyl, ethyl butyrate, butyric acid, methional and triacetin were as described in Chapter 2. Sample delivery 
and other experimental details were the same as described previously. 
Because the experiment required every panelist to evaluate every sample, evaluation of all the combinations of 
four compounds at low, medium and high intensity levels was not feasible. In order to complete the experiment 
within a practical time frame, and to minimise panel attrition over the course of the experiment, mixtures were 
composed of components of low and high intensity only. The concentrations of the compounds used are shown 
'?-
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in Table 5.4. Concentrations were chosen in order to match the intensities of the four compounds at low and 
high levels, and in some cases were changed slightly from previous experiments in order to match the intensities 
more exactly, as a consequence of slight changes in the sensitivity of the panelists to the odours, as described 
earlier. They were calculated on a weight-to-weight basis. 
Table 5.4 Concentrations of Odour Compounds Used in Experiment with Quaternary Mixtures 
Intensity Diacetyl Ethyl Butyrate Butyric Acid Methional 
Concentration (ppm) Concentration (ppm) Concentration (ppm) Concentration (ppm) 
Low 4 5 70 0.6 
High 450 425 2000 45 
The samples were evaluated by 13 trained panelists; these were the same panelists who evaluated the ternary 
mixtures, less one who had ceased to work as a panelist at the FRC. 
The panelists evaluated the four compounds at low and high intensity levels, and all possible mixtures of two, 
three and four compounds at these levels, plus the carrier (triacetin)- 81 samples in all. Additionally, in each 
session, the panelists evaluated a mixture of the medium intensity levels of each compound ( 40 ppm diacetyl/60 
ppm ethyl butyrate/600 ppm butyric acid/4 ppm methional) as a measure of individual panelist variability. The 
data generated from the evaluation of these samples were used to generate response surfaces. In order to test the 
predictive validity of these response surfaces, the panel subsequently evaluated 16 samples intermediate to those 
that had been used to generate the response surfaces. These 16 samples were all possible combinations of the 
four compounds at two concentrations: one concentration that fell between absent and the concentration that had 
been found to be oflow intensity and one level that fell between the concentrations that had been found to be of 
low intensity and high intensity. Details of these samples are contained in Table 5.5. 
Table 5.5 Samples Used to Test Regression Model 
Sample Diacetyl Ethyl Butyrate Butyric Acid Methional 
Concentration (ppm) Concentration (ppm) Concentration (ppm) Concentration (ppm) 
1 220 3 35 0.3 
2 2 3 35 22 
3 220 210 960 22 
4 2 210 960 0.3 
5 220 3 35 22 
6 220 210 960 0.3 
7 2 210 960 22 
8 2 3 35 0.3 
~\ 
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9 220 3 960 0.3 
IO 2 3 960 22 
11 2 210 35 0.3 
12 220 210 35 22 
13 2 210 35 22 
14 220 3 960 22 
15 220 210 35 0.3 
16 2 3 960 0.3 
5.3.1.2 Methods 
The experiment was carried out in air-conditioned (positive air-pressure) sensory booths under red lights. All 
panelists were paid the FRC's standard hourly wage for sensory panelists. 
Panelists evaluated the samples using Compusense, as described previously. The ballot contained the attribute 
Overall Intensity, plus the attributes that the panelists had developed for the four compounds. The panel had 
generated three attributes for methional ( Cooked Potato, Cooked Vegetable and Fishy), and these were added to 
the ballot with the attributes that had been used to evaluate the three component mixtures (Artificial Fruit, 
Fermented Fruit, Cultured Dairy, Vinegar, Green Apple, Parmesan Cheese, Swiss Cheese and Chemical). Extra 
line scales provided the panel with the opportunity to describe up to three "Other" odours. 
The evaluation procedure was altered slightly for this experiment, as the panelists were concerned about the 
difficulty of the task, which required the evaluation of complex mixtures and the rating of the mixtures according 
to 12 attributes. It was agreed that the panelists would evaluate a warm-up sample at the beginning of each 
session, as before. The panelists then returned to the foyer of the sensory evaluation area for a 5-minute break, 
after which they returned to the booths and evaluated two samples. There was a 6-minute break between 
samples, during which time the panelists remained in the booths. After the second sample, the panelists left the 
booths and had a IO-minute break in the foyer of the sensory evaluation area. The panelists then returned to the 
booths for another set of two samples with a 6-minute break between each sample. This protocol provided the 
panelists with sufficient breaks between samples to avoid adaptation, and sufficient rest between sets to avoid 
fatigue. 
The experiment was carried out over 27 sessions, with panelists evaluating four samples per session. Over the 
course of the 27 sessions, each panelist evaluated each of the 81 samples once, plus in each session each panelist 
evaluated a mixture of the medium intensity levels of each compound ( 40 ppm diacetyl/60 ppm ethyl 
butyrate/600 ppm butyric acid/4 ppm methional). This provided a measure of individual panelist variability over 
the course of the experiment. Because of the large number of samples, it was decided that this was the most 
effective way to establish the noise in the data, without making the experiment extremely cumbersome. The 
experiment was designed in blocks so that each panelist saw the same samples in each session, but in random 
order. Sessions were held on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday mornings, over 
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approximately six weeks (only one session was held per day). The warm-up sample was randomly selected from 
the four samples that were being evaluated on the same day. 
Evaluation of the 16 test samples began the day after the last session of the main experiment. Sessions were run, 
and panelists evaluated the samples using Compusense, as described for the main experiment. The samples were 
evaluated over 4 days. The experiment was designed in blocks so that each panelist saw the same samples in 
each session, but in random order. Each panelist saw each of the 16 samples once. Panelists were presented 
with a warm-up sample, which was different for each panelist and randomly selected from the four samples 
being evaluated on the same day. 
5.3.1.3 Data Analysis 
As discussed for the ternary mixture experiment, it was decided that it was impractical to generate weights for 
each panelist from these data, so data analysis was performed on unweighted data. Examination of the standard 
deviations for each panelist for each attribute, based on the data from the repeat evaluation of the medium 
diacetyl/medium ethyl butyrate/medium butyric acid/medium methional sample, indicated that the standard 
deviations for all the panelists were similar. The exceptions were low standard deviations produced when a 
panelist scored an attribute absent or near absent for this sample. 
Response surface regression was carried out on the panel data using the General Linear Model module of 
Statistica for Windows, release 5.5 (2000, Statsoft Inc., Tulsa, Oklahoma, USA) and plots were generated from 
the resultant equations. Redundant terms were eliminated from the regression equations to improve the 
robustness of the equations. The logarithmic transforms of the concentrations of the compounds, in parts per 
million, were used as the independent variables. Plots to illustrate the effects of varying the concentration of 
each compound individually were generated using Microsoft Excel 97 SR-2 (1997, Microsoft Corporation, 
Redmond, Washington, USA). 
To test the predictive validity of the response surfaces, the extra "test" data were combined with the original 
data, and response surface regression was performed, as before. Confidence intervals for each coefficient of the 
original response surfaces were calculated. lfthe new coefficients, for the response surfaces containing 
additional points, lay inside the confidence intervals for the old coefficients, then it could be deduced that there 
was no statistically significant difference between the two coefficients. lfthe new coefficients from the analysis 
of the original data set were, in fact, very similar to the coefficients from the data set with the added test data, it 
could be concluded that there was no significant difference in the response surfaces when additional points were 
added. If this were the case, the original response surfaces could be used to predict the response to combinations 
of compounds other than those on which they were developed. 
5.3.2 Results 
Obviously, there is great difficulty in presenting the results of four-dimensional analysis using a two-dimensional 
medium. Figures 5.10-5.21 indicate the effect, on the twelve sensory attributes, of varying each of the mixture 
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components, while holding the concentrations of the other three components at a constant level. Response 
surfaces, from the predictive equations generated by the response surface regression, are presented in Appendix 
H, for each of the twelve attributes. These surfaces allow for the visualisation of the binary interactions between 
the mixture components. 
Adjusted R2 terms ranged from 0.19 for Swiss Cheese to 0.51 for Artificial Fruit. As reported for the previous 
experiments, the unexplained variance was probably a result of the inherent variation in the response of human 
subjects. As for the previous experiment, because of the size of this experiment, it was not feasible for the 
design to contain enough replication for tests oflack of fit to be performed by the software. As discussed earlier, 
this level of unexplained variance seems to be similar to that found in other studies in which regression is used to 
relate panel data to objective measures. 
In all cases, there was no significant difference between the response surface coefficients with and without the 
"test" data. The coefficients from both sets of data were very similar, indicating that the response surfaces 
developed from these data could be used to predict the intensities of the various odour attributes for other 
mixtures of diacetyl, ethyl butyrate, butyric acid and methional. To illustrate, the coefficients for both sets of 
data. for the attribute Overall Intensity are contained in Table 5.6. A full set ofresults and analysis is contained 
in Appendix H. 
Table 5.6 Coefficients of Response Surface Regression Equation for Overall Intensity With and 
Without Test Data 
Equation Term Coefficient - Main Data Set Coefficient - Main 
Actual Value+/- 95% plus Test Data 
Confidence Limits 
Intercept 39.38 +/- 5.81 43.67 
Log diacetyl 0.97 +/- 0.72 0.97 
Log diacetyI2 0.95 +/- 0.4 0.84 
Log ethyl butyrate 2.85 +/- 0.73 2.92 
Log ethyl butyrate2 1.74 +/- 0.43 1.69 
Log butyric acid 0.94 +/- 0.55 1.01 
Log butyric acid2 1.31 +/- 0.44 1.04 
Log methional 9.71 +/- 1.29 9.63 
Log methionaI2 3.00 +/- 0.70 2.82 
Log diacetyl x log ethyl butyrate -0.73 +/- 0.29 -0.75 
Log diacetyl x log butyric acid -0.41 +/- 0.24 -0.44 
Log ethyl butyrate x log butyric acid -0.61 +/- 0.24 -0.62 
Log diacetyl x log methional -0.91 +/- 0.3 -0.91 
Log ethyl butyrate x log methional -1.27 +/- 0.30 -1.26 
]' 
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Log butyric acid x log methional -1.01 +/- 0.25 -1.00 
Log diacetyl x Jog ethyl butyrate x log butyric acid 0.08 +/- 0.11 0.06 
Log diacetyl x log ethyl butyrate x log methional 0.19 +/- 0.13 0.18 
Log diacetyl x log butyric acid x log methional 0.21 +/- 0.11 0.19 
Log ethyl butyate x log butyric acid x log methional 0.13 +/- 0.11 0.13 
Log diacetyl x log ethyl butyrate x log butyric acid x log -0.05 +/- 0.05 -0.06 
methional 
Figure 5 .10 demonstrates the effect of varying the concentration of each of the mixture components on the 
predicted Overall Intensity of the mixtures, while each of the other compounds are at their average 
concentration. All of the compounds had a significant effect on the Overall Intensity (log diacetyl , coefficient = 
0.97, p=0.007; log diacetyI2, coefficient=0.84, p<0.001; Jog ethyl butyrate, coefficient=2.92, p=0<0.001; log 
ethyl butyrate2, coefficient= l.69, p<0.00 I ; log butyric acid, coefficient= J.O I, p<0.00 I; log butyric acid2, 
coefficient= 1.04, p<0.00 I ; log methional, coefficient=9 .63, p<0.001; log methional2, coefficient=2.82, p<0.001 ). 
All of the binary interaction terms were significant (log diacetyl *log ethyl butyrate, coefficient=-0.75, p<0.001; 
log diacetyl* log butyric acid, coefficient=-0.44, p<0.00 I; log ethyl butyrate*log butyric acid, coefficient=-0.62, 
p<0.001 ; Jog diacetyl*log methional, coefficient=-0.91 , p<0.001 ; log ethyl butyrate*log methional, coefficient=-
1.26, p<0.001 ; log butyric acid*log methional , coefficient=-1.00, p<0.001 ). Three of the ternary interactions 
were significant (log diacetyl*log ethyl butyrate*log methional, coefficient=0.18, p=0.007; log diacetyl*log 
butyric acid *log methional, coefficient=0.19, p<0.001 ; log ethyl butyrate*log butyric acid *log methional, 
coefficient=0.13, p=0.02). The quaternary interaction also had a significant relationship with this attribute (log 
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Cultured Dairy was an attribute that the panel associated with diacetyl, and the levels of this attribute observed 
in these complex mixtures were quite low, as can be seen from Figure 5.11. As expected, diacetyl had a 
significant effect on the perceived intensity of this attribute (log diacetyl, coefficient=2.44, p<0.001 ; log 
diacetyt2, coefficient=0.83, p<0.00 I) . Butyric acid had a significant effect on Cultured Dairy (log butyric acid, 
coefficient=0.49, p=0.04) and methional had a significant suppressive effect on this attribute (log methional , 
coefficient=-2.56, p<0.00 I; log methional2, coefficient=-1.13 , p<0.001). The interaction between diacetyl and 
methional was significant (log diacetyl*log methional, coefficient=-0.52, p<0.00 I) as was the interaction 
between ethyl butyrate and methional (log ethyl butyrate*log methional, coefficient=0.30, p=0.03). The only 
other significant effect was the interaction between diacetyl, butyric acid and methional (log diacetyl*log butyric 
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Figure 5.11 Effect of Varying the Concentration of Each Compound on Cultured Dairy 
The panel associated the Green Apple attribute with high levels of diacetyl , and the predicted relationship of this 
attribute with varying concentrations of each compound is illustrated in Figure 5.12. As expected, diacetyl had a 
significant effect on this attribute (log diacetyl, coefficient=3 .50, p<0.001 ; log diacetyt2, coefficient= l.67, 
p<0.001 ). Butyric acid and methional both had significant suppressive effects on this attribute (log butyric acid , 
coefficient=-0.47, p=0.04; log methional, coefficient=-4.49, p<0.001 ; log methional2, coefficient=-] .38, 
p<0.001). All binary interactions between diacetyl and the three other compounds were significant (log 
diacetyl*log ethyl butyrate, coefficient=-0.36, p=0.005 ; log diacetyl*log butyric acid, coefficient=-0.44, 
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Figure 5.12 Effect of Varying the Concentration of Each Compound on Green Apple 
Vinegar was an attribute that the panel used to describe one aspect of the odours of both diacetyl and butyric acid 
and Figure 5. 13 shows that the levels of Vinegar observed in these mixtures were very low. Diacetyl had a 
significant positive effect on this attribute (log diacetyl , coefficient=2.04, p<0.001 ; log diacetyI2, 
coefficient=0.61, p<0.00 I). Ethyl butyrate had a significant, sl ightly suppressive effect on Vinegar (log ethyl 
butyrate, coefficient=-0.93 , p<0.001; ethyl butyrate2, coefficient=-0.56, p<0.00 I). Butyric acid had a significant 
positive effect on thi s attribute (log butyric acid, coefficient=0.84, p<0.001 , log butyric acid2, coefficient=0.96, 
p<0.00 I). The only other significant terms were the interactions between diacetyl and butyric acid (log 
diacetyl *log butyric acid, coefficient=-0.24, p=0.006), ethyl butyate and butyric acid (log ethyl butyrate*log 
butyric acid, coefficient=-0.17, p=0.04), ethyl butyrate and methional (log ethyl butyrate* log methional , 
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Effect of Varying the Concentration of Each Compound on Vinegar 
Artificial Fruit was an attribute associated with ethyl butyrate, and Figure 5.14 shows that, as expected, ethyl 
butyrate had a significant positive relationship with this attribute (log ethyl butyrate, coefficient=9 .02, p<0.00 I ; 
ethyl butyrate2, coefficient=3.96, p<0.001). Diacetyl and methional had suppressive effects on Artificial Fruit 
(log diacetyl, coefficient=-0.75 , p=0.006; log methional, coefficient=-4.48, p<0.001 ; log methionaI2, 
coefficient=-1.08, p<0.001 ). The only other significant effects were the binary interactions between ethyl 
butyrate and the three other compounds (log diacetyl*log ethyl butyrate, coefficient=-0.51 , p=0.005 ; log ethyl 
butyrate*log butyric acid , coefficient=-0.23, p<0.027; log ethyl butyrate*log methional , coefficient=-1.13, 
p<0.001). 
Fermented Fruit was also associated with ethyl butyrate, and its relationship with various concentrations of the 
four compounds can be seen in Figure 5.15. As would be expected, ethyl butyrate had a significant positive 
relationship with Fermented Fruit (log ethyl butyrate, coefficient=6.89, p<0.00 I; log ethyl butyrate2, 
coefficient=3.02, p<0.001 ). Methional had a significant suppressive effect on this attribute (log methional, 
coefficient=-3.06, p<0.00 I ; log methional2, coefficient=-0. 72, p<O.O 12). The only other significant effects were 
the binary interactions between diacetyl and ethyl butyrate (log diacetyl*log ethyl butyrate, coefficient=-0.46, 
p=<0.001), diacetyl and butyric acid (log diacetyl*log butyric acid, coefficient=-0.22, p=0.037), and ethyl 
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Figure 5.15 Effect of Varying the Concentration of Each Compound on Fermented Fruit 
Parmesan Cheese was an attribute that the panel used to describe butyric acid, and, as shown in Figure 5.16, was 
present at low levels in these mixtures. Predictably, butyric acid had a positive relationship with this attribute 
(log butyric acid, coefficient=3.18, p<0.001, log butyric acid2, coefficient= l.98, p<0.001). Both diacetyl and 




coefficient=- LOO, p=0.00 I; log diacety12, coefficient=-0.41, p=O.O 17; log ethyl butyrate, coefficient=-1.71 , 
p<0.001 ; log ethyl butyrate2, coefficient=-0.90, p<0.00 I). The interaction between diacetyl and ethyl butyrate 
was significant (log diacetyl*log ethyl butyrate, coefficient=0.24, p=0.048), as were the binary interactions 
between butyric acid and the other three compounds (log diacetyl*log butyric acid , coefficient=-0.24, p=0.35; 
log ethyl butyrate*log butyric acid, coefficient=-0.49, p<0.001; log butyric acid*log methional, coefficient=-
0.30, p=0.016). The only other significant effects were two of the ternary interactions (log diacetyl*log butyric 
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Effect of Varying the Concentration of Each Compound on Parmesan Cheese 
The panel also used the attribute Swiss Cheese to describe the odour ofbutyric acid . Figure 5.17 shows that this 
attribute was present at only low levels in these mixtures. As expected, butyric acid had a positive relationship 
with this attribute (log butyric acid, coefficient=2. l 2, p<0.00 I, log butyric acid 2, coefficient= J.09, p<0.00 I). 
Ethyl butyrate had a suppressive effect on the intensity of the Swiss Cheese attribute (log ethyl butyrate, 
coefficient=-0.92, p=0.001; log ethyl butyrate2, coefficient=-0.78, p<0.001). The only other significant term was 
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Figure 5.17 Effect of Varying the Concentration of Each Compound on Swiss Cheese 
The panel associated the Chemical attribute with high levels ofbutyric acid and Figure 5.18 shows that, as 
expected, butyric acid had a positive relationship with thi s attribute (log butyric acid, coefficient=2.12, p<0.00 I, 
log butyric acid2, coefficient= I .09, p<0.00 I). The only other sign ificant terms were the binary interactions 
between butyric acid and the three other compounds (log diacetyl*log butyric acid , coefficient=-0.38, p<0.001 ; 
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Cooked Potato was an attribute used to describe methional. As seen in Figure 5.19, Cooked Potato was present 
at high levels, relative to some of the other attributes. Methional had a significant, positive relationship with this 
attribute (log methional , coefficient= 19. I 1, p<0.001; log methional2, coefficient=S.34, p<0.00 l ). Diacetyl, ethyl 
butyrate, and butyric acid all had significant suppressive effects on Cooked Potato (log diacetyl, coefficient=-
1.14, p<0.001; Jog ethyl butyrate, coefficient=-1.97, p<0.001, Jog butyric acid, coefficient=-1.24, p<0.001, log 
butyric acid2, coefficient=-0.40, p=0.40). The only other significant effects were the binary interactions between 
methional and the other three compounds (log diacetyl*log methional, coefficient=-0.32, p=0.022; log ethyl 
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Figure 5.19 Effect of Varying the Concentration of Each Compound on Cooked Potato 
The second attribute the panel used to describe methional was Cooked Vegetable. Figure 5.20 shows that, as 
expected, methional had a significant, positive relationship with Cooked Vegetable (log methional, 
coefficient= ] 5.11 , p<0.00 l; Jog methionaI2, coefficient=4.6 l , p<0.00 I). Ethyl butyrate and butyric acid had 
significant suppressive effects on Cooked Vegetable (log ethyl butyrate, coefficient=-l.82, p<0.001, log ethyl 
butyrate2, coefficient=-0.40, p<0.02, Jog butyric aGid, coefficient=-l.55 , p<0.001 ). The only other significant 
effects were the binary interactions between methional and both ethyl butyrate and butyric acid (log ethyl 
butyrate*log methional, coefficient=-0.53, p<0.001; Jog butyric acid*log methional, coefficient=-0.56, p<0.001). 
No terms associated with diacetyl were significant in the model, and therefore varying the concentration of 
diacetyl is predicted to have no effect on the intensity of the Cooked Vegetable attribute. For this reason, Figure 
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Figure 5.20 Effect of Va rying the Concentration of Each Compound on Cooked Vegetable 
The panel also used the attribute Fishy to describe the odour of methional. Again, methional had a sign ificant, 
positive relationship with this attribute (Jog methional, coefficient=8.83 , p<0.00 I ; log methionaJ2, 
coefficient=2.59, p<0.00 I). Ethyl butyrate and butyric acid had significant suppressive effects on Fishy (log 
ethyl butyrate, coeffic ient=-1.28, p<0.001 ; log butyric ac id, coefficient=-0.51, p=0.008). The only other 
significant effects were the binary interactions between methional and both ethyl butyrate and butyric acid (log 
ethyl butyrate* log methional, coefficient=-0.46, p<0.001 ; log butyric acid*log methional, coefficient=-0.20, 
p=0.03). As with Cooked Vegetable, no terms assoc iated with diacetyl were significant in the model, and 
therefore varying the concentration of diacetyl is pred icted to have no effect on the intensity of the Fishy 
attribute. For this reason, Figure 5.2 1 does not contain any information about the effect of varying diacetyl. 
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Figure 5.21 Effect of Varying the Concentration of Each Compound on Fishy 
5.4 Discussion 
The results reported here indicate that trained descriptive panelists are able to describe the perceptual elements of 
a complex mixture in an analytical way. That is, they are able to use attributes that they have generated for 
individual mixture components to analyse a complex mixture into its component sensations, and accurately 
measure the intensity of those sensations. 
The key finding of this chapter was that the approach taken in this research could be applied to complex odour 
mixtures. That is, a trained descriptive panel could generate data for selected quaternary mixtures that could be 
used as the basis for a model, and that this model could be used to predict the sensory characteristics of any other 
mixture of the four odorants for which the model was developed . This indicates that the panelists were able to 
evaluate the mixtures sufficiently ana:Iytically that they could measure the intensity of the attributes of the 
individual components of the odour mixtures. 
There were many interactions between the components of the mixtures. Some attributes of certain mixture 
components were suppressed by the presence of other components, but the response surface regression was able 
to take into account the suppressive effects of certain interactions, so that the model developed was adequately 
predictive. There was no evidence of new qualities being synthesised in the odour mixtures; that is, there was no 
evidence of the mixtures possessing qualities that were different from those of the mixture components. 
Synthesis would have been evidenced by extensive use of the Other attribute, whereas there was very little use of 
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this attribute. Had new qualities been synthesised in these complex mixtures, the model would have been unable 
to predict them, and the usefulness of the model would have been extremely limited. 
This study adds important information to the findings of extensive work by Laing and colleagues, which has 
indicated that humans have great difficulty in identifying more than three components in an odour mixture. The 
approach taken in these experiments was obviously different from the approach taken by Laing and colleagues in 
their various experiments. Many ofLaing's studies used untrained subjects to measure the intensity of mixtures 
and their components, and/or investigated the ability of subjects, in some cases trained (Livermore and Laing, 
1996), but mostly untrained, to identify or detect the components of mixtures, under a variety of conditions ( e.g. 
Laing & Glemarec, 1992; Laing et al., 1994a; Livermore & Laing, 1998b; Jinks & Laing, 1999a; Jinks & Laing, 
1999b ). Other studies employed the odour profiling technique, where panelists are presented with a list of 
quality attributes, which are predetermined by the experimenter, and are required to rate the intensity of each 
attribute (e.g. Laing & Willcox, 1983; Jinks & Laing, 2001). In contrast, the research reported here used 
descriptive analysis, a procedure in which the attributes are determined by the subjects themselves, who then 
undergo an extensive training process in order to enable them to evaluate the stimuli according to these specific 
attributes. In employing this technique, the research reported here has probed the human perception of odour 
mixtures in a different way to previous studies. 
Studies which used the odour profiling technique have the most in common with this research, because they 
investigated the qualities of odours and their mixtures, which was the focus of this work. Laing and Willcox 
(1983) investigated the quality of odour mixtures, compared with the quality of the mixture components, using 
an odour profiling technique where subjects estimated the intensity of each of up to 152 quality descriptors, 
when presented with an odour. Although some of the subjects were familiar with the odour profiling technique, 
they could not be described as being trained panelists. In a subsequent study (Laing et al., 1984), the quality of 
odour mixtures was studied by measuring the perceived intensity of each component of the mixture. In that 
experiment, four compounds were chosen such that they each had a dominant quality, which could be described 
by a commonly used word. Subjects were required to rate the intensity of each component in binary mixtures, 
according to the commonly used word. Subjects were also required to rate the overall intensity of the stimulus. 
The results of the study of Laing et al. (1984) gave rise to the principles characterising the perception of odour 
mixtures, as described in Chapter 3. These principles discuss the quality of odour mixtures in terms of 
suppression or otherwise of one or both components, where each component is measured by one quality. In 
contrast, the study reported in this thesis investigated the odour quality of mixtures by understanding the multiple 
qualities of individual odours, and then measuring the multiple qualities of odour mixtures, using a trained 
descriptive panel. 
In a recent study, Jinks and Laing (2001) used the odour profiling technique with untrained subjects to examine 
what information about the qualities of individual odours is lost when the odours are mixed. In this case, 
subjects were presented with a list of 146 quality descriptors, and were required to rate the perceived intensity of 
those that were identified in the stimulus. This study showed that multiple attributes were relevant to each 
individual odour, and that, in some mixtures, the dominant qualities of individual odours were significantly 
reduced in intensity. The authors used this information to explain the inability of human subjects to identify 
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odours in complex mixtures, and to develop their configurational hypothesis of olfaction, described in Chapter I 
of this thesis. In some ways, the approach taken by Jinks and Laing (200 I) is similar to that taken in this study, 
in that multiple qualities of odours and their mixtures were measured. The study reported here concurs with the 
findings of Jinks and Laing (200 I), that qualities associated with individual odours can be suppressed by the 
presence of other odours in mixtures. 
In contrast to the study of Jinks and Laing (200 I), this study used trained descriptive panelists who underwent 
extensive training specific to the odorants being studied. The technique used in this study was descriptive 
analysis, which provided detailed information about the qualities of the individual odours and the qualities of the 
mixtures. The focus of the training, as well as the experiments, was on the quality of the odorants and their 
mixtures. An understanding of the qualities of the odorants and how the qualities of the mixtures related to the 
physical concentration of the individual odorants was the end in itself. The initial stages of the training involved 
the subjects agreeing on descriptive terms to use to describe the qualities of the odours, compared with the odour 
profiling technique which presents subjects with a predetermined list of quality terms. Through the extensive 
process of the development of a descriptive vocabulary and being trained to use it consistently, the panel was 
highly focussed on assessing the intensities of the attributes of the mixtures. The focus of this work was on 
understanding the relationship between the physical composition of odour mixtures and their perceived qualities, 
and attempting to develop a model that could be used to predict the qualities of odour mixtures, from a 
knowledge of the mixture components. This is complementary to the studies of Laing and colleagues, which 
have investigated the extent of, and causes for, the limitations of human olfaction. 
Essentially, the extensive studies of Laing and colleagues have investigated the limitations in perception of the 
population as a whole, and have gone a long way to identifying, understanding and explaining those limitations. 
In contrast, this work developed a predictive model, based on the perception of a group of highly trained 
subjects, that could be used to understand odour perception as it relates to a complex system, such as food. This 
model was developed with the stated objective of applying it to the development and formulation of food 
products, and potentially other consumer goods for which human perception of odour is important. 
In the design of the final experiment in this chapter, the amount of replication that could be included was limited 
by the logistics of the sheer number of samples required to adequately represent the large number of possible 
mixtures of four odours. It was decided that it was more appropriate to have all the samples that were included 
in the experiment evaluated by all the subjects, rather than including more samples but having each sample seen 
by only a subset of panelists. Because human perception varies between subjects, it was felt that the model 
should account for as much inter-individual variation as possible, at the possible cost of statistical power, which 
could have been improved with the inclusion of more replication. The model that was developed was shown to 
be able to predict the perception of any mixture of diacetyl, ethyl butyrate, butyric acid and methional. The real 
test of the validity of the model would be in its application to a practical problem - this is described in Chapter 6. 
t> 
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6 Evaluation of Cheeses 
6.1 Introduction 
The main objective of developing response surfaces for mixtures of three and four odour compounds, described 
in Chapter 5, was to determine whether or not it would be possible to develop a model that could be used to 
predict the sensory characteristics of given combinations of odour compounds. The model consists of the twelve 
equations developed in Chapter 5, which can be used to predict the intensity of each of the twelve attributes, for 
any possible mixture of diacetyl, ethyl butyrate, butyric acid and methional. Having shown that the model 
developed in Chapter 5 could successfully predict the characteristics of any given quaternary mixture, the next 
logical step was to apply this model to an understanding of cheese odour. 
The four compounds that were used in this study were chosen on the basis of their relevance to cheese odour in 
general, and their likely relevancc: to Parmesan cheese odour. There is little published information about the 
compounds that are important to the odour of Parmesan cheese, and a sub-objective of this experiment was to 
determine the importance of diacetyl, ethyl butyrate, butyric acid and methional to the odour of this particular 
cheese. 
This experiment related the sensory characteristics of Parmesan cheese to the characteristics of the odour 
mixtures, and attempted to determine whether a mixture of the four compounds could come close to imitating the 
odour of Parmesan cheese. This was the ultimate test of the overall approach taken in this research. lfthe model 
could be used to predict odour mixtures that were perceived to be similar to the odour of Parmesan cheese, the 
principle developed through the course of this research could be applied to product development and food 
formulation. That is, such a result would suggest that it is possible to develop a relatively simple model that 
could be used to predict the likely perception of a product formulated with known levels of particular odour 
compounds. If this was the case, the research carried out here would have proved its worth, in that a model that 
could be applied to the formulation of products that have defined sensory characteristics would have been 
developed. 
The experiment was carried out in two parts. In the first part, the panel evaluated the odour of a range of 
Parmesan-type cheeses using the attributes that they had been using to evaluate the odour mixtures. The 
response surface model developed for the four component mixtures was then used to predict combinations of 
compounds that would be likely to give the most similar sensory profile to the cheeses. The panel then evaluated 
the odours of a range of cheeses, and optimal mixtures of the four compounds, and indicated how close these 
odours were to their concept of the odour of Parmesan cheese. 
It was predicted that the model generated in the previous experiment would be able to be used to predict 
combinations of diacetyl, butyric acid, ethyl butyrate and methional that would be perceived to be 




6.2 Materials and Methods 
6.2.1 Part 1 
Three Parmesan-type cheeses were sourced for evaluation. 
I. Hard Grating cheese (Anchor Products, New Zealand) 
2. Perfect Italiano Parmesan cheese (Bonlac Foods, Australia) 
3. Parmigiano Reggiano (Italy, imported by Kapiti Cheeses) 
The cheese was ground in a food processor (Goldair, Model Number 5744) to produce uniform crumbs. Three 
heaped teaspoons of cheese were placed in 250 mL Schott bottles (as used in all other experiments). The cheese 
was placed in the bottle the evening before each panel session. 
The evaluations were carried out by 12 trained panelists; these were the same panelists who participated in the 
experiment evaluating the quaternary odour mixtures, less one who was unavailable for this experiment. The 
panelists evaluated these cheeses using Compusense, as described previously. The same ballot was used, 
containing the attributes that the panelists had used to evaluate the odour mixtures in the previous experiment. 
At the beginning of each session, panelists evaluated a warm-up sample, in the same manner in which the other 
samples were evaluated. The warm-up sample was always the Hard Grating cheese. After evaluating the warm-
up sample, the panelists had a 5-minute break in the foyer of the sensory evaluation area. After the break, the 
panelists returned to the booths and evaluated two samples, with a 6-minute break between each sample. After 
the second sample, the panelists left the booths and had a IO-minute break in the foyer of the sensory evaluation 
area. The panelists then returned to the booths for a further set of two samples, with a 6-minute break between 
them. This protocol was felt to be appropriate given that the panelists found the task of evaluating complex 
odours to be somewhat arduous. 
The experiment was carried out during a single I-hour session. Hard Grating cheese was presented as a 
duplicate sample, and the three samples plus the duplicate were presented in random order. The experiment was 
replicated the next day. 
Mean scores were calculated and plotted using Microsoft Excel 97 SR-2 (1997, Microsoft Corporation, 
Redmond, Washington, USA). Data were analysed by ANOVA and statistically significant differences between 
mean scores were determined using Tukey's tests. ANOVA and Tukey's test calculations were conducted using 
the General Linear Model function ofMinitab for Windows, release 13.1 (2000, Minitab Inc, State College, 
Pennsylvania, USA Inc.). 
6.2.2 Part 2 
The Solver tool in Microsoft Excel 97 SR-2 (1997, Microsoft Corporation Redmond, Washington, USA) was 
used, in conjunction with the regression equations generated in Chapter 5 and the attribute scores from Part I, to 
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generate mixtures to use in Part 2 of this experiment. The Excel Solver was used to predict combinations of the 
four odour compounds studied previously that were likely to produce similar combinations of sensory 
characteristics to those associated with the Parmesan cheeses studied in Part I. The Excel Solver uses the 
Generalized Reduced Gradient (GRG2) nonlinear optimization code. The regression equations developed in 
Chapter 5 can be used to predict the attribute scores that would be generated in response to a given concentration 
of each of the four odour compounds. The Excel Solver was used to minimise the sums of squares of differences 
between the attribute scores given by the panel for the Parmesan-type cheeses and the attribute scores as 
predicted by the regression equations developed in Chapter 5, by varying the concentrations of the four odour 
compounds. In this way, a mixture of odour compounds that was most likely to produce a combination of 
sensory attributes similar to those produced by the Parmesan-type cheeses was predicted by the model. The 
model consists of the twelve regression equations that were generated in Chapter 5. 
Six odour mixtures were selected in this way for use in Part 2. As each of the three Parmesan cheeses evaluated 
in Part I had a slightly different sensory profile, using the Excel Solver to minimise the difference in the sums of 
squares between the profile of each cheese and the profile predicted by the set of regression equations gave three 
different combinations of odour compounds. Two of the odour mixtures (mixtures I and 2) were generated with 
constraints on the concentrations of the compounds - the upper concentration was constrained to the highest 
concentration for each compound in the previous experiments. Mixtures I and 2 were based on the sensory 
profile of the New Zealand Hard Grating cheese and the Italian Parmigiano Reggiano cheese respectively. Four 
odour mixtures were generated with no constraints, based on the profile of the New Zealand Hard Grating 
Cheese - duplicate I (mixture 3), the Perfect Italiano Parmesan cheese (mixture 4), the Italian Parmigiano 
Reggiano cheese (mixture 5) and the New Zealand Hard Grating Cheese - duplicate 2 (mixture 6). The details 
of the odour mixtures are contained in Table 6.1. 
It was not anticipated that each different mixture would produce an exact match for the sensory properties of the 
Parmesan cheese on which it was based; rather, it was anticipated that, by examining several mixtures that the 
model predicted would fall within the realm of Parmesan cheese, it should be possible to establish whether or not 
the model could be used to predict mixtures of odour compounds that are perceived to be like the odour of 
Parmesan cheese, and consequently whether the premise of this research was valid or not. 
Table 6.1 Concentrations (ppm) of Each Component of Odour Mixtures used in Part 2 
Mixture Diacetyl Ethyl Butyrate Butyric Acid Methional 
I 20 4 4000 4.5 
2 12 55 4000 5.5 
3 45 7 11000 6 
4 30 20 1500 11 
5 6 35 6500 3 











New Zealand Gouda (Anchor Products, New Zealand) 
New Zealand Cheddar (Anchor Products, New Zealand) 
New Zealand Hard Grating cheese (Anchor Products, New Zealand) 
New Zealand Parmesan cheese (Kapiti Cheeses, New Zealand) 
Perfect Italiano Parmesan cheese (Bonlac Foods, Australia) 
Italian Grana Padano (imported by Kapiti Cheeses) 
Gouda and Cheddar cheeses were included in the experiment to provide some context for the similarity of the 
odour mixtures to Parmesan cheese - that is, to indicate whether the odour mixtures were more or less similar to 
Parmesan cheese odour than the odours of other varieties of cheese. 
The cheese was ground in a food processor (Magimix, Cuisine System 5100) to produce uniform crumbs. Three 
heaped teaspoons of cheese were placed in each bottle. Sample delivery and other experimental details were as 
described in previous chapters, except that the contents of the Schott bottles were obscured from view by paper 
that was taped around the bottles. All samples, mixtures and cheeses were prepared the evening before the panel 
session. 
Thirteen panelists were recruited for this experiment. Six of the panelists had been involved in the previous 
series of experiments. Because of attrition of the remaining original panelists, the other seven were recruited 
from other trained panels at the FRC, where they had been involved in evaluating cheese or cheese-related 
products. All of the panelists were women, and the average age was 44 years; their ages ranged between 33 and 
71 years.· 
As a preliminary to the experiment, the panelists completed a questionnaire, which asked them about their 
familiarity with Parmesan-type cheeses. This was carried out in the anticipation that people who were very 
familiar with Parmesan-type cheeses might be less likely to consider the odour of a mixture of odour compounds 
to be similar· to the odour of cheese than those less familiar with these types of cheeses. A copy of this 
questionnaire is contained in Appendix 1. 
The model developed in the previous chapter is necessarily limited by the fact that it is based on only four odour 
compounds. It is unlikely that these four odour compounds would account for all the complex odour notes of 
Parmesan cheese, but it was anticipated that the model would be able to predict combinations of odour 
compounds that were perceived to be within the perceptual realm of Parmesan cheese. In order to determine 
this, it was considered that the most appropriate technique was one in which the samples were assessed in a 
holistic fashion, allowing for the evaluation of the overall perception of the mixtures and the cheeses. 
The method chosen was based on that used by Dacremont and Vickers (1994a), in which subjects were asked to 
assess a number of samples and determine whether or not the samples corresponded with their concept of 
Cheddar cheese. Dacremont and Vickers (1994a) adopted an approach previously reported by Ishii and 
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O'Mahoney (1987; 1991) in which subjects were asked to respond whether or not experimental samples fell 
within or outside a defined concept with an associated response of"sure" or "not sure". From this data an R-
index was calculated which measured the probability that a particular sample was included within a subject's 
defmition of a concept. An R-index of 100% indicated that a sample is completely distinguishable from the 
concept and an R-index of 50% represented chance discrimination - that is, that the sample was judged as being 
identical to the concept (Ishii and O'Mahoney, 1991). Ishii and O'Mahoney (1991) defined the concept with a 
reference sample, which was included in the experiment and provided the estimate of noise that is required for 
the R-index calculation. Dacremont and Vickers (1994a) extended this approach by having subjects evaluate the 
samples in comparison to remembered sensations of Cheddar cheese odour, rather than using explicit references. 
The Cheddar cheese that was most often evaluated as being within the subjects concept of Cheddar cheese was 
used to provide the noise data for the R-index calculation. Dacremont and Vickers (1994a) found that subjects 
could reliably indicate which cheeses matched their concept of Cheddar cheese and that the R-index was an 
appropriate method for determining the extent to which a sensation matches a concept shared by a group of 
subjects. 
In the experiment reported here, 12 samples (six mixtures and six cheeses) were presented in one session. The 
samples were presented in a different random order to each panelist. The panelists were required to sniff each 
sample, without looking down the neck of the bottle, and to indicate whether the odour matched their concept of 
Parmesan cheese odour. They responded "Parmesan cheese - sure", "Parmesan cheese - not sure", "Not 
Parmesan cheese - not sure" or "Not Parmesan cheese - sure". These data were then used to calculate R-index 
values (O'Mahony, 1988) for each cheese. This method has advantages over pair-wise similarity estimates, a 
method that could have been used in this experiment, because it requires only one evaluation per sample and 
avoids issues of response bias, as discussed earlier. A sorting task could have been used to determine groups of 
samples and whether any of the odour mixtures would be grouped with cheeses, but if the samples were all very 
different or all very similar, information would have been lost. A copy of the paper ballot used in this 
experiment is contained in Appendix J. The experiment was replicated 1 week later with the samples presented 
in a different random order to each panelist. 
ANOVA was performed on the R-indices and statistically significant differences between mean scores were 
determined using Tukey's tests. ANOV A and Tukey's test calculations were conducted using the General Linear 
Model function of Minitab for Windows, release 13 .1 (2000, Minitab Inc, State College, Pennsylvania, USA 
Inc.). 
6.3 Results 
6.3.1 Part 1 
The attribute mean scores for the cheese samples are plotted in Figure 6.1. A table containing the mean scores, 
ANOV A and Tukey's test results is contained in Appendix K. 
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The analysis showed that there was a significant difference between the samples for the attribute Vinegar (F3,78 = 
3.04, p = 0.034). The Perfect Parmesan cheese was perceived to be less intense in Vinegar than the other 
cheeses, but the only statistically significantly difference was between the Perfect Parmesan and the Parmigiano 
Reggiano. There were also significant differences between the samples for the attributes Artificial Fruit (F3,78 = 
5.87, p = 0.001), Fermented Fruit (F3,78 = 7.37, p = 0.000), Parmesan Cheese (F3,78 = 7.62, p = 0.000) and 
Chemical (F3,78 = 3.04, p = 0.017). The Parmigiano Reggiano was significantly higher in Artificial Fruit and 
Fermented Fruit than the other cheeses, and the Perfect Parmesan cheese was significantly less intense in 
Parmesan Cheese than the other cheeses. The Perfect Parmesan cheese was perceived to be more intense in 
Cooked Vegetable than the other cheeses, but the only statistically significant difference was between the Perfect 
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Attribute Mean Scores for the Sensory Attributes of a Range of Parmesan Cheeses 
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The panelists also recorded any Other attributes they found in the samples. The presence of Other attributes 
indicates that, predictably, some characteristics of the cheeses were not captured by the range of attributes that 
the panel had been using to evaluate the odour mixtures. The terms used by the panel to describe these 
additional attributes of the cheese give some insight into the different characteristics of the different Parmesan 
cheeses. Six panelists found that the Hard Grating cheese had a Burnt/Cooked note and seven panelists found 
that the Perfect Parmesan cheese had this note. Six panelists reported that the Hard Grating cheese was 
characterised by Marmite/Savoury notes and four panelists found Buttery notes in this cheese. Three panelists 
found that the Perfect Parmesan had Onion notes and eight panelists found this cheese to have Cowy/Eggy notes. 
Five panelists reported that the Kapiti Parmigiano Reggiano had Marmite/Savoury notes and four panelists found 
that this cheese had Fruity notes. 
6.3.2 Part 2 
The results from the preliminary questionnaire indicated that approximately half of the panel were low level 
consumers of Parmesan cheese (purchased for use at home once a year or less) and the other half were moderate 
consumers of Parmesan cheese (purchased for use at home between two and 12 times a year). Ten of the 13 
panelists had evaluated Parmesan cheese in their role as a panelist at the FRC, and all but one stated that they 
liked Parmesan cheese. As there did not appear to be any relationship between panelists' familiarity with 
Parmesan cheese and their results in the experiment proper, the panel was treated as a homogeneous group. 
The results from each session were initially treated separately, and R-indices were calculated for each sample for 
each session so that any inter-session variation could be detected. The results from both sessions were then 
combined to give the final R-index calculations. 
For the R-index to be calculated, an estimate of the noise level is required. In this case, we used the cheese that 
was most often rated as "Parmesan - sure" in the same way as described by Dacremont and Vickers ( 1994b ). 
This provides a measure of the panel response to a cheese that does fall within the Parmesan cheese concept. 
The R-index values are then calculated relative to this cheese, which is referred to as the reference cheese. The 
R-indices give the probability of the other odours being perceived as not like Parmesan cheese, compared with 
the reference cheese. For both sessions, the reference cheese was New Zealand Parmesan cheese (Kapiti 
Cheeses) because this was the cheese that was most often evaluated as falling within the subjects' concept of 
Parmesan cheese. The reference cheese has an R-index value of 50%. R-indices range between 50 and 100%, 
with an R-index of 100% indicating an odour very unlike the panelists' concept of Parmesan cheese odour. R-
indices for all samples for both sessions and for the combined data are contained in Table 6.2. 
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Table 6.2 R-indices for Cheeses and Odour Mixtures 
Odour Mixtures R-lndex R-lndex R-lndex 
(Session l) (Session 2) (Combined) 
Diacetyl Ethyl Butyric Methional 
(ppm) Butyrate Acid (ppm) 
(ppm) (ppm) 
1 20 4 4000 4.5 63% 54% 58% 
2 12 55 4000 5.5 65% 64% 65% 
3 45 7 11000 6 67% 64% 65% 
4 30 20 1500 11 71% 68% 70% 
5 6 35 6500 3 58% 64% 62% 
6 15 
,., 
8000 5 66% 54% 59% .) 
Cheeses 
New Zealand Gouda 91% 79% 85% 
New Zealand Hard Grating 71% 57% 63% 
New Zealand Cheddar 95% 80% 88% 
Perfect Italiano Parmesan 67% 54% 60% 
New Zealand Parmesan (Kapiti) 50% 50% 50% 
Italian Grana Padano 68% 69% 70% 
It was clear that the panelists could distinguish between the odours of different types of cheeses, and determine 
whether or not the odours fell within their concept of Parmesan cheese odour. With R-indices of 85% and 88% 
respectively (combined data), the odours of Gouda and Cheddar cheese were clearly outside the panelists' 
concept of Parmesan cheese. Interestingly, the Italian Parmesan cheese had an R-index of70%, whereas the 
New Zealand Hard Grating cheese, the Australian Parmesan cheese and the New Zealand Parmesan cheese had 
R-indices of 63, 60 and 50% respectively. All of the odour mixtures had R-indices between 58% and 70%. 
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Figure 6.2 Similarity of Odour Mixtures to Parmesan Cheeses 
AN OVA was performed on the R-indices to quantify the degree of difference between the panelists' perception 
of the similarity of the various samples to their concept of Parmesan cheese odour. The New Zealand Parmesan 
(Kapiti) was excluded from the analysis because this was the cheese that was used to calculate the R-indices for 
the other samples. The ANOVA showed there was a significant difference between the R-indices (F 10,J0=7.66, 
p=0.002). The Tukey's tests showed that all mixtures except Mixture 4 had R-indices that were significantly 
different from the R-indices for the Gouda and the Cheddar cheeses. All of the mixtures had R-indices that were 
not significantly different from the R-indices of the three Parmesan-type cheeses. The R-index for Mixture 4 
was not significantly different from any of the other samples. Mixture 4 was designed to match the profile of the 
Perfect Italiano Parmesan cheese, profiled in Part I of this experiment. This cheese had a significantly lower 
score for the Parmesan Cheese attribute than any of the other cheeses, and scored higher than any of the other 
cheeses for Cooked Vegetable, and lower for Vinegar, and Chemical. It seems that the profile of this cheese was 
not typical of a Parmesan-type cheese, which explains the fact that a mixture generated to produce the same 
profile was not found to be as close to the panelists' concept of Parmesan cheese as other mixtures. This also 
demonstrates that the model is sensitive enough to predict mixtures that do vary in their adherence to a particular 
sensory concept. Interestingly, the sample of Perfect Italiano Parmesan used in Part 2 of this experiment did 
have an odour that concurred with the panelists' concept of Parmesan cheese. It is possible that the sample of 
this cheese used in Part I was atypical in flavour, especially since it was described as having Onion and Cowy 
notes, which are not typical of Parmesan-type cheeses. The New Zealand Hard Grating cheese and the Perfect 
Italian Parmesan cheese had R-indices that were significantly different from the Gouda and Cheddar cheeses, but 
not different from any of the mixtures. The Italian Grana Padano had an R-index that was not significantly 
different from that of any of the other samples. This cheese was probably less like the panelists' concept of 
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Parmesan cheese than the other Parmesan cheeses in the experiment because few New Zealanders are regular 
consumers of Italian Parmesan cheese. The details of this analysis are contained in Appendix K. 
6.4 Discussion 
The major finding of this experiment was that the model developed in the preceding chapter could be used to 
predict combinations of odour compounds that would simulate cheese odour. Specifically, the model was used 
to provide combinations of odour compounds that were perceived by a sensory panel to smell like Parmesan-
type cheese. 
As discussed in Section 1.1, the compounds used to generate the data for the construction of the model have been 
shown to be important odour compounds in many different types of cheeses, including Cheddar, Emmentaler, 
and Camembert. There has been only one study into the important odour compounds of Parmesan cheese, and 
this found that ethyl butyrate, methional and butyric acid were important. That is, the compounds were not 
chosen because it was known that they ~re important to Parmesan cheese flavour, but because there is substantial 
evidence that they are important to the flavour of all cheese types. Therefore, the fact that the model can predict 
combinations of these compounds that will be perceived to be more similar to a specific cheese type (Parmesan), 
than to other cheese types (Cheddar, Gouda) indicates that it is very useful. 
All of the odour mixtures that were suggested by the model were perceived by the panel to smell as or more like 
the panelists' concept of Parmesan-type cheese than an Italian Parmesan cheese (Grana Padano). Grana Padano 
smelt less like the panelists' concept of Parmesan cheese than the other three Parmesan cheeses in the 
experiment, which were all of New Zealand or Australian origin. It is not surprising that Grana Padano was less 
closely related to the panelists' concept of Parmesan cheese, as few New Zealanders consume Italian Parmesan 
cheese regularly. Previous unpublished work at the FRC has indicated that Italian Parmesan cheeses such as 
Grana Padano and Parmigiano Reggiano are generally more "fruity" and less "butyric" than their Australasian 
counterparts (Greenwood & Turnbull, 2001). Italian Parmigiano Reggiano has been reported to be more 
strongly "sweet estery" in flavour than American Parmesan-type cheeses, with these notes being ascribed to high 
levels of ethyl esters (Ha & Lindsay, 1991 ). This is consistent with the results from Part 1 of this experiment, in 
which the Parmigiano Reggiano cheese scored more highly for the attributes Artificial Fruit and Fermented Fruit 
than the other Parmesan cheeses. The panel used these attributes to describe the odour of ethyl butyrate. Ethyl 
butyrate and ethyl hexanoate have been shown to be the two most potent odorants in the neutral component of 
the volatile extract of Grana Padano cheese (Moio & Addeo, 1998) and ethyl esters have been found at high 
levels in Parmigiano Reggiano cheese (Meinhart & Schreier, 1986). It is likely that these esters are present at 
lower levels in Australasian Parmesan-type cheeses than in Italian Parmesan cheeses, but there is no published 
work in this area to confirm this. 
All of the odour mixtures contained high levels ofbutyric acid, which has been shown to be by far the most 
potent odorant in the acidic component of the volatile extract of Grana Padano cheese (Moio & Addeo, 1998), 
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and it has been shown that butyric acid is present in Parmesan-type cheese at levels up to 6585 ppm (Ha & 
Lindsay, 1991). As butyric acid is one of the most potent odorants in Parmesan-type cheeses, and given that it 
was the component at the highest concentration in all the odour mixtures, the question of whether the panel 
might consider the odour ofbutyric acid alone to be within their concept of Parmesan cheese odour should be 
considered. lfbutyric acid was the sole determinant of whether or not an odour mixture was perceived to be like 
the odour of Parmesan-type cheese, we would expect that increasing the concentration ofbutyric acid would 
result in mixtures that were perceived to be more like Parmesan-type cheese, perhaps up to some optimum 
concentration, beyond which increasing the concentration would result in an odour less like Parmesan cheese. 
The odour mixtures examined in this experiment included a wide range of concentrations ofbutyric acid, from a 
concentration less than that considered by the panel to be of high intensity (1500 ppm) to one more than five 
times higher than the high intensity concentration (11000 ppm). All of these odour mixtures fell within the 
panelists' concept of Parmesan cheese odour. Further, the panel found that two odour mixtures, both containing 
the same concentration ofbutyric acid (4000 ppm) differed in their similarity to the Parmesan cheese concept. 
Consequently, it can be concluded that the model produced odour mixtures that, in their entirety, produce an 
odour similar to that of Parmesan cheese. However, it could be of interest, in future work, to repeat the 
experiment including some odour samples that consisted only ofbutyric acid, to assess how similar to Parmesan 
cheese odour this single compound is perceived to be. 
The findings reported in this chapter were the culmination of the preceding research, in which the panel had 
evaluated selected mixtures in order to provide data from which the model was developed. It was anticipated 
that this model would be able to be used in a practical way, to provide useful information and guidance to the 
formulators of food products. Here it was proven that the model could be used to predict combinations of odour 
compounds that are perceived to be very similar to the odour of Parmesan cheese. As discussed in Chapter I, 
most food formulators are reliant on information from GCO to provicle them with guidance about the most 
important, or potent, odour compounds in a food. Measures of potency are obtained in relation to single odour 
compounds, and very little is usually known about interactions between compounds, or about the perception of 
mixtures of compounds. Consequently, when using this information to formulate food products, such as 
processed or analogue cheeses, trial and error plays a large part in attempting to find combinations of odours that 
will produce the desired perception. In contrast, the approach reported here can be used to obtain information 
about the desired perception, as measured by a trained descriptive panel, and the model can be used to predict 
combinations of compounds that will produce that perception. 
The approach taken here represents an innovation in food flavour research, particularly in the way that flavour 
chemistry and sensory evaluation are used together to understand and predict food flavour. Using the 
information provided by flavour chemistry about odorants that are likely to be important to the flavour of a food 
product, sensory evaluation can be used to understand how these individual odorants interact, and how 
combinations of the odorants are likely to be perceived. Based on this knowledge, a model that will predict how 
any given combination of these odorants is likely to be perceived can be developed, and this model can be used 




The research reported here took a novel approach to the understanding, and investigation, of cheese flavour. The 
findings can be generalised to food flavour, and even to other products that are chosen or consumed primarily on 
the basis of their sensory characteristics. 
Cheese flavour is extremely complex, and volatile odour compounds are the major contributors to cheese 
flavour. Different cheeses are primarily differentiated on the basis of differences in the volatile compounds 
present in each cheese, and their relative concentrations. Consequently, this study focused on understanding 
cheese odour, or, more generally, understanding food odour. 
The approach was unique in several ways. 
1. It acknowledged that understanding food odour meant understanding human perception of complex odour 
mixtures. Traditionally, studies of food odour have been reliant on information about the sensory impact of 
single compounds, thought to be important to the odour of the particular food, but little attention has been 
paid to the perception of combinations of odours. 
2. It used trained panelists and descriptive analysis to understand the perception of odour mixtures. Most 
published investigations into the study of odour mixtures have used untrained panelists and none have used 
descriptive analysis. 
3. In contrast to the "deconstructivist" approach generally taken to the understanding of food odour, this 
research examined the interactions that occur as a mixture increases in complexity, as opposed to reducing 
the odour to its component parts and focusing only on understanding the parts. 
From the approach taken here, a model that could be used to predict the sensory characteristics of any mixture of 
the four odour compounds that have been studied was developed. No prior studies have developed a technique 
for predicting the characteristics that a human subject will perceive in a given mixture of odour compounds. The 
tool that was developed froj this research has a wide range of applications. As demonstrated in Chapter 6, it 
can be used to ascertain which combinations of odour compounds will give rise to desired sensory characteristics 
in a food product formulated with these specific odour compounds. Conversely, it could be used to predict what 
sensory characteristics would be likely to be perceived in a product formulated with a given mixture of the odour 
compounds. This approach could have extensive application in the development of not only formulated food 
products but also other formulated products, such as perfumes, laundry detergents, personal hygiene products or 
any other product in which the perception of odour is important. Additionally, this approach could be applied to 
pollution problems, and used to indicate the likely human perception of mixtures of pollutant odours. 
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7 .1 Implications for Flavour Chemistry 
The standard approach to understanding the flavour chemistry of a food product is to extract, separate and 
identify the flavour compounds present in the food. GCO is then usually used to determine which of the 
hundreds of flavour compounds are actually likely to be making a contribution to the flavour of the product. 
As discussed by Laing (1994), given the importance of interactions between components to perception, and the 
limited ability of humans to perceive individual odours in mixtures, a list of the ten most potent odorants in a 
food product is not necessarily meaningful information. As GCO examines the impact of each compound in 
isolation from the others, there is no measure or indication of perceptual interactions. Grosch (200 I) suggested 
that odorants with higher indications of potency (for example, odour activity values) are often essential for the 
aroma, but that there are some exceptions where odorants with high odour activity values are suppressed, and 
compounds with lower odour activity values are important contributors. 
The study reported here provides a template for an approach to flavour chemistry that acknowledges the 
importance of human perception of complex mixtures, and the perceptual interaction of odours in a mixture. 
Odour compounds that are likely to be important to a particular food are first identified, using the usual 
extraction, identification and GCO methodology. Once these compounds have been identified, a sensory panel 
is trained to measure each of the qualities associated with these compounds using descriptive analysis. From 
these data, a model that will provide information about interactions between the compounds, such as suppression 
or enhancement, is developed. Further, the model can be used to predict the way that combinations of these 
compounds will be perceived, and to indicate combinations of those compounds that are likely to emulate the 
flavour of the food in question, which is often the ultimate aim of the flavour chemist. 
Once understanding of the core flavour has been established, as has been done here for Parmesan cheese, 
subtleties can be explored. For example, this work showed that the model can specify combinations of 
compounds that are perceived to fall within the realm of Parmesan cheese in general. It could be of interest to 
try to determine combinations of compounds that would be perceived to be similar to Italian Parmesan-type 
cheeses specifically, as opposed to their New Zealand counterparts. As discussed in Chapter 6, Italian 
Parmesan-type cheeses are generally understood to be more "fruity" in flavour than their Australasian 
equivalents: By extraction and analysis ofltalian Parmesan-type cheeses, one could determine what esters are 
present in the Italian Parmesan-type cheeses, and the panel could be trained to measure the qualities associated 
with these esters. The panel would then be presented with mixtures containing the esters, and would assess the 
intensities of all the qualities associated with each mixture. It may be that the experiment could be designed by 
treating the base mixture of the four compounds studied here (diacetyl, ethyl butyrate, butyric acid and 
methional) as one factor, with the new esters added at high and low levels as other factors. This would keep the 
experiment to a manageable size. A model would then be developed based on the data from the panel's 
evaluation, as described in Chapter 5. Subsequently, the trained panel would evaluate a range ofltalian 
Parmesan-type cheeses according to the attributes it had used to evaluate the mixtures, as described in Chapter 6. 
The model would be used to predict combinations of compounds that would be likely to give the same sensory 
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profile as the Italian Parmesan-type cheeses. These combinations of odours would be tested, as in Chapter 6, for 
their similarity to the odour ofltalian Parmesan-type cheeses. Because New Zealand trained panelists are 
generally unfamiliar with Italian Parmesan-type cheeses, it would be wise for the panel to be presented with a 
cheese sample as a control against which to make their assessment of similarity, rather than assessing the 
similarity of the mixtures to their concept of the odour ofltalian Parmesan-type cheese. This example 
demonstrates how the approach developed in this thesis could be extended and applied to food flavour 
investigations, once a core model has been established. 
7 .2 Synthesis versus Analysis 
Prior to the completion of this series of experiments, it was considered unlikely that such a predictive model 
could be developed, based on the published information about the perception of complex mixtures. Research in 
the area indicated that it was unlikely that humans would be able to perceive complex mixtures sufficiently 
analytically to produce data suitable for this approach. However, few previous studies of odour mixtures had 
employed trained panelists performing descriptive analysis. A recently published study that did use descriptive 
analysis to investigate the contribution of particular odour compounds to apple odour found that panelists were 
able to recognise the unique contribution of the three compounds of interest when they were added to a complex 
mixture of up to ten odorants (Bult et al., 2002). Bult et al. (2002) suggest that the provision of specific 
descriptors, through the use of the descriptive analysis procedure, aided the subjects in detecting individual 
characteristics in complex mixtures. Bult et al. (2002) also suggested that the task required of the subjects in the 
descriptive analysis procedure was more conducive to the detection of individual characteristics in complex 
mixtures than tasks commonly employed in the study of complex odour mixtures, particularly by Laing et al. 
( e.g. Laing and Francis, 1989; Laing and Gelmarec, 1992; Livermore and Laing, 1996), where the subjects were 
required to focus on physical components rather than sensory characteristics, and were required to make an 
absolute decision on whether a component was present or not. The research reported here also showed that 
trained descriptive panelists can describe the perceptual elements ofa mixture in an analytical way. That is, they 
are able to use attributes that they have generated to describe individual mixture components, to analyse a 
complex mixture into its component sensations and to accurately measure the intensity of those sensations. A 
recent study by Jinks and Laing (2001 ), which used the odour profiling technique, also showed that in complex 
odour mixtures many of the individual qualities of an odour could be detected, albeit that they may be somewhat 
suppressed by the presence of other odours. It seems that, although there is a distinct limit to the number of 
physical components that human subjects can detect in odour mixtures, the capability to detect and assess the 
intensity of specific sensory characteristics of those odours is not as limited, particularly when the subjects are 
highly trained, and, through the use of descriptive analysis, are provided with specific descriptors to use to 
evaluate the intensities of the individual features of the mixtures. 
According to previous research, it is not clear whether the sense of smell is analytic or synthetic. Essentially, the 
concepts of synthetic and analytic perception sit at the two ends of a continuum, with the actual behaviour of the 
sense of smell somewhere between. The utility of even making the distinction begins to seem somewhat 






(Laing & Willcox, 1983; Laing et al., 1984; Livermore & Laing, 1996). The question of the practical value of 
making a synthetic/analytic distinction has been raised elsewhere (Engen, 1982b ), with the observation that even 
in vision, often used as an example of a synthetic sense, observers are able to judge an orange light in terms of its 
yellowness and redness. In fact, the most relevant description may well be that of fusion, as described by 
McBumey (1986). Fusion is defined as a perceptual mode in which the components blend perceptually to form a 
unitary whole, which is not itself a new sensation and can be decomposed into its components with careful 
attention. 
At the outset of these studies, it was stated that the analytic/synthetic distinction was relevant to this research 
because one of the issues of interest is understanding at what point a collection of individual odours comes to be 
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perceived as a synthetic whole, cheese odour. The results of this study support the concept of fusion. Trained, 
descriptive analysis panelists were able to evaluate odour mixtures according to predefined attributes that related 
to the qualities of the individual odours, but they were also able to perceive the odour of mixtures as being 
similar to the odour of cheese. Untrained panelists were shown to perceive mixtures similarly to trained 
descriptive panelists. The conclusion from this work is, therefore, that humans perceive complex odour stimuli 
neither synthetically nor analytically. Although complex olfactory stimuli may give rise to unitary perceptions, 
humans are able to detect component sensations if they pay careful attention. The training given to panelists 
used in descriptive analysis probably enhances their ability to detect the component sensations, and almost 
certainly enhances their ability to describe them. This does not necessarily mean that subjects can identify the 
actual physical components giving rise to the sensations, as the studies of Laing and co-workers have 
conclusively shown that humans have great difficulty in identifying or even perceiving more than three 
components in odour mixtures (Laing & Francis, 1989; Laing & Glemarec, 1992; Livermore & Laing, 1996; 
Livermore & Laing, 1998a; Livermore & Laing, 1998b). However, individual qualities associated with the 
physical components generally seem to be able to be perceived in complex mixtures, even if some information is 
lost. 
The recently proposed "configurational hypothesis of olfaction" (Jinks & Laing, 200 I) is consistent with the 
concept of fusion as the most likely description for olfaction. Jinks and Laing (2001) found that, even when 
subjects were able to identify most of the prominent qualities ofan odorant in a mixture, they could not 
necessarily identify the odorant. Conversely, when ratings of some prominent odorant qualities were 
dramatically reduced in the mixture, compared with the unmixed odorant, the odorant itself could still be 
identified. The authors suggested that the ratio of the perceived intensities of the various qualities associated 
with an odorant is important to the identification of that odorant. The configurational hypothesis of olfaction 
proposes that the olfactory system functions on two levels in the analysis of a mixture. On one level, the odour 
is identified as a single percept, whether or not it is in fact a single odorant, or a complex mixture of odorants. 
On the other level, analysis occurs, which identifies the individual qualities of the odour. This is consistent with 
the concept of fusion, in that, with careful attention, the single percept can be decomposed into its component 
qualities. The work reported here is consistent with the findings of Jinks and Laing (200 I), in that odour 
compounds were characterised by multiple qualities, some of which were suppressed by interactions with other 
odours, in complex mixtures. This research developed a model that took the effect of interactions between 
odours into account, and was able to predict the perception of complex odour mixtures. 
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7 .3 Sensory Methodologies 
This research showed that the perceptual frameworks of trained panelists and untrained panelists are essentially 
the same. That is, the extensive training undergone by a descriptive panel, and their accumulated experience, 
does not fundamentally change the way that they perceive binary odour mixtures, when compared with a group 
of untrained subjects. The series of experiments reported in Chapter 4 indicated that trained panelists were able 
to detect and measure multiple qualities in binary mixtures, and that the perceptual relationships between those 
mixtures and their components were similar,. whether the panel was evaluating them using descriptive analysis or 
using the triadic method. From this experiment, it was concluded that the fundamental perceptual framework of 
the subjects was unaffected by both their training and experience and by the task required of them. Given the 
extensive discussion in the literature regarding differences in behaviour or perception of trained panelists 
compared with untrained consumers, it was interesting to find no differences between the results from the two 
groups. Additionally, in the context of questions having been raised regarding the validity of descriptive 
analysis as a method for describing odour stimuli, this experiment showed that descriptive analysis provides a 
valid method for probing perceptual information about stimuli, at least in the context of the binary odour 
mixtures examined in this research. It is concluded that descriptive analysis provides a legitimate tool for 
obtaining perceptual information about olfactory stimuli, and that the requirements to analyse and verbalise do 
not distort the reported perception to a significant extent. However, given that the research reported here 
compared descriptive analysis to a holistic evaluation method only for simple, binary mixtures, it is important for 
the sensory professional to remain aware of the inherent requirements of descriptive analysis, and the way in 
which these requirements might bias the reported perception. As suggested by Lawless (1999), it is important 
that sensory scientists remain aware of the assumptions upon which commonly used methods are based, and bear 
these in mind in interpretation of the results that these methods produce. 
7.4 Concentration and Quality 
Primarily, this research focused on the study of odour mixtures. However, as a preliminary to the main study, 
the four odours were examined individually, in order to develop an understanding of how the quality of these 
odours varied with concentration. Examination of prior research in this area found few studies of how odour 
quality changed with concentration, and no published studies that explored these changes using descriptive 
analysis. Most studies ignore the fact that the quality of an odour may not be invariant as concentration changes. 
The research carried out here provided quantitative information about the relationships between concentration, 
intensity and quality for the four compounds that were studied. This study showed that the perceived quality of 
an odorant can change with concentration, and that the relationship between concentration and quality is of 
different complexity for different odour compounds. The relationships between concentration and perceived 
intensity were shown to be different for the four compounds studied. This part of the study provided important 
information for the formulation of food products. It was unique in its use of descriptive analysis to provide 
quantitative information about the quality of these odours. It is important for product developers to understand 
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that the quality imparted by a particular odorant will vary with concentration, and to understand the nature of 
these variations. 
7 .5 Model versus Reality 
The model developed in this study is a simplistic representation of a food system. It allows for evaluation only 
by orthonasal sniffing, examines the interactions of only volatile odour compounds and does not allow for the 
examination of any flavour release effects. 
As discussed in Chapter I, flavour perception is a complex interaction between, primarily, taste, sensed in the 
mouth, and odour, sensed in the nasal cavity, both ortho- and retronasally. The structure of the food matrix will 
affect the way in which the flavour and odour compounds are released, and consequently will affect the 
concentration of these compounds in the saliva, and the way the food is perceived (Buettner & Schieberle, 2000). 
It has been shown (Voirol & Daget, 1987) that there are slight differences in odour quality and intensity when an 
odour is perceived retronasally versus orthonasally. The main finding ofVoirol and Daget (1987) was that all 
the qualities associated with meat odour were perceived to be slightly Jess intense via the retronasal pathway 
than orthonasally. The authors suggested that this is a result of the difference in flow rates through the nasal 
cavity associated with each type of sensation. As the differences were slight, it is likely that the model 
developed here is not compromised by the fact that it relies only on orthonasal sniffing. However, it has also 
been shown that subjects who were.trained to identify stimuli by odour (orthonasal) had great difficulty in 
identifying the same stimuli when the stimuli were presented directly to the mouth (Rozin, 1982). Obviously, a 
natural next step for this type ofresearch would be to present stimuli to subjects in a more natural way, via the 
mouth, so that subjects would experience the odour both ortho- and retronasally. 
In a study of mixtures oftastants and odorants (Murphy & Cain, 1980), it was found that there was no systematic 
interaction between taste and odour, regardless of whether the odour-taste mixtures were harmonious (citral and 
sucrose) or dissonant (citral and sodium chloride). However, both types of mixtures did invoke taste-smell 
confusion whereby odours evoked sensations of taste. In a more recent study (Davidson et al., 1999), evidence 
was found of perceptual interaction between odour and taste. The authors of this study measured sucrose 
concentration in the mouth and menthone concentration in the nose, in conjunction with a panel's measurement 
of mint flavour using time intensity techniques. They found that perceived mint flavour did not follow the 
change in menthone concentration. Instead, the time intensity curve for mint followed the sucrose release curve 
very closely. The authors suggested that, although there may be a relationship between the perception of mint 
flavour in chewing gum and the presence of sucrose in-mouth, it is also possible that, although the panel was 
well trained and instructed to evaluate mint, they may have confused loss of sweetness with the Joss of mint 
flavour. Another possibility, suggested by the authors, is that the panelists became adapted to menthone flavour 
with time and that the adaptation period coincided with the timing of the sucrose release. 
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On the whole, it seems likely that there are interactions between taste and odour, even if they are the result of 
confusion and the ascribing of taste qualities to odours. As discussed in an extensive review by Prescott (1999), 
the distinction between taste, odour and flavour may be somewhat artificial. Many odours are commonly 
described as sweet or sour, and Prescott (1999) suggested that this is the result of the way in which flavours are 
encoded in memory as whole objects. For example, our experience of strawberry is one of strawberry odour in 
conjunction with the sweetness of the strawberry; thus, sniffing strawberry odour activates the memory of 
strawberry, which includes sweetness. In the study discussed earlier (Davidson et al., 1999), it is likely that the 
panel's perception of mint flavour included some sweetness, so that, as sweetness decreased, their perception 
was that the mint flavour was decreasing in intensity. Frank (1990) found that the enhancing effect of an odour 
on a taste was dependent on instructions, with the conclusion that the extent to which subjects act in an analytic 
versus synthetic manner in response to taste-odour mixtures is dependent on the instructions they are given, and 
the sensory properties of the taste-smell mixtures they are asked to evaluate. Consequently, one can safely 
assume that, in the consumption of a food, there will be interactions between taste and odour. These interactions 
may be the actual suppression or enhancement of the perception of one component by the other, or the 
interactions may be more cognitive in nature. 
As the discussion above indicates, understanding food flavour requires an understanding of taste, odour, matrix 
structure and flavour release, and the interactions between all these factors. The model developed here focuses 
only on odour. Because it was not known whether the approach taken here would have any promise, it was 
sensible to begin with a simple system. A natural next step for this research would be to use a liquid system to 
develop a model that could account for variations in taste as well as odour. Subsequently, the approach could be 
extended to a simple model food system such as a protein/fat/water matrix, where the effect of structure and 
flavour release could be factored into the model. 
Another limitation of the practical application of this model is the fact that it can account only for the 
interactions between these specific four compounds. In terms of the applicability of the findings reported here to 
an understanding of odour mixtures, it is likely that the approach taken here could be extended to more complex 
mixtures. Dravnieks et al. ( 1981) suggested that it could be assumed that the rules governing quaternary 
mixtures would reflect rules operative in multi-component mixtures generally. Extensive studies of odour 
mixtures have shown that humans are capable of identifying no more than three odours in a mixture, whether 
those odours are single odorants, or complex odours, regardless of the method employed, the training and 
experience of the subjects and the type of odorant (Laing & Jinks, 2001). Additionally, it has been shown that 
subjects find four- and five-component mixtures to be no more complex than three-component mixtures, with the 
authors suggesting that there is a limit to the number of odours that can be processed separately (Laing & 
Francis, 1989). It seems that this limit is three, and, consequently, it seems that the perception of odour mixtures 
is different for mixtures of four or more odours compared with mixtures of less than four odours. Based on this 
knowledge, it seems reasonable to assume that the findings reported here for mixtures of four odorants can be 
generalised to more complex mixtures. Laing (1994) pointed out that, ifwe cannot predict the perceptual 
outcome of mixing only two odours, there is little chance of understanding more complex and biologically 
relevant odour mixtures. This study showed that it is possible to predict the perceptual outcome of mixing up to 
four odours, and it is likely that the approach can be extended to even more complex mixtures. 
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Obviously, the amount of experimental work involved in developing a model for extremely complex mixtures is 
somewhat daunting. It may be that, to develop the approach further in this way, alternative methods of 
developing the model would have to be examined. One option could be the use of neural networks, which may 
be able to make robust predictions on the basis of less data than required for the response surface methodology 
employed here. Neural networks are non-algorithmic and as such 'intuit' and have the potential for relating 
physical properties to human responses without knowing rules or reasons (Smith & Walter, 1991). The neural 
network can 'learn' from a finite set of data and intuit to the wider world. In this context, a neural network could 
be provided with information about a finite set of complex odour mixtures and the sensory characteristics that 
are perceived in response to them, and may be able to be trained to predict the sensory response to an infinite set 
of odour mixtures. 
Ideally, the model developed in this study should have included more replication, allowing for more statistical 
power. The sheer size of an experiment involving four compounds at two levels mea_nt that, logistically, the only 
way to obtain more replication would have been to design the experiment so that each subject saw only a 
proportion of the samples. This may have allowed replication of the whole experiment and, if this had been 
possible, would have given increased confidence in the model. However, as it was decided that it was more 
important that the model account for as much inter-individual variation as possible, all the subjects evaluated all 
the samples. The ultimate test of the model was its application to an applied problem and, as described in 
Chapter 6, the results from this application suggested that the model was robust. However, future refinement of 
the approach should include increased replication. 
7.6 Summary 
An understanding of mixture perception is not high on the list of qualifications required in a product developer. 
Perhaps it should be. Any product that is reliant on its odour to induce purchase or consumption is reliant on a 
mixture. Extensive research has demonstrated that the perception of odour mixtures is extremely complex, and 
is not governed by any easily summarised set of principles. There are no primary odours, in the way that there 
are primary colours. There are no chords or scales akin to those found in audition. In fact, the world of olfaction 
seems to be somewhat chaotic. The model developed here provides a means of understanding a defined part of 
that world, and of predicting behaviour in that small part. The knowledge that such a model can be developed 
and applied to food formulation will be of value to those whose jobs require them to formulate products for their 
· olfactory impact. As suggested in the analysis of The Coca-Cola Company's decision to change the formula of 
Coca-Cola (Dubow & Childs, 1998), the outcome of this, one of the most well-known examples of product 
reformulation, may have been quite different had one of the product developers involved had an understanding 
of mixture perception. Dubow and Childs (1998) suggested that The Coca-Cola Company could have gradually 
altered the formulation of Coke, unannounced, and consumers would have been unlikely to notice any 
difference. Alternatively, the methodology developed through the course of this research could have been 
applied. A model could have been developed, and product formulators could have used this to predict whether 
or not small changes in mixture components would be likely to be perceived as changes in the qualities 
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1. A unique model that is capable of predicting the sensory characteristics of any combination of diacetyl, 
ethyl butyrate, butyric acid and methional has been developed. 
2. This model can be used to predict combinations of these four odour compounds that will give rise to desired 
sensory characteristics in a formulated food product. 
3. The perceived quality of an odorant can change with concentration. 




The fundamental perceptual framework of human subjects is unaffected by training, experience and the task 
required of them. 
The olfactory sense is best characterised by the notion of fusion, defined by McBumey ( 1986) as a 
perceptual mode in which the components blend to form a unitary whole, which is not itself a new sensation 
and can be decomposed into its components with careful attention. 
7. Human perception of binary odour mixtures can be described as analytical, in the sense that the two 
component odours maintain their individual qualities in a mixture. 
8. Descriptive analysis provides legitimate information about human perception of olfactory stimuli. 
9. Overall perception of binary odour mixture stimuli is equally well measured by trained panelists and 
untrained panelists. 
10. The triadic method is a sound and valuable way of collecting information about simple odour mixtures. It is 
a viable alternative to methods such as sorting and pair-wise similarity estimates to generate data that can be 





1. The approach developed in this research should be extended and applied to a liquid system, where 
interactions between tastes and odours can be investigated and modelled. 
2. Further, this approach should be extended and applied to a model food such as a composite gel, where the 
effects of structure and flavour release can be studied and modelled. 
3. Flavour chemists and food formulators should take into account variation in the quality of odours as their 
concentration is altered. 
4. 
5. 
Both untrained panelists and trained panelists should be considered to be legitimate subjects to use to 
provide information about similarities of samples. 
Flavour chemists should consider applying this approach to their investigations of food flavour. 
-" 
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Appendix A Results from Triangle Tests to Determine Low Level of Diacetyl 
Triangle Test 1 - Sizma Triacetin vs 2. 0 vvm Diacetyl Trianzle Test 2 - Sigma Triacetin vs 5.0 vvm Diacetyl 
Panelist Result Panelist Result 
Maree Jenkins X Maree Jenkins ./ 
Sheila Prew Absent Sheila Prew ./ 
Fran Hart ./ Fran Hart Absent 
Irma Kennedy ./ Irma Kennedy ./ 
Julie Parsons Absent Julie Parsons ./ 
MayDabb ./ MayDabb ./ 
Brenda Belk ./ Brenda Belk Absent 
Carol Wiley ./ Carol Wiley ./ 
Jill Sheehy X Jill Sheehy Absent 
Sharee Edwards ./ Sharee Edwards ./ 
Joanne Harris X Joanne Harris Absent 
Val Jurgeleit ./ Val Jurgeleit ./ 
Liz Finlay X Liz Finlay ./ 
N=ll, 7 correct N=9, 9 correct 
Triangle Test 3 - Sigma Triacetin vs 3.0 ppm Diacetyl Triangle Test 4 - Sigma Triacetin vs 3.0 ppm Diacetyl 
Panelist Result Panelist Result 
Maree Jenkins Absent Maree Jenkins Absent 
SheilaPrew ./ Sheila Prew X 
Fran Hart ./ Fran Hart ./ 
Irma Kennedy ./ Irma Kennedy X 
Julie Parsons X Julie Parsons ./ 
MayDabb ./ MayDabb ./ 
Brenda Belk ./ Brenda Belk ./ 
Carol Wiley ./ Carol Wiley ./ 
Jill Sheehy ./ Jill Sheehy ./ 
Sharee Edwards ./ Sharee Edwards ./ 
Joanne Harris X Joanne Harris ./ 
I ., 
Val Jurgeleit ./ Val Jurgeleit ./ 
Liz Finlay ./ Liz Finlay ./ 









Appendix B- Analysis and Results from Chapter 2 
Diacetyl 
Descrigtive Statistics 
Variable Sample N Mean Median TrMean 
Overall 1 39 42.81 41.10 41. 85 
2 81 62.65 67.20 62. 67 
3 39 83.99 82.20 83.79 
Cultured 1 39 28. 72 26. 40 27. 86 
2 81 39. 68 39.90 39.88 
3 39 34.58 36.30 34.34 
Vinegar 1 39 19.28 15.45 18.63 
2 81 33.38 34.95 32.56 
3 39 39.27 40.20 38 .13 
Green Ap 1 39 16.20 8.10 13.96 
2 81 35.51 26. 40 34.00 
3 39 69.68 68.10 70.48 
Variable Sample SE Mean Minimum Maximum Ql 
Overall 1 2.99 16.05 98.55 29.55 
2 2.24 16.35 109.80 46.28 
3 3.17 41.10 122.70 69.75 
Cultured 1 2.51 5.85 72. 90 16.65 
2 2.23 0.90 79.65 23.48 
3 3.48 0.60 72 .30 19.95 
Vinegar 1 2.34 0.00 49.50 6.75 
2 2.57 0.30 85.05 13.35 
3 4.28 0.00 107.55 20.25 
Green Ap 1 3.14 0.00 88.95 4.20 
2 3.33 0.60 110. 55 7.88 
3 5.04 4.50 120.45 46.50 
General Linear Model 
Factor Type Levels Values 
Sample fixed 3 1 2 3 
Samp-Set random 14 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
Overall Intensity 
Analysis of Variance for Overall, using Adjusted SS for Tests 
Source DF Seq SS 
Sample 2 33091. 3 
Samp-Set 13 8854.6 
Error 143 51921. 5 
Total 158 93867.4 
Tukey Simultaneous Tests 
Response Variable Overall 
Adj ss Adj MS F 
33077.6 16538.8 45.55 
8854.6 681.1 1. 88 
51921. 5 363 .1 
All Pairwise Comparisons among Levels of Sample 
Sample= 1 subtracted from: 
Level Difference SE of 
Sample of Means Difference 
2 20.13 3. 716 
3 41.18 4.315 
Sample 2 subtracted from: 
Level Difference SE of 
Sample of Means Difference 












































Analysis of Variance for Cultured, using Adjusted SS for Tests 
Source DF Seq SS 
Sample 2 3232.0 
Samp-Set 13 21017.0 
Error 143 38581.4 
Total 158 62830.5 
Tukey Simultaneous Tests 
Response Variable Cultured 
Adj ss Adj MS F 
3402.7 1701.4 6.31 
21017.0 1616.7 5.99 
38581.4 269. 8 
All Pairwise Comparisons among Levels of Sample 
Sample= l subtracted from: 
Level Difference SE of 
Sample of Means Difference 
2 11. 231 3.203 
3 5.862 3. 720 
Sample 2 subtracted from: 
Level Difference SE of 
Sample of Means Difference 














Analysis of Variance for Vinegar, using Adjusted ss for 
Source DF Seq SS 
Sample 2 8467.1 
Samp-Set 13 32184.6 
Error 143 45809.1 
Total 158 86460.7 
Tukey Simultaneous Tests 
Response Variable Vinegar 
Adj ss Adj MS F 
8695.9· 4347.9 13.57 
32184.6 2475.7 7.73 
45809.1 320.3 
All Pairwise Comparisons among Levels of Sample 
Sample= 1 subtracted from: 
Level Difference SE of 
Sample of Means Difference 
2 14.76 3. 490 
3 20.00 4.053 
Sample 2 subtracted from: 
Level Difference SE of 
Sample of Means Difference 





















Analysis of Variance for Green Ap, using Adjusted SS for Tests 
Source DF Seq SS 
Sample 2 57960.1 
Samp-Set 13 39972. 6 
Error 143 84020.2 
Total 158 181952.8 
Tukey Simultaneous Tests 
Response Variable Green Ap 

















Sample l subtracted from: 
Level Difference SE of Adjusted 
Sample of Means Difference T-Value P-Value 
2 19.76 4. 727 4.179 0.0002 
3 53.48 5.489 9.742 0.0000 
Sample 2 subtracted from: 
Level Difference SE of Adjusted 
Sample of Means Difference T-Value P-Value 
3 33. 72 4. 727 7 .133 0.0000 
Ethyl Butyrate 
Descri12tive Statistics 
Variable Sample N Mean Median TrMean 
Overall 1 78 30.43 27.90 29.25 
2 78 58.02 62.10 58.70 
3 65 93.70 94.05 93.80 
Artifici 1 78 20.37 18.15 19.43 
2 78 44.80 47.70 44.61 
3 65 73.51 74.85 74.15 
Ferrnente 1 78 17.62 11. 25 15.87 
2 78 41. 72 43.35 41. 26 
3 65 76.69 81. 00 78.29 
Variable Sample SE Mean Minimum Maximum Ql 
Overall 1 1. 81 2.25 82.20 18.30 
2 2.51 0.90 100.20 39.90 
3 2.27 49.80 129.15 77.55 
Artifici 1 1. 44 2.55 68.40 10.31 
2 2.55 2.25 100.50 25.80 
3 2.97 1. 65 122.10 57.30 
Fermente 1 1. 93 0.60 81.90 4.20 
2 2. 92 0.30 100.50 21. 34 
3 3.86 4.20 120.45 57.45 
General Linear Model 
Factor Type Levels Values 
Sample fixed 3 1 2 3 
Samp-Set random 13 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
Overall Intensity 
Analysis of Variance for Overall, using Adjusted SS for Tests 
Source DF Seq SS 
Sample 2 142016 
Samp-Set 12 19705 
Error 206 59435 
Total 220 221155 
Tukey Simultaneous Tests 
Response Variable Overall 
Adj ss Adj MS F 
142016 71008 246.11 
19705 1642 5.69 
59435 289 
All Pairwise Comparisons among Levels of Sample 
Sample= 1 subtracted from: 
Level Difference SE of 
Sample of Means Difference 
2 27.59 2. 720 
3 63.27 2.853 
Sample 2 subtracted from: 
Level Difference SE of 
Sample of Means Difference 


























































Tukey Simultaneous Tests 












All Pairwise Comparisons among Levels of Sample 
























































Tukey Simultaneous Tests 












All Pairwise Comparisons among Levels of Sample 






































































































































General Linear Model 
Factor Type Levels 
























1 2 3 
165 
17 .13 13.13 15.98 
26. 03 22.88 24.44 
44.60 42.00 43.66 
10.09 6.00 8.84 
17.69 12.75 15.92 
51. 40 46. 88 50.38 
Minimum Maximum Ql 
6.75 89.25 21. 38 
12.75 111. 75 33.38 
35.25 139.50 71.25 
0.75 62.25 10.31 
1.50 96. 75 15.75 
3.00 111. 75 23.25 
0.00 63.00 4.50 
0.00 78.00 5.25 
2.25 97.50 13.69 
0.00 66.00 6.00 
0.00 90.00 9.56 
0.75 107.25 25.13 
0.00 59.25 4.50 
0.00 78.75 4.50 
1. 50 131.25 25.13 
Samp-Set random 14 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
14 
Overall Intensity 
Analysis of Variance for Overall, using Adjusted SS for Tests 
Source OF Seq SS 
Sample 2 105953.5 
Samp-Set 13 34062.2 
Error 218 64413. 8 
Total 233 204429.5 
Tukey Simultaneous Tests 
Response Variable Overall 
Adj ss Adj MS F 
105953.5 52976.8 179.29 
34062.2 2620.2 8.87 
64413.8 295.5 
All Pairwise Comparisons among Levels of Sample 
Sample= 1 subtracted from: 
Level Diff'.erence SE of 
Sample of Means Difference 
2 19.34 2.753 
3 51. 59 2.753 
Sample 2 subtracted from: 
Level Difference SE of 
Sample of Means Difference 
3 32.25 2.753 
Parmesan Cheese 
Analysis of Variance for Parmesan, 
Source OF Seq SS Adj ss 
Sample 2 19156.9 19156.9 
Samp-Set 13 34009.5 34009.5 
Error 218 60898.3 60898.3 
Total 233 114064. 7 
Tukey Simultaneous Tests 













using Adjusted ss for 
Adj MS F 
· 9578.4 34.29 
2616.1 9.37 
279.4 

































Sample l subtracted 
Level Difference 
Sample of Means 
2 12.54 
3 22.10 
Sample 2 subtracted 
Level Difference 

























Analysis of Variance for Vinegar, using Adjusted ss for 
Source DF Seq SS 
Sample 2 22360.2 
Samp-Set 13 54022.2 
Error 218 50447.4 
Total 233 126829.8 
Tukey Simultaneous Tests 
Response Variable Vinegar 
Adj ss Adj MS F 
22360.2 11180.1 48.31 
54022.2 4155.6 17. 96 
50447.4 231. 4 
All Pairwise Comparisons among Levels of Sample 
Sample= 1 subtracted from: 
Level Difference SE of 
Sample of Means Difference 
2 8.221 2.436 
3 23.587 2.436 
Sample 2 subtracted from: 
Level Difference SE of 
Sample of Means Difference 


















Analysis of Variance for Swiss Cheese using Adjusted SS for Tests 
Source DF Seq SS Adj ss 
Sample 2 30645.9 30645.9 
Samp-Set 13 35071,0 35071. 0 
Error 218 65649.4 65649.4 
Total 233 131366.2 
Tukey Simultaneous Tests 
Response Variable Swiss Cheese 
Adj MS F 
15322.9 50.88 
2697.8 8 .96 
301.1 
All Pairwise Comparisons among Levels of Sample 


































































Tukey Simultaneous Tests 
Response Variable Chemical 
100.66 0.000 
7.59 0.000 
All Pairwise Comparisons among Levels of Sample 









Difference SE of 
of Means Difference 
7.606 3.100 
41.317 3.100 






















































































Factor Type Levels Values 
















































































































































Analysis of Variance for Overall, using Adjusted ss for 
Source DF Seq SS 
Sample 2 112328. 3 
Samp-Set 11 6949.8 
Error 130 58771. 3 
Total 143 178049.4 
Tukey Simultaneous Tests 
Response Variable Overall 
Adj ss Adj MS F 
112328. 3 56164.1 124.23 
6949.8 631. 8 1. 40 
58771. 3 452.1 
All Pairwise Comparisons among Levels of Sample 
Sample= 1 subtracted from: 
Level Difference SE of 
Sample of Means Difference 
2 24.75 4.340 
3 67.61 4.340 
Sample 2 subtracted from: 
Level Difference SE of 
Sample of Means Difference 


















Analysis of Variance for Cooked P, using Adjusted ss for Tests 
Source DF Seq SS 
Sample 2 80248.2 
Samp-Set 11 18524.0 
Error 130 42779.2 
Total 143 141551.4 
Tukey Simultaneous Tests 
Response Variable Cooked P 
Adj ss Adj MS F 
80248.2 40124.1 121. 93 
18524.0 1684.0 5.12 
42779.2 329.1 
All Pairwise Comparisons among Levels of Sample 
Sample= 1 subtracted from: 
Level Difference SE of 
Sample of Means Difference 
2 20.70 3.703 
3 57 .11 3.703 
Sample 2 subtracted from: 
Level Difference SE of 
Sample of Means Difference 
3 36.41 3.703 
Cooked Vegetable 
Analysis of Variance for Cooked V, 
Source DF Seq SS 
Sample 2 64312.0 
Samp-Set 11 47355.5 
Error 130 75038.0 
Total 143 186705.5 
Tukey Simultaneous Tests 

















using Adjusted ss for 
Adj MS F 
32156.0 55. 71 
4305.0 7. 4 6 
577.2 
All Pairwise Comparisons among Levels of Sample 
Sample= 1 subtracted from: 
Level 
Sample 
Difference SE of 












Sample 2 subtracted 
Level Difference 



















Analysis of Variance for Vinegar, using Adjusted ss for 
Source DF Seq SS 
Sample 2 4662.2 
Samp-Set 11 21931. 6 
Error 130 16650.3 
Total 143 43244.1 
Tukey Simultaneous Tests 
Response Variable Vinegar 
Adj ss Adj MS F 
4 662. 2 2331.1 18.20 
21931.6 1993.8 15.57 
16650.3 128.1 
All Pairwise Comparisons among Levels of Sample 
Sample= 1 subtracted from: 
Level Difference SE of 
Sample of Means Difference 
2 0.0469 2.310 
3 12.0938 2.310 
Sample 2 subtracted from: 
Level Difference SE of 
Sample of Means Difference 


















Analysis of Variance for Fishy, using Adjusted ss for Tests 
Source DF Seq SS 
Sample 2 21746.1 
Samp-Set 11 33284.0 
Error 130 37124.1 
Total 143 92154.3 
Tukey Simultaneous Tests 
Response Variable Fishy 
Adj ss Adj MS F 
21746.1 10873.1 38.07 
33284.0 3025.8 10.60 
37124.1 285.6 
All Pairwise Comparisons among Levels of Sample 
Sample 1 subtracted from: 
Level Difference SE of Adjusted 
Sample of Means Difference T-Value P-Value 
2 4.859 3.449 1.409 0.3394 
3 28.156 3.449 8.163 0.0000 
Sample 2 subtracted from: 
Level Difference SE of Adjusted 
Sample of Means Difference T-Value P-Value 





Appendix C Code for Matlab Algorithm 
function[ vmax ]=test( coin um, all data) 
vmax=zeros( 13, 1 ); 
for i = 1: 13 %separating by panelists 
ii= find(alldata(:, 1 )==i); 





ifrem(a, 2) == 0 b a/2 
else b = (a-1)/2 
end 
r = max(paneldata(:, colnum)) - min(paneldata(:, colnum)) 
vmax(i,l) = (b.*r./\2 - (b.*r).A2/a)/(a-l); 
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Appendix D Analysis and Results from Chapter 3 
Overall Intensity - Main data set 
data file: en9904546.STA [ 624 cases with 23 variables ] 
Cases weighted by variable 18 
VARIABLES: 
4: PANELIST 
10: LOG DIAC 











LOG DIAC*LOG EB 




GROUPS= PANELIST(l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13); 
COVARIATE LOG DIAC LOG EB; - -
DESIGN= PANELIST+ LOG DIAC 
I LOG_EB @2; 
INTERCEPT= include; 
LACKOFFIT = yes; 
PARAM sigma; 
SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE= none; 
SDELTA 7; 
IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM= none; 






LOG DIAC LOG EB 
+------------------+------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. !Univariate Tests of Significance for OVERALL (en9904546.sta) I 
I VISUAL !Sigma-restricted parameterization I 
I GLM !Type III decomposition I 
+------------------+------- --+----------+----------+----------+----------+-----+ 
I Effect ss 
I Degr. of I 
I Freedom I MS F p 
+------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
Intercept 41467.2*1 l*I 41467.19*1 66.71562*1 .000000*1 
PANELIST 43416.8*1 12*1 3618.07*1 5.82103*1 .000000*1 
LOG DIAC 139.5 I 1 I 139.52 I .22447 I .635903 I 
LOG DIACA2 3232.8*1 1*1 3232.78*1 5.20115*1 .023079*1 
LOG EB 3343.4*1 1*1 3343.40*1 5.37912*1 .020865*1 
LOG EBA2 1892.8 I 1 I 1892.81 I 3.04530 I .081713 I 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB 10622.4*1 1*1 10622.38*1 17.09011*1 .000043*1 
Error 257322.3 I 414 I 621.55 I I I 
+------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. !Test of SS Whole Model vs. SS Pure Error (en9904546.sta) 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I SS df MS SS df MS 
I Variable I Model Model Model I Pure Err I Pure Err I Pure Err I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I OVERALL I 146344.7*1 17*1 8608.512*1 181330.5*1 310*1 584.9372*1 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I 
I Variable I F p 
+----------+----------+----------+ 











I Dependnt I SS df MS SS df MS 
I variable I Residual \ Residual I Residual I Pure Err I Pure Err I Pure Err I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I OVERALL I 257322.3 I 414 I 621.5514 I 181330.5 I 310 I 584.9372 I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I SS Lack I df Lack I MS Lack I 
I Variable I of Fit I of Fit I of Fit I F p 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I OVERALL I 75991.76 I 104 I 730.6900 I 1.249177 I .075234 I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. !Test of SS Whole Model vs. ss Residual (en9904546.sta) 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I Multiple I Multiple I Adjusted I SS df MS 
I Variable I R I R 2 I R 2 I Model Model Model 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I OVERALL .602111*1 .362538*1 .336362*1 146344.7*1 17*1 8608.512*1 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I SS df MS 
I Variable I Residual I Residual I Residual I F p 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I OVERALL I 257322.3*1 414*\ 621.5514*1 13.85004*\ 0.00*\ 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+------------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. !Parameter Estimates (en9904546.sta) 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM !Sigma-restricted parameterization 
+------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Level of I OVERALL I OVERALL I OVERALL I OVERALL I 
I Effect I Effect I Column Param. I Std.Err I t I p I 
+------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
Intercept 1 29.1684*1 3.571076*1 8.16796*1 .000000*1 
PANELIST 1 2 -.0982 3.919905 I -.02506 I .980020 I 
PANELIST 2 3 -11. 3845* 4.513397*1 -2.52238*1 .012030*1 
PANELIST 3 4 10.5788* 5.084678*1 2.08053*1 .038092*1 
PANELIST 4 5 10.5778* 3.770252*1 2.80559*1 .005259*1 
PANELIST 5 6 -11.3654* 4.269153*1 -2.66222*1 .008065*1 
PANELIST 6 7 11. 7842* 4.278120*1 2.75452*1 .006137*1 
PANELIST 7 8 16.9481* 4.131962*1 4.10171*1 .000049*1 
PANELIST 8 9 .8306 4 .239317 I .19593 I .844759 I 
PANELIST 9 10 5.7181 4.140299 I 1.38108 I .167998 I 
PANELIST 10 11 -16.2455* 4.879614*1 -3.32926*1 .000949*1 
PANELIST 11 12 -2.3441 3.833944 I -.61141 I .541267 I 
PANELIST 12 13 .6902 3.829720 I -.18022 I .857070 I 
LOG DIAC 14 2.6266 5.543842 I .47378 I .635903 I 
LOG DIACA2 15 4.9926* I 2.189147*1 2.28060*1 .023079*1 
LOG EB 16 12.1594*1 5.242738*1 2.31929*1 .020865*1 
LOG EBA2 17 3.6408 I 2.086314 I 1.74508 I .081713 I 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB 18 -6.4488*1 1.559942*1 -4.13402*1 .000043*1 
+------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+------------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
I STAT. !Parameter Estimates (en9904546.sta) 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM I Sigma-restricted parameterization 
+------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I I -95.00% I +95.00% I OVERALL I OVERALL I -95.00% I +95.00% I 
I Effect I Cnf.Lmt I Cnf.Lmt I Beta (B) I St.Err.B I Cnf.Lmt I Cnf.Lmt I 
+------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
Intercept 22.1487*1 36.18811*1 I I I 
PANELIST -7.8036 I 7. 60717 I -.001312 I .052338 I -.104193 I .101570 I 
PANELIST -20.2565*1 -2.51247*1 - .140996* I .055898*1 -.250875*1 .031117*1 
PANELIST .5838*1 20.57381*1 .124229*1 .059710*1 .006856*1 .241602*1 
PANELIST 3.1666*1 17.98900*1 .144999*1 .051682*1 .043407*1 .246592*1 
PANELIST -19.7573*1 -2.97350*1 -.145317*1 .054585*1 -.252615*1 -.038019*1 
PANELIST 3.3746*1 20.19372*1 .150671*1 .054699*1 .043148*1 .258194*1 
PANELIST 8.8259*1 25.07037*1 .219971*1 .053629*1 .114552*1 .325390*1 
PANELIST -7.5027 I 9.16389 I .010620 I .054203 I -.095928 I .117168 I 
PANELIST -2.4205 I 13.85673 I .074216 I .053737 I .031416 I .179847 I 
PANELIST -25.8374*1 -6.65361*1 -.194342*1 .058374*1 -.309089*1 - . 079596* I 
PANELIST -9.8805 I 5 .19233 I -.031720 I .051881 I -.133702 I .070262 I 
PANELIST -8.2183 I 6.83794 I -.009340 I .051823 I -.111209 I .092530 I 
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I Variable I Model Model Model Pure Err I Pure Err I Pure Err I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I OVERALL I 183692.2*1 17*1 10805.42*1 212872.4*1 377*1 564.6483*1 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I 
I Variable I F p 
+----------+----------+----------+ 
I OVERALL I 19.13655*1 0.00*1 
+----------+----------+----------+ 
+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. !Test of Lack of Fit (lstexptmain+test.sta) 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I SS df MS SS df MS 
I Variable I Residual I Residual I Residual I Pure Err I Pure Err I Pure Err I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I OVERALL I 313851.1 I 543 I 577.9947 I 212872.4 I 377 I 564.6483 I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I SS Lack I df Lack I MS Lack I I I 
I Variable I of Fit I of Fit I of Fit I F I p I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I OVERALL I 100978.7 I 166 I 608.3054 I 1.077317 I .279429 I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. !Test of SS Whole Model vs. SS Residual (lstexptmain+test.sta) 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I Multiple I Multiple I Adjusted I SS df MS 
I Variable I R I R2 I R2 I Model Model Model 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I OVERALL . 607617* I . 369198* I . 349449* I 183692. 2* I 17* I 10805. 42* I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I SS df MS 
I Variable I Residual I Residual I Residual I F p 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 









I Level of I OVERALL I OVERALL I OVERALL I OVERALL I 
I Effect I Effect I Column Param. I Std.Err I t I p I 
+------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
Intercept 1 29.8706*1 3.167499*1 9.43033*1 0.000000*1 
PANELIST 1 2 -2.0741 I 3.355762 I .61808 I .536785 I 
PANELIST 2 3 -10.4350*1 3.742202*1 -2.78846*1 .005482*1 
PANELIST 3 4 12.0544*1 3.629646*1 3. 32110* I .000957*1 
PANELIST 4 5 10.0281*1 3.591546*1 2.79214*1 .005421*1 
PANELIST 5 6 -10.0866*1 3.759270*1 -2.68314*1 .007516*1 
PANELIST 6 7 12.4895*1 3.499365*1 3.56906*1 .000390*1 
PANELIST 7 8 16.2345*1 3.497226*1 4.64211*1 .000004*1 
PANELIST 8 9 1.0876 I 3. 651110 I .29787 I .765916 I 
PANELIST 9 10 5.0778 I 3.579978 I 1.41838 I .156653 I 
PANELIST 10 11 -16.8226*1 4.085061*1 -4 .11809* I .000044*1 
PANELIST 11 12 .7532 I 3.240413 I .23245 I .816273 I 
PANELIST 12 13 -2.2858 I 3. 299718 I - . 69274 I . 488770 I 
LOG DIAC 14 2.1799 I 4.585302 I .47541 I .634687 I 
LOG DIACA2 15 5.4948*1 1.796329*1 3.05888*1 .002331*1 
LOG EB 16 11.2686* I 4. 401182* I 2.56035*1 .010726* I 
LOG EBA2 17 3.9102*1 1.729424*1 2.26101*1 .024154*1 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB 18 -6.7997*1 1.346925* I -5.04835*1 .000001*1 
+------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+------------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
I STAT. !Parameter Estimates (lstexptmain+test.sta) 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM I Sigma-restricted parameterization 
+------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I I -95.00% I +95.00% I OVERALL I OVERALL I -95.00% I +95.00% I 
I Effect I Cnf.Lmt I Cnf.Lmt I Beta (B) I St.Err.B I Cnf.Lmt I Cnf.Lmt I 
+------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
Intercept 23.6485*1 36.09262*1 I I I 
PANELIST -8.6660 I 4.51775 I -.029108 I .047095 I .121618 I .063402 I 
PANELIST -17.7860*1 -3.08402*1 -.138575*1 .049696*1 -.236194*1 -.040955*1 
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PANELIST 4.9245*1 19.18428*1 .162895*1 .049048*1 .066547*1 .259242*1 
PANELIST 2.9731*1 17.08311*1 .136278* I .048808*1 .040403*1 .232154*1 
PANELIST -17.4711*1 -2.70215*1 -.133949*1 .049922*1 -.232013*1 -.035884*1 
PANELIST 5.6155*1 19.36341*1 .171610*1 .048083*1 .077159*1 .266061*1 
PANELIST 9.3648*1 23.10427*1 .223069*1 .048053*1 .128676* I .317463*1 
PANELIST -6.0845 I 8.25959 I .014613 I .049057 I -.081752 I .110977 I 
PANELIST -1.9545 I 12 .11008 I .069005 I .048651 I -.026561 I .164572 I 
PANELIST -24.8471*\ -8.79817*1 -.215204*1 .052258*1 -.317857*1 -.112551*1 
PANELIST -5.6120 I 7 .11853 I .010785 I .046395 I .080351 I .101920 I 
PANELIST -8.7676 I 4.19593 I -.032406 I .046780 I -.124299 I .059486 I 
LOG DIAC 6. 8272 I 11.18699 I .064662 I .136013 I -.202515 I .331839 I 
LOG DIACA2 1. 9661 * I 9.02336*1 . 389208* I .127239* I .139267*1 .639148*1 
LOG EB 2.6231*1 19.91398*1 .337327* I .131751* I .078524*1 .596131*1 
LOG EBA2 .5131*1 7.30742*1 .284079*1 .125643*1 .037274*1 .530884*1 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB -9.4456*1 -4.15393*1 -.359868*1 .071284*1 -.499895*1 -.219841*1 
+------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 






*LOG EB+3.91023764*LOG EBA2-6.7997483*LOG DIAC*LOG EB 
Histogram of Raw Residuals 
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Cultured Dairy - Main data set 
data file: en9904546.STA [ 624 cases with 23 variables J 
Cases weighted by variable 19 
VARIABLES: 
4: PANELIST 
10: LOG DIAC 







Continuous effects: LOG DIAC 
LOG EB 





COVARIATE LOG DIAC LOG EB; 
DESIGN= PANELIST+ LOG_DIAC + LOG_EB; 
INTERCEPT= include; 
LACKOFFIT = yes; 
PARAM = sigma; 
SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE none; 
SDELTA 7; 
IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM= none; 








STAT. !Univariate Tests of Significance for CULTURED (en9904546.sta) I 
I VISUAL !Sigma-restricted parameterization I 
I GLM !Type III decomposition I 
+--------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+------+ 
I Degr. of I 
I Effect SS I Freedom I MS F p 
+--------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
Intercept 23947.7*1 l*I 23947.75*1 71.12115*1 .000000*1 
PANELIST 23913 .2* I 12* I 1992. 77* I 5. 91822* I . 000000* I 
LOG DIAC 16818.l*I l*I 16818.08*1 49.94713*1 .000000*1 
LOG EB 5150.9*1 l*/ 5150.86*1 15.29727*/ .000113*/ 
Error 102698.9 I 305 I 336.72 I I I 
+--------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. !Test of SS Whole Model vs. SS Pure Error (en9904546.sta) 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I SS df MS SS df MS 
I Variable I Model Model Model I Pure Err I Pure Err I Pure Err I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I CULTURED I 41486.42*1 14*/ 2963.316*/ 72467.99*/ 234*1 309.6923*/ 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I 
I Variable I F p 
+----------+----------+----------+ 
I CULTURED I 9.568582*/ .000000*/ 
+----------+----------+----------+ 
+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. !Test of Lack of Fit (en9904546.sta) 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt / SS df MS SS df MS 
I Variable I Residual I Residual I Residual I Pure Err I Pure Err I Pure Err / 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
/ CULTURED I 102698.9*/ 305*1 336.7176*1 72467.99*1 234*/ 309.6923*1 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
Dependnt ss Lack df Lack MS Lack 
I Variable / of Fit of Fit of Fit F p 
177 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I CULTURED I 30230.89*1 71*1 425.7871*1 1.374872*1 .041103*1 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. !Test of SS Whole Model vs. SS Residual (en9904546.sta) 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I Multiple I Multiple I Adjusted I SS df MS 
I Variable I R I R2 I R2 I Model Model Model 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I CULTURED I .536405*1 .287730*1 .255036*1 41486.42*1 14*1 2963.316*1 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I SS df MS 
I Variable I Residual I Residual I Residual I F p 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I CULTURED I 102698.9*1 305*1 336.7176*1 8.800596*1 .000000*1 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+-------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. !Parameter Estimates (en9904546.sta) I 
I VISUAL I I 
I GLM I Sigma-restricted parameterization I 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Level of I I CULTURED I CULTURED I CULTURED I CULTURED I 
I Effect I Effect I Column I Param. I Std.Err I t I p I 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
Intercept 1 16.2674*1 1.928937*1 8.43334*1 .000000*1 
PANELIST 1 2 6.6933*1 3.136193*1 2.13421*1 .033623*1 
PANELIST 2 3 -10.3865*1 4.014669*1 -2.58714*1 .010140*1 
PANELIST 3 4 7.3958*1 3.141026*1 2.35458*1 .019177*1 
PANELIST 4 5 -19.5395*1 6.102582*1 -3.20184*1 .001510*1 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+-------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. !Parameter Estimates (en9904546.sta) 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM I Sigma-restricted parameterization 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Level of I I CULTURED I CULTURED I CULTURED I CULTURED I 
I Effect I Effect I Column I Param. I Std.Err I t I p I 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
PANELIST 5 6 -5.8360 I 3.410007 I -1.71143 I .088018 I 
PANELIST 6 7 12.7429*1 3.528816*1 3.61110*1 .000356*1 
PANELIST 7 8 16.8627*1 3.075027*1 5.48374*1 .000000*1 
PANELIST 8 9 6.4779*1 2. 962856* I 2.18637*1 .029548*1 
PANELIST 9 10 -9. 6116* I 4.227637*1 -2.27353*1 .023689*1 
PANELIST 10 11 -1. 7659 I 3.309749 I -.53355 I .594038 I 
PANELIST 11 12 -5.0374 I 7.076126 I - . 71189 I .477075 I 
PANELIST 12 13 . 7941 I 4.171315 I .19037 I .849147 I 
LOG DIAC 14 8.4781*1 1.199616* I 7.06733*1 .000000*1 
LOG EB 15 -4.8808*1 1.247912* I -3.91117*1 . 000113* I 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+-------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. !Parameter Estimates (en9904546.sta) 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM !Sigma-restricted parameterization 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
-95.00% I +95.00% I CULTURED I CULTURED I -95.00% I +95.00% I 
I Effect Cnf.Lmt I Cnf.Lmt I Beta (fl) I St.Err.fl I Cnf.Lmt I Cnf.Lmt I 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
Intercept 12.4717*1 20.06308*1 
PANELIST .5220*1 12.86461*1 .131378*1 .061558*1 .010246*1 .252510*1 
PANELIST -18.2864*1 -2.48654*1 - .177243* I .068509*1 -.312053*1 -.042432*1 
PANELIST 1.2150*1 13.57661*1 .145166*1 .061653*1 .023848*1 .266485* 
PANELIST -31.5480*1 -7.53099*1 -.278955*1 .087123*1 -.450394*1 -.107516* 
PANELIST -12.5461 I .87413 I -.108555 I .063429 I -.233370 I .016260 
PANELIST 5.7990*1 19.68680*1 .232382*1 .064352*1 .105751*1 .359012* 
PANELIST 10.8117*1 22.91360*1 .336414*1 .061348*1 .215696*1 .457132* 
PANELIST .6477*1 12.30813*1 .133228* I .060936*1 .013320*1 .253135* 
PANELIST -17.9307*1 -1.29262*1 -.159991*1 .070371*1 -.298466*1 -.021516* 
PANELIST -8.2788 I 4.74690 I -.033472 I .062733 I -.156917 I .089973 
PANELIST -18. 9616 I 8. 88676 I -.069189 I .097190 I -.260435 I .122058 
PANELIST -7.4141 I 9.00229 I .013218 I .069434 I -.123412 I .149848 
LOG DIAC 6.1175*1 10.83865*1 .356582*1 .050455*1 .257298* I .455866* 
LOG EB -7.3364*1 -2.42519*1 -.196890*1 .050340*1 -.295948*1 -.097831* 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 







Cultured Dairy - Main plus test data 
data file: lstexptmain+test.STA [ 858 cases with 17 variables J 
Cases weighted by variable 13 
VARIABLES: 
1: PANELIST 
4: LOG DIAC 







Continuous effects: LOG DIAC 
LOG EB 





COVARIATE LOG DIAC LOG EB; 
DESIGN= PANELIST+ LOG DIAC + LOG_EB; 
INTERCEPT= include; 
LACKOFFIT = yes; 
PARAM = sigma; 
SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE none; 
SDELTA 7; 
IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM none; 
SURFACE= LOG DIAC LOG_EB; 
MIXTURE none; 
REPEATED= none; 




STAT. !Univariate Tests of Significance for CULTURED 
I VISUAL I Sigma-restricted parameterization 
I GLM IType III decomposition 
+--------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Effect ss 
I Degr. of I 
I Freedom I MS F p 
+--------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
Intercept 30401.0*1 l*I 30400.95*1 81.59983*1 0.000000*1 
PANELIST 27726.3*1 12*1 2310.52*1 6.20172*1 .000000*1 
LOG DIAC 25339.0*1 l*I 25339.01*1 68.01298*1 .000000*1 
LOG EB 5292.9*1 l*I 5292.86*1 14.20667*1 .000187*1 
Error 157220. 9 I 422 I 372 ._56 I I I 
+--------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. ITest of SS Whole Model vs. SS Pure Error 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I SS df MS SS df MS 
I Variable I Model Model Model I Pure Err I Pure Err I Pure Err I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I CULTURED I 52397.75*1 14*1 3742.696*! 100428.3*1 292*1 343.9324*1 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I 
I Variable I F p 
+----------+----------+----------+ 
I CULTURED I 10.88207*1 0.00*1 
+----------+----------+----------+ 
+----------+------------·----------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. ITest of Lack of Fit (lstexptmain+test.sta) 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
Dependnt SS df MS SS df MS 
I Variable I Residual I Residual I Residual I Pure Err I Pure Err I Pure Err I 
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+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I CULTURED I 157220.9 I 422 I 372.5615 I 100428.3 I 292 I 343.9324 I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I SS Lack I df Lack I MS Lack I I I 
I Variable I of Fit I of Fit I of Fit I F I p I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I CULTURED I 56792.68 I 130 I 436.8668 I 1.270211 I .050059 I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. !Test of SS Whole Model vs. SS Residual (lstexptmain+test.sta) I 
I VISUAL I I 
I GLM I I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I Multiple I Multiple I Adjusted I SS I df I MS I 
I Variable I R I R' I R' I Model I Model I Model I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I CULTURED I .499967*1 .249967*1 .225084*1 52397.75*! 14*1 3742.696*1 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I SS df MS I I 
I Variable I Residual I Residual I Residual I F I p I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I CULTURED I 157220.9*! 422*1 372.5615*1 10.04585*1 0.00*1 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+-------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. !Parameter Estimates (lstexptmain+test.sta) I 
I VISUAL I I 
I GLM !Sigma-restricted parameterization I 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Level of I I CULTURED I CULTURED I CULTURED I CULTURED I 
I Effect I Effect I Column I Param. I Std. Err I t I p I 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
Intercept 1 16.3804*1 1.813343*1 9.03326*1 0.000000*1 
PANELIST 1 2 5.3648 I 2.866353 I 1.87165 I .061947 I 
PANELIST 2 3 -9.0193*1 3.680236*1 -2.45074*1 .014661*1 
PANELIST 3 4 2.9334 I 2.742921 I 1.06946 I .285475 I 
PANELIST 4 5 -19.9175*1 4.307797*1 -4.62360*1 .000005*1 
PANELIST 5 6 1. 4 967 I 3.133773 I . 4 77 62 I .633169 I 
PANELIST 6 7 10.5313*1 3.001051*1 3.50921*1 .000498*1 
PANELIST 7 8 15.4610*1 2.940890*1 5.25725*1 .000000*1 
PANELIST 8 9 7.1693*1 2. 778066* I 2.58066*1 .010198*1 
PANELIST 9 10 -7.7111*1 3.823457*1 -2.01679*1 .044350*1 
PANELIST 10 11 -3.0492 I 2.869217 I -1.06272 I .288517 I 
PANELIST 11 12 -7.8132 I 5. 737182 I -1.36186 I .173970 I 
PANELIST 12 13 3.0539 I 3.409323 I .89575 I .370899 I 
LOG DIAC 14 8.9207*1 1.081686*1 8.24700*1 .000000*1 
LOG EB 15 -4.2552*1 1.128936* I -3.76917*1 .000187*1 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+-------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. !Parameter Estimates (lstexptmain+test.sta) 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM !Sigma-restricted parameterization 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
-95.00% I +95.00% I CULTURED I CULTURED I -95.00% I +95.00% I 
I Effect Cnf.Lmt I. Cnf.Lmt I Beta (fl) I St.Err.fl I Cnf.Lmt I Cnf.Lmt I 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
Intercept 12.8161*1 19.9447*1 I I I 
PANELIST -.2693 I 10.9989 I .097516 I .052102 I .004895 I .199927 I 
PANELIST -16.2532*1 -1.7854*1 .142056* I .057965*1 -.255991*1 -.028121*1 
PANELIST -2.4581 I 8.3249 I .055038 I .051463 I -.046118 I .156193 I 
PANELIST -28.3849*1 -11.4501* I -.288086*1 .062308*1 -.410559*1 -.165614*1 
PANELIST -4.6630 I 7.6565 I .025694 I .053795 I -.080047 I .131434 I 
PANELIST 4.6325*1 16.4302*1 .186234*1 .053070*1 . 081920* I .290549*1 
PANELIST 9.6804*1 21.2416*1 .277267* I .052740*1 .173601*1 .380933*1 
PANELIST 1.7087*1 12.6298*1 .133 690* I .051805*1 .031863*1 .235518*1 
PANELIST -15.2265*1 .1957*1 -.119082*1 .059045*1 -.235142*1 -.003023*1 
PANELIST -8.6889 I 2.5906 I -.055425 I .052154 I -.157938 I .047089 I 
PANELIST -19.0902 I 3.4638 I -.101555 I .074571 I -.248133 I .045022 I 
PANELIST -3.6475 I 9.7553 I .049899 I .055706 I .059598 I .159395 I 
LOG DIAC 6.7945*1 11.0468* I .360747*1 .043743*1 .274766*1 . 446728* I 
LOG EB -6.4742*1 -2.0361*1 -.162580*1 .043134*1 -.247364*1 - . 077795* I 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
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Vinegar - Main data set 
180 
data file: en9904546.STA 624 cases with 23 variables J 
Cases weighted by variable 20 
VARIABLES: 
4: PANELIST -9999 
10: LOG DIAC -9999 
11: LOG EB -9999 
14: VINEGAR -9999 
Design Effects: 
Continuous effects: LOG DIAC 
LOG DIAC~2 
LOG EB 





COVARIATE LOG DIAC LOG_EB; 
DESIGN PANELIST+ LOG DIAC + LOG DIAC*LOG DIAC 
+ LOG_EB; 
INTERCEPT= include; 
LACKOFFIT = yes; 
PARAM = sigma; 
SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE= none; 
SDELTA 7; 
IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM= none; 
SURFACE= LOG DIAC LOG_EB; 
MIXTURE= none; 
REPEATED= none; 





STAT. !Univariate Tests of Significance for VINEGAR (en9904546.sta) I 
I VISUAL !Sigma-restricted parameterization I 
I GLM !Type III decomposition I 
+--------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+-----+ 
I Degr. of I 
I Effect SS I Freedom I MS F p 
+--------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
Intercept 8265.09*1 l*I 8265.090*1 27.40683*1 .000000*1 
PANELIST 26969.72*! 12*1 2247.476*1 7.45257*1 .000000*1 
LOG DIAC . 37 I 1 I . 368 I . 00122 I . 972152 I 
LOG DIAC~2 1442.96*1 1*1 1442.957*1 4.78481*1 .029596*1 
LOG EB 3335.47*1. 1*1 3335.473*1 11.06034*1 .001008*1 
Error 79011.47 I 262 I 301.570 I I I 
+--------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+----------+-----------·-----------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. !Test of SS Whole Model vs. SS Pure Error (en9904546.sta) 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I SS df MS SS df MS 
I Variable I Model Model Model I Pure Err I Pure Err I Pure Err I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I VINEGAR I 48052.93*1 15*1 3203.529*1 52310.44*1 199*1 262.8665*1 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I 
I Variable I F p 
+----------+----------+----------+ 
I VINEGAR I 12.18690*1 0.00*1 
+----------+----------+----------+ 
+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. !Test of Lack of Fit (en9904546.sta) 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I SS df MS SS df MS 
I Variable I Residual I Residual I Residual I Pure Err I Pure Err I Pure Err I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I VINEGAR I 79011.47*1 262*1 301.5705*1 52310.44*1 199*1 262.8665*1 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I SS Lack I df Lack I MS Lack I 
I Variable I of Fit I of Fit I of Fit I F p 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I VINEGAR I 26701.03*1 63* I 423. 8259* I 1. 612323* I . 006991 * I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. !Test of SS Whole Model vs. SS Residual (en9904546.sta) 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I Multiple I Multiple I Adjusted I SS df MS 
I Variable I R I R2 I R2 I Model Model Model 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I VINEGAR . 614962* I . 378178* I . 342577* I 48052. 93* I 15* I 3203. 529* I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I SS df MS 
I Variable I Residual I Residual I Residual I F p 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I VINEGAR I 79011.47*1 262*1 301.5705*1 10.62282*1 0.00*1 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+-------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
I STAT. !Parameter Estimates (en9904546.sta) 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM I Sigma-restricted parameterization 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Level of I VINEGAR I VINEGAR I VINEGAR I VINEGAR I 
I Effect I Effect I Column Param. I Std.Err I t I p I 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
Intercept 1 13.5657*1 2.591268*1 5.23515*1 .000000*1 
PANELIST 1 2 14.6252*1 3.333472*1 4.38737*1 .000017*1 
PANELIST 2 3 6.8771 I 4.284971 I 1.60494 I .109712 I 
PANELIST 3 4 14.7369*1 3.231374*1 4.56056*1 .000008*1 
PANELIST 4 5 2.4163 I 3.808978 I .63438 I .526389 I 
PANELIST 5 6 -11.7713*1 3.790078*1 -3.10582*1 .002106*1 
PANELIST 6 7 -1.8056 I 3.338349 I -.54087 I .589056 I 
PANELIST 7 8 17.2774*! 3.338120*1 5.17578*! .000000*1 
PANELIST 8 9 -4.1802 I 3.145347 I -1.32900 I .185003 I 
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PANELIST 9 10 -8.9357 I 4.617822 -1.93504 I .054062 I 
PANELIST 10 11 -.4555 I 3.614248 -.12602 I .899810 I 
PANELIST 11 12 -11.1091* I 4.939239*1 -2.24916*1 .025333*1 
PANELIST 12 13 -15.3557*1 5.861899*1 -2.61958*1 .009317*1 
LOG DIAC 14 -.1588 I 4.544982 I -.03494 I . 972152 I 
LOG_DIAC"2 15 3.8580*1 1. 763722* I 2.18742*1 . 029596* I 
LOG EB 16 -4.6362*1 1.394061* I -3.32571*1 .001008*1 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+-------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. !Parameter Estimates (en9904546.sta) 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM !Sigma-restricted parameterization 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
-95.00% I +95.00% I VINEGAR I VINEGAR I -95.00% I +95.00% I 
I Effect Cnf.Lmt I Cnf.Lmt I Beta (0) I St.Err.0 I Cnf.Lmt I Cnf.Lmt I 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
Intercept 8.4633*1 18.66805*1 
PANELIST 8.0614*1 21.18899*1 .306874*1 .069945*1 .169148*1 .444599*1 
PANELIST -1.5603 I 15.31447 I .129843 I .080902 I .029458 I .289145 I 
PANELIST 8.3741*1 21.09965*1 .314814*1 .069030*1 .178890*1 .450737*1 
PANELIST -5.0838 I 9.91643 I .047760 I .075286 I -.100483 I . 196002 I 
PANELIST -19.2342*1 -4.30841*1 .232664*1 .074912*1 -.380171*1 .085157*1 
PANELIST -8.3790 I 4. 76779 I -.037886 I .070047 I -.175814 I .100041 I 
PANELIST 10.7044*1 23.85032*1 .362523*1 .070042*1 .224606*1 .500441*1 
PANELIST -10.3736 I 2.01320 I -.090836 I .068349 I -.225419 I .043747 I 
PANELIST -18.0284 I .15711 I -.164531 I .085027 I -.331955 I .002893 I 
PANELIST -7. 5721 I 6.66119 I -.009194 I . 072953 I -.152843 I .134455 I 
PANELIST -20.8348*1 -1.38347* I .199151*1 .088545*1 -.373500*1 -.024801*1 
PANELIST -26.8981*1 -3.81328*1 -.259397*1 .099023*1 -.454379*1 -.064416*1 
LOG DIAC -9.1082 I 8.79053 I -.006806 I .194768 I -.390315 I .376703 I 
LOG DIAC"2 .3851*1 7.33088*1 .427304*1 .195346*1 .042656*1 .811953*1 
LOG EB -7.3812*1 -1.89125*1 -.187379*1 .056343*1 .298321*1 -.076437*1 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 





*PANELIST(l2) .15881562*LOG DIAC+3.85800169*LOG DIAC"2-4.6362400*LOG EB 
Vinegar - Main plus test data 
data file: lstexptmain+test.STA [ 858 cases with 17 variables ] 
Cases weighted by variable 14 
VARIABLES: 
1: PANELIST -9999 
4: LOG DIAC -9999 
5: LOG EB -9999 
8: VINEGAR -9999 
Design Effects: 
Continuous effects: LOG DIAC 
LOG DIAC"2 
LOG EB 





COVARIATE LOG DIAC LOG_EB; 
DESIGN PANELIST+ LOG DIAC + LOG DIAC*LOG DIAC 
+ LOG_EB; 
INTERCEPT= include; 





IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM= none; 
SURFACE= LOG DIAC LOG_EB; 
MIXTURE none; 
REPEATED= none; 





STAT. !Univariate Tests of Significance for VINEGAR 
I VISUAL !Sigma-restricted parameterization 
I GLM !Type III decomposition 
+--------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Effect ss 
I Degr. of I 
I Freedom I MS F p 
+--------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
Intercept 12419.1*1 l*I 12419.06*1 38.06369*1 .000000*1 
PANELIST 36641.2*1 12*1 3053.44*1 9.35860*1 .000000*1 
LOG DIAC 5.9 I 1 I 5.87 I .01798 I .893395 I 
LOG DIACA2 1989.8*1 l*I 1989.75*1 6.09848*1 .013989*1 
LOG EB 3958.0*1 l*I 3958.03*1 12.13113*1 .000556*1 
Error 118436.2 I 363 I 326.27 I I I 
+--------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. !Test of SS Whole Model vs. SS Pure Error I 
I VISUAL I I 
I GLM I I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I SS df MS SS df MS 
I Variable I Model Model Model I Pure Err I Pure Err I Pure Err I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I VINEGAR I 63586.52*1 15*1 4239.101*1 79349.96*1 252*1 314.8808*1 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I 
I Variable I F p 
+----------+----------+----------+ 
I VINEGAR I 13.46256*1 0.00*1 
+----------+----------+----------+ 
+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. !Test of Lack of Fit (lstexptmain+test.sta) 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I SS df MS SS df MS 
I Variable I Residual I Residual I Residual I Pure Err I Pure Err I Pure Err I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I VINEGAR I 118436.2 I 363 I 326.2705 I 79349.96 I 252 I 314.8808 I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I SS Lack I df Lack I MS Lack I 
I Variable I of Fit I of Fit I of Fit I F p 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I VINEGAR I 39086.22 I 111 I 352 .1281 I 1.118290 I .236161 I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. !Test of SS Whole Model vs. SS Residual (lstexptmain+test.sta) 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I Multiple I Multiple I Adjusted I SS df MS 
I Variable I R I R2 I R2 I Model Model Model 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I VINEGAR .591044*1 .349333*1 .322446*1 63586.52*1 15*1 4239.101*1 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I SS df MS 
I Variable I Residual I Residual I Residual I F p 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I VINEGAR I 118436.2*! 363*1 326.2705*1 12.99260*1 0.00*1 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+-------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. !Parameter Estimates (lstexptmain+test.sta) 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM !Sigma-restricted parameterization 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Level of I VINEGAR I VINEGAR I VINEGAR I VINEGAR I 
I Effect I Effect I Column Param. I Std.Err I t I p I 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
Intercept 1 14.3235*1 2.321636*1 6.16958*1 .000000*1 
PANELIST 1 2 12.3552*1 2.949937*1 4.18828*1 .000035*1 
PANELIST 2 3 6.9535 I 3.908905 I 1.77890 I .076093 I 
PANELIST 3 4 13.7995*1 2.678064*1 5.15277*1 .000000*1 
PANELIST 4 5 1.5224 I 3.899887 I .39036 I .696497 I 
PANELIST 5 6 -7.3388*! 3.414725*1 -2.14917*1 .032281*! 
PANELIST 6 7 -2.2700 I 2.948699 I .76984 I .441896 I 
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PANELIST 7 8 18.3519*1 3.020473*1 6.07584*1 .000000*1 
PANELIST 8 9 -5.4251 I 2. 961370 I -1.83195 I .067779 I 
PANELIST 9 10 -4.3955 I 4.203815 I -1.04559 I .296447 I 
PANELIST 10 11 -1.4878 I 3.033358 I -.49049 I .624080 I 
PANELIST 11 12 -14.1990*1 3.456856*/ -4.10748*1 .000049*1 
PANELIST 12 13 -14.6153*/ 4.987722*/ -2.93027*/ .003601*/ 
LOG DIAC 14 -.5352 I 3.991191 I -.13410 I .893395 I 
LOG DIACA2 15 3.8709*/ 1.567485*/ 2.46951*/ .013989*/ 
LOG EB 16 -4.2213*1 1. 211985* I -3.48298*1 .000556*1 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+-------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. !Parameter Estimates (lstexptmain+test.sta) 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM I Sigma-restricted parameterization 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
-95.00% I +95.00% I VINEGAR I VINEGAR I -95.00% I +95.00% I 
I Effect Cnf.Lmt I Cnf.Lmt I Beta (fl) I St.Err.fl I Cnf.Lmt I Cnf.Lmt I 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
Intercept 9.7580*1 18.88906*1 
PANELIST 6.5541*1 18.15628*1 .245727* I .058670*1 .130351*1 .361102*1 
PANELIST -.7334 I 14.64049 I .121228 I .068148 I -.012786 I .255242 I 
PANELIST 8.5330*1 19.06592*1 .290715*/ .056419*1 .179766* I .401665*1 
PANELIST -6.1468 I 9.19158 I .026541 I .067990 I -.107164 I .160246 I 
PANELIST -14.0540*/ .62371*1 -.135156*1 .062887*/ -.258825*/ -.011487*/ 
PANELIST -8.0687 I 3.52865 I .045148 I .058645 I -.160475 I .070180 I 
PANELIST 12.4121*1 24.29172*1 .359861*1 . 059228* I .243387*1 .476334*/ 
PANELIST -11.2487 I .39853 I -.107897 I .058897 I -.223720 I .007926 I 
PANELIST -12.6624 I 3. 87143 I -.075106 I .071831 I -.216363 I .066152 I 
PANELIST -7.4530 I 4 .47732 I -.029175 I .059481 I -.146145 I . 087795 I 
PANELIST -20.9969*/ -7.40099*1 .261495*1 .063663*1 .386690*1 .136300*/ 
PANELIST -24.4238*1 -4.80689*1 -.233550*1 .079703*1 -.390287*1 -.076813*1 
LOG DIAC -8.3840 I 7.31353 I -.022059 I .164494 I -.345540 I .301421 I 
LOG DIACA2 .7884*/ 6.95341*/ .410389*1 .166182*1 .083588*/ . 737190* I 
LOG EB -6.6047*1 -1.83792* I -.162491*1 .046653*/ -.254235*/ -.070747*/ 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
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Green Apple - Main data set 
data file: en9904546.STA [ 624 cases with 23 variables J 
Cases weighted by variable 21 
VARIABLES: 
4: PANELIST 
10; LOG DIAC 
11: LOG EB 






Continuous effects: LOG DIAC 
LOG DIACA2 
LOG EB 





COVARIATE= LOG DIAC LOG EB; 
DESIGN= PANELIST+ LOG DIAC + LOG DIAC*LOG DIAC 
+ LOG_EB; 
INTERCEPT= include; 
LACKOFFIT = yes; 
PARAM = sigma; 








SURFACE= LOG DIAC LOG_EB; 
MIXTURE= none; 
REPEATED= none; 




STAT. !Univariate Tests of Significance for GREEN AP (en9904546.sta) I 
I VISUAL !Sigma-restricted parameterization I 
I GLM !Type III decomposition I 
+--------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+------+ 
I Effect ss 
I Degr. of I 
I Freedom I MS F p 
+--------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
Intercept 8662.2*1 l*I 8662.206*1 15.30192*1 .000112*1 
PANELIST 26565.1*1 12*1 2213.760*1 3.91064*1 .000013*1 
LOG DIAC 79.4 I 1 I 79.374 I .14022 I .708312 I 
LOG DIACA2 3820.2*1 1*1 3820.219*1 6.74847*1 .009811*1 
LOG EB 294.3 I 1 I 294.265 I .51982 I .471437 I 
Error 183412.0 I 324 I 566.086 I I I 
+--------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. !Test of SS Whole Model vs. SS Pure Error (en9904546.sta) 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I SS df MS SS df MS 
I Variable I Model Model Model I Pure Err I Pure Err I Pure Err I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I GREEN_AP I 80032.05*1 15*1 5335.470*1 135216.0*1 240*1 563.4001*1 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I 
I Variable I F p 
+----------+----------+----------+ 
I GREEN_AP I 9.470125*1 0.00*1 
+----------+----------+----------+ 
+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
I STAT. !Test of Lack of Fit (en9904546.sta) 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I SS df MS SS df MS 
I Variable I Residual I Residual I Residual I Pure Err I Pure Err I Pure Err I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
GREEN AP I 183412.0 I 324 I 566.0864 I 135216.0 I 240 I 563. 4001 I 
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+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I SS Lack I df Lack I MS Lack I 
I Variable I of Fit I of Fit I of Fit I F p 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I GREEN_AP I 48195.95 I 84 I 573.7614 I 1.018391 I .448116 I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. !Test of SS Whole Model vs. SS Residual (en9904546.sta) 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I Multiple I Multiple I Adjusted I SS df I MS I 
I Variable I R I R2 I R2 I Model Model I Model I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I GREEN_AP I .551173*1 .303791*1 .271560*1 80032.05*1 15*1 5335.470*1 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I SS df MS 
I Variable I Residual I Residual I Residual I F p 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
J GREEN_AP J 183412.0*J 324*1 566.0864*1 9.425187*1 0.00*1 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+-------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. JParameter Estimates (en9904546.sta) I 
I VISUAL I I 
I GLM !Sigma-restricted parameterization I 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+"---------+----------+ 
I Level of I I GREEN_AP I GREEN_AP I GREEN_AP I GREEN_AP I 
I Effect I Effect I Column I Param. I Std.Err I t I p I 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
Intercept 1 12. 9631* I 3.313871*1 3.91177*1 . 000112* I 
PANELIST 1 2 7.9724*1 4.045552*1 1.97065*1 .049615*1 
PANELIST 2 3 -15.2666*1 5.748493*1 -2.65576*1 .008304*1 
PANELIST 3 4 15.0203*1 3.895321*1 3.85597*1 .000139*1 
PANELIST 4 5 -1. 7198 I 6.105390 I -.28169 I . 778362 I 
PANELIST 5 6 -8.6288 I 4. 929641 I -1. 75040 I . 080996 I 
PANELIST 6 7 7.1661 I 4.114986 I 1.74145 I .082553 I 
PANELIST 7 8 13.1250*1 4.312544*1 3.04345*1 .002530*1 
PANELIST 8 9 3.6560 I 3.875255 I .94343 I .346166 I 
PANELIST 9 10 -4.5331 I 6.566548 I -.69033 I .490483 I 
PANELIST 10 11 -10.3282*1 3.963708* I -2.60570*1 .009592*1 
PANELIST 11 12 2.4724 I 5.747724 I .43016 I .667366 I 
PANELIST 12 13 -6.4840 I 5 .107277 I -1.26957 I .205149 I 
LOG DIAC 14 1.9445 I 5.192776 I .37445 I .708312 I 
LOG DIACA2 15 5.1904*1 1.998008*1 2. 59778* I .009811*1 
LOG EB 16 -1.1858 I 1.644677 I - . 72099 I .471437 I 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+-------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. !Parameter Estimates (en9904546.sta) 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM !Sigma-restricted parameterization 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
-95.00% I +95.00% I GREEN_AP I GREEN_AP I -95.00% I +95.00% I 
I Effect Cnf.Lmt I Cnf.Lmt I Beta (B) I St.Err.B I Cnf.Lmt I Cnf.Lmt I 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
Intercept 6.4437*1 19.48251*1 
PANELIST .0135*1 15.93123*1 .126176*1 .064028*1 .000214*1 .252138*1 
PANELIST -26.5757*1 -3.95753*1 -.204449*1 .076983*1 -.355900*1 -.052999*1 
PANELIST 7.3569*1 22.68357*1 .244655*1 .063448*1 .119832* I .369477*1 
PANELIST -13.7310 I 10.29140 I -.022489 I .079837 I -.179553 I .134575 I 
PANELIST -18.3270 I 1.06930 I -.123202 I .070385 I -.261672 I .015267 I 
PANELIST - . 9294 I 15.26152 I .111693 I .064138 I -.014486 I .237872 I 
PANELIST 4.6409*1 21. 60913* I .201331*1 .066152*1 .071189*1 .331473*1 
PANELIST -3.9678 I 11.27985 I .059550 I .063121 I -.064629 I .183730 I 
PANELIST -17.4515 I 8.38539 I -.057795 I . 083721 I -.222500 I .106910 I 
PANELIST -18.1261*1 -2.53036*1 -.165877*1 .063659*1 -.291114*1 -.040639*1 
PANELIST -8.8351 I 13.78001 I . 033111 I .076973 I - .118320 I .184541 I 
PANELIST -16.5317 I 3.56357 I . 090725 I .071461 I -.231312 I .049862 I 
LOG DIAC -8.2714 I 12.16027 I .066652 I .177999 I .283527 I .416831 I 
LOG DIACA2 1.2597*1 9.12110*1 .449840*1 .173163*1 .109174*1 .790506*1 
LOG EB -4.4214 I 2.04980 I -.037373 I .051836 I -.139351 I .064605 I 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 








Green Apple - Main plus test data 
data file: lstexptmain+test.STA 
Cases weighted by variable 15 
858 cases with 17 variables] 
VARIABLES: 
1: PANELIST 
4: LOG DIAC 
5: LOG EB 






Continuous effects: LOG DIAC 
LOG DIACA2 
LOG EB 





COVARIATE= LOG DIAC LOG_EB; 
DESIGN= PANELIST+ LOG_DIAC + LOG DIAC*LOG DIAC 
+ LOG EB; 
INTERCEPT= include; 
LACKOFFIT = yes; 
PARAM = sigma; 
SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE none; 
SDELTA 7; 
IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM= none; 







STAT. !Univariate Tests of Significance for GREEN AP I 
I VISUAL I Sigma-restricted parameterization I 
I GLM !Type III decomposition I 
+--------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I I Degr. of I 
I Effect SS I Freedom I MS F p 
+--------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
Intercept 17124.2*1 l*I 17124.22*1 30.23853*1 .000000*1 
PANELIST 39310.5*1 12*1 3275.87*1 5.78465*1 .000000*1 
LOG DIAC 35.7 I 1 I 35.69 I .06303 I .801886 I 
LOG DIACA2 7914.0*1 l*I 7914.03*1 13.97486*1 .000209*1 
LOG EB 436. 7 I 1 I 436. 71 I . 77115 I .380327 I 
Error 255969.8 I 452 I 566.30 I I I 
+--------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. !Test of SS Whole Model vs. SS Pure Error 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I 







ss df MS 
I Pure Err I Pure Err I Pure Err I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I GREEN_AP I 121381.8*1 15*1 8092.119*1 177727.6*1 307*1 578.9171*1 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I 
I Variable I F p 
+----------+----------+----------+ 
I GREEN_AP I 13.97803*1 0.00*! 
+----------+----------+----------+ 
+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. !Test of Lack of Fit (lstexptmain+test.sta) 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
Dependnt SS df MS SS df MS 
I Variable I Residual I Residual I Residual I Pure Err I Pure Err I Pure Err I 
188 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I GREEN_AP I 255969.8 I 452 I 566.3048 I 177727.6 I 307 I 578.9171 I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I SS Lack I df Lack I MS Lack I 
I Variable I of Fit I of Fit I of Fit I F p 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I GREEN_AP I 78242.21 I 145 I 539.6015 I .932088 I .682176 I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. ITest of SS Whole Model vs. SS Residual (lstexptmain+test.sta) 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I Multiple I Multiple I Adjusted I SS df MS 
I Variable I R I R2 I R2 I Model Model Model 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I GREEN_AP I . 567158* I . 321668* I .299157* I 121381. 8* I 15* I 8092 .119* I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I SS df MS I I I 
I Variable I Residual I Residual I Residual I F I p I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I GREEN_AP I 255969.8*1 452*1 566.3048*1 14.28934*1 0.00*1 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+-------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. !Parameter Estimates (lstexptmain+test.sta) 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM !Sigma-restricted parameterization 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Level of I 
I Effect I 
I GREEN_AP I GREEN_AP I GREEN_AP I GREEN_AP I 
I Effect Column I Param. I Std.Err I t I p I 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
Intercept 1 15.8875*1 2.889183*1 5.49896*1 .000000*1 
PANELIST 1 2 3.3385 I 3.545781 I .94153 I .346935 I 
PANELIST 2 3 -12. 7721* I 4.881102*1 -2.61664*1 . 009178* I 
PANELIST 3 4 15.2846*1 3.125772*1 4.88985*1 .000001*1 
PANELIST 4 5 -3.7634 I 6.044927 I -.62258 I .533878 I 
PANELIST 5 6 -8.3757 I 4. 327284 I -1.93555 I .053546 I 
PANELIST 6 7 4.0405 I 3.518496 I 1.14835 I .251430 I 
PANELIST 7 8 12.7035*1 3.730250*1 3.40553*1 .000719*1 
PANELIST 8 9 4.4343 I 3.402394 I 1.30328 I .193141 I 
PANELIST 9 10 5.0328 I 5.665434 I .88833 I .374836 I 
PANELIST 10 11 -13.0334*1 3.355384*1 -3.88431*1 . 000118* I 
PANELIST 11 12 4.8275 I 4.356144 I 1.10819 I .268367 I 
PANELIST 12 13 -8.5514*1 4.181720*1 -2.04495*1 .041438*1 
LOG DIAC 14 -1.1177 I 4.452020 I -.25105 I .801886 I 
LOG DIACA2 15 6.4929*1 1.736868*1 3.73830*1 .000209*1 
LOG EB 16 -1. 2030 I 1.369932 I .87815 I .380327 I 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+-------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. !Parameter Estimates (lstexptmain+test.sta) 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM !Sigma-restricted parameterization 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
-95. 00% I +95. 00% I GREEN_AP I GREEN_ AP I -_95. 00% I +95. 00% I 
I Effect Cnf.Lmt I Cnf.Lmt I Beta (fl) I St.Err.fl I Cnf.Lmt I Cnf.Lmt I 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
Intercept 10.2096*1 21.56539*1 I I I 
PANELIST -3.6298 I 10. 30673 I .050982 I .054148 I -.055431 I .157394 I 
PANELIST -22.3645*1 -3 .17961* I -.167583*1 .064045*1 -.293447*1 -.041720*1 
PANELIST 9.1417*1 21.42740* I .253076*1 .051755*1 .151365*1 .354787*1 
PANELIST -15.6431 I 8.11623 I -.045878 I .073690 I - .190696 I .098940 I 
PANELIST -16.8798 I .12841 I - .115254 I .059546 I -.232276 I .001767 I 
PANELIST -2.8742 I 10.95512 I . 061702 I .053731 I -.043891 I .167296 I 
PANELIST 5.3727*1 20.03425*1 .189496* I .055644*1 .080144*1 .298849*1 
PANELIST -2.2522 I 11.12076 I . 069225 I .053116 I -.035160 I .173610 I 
PANELIST -6.1011 I 16.16663 I .062569 I .070435 I -.075851 I .200989 I 
PANELIST -19.6275*1 -6.43927*1 -.205622*1 .052937*1 -.309654*1 -.101590*1 
PANELIST -3.7334 I 13.38826 I .066429 I .059943 I -.051373 I .184230 I 
PANELIST -16.7694*1 -.33339*1 -.119412*1 .058394*1 -.234169*1 -.004655*1 
LOG DIAC -9.8669 I 7.63152 I -.036464 I .145245 I -.321904 I .248975 I 
LOG DIACA2 3.0796*1 9. 90627* I .534339*1 .142936* I .253436*1 .815241*1 
LOG EB -3.8952 I 1. 48922 I -.036455 I .041514 I - .118039 I .045128 I 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
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Artificial Fruit - Main data set 
data file: en9904546.STA [ 624 cases with 23 variables J 
Cases weighted by variable 22 
VARIABLES: 
4: PANELIST -9999 
10: LOG DIAC -9999 
11: LOG EB -9999 
16: ARTIFICI -9999 
Design Effects: 
Continuous effects: LOG DIAC 
LOG EB 
LOG EBA2 





COVARIATE= LOG DIAC LOG EB; 
DESIGN= PANELIST+ LOG DIAC + LOG EB+ LOG_EB*LOG_EB; 
INTERCEPT= include; 
LACKOFFIT = yes; 
PARAM = sigma; 
SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE none; 
SDELTA 7; 
IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM= none; 
SURFACE= LOG DIAC LOG_EB; 
MIXTURE= none; 
REPEATED= none; 





STAT. !Univariate Tests of Significance for ARTIFICI (en9904546.sta) I 
VISUAL !Sigma-restricted parameterization I 
GLM !Type III decomposition I 
+--------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+------+ 
I Degr. of I I I I 
I Effect SS I Freedom I MS I F I p I 
+--------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
Intercept 9524.8*1 1*1 9524.828*1 14.73761*1 .000152*1 
PANELIST 34583.7*1 12*1 2881.976*1 4.45923*1 .000001*1 
LOG DIAC 7239.6*1 l*I 7239.626*1 11.20175*1 .000927*1 
LOG EB 1662.4 I 1 I 1662.358 I 2.57214 I .109864 I 
LOG EBA2 1218.0 I 1 I 1217.975 I 1.88455 I .170893 I 
Error 184840.1 I 286 I 646.294 I I I 
+--------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+----------+--------------------------------------------------------, --------+ 
STAT. !Test of SS Whole Model vs. SS Pure Error (en9904546.sta) I 
I VISUAL I I 
I GLM I I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I SS df MS SS df MS 
I Variable I Model Model Model I Pure Err I Pure Err I Pure Err I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I ARTIFICI I 123122.2*1 15*1 8208.146*1 132781.1*1 211*1 629.2944*1 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I 
I Variable I F p 
+----------+----------+----------+ 
I ARTIFICI I 13.04341*1 0.00*1 
+----------+----------+----------+ 
+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. !Test of Lack of Fit (en9904546.sta) 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I SS df MS SS df MS 
I Variable I Residual I Residual I Residual I Pure Err I Pure Err I Pure Err I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I ARTIFICI I 184840.1 I 286 I 646.2939 I 132781.1 I 211 I 629.2944 I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I SS Lack I df Lack I MS Lack I 
I Variable I of Fit I of Fit I of Fit I F p 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I ARTIFICI I 52058.96 I 75 I 694.1194 I 1.103012 I .291570 I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. ITest of SS Whole Model vs. SS Residual (en9904546.sta) 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I Multiple I Multiple I Adjusted I SS df MS 
I Variable I R I R2 I R2 I Model Model Model 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I ARTIFICI I . 632295* I . 399796* I . 368317* I 123122 .2* I 15* I 8208 .146* I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I SS df MS 
I Variable I Residual I Residual I Residual I F p 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I ARTIFICI I 184840.1*1 286*1 646.2939*1 12.70033*1 0.00*1 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+-------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. !Parameter Estimates (en9904546.sta) 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM I Sigma-restricted parameterization 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Level of I I ARTIFICI I ARTIFICI I ARTIFICI I ARTIFICI I 
I Effect I Effect I Column I Param. I Std.Err I t I p I 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
Intercept 1 17.5241*1 4.564794*1 3.83896*1 .000152*1 
PANELIST 1 2 .6076 I 5.094832 I .11927 I .905147 I 
PANELIST 2 3 -5.6527 I 7.630642 I -.74079 I .459427 I 
PANELIST 3 4 7.7747 I 5.499953 I 1.41359 I .158569 I 
PANELIST 4 5 18.2492*1 5.043530*1 3.61835*1 .000350*1 
PANELIST 5 6 -6.4424 I 5.736401 I -1.12307 I .262349 I 
PANELIST 6 7 12.3022*1 6.158199*1 1.99769*1 .046697*1 
PANELIST 7 8 2.2622 I 5.476576 I .41306 I .679871 I 
PANELIST 8 9 -6.0952 I 4.225517 I -1.44248 I .150261 I 
PANELIST 9 10 7.0755 I 4.462746 I 1.58546 I .113967 I 
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PANELIST 10 11 -17.0451*1 5.479238*1 -3 .11086* I .002054*1 
PANELIST 11 12 -6.6175 I 4. 489626 I -1. 47395 I .141596 I 
PANELIST 12 13 13.4866*1 4.740383*1 2.84505*1 .004761*1 
LOG DIAC 14 -6 .1105* I 1.825725* I -3.34690*1 .000927*1 
LOG EB 15 11. 0897 I 6.914667 I 1.60379 I .109864 I 
LOG EBA2 16 3.4102 I 2.484172 I 1. 37279 I .170893 I 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+-------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. !Parameter Estimates (en9904546.sta) 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM !Sigma-restricted parameterization 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
-95. 00% I +95. 00% I ART I FI CI / ARTIFICI I -95. 00% I +95. 00% I 
I Effect Cnf.Lmt I Cnf.Lmt I Beta (fl) I St.Err.fl I Cnf.Lmt I Cnf.Lmt I 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
Intercept 8.5392*1 26.50891*1 I I I 
PANELIST -9.4205 I 10.63577 I .007086 I .059414 I -.109858 .124030 I 
PANELIST -20.6721 I 9.36662 I - .053696 I . 072484 I -.196365 .088974 I 
PANELIST -3.0508 I 18.60021 I .086348 I .061084 I -.033883 .206579 I 
PANELIST 8.3221*1 28.17639*1 .212816*1 .058816*/ .097049*1 .328582*1 
PANELIST -17.7333 I 4.84854 I - . 069654 I . 062021 I -.191731 I .052422 I 
PANELIST .1811*1 24.42334*1 .129238*1 .064693*1 .001902*/ .256573*/ 
PANELIST -8.5173 I 13.04167 I .025124 I .060824 I - . 094596 I .144844 I 
PANELIST -14.4123 I 2.22183 I -.082484 I . 057182 I -.195035 I .030067 I 
PANELIST -1.7085 I 15.85949 I .089569 I .056494 I .021628 I .200765 I 
PANELIST -27.8299*1 -6.26037*1 -.189307*1 .060854*1 -.309085*1 -.069529*1 
PANELIST -15.4544 I 2.21943 I -.083770 I .056834 I -.195637 I . 028096 I 
PANELIST 4.1561*1 22.81707*1 .164234*1 .057726*/ .050612*1 .277857* I 
LOG DIAC -9.7041*1 -2.51696*1 -.171854*1 .051347*1 -.272921* I -.070788*1 
LOG EB -2.5204 I 24.69976 I .292439 I .182342 I .066465 I .651342 I 
LOG EBA2 -1.4793 I 8.29983 I .248882 I .181296 I - .107963 I . 605727 I 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 






Artificial Fruit - Main plus test data 
data file: lstexptmain+test.STA 
Cases weighted by variable 16 
VARIABLES: 
1: PANELIST -9999 
4: LOG DIAC -9999 
5: LOG EB -9999 
10: ARTIFICI -9999 
Design Effects: 
Continuous effects: LOG DIAC 
LOG EB 





COVARIATE LOG DIAC LOG EB; 
858 cases with 17 variables ] 
DESIGN= PANELIST+ LOG DIAC + LOG EB+ LOG_EB*LOG_EB; 
INTERCEPT= include; 
LACKOFFIT yes; 




IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM none; 
SURFACE= LOG DIAC LOG EB; 










!Univariate Tests of Significance for ARTIFICI 
!Sigma-restricted parameterization 
IType III decomposition 
+--------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Degr. of I 
I Effect SS I Freedom I MS F p 
+--------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
Intercept 12084.9*1 l*I 12084.89*1 19.43191*1 .000014*1 
PANELIST 43724.0*1 12*1 3643.67*1 5.85884*1 .000000*1 
LOG DIAC 8898.4*1 l*I 8898.39*1 14.30816*1 .000181*1 
LOG EB 1202.9 I 1 I 1202.90 I 1.93421 I .165146 I 
LOG EBA2 2231.6 I 1 I 2231.59 I 3.58828 I .058979 I 
Error 226997.1 I 365 I 621.91 I I I 
+--------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. ITest of SS Whole Model vs. SS Pure Error 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I SS df MS SS df MS 
I Variable I Model Model Model I Pure Err I Pure Err I Pure Err I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I ARTIFICI I 149282.5*1 15*1 9952.169*1 161625.2*1 252*1 641.3699*1 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I 
I Variable I F p 
+----------+----------+----------+ 
I ARTIFICI I 15.51705*1 0.00*1 
+----------+----------+----------+ 
+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. ITest of Lack of Fit (lstexptmain+test.sta) 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I SS df MS SS df MS 
I Variable I Residual I Residual I Residual I Pure Err I Pure Err I Pure Err I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I ARTIFICI I 226997.1 I 365 I 621.9097 I 161625.2 I 252 I 641.3699 I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I SS Lack I df Lack I MS Lack I 
I Variable I of Fit I of Fit I of Fit I F p 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I ARTIFICI I 65371.83 I 113 I 578.5118 I .901994 I .731921 I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. [Test of SS Whole Model vs. SS Residual (lstexptmain+test.sta) 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I Multiple I Multiple I Adjusted I SS df MS 
I Variable I R I R2 I R2 I Model Model Model 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I ARTIFICI I .629867*1 .396733*1 .371941*1 149282.5*1 15*1 9952.169*1 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I SS df MS 
I Variable I Residual I Residual I Residual I F p 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I ARTIFICI I 226997.1*1 365*1 621.9097*1 16.00259*1 0.00*1 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+-------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. !Parameter Estimates (lstexptmain+test.sta) 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM [Sigma-restricted parameterization 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Level of I I ARTIFICI I ARTIFICI I ARTIFICI I ARTIFICI I 
I Effect I Effect I Column I Param. I Std.Err I t I p I 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Intercept I I 1 I 18.2140*1 4.131868*1 4.40816*1 .000014*1 
I PANELIST I 1 I 2 I 1.3498 I 4.432526 I .30453 I .760897 I 
I PANELIST I 2 I 3 I -5.9802 I 5.940655 I -1.00665 I .314771 I 
I PANELIST I 3 I 4 I 7.7852 I 4.390754 I 1.77308 I .077049 I 
I PANELIST I 4 I 5 I 18.3705*1 4.880977*1 3.76369*1 .000195*1 
I PANELIST I 5 I 6 I -4.0507 I 5.089986 I -.79582 I .426652 I 
I PANELIST I 6 I 7 I 10.8751*1 4.722039*1 2.30306*1 .021837*1 
I PANELIST I 7 I 8 I 2.8724 I 5.084522 I .56493 I .572472 I 
I PANELIST I 8 I 9 I -5.5797 I 3.680544 I -1.51601 I .130383 I 
I PANELIST I 9 I 10 I 6.7129 I 4.087376 I 1.64234 I .101381 I 
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PANELIST 10 11 -19.2679*1 4.547941*1 -4.23661*1 .000029*1 
PANELIST 11 12 -7 .1865 I 3.741906 I -1.92054 I .055568 I 
PANELIST 12 13 13.4176*1 4.588450*1 2.92422*1 .003669*1 
LOG DIAC 14 -5.8765*1 1.553561*1 -3.78261*1 .000181*1 
LOG EB 15 8.7945 I 6.323540 I 1.39076 I .165146 I 
LOG EBA2 16 4.3036 I 2.271882 I 1. 89428 I .058979 I 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+-------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. !Parameter Estimates (lstexptmain+test.sta) 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM I Sigma-restricted parameterization 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Effect 
-95. 00% I +95. 00% I ARTIFICI I ART I FI CI I -95. 00% I +95. 00% I 
Cnf.Lmt I Cnf.Lmt I Beta (El I St.Err.E I Cnf.Lmt I Cnf.Lmt I 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
Intercept 10.0887*1 26.3392*1 I 
PANELIST -7.3667 I 10.0663 I .016156 .053053 -.088172 I .120485 
PANELIST -17.6624 I 5.7021 I -.061528 .061122 -.181723 I .058667 
PANELIST -.8492 I 16.4195 I .094013 .053022 -.010255 I .198280 
PANELIST 8.7721*1 27.9688*1 .207484* .055128*1 .099076*1 .315893* 
PANELIST -14.0601 I 5.9587 I -.044782 . 056272 I -.155440 I .065875 
PANELIST 1. 5893* I 20.1609*1 .125348* . 054427* I .018319*1 .232378* 
PANELIST -7.1263 I 12. 8710 I .031755 . 056211 I -.078784 I .142294 
PANELIST -12.8175 I 1.6580 I - .077304 .050992 I -.177579 I .022971 
PANELIST -1.3249 I 14.7506 I .084500 .051451 I -.016678 I .185677 
PANELIST -28 .2113* I -10.3244*1 -.226415* .053442*1 -.331508*1 -.121321* 
PANELIST -14.5449 I .1719 I -.095860 .049913 I -.194013 I .002293 
PANELIST 4.3945*1 22.4408*1 .157669* .053918*1 .051640*1 .263699* 
LOG DIAC -8.9316*1 -2.8215*1 -.168608* .044574*1 -.256263*1 -.080953* 
LOG EB -3.6406 I 21. 2297 I .231139 .166196 I -.095684 I .557961 I 
LOG EBA2 -.1640 I 8.7712 I .313061 .165267 I .011934 I .638056 I 
+-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 






Histogram of Raw Residuals 
Dependent variable: ARTIFtCI 
{Analysis sample) 
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Fermented Fruit - Main data set 
data file: en9904546.STA [ 624 cases with 23 variables l 
Cases weighted by variable 23 
VARIABLES: 
4: PANELIST 
10: LOG DIAC 











LOG DIAC*LOG EB 




GROUPS= PANELIST(l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13); 
COVARIATE= LOG_DIAC LOG_EB; 
DESIGN PANELIST+ LOG DIAC 
I LOG_EB @2; 
INTERCEPT= include; 
LACKOFFIT = yes; 
PARAM = sigma; 
SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE= none; 
SDELTA 7; 
IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM= none; 






LOG DIAC LOG EB 
+------------------+-------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. /Univariate Tests of Significance for FERMENTE (en9904546.sta) I 
I VISUAL !Sigma-restricted parameterization I 
I GLM !Type III decomposition I 
+------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+------+ 
I 
I Effect ss 
I Degr. of I 
I Freedom I MS F p 
+------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
Intercept 729. 5 I 1 I 729.474 I .981612 I . 322722 I 
PANELIST 40040.1*1 12*1 3336.678*1 4.489981*1 .000001*1 
LOG DIAC 270.6 I 1 I 270.588 I .364115 I .546756 I -
LOG DIACA2 975.0 I 1 I 975.041 I 1. 312058 I .253076 I 
LOG EB 2798.9 I 1 I 2798.903 I 3.766328 I .053375 I 
LOG EBA2 517.0 I 1 I 516.990 I .695684 I .405003 I 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB 2048.2 I 1 I 2048.164 I 2.756100 I .098090 I -
Error 193216.0 I 260 I 743.138 I I I 
+------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. /Test of SS Whole Model vs. SS Pure Error (en9904546.sta) 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I SS df MS SS df MS 
I Variable I Model Model Model I Pure Err I Pure Err I Pure Err I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I FERMENTE I 104247.3*1 17*1 6132.192*1 138406.2*1 195*1 709.7754*1 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I 
I Variable I F p 
+----------+----------+----------+ 
I FERMENTE I 8.639623*1 .000000*1 
+----------+----------+----------+ 
+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. /Test of Lack of Fit (en9904546.sta) 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I ss 













I FERMENTE I 193216.0 I 260 I 743.1384 I 138406.2 I 195 I 709.7754 I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I SS Lack I df Lack I MS Lack I 
I Variable I of Fit I of Fit I of Fit I F p 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I FERMENTE I 54809. 78 I 65 I 843. 2273 I 1.188020 I .185535 I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. JTest of SS Whole Model vs. SS Residual (en9904546.sta) 
I VISUAL J 
I GLM I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
/ Dependnt I Multiple J Multiple I Adjusted I SS df MS 
I Variable I R J R2 J R2 I Model Model Model 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I FERMENTE J .591992*1 .350454*1 .307984*1 104247.3*1 17*1 6132.192*1 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I SS df MS 
J Variable I Residual I Residual I Residual I F p 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I FERMENTE I 193216.0*J 260*1 743.1384*1 8.251750*1 .000000*1 
+----<-----+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+------------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. !Parameter Estimates (en9904546.sta) 
J VISUAL I 
J GLM /Sigma-restricted parameterization 
+------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
J Level of J I FERMENTE I FERMENTE I FERMENTE I FERMENTE I 
I Effect I Effect I Column I Param. I Std.Err I t I p I 
+------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
Intercept 1 6.3103 I 6.369136 I .99076 I .322722 I 
PANELIST 1 2 2.7785 I 5.566430 I .49916 I .618090 I 
PANELIST 2 3 8.0347 I 7.146566 I 1.12427 I .261935 I 
PANELIST 3 4 15.6601*1 6.003422*1 2.60853*1 .009619*1 
PANELIST 4 5 .2600 I 6.016494 I .04321 I . 965566 I 
PANELIST 5 6 -16.2644*1 5.248888*1 -3.09864*1 .002157*1 
PANELIST 6 7 12. 1 719* I 5.381807*1 2.26167*1 .024544*1 
PANELIST 7 8 5.3168 I 4.903546 I 1.08428 I .279245 I 
PANELIST 8 9 -9.8493 I 5.552933 I -1.77372 I .077280 I 
PANELIST 9 10 3.6498 I 4.782934 I .76310 I .446097 I 
PANELIST 10 11 -14.8619*1 5.952627*1 -2.49670*1 .013155*1 
PANELIST 11 12 5.2044 I 8.293282 I .62755 I .530851 I 
PANELIST 12 13 22.2559*1 6.231988*1 3.57123*1 .000423*1 
LOG DIAC 14 -4.7448 I 7.863105 I .60342 I .546756 I 
LOG DIACA2 15 3.6647 I 3.199365 I 1.14545 I .253076 I 
LOG EB 16 16.1196 I 8.306040 I 1.94070 I .053375 I 
LOG EBA2 17 2.3509 I 2.818567 I .83408 I .405003 I 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB 18 -3. 8961 I 2.346845 I -1.66015 I .098090 I 
+------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+------------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. !Parameter Estimates (en9904546.sta) 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM !Sigma-restricted parameterization 
+------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
-95.00% I +95.00% I FERMENTE I FERMENTE I -95.00% J +95.00% I 
I Effect Cnf.Lmt I Cnf.Lmt I Beta (5) I St.Err.5 I Cnf.Lmt J Cnf.Lmt J 
+------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
Intercept -6.2313 I 18.85197 I I I I I 
PANELIST -8.1825 I 13. 73955 I .027356 I .054805 I -.080561 I .135273 I 
PANELIST -6.0378 I 22 .10719 I .065502 I .058262 I -.049223 I .180226 I 
PANELIST 3.8386*1 27.48165*1 .144409*1 .055360*1 .035398*1 .253421*1 
PANELIST -11.5873 I 12 .10724 I .002397 I .055481 I .106852 I .111647 I 
PANELIST -26.6002*1 -5.92869*1 -.169374*1 .054661*1 -.277009*1 -.061740*1 
PANELIST 1.5744*1 22.76933*1 .123374*/ .054550*1 .015958*1 .230791*1 
PANELIST -4.3389 I 14. 97253 I .059441 I .054821 I -.048508 I .167391 I 
PANELIST -20.7838 I 1.08510 I -.096972 I . 054 672 I -.204628 I .010683 I 
PANELIST -5.7684 I 13.06806 I .040805 I .053473 I .064490 I .146099 I 
PANELIST -26.5834*1 -3.14040*1 -.137049*1 .054892*1 -.245138*1 -.028959*1 
PANELIST -11.1261 I 21.53499 I .038101 I .060714 I -.081453 I .157654 I 
PANELIST 9.9843*1 34 .52746* I .197740*1 .055370*1 .088709*1 . 306772* I 
LOG DIAC -20.2282 I 10.73872 I .127432 I .211184 I -.543281 I .288416 I 
LOG DIACA2 -2.6352 I 9. 96468 I .234993 I .205153 I -.168980 I . 638966 I 
LOG EB -.2361 I 32.47523 I .415443 I .214068 I -.006085 I . 836972 I 
LOG EBA2 -3.1992 I 7.90103 I .170563 I .204493 I -.232110 I .573235 I 
196 
I LOG_DIAC*LOG_EB -8.5174 I .72513 I -.214542 .129230 I -.469013 I .039930 I 
+------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 







Fermented - Main plus test data 
data file: lstexptmain+test.STA [ 858 cases with 17 variables J 
Cases weighted by variable 17 
VARIABLES: 
1: PANELIST -9999 
4: LOG DIAC -9999 
5: LOG EB -9999 
11: FERMENTE -9999 
Design Effects: 




LOG DIAC*LOG EB 




GROUPS= PANELIST(l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13); 
COVARIATE= LOG_DIAC LOG_EB; 
DESIGN PANELIST+ LOG DIAC 
I LOG_EB @2; 
INTERCEPT= include; 
LACKOFFIT = yes; 
PARAM = sigma; 
SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE= none; 
SDELTA 7; 
IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM= none; 






LOG DIAC LOG EB 
+------------------+------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. !Univariate Tests of Significance for FERMENTE 
I VISUAL !Sigma-restricted parameterization 
I GLM IType III decomposition 
+------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I I I Degr. of I 
I Effect I SS I Freedom I MS F p 
+------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
Intercept 1847.0 I 1 I 1846.985 I 2.680194 I .102418 I 
PANELIST 45448.5*1 12*1 3787.372*1 5.495924*1 .000000*1 
LOG DIAC 699.7 I 1 I 699.722 I 1. 015379 I .314249 I 
LOG DIACA2 2160.9 I 1 I - 2160.882 I 3 .135696 I .077385 I 
LOG EB 1893.6 I 1 I 1893.597 I 2.747834 I .098199 I 
LOG EBA2 2221. 0 I 1 I 2221.024 I 3. 222968 I .073394 I 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB 3665.7*1 l*I 3665.666*1 5.319315*1 .021619*1 
Error 266001.7 I 386 I 689.124 I I I 
+------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. !Test of SS Whole Model vs. SS Pure Error 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I SS df MS SS df MS 
I Variable I Model Model Model I Pure Err I Pure Err I Pure Err I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I FERMENTE I 138539.6*1 17*1 8149.389*1 173178.4*1 260*1 666.0709*1 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I 
I Variable I F p 
+----------+----------+----------+ 




I STAT. !Test of Lack of Fit (lstexptmain+test.sta) I 
I VISUAL I I 
I GLM I I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I SS df MS SS df MS 
I Variable I Residual I Residual I Residual I Pure Err I Pure Err I Pure Err I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
FERMENTE 266001.7 386 I 689.1237 173178.4 260 666.0709 I 
I Dependnt I SS Lack I df Lack I MS Lack I 
I Variable I of Fit I of Fit I of Fit I F p 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I FERMENTE I 92823.31 I 126 I 736.6929 I 1.106028 I .249182 I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. !Test of SS Whole Model vs. SS Residual (lstexptmain+test.sta) 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM I 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I Multiple I Multiple I Adjusted I SS df MS 
I Variable I R I R2 I R2 I Model Model Model 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I FERMENTE I .585202*1 .342461*1 .313502*1 138539.6*1 17*1 8149.389*1 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I Dependnt I SS df MS 
I Variable I Residual I Residual I Residual I F p 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I FERMENTE I 266001.7*1 386*1 689.1237*1 11.82573*1 0.00*1 
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+------------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. !Parameter Estimates (lstexptmain+test.sta) 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM !Sigma-restricted parameterization 
+------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
I I Level of I I FERMENTE I FERMENTE I FERMENTE I FERMENTE I 
I Effect I Effect I Column I Param. I Std.Err I t I p I 
+------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
Intercept 1 8.6618 I 5.290869 I 1.63713 I .102418 I 
PANELIST 1 2 2.5719 I 4.429536 I .58062 I .561834 I 
PANELIST 2 3 4.0782 I 5. 700770 I .71537 I .474812 I 
PANELIST 3 4 9.3779*1 4.420773*1 2.12133*1 .034531*1 
PANELIST 4 5 .4905 I 5. 696998 I .08610 I .931435 I 
PANELIST 5 6 -11.1633* I 4.080183*1 -2.73599*1 .006506*1 
PANELIST 6 7 14.2080*1 4 .116461* I 3.45151*1 .000619*1 
PANELIST 7 8 4. 0625 I 3.966120 I 1.02431 I .306330 I 
PANELIST 8 9 -10.0406*1 4.856211*1 -2.06759*1 .039345*1 
PANELIST 9 10 4.9291 I 3. 949653 I 1.24798 I .212796 I 
PANELIST 10 11 -14.8282*1 4.398355*1 -3.37129*1 .000824*1 
PANELIST 11 12 5.4598 I 5.932995 I .92024 I .358021 I 
PANELIST 12 13 15.5197*1 4.793934*1 3.23737*1 .001311*1 
LOG DIAC 14 -5.8148 I 5.770623 I -1.00766 I .314249 I 
LOG DIACA2 15 4.1555 I 2.346703 I 1.77079 I .077385 I 
LOG EB 16 11. 3551 I 6.850058 I 1.65766 I .098199 I 
LOG EBA2 17 4.1654 I 2.320197 I 1.79526 I .073394 I 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB 18 -4.4083*1 1. 911344* I -2.30636*1 .021619*1 
+------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
+------------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
STAT. !Parameter Estimates (lstexptmain+test.sta) 
I VISUAL I 
I GLM !Sigma-restricted parameterization 
+------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
-95.00% I +95.00% I FERMENTE I FERMENTE I -95.00% I +95.00% I 
I Effect Cnf.Lmt I Cnf.Lmt I Beta (B) I St.Err.B I Cnf.Lmt I Cnf.Lmt I 
+------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
Intercept -1.7407 I 19.06437 I I I I I 
PANELIST -6.1372 I 11.28092 I .028362 I .048848 I -.067680 I .124405 I 
PANELIST -7.1303 I 15.28662 I .038450 I .053748 I -.067226 I .144126 I 
PANELIST .6861*1 18.06973*1 .103419*1 .048752*1 .007566*1 .199271*1 
PANELIST -10.7105 I 11.69152 I .004624 I .053713 I -.100982 I .110230 I 
PANELIST -19.1855*1 -3.14118*1 -.131726*1 .048145*1 -.226386*1 .037065*1 
PANELIST 6.1145*1 22.30151*1 .165024*1 .047812*1 .071019*1 .259028*1 
PANELIST -3.7354 I 11.86044 I .049382 I .048210 I -.045405 J .144168 J 
198 
PANELIST -19.5886*1 -.49270*1 -.104289*1 .050440*1 -.203461*1 .005ll7*1 
PANELIST -2.8364 I 12.69461 I .059050 I .047317 I -.033980 I .152081 I 
PANELIST -23.4759*1 -6.18042*1 -.163523*1 .048505*1 -.258889*1 -.068157*1 
PANELIST -6.2052 I 17.12482 I .050046 I .054384 I .056879 I .156971 I 
PANELIST 6.0943*1 24.94524*1 .16ll99*1 .049793*1 .063299*1 .259099*1 
LOG_DIAC -17.1606 I 5.53096 I -.161986 I .160755 I -.478051 I .154078 I 
LOG DIACA2 -.4584 I 8.76944 I .270019 I .152485 I -.029786 I .569825 I 
LOG EB -2. ll30 I 24.82316 I .292714 I .176583 I -.054470 I .639899 I 
LOG EBA2 -.3964 I 8.72717 I .301319 I .167841 I -.028678 I .631316 I 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB -8.1662*1 -.65031*1 .248503*1 .107747*1 -.460347*1 -.036659*1 
+------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ 
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Appendix E Copy of Ballot Used for Triadic Procedure 
Name -----------------
Instructions 
On the tray in front of you are two sets of samples. 
First sniff each of the three samples in the first set. 
Your first set of samples is: ________________ _ 
Decide which pair of the samples is the most similar and which pair of the samples is the most 
different, based on the type of odour - try to ignore intensity. 
Enter the code numbers of the most similar and most different pairs in the boxes below. Also indicate 
whether it was easy or hard to decide that they were similar or not. 
Most similar pair 
o Easy decision 
o Hard decision 
Most different pair 
o Easy decision 
o Hard decision 
Please turn the page. 
200 
Now, sniff each of the three samples in the second set. 
Your second set of samples is: _________________ _ 
Decide which pair of the samples is the most similar and which pair of the samples is the most 
different, based on the type of odour - try to ignore intensity. 
Enter the code numbers of the most similar and most different pairs in the boxes below. Also indicate 
whether it was easy or hard to decide that they were similar or not. 
Most similar pair 
o Easy decision 
o Hard decision 
Most different pair 
o Easy decision 
o Hard decision 
Please tum the page in preparation for the next two sets of samples, and then return to the foyer for a 5 
minute break. 
201 
On the tray in front of you are two sets of samples. 
First sniff each of the three samples in the first set. 
Your third set of samples is: _________________ _ 
Decide which pair of the samples is the most similar and which pair of the samples is the most 
different, based on the type of odour - try to ignore intensity. 
Enter the code numbers of the most similar and most different pairs in the boxes below. Also indicate 
whether it was easy or hard to decide that they were similar or not. 
Most similar pair 
o Easy decision 
o Hard decision 
Most d{fferent pair 
o Easy decision 
o Hard decision 
Please turn the page. 
202 
Now, sniff each of the three samples in the second set. 
Your fourth set of samples is: _________________ _ 
Decide which pair of the samples is the most similar and which pair of the samples is the most 
different, based on the type of odour - try to ignore intensity. 
Enter the code numbers of the most similar and most different pairs in the boxes below. Also indicate 
whether it was easy or hard to decide that they were similar or not. 
Most similar pair 
D Easy decision 
o Hard decision 
Most different pair 
o Easy decision 
o Hard decision 
Please turn the page in preparation for the next two sets of samples, and then return to the foyer for a 5 
minute break. 
203 
On the tray in front of you are two sets of samples. 
First sniff each of the three samples in the first set. 
Your fifth set of samples is: ________________ _ 
Decide which pair of the samples is the most similar and which pair of the samples is the most 
different, based on the type of odour - try to ignore intensity. 
Enter the code numbers of the most similar and most different pairs in the boxes below. Also indicate 
whether it was easy or hard to decide that they were similar or not. 
Most similar pair 
o Easy decision 
o Hard decision 
Most different pair 
o Easy decision 
o Hard decision 
Please turn the page. 
204 
Now, sniff each of the three samples in the second set. 
Your sixth set of samples is: _________________ _ 
Decide which pair of the samples is the most similar and which pair of the samples is the most 
different, based on the type of odour - try to ignore intensity. 
Enter the code numbers of the most similar and most different pairs in the boxes below. Also indicate 
whether it was easy or hard to decide that they were similar or not. 
Most similar pair 
o Easy decision 
o Hard decision 
Most different pair 
o Easy decision 
o Hard decision 
Thank you. 
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Appendix F Analyses and Results from Chapter 4 
Factor Analysis of Descriptive Data 
Principal Component Factor Analysis of the Correlation Matrix 
Unrotated Factor Loadings and Corrununalities 
Variable Factorl Factor2 Corrununality 
OVERALL -0.368 -0.929 0.999 
CULTURED 0. 968 -0.182 0.970 
VINEGAR 0.894 -0.435 0.989 
GREEN AP 0.801 -0.590 0.989 
ARTIFICI -0.939 -0.342 0.999 
FERMENTE -0.909 -0.411 0.995 
Variance 4. 2212 1. 7197 5.9409 
% Var 0.704 0.287 0.990 
Factor Score Coefficients 
Variable Factorl Factor2 
OVERALL -0.087 -0.540 
CULTURED 0.229 -0.106 
VINEGAR 0.212 -0.253 
GREEN AP 0.190 -0.343 
ARTIFICI -0.222 -0.199 
FERMENTE -0.215 -0.239 
Multidimensional Scaling - Ethyl butyrate and diacetyl 
Trained Panel - 2 dimensions 
The SAS System 16:51 Wednesday, May 2, 2001 1 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK. TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=2 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff f ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff f !ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff 
0 Initial 0. 177853 
1 Monotone 0.123512 
2 Gau-New 0. 105202 
3 Monotone 0.102718 
4 Gau-New 0. 101576 
5 Monotone 0.098714 
6 Gau-New 0.097490 
7 Monotone 0.094429 
8 Gau-New 0.093342 
9 Monotone 0.090817 
10 Gau-New 0.090278 
11 Monotone 0.088629 
12 Gau-New 0.088427 
13 Monotone 0.087508 
14 Gau-New 0.087476 
15 Monotone 0.086805 
16 Gau-New 0.086769 
17 Monotone 0.086335 





























Convergence criteria are satisfied. 
The SAS System 16:51 Wednesday, May 2, 2001 
OBS - DIMENS - -MATRIX _ _ TYPE_ ID -NAME - D1M1 D1M2 
1 2 CRITERION 0.08606 
2 2 CONFIG 1 C1 1.42967 0.29642 
3 2 CONFIG 2 CZ 1.25418 -1.01910 
4 2 CONFIG 3 C3 -0.32644 1.01336 
5 2 CONFIG 4 C4 -2.03992 0.07989 
6 2 CONFIG 5 cs 0.55085 0.87427 
7 2 CONFIG 6 C6 -1.76776 -0.49444 
8 2 CONFIG 7 C7 0.35738 0.24099 
9 2 CONFIG 8 cs 1.42921 -0.42013 
2 
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2 Gau-New 0.020395 0.016368 
3 Monotone 0.013552 0.006843 0.013694 0.597098 
4 Gau-New 0.012861 0.000690 
5 Monotone 0.007618 0.005244 0.010212 0.424364 
6 Gau-New 0.007367 0.000250 
7 Monotone 0.005999 0.001369 0.004267 0.382370 
8 Gau-New 0.005546 0.000452 0.018591 
9 Gau-New 0.005546 0.000000936 0.000961 
Convergence criteria are satisfied. 
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0.06438 1.05839 -0.16782 
-1.34794 0.11453 0.20760 
1.65706 0.62058 -0.38539 
-0.57100 0.92036 -0.30665 
1.21851 -0.34299 0.87289 
-0.33029 0.29380 0.51631 
0.55399 -1.32957 -0.50748 
-0.60677 -0.53673 -0.13368 
-0.63793 -0.79836 -0.09577 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK. TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
fffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
o Initial 0.26851 o 
1 Monotone 0.138570 
2 Gau-New 0.114079 
3 Monotone 0.075417 
4 Gau-New 0.071542 
5 Monotone 0.056457 
6 Gau-New 0.050089 
7 Monotone 0.044458 
8 Gau-New 0.041212 
9 Monotone 0.04007 4 
10 Gau-New 0.038993 
11 Gau-New 0.038960 













Convergence criteria are satisfied. 









17:18 Thursday, May 10, 2001 4 
OBS _DIMENS_ _MATRIX_ _TYPE_ ID _NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 
1 4 CRITERION 0.03896 
2 4 CONFIG 1 C1 1.19873 0.88740 -0.59709 1.11795 
3 4 CONFIG 2 C2 1.23025 1.33209 -0.64069 -0.40805 
4 4 CONFIG 3 C3 1.17439 -0.96958 0.87506 -0.48458 
5 4 CONFIG 4 C4 -2.17141 0.79507 0.48378 -0.50606 
6 4 CONFIG 5 cs 0.55598 -1.42556 0.37323 0.76280 
7 4 CONFIG 6 C6 -2.09798 0.33008 0.52344 0.80638 
8 4 CONFIG 7 C7 0.51744 -1.29711 -0.68608 -0.38831 
9 4 CONFIG 8 ca 1.32990 0.95290 0.71605 -0.47702 
10 4 CONFIG 9 C9 -1.73729 -0.60528 -1.04770 -0.42312 
Trained Panelist 2 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK. TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
fffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
O Initial 0.153367 
1 Monotone 0.043318 
2 Gau-New 0. 034020 
3 Monotone 0.023696 
4 Gau-New 0.022991 
5 Monotone 0.019423 
6 Gau-New 0.017797 
7 Monotone 0.016456 
8 Gau-New 0.015360 
9 Gau-New 0.015327 











Convergence criteria are satisfied. 
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OBS -DIMENS - -MATRIX _ _ TYPE_ ID - NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 
1 4 CRITERION 0.01533 
2 4 CONFIG 1 C1 1.70521 -0.18697 -1.07107 0.12570 
3 4 CONFIG 2 C2 1.77311 1.17468 -0.06041 -0.33533 
4 4 CONFIG 3 C3 -0.91339 0.30809 1.53339 0.13283 
5 4 CONFIG 4 C4 -1.97821 0.70659 -0.39723 0.26115 
6 4 CONFIG 5 C5 0.89573 -1.46413 0.58208 0.53240 
7 4 CONFIG 6 C6 -1.94970 0.91001 -0.26075 -0.36105 
8 4 CONFIG 7 Cl 0.03975 -1.48252 0.15759 -0.97804 
9 4 CONFIG 8 ca 1.77596 0.99410 0.27530 0.22897 
10 4 CONFIG 9 C9 -1.34845 -0.95986 -0.75890 0.39336 
Trained Panelist 3 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK.TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
fffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
0 Initial 0. 366025 
1 Monotone 0.058857 
2 Gau-New 0.040597 
3 Monotone 0.037160 
4 Gau-New 0.036572 
5 Monotone 0.034727 
6 Gau-New 0.034374 
7 Monotone 0.034006 
8 Gau-New 0.033497 
9 Gau-New 0.033452 
10 Gau-New 0.033443 












Convergence criteria are satisfied. 
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OBS _DIMENS __ MATRIX __ TYPE_ ID NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 
1 4 CRITERION 0.03344 
2 4 CONFIG 1 C1 1.65138 0.38153 1.02353 -0.27254 
3 4 CONFIG 2 C2 1.87915 0.95526 -0.08329 0.96767 
4 4 CONFIG 3 C3 -1.63629 0.49771 0.67578 0.12194 
5 4 CONFIG 4 C4 -1.25043 1.57586 -0.52028 -0.68368 
6 4 CONFIG 5 C5 -0.17957 -1.55386 -0.87232 0.71220 
7 4 CONFIG 6 C6 -1.57036 0.23955 -0.87807 0.49784 
8 4 CONFIG 7 Cl -0.14594 -1.61196 0.07009 -0.78133 
9 4 CONFIG 8 ca 1.66775 0.00983 -1.13315 -0.70159 
10 4 CONFIG 9 C9 -0.41568 -0.49392 1.71770 0.13949 
Trained Panelist 4 












Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
fffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
O Initial 0.239921 
1 Monotone 0.069327 
2 Gau-New 0.049148 
3 Monotone 0.043383 
4 Gau-New 0.042477 
5 Monotone 0.039388 
6 Gau-New 0.038729 
7 Monotone 0.038153 
8 Gau-New 0.037384 
9 Gau-New 0.037311 











Convergence criteria are satisfied. 
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- DIMENS_ _MATRIX _ _ TYPE_ ID NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 
4 CRITERION 0.03731 
4 CONFIG 1 C1 1.22688 0.95273 0.86153 0.17226 
4 CONFIG 2 C2 0.98039 0.08297 0.38518 -1.28059 
4 CONFIG 3 C3 1.00961 -0.35166 0.21540 1.19315 
4 CONFIG 4 C4 -2.07125 0.59916 1.04248 0.28186 
4 CONFIG 5 C5 1.00031 -0.43444 -1.12857 0.44174 
4 CONFIG 6 C6 -2.30976 0.50374 -0.60875 0.14736 
4 CONFIG 7 C7 1.11560 -1.50028 0.48493 -0.16914 
4 CONFIG 8 ca 1.00241 1.32125 -0.93283 -0.34727 
4 CONFIG 9 C9 -1.95419 -1.17348 -0.31937 -0.43936 
24 
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Trained Panelist 5 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK.TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
fffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
O Initial 0.359558 
1 Monotone 0.095203 
2 Gau-New 0.068976 
3 Monotone 0.062962 
4 Gau-New 0.061348 
5 Monotone 0. 056504 
6 Gau-New 0.055909 
7 Monotone 0.054187 
8 Gau-New 0.053919 
9 Monotone 0.053605 
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OBS _DIMENS __ MATRIX __ TYPE_ ID NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 
1 4 CRITERION 0.05317 
2 4 CONFIG 1 C1 0.56624 1.00908 1.50490 0.02672 
3 4 CONFIG 2 C2 2.21865 0.37827 0.18097 0.57682 
4 4 CONFIG 3 C3 -1.23869 0.53127 0.28921 -1.07064 
5 4 CONFIG 4 C4 -1.61474 -0.79783 0.26229 1.10550 
6 4 CONFIG 5 C5 -0.32468 -1.30621 1.17854 -0.67211 
7 4 CONFIG 6 C6 -0.96258 1.17843 -0.47175 1.04638 
8 4 CONFIG 7 C7 -0.61836 -0.77497 -1.33722 -0.33587 
9 4 CONFIG 8 C8 1.50276 -1.65513 -0.59406 0.06242 
10 4 CONFIG 9 C9 0.47141 1.43708 -1.01289 -0.73924 
Trained Panelist 6 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK.TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 












Trained Panelist 7 
O Initial 0.198127 
1 Monotone 0.056309 
2 Gau-New 0.045825 
3 Monotone 0.041463 
4 Gau-New 0.040860 
5 Monotone 0.038918 
6 Gau-New 0.038673 
7 Monotone 0. 038336 
8 Gau-New 0.038008 










Convergence criteria are satisfied. 
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DIMENS_ - MATRIX_ _TYPE_ ID -NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 
4 CRITERION 0.03800 
4 CONFIG 1 C1 1.69057 0.41907 0.49657 0.76285 
4 CONFIG 2 C2 1.61981 1.14931 0.75372 -0.59235 
4 CONFIG 3 C3 0.04705 0.15715 -1.54860 1.10314 
4 CONFIG 4 C4 -1.93376 0.85461 0.58246 0.62520 
4 CONFIG 5 cs 0.81856 -1.30721 -0.51192 -0.79844 
4 CONFIG 6 C6 -1.88196 0.83423 -0.18665 -0.90964 
4 CONFIG 7 C7 -0.02817 -1.53303 1.14825 0.46373 
4 CONFIG 8 C8 1.37621 0.22406 -0.65315 -0.43327 
4 CONFIG 9 C9 -1.70832 -0.79819 -0.08068 -0.22122 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK. TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter-100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
38 
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Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
fffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
0 Initial 0.211947 
1 Monotone 0.074177 0.137770 0.164666 0.622947 
2 Gau-New 0.066685 0.007492 
3 Monotone 0.056721 0.009964 0.018862 0.499057 
4 Gau-New 0.052460 0.004261 
5 Monotone 0.045933 0.006527 0.022037 0.397754 
6 Gau-New 0.043307 0.002626 
7 Monotone 0.041631 0.001676 0.011422 0.273571 
8 Gau-New 0.041096 0.000534 
9 Monotone 0.040361 0.000736 0.007633 0.250777 
10 Gau-New 0.039340 0.001020 0.076077 
11 Gau-New 0.039268 0.000072565 0.032215 
12 Gau-New 0.039256 0.000011989 0.013914 
13 Gau-New 0.039253 0.000002164 0.006277 
Convergence criteria are satisfied. 
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OBS _DIMENS __ MATRIX __ TYPE_ ID _NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 
1 4 CRITERION 0.03925 
2 4 CONFIG 1 C1 1.42990 1.38627 0.36048 0.10031 
3 4 CONFIG 2 C2 -0.73071 -0.01998 1.68189 0.24874 
4 4 CONFIG 3 C3 1.38803 0.59485 0.15187 -1.19790 
5 4 CONFIG 4 C4 -1.87786 0.70345 -1.04396 0.28675 
6 4 CONFIG 5 cs 1.60685 0.22699 -1.03555 0.42433 
7 4 CONFIG 6 C6 -1.98057 0.31904 0.49008 0.30655 
8 4 CONFIG 7 C7 1.34199 -0.98490 -0.07512 0.91881 
9 4 CONFIG 8 CB 0.61614 -1.62041 0.13594 -0.42288 
10 4 CONFIG 9 C9 -1.79378 -0.60530 -0.66563 -0.66470 
Trained Panelist 8 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK.TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter-100 Over-2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff f 
0 Initial 0.155661 
1 Monotone 0.070393 
2 Gau-New 0.069514 
3 Monotone 0. 057 416 
4 Gau-New 0.056472 
5 Monotone 0.048130 
6 Gau-New 0.046836 
7 Monotone 0.045192 
8 Gau-New 0.044698 
9 Monotone 0. 043957 
10 Gau-New 0.041498 
11 Gau-New 0.041446 
12 Gau-New 0.041434 














Convergence criteria are satisfied. 
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OBS _DIMENS __ MATRIX __ TYPE_ ID _NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 
1 4 CRITERION 0.04143 
2 4 CONFIG 1 C1 1.38784 -0.39416 0.82184 0.70119 
3 4 CONFIG 2 C2 2.01135 1.52671 0.15333 -0.07937 
4 4 CONFIG 3 C3 -1.51575 -0.09008 -1.21300 -0.34434 
5 4 CONFIG 4 C4 -1.65419 1.60965 -0.28998 0.42464 
6 4 CONFIG 5 C5 -0.67169 -1.12016 0.92361 0.19228 
7 4 CONFIG 6 C6 -1.59821 0.54981 1.01266 -0.10218 
8 4 CONFIG 7 C7 -0.00670 -0.89567 0.31235 -1.24288 
9 4 CONFIG 8 CB 1.94698 0.13093 -0.73304 -0.39027 
10 4 CONFIG 9 C9 0.10037 -1.31703 -0.98776 0.84093 
Trained Panelist 9 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK. TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
fffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff!fffffffffff!!ffffffffffffffffffffff!!ffffffffffff 
O Initial 0.232056 
1 Monotone 0.085691 
2 Gau-New 0.067766 
3 Monotone 0.060140 










5 Monotone 0.057345 0.002565 0.017255 0.233858 
6 Gau-New 0.057256 0.000088383 
7 Monotone 0.056435 0.000822 0.010182 0.243769 
8 Gau-New 0.056184 0.000251 
9 Monotone 0.055685 0.000499 0.006893 0.223416 
10 Gau-New 0.054390 0.001295 0.037684 
11 Gau-New 0.054357 0.000033189 0.008324 
Convergence criteria are satisfied. 
The SAS System 17:18 Thursday, May 10, 2001 56 
OBS _DIMENS_ _MATRIX_ _TYPE_ ID _NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 
1 4 CRITERION 0.05436 
2 4 CONFIG 1 C1 -0.18507 1.42558 1.25091 0.06486 
3 4 CONFIG 2 C2 -1.11853 -0.75300 0.11627 1.33596 
4 4 CONFIG 3 C3 1.22896 0.68521 -0.78137 1.13201 
5 4 CONFIG 4 C4 1.28048 -1.56235 -0.85104 -0.69638 
6 4 CONFIG 5 cs 1.50530 1.19015 0.09042 -0.66944 
7 4 CONFIG 6 C6 1.18856 -1.47654 1.01156 0.17842 
8 4 CONFIG 7 C7 -0.58493 1.34836 -0.58441 -0.32378 
9 4 CONFIG 8 C8 -1.83849 -0.18336 -0.99050 -0.28945 
10 4 CONFIG 9 C9 -1.47629 -0.67405 0.73815 -0.73220 
Trained Panelist 10 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data;WORK.TRAINED 
Shape;TRIANGLE Condition;MATRIX Level;ORDINAL Coef;IDENTITY Dimension;4 Formula;1 Fit;1 
Mconverge;0.01 Gconverge;0.01 Maxiter;100 Over;2 Ridge;0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 













0 Initial 0.245183 
1 Monotone 0.055206 
2 Gau-New 0.039094 
3 Monotone 0.034923 
4 Gau-New 0.034616 
5 Monotone 0.031041 
6 Gau-New 0.030231 
7 Monotone 0.029209 
8 Gau-New 0.028532 
9 Gau-New 0.028481 











Convergence criteria are satisfied. 








17:18 Thursday, May 10, 2001 
DIMENS_ - MATRIX_ _TYPE - ID - NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 
4 CRITERION 0.02848 
4 CONFIG 1 C1 1.33353 -0.11171 0.51537 1.00674 
4 CONFIG 2 C2 1.40441 -1.29408 0.48260 -0.25964 
4 CONFIG 3 C3 0.64610 1.72477 -0.48882 0.23290 
4 CONFIG 4 C4 -2.23195 0.58387 0.48277 -0.71301 
4 CONFIG 5 cs 1.50418 0.96421 0.65749 -0.16933 
4 CONFIG 6 C6 -2.29042 -0.59584 0.72525 0.20986 
4 CONFIG 7 C7 0.13919 -1.16727 -0.86568 0.14798 
4 CONFIG 8 CB 1.30625 -0.21995 -0.61338 -0.90777 
4 CONFIG 9 C9 -1.81129 0.11600 -0.89559 0.45228 
62 
Trained Panelist 11 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data;WORK. TRAINED 
Shape;TRIANGLE Condition;MATRIX Level;ORDINAL Coef;IDENTITY Dimension;4 Formula;1 Fit;1 
Mconverge;0.01 Gconverge;0.01 Maxiter;100 Over;2 Ridge;0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
ff ff ff ff f ff ff ff f ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff f ff! ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff f 
0 Initial 0.192739 
1 Monotone 0.080821 
2 Gau-New 0.066174 
3 Monotone 0.062963 
4 Gau-New 0.057555 
5 Monotone 0.053210 
6 Gau-New 0.050881 
7 Monotone 0.048735 
8 Gau-New 0.048535 
9 Monotone 0.048055 
10 Gau-New 0.045152 












Convergence criteria are satisfied. 
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212 
OBS DIMENS _ _ MATRIX _ _ TYPE_ ID - NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 
1 4 CRITERION 0.04502 
2 4 CONFIG 1 C1 1.29030 1.11897 -0.68268 0.10046 
3 4 CONFIG 2 C2 1.34510 0.77623 0.19108 1.17219 
4 4 CONFIG 3 C3 -0.15675 -1.02713 1.50571 -0.01196 
5 4 CONFIG 4 C4 -1.98011 0.92166 0.34381 0.11902 
6 4 CONFIG 5 cs 0.90189 -1.02822 0.56715 -0.93314 
7 4 CONFIG 6 C6 -2.05225 0.85336 0.12079 -0.49153 
8 4 CONFIG 7 Cl -0.27185 -0.79355 -1.78437 -0.78993 
9 4 CONFIG 8 CB 1.53351 0.53100 0.29509 -0.62766 
10 4 CONFIG 9 C9 -0.60984 -1.35232 -0.55657 1.46256 
Trained Panelist 12 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK. TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ff f ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff f 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
fffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
O Initial 0.180991 
1 Monotone 0.063699 
2 Gau-New 0.048279 
3 Monotone 0.043587 
4 Gau-New 0.043020 
5 Monotone 0.040159 
6 Gau-New 0.039812 
7 Monotone 0. 038594 
8 Gau-New 0.037327 
9 Gau-New 0.037203 
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OBS _DIMENS_ _MATRIX_ _TYPE_ ID _NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 
1 4 CRITERION 0.03719 
2 4 CONFIG 1 C1 1.94702 -0.17760 1.00693 0.31208 
3 4 CONFIG 2 C2 -0.57717 -0.61660 1.25005 -0.76653 
4 4 CONFIG 3 C3 1.67454 -0.36677 -0.98268 0.67822 
5 4 CONFIG 4 C4 -1.88390 0.06199 -0.05806 1.11429 
6 4 CONFIG 5 cs 1.22962 1.44989 0.09800 0.24164 
7 4 CONFIG 6 C6 -1.54256 1.44940 0.32907 -0.10731 
8 4 CONFIG 7 Cl 1.36497 -0.09362 -0.59832 -1.01307 
9 4 CONFIG 8 CB -0.78403 -1.76326 0.01272 0.27542 
10 4 CONFIG 9 C9 -1.42850 0.05657 -1.05769 -0.73474 
Untrained Panelist 1 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK. TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 













0 Initial 0.416277 
1 Monotone 0.073262 
2 Gau-New 0.050065 
3 Monotone 0.046646 
4 Gau-New 0.046423 
5 Monotone 0.043257 
6 Gau-New 0.042997 
7 Monotone 0.042565 
8 Gau-New 0.041714 










Convergence criteria are satisfied. 







17:43 Thursday, May 10, 2001 
-DIMENS_ - MATRIX _ _ TYPE_ ID - NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 
4 CRITERION 0.04171 
4 CONFIG 1 C1 1.95106 0.52346 0.03646 1.36297 
4 CONFIG 2 C2 1.31835 0.85701 -0.59844 -0.96936 
4 CONFIG 3 C3 -1.76844 0.83431 -0.79341 0.46365 
4 CONFIG 4 C4 -0.60345 1.84423 0.74752 -0.25362 
4 CONFIG 5 cs 1.05128 -0.71525 1.14529 -0.29334 
4 CONFIG 6 C6 -1.17738 -0.03532 1.28604 0.06886 
4 CONFIG 7 Cl -0.13385 -1.15037 -0.16009 -1.41212 
4 CONFIG 8 CB -0.08564 -0.42368 -1.85196 0.12047 
4 CONFIG 9 C9 -0.55193 -1.73438 0.18858 0.91250 
6 
213 
Untrained Panelist 2 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK. TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
fffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
O Initial 0.334700 
1 Monotone 0.059245 
2 Gau-New 0.039478 
3 Monotone 0.034150 
4 Gau-New 0.033403 
5 Monotone 0.031069 
6 Gau-New 0.030718 
7 Monotone 0.030157 
8 Gau-New 0.029762 
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OBS _DIMENS __ MATRIX __ TYPE_ ID _NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 
1 4 CRITERION 0.02975 
2 4 CONFIG 1 C1 1.30075 1.08972 -0.91602 0.33025 
3 4 CONFIG 2 C2 2.15906 0.73665 0.83334 0.00882 
4 4 CONFIG 3 C3 -0.98741 -1.28624 0.76231 0.83855 
5 4 CONFIG 4 C4 -0.53853 -0.48764 -1.51139 0.35394 
6 4 CONFIG 5 cs -1.04096 0.76854 1.56582 -0.25110 
7 4 CONFIG 6 C6 -1.44184 0.71765 -0.17034 1.05062 
8 4 CONFIG 7 C7 -0.15093 -1.28711 -0.02767 -1.13105 
9 4 CONFIG 8 cs 1.85709 -1.05868 0.03016 0.08760 
10 4 CONFIG 9 C9 -1.15722 0.80711 -0.56622 -1.28761 
Untrained Panelist 3 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK.TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
fffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
0 Initial 0.302734 
1 Monotone 0.117525 0.185209 0.213187 0.717333 
2 Gau-New 0.085634 0.031891 
3 Monotone 0.074778 0.010856 0.039200 0.401565 
4 Gau-New 0.072206 0.002573 
5 Monotone 0.066165 0.006040 0.025631 0.317567 
6 Gau-New 0.063048 0.003117 
7 Monotone 0.060899 0.002150 0.016621 0.238716 
8 Gau-New 0.059273 0.001625 
9 Monotone 0.057729 0.001544 0.013761 0.189062 
10 Gau-New 0.056802 0.000927 
11 Monotone 0.055688 0.001114 0.011092 0.183161 
12 Gau-New 0.054695 0.000993 
13 Monotone 0.053411 0.001284 0.011842 0.199613 
14 Gau-New 0.051916 0.001495 
15 Monotone 0.050629 0.001287 0.009101 0.171711 
16 Gau-New 0.049667 0.000962 0.074639 
17 Gau-New 0.049452 0.000215 0.045064 
18 Gau-New 0.049371 0.000081060 0.028776 
19 Gau-New 0.049337 0.000033830 0.019126 
20 Gau-New 0.049322 0.000015113 0.012993 
21 Gau-New 0.049315 0.000007009 0.008923 
Convergence criteria are satisfied. 
The SAS System 17:43 Thursday, May 10, 2001 20 
OBS -DIMENS_ -MATRIX _ _ TYPE - ID NAME - DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 
1 4 CRITERION 0.04932 
2 4 CONFIG 1 C1 1.64165 0.65323 -0.02115 1.23267 
3 4 CONFIG 2 C2 0.44965 -1.12877 1.18727 0.44246 
4 4 CONFIG 3 C3 1.50406 0.65527 -1.31215 -0.28353 
5 4 CONFIG 4 C4 -1.32679 1.54997 0.66890 -0.71393 
6 4 CONFIG 5 cs 1.59709 0.47589 0.93380 -0.92537 
7 4 CONFIG 6 C6 -1.59764 1.08777 -0.65977 0.35853 
8 4 CONFIG 7 C7 -0.45702 -1.14320 -1.16727 -0.28055 
9 4 CONFIG 8 ca -0.30068 -1.88978 -0.13030 -0.46669 
10 4 CONFIG 9 C9 -1.51032 -0.26038 0.50067 0.63642 
Untrained Panelist 4 
214 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK.TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
fffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
O Initial 0.259580 
1 Monotone 0.062502 
2 Gau-New 0.046064 
3 Monotone 0.041007 
4 Gau-New 0.040118 
5 Monotone 0.037314 
6 Gau-New 0.036839 
7 Monotone 0.035842 
8 Gau-New 0.035151 










Convergence criteria are satisfied. 
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OBS _DIMENS __ MATRIX __ TYPE_ ID NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 
1 4 CRITERION 0.03514 
2 4 CONFIG 1 C1 2.19568 0.25455 0.31223 0.53183 
3 4 CONFIG 2 C2 -0.00610 2.18111 0.30946 0.45365 
4 4 CONFIG 3 C3 0.87622 -1.24779 1.24044 -0.99580 
5 4 CONFIG 4 C4 -0.92541 0.38858 -1.20818 -0.17503 
6 4 CONFIG 5 cs 0.74136 -1.51449 -0.50825 0.85980 
7 4 CONFIG 6 C6 -1.22207 -0.97508 -0.41193 -0.53593 
8 4 CONFIG 7 C7 0.73560 0.48336 -1.53118 -0.58060 
9 4 CONFIG 8 cs -0.65408 1.13258 1.14134 -0.50587 
10 4 CONFIG 9 C9 -1.74119 -0.70281 0.65608 0.94795 
Untrained Panelist 5 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORKTRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff f ff ff f ff! ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff 
O Initial 0.27 4517 
1 Monotone 0. 090369 
2 Gau-New 0.069874 
3 Monotone 0.064892 
4 Gau-New 0.062962 
5 Monotone 0.056107 
6 Gau-New 0.055214 
7 Monotone 0.053832 
8 Gau-New 0.052377 
9 Gau-New 0.052153 
10 Gau-New 0.052118 
11 Gau-New 0.052104 













Convergence criteria are satisfied. 
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OBS _DIMENS __ MATRIX __ TYPE_ ID _NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 
1 4 CRITERION 0.05210 
2 4 CONFIG 1 C1 0.14714 0.73512 0.46119 0.71113 
3 4 CONFIG 2 C2 2.77705 -0.58488 0.84930 0.25542 
4 4 CONFIG 3 C3 -1.32133 0.27892 -0.10540 -0.52248 
5 4 CONFIG 4 C4 -1.33849 -0.59277 0.22078 0.65256 
6 4 CONFIG 5 cs -0.49790 0.75240 -1.12631 -0.18810 
7 4 CONFIG 6 C6 -0.92722 -0.93116 -0.71660 0.78456 
8 4 CONFIG 7 C7 -0.52258 1.71440 0.81125 -0.24717 
9 4 CONFIG 8 cs 2.60936 0.06443 -0.97203 -0.41444 
10 4 CONFIG 9 C9 -0.92602 -1.43647 0.57782 -1.03148 
Untrained Panelist 6 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
fffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
215 
0 Initial 0.356487 
1 Monotone 0.083378 0.273108 0.262688 0.753907 
2 Gau-New 0.057779 0.025599 
3 Monotone 0.046519 0.011260 0.031242 0.513952 
4 Gau-New 0.044048 0.002471 
5 Monotone 0.035471 0.008577 0.025129 0.461265 
6 Gau-New 0.033653 0.001818 
7 Monotone 0.030310 0.003343 0.014032 0.431613 
8 Gau-New 0.029353 0.000956 
9 Monotone 0.026976 0.002377 0.011219 0.402590 
10 Gau-New 0.026116 0.000859 
11 Monotone 0.024584 0.001533 0.008781 0.357139 
12 Gau-New 0.023000 0.001583 0.040914 
13 Gau-New 0.022981 0.000019316 0.002223 
Convergence criteria are satisfied. 
The SAS System 17:43 Thursday, May 10, 2001 42 
OBS -DIMENS_ -MATRIX_ _TYPE_ ID NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 
1 4 CRITERION 0.02298 
2 4 CONFJG 1 C1 1.08688 -0.87831 0.37762 1.17539 
3 4 CONFIG 2 C2 0.95765 2.13057 0.30097 -0.38331 
4 4 CONFIG 3 C3 0.71226 -1.03365 1.74840 -0.42828 
5 4 CONFIG 4 C4 -1.88804 0.52458 1.13820 0.36280 
6 4 CONFIG 5 cs 1.00374 -1.10093 -0.55986 -0.85012 
7 4 CONFIG 6 C6 -1.82607 0.36132 -0.31959 0.20002 
8 4 CONFIG 7 Cl -0.09746 -0.51876 -1.34243 0.72344 
9 4 CONFIG 8 CB 1.46124 1.07324 -0.64142 0.08379 
10 4 CONFIG 9 C9 -1.41018 -0.55806 -0.70188 -0.88372 
Untrained Panelist 7 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK.TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 













0 Initial 0.383855 
1 Monotone 0.127345 
2 Gau-New 0.093653 
3 Monotone 0.074377 
4 Gau-New 0.067999 
5 Monotone 0.061528 
6 Gau-New 0.057940 
7 Monotone 0.055286 
8 Gau-New 0.053226 
9 Monotone 0.052000 
10 Gau-New 0.050392 
11 Monotone 0.049257 
12 Gau-New 0.048323 
13 Monotone 0.047147 
14 Gau-New 0.046399 
15 Monotone 0.045477 
16 Gau-New 0.044864 
17 Gau-New 0.044824 































The SAS System 17:43 Thursday, May 10, 2001 
DIMENS_ - MATRIX_ -TYPE - ID -NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 D1M3 D1M4 
4 CRITERION 0.04482 
4 CONFIG 1 C1 1.62197 0.50666 1.30936 0.12494 
4 CONFIG 2 C2 1.85011 -0.40461 -0.74745 1.14513 
4 CONFIG 3 C3 -1.84549 -1.22874 0.48312 0.53055 
4 CONFIG 4 C4 -1.83229 1.18374 -0.26759 0.83014 
4 CONFIG 5 cs 0.43859 1.37590 -0.63034 0.16443 
4 CONFIG 6 C6 -0.74108 0.48361 1.21724 -0.74701 
4 CONFIG 7 Cl 1.13567 -0.08610 -0.54204 -1.43735 
4 CONFIG 8 cs 0.64951 -1.37901 0.20994 0.21049 
4 CONFIG 9 C9 -1.27699 -0.45146 -1.03224 -0.82133 
Untrained Panelist 8 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK.TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over-2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
46 
fffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
0 Initial 0.216622 
1 Monotone 0.0677 42 
2 Gau-New 0.049269 









4 Gau-New 0.040915 0.000359 
5 Monotone 0.034769 0.006146 0.015961 0.452341 
6 Gau-New 0.031378 0.003391 
7 Monotone 0.029888 0.001490 0.009365 0.289992 
8 Gau-New 0.028567 0.001320 0.064402 
9 Gau-New 0.028495 0.000072446 0.019667 
10 Gau-New 0.028487 0.000007808 0.008275 
Convergence criteria are satisfied. 
The SAS System 17:43 Thursday, May 10, 2001 52 
OBS _DIMENS __ MATRIX __ TYPE_ ID _NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 
1 4 CRITERION 0.02849 
2 4 CONFIG 1 C1 0.45924 1.72960 0.36299 0.43932 
3 4 CONFIG 2 C2 1.58917 0.29218 1.00942 -0.96495 
4 4 CONFIG 3 C3 0.70483 -0.49371 1.05898 0.99386 
5 4 CONFIG 4 C4 -1.85551 0.27879 0.86044 0.35473 
6 4 CONFIG 5 cs 1.01437 -1.69381 -0.67583 -0.07587 
7 4 CONFIG 6 C6 -1.36147 -1.37413 0.57323 -0.60549 
8 4 CONFIG 7 C7 -0.52890 -0.29300 -1.36182 0.76689 
9 4 CONFIG 8 CB 1.65179 0.57131 -0.97229 -0.17224 
10 4 CONFIG 9 C9 -1.67353 0.98277 -0.85511 -0.73625 
Untrained Panelist 9 












Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff f ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff 
O Initial 0.203316 
1 Monotone 0.109601 
2 Gau-New 0.077061 
3 Monotone 0.064442 
4 Gau-New 0.062246 
5 Monotone 0.057458 
6 Gau-New 0.056036 
7 Monotone 0.055111 
8 Gau-New 0.054460 
9 Monotone 0.053689 
10 Gau-New 0.052221 
11 Gau-New 0.052147 
12 Gau-New 0.052131 
























The SAS System 14:08 Monday, May 14, 2001 
DIMENS_ -MATRIX_ _TYPE_ ID NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 
4 CRITERION 0.05213 
4 CONFIG 1 C1 1.52226 1.18983 0.44813 -0.08696 
4 CONFIG 2 C2 0.72573 1.26045 -0.85319 -0.85439 
4 CONFIG 3 C3 1.37900 0.39384 0.75577 1.27994 
4 CONFIG 4 C4 -1.81368 -0.09286 0.63056 0.75317 
4 CONFIG 5 cs 1.22673 -1.52247 -0.14142 -0.07636 
4 CONFIG 6 C6 -1.93336 -0.38555 0.52258 -0.53155 
4 CONFIG 7 C7 -0.12393 -0.64008 -1.86030 0.65590 
4 CONFIG 8 C8 0.85479 -1.02806 0.70815 -0.96334 
4 CONFIG 9 C9 -1.83756 0.82490 -0.21028 -0.17639 
4 
Untrained Panelist 10 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK.TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
fffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
O Initial 0.245841 
1 Monotone 0.079286 
2 Gau-New 0.055796 
3 Monotone 0.053298 
4 Gau-New 0.052896 
5 Monotone 0.051335 
6 Gau-New 0.050582 
7 Monotone 0.050378 
8 Gau-New 0.049708 
9 Gau-New 0.049650 




















The SAS System 14:08 Monday, May 14, 2001 8 
OBS _DIMENS_ _MATRIX_ _TYPE_ ID _NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 
1 4 CRITERION 0.04965 
2 4 CONFIG 1 C1 2.03667 0.33315 0.19035 -0.78977 
3 4 CONFIG 2 C2 2.05112 0.57960 -0.29647 0.84394 
4 4 CONFIG 3 C3 -0.80466 -0.93488 0.42060 1.33110 
5 4 CONFIG 4 C4 -1.74158 1.32591 -0.49765 0.28637 
6 4 CONFIG 5 cs -0.10525 -1.41087 1.07159 -0.69558 
7 4 CONFIG 6 C6 -1.94082 0.17168 0.57709 -0.27556 
8 4 CONFIG 7 C7 0.69922 -1.22998 -1.13789 0.20788 
9 4 CONFIG 8 CB 0.62665 1.16815 1.00244 -0.03604 
10 4 CONFIG 9 C9 -0.82135 -0.00277 -1.33005 -0.87235 
Untrained Panelist 11 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK.TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
fffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
O Initial 0.183796 
1 Monotone 0.066330 
2 Gau-New 0.056704 
3 Monotone 0.050358 
4 Gau-New 0. 048584 
5 Monotone 0.046710 
6 Gau-New 0.045659 
7 Monotone 0.044992 
8 Gau-New 0.044328 
9 Gau-New 0.044208 
10 Gau-New 0.044139 
11 Gau-New 0.044120 
12 Gau-New 0.044113 
13 Gau-New 0.044110 















Convergence criteria are satisfied. 












14:08 Monday, May 14, 2001 12 
OBS _DIMENS __ MATRIX __ TYPE_ ID _NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 
1 4 CRITERION 0.04411 
2 4 CONFIG 1 C1 1.55726 1.22890 -0.46754 -0.74188 
3 4 CONFIG 2 C2 1.32957 0.86537 -0.40171 1.12350 
4 4 CONFIG 3 C3 0.47752 -1.42751 0.78015 0.33021 
5 4 CONFIG 4 C4 -1.81177 0.75112 0.95359 0.32650 
6 4 CONFIG 5 C5 1.29462 -1.14510 -0.18332 -0.53478 
7 4 CONFIG 6 C6 -1.91864 -0.34403 0.16648 -0.54679 
8 4 CONFIG 7 C7 -0.55518 -1.18689 -1.06253 0.37023 
9 4 CONFIG 8 ca 1.70193 0.46401 0.80221 -0.19442 
10 4 CONFIG 9 C9 -2.07531 0.79412 -0.58732 -0.13255 
Untrained Panelist 12 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK. TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
fffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
0 Initial 0.264583 
1 Monotone 0.078988 
2 Gau-New 0.052932 
3 Monotone 0.046979 
4 Gau-New 0.046406 
5 Monotone 0.042391 
6 Gau-New 0.041947 
7 Monotone 0.040807 
8 Gau-New 0.040027 
9 Gau-New 0.039976 











Convergence criteria are satisfied. 








14:08 Monday, May 14, 2001 16 

























0.70889 0.50486 0.90548 
1.22082 0.16028 -0.85946 
-1.28274 0.09636 1.06536 
-0.60636 -0.20307 0.09890 
-0.58904 1.09697 -0.47482 
218 
7 4 CONFIG 6 C6 -1.94749 1.24034 0.39210 0.77411 
8 4 CONFIG 7 C7 0.24020 -1.02509 -1.45752 -0.11096 
9 4 CONFIG 8 C8 0.70750 1.08351 -1.27058 -0.31034 
10 4 CONFIG 9 C9 -1.11134 -0.75034 0.68060 -1.08828 
Multidimensional Scaling - Methional and Propionic Acid 
Trained Panel - 2 dimensions 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORKTRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=2 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
fffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
o Initial 0.162107 
1 Monotone 0.113651 
2 Gau-New 0.077749 
3 Monotone 0.064996 
4 Gau-New 0.062929 
5 Monotone 0.043461 
6 Gau-New 0.043372 
7 Monotone 0.041125 
8 Gau-New 0.041029 
9 Monotone 0.040330 
10 Gau-New 0.039479 



















Convergence criteria are satisfied. 
The SAS System 17:03 Wednesday, May 2, 2001 
OBS DIMENS - _MATRIX_ -TYPE - ID -NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 
1 2 CRITERION 0.03947 
2 2 CONFIG 1 C1 -0.30806 0.91180 
3 2 CONFIG 2 C2 -1.76768 -0.05956 
4 2 CONFIG 3 C3 1.33961 1.15106 
5 2 CONFIG 4 C4 1.64670 -0.54446 
6 2 CONFIG 5 cs -0.12191 0.71999 
7 2 CONFIG 6 C6 1.52981 -0.51587 
8 2 CONFIG 7 Cl -0.23926 -0.72287 
9 2 CONFIG 8 C8 -1.68323 0.10724 
10 2 CONFIG 9 C9 -0.39598 -1.04732 
Trained Panel - 4 dimensions 












Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
fffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
0 Initial 0.068093 
1 Monotone 0. 031994 
2 Gau-New 0.024135 
3 Monotone 0.020259 
4 Gau-New 0.019284 
5 Monotone 0.013615 
6 Gau-New 0.013528 
7 Monotone 0.011471 
8 Gau-New 0.010959 










Convergence criteria are satisfied. 







15:05 Wednesday, May 16, 2001 
DIMENS_ MATRIX _ _ TYPE_ ID NAME DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 - - -
4 CRITERION 0.01095 
4 CONFIG 1 C1 -0.52441 1.41060 0.17008 0.46014 
4. CONFIG 2 C2 -1.84349 -0.35207 1.11081 0.19978 
4 CONFIG 3 C3 1.73623 1.41045 0.49076 -0.00346 
4 CONFIG 4 C4 2.05527 -0.93705 0.65383 0.22618 
4 CONFIG 5 cs 0.05097 1.11155 -1.20547 -0.02927 
4 CONFIG 6 C6 1.91391 -0.93441 0.00576 -0.45430 
4 CONFIG 7 C7 -0.71059 -0.30949 -1.24607 -0.38774 
4 CONFIG 8 CB -1.91279 -0.00757 0.76536 -0.64262 
4 CONFIG 9 C9 -0.76510 -1.39201 -0.74505 0.63128 
Untrained Panel Group 1 - 2 dimensions 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORKTRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=2 Formula=1 Fit=1 





Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
fffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
0 Initial 0.148642 
1 Monotone 0.113228 
2 Gau-New 0.097834 
3 Monotone 0.094274 
4 Gau-New 0.093875 
5 Monotone 0.090262 
6 Gau-New 0.089780 
7 Monotone 0.087738 
8 Gau-New 0.086910 
9 Monotone 0.085133 
10 Gau-New 0.084830 
11 Monotone 0.083630 
12 Gau-New 0.083405 
13 Monotone 0.082811 























Convergence criteria are satisfied. 
The SAS System 17:03 Wednesday, May 2, 2001 
OBS -DIMENS_ -MATRIX _ _ TYPE_ ID -NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 
1 2 CRITERION 0.08261 
2 2 CONFIG 1 C1 1.21370 0.67055 
3 2 CONFIG 2 C2 1.60262 -0.29469 
4 2 CONFIG 3 C3 -0.27877 1.32857 
5 2 CONFIG 4 C4 -2.03904 0.11785 
6 2 CONFIG 5 cs 0.21820 0.66594 
7 2 CONFIG 6 C6 -1.77132 -0.29670 
8 2 CONFIG 7 C7 0.26809 -0.32651 
9 2 CONFIG 8 CB 1.20937 -0.67568 
10 2 CONFIG 9 C9 -0.42285 -1.18933 
Untrained Panel Group 1 - 4 dimensions 












Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
fffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
O Initial 0.119056 
1 Monotone 0.044717 
2 Gau-New 0.035148 
3 Monotone 0.029852 
4 Gau-New 0.028491 
5 Monotone 0.025666 
6 Gau-New 0.025216 
7 Monotone 0.024216 
8 Gau-New 0.023415 










Convergence criteria are satisfied. 







15:05 Wednesday, May 16, 2001 
DIMENS_ MATRIX_ TYPE ID NAME DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 - - - - -
4 CRITERION 0.02340 
4 CONFIG 1 C1 1.49579 0.94950 0.04302 0.44468 
4 CONFIG 2 C2 1.78711 -0.85750 0.75567 -0.46818 
4 CONFIG 3 C3 -0.30365 1.67818 0.94701 -0.57300 
4 CONFIG 4 C4 -2.41949 -0.08993 0.06236 0.84920 
4 CONFIG 5 cs 0.51722 1.26076 -0.79252 0.36038 
4 CONFIG 6 C6 -2.22376 -0.05619 -0.00876 -0.48107 
4 CONFIG 7 C7 0.49277 -0.35055 -1.35879 -0.74365 
4 CONFIG 8 cs 1.43317 -0.98299 0.16177 0.74085 
4 CONFIG 9 C9 -0.77916 -1.55127 0.19024 -0.12921 
Untrained Panel Group 2 - 2 dimensions 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK. TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=2 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
fffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff!fffffffffffff 
0 Initial 0. 170060 
1 Monotone 0.103709 
2 Gau-New 0.087548 
3 Monotone 0.082706 
4 Gau-New 0.081893 
5 Monotone 0.078255 




























Convergence criteria are satisfied. 
The SAS System 17:03 Wednesday, May 2, 2001 
OBS DIMENS_ - MATRIX _ _ TYPE_ ID -NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 
1 2 CRITERION 0.07731 
2 2 CONFIG 1 C1 1.34111 0.27886 
3 2 CONFIG 2 C2 0.65507 -1.08475 
4 2 CONFIG 3 C3 0.79873 1.80896 
5 2 CONFIG 4 C4 -1.70698 0.56376 
6 2 CONFIG 5 cs 1.08849 0.25639 
7 2 CONFIG 6 C6 -1.62330 0.41392 
8 2 CONFIG 7 C7 -0.12835 -0.26449 
9 2 CONFIG 8 cs 0.54922 -1.12158 
10 2 CONFIG 9 C9 -0.97399 -0.85106 
Untrained Panel Group 2 - 4 dimensions 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK. TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
fffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
O Initial 0.091888 
1 Monotone 0.033751 
2 Gau-New 0.021260 
3 Monotone 0.016210 
4 Gau-New 0.016120 
5 Monotone 0.011731 
6 Gau-New 0.011176 
7 Monotone 0.009893 
8 Gau-New 0.009089 


















The SAS System 15:05 Wednesday, May 16, 2001 18 
OBS _DIMENS __ MATRIX __ TYPE_ ID _NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 
1 4 CRITERION 0.00908 
2 4 CONFIG 1 C1 1.72698 0.85092 -0.60254 0.08682 
3 4 CONFIG 2 C2 1.06198 -1.11399 0.88859 0.29000 
4 4 CONFIG 3 C3 0.15768 2.41451 0.76057 0.28044 
5 4 CONFIG 4 C4 -2.15462 0.50135 0.40065 0.20928 
6 4 CONFIG 5 cs 1.28443 0.51705 -0.22864 -0.95672 
7 4 CONFIG 6 C6 -2.14196 -0.02980 -0.70347 0.05657 
8 4 CONFIG 7 C7 0.03321 -0.50396 -1.43141 0.23791 
9 4 CONFIG 8 cs 0.95954 -1.45353 0.27783 0.58378 
10 4 CONFIG 9 C9 -0.92724 -1.18256 0.63840 -0.78808 
Trained Panelist 1 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK. TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
fffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
0 Initial 0.126123 
1 Monotone 0.098457 
2 Gau-New 0.064382 
3 Monotone 0.058983 
4 Gau-New 0.058328 
5 Monotone 0.048500 
6 Gau-New 0.047101 
7 Monotone 0.044299 
8 Gau-New 0.043942 
9 Monotone 0.041306 
10 Gau-New 0.041158 
11 Monotone 0.039939 
12 Gau-New 0.039601 
13 Monotone 0.039020 
14 Gau-New 0.038202 
15 Gau-New 0.038183 

















Convergence criteria are satisfied. 











07:12 Thursday, May 17, 2001 4 
221 
OBS -DIMENS_ - MATRIX_ _TYPE - ID _NAME - D1M1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 
1 4 CRITERION 0.03818 
2 4 CONFIG 1 C1 1.39218 -0.29228 0.93919 -0.86144 
3 4 CONFIG 2 C2 -0.49616 1.90044 -0.88500 0.65321 
4 4 CONFIG 3 C3 1.87300 -0.22140 -0.22441 0.45529 
5 4 CONFIG 4 C4 -1.31669 -1.28118 -0.15767 0.16158 
6 4 CONFIG 5 cs 1.81429 -0.10861 -0.20450 0.51287 
7 4 CONFIG 6 C6 -1.12342 -1.17345 0.16765 1.17343 
8 4 CONFIG 7 C7 -0.90398 -0.11538 1.37754 -0.48070 
9 4 CONFIG 8 CB -0.77135 1.79092 0.66932 -0.26801 
10 4 CONFIG 9 C9 -0.46787 -0.49905 -1.68212 -1.34624 
Trained Panelist 2 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK.TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 













Trained Panelist 3 
O Initial 0.123173 
1 Monotone 0.080309 
2 Gau-New 0.057190 
3 Monotone 0.052269 
4 Gau-New 0.050780 
5 Monotone 0.041311 
6 Gau-New 0.041175 
7 Monotone 0.039371 
8 Gau-New 0.039020 
9 Monotone 0.038607 
10 Gau-New 0.037833 
11 Gau-New 0.037771 






















The SAS System 07:12 Thursday, May 17, 2001 
DIMENS_ - MATRIX _ _ TYPE_ ID - NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 
4 CRITERION 0.03777 
4 CONFIG 1 C1 0.02600 1.76350 -0.49865 -0.06505 
4 CONFIG 2 C2 2.60894 -0.96692 0.03884 0.12353 
4 CONFIG 3 C3 -0.97740 0.05436 0.67255 1.05041 
4 CONFIG 4 C4 -1.12859 -0.17252 1.26796 -0.17885 
4 CONFIG 5 cs -1.06968 0.33563 -0.85501 0.98791 
4 CONFIG 6 C6 -1.15078 -0.49857 0.69969 -0.59475 
4 CONFIG 7 C7 -0.84527 0.07032 -0.71855 -1.42199 
4 CONFIG 8 CB 2.63447 0.77693 0.44798 -0.11557 
4 CONFIG 9 C9 -0.09769 -1.36273 -1.05481 0.21436 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK.TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
fffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
0 Initial 0.135168 . . . 
1 Monotone 0.071205 0.063963 0.100151 0.700621 
2 Gau-New 0.053166 0.018039 
3 Monotone 0.049606 0.003560 
4 Gau-New 0.048790 0.000817 
5 Monotone 0.045232 0.003558 
6 Gau-New 0.044554 0.000677 
7 Monotone 0.042824 0.001730 
8 Gau-New 0.042048 0.000777 
9 Monotone 0.040606 0.001442 
10 Gau-New 0.039672 0.000934 
11 Monotone 0.038777 0.000895 
12 Gau-New 0.037608 0.001168 
13 Gau-New 0.037351 0.000258 
14 Gau-New 0.037294 0.000056550 
15 Gau-New 0.037280 0.000013764 
16 Gau-New 0.037277 0.000003274 












The SAS System 07:12 Thursday, May 17, 2001 12 











C1 0.14366 -0.01066 0.18728 1.22775 
C2 -1.53014 -0.89875 -0.53264 0.69933 
222 
4 4 CONFIG 3 C3 1.86728 0.61923 0.34709 0.54510 
5 4, CONFIG 4 C4 1.94902 -1.01236 0.64246 -0.37596 
6 4 CONFIG 5 cs 0.01253 2.24173 -0.20839 -0.09056 
7 4 CONFIG 6 C6 1.60593 -0.70605 -0.82916 -0.69408 
8 4 CONFIG 7 C7 -1.40157 0.58725 0.99740 -0.81190 
9 4 CONFIG 8 CB -0.98174 0.00887 -1.48680 -0.35931 
10 4 CONFIG 9 C9 -1.66498 -0.82927 0.88274 -0.14037 
Trained Panelist 4 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK. TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
fffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
O Initial 0.147955 
1 Monotone 0. 060318 
2 Gau-New 0.046187 
3 Monotone 0.042238 
4 Gau-New 0.041556 
5 Monotone 0.032701 
6 Gau-New 0.031467 
7 Monotone 0.025780 
8 Gau-New 0.025708 
9 Monotone 0.024317 
10 Gau-New 0.022571 












Convergence criteria are satisfied. 








07:12 Thursday, May 17, 2001 16 
OBS _DIMENS __ MATRIX __ TYPE_ ID _NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 
1 4 CRITERION 0.02257 
2 4 CONFIG 1 C1 0.00282 -0.16845 0.59669 1.10591 
3 4 CONFIG 2 C2 -1.38714 -0.93675 0.92529 0.42049 
4 4 CONFIG 3 C3 1.30997 1.78327 0.06982 -0.12068 
5 4 CONFIG 4 C4 2.23324 -0.48605 0.79270 -0.32719 
6 4 CONFIG 5 cs -0.95454 1.17118 -0.46069 0.93360 
7 4 CONFIG 6 C6 2.00890 -0.82424 -0.63804 -0.10550 
8 4 CONFIG 7 C7 -1.11553 0.98456 -0.19669 -0.98337 
9 4 CONFIG 8 CB -1.54881 -0.48635 0.55518 -0.96838 
10 4 CONFIG 9 C9 -0.54891 -1.03718 -1.64425 0.04512 
Trained Panelist 5 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK. TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
fffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
O Initial 0.208234 
1 Monotone 0.085899 
2 Gau-New 0.060177 
3 Monotone 0.053004 
4 Gau-New 0.052397 
5 Monotone 0.051003 
6 Gau-New 0.050844 
7 Monotone 0.050026 
8 Gau-New 0.048428 
9 Gau-New 0.048383 











Convergence criteria are satisfied. 








07:12 Thursday, May 17, 2001 20 
OBS _DIMENS __ MATRIX __ TYPE_ ID _NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 D1M3 DIM4 
1 4 CRITERION 0.04838 
2 4 CONFIG 1 C1 0.14626 -0.95543 0.72593 1.35625 
3 4 CONFIG 2 C2 -1.70061 1.19373 0.26960 0.31830 
4 4 CONFIG 3 C3 1.75962 0.59179 1.08039 -0.18312 
5 4 CONFIG 4 C4 1.65211 0.92282 -0.38961 0.41621 
6 4 CONFIG 5 cs 0.27175 -1.67795 -0.49498 0.40715 
7 4 CONFIG 6 C6 1.60071 0.20289 -0.66079 -0.98823 
8 4 CONFIG 7 C7 -0.84898 -1.25962 -0.29535 -1.01626 
9 4 CONFIG 8 CB -1.55887 0.15357 1.15884 -0.74213 
10 4 CONFIG 9 C9 -1.32200 0.82822 -1.39402 0.43183 
Trained Panelist 6 
223 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK. TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
fffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
O Initial 0.265591 
1 Monotone 0.070820 
2 Gau-New 0.055703 
3 Monotone 0.045381 
4 Gau-New 0.043294 
5 Monotone 0. 035848 
6 Gau-New 0.034765 
7 Monotone 0.033459 
8 Gau-New 0.032698 










Convergence criteria are satisfied. 







07:12 Thursday, May 17, 2001 24 
OBS _DIMENS __ MATRIX __ TYPE_ ID _NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 
1 4 CRITERION 0.03269 
2 4 CONFIG 1 C1 1.53867 -0.87268 -0.29860 0.23854 
3 4 CONFIG 2 C2 1.99590 0.97094 -0.51773 0.33874 
4 4 CONFIG 3 C3 -1.13785 0.68939 1.49198 0.09016 
5 4 CONFIG 4 C4 -1.45090 1.27852 -0.28788 0.54559 
6 4 CONFIG 5 C5 -0.29402 -1.27504 -0.12350 -1.29656 
7 4 CONFIG 6 C6 -1.51336 0.82137 -0.75543 -0.81299 
8 4 CONFIG 7 C7 -0.32805 -1.42377 0.88548 0.52520 
9 4 CONFIG 8 CB 2.05634 0.78061 0.52750 -0.43323 
10 4 CONFIG 9 C9 -0.86674 -0.96934 -0.92181 0.80455 
Trained Panelist 7 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK.TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff f ff ff ff 
O Initial 0.328593 
1 Monotone 0.087120 
2 Gau-New 0.063996 
3 Monotone 0.055698 
4 Gau-New 0.054500 
5 Monotone 0.051233 
6 Gau-New 0.050940 
7 Monotone 0.050839 
8 Gau-New 0.050062 










Convergence criteria are satisfied. 







07:12 Thursday, May 17, 2001 28 
OBS _DIMENS __ MATRIX __ TYPE_ ID NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 
1 4 CRITERION 0.05002 
2 4 CONFIG 1 C1 0.92160 0.71519 1.15947 0.56737 
3 4 CONFIG 2 C2 1.13871 -0.84342 0.75576 -0.99817 
4 4 CONFIG 3 C3 -0.86589 1.22889 -1.31135 0.26017 
5 4 CONFIG 4 C4 -1.68595 1.03473 1.25570 0.04732 
6 4 CONFIG 5 C5 1.41388 0.61761 -0.70368 0.75744 
7 4 CONFIG 6 C6 -2.13039 -0.44606 -0.02153 -0.45548 
8 4 CONFIG 7 C7 0.89300 -1.14989 0.22375 0.87721 
9 4 CONFIG 8 cs 1.22931 0.58565 -0.67179 -1.33943 
10 4 CONFIG 9 C9 -0.91427 -1.74269 -0.68634 0.28357 
Trained Panelist 8 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK. TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
fffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
O Initial 0.304929 
1 Monotone 0. 085487 
2 Gau-New 0.052227 




































The SAS System 
OBS _DIMENS __ MATRIX __ TYPE_ ID _NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 
07:12 Thursday, May 17, 2001 32 
DIM3 DIM4 
1 4 CRITERION 0.03192 
2 4 CONFIG 1 C1 -0.52110 1.43143 -0.04360 0.32418 
3 4 CONFIG 2 C2 -0.74726 -1.39870 1.01689 0.13934 
4 4 CONFIG 3 C3 0.67296 1.72189 1.16220 -0.87658 
5 4 CONFIG 4 C4 2.14616 0.00774 0.30363 0.81145 
6 4 CONFIG 5 cs -0.39576 0.73382 -1.90550 -0.11780 
7 4 CONFIG 6 C6 1.82933 -1.18828 -0.80067 -0.05993 
8 4 CONFIG 7 C7 -0.46304 -0.86351 0.28989 -1.54954 
9 4 CONFIG 8 cs -1.15990 -0.07598 0.58134 1.37023 
10 4 CONFIG 9 C9 -1.36139 -0.36840 -0.60417 -0.04136 
Trained Panelist 9 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK. TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
fffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
0 Initial 0.374474 
1 Monotone 0.116971 
2 Gau-New 0.087102 
3 Monotone 0.070418 
4 Gau-New 0.070141 
5 Monotone 0.052392 
6 Gau-New 0.050006 
7 Monotone 0.045984 
8 Gau-New 0.045304 
9 Monotone 0.044697 
10 Gau-New 0.043790 












Convergence criteria are satisfied. 








07:12 Thursday, May 17, 2001 36 
OBS _DIMENS __ MATRIX __ TYPE_ ID _NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 
1 4 CRITERION 0.04377 
2 4 CONFIG 1 C1 -0.22626 0.29720 0.32374 1.67081 
3 4 CONFIG 2 C2 -1.37953 1.05171 -0.00156 -1.34260 
4 4 CONFIG 3 C3 0.72434 0.02678 2.26125 0.19716 
5 4 CONFIG 4 C4 1.34098 -0.93408 0.33605 -1.14935 
6 4 CONFIG 5 cs 1.58013 0.21334 -0.97431 0.10484 
7 4 CONFIG 6 C6 0.65907 1.96678 -0.65746 -0.04391 
8 4 CONFIG 7 C7 0.25534 -1.31356 -1.09665 0.53569 
9 4 CONFIG 8 cs -1.82175 0.04051 -0.02770 0.46153 
10 4 CONFIG 9 C9 -1.13232 -1.34868 -0.16336 -0.43417 
Trained Panelist 10 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK. TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
fffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
O Initial 0.154434 
1 Monotone 0.095351 
2 Gau-New 0.079687 
3 Monotone 0.076408 
4 Gau-New 0.075453 
5 Monotone 0.069822 
6 Gau-New 0.068944 
7 Monotone 0.066868 
8 Gau-New 0.066667 
9 Monotone 0.065546 
10 Gau-New 0.064037 
11 Gau-New 0.063942 
12 Gau-New 0.063917 

























The SAS System 07:12 Thursday, May 17, 2001 40 
OBS _DIMENS __ MATRIX __ TYPE_ ID _NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 
1 4 CRITERION 0.06391 
2 4 CONFIG 1 C1 0.10035 1.11041 1.15073 0.60974 
3 4 CONFIG 2 C2 -1.10729 -0.61517 0.67560 0.80228 
4 4 CONFIG 3 C3 1.14409 1.58302 0.21761 -0.71103 
5 4 CONFIG 4 C4 2.29891 -1.15691 0.52449 0.44091 
6 4 CONFIG 5 C5 -0.89636 1.11125 -0.88163 1.03911 
7 4 CONFIG 6 C6 1.24695 -0.20679 -1.79462 -0.10792 
8 4 CONFIG 7 C7 -0.33072 -0.58845 0.85250 -1.10436 
9 4 CONFIG 8 C8 -1.39730 0.57488 -0.35152 -0.89243 
10 4 CONFIG 9 C9 -1.05864 -1.81224 -0.39315 -0.07631 
Trained Panelist 11 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK. TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff f 
o Initial 0.210043 
1 Monotone 0.099344 
2 Gau-New 0.065802 
3 Monotone 0.058243 
4 Gau-New 0.057174 
5 Monotone 0.049616 
6 Gau-New 0.048600 
7 Monotone 0.043701 
8 Gau-New 0.042623 
9 Monotone 0.041524 
10 Gau-New 0.039909 




















The SAS System 07:12 Thursday, May 17, 2001 44 
OBS _DIMENS __ MATRIX __ TYPE_ ID _NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 
1 4 CRITERION 0.03987 
2 4 CONFIG 1 C1 -0.02925 1.58849 1.32242 0.57950 
3 4 CONFIG 2 C2 -1.67911 -0.79651 -0.29279 0.15407 
4 4 CONFIG 3 C3 1.59351 -1.22359 -0.70027 0.16210 
5 4 CONFIG 4 C4 1.34528 0.86132 0.06309 -1.24400 
6 4 CONFIG 5 cs 0.83541 -1.36353 1.66291 0.39055 
7 4 CONFIG 6 C6 1.61661 0.50899 -1.11022 0.29627 
8 4 CONFIG 7 C7 -0.98833 0.55453 -0.81970 1.15428 
9 4 CONFIG 8 C8 -1.45964 -0.90745 -0.08282 -0.81574 
10 4 CONFIG 9 C9 -1.23446 0.77776 -0.04263 -0.67704 
Trained Panelist 12 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK.TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 










O Initial 0.123045 
1 Monotone 0.042561 
2 Gau-New 0.033548 
3 Monotone 0.029348 
4 Gau-New 0.028775 
5 Monotone 0.022263 
6 Gau-New 0.021950 
7 Monotone 0.019512 
8 Gau-New 0.019336 
9 Monotone 0.018208 
10 Gau-New 0.017753 












Convergence criteria are satisfied. 








07:12 Thursday, May 17, 2001 
DIMENS MATRIX _ _ TYPE_ ID NAME DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 - - - -
4 CRITERION 0.01775 
4 CONFIG 1 C1 -0.81234 1.49190 0.59702 0.85660 
4 CONFIG 2 C2 -0.13120 -0.09082 1.09958 0.19297 
4 CONFIG 3 C3 -0.70653 1.13307 0.45025 -0.79508 
4 CONFIG 4 C4 2.70804 0.09599 -0.66294 0.39462 
4 CONFIG 5 cs -1.03151 0.43905 -1.17518 -0.94552 















-1.08591 -0.38742 -1.37945 0.55295 
-1.01968 -1.13446 0.16848 0.81078 
-0.45221 -1.51926 0.69701 -0.75227 
Trained Panelist 13 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK. TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 













0 Initial 0.184245 
1 Monotone 0.046026 
2 Gau-New 0.035397 
3 Monotone 0.032858 
4 Gau-New 0.032445 
5 Monotone 0.027636 
6 Gau-New 0.027332 
7 Monotone 0.024416 
8 Gau-New 0.024318 
9 Monotone 0.022308 
10 Gau-New 0.021455 












Convergence criteria are satisfied. 








07:12 Thursday, May 17, 2001 
- DIMENS_ -MATRIX _ _ TYPE_ ID - NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 
4 CRITERION 0.02145 
4 CONFIG 1 C1 1.87190 -000392 -0.05419 0.20894 
4 CONFIG 2 C2 1.98155 0.14115 -0.10351 0.03498 
4 CONFIG 3 C3 -0.27450 1.75171 1.44833 -0.15074 
4 CONFIG 4 C4 -1.98839 0.20454 -0.53882 -0.29845 
4 CONFIG 5 C5 0.20948 -1.22149 1.31407 -0.18515 
4 CONFIG 6 C6 -1.77575 0.22760 -0.10898 1.40988 
4 CONFIG 7 C7 -0.23696 -1.84655 -0.12011 0.28452 
4 CONFIG 8 cs 0.99913 0.79813 -1.29318 0.27388 
4 CONFIG 9 C9 -0.78646 -005117 -0.54362 -1.57784 
Untrained Panelist 1 - Group 1 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK. TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
52 
fffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
0 Initial 0.368365 
1 Monotone 0.092978 
2 Gau-New 0.076212 
3 Monotone 0.069151 
4 Gau-New 0.069135 
5 Monotone 0.064100 
6 Gau-New 0.063418 
7 Monotone 0.062951 
8 Gau-New 0.060504 
9 Gau-New 0.060405 
10 Gau-New 0.060354 
11 Gau-New 0.060310 
12 Gau-New 0.060267 
13 Gau-New 0.060226 
14 Gau-New 0.060188 
15 Gau-New 0.060150 
16 Gau-New 0.060115 
17 Gau-New 0.060082 
18 Gau-New 0.060050 
19 Gau-New 0.060021 
20 Gau-New 0.059993 
21 Gau-New 0.059968 
22 Gau-New 0.059944 
23 Gau-New 0.059923 
24 Gau-New 0.059903 
25 Gau-New 0.059886 
26 Gau-New 0.059870 
27 Gau-New 0.059855 
28 Gau-New 0.059842 
29 Gau-New 0.059831 
30 Gau-New 0.059821 
31 Gau-New 0.059812 
32 Gau-New 0.059805 
33 Gau-New 0.059798 




































































The SAS System 07:31 Thursday, May 17, 2001 4 
OBS - DIMENS_ - MATRIX_ - TYPE - ID - NAME - DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 
1 4 CRITERION 0.05979 
2 4 CONFIG 1 C1 0.23169 -1.41261 1.19958 0.28710 
3 4 CONFIG 2 C2 1.48832 0.63754 0.78477 -1.04114 
4 4 CONFIG 3 C3 -0.50116 1.31959 1.24800 -0.02765 
5 4 CONFIG 4 C4 -1.81902 0.61025 -0.65150 0.35823 
6 4 CONFIG 5 C5 1.10414 0.63321 0.17633 1.38450 
7 4 CONFIG 6 C6 -2.02409 -0.61747 0.62671 -0.40936 
8 4 CONFIG 7 C7 0.43353 1.26352 -1.56744 -0.36821 
9 4 CONFIG 8 ca 1.49833 -1.22986 -0.52361 -0.07977 
10 4 CONFIG 9 C9 -0.41174 -1.20416 -1.29284 -0.10370 
Untrained Panelist 2 - Group 1 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK.TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 













0 Initial 0.237940 
1 Monotone 0.082897 
2 Gau-New 0.069520 
3 Monotone 0.063864 
4 Gau-New 0.062566 
5 Monotone 0.052103 
6 Gau-New 0.051647 
7 Monotone 0.050243 
8 Gau-New 0.049729 
9 Monotone 0.049173 
10 Gau-New 0.047689 












Convergence criteria are satisfied. 








07:31 Thursday, May 17, 2001 
-DIMENS_ - MATRIX_ _TYPE - ID - NAME - DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 
4 CRITERION 0.04767 
4 CONFIG 1 C1 1.00072 -0.59510 1.46398 -0.06474 
4 CONFIG 2 C2 1.98741 -0.29347 0.52574 0.66657 
4 CONFIG 3 C3 -0.65705 2.25849 0.50729 -0.04416 
4 CONFIG 4 C4 -1.01360 -1.63524 -0.14700 -0.64243 
4 CONFIG 5 C5 -0.72119 0.86131 -0.45546 -0.89809 
4 CONFIG 6 C6 -1.34104 -0.75769 -0.88567 1.22925 
4 CONFIG 7 C7 0.97585 0.81966 -0.97990 0.64500 
4 CONFIG 8 cs 1.46138 -0.41319 -0.93047 -0.97579 
4 CONFIG 9 C9 -1.69248 -0.24477 0.90149 0.08437 
Untrained Panelist 3 - Group 1 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK. TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 











0 Initial 0.2987 44 
1 Monotone 0.062868 
2 Gau-New 0.042791 
3 Monotone 0.038579 
4 Gau-New 0.038551 
5 Monotone 0.035493 
6 Gau-New 0.034828 
7 Monotone 0.034064 
8 Gau-New 0.032768 
9 Gau-New 0.032731 











Convergence criteria are satisfied. 








07:31 Thursday, May 17, 2001 
DIMENS_ _ MATRIX_ _TYPE _ ID -NAME_ D1M1 D1M2 D1M3 D1M4 
CRITERION 0.03273 
CONFIG 1 C1 0.98455 1.26611 0.31431 0.61063 
CONFIG 2 C2 2.09606 -0.51697 -0.19722 0.11637 
CONFIG 3 C3 -1.20128 1.66103 -0.02571 0.92559 
CONFIG 4 C4 -1.34144 -0.95779 1.37069 0.40060 
CONFIG 5 C5 -0.81622 1.21525 -0.23730 -0.94502 








Untrained Panelist 4 - Group 1 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK.TRAINED 
228 
7 C7 --0.33156 -0-30077 -1.87059 0.08738 
8 cs 1.38598 0.56964 0.75226 -1.02882 
9 C9 0.60813 -1.71379 -0.04624 0.63087 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 













O Initial 0.211634 
1 Monotone 0.054150 
2 Gau-New 0.041145 
3 Monotone 0.038400 
4 Gau-New 0.037906 
5 Monotone 0.033903 
6 Gau-New 0.033247 
7 Monotone 0.031688 
8 Gau-New 0.030918 
9 Gau-New 0.030861 











Convergence criteria are satisfied. 








07:31 Thursday, May 17, 2001 
-DIMENS_ -MATRIX_ _TYPE_ ID NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 
4 CRITERION 0.03085 
4 CONFIG 1 C1 1.71415 0.72913 0.31815 0.25179 
4 CONFIG 2 C2 -0.85904 1.37081 -0.31480 1.15654 
4 CONFIG 3 C3 2.03233 0.17076 -1.33648 0.18749 
4 CONFIG 4 C4 0.48550 -1.83342 -0.00844 -0.10232 
4 CONFIG 5 cs 0.85767 0.55221 0.84126 -1.30893 
4 CONFIG 6 C6 -0.30429 -1.83335 0.78849 0.78514 
4 CONFIG 7 C7 -0.82533 0.88071 1.29667 0.10938 
4 CONFIG 8 cs -1.45679 0.56356 -0.60161 -0.49020 
4 CONFIG 9 C9 -1.64420 -0.60042 --0.98325 -0.58889 
Untrained Panelist 5 - Group 1 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK.TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
16 
fffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
0 Initial 0.168271 
1 Monotone 0.105239 
2 Gau-New 0.072737 
3 Monotone 0.062295 
4 Gau-New 0.061231 
5 Monotone 0.051459 
6 Gau-New 0.048856 
7 Monotone 0.045678 
8 Gau-New 0.045312 
9 Monotone 0.043921 
10 Gau-New 0.041371 
11 Gau-New 0.041225 













Convergence criteria are satisfied. 









07:31 Thursday, May 17, 2001 
OBS - DIMENS - - MATRIX_ _TYPE_ ID - NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 D1M3 DIM4 
1 4 CRITERION 0.04122 
2 4 CONFIG 1 C1 -0.34487 -0.44045 1.61657 -0.29624 
3 4 CONFIG 2 C2 -1.33313 0.52664 -0.25304 1.11508 
4 4 CONFIG 3 C3 2.19363 -0.01050 0.29199 0.07318 
5 4 CONFIG 4 C4 2.00313 1.91802 -0.19955 -0.03481 
6 4 CONFIG 5 cs 0.41417 -1.50417 -0.75240 -0.98597 
7 4 CONFIG 6 C6 0.98572 -1.45219 -0.29974 0.86465 
8 4 CONFIG 7 C7 -1.32658 0.53444 -1.16790 -0.53828 
9 4 CONFIG 8 cs -1.36989 -0.12143 0.19632 0.71723 
10 4 CONFIG 9 C9 -1.22219 0.54965 0.56775 -0.91483 
Untrained Panelist 6 - Group 1 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK.TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
20 
229 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
fffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
0 Initial 0.281105 
1 Monotone 0.109770 0.171335 0.215397 0.640893 
2 Gau-New 0.086613 0.023157 
3 Monotone 0.077843 0.008770 0.030734 0.374473 
4 Gau-New 0.076645 0.001198 
5 Monotone 0.069066 0.007579 0.030047 0.376163 
6 Gau-New 0.067062 0.002003 
7 Monotone 0.062917 0.004145 0.022896 0.383915 
8 Gau-New 0.061780 0.001137 
9 Monotone 0.058996 0.002784 0.016493 0.360394 
10 Gau-New 0.056931 0.002065 
11 Monotone 0.054905 0.002026 0.015097 0.297382 
12 Gau-New 0.053939 0.000966 
13 Monotone 0.052213 0.001726 0.013382 0.248703 
14 Gau-New 0.051430 0.000783 
15 Monotone 0.050595 0.000835 0.007979 0.196117 
16 Gau-New 0.049722 0.000873 0.036423 
17 Gau-New 0.049691 0.000031067 0.007283 
Convergence criteria are satisfied. 
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OBS DIMENS_ -MATRIX_ _TYPE - ID - NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 
1 4 CRITERION 0.04969 
2 4 CONFIG 1 C1 0.82099 -1.44033 0.74028 -0.22873 
3 4 CONFIG 2 C2 1.08872 1.06221 -1.39410 -0.37179 
4 4 CONFIG 3 C3 0.72040 0.89688 -0.39809 1.76275 
5 4 CONFIG 4 C4 -1.15679 0.90798 1.49418 -0.20411 
6 4 CONFIG 5 C5 0.93365 0.11368 1.43738 0.37445 
7 4 CONFIG 6 C6 -1.88845 0.59694 0.02509 -0.35487 
8 4 CONFIG 7 C7 -0.18008 -1.96555 -0.45770 0.36723 
9 4 CONFIG 8 ca 1.25116 0.29019 -0.26472 -1.40982 
10 4 CONFIG 9 C9 -1.58960 -0.46200 -1.18231 0.06489 
Untrained Panelist 7 - Group 1 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK.TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 













0 Initial 0.185384 
1 Monotone 0.093781 
2 Gau-New 0.069521 
3 Monotone 0.057 426 
4 Gau-New 0.055872 
5 Monotone 0.050670 
6 Gau-New 0.046558 
7 Monotone 0.044596 
8 Gau-New 0.041886 
9 Monotone 0. 040679 
10 Gau-New 0.039331 
11 Gau-New 0.039270 













Convergence criteria are satisfied. 









07:31 Thursday, May 17, 2001 
DIMENS_ MATRIX_ _TYPE_ ID NAME DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 - - - -
4 CRITERION 0.03926 
4 CONFIG 1 C1 0.95633 -0.86371 0.83748 0.93574 
4 CONFIG 2 C2 1.41610 1.13558 0.63469 -0.52542 
4 CONFIG 3 C3 -0.10103 1.94654 -0.73710 0.34958 
4 CONFIG 4 C4 -2.01795 0.20580 1.42150 0.22438 
4 CONFIG 5 C5 1.54809 -0.92029 0.08783 0.14111 
4 CONFIG 6 C6 -1.78889 0.14494 -0.84817 0.70346 
4 CONFIG 7 C7 -0.17608 -1.38817 -1.08922 -0.03347 
4 CONFIG 8 CB 1.59884 0.29504 -0.39263 -0.39739 
4 CONFIG 9 C9 -1.43541 -0.55573 0.08562 -1.39800 
Untrained Panelist 8 - Group 1 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK.TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 




Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 













O Initial 0.168238 
1 Monotone 0.070205 
2 Gau-New 0.046149 
3 Monotone 0.041749 
4 Gau-New 0.040130 
5 Monotone 0.033122 
6 Gau-New 0.032201 
7 Monotone 0.031641 
8 Gau-New 0.030710 










Convergence criteria are satisfied. 







07:31 Thursday, May 17, 2001 
DIMENS_ MATRIX _ _ TYPE_ ID NAME D1M1 D1M2 D1M3 D1M4 - - - -
4 CRITERION 0.03069 
4 CONFIG 1 C1 1.97013 -0.04553 0.62121 0.75965 
4 CONFIG 2 C2 1.56128 0.62521 0.17400 -0.97820 
4 CONFIG 3 C3 -1.28654 1.34316 -0.62400 0.85019 
4 CONFIG 4 C4 -1.58741 0.45863 1.70331 -0.29318 
4 CONFIG 5 cs 0.00819 -0.11090 0.06937 1.37334 
4 CONFIG 6 C6 -1.49408 0.20624 -1.11883 -0.68222 
4 CONFIG 7 C7 0.48774 -1.54708 -0.95274 0.16918 
4 CONFIG 8 C8 1.14930 0.96096 -0.35688 -0.72697 
4 CONFIG 9 C9 -0.80861 -1.89069 0.48456 -0.47179 
Untrained Panelist 9 - Group 1 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK.TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 














O Initial 0.227540 
1 Monotone 0.078393 
2 Gau-New 0.063985 
3 Monotone 0.058046 
4 Gau-New 0.057193 
5 Monotone 0.045880 
6 Gau-New 0.043978 
7 Monotone 0. 040501 
8 Gau-New 0.038504 
9 Monotone 0.037288 
10 Gau-New 0.036533 












Convergence criteria are satisfied. 








07:31 Thursday, May 17, 2001 
- DIMENS_ - MATRIX _ _ TYPE_ ID _NAME_ D1M1 D1M2 D1M3 D1M4 
4 CRITERION 0.03652 
4 CONFIG 1 C1 1.46918 -0.68918 0.66783 0.34546 
4 CONFIG 2 C2 1.26944 0.97655 -0.61788 1.22526 
4 CONFIG 3 C3 0.91007 0.84834 -1.12438 -0.43413 
4 CONFIG 4 C4 -1.88271 0.62004 0.85317 -0.32603 
4 CONFIG 5 cs 1.18170 -1.22045 0.06892 -1.00510 
4 CONFIG 6 C6 -2.02433 -0.29743 0.53147 0.84594 
4 CONFIG 7 C7 -0.50540 -1.50680 -0.73338 0.48093 
4 CONFIG 8 cs 1.20488 0.81551 1.28422 -0.34516 
4 CONFIG 9 C9 -1.62283 0.45342 -0.92997 -0.78717 
Untrained Panelist 10 - Group 1 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK.TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
36 
fffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
0 Initial 0.226769 
1 Monotone 0.095027 
2 Gau-New 0.067355 
3 Monotone 0.063986 
4 Gau-New 0.062259 
5 Monotone 0.058533 
6 Gau-New 0.057409 
7 Monotone 0.053044 
8 Gau-New 0. 052625 
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OBS _DIMENS __ MATRIX __ TYPE_ ID _NAME_ D1M1 D1M2 D1M3 D1M4 
1 4 CRITERION 0.04699 
2 4 CONFIG 1 C1 -1.02161 -0.64135 -0.29419 1.38301 
3 4 CONFIG 2 CZ -1.72287 1.66168 0.50721 0.44994 
4 4 CONFIG 3 C3 1.30458 -0.45823 0.76453 0.82195 
5 4 CONFIG 4 C4 1.87031 1.49278 -0.68134 0.13053 
6 4 CONFIG 5 C5 -0.28634 -1.85617 -0.05977 -0.15253 
7 4 CONFIG 6 C6 1.79472 0.01557 0.72193 -0.54067 
8 4 CONFIG 7 C7 0.47341 -0.35309 -1.49869 -0.39280 
9 4 CONFIG 8 ca -1.72482 0.27314 -0.59604 -0.78669 
10 4 CONFIG 9 C9 -0.68737 -0.13433 1.13635 -0.91274 
Untrained Panelist 11 - Group 1 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK.TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 













0 Initial 0.25287 4 
1 Monotone 0.079578 
2 Gau-New 0.061726 
3 Monotone 0.055471 
4 Gau-New 0.053919 
5 Monotone 0.051149 
6 Gau-New 0.050853 
7 Monotone 0.049372 
8 Gau-New 0.048873 
9 Monotone 0.048130 
10 Gau-New 0. 046969 












Convergence criteria are satisfied. 








07:31 Thursday, May 17, 2001 
DIMENS_ MATRIX_ _TYPE_ ID NAME D1M1 D1M2 D1M3 D1M4 - - -
4 CRITERION 0.04695 
4 CONFIG 1 C1 1.07159 0.57330 -0.31029 1.24849 
4 CONFIG 2 CZ 0.49577 -1.83466 -0.34337 0.07660 
4 CONFIG 3 C3 0.56247 1.62043 1.16265 -0.78005 
4 CONFIG 4 C4 -2.01539 0.35536 0.94315 0.49038 
4 CONFIG 5 cs 1.48617 1.14488 -0.36736 -0.38248 
4 CONFIG 6 C6 -1.77980 0.77009 -0.82287 0.29084 
4 CONFIG 7 C7 0.45406 -0.25577 -1.33325 0.03800 
4 CONFIG 8 ca 0.57576 -1.49598 1.64590 0.19973 
4 CONFIG 9 C9 -0.85063 -0.87765 -0.57456 -1.18151 
Untrained Panelist 12 - Group 1 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK.TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
44 
fffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
O Initial 0.287691 
1 Monotone 0. 096319 
2 Gau-New 0.073236 
3 Monotone 0. 068499 
4 Gau-New 0.064275 
5 Monotone 0.055031 
6 Gau-New 0.053240 
7 Monotone 0.048316 
8 Gau-New 0.047133 
9 Monotone 0.043645 
10 Gau-New 0.042555 
11 Monotone 0.039463 
12 Gau-New 0. 038771 
13 Monotone 0.035911 
14 Gau-New 0.035375 
15 Monotone 0.032356 
16 Gau-New 0.031910 
17 Monotone 0.029151 
18 Gau-New 0.028860 
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OBS _DIMENS __ MATRIX __ TYPE_ JD _NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 
1 4 CRITERION 0.01897 
2 4 CONFIG 1 C1 1.08450 0.23990 0.93355 1.29807 
3 4 CONFIG 2 C2 0.52722 1.96815 -0.30869 0.52442 
4 4 CONFIG 3 C3 1.29553 -1.27924 -0.32831 0.23627 
5 4 CONFIG 4 C4 -1.58717 -0.00142 1.21687 -0.90510 
6 4 CONFJG 5 cs 1.25806 -1.34354 -0.02117 -0.11336 
7 4 CONFIG 6 C6 -2.08202 -0.45399 -0.59703 0.30032 
8 4 CONFIG 7 Cl 0.76220 0.45840 0.87288 -0.95358 
9 4 CONFJG 8 CB 0.79633 0.56081 -1.40566 -0.95666 
10 4 CONFIG 9 C9 -2.05465 -0.14907 -0.36245 0.56962 
Untrained Panelist 1 - Group 2 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK.TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffff!fffffffffffffffff 













0 Initial 0.259648 
1 Monotone 0.061454 
2 Gau-New 0.044708 
3 Monotone 0.041302 
4 Gau-New 0. 040960 
5 Monotone 0.033842 
6 Gau-New 0.033285 
7 Monotone 0.031960 
8 Gau-New 0.030962 










Convergence criteria are satisfied. 







08:09 Thursday, May 17, 2001 
DIMENS_ MATRIX_ _TYPE_ ID NAME DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 - - -
4 CRITERION 0.03096 
4 CONFIG 1 C1 2.23152 0.03029 0.44297 0.86756 
4 CONFIG 2 C2 -0.56771 -1.48321 0.42602 -0.27540 
4 CONFJG 3 C3 1.86698 0.01122 0.75454 -0.65202 
4 CONFJG 4 C4 -0.86899 2.00835 -0.31394 0.61465 
4 CONFJG 5 cs 1.09056 -0.37821 -1.75966 -0.10331 
4 CONFIG 6 C6 -0.54977 1.91423 0.31225 -0.64968 
4 CONFIG 7 Cl -0.86539 -0.53934 -0.22967 -1.19736 
4 CONFJG 8 CB -1.24186 -0.68517 0.91248 0.63440 
4 CONFIG 9 C9 -1.09534 -0.87816 -0.54499 0.76117 
Untrained Panelist 2 - Group 2 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK.TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRJX Level=ORDINALCoef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
4 
ffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff!ffffffffffffffffftffffffffffffffffftfffffffffffffffffftf 
o Initial 0.238270 
1 Monotone O. 085270 
2 Gau-New 0.068335 
3 Monotone 0.064325 
4 Gau-New 0.063649 
5 Monotone 0.060051 
6 Gau-New 0.059860 
7 Monotone 0.058712 
8 Gau-New 0.058120 
9 Monotone 0.057567 
10 Gau-New 0. 056540 












Convergence criteria are satisfied. 








08:09 Thursday, May 17, 2001 8 





































































Untrained Panelist 3 - Group 2 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK. TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 













O Initial 0.18287 4 
1 Monotone 0.073282 
2 Gau-New 0.052440 
3 Monotone 0.046305 
4 Gau-New 0.045640 
5 Monotone 0.038236 
6 Gau-New 0.037585 
7 Monotone 0.034893 
8 Gau-New 0.034595 
9 Monotone 0.034208 
10 Gau-New 0.033637 
11 Gau-New 0.033601 
12 Gau-New 0.033589 














Convergence criteria are satisfied. 










08:09 Thursday, May 17, 2001 
-DIMENS_ -MATRIX_ -TYPE_ ID _NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 
4 CRITERION 0.03358 
4 CONFIG 1 C1 1.05402 -1.26700 0.54508 -0.48756 
4 CONFIG 2 C2 1.55900 1.18570 -0.05199 -0.47368 
4 CONFIG 3 C3 1.11736 0.19236 1.65518 0.62297 
4 CONFIG 4 C4 -1.86695 0.95544 0.92290 0.18420 
4 CONFIG 5 cs 0.87144 -1.00922 -0.49326 0.37377 
4 CONFIG 6 C6 -2.06358 0.67916 -0.35189 0.14510 
4 CONFIG 7 C7 -0.60128 -1.35736 -0.90695 0.76138 
4 CONFIG 8 cs 1.08486 1.44557 -1.33271 0.01387 
4 CONFIG 9 C9 -1.15488 -0.82464 0.01364 -1.14006 
Untrained Panelist 4 - Group 2 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK. TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in. ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 














o Initial 0.258929 
1 Monotone 0.064122 
2 Gau-New 0.043035 
3 Monotone 0.037018 
4 Gau-New 0.035875 
5 Monotone 0.033040 
6 Gau-New 0.032703 
7 Monotone 0.032604 
8 Gau-New 0.032010 










Convergence criteria are satisfied. 







08:09 Thursday, May 17, 2001 
- DIMENS_ -MATRIX_ _TYPE_ ID _NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 
4 CRITERION 0.03200 
4 CONFIG 1 C1 1.51356 0.53139 -0.72627 0.66739 
4 CONFIG 2 C2 0.93640 1.38600 0.99590 0.21813 
4 CONFIG 3 C3 -0.79650 -2.10167 0.68952 -0.15381 
4 CONFIG 4 C4 -2.13590 0.74765 0.82340 -0.07497 
4 CONFIG 5 cs 1.63779 -0.20677 0.90123 -0.00192 
4 CONFIG 6 C6 -1.68788 0.23798 -0.74404 1.12704 
4 CONFIG 7 C7 0.79994 -1.43391 -0.54827 0.24223 
4 CONFIG 8 cs 0.98898 0.33966 -0.69785 -1.03699 
4 CONFIG 9 C9 -1.25639 0.49967 -0.69362 -0.98710 
16 
234 
Untrained Panelist 5 - Group 2 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK. TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter-100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 













O Initial 0.4217 42 
1 Monotone 0.097812 
2 Gau-New 0.073720 
3 Monotone 0.048596 
4 Gau-New 0.046226 
5 Monotone 0.036460 
6 Gau-New 0.035004 
7 Monotone 0.034021 
8 Gau-New 0.032490 










Convergence criteria are satisfied. 







08:09 Thursday, May 17, 2001 
-DIMENS_ -MATRIX_ _TYPE_ ID _NAME_ D1M1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 
4 CRITERION 0.03248 
4 CONFIG 1 C1 0.77000 -1.36430 0.63089 0.92280 
4 CONFIG 2 C2 1.19954 -0.94182 -0.79638 0.22277 
4 CONFIG 3 C3 -1.71143 1.20399 -0.97202 0.65650 
4 CONFIG 4 C4 0.24224 1.97336 0.27769 -0.02118 
4 CONFIG 5 C5 1.50672 0.98884 0.72926 0.61459 
4 CONFIG 6 C6 -1.82900 -0.20679 1.00951 -0.31477 
4 CONFIG 7 C7 0.51838 -0.07636 0.88242 -1.37571 
4 CONFIG 8 CB 0.65023 -0.09483 -1.67417 -0.79478 
4 CONFIG 9 C9 -1.34668 -1.48209 -0.08721 0.08978 
Untrained Panelist 6 - Group 2 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK. TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter-100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 

























Monotone 0.091202 0.220022 
Gau-New 0.066725 0.024477 
Monotone 0.063761 0.002964 
Gau-New 0.061509 0.002252 
Monotone 0.057896 0.003613 
Gau-New 0.057221 0.000674 
Monotone 0.055661 0.001560 
Gau-New 0.055439 0.000222 
Monotone 0.054215 0.001224 
Gau-New 0.052309 0.001906 
Monotone 0.050837 0.001472 
Gau-New 0.047005 0.003832 
Gau-New 0.045929 0.001076 
Gau-New 0.045372 0.000557 
Gau-New 0.045065 0.000306 
Gau-New 0.044909 0.000156 
Gau-New 0.044834 0.000075553 
Gau-New 0.044798 0.000035682 
Gau-New 0.044782 0.000016550 
Gau-New 0.044774 0.000007610 
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OBS _DIMENS __ MATRIX __ TYPE_ ID _NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 
1 4 CRITERION 0.04477 
2 4 CONFIG 1 C1 1.24232 1.21935 0.33285 -0.16059 
3 4 CONFIG 2 C2 0.56529 -1.03898 0.37331 1.34423 
4 4 CONFIG 3 C3 -0.29782 1.53635 -1.74775 0.30475 
5 4 CONFIG 4 C4 -2.03103 0.75626 0.66085 0.73809 
6 4 CONFIG 5 C5 1.73954 -0.11836 -0.38630 -0.81805 
7 4 CONFIG 6 C6 -1.38815 -0.65330 0.22948 -1.34470 
8 4 CONFIG 7 C7 0.29030 0.64255 1.59514 -0.27078 
9 4 CONFIG 8 CB 1.24909 -1.15767 -0.27639 0.36203 
10 4 CONFIG 9 C9 -1.36954 -1.18620 -0.78118 -0.15498 
Untrained Panelist 7 - Group 2 
235 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK.TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 












0 Initial 0.203807 
1 Monotone 0.082313 
2 Gau-New 0.057046 
3 Monotone 0.051035 
4 Gau-New 0.050173 
5 Monotone 0.042915 
6 Gau-New 0.042581 
7 Monotone 0.041978 
8 Gau-New 0.041505 










Convergence criteria are satisfied. 







08:09 Thursday, May 17, 2001 
-DIMENS_ -MATRIX _ _ TYPE - ID -NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 
4 CRITERION 0.04150 
4 CONFIG 1 C1 1.65450 0.10122 0.62378 0.32613 
4 CONFIG 2 C2 1.33732 1.18805 -0.67685 -0.39885 
4 CONFIG 3 C3 -0.67514 2.25361 0.47553 0.26664 
4 CONFIG 4 C4 -1.38399 -0.45357 0.19875 1.65845 
4 CONFIG 5 C5 0.25091 -0.41830 1.81364 -0.48107 
4 CONFIG 6 C6 -0.87439 -0.92624 0.04035 -1.61874 
4 CONFIG 7 C7 0.32957 -1.70795 -0.19197 0.48624 
4 CONFIG 8 C8 0.97983 -0.40954 -1.37888 0.24154 
4 CONFIG 9 C9 -1.61861 0.37272 -0.90435 -0.48034 
Untrained Panelist 8 - Group 2 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK. TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 














O Initial 0.240517 
1 Monotone 0.094755 
2 Gau-New 0.074877 
3 Monotone 0.0567 49 
4 Gau-New 0.055857 
5 Monotone 0.048040 
6 Gau-New 0.043645 
7 Monotone 0.041089 
8 Gau-New 0.037072 
9 Gau-New 0.036798 
10 Gau-New 0.036739 
11 Gau-New 0.036723 













Convergence criteria are satisfied. 










08:09 Thursday, May 17, 2001 
DIMENS_ MATRIX_ TYPE ID NAME DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 - - - - - -
4 CRITERION 0.03672 
4 CONFIG 1 C1 0.31473 1.01927 -0.85555 -0.67721 
4 CONFIG 2 C2 -1.25116 -1.14274 1.41185 0.16119 
4 CONFIG 3 C3 1.76580 0.88994 0.68899 0.52511 
4 CONFIG 4 C4 1.97493 -0.15498 0.27436 -0.59761 
4 CONFIG 5 C5 -0.31296 1.63762 0.25877 0.74542 
4 CONFIG 6 C6 0.76171 -2.03055 0.14105 0.19155 
4 CONFIG 7 C7 -0.06774 -0.86529 -1.88648 0.18581 
4 CONFIG 8 C8 -1.65026 0.19608 -0.62829 0.45452 
4 CONFIG 9 C9 -1.53506 0.45064 0.59530 -0.98878 
Untrained Panelist 9 - Group 2 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK. TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ff ff ff f ff ff f ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
32 
ff ff! ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff 
O Initial 0.222669 
1 Monotone 0.055712 0.166957 0.162986 0.709653 
2 Gau-New 0.039329 0.016383 
236 
3 Monotone 0.033953 0.005376 0.019531 0.390960 
4 Gau-New 0.032804 0.001149 
5 Monotone 0.027209 0.005595 0.018313 0.286170 
6 Gau-New 0.026615 0.000594 
7 Monotone 0.024248 0.002367 0.009760 0.180540 
8 GatJJ-New 0.023839 0.000409 0.018516 
9 Gau-New 0.023835 0.000004378 0.003636 
Convergence criteria are satisfied. 
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OBS _DIMENS __ MATRIX __ TYPE_ ID NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 
1 4 CRITERION 0.02384 
2 4 CONFIG 1 C1 1.68460 -1.03735 1.08203 0.41720 
3 4 CONFIG 2 C2 0.03928 1.34316 0.63095 -0.80925 
4 4 CONFIG 3 C3 2.09373 0.91154 -0.13485 -0.37867 
5 4 CONFIG 4 C4 -1.65575 0.04259 0.76561 0.20053 
6 4 CONFIG 5 C5 1.75092 -0.50182 -1.24636 0.20153 
7 4 CONFIG 6 C6 -1.39721 -0.15390 -1.14647 0.59390 
8 4 CONFIG 7 C7 -0.62129 -1.65014 0.44868 -0.05117 
9 4 CONFIG 8 CB -0.65260 1.34766 0.11108 1.15919 
10 4 CONFIG 9 C9 -1.24167 -0.30173 -0.51067 -1.33325 
Untrained Panelist 10 - Group 2 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK.TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coet=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 













0 Initial 0.252123 
1 Monotone 0.090611 
2 Gau-New 0.063820 
3 Monotone 0.059641 
4 Gau-New 0.058964 
5 Monotone 0.054767 
6 Gau-New 0.054278 
7 Monotone 0.052629 
8 Gau-New 0.052046 
9 Monotone 0.051239 
10 Gau-New 0.050344 
11 Gau-New 0.050293 
12 Gau-New 0.050272 
13 Gau-New 0.050263 















Convergence criteria are satisfied. 











08:09 Thursday, May 17, 2001 
- DIMENS - _ MATRIX_ _TYPE _ ID -NAME_ DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 
4 CRITERION 0.05026 
4 CONFIG 1 C1 0.34090 0.54425 -1.27836 0.87526 
4 CONFIG 2 C2 1.18073 -0.35474 1.13322 0.16894 
4 CONFIG 3 C3 0.55628 1.19819 -0.47267 -1.30379 
4 CONFIG 4 C4 -1.25239 -0.89714 1.40993 0.01019 
4 CONFIG 5 C5 2.12702 0.01980 -0.31574 0.43318 
4 CONFIG 6 C6 -1.75421 0.74260 -0.49839 -0.55793 
4 CONFIG 7 Cl -0.58620 1.58837 1.15159 0.64881 
4 CONFIG 8 CB 0.76359 -1.53040 0.02097 -0.77476 
4 CONFIG 9 C9 -1.37574 -1.31093 -1.15055 0.50010 
Untrained Panelist 11 - Group 2 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK.TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
40 
fffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
O Initial 0.217694 
1 Monotone 0.113613 
2 Gau-New 0.076778 
3 Monotone 0.069075 
4 Gau-New 0.068445 
5 Monotone 0.062796 
6 Gau-New 0.059463 
7 Monotone 0.058167 
8 Gau-New 0.056065 
9 Monotone 0.055346 
10 Gau-New 0.053088 
11 Gau-New 0.051835 
12 Gau-New 0.051243 









































Convergence criteria are satisfied. 
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DIMENS_ _MATRIX_ _TYPE ID NAME DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 - -
4 CRITERION 0.05091 
4 CONFIG 1 C1 -1.24198 1.23590 0.09034 0.80167 
4 CONFIG 2 C2 -1.05852 -0.73550 -0.48902 0.23012 
4 CONFIG 3 C3 1.68892 1.62233 0.79145 0.10898 
4 CONFIG 4 C4 2.30706 0.15153 -0.32853 -0.51346 
4 CONFIG 5 cs -0.93523 -0.14659 1.64733 0.17865 
4 CONFIG 6 C6 1.27978 -1.33957 -0.78911 0.80279 
4 CONFIG 7 C7 -0.94893 0.73970 -1.71805 -0.21989 
4 CONFIG 8 CB -1.05106 0.11385 0.03178 -1.10302 
4 CONFIG 9 C9 -0.04003 -1.64164 0.76381 -0.28586 
Untrained Panelist 12- Group 2 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK. TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 














0 Initial 0.277972 
1 Monotone 0.105450 
2 Gau-New 0.082872 
3 Monotone 0.074387 
4 Gau-New 0.073920 
5 Monotone 0. 072008 
6 Gau-New 0.070879 
7 Monotone 0.070550 
8 Gau-New 0.068753 










Convergence criteria are satisfied. 
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DIMENS_ _MATRIX_ _TYPE ID NAME DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 - - -
4 CRITERION 0.06870 
4 CONFIG 1 C1 1.89011 0.87541 -0.00668 -0.91266 
4 CONFIG 2 C2 -1.13914 0.53664 -1.01936 1.05597 
4 CONFIG 3 C3 1.55806 -1.63932 -0.25494 0.73966 
4 CONFIG 4 C4 -0.90437 0.44107 1.63489 0.72470 
4 CONFIG 5 cs 0.97001 1.36441 0.42684 0.79801 
4 CONFIG 6 C6 0.10607 -1.30823 1.17490 -0.56946 
4 CONFIG 7 C7 0.33375 -0.09471 -1.54211 -0.17216 
4 CONFIG 8 CB -0.99975 0.53810 -0.05798 -1.52781 
4 CONFIG 9 C9 -1.81474 -0.71337 -0.35556 -0.13625 
Untrained Panelist 13 - Group 2 
Multidimensional Scaling: Data=WORK.TRAINED 
Shape=TRIANGLE Condition=MATRIX Level=ORDINAL Coef=IDENTITY Dimension=4 Formula=1 Fit=1 
Mconverge=0.01 Gconverge=0.01 Maxiter=100 Over=2 Ridge=0.0001 
Convergence Measures 
Badness-of-Fit Change in ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
Iteration Type Criterion Criterion Monotone Gradient 
48 
fffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
O Initial 0.202543 
1 Monotone 0.094770 
2 Gau-New 0.070493 
3 Monotone 0.066360 
4 Gau-New 0.065092 
5 Monotone 0.059548 
6 Gau-New 0.058511 
7 Monotone 0.058167 
8 Gau-New 0.057109 
9 Gau-New 0.057050 
10 Gau-New 0.057036 












Convergence criteria are satisfied. 
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1.63456 -1.32654 0.17065 
1.47657 0.85081 -0.28894 
0.99249 0.87097 0.79087 
238 
5 4 CONFIG 4 C4 0.48756 -1.62347 -0.23095 0.85801 
6 4 CONFIG 5 cs -1.85722 -0.18175 0.67956 -1.02310 
7 4 CONFIG 6 C6 1.48180 -0.69878 1.25604 -0.56888 
8 4 CONFIG 7 C7 0.77960 -0.84609 -0.81743 -1.26551 
9 4 CONFIG 8 C8 -0.70472 -0.08926 -1.51245 -0.02967 
10 4 CONFIG 9 C9 -1.31336 -0.66428 0.22998 1.35657 
239 




Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 
Distance 
.5900829 4 6 
1.338548 3 5 
1.504443 2 8 
1.741934 1 2 8 
1.887333 3 5 7 
2.217873 4 6 9 
2.768715 1 2 8 3 5 
3.505622 1 2 8 3 5 
Untrained Panel 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 
Distance 
1.708153 2 8 
1.082927 4 6 
1.536157 4 6 9 
1.728519 3 5 
1.742320 1 2 8 
2.068071 3 5 7 
2.830109 1 2 8 3 5 
3.499556 1 2 8 3 5 
Trained Panelist 1 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 
Distance 
1.394876 4 6 
1.413936 2 8 
1.548593 3 5 
1.648943 3 5 7 
1.830779 1 2 8 
2.177238 4 6 9 
2.717061 1 2 8 3 5 
3.545647 1 2 8 3 5 
Trained Panelist 2 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 
Distance 
.6692923 4 6 
.6809941 2 8 
1.776980 1 2 8 
1.787361 5 7 
1.992420 4 6 9 
2.375271 3 4 6 9 
2.848191 1 2 8 5 7 
3.419962 1 2 8 5 7 












J Linkage 1 2 3 4 1 5 1 s 
Object Number 
7 8 9 
4 6 9 
7 8 9 
4 6 9 
7 8 9 
4 6 9 
7 8 9 
4 6 9 
7 8 9 
240 
Distance 
1.620723 3 6 
1.767279 5 7 
1.773194 1 2 
1.844308 3 6 4 
2.213639 1 2 8 
2.538264 5 7 9 
2.896045 3 6 4 5 7 9 
3.371934 1 2 8 3 6 4 5 7 9 
Trained Panelist 4 
~/! 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
1.542015 3 5 
1.676497 4 6 
1.776210 1 2 
1.918252 3 5 7 
1.976226 1 2 8 
2.093412 4 6 9 
2.356342 1 2 8 3 5 7 
3.642828 1 2 8 3 5 7 4 6 9 
Trained Panelist 5 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
2.207538 4 6 
2.271889 3 5 
2.276792 1 2 
2.446376 7 8 
2.687805 1 2 9 
2.717319 3 5 4 6 
2.962180 3 5 4 6 7 8 
3.153452 1 2 9 3 5 4 6 7 8 
Trained Panelist 6 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
1.562354 1 2 
1.676024 5 8 
1.717662 4 6 
1.883956 4 6 9 
2.243896 1 2 5 8 
2.754100 1 2 5 8 3 
2.913865 1 2 5 8 3 7 
3.408887 1 2 5 8 3 7 4 6 9 
Trained Panelist 7 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
1.535241 1 3 
1.584926 4 6 
1.644921 5 7 
1.721893 4 6 9 
2.106217 5 7 8 
2.457202 1 3 5 7 8 
2.533937 2 4 6 9 
3.470324 1 3 5 7 8 2 4 6 9 
241 
Trained Panelist 8 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
1.683644 2 8 
1.710535 5 7 
1.760910 4 6 
2.157357 1 2 8 
2.207971 3 4 6 
2.332154 5 7 9 
2.818222 3 4 6 5 7 9 
3.371177 1 2 8 3 4 6 5 7 9 
Trained Panelist 9 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
1.885795 8 9 
1.919711 1 7 
2.061642 4 6 
2.082443 3 5 
2.180340 2 8 9 
2.410518 1 7 3 5 
3.142471 1 7 3 5 2 8 9 
3.283754 1 7 3 5 2 8 9 4 6 
Trained Panelist 10 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
1.518427 4 6 
1.609368 1 5 
1.668723 2 8 
1.875851 2 8 7 
1.880680 4 6 9 
2.002773 1 5 3 
2.442925 1 5 3 2 8 7 
3.608032 1 5 3 2 8 7 4 6 9 
Trained Panelist 11 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
.6575547 4 6 
1.375156 1 8 
1.627427 1 8 2 
1.688250 3 5 
2.647199 7 9 
2.713949 1 8 2 3 5 
3.122446 1 8 2 3 5 7 9 
3.392670 1 8 2 3 5 7 9 4 6 
Trained Panelist 12 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
1.782874 3 7 
1.919270 4 6 
1.993556 2 8 
242 
1.998625 1 5 
2.108529 4 6 9 
2.132174 1 5 3 7 
2.646165 2 8 4 6 9 
3.431232 1 5 3 7 2 8 4 6 9 
Untrained Panelist 1 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
2.063032 4 6 
2.132967 5 7 
2.329089 3 4 6 
2.451475 5 7 9 
2.520801 1 2 
2.745026 5 7 9 8 
3.036334 1 2 5 7 9 8 
3.179594 1 2 5 7 9 8 3 4 6 
Untrained Panelist 2 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
1.991407 2 8 
2.133652 4 6 
2.215472 1 2 8 
2.281029 3 7 
2.373805 5 9 
2.569940 3 7 4 6 
2.674723 3 7 4 6 5 9 
3.374003 1 2 8 3 7 4 6 5 9 
Untrained Panelist 3 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
1.300684 7 8 
1.789559 4 6 
1.996116 1 3 
2.037335 4 6 9 
2.274709 2 7 8 
2.355773 1 3 5 
3.012227 2 7 8 4 6 9 
3.315592 1 3 5 2 7 8 4 6 9 
Untrained Panelist 4 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
1.646766 4 6 
1.769745 2 8 
2.214281 4 6 7 
2.454649 1 5 
2.624607 1 5 3 
2.772254 4 6 7 9 
2.914311 2 8 4 6 7 9 
3.244800 1 5 3 2 8 4 6 7 9 
Untrained Panelist 5 
Object Number 
243 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
1.086166 4 6 
1.433976 3 5 
1.564735 1 7 
1.925082 3 5 4 6 
2.053212 2 8 
2.283541 3 5 4 6 9 
2.455673 1 7 3 5 4 6 9 
3.890884 1 7 3 5 4 6 9 2 8 
Untrained Panelist 6 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
1.477208 4 6 
1.574113 2 8 
2.023651 4 6 9 
2.148317 1 3 
2.154082 5 7 
2.552989 1 3 5 7 
3.045164 1 3 5 7 2 8 
3.284292 1 3 5 7 2 8 4 6 9 
Untrained Panelist 7 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
2.044760 2 8 
2.247499 3 9 
2.279662 5 7 
2.435896 1 2 8 
2.504996 3 9 6 
2.525882 3 9 6 4 
2.553979 1 2 8 5 7 
3.303150 1 2 8 5 7 3 9 6 4 
Untrained Panelist 8 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
1.995177 4 6 
2.153462 2 8 
2.306302 1 2 8 
2.335370 7 9 
2.385360 3 5 
2.588734 4 6 7 9 
2.713339 1 2 8 3 5 
3.280400 1 2 8 3 5 4 6 7 9 
Untrained Panelist 9 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
1.327462 4 6 
1.375239 5 8 
1.507869 4 6 9 
1.617771 1 3 
2.297052 1 3 2 
2.716718 1 3 2 5 8 
3.029866 1 3 2 5 8 7 
244 
I 3.407557 3 2 5 8 
Untrained Panelist 10 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 
Distance 
1.686053 4 6 
1.722483 1 2 
2.088726 1 2 8 
2.226515 4 6 9 
2.290625 3 5 
2.491473 3 5 7 
2.936877 3 5 7 4 6 
3.306274 1 2 8 3 5 
Untrained Panelist 11 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 
Distance 
1.435180 6 9 
1.556885 3 5 
1.586809 1 8 
1.620061 4 6 9 
1.891150 1 8 2 
2.182956 3 5 7 
2.806314 1 8 2 3 5 
3.476364 1 8 2 3 5 
Untrained Panelist 12 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 
Distance 
1.554966 2 8 
1.970711 3 5 
1.975549 4 9 
2.022802 1 3 5 
2.486094 4 9 6 
2.563240 2 8 7 
2.598475 1 3 5 2 8 
3.439848 1 3 5 2 8 




Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 
Distance 
.9502828 4 6 
.9759387 2 8 
1.569791 7 9 
1.597546 1 5 
2.369848 1 5 3 
2.538113 2 8 7 9 
3.034948 1 5 3 2 8 
3.369907 1 5 3 2 8 
Untrained Panel - Group 1 
7 4 6 9 
6 7 8 9 
9 
7 4 6 9 
6 7 8 9 
7 
7 4 6 9 
6 7 8 9 
7 
7 4 9 6 
6 7 8 9 
7 9 
7 9 4 6 
245 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
1.326543 1 5 
1.346895 4 6 
1.398389 2 8 
2.249126 1 5 7 
2.263097 4 6 9 
2.456998 1 5 7 2 8 
2.909543 1 5 7 2 8 3 
3.424562 1 5 7 2 8 3 4 6 9 
Untrained Panel - Group 2 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
.7649286 2 8 
1.234780 4 6 
1.239394 1 5 
2.314259 4 6 9 
2.334107 1 5 7 
2.485978 1 5 7 2 8 
3.280804 1 5 7 2 8 4 6 9 
3.401610 1 5 7 2 8 4 6 9 3 
Trained Panelist 1 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
.1409976 3 5 
1.085648 4 6 
1.830924 2 8 
1.834715 1 3 5 
2.195088 4 6 7 
2.977212 4 6 7 9 
3.170203 2 8 4 6 7 9 
3.273718 1 3 5 2 8 4 6 7 9 
Trained Panelist 2 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
.7763405 4 6 
1.557233 3 5 
1.807271 2 8 
1.996179 3 5 4 6 
2.324483 7 9 
2.408719 3 5 4 6 7 9 
2.657505 1 3 5 4 6 7 9 
3.810304 1 3 5 4 6 7 9 2 8 
Trained Panelist 3 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
1.574294 4 6 
1.593742 7 9 
1.776417 2 8 
1.964479 1 3 
2.360243 1 3 4 6 
246 
2.376987 2 8 7 9 
3.150064 1 3 4 6 5 
3.307601 1 3 4 6 5 2 8 7 9 
Trained Panelist 4 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
1.503617 4 6 
1.514905 2 8 
1.95096 5 7 
2.185436 1 2 8 
2.410613 1 2 8 5 7 
2.676782 3 4 6 
2.706269 1 2 8 5 7 9 
3.445889 1 2 8 5 7 9 3 4 6 
Trained Panelist 5 
Obiect Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
1.602165 4 6 
1.711489 1 5 
1.737033 2 8 
1.794481 3 4 6 
2.323982 2 8 9 
2.327388 1 5 7 
3.019444 1 5 7 2 8 9 
3.335720 1 5 7 2 8 9 3 4 6 
Trained Panelist 6 
Obiect Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
1.314657 2 8 
1.509049 4 6 
1.959854 7 9 
1.974090 1 2 8 
2.204581 3 4 6 
2.213813 5 7 9 
2.857978 3 4 6 5 7 9 
3.415398 1 2 8 3 4 6 5 7 9 
Trained Panelist 7 
Obiect Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
1.938895 1 5 
1.988563 2 7 
2.036753 6 9 
2.289167 1 5 2 7 
2.448524 1 5 2 7 8 
2.710212 3 4 
2.788382 3 4 6 9 
3.334541 1 5 2 7 8 3 4 6 9 
Trained Panelist 8 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
1.873400 4 6 
247 
1.877266 8 9 
1.935989 2 7 
2.040683 1 5 
2.269199 2 7 8 9 
2.741882 1 5 2 7 8 9 
3.193331 1 5 2 7 8 9 3 
3.387682 1 5 2 7 8 9 3 4 6 
Trained Panelist 9 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
1.796064 8 9 
2.011324 5 6 
2.317311 7 8 9 
2.462786 1 7 8 9 
2.612084 3 4 
2.908227 1 7 8 9 2 
3.089105 3 4 5 6 
3.171525 1 7 8 9 2 3 4 5 6 
Trained Panelist 10 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
1.830161 2 9 
1.981893 1 3 
1.996374 7 8 
2.273761 2 9 7 8 
2.623151 1 3 5 
2.772875 4 6 
2.915850 1 3 5 2 9 7 8 
3.394597 1 3 5 2 9 7 8 4 6 
Trained Panelist 11 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
1.022298 2 8 
1.779082 2 8 9 
1.785617 3 6 
2.171223 2 8 9 7 
2.313210 3 6 4 
2.955921 1 2 8 9 7 
3.054964 3 6 4 5 
3.327226 1 2 8 9 7 3 6 4 5 
Trained Panelist 12 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
1.141901 4 6 
1.699866 1 3 
1.724283 5 7 
1.768394 2 8 
1.787679 2 8 9 
2.517114 1 3 5 7 
2.562716 1 3 5 7 2 8 9 
3.762157 1 3 5 7 2 8 9 4 6 
Trained Panelist 13 
248 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
.2564429 1 2 
1.693361 5 7 
1.704881 1 2 8 
1.773946 4 9 
2.481919 4 9 6 
2.920097 1 2 8 5 7 
3.068956 3 4 9 6 
3.279979 1 2 8 5 7 3 4 9 6 
Untrained Panelist 1 - Group 1 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
1.942258 4 6 
2.059445 8 9 
2.380119 2 3 
2.394758 1 8 9 
2.509124 2 3 5 
2.787165 2 3 5 7 
3.057374 1 8 9 2 3 5 7 
3.195032 1 8 9 2 3 5 7 4 6 
Untrained Panelist 2 - Group 1 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
1.574689 1 2 
1.900608 3 5 
2.005456 4 9 
2.094054 7 8 
2.215557 4 9 6 
2.477434 1 2 7 8 
2.987688 3 5 4 9 6 
3.277256 1 2 7 8 3 5 4 9 6 
Untrained Panelist 3 - Group 1 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
1.877715 1 8 
1.885517 4 6 
1.972547 3 5 
1.983386 2 9 
2.563204 1 8 2 9 
2.727410 3 5 7 
2.980998 3 5 7 4 6 
3.215178 1 8 2 9 3 5 7 4 6 
Untrained Panelist 4 - Group 1 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
1.243125 8 9 
1.430542 4 6 
1.776218 1 3 
1.983611 2 7 
2.390332 1 3 5 
249 
2.453550 2 7 8 9 
3.168714 2 7 8 9 4 6 
3.262326 1 3 5 2 7 8 9 4 6 
Untrained Panelist 5 - Group 1 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
.8840560 2 8 
1.779157 7 9 
1.964641 2 8 7 9 
1.989740 5 6 
2.002187 3 4 
2.421335 1 2 8 7 9 
3.055827 1 2 8 7 9 5 6 
3.524451 1 2 8 7 9 5 6 3 4 
Untrained Panelist 6 - Group 1 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
1.677208 4 6 
1.724937 2 8 
1.751663 1 7 
2.368114 4 6 9 
2.418041 1 7 5 
2.832960 2 8 3 
2.997167 1 7 5 2 8 3 
3.241138 1 7 5 2 8 3 4 6 9 
Untrained Panelist 7 - Group 1 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
1.243701 1 5 
1.345986 2 8 
2.105175 1 5 2 8 
2.309973 4 9 
2.356428 6 7 
2.654722 4 9 6 7 
2.933070 1 5 2 8 3 
3.329362 1 5 2 8 3 4 9 6 7 
Untrained Panelist 8 - Group 1 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
.7920894 2 8 
1.982119 3 6 
2.067672 7 9 
2.080966 1 2 8 
2.455216 5 7 9 
2.808850 3 6 4 
2.971843 1 2 8 5 7 9 
3.266834 1 2 8 5 7 9 3 6 4 





















1.529317 4 6 
1.596120 1 5 
1.776430 2 3 
2.109315 4 6 9 
2.123811 1 5 8 
2.569385 1 5 8 2 3 
2.679371 4 6 9 7 
3.404197 1 5 8 2 3 4 6 9 7 
Untrained Panelist 10 - Group 1 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
1.524228 3 6 
2.063831 8 9 
2.104577 1 5 
2.360735 2 8 9 
2.367003 3 6 4 
2.429612 1 5 7 
2.879985 1 5 7 2 9 9 
3.291277 1 5 7 2 8 9 3 6 4 
Untrained Panelist 11 - Group 1 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
1.778173 1 5 
1.840148 4 6 
1.864400 2 7 
2.063417 2 7 9 
2.327875 1 5 3 
2.766265 2 7 9 8 
3.067722 1 5 3 2 7 9 8 
3.283056 1 5 3 2 7 9 8 4 6 
Untrained Panelist 12 - Group 1 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
.4703994 6 9 
.4712903 3 5 
2.247261 4 6 9 
2.281098 7 8 
2.292359 1 3 5 
2.383313 2 7 8 
2.718091 1 3 5 2 7 8 
3.468894 1 3 5 2 7 8 4 6 9 
Untrained Panelist 1 - Group 2 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
1.449622 4 6 
1.468239 2 8 
1.557205 2 8 9 
1.593566 1 3 
1.908272 2 8 9 7 
2.705492 1 3 5 
3.131310 2 8 9 7 4 6 
3.373953 1 3 5 2 8 9 7 4 6 
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Untrained Panelist 2 - Group 2 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
1.138627 7 9 
1.265892 2 8 
1.368880 3 4 
2.454441 1 7 9 
2.606895 5 6 
2.906667 1 7 9 5 6 
3.004733 1 7 9 5 6 3 4 
3.312470 1 7 9 5 6 3 4 2 8 
Untrained Panelist 3 - Group 2 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
1.319702 4 6 
1.385578 1 5 
1.473190 2 8 
2.074538 1 5 7 
2.354290 4 6 9 
2.695431 1 5 7 3 
2.958807 1 5 7 3 2 8 
3.324969 1 5 7 3 2 8 4 6 9 
Untrained Panelist 4 - Group 2 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
1.756772 2 5 
1.793785 1 8 
1.992075 4 9 
2.102146 1 8 2 5 
2.131351 4 9 6 
2.164139 3 7 
2.997283 1 8 2 5 3 7 
3.359415 1 8 2 5 3 7 4 9 6 
Untrained Panelist 5 - Group 2 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
1.680791 2 8 
1.782220 4 5 
1.795962 6 9 
2.422381 1 2 8 
2.507127 4 5 7 
2.764538 3 6 9 
2.857666 1 2 8 4 5 7 
3.291404 1 2 8 4 5 7 3 6 9 
Untrained Panelist 6 - Group 2 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
1.366930 2 8 
1.649605 6 9 
1.686582 1 7 
2.177878 1 7 5 
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2.529648 1 7 5 2 8 
2.646839 4 6 9 
3.255244 3 4 6 9 
3.299398 1 7 5 2 8 3 4 6 9 
Untrained Panelist 7 - Group 2 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
1.870571 1 2 
1.891386 7 8 
2.104655 6 9 
2.422086 1 2 7 8 
2.790199 1 2 7 8 5 
2.954515 4 6 9 
3.131511 1 2 7 8 5 4 6 9 
3.288729 1 2 7 8 5 4 6 9 3 
Untrained Panelist 8 - Group 2 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
1.602502 3 4 
1.912684 8 9 
2.010457 1 5 
2.318371 2 8 9 
2.481276 6 7 
2.557729 1 5 3 4 
3.121124 2 8 9 6 7 
3.189028 1 5 3 4 2 8 9 6 7 
Untrained Panelist 9 - Group 2 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
1.920206 3 5 
1.978949 4 6 
2.053685 4 6 9 
2.150288 2 8 
2.205551 4 6 9 7 
2.432766 1 3 5 
2.697417 2 8 4 6 9 7 
3.439367 1 3 5 2 8 4 6 9 7 
Untrained Panelist 10 - Group 2 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
1.790266 2 5 
2.167409 2 5 8 
2.423102 1 3 
2.430013 6 9 
2.635092 4 6 9 
2.687722 1 3 2 5 8 
2.984604 4 6 9 7 
3.227010 1 3 2 5 8 4 6 9 7 
Untrained Panelist 11 - Group 2 
I Linkage 1 2 3 
Object Number 
4 L s I 6 7 8 9 
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Distance 
1.664315 2 8 
2.008217 5 9 
2.017621 2 8 7 
2.046249 3 4 
2.171908 1 2 8 7 
2.644300 1 2 8 7 5 9 
2.868983 3 4 6 
3.423282 1 2 8 7 5 9 3 4 6 
Untrained Panelist 12 - Group 2 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
1.970020 2 9 
2.049399 1 5 
2.308478 2 9 7 
2.439011 2 9 7 8 
2.442843 4 6 
2.931318 2 9 7 8 4 6 
3.086864 1 5 3 
3.219319 1 5 3 2 9 7 8 4 6 
Untrained Panelist 13 - Group 2 
Object Number 
Linkage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance 
2.119559 2 5 
2.150436 4 9 
2.187773 7 8 
2.226297 3 6 
2.586282 1 7 I 8 
2.984058 1 7 8 4 9 
3.058547 1 7 8 4 9 3 6 
3.127413 1 7 8 4 9 3 6 2 5 
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Appendix G Analysis and Results for Ternary Mixtures 
Overall Intensity - Main data set 
VARIABLE SPECIFICATIONS: 
No Name Format MD Code 
1 REG NAME 8.0 
3 LOG DIAC 8.0 
4 LOG EB 8.0 
5 LOG BUTY 8.0 
6 OVERALL 8.0 
Design Effects: 











LOG DIAC*LOG EB 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY 
LOG EB*LOG BUTY 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUTY 
- - -




GROUPS REG NAME; 
COVARIATE= LOG DIAC LOG_EB LOG_BUTY; 
DESIGN REG_NAME + LOG_DIAC I LOG_DIAC I LOG EB 
I LOG_EB I LOG_BUTY I LOG BUTY @2 + LOG DIAC* 
LOG_EB*LOG_BUTY; 
INTERCEPT= include; 
LACKOFFIT = no; 
PARAM = sigma; 





SURFACE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG_BUTY; 
MIXTURE= none; 
REPEATED= none; 




STAT. Univariate Tests of Significance for OVERALL 
VISUAL Sigma-restricted parameterization 
GLM Type III decomposition 
Degr. of 
Effect ss Freedom MS F 
Intercept 68497.5* l* 68497.54* 143.9848* 
REG NAME 143035.1* 13* 11002.70* 23.1282* 
LOG DIAC 3036.2* l* 3036.22* 6.3823* 
LOG DIACA2 10594.5* l* 10594.49* 22.2701* 
LOG EB 2269.7* l* 2269.71* 4.7710* 
LOG EBA2 61789.4* l* 61789.39* 129.8840* 
LOG BUTY 2178.0* l* 2178.02* 4.5783* 
LOG BUTYA2 31163. 9* l* 31163.92* 65.5079* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB 15305.8* l* 15305.84* 32.1735* 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY 16563. 9* l* 16563.94* 34.8181* 
LOG EB*LOG BUTY 8827.4* l* 8827.39* 18.5556* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUTY 4911.4* l* 4911. 35* 10.3239* 









































































LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY 
LOG EB*LOG BUTY 































Parameter Estimates (3compoundforanalysis.sta) 
Sigma-restricted parameterization 
Level of OVERALL OVERALL 
Effect Column Param. Std.Err 
1 35.7211* 2.976917* 
Brenda B 2 11.9375* 2.379805* 
Brenda H 3 .1683 2.379805 
Carol Wi 4 -26.6971* 2.379805* 
Fran Har 5 -3.0240 2.379805 
Irma Ken 6 2.5061 2.380487 
Joanne H 7 12.2548* 2.379805* 
Julie Pa 8 -4.4963 2.380161 
Maree Je 9 4. 4 659 2.380534 
Mary Ste 10 13.9760* 2.379805* 
May Dabb 11 14.7933* 2.379805* 
Sharee E 12 2.1587 2.379805 
Sheila p 13 -6.6682* 2.379805* 
Sheree M 14 -17.0529* 2.379805* 
15 7.9414* 3.143464* 
16 4.5111* .955928* 
17 -6.6440* 3.041758* 
18 10.5570* .926326* 
19 -4.7644* 2.226674* 
20 4.5586* .563230* 
21 -7.0782* 1.247886* 
22 -5.0137* .849674* 
23 -3.4179* .793465* 
24 1. 6925* . 526756* 
Parameter Estimates (3compoundforanalysis.sta) 
Sigma-restricted parameterization 
OVERALL -95.00% +95.00% OVERALL 
p Cnf. Lmt Cnf.Lmt Beta (B) 
0.000000* 29.8799* 41.5624* 
.000001* 7.2679* 16.6071* .154674* 
. 943636 -4 .5013 4.8379 .002181 
0.000000* -31. 3667* -22.0275* -.345914* 
.204113 -7.6936 1. 645 6 -.039182 
.292683 -2.1648 7.1771 .032472 
.000000* 7.5852* 16.9245* .158786* 
.059153 -9.1666 .1740 -.058258 
.060928 -.2052 9.1369 .057864 
.000000* 9.3064* 18. 6456* .181087* 
.000000* 10.1237* 19.4629* .191676* 
. 364568 -2.5109 6.8283 .027970 
.005170* -11. 3379* -1.9986* -.086400* 
.000000* -21. 7225* -12.3832* -.220953* 
.011670* 1.7733* 14.1094* .255550* 



















































LOG DIAC*LOG EB 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY 












-12.6125* -.6755* -.215911* 
8.7394* 12.3747* .926307* 
-9.1336* -.3953* .202744* 
3.4535* 5.6638* .660658* 
-9.5268* -4. 6296* -.466851* 
-6.6809* -3.3464* -.468977* 
-4.9749* -1.8610* - . 332962* 



























LOG DIAC*LOG EB 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY 
LOG EB*LOG BUTY 


























Prediction equation for: OVERALL 
OVERALL=35.7211285+11.9375248*REG_NAME(Brenda B)+.168294079*REG_NAME 
(Brenda H)-26.697091*REG_NAME(Carol Wi)-3.0240136*REG_NAME(Fran Har 
)+2.50611364*REG_NAME(Irma Ken)+12.2548325*REG_NAME(Joanne H)-4.4962960 
*REG_NAME(Julie Pa)+4.46587060*REG_NAME(Maree Je)+13.9759864*REG_NAME 
(Mary Ste)+14.7932941*REG_NAME(May Dabb)+2.15867869*REG_NAME(Sharee E 
)-6.6682444*REG_NAME(Sheila P)-17.052860*REG_NAME(Sheree M)+7.94137648 
*LOG DIAC+4.51113952*LOG DIACA2-6.6440230*LOG EB+10.5570262*LOG EBA2 
- - - -
-4.7644076*LOG BUTY+4.55861337*LOG BUTYA2-7.0782237*LOG DIAC*LOG EB - -
-5.0136590*LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY-3.4179415*LOG EB*LOG BUTY+l.69250834* - -
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUTY 
Overall Intensity - Main plus Test Data 
VARIABLE SPECIFICATIONS: 
No Name Format MD Code 
1 REG NAME 8.0 
3 LOG DIAC 8.0 
4 LOG EB 8.0 
5 LOG BUTY 8.0 
6 OVERALL 8.0 
Design Effects: 






















LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY - -
LOG EB*LOG BUTY 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUTY - -





COVARIATE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG BUTY; - - -
DESIGN= REG NAME+ LOG DIAC I LOG DIAC I LOG EB 




PARAM = sigma; 
SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE none; 
SDELTA 7; 
IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM none; 
SURFACE LOG DIAC 
MIXTURE none; 
REPEATED = none; 
WDESIGN = none; 
SAMPLE none; 
OUTPUT= none; 
LOG EB LOG BUTY; 
STAT. Univariate Tests of Significance for OVERALL 
VISUAL Sigma-restricted parameterization 
GLM Type III decomposition 
Degr. of 
Effect ss Freedom MS F 
Intercept 70655.3* 1* 70655.33* 151.0040* 
REG NAME 165636.6* 13* 12741. 28* 27.2306* 
LOG DIAC 3207.0* 1* 3207.03* 6.8540* 
LOG DIACA2 14487.1* 1* 14487.06* 30.9616* 
LOG EB 4658.5* 1* 4658.54* 9.9562* 
LOG EBA2 91554.3* 1* 91554.30* 195.6691* 
LOG BUTY 6449.1* 1* 6449.14* 13.7830* 
LOG BUTr2 53444.8* 1* 53444.77* 114.2217* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB 15416.8* 1* 15416.79* 32.9486* 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY 16389.4* 1* 16389.41* 35. 0273* 
LOG EB*LOG BUTY 8446.6* 1* 8446.62* 18.0520* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUTY 5261.3* 1* 5261.29* 11.2444* 

































































Level of OVERALL OVERALL OVERALL 
Effect Effect Column Param. Std.Err t 
Intercept 1 36.0889* 2.936834* 12.2884* 
REG NAME Brenda B 2 12.0671* 2.127467* 5.6721* 
REG NAME Brenda H 3 1.6984 2.127479 .7983 
REG NAME Carol Wi 4 -24.3605* 2.127475* -11.4504* 
REG NAME Fran Har 5 -4.2590* 2.127451* -2.0019* 
REG NAME Irma Ken 6 3.8080 2 .127887 1. 7896 
REG NAME Joanne H 7 13.6355* 2.127506* 6.4091* 
REG NAME Julie Pa 8 -7.6179* 2.127693* -3.5803* 
REG NAME Maree Je 9 4.4808* 2.128108* 2.1055* 
REG NAME Mary Ste 10 11. 6420* 2.127488* 5.4722* 
REG NAME May Dabb 11 14.6862* 2.127564* 6.9028* 
REG NAME Sharee E 12 .1633 2.127491 .0767 
REG NAME Sheila P 13 -7.9530* 2.127523* -3.7381* 
REG NAME Sheree M 14 -16.4310* 2.127603* -7.7228* 
LOG DIAC 15 7.5988* 2.902495* 2.6180* 
LOG DIACA2 16 4.6756* .840282* 5.5643* 
LOG EB 17 -8.8338* 2.799642* -3.1553* 
LOG EBA2 18 11.4318* .817246* 13.9882* 
LOG BUTY 19 -7.6181* 2.051993* -3.7126* 
LOG BUTYA2 20 5.3877* .504116* 10.6875* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB 21 -7.1012* 1.237127* -5.7401* -
LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY 22 -4.9807* .841557* -5.9184* 
LOG EB*LOG BUTY 23 -3.3361* .785200* -4.2488* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUTY 24 1.7506* .522066* 3.3533* -
STAT. Parameter Estimates (3compmainplustest.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
OVERALL -95.00% +95.00% OVERALL OVERALL 
Effect p Cnf.Lmt Cnf.Lmt Beta (0) St.Err.Jo 
Intercept 0.000000* 30. 3275* 41.8503* 
REG NAME .000000* 7.8936* 16.2407* .155634* .027439* 
REG NAME .424838 -2.4752 5. 8720 .021904 .027439 
REG NAME 0.000000* -28.5341* -20.1869* .314184* .027439* 
REG NAME .045498* -8.4325* .0854* -.054929* .027438* 
REG NAME .073750 -.3664 7.9824 .049113 .027444 
REG NAME .000000* 9.4618* 17.8091* .175861* .027439* 
REG NAME .000356* -11.7919* -3.4438* .098250* .027441* 
REG NAME .035436* .3059* 8.6556* .057790* .027447* 
REG NAME .000000* 7.4684* 15.8156* .150151* .027439* 
'· 
REG NAME .000000* 10.5124* 18.8600* .189412* .027440* 
REG NAME .938842 -4.0104 4.3369 .002106 .027439 
REG NAME .000193* -12.1267* -3.7793* -.102572* .027439* 
REG NAME .000000* -20.6049* -12.2572* -.211916* .027440* 
LOG DIAC .008945* 1.9048* 13.2928* .227655* .086957* 
LOG DIACA2 .000000* 3.0272* 6.3240* .372694* .066979* 
LOG EB .001639* -14.3261* -3.3416* - .267762* .084860* 
LOG EBA2 0.000000* 9.8285* 13.0350* .939977* . 067198* 
LOG BUTY .000214* -11. 6437* -3.5926* -.302300* .081426* 
LOG BUTYA2 0.000000* 4.3988* 6.3767* .730034* .068308* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB .000000* -9.5282* -4.6743* -.434420* .075682* 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY .000000* -6. 6316* -3.3297* .433971* .073326* - -
LOG EB*LOG BUTY .000023* -4.8765* -1.7958* -.303336* .071394* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUTY .000821* .7265* 2.7748* .286122* .085326* - -
STAT. Parameter Estimates (3compmainplustest.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
-95.00% +95.00% 
Effect Cnf.Lmt Cnf.Lmt 
Intercept 
REG NAME .101806* .209462* 
REG NAME -.031924 .075733 
REG NAME -.368012* -.260356* 
REG NAME -.108757* - . 001102* 
REG NAME -.004725 .102952 
REG NAME .122032* . 229690* 
REG NAME -.152083* -.044416* 
REG NAME .003945* .111634* 
REG NAME . 096322* .203979* 
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REG NAME .135582* .243243* 
REG NAME - . 051723 . 055934 
REG NAME - . 156402* - . 048743* 
REG NAME - . 265748* - . 158085* 
LOG DIAC .057066* . 398244* 
LOG DI ACA2 .241296* . 504091* 
LOG EB - . 434236* - . 101287* 
LOG EBA2 .808151* 1 . 071803* 
LOG BUTY - . 462039* - . 142561* 
LOG BUTYA2 . 596031* .864037* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB -. 582890* -.285951* 
LOG DI AC*LOG BUTY - . 5778 1 9* - . 290123* 
LOG EB* LOG BUTY - . 443394* - .163278* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUTY .118732* .453512* 
Prediction equation for : OVERALL 
OVERALL=36 . 0889005+12 . 0671358*REG_NAME(Brenda B)+l.69837263*REG_NAME 
(Brenda H) - 24 . 360453*REG_ NAME(Carol _Wi)-4.2589790*REG_NAME(Fran Har 
)+3 . 80803413*REG_ NAME(Irma Ken)+l3.6354636*REG_NAME(Joanne H)-7.6178547 
*REG_NAME(Julie Pa)+4.48075015*REG_NAME(Maree Je)+ll.6420 1 9 l *REG_ NAME 
(Mary Ste)+l4.6862044*REG_ NAME(May Dabb)+.163264737*REG_NAME(Sharee E 
)-7.952999l*REG_ NAME(Sheila P)-16 . 431047*REG_NAME(Sheree M)+7.59879401 
*LOG DIAC+4 . 67559769*LOG DIACA2-8.8338299*LOG EB+ll . 4317757*LOG EBA2 - - --7.6181320*LOG BUTY+5 . 38771472* LOG BUTYA2-7 . 1012221*LOG DIAC*LOG EB - - - -
-4 . 9806600*LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY-3.3361347*LOG EB*LOG BUTY+l . 75062507* 
LOG DI AC* LOG EB*LOG BUTY 
Histogram of Raw Reslduals 
Dependent variable: OVERALL 
(Analysis sample) 
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Overall Intensity - Diacetyl versus Ethyl Butyrate 
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Overall Intensity - Diacetyl versus Butyric Acid 
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Overall Intensity - Ethyl Butyrate versus Butyric Acid 
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No Name Format MD Code Long Label 
1 REG NAME 8.0 
3 LOG DIAC 8.0 
4 LOG EB 8.0 
5 LOG BUTY 8.0 
7 CULTURED 8.0 
Design Effects: 









LOG DIAC*LOG EB 
LOG EB*LOG BUTY 




GROUPS= REG NAME; 
COVARIATE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG BUTY; 
DESIGN= REG NAME+ LOG DIAC + LOG EB+ LOG EB* 
LOG EB+ LOG BUTY + LOG DIAC*LOG EB+ LOG EB*LOG B 
UTY; 
INTERCEPT= include; 
LACKOFFIT = no; 
PARAM = sigma; 
SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE= none; 
SDELTA 7; 
IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM= none; 
SURFACE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG_BUTY; 
MIXTURE none; 
REPEATED= none; 
WDESIGN = none; 
SAMPLE none; 
OUTPUT= none; 
STAT. Univariate Tests of Significance for CULTURED 
VISUAL Sigma-restricted parameterization 
GLM Type III decomposition 
Degr. of 
Effect ss Freedom 
Intercept 25084.5* l* 
REG NAME 78363.2* 13* 
LOG DIAC 25230.2* l* 
LOG EB 1103. 7 1 
LOG EBA2 8812.8* l* 
LOG BUTY 5662.0* l* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB 2310.8* l* 







































































CULTURED 378861.8* 1072* 353.4158* 22.15454* 0.00* 
STAT. Parameter Estimates (3compoundforanalysis.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
Level of CULTURED CULTURED CULTURED 
Effect Effect Column Param. Std.Err t 
Intercept 1 17. 5278* 2.080504* 8.42480* 
REG NAME Brenda B 2 13.9407* 2. 051185* 6. 79641* 
REG NAME Brenda H 3 10.6907* 2. 051185* 5.21196* 
REG NAME Carol Wi 4 -6.2612* 2 .051185* -3.05250* 
REG NAME Fran Har 5 -10.8382* 2.051185* -5.28385* 
REG NAME Irma Ken 6 9.4997* 2.051556* 4.63051* 
REG NAME Joanne H 7 10.2772* 2. 051185* 5.01038* 
REG NAME Julie Pa 8 -10.6555* 2.051421* -5.19422* 
REG NAME Maree Je 9 5.7410* 2.051556* 2.79834* 
REG NAME Mary Ste 10 -5.5112* 2.051185* -2.68686* 
REG NAME May Dabb 11 -4.4535* 2. 051185* -2.17121* 
REG NAME Sharee E 12 -10.3862* 2.051185* -5.06353* 
REG NAME Sheila p 13 -.4728 2.051185 -.23049 
REG NAME Sheree M 14 -5.1170* 2. 051185* -2.49466* 
LOG DIAC 15 8.3203* .984743* 8.44923* 
LOG EB 16 4.2765 2.419937 1.76721 
LOG EBA2 17 -3.9008* .781161* -4.99361* 
LOG BUTY 18 -2.9794* .744361* -4.00259* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB 19 -1.5435* .603640* -2.55705* 
LOG EB*LOG BUTY 20 1.8630* .458106* 4.06679* 
STAT. Parameter Estimates (3compoundforanalysis.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
-95.00% +95.00% CULTURED CULTURED -95.00% 
Effect Cnf .Lmt Cnf.Lmt Beta (I'.,) St.Err.B Cnf .Lmt 
Intercept 13.4455* 21.61015* 
REG NAME 9.9159* 17.96548* .239708* .035270* .170502* 
REG NAME 6.6659* 14.71548* .183825* .035270* .114619* 
REG NAME -10.2860* -2.23645* -.107661* .035270* - .176867* 
REG NAME -14.8630* -6.81337* -.186361* .035270* -.255566* 
REG NAME 5.4742* 13. 52527* .163347* .035276* .094129* 
REG NAME 6.2524* 14.30201* .176715* .035270* .107510* 
REG NAME -14.6808* -6.63028* -.183220* .035274* -.252434* 
REG NAME 1. 7154* 9.76648* .098715* .035276* .029497* 
REG NAME -9.5360* -1. 48645* -.094765* .035270* -.163971* 
REG NAME -8.4783* .42875* -.076578* .035270* -.145784* 
REG NAME -14.4110* -6.36145* -.178590* . 035270* -.247796* 
REG NAME -4.4976 3.55201 -.008129 .035270 .077335 
REG NAME -9.1418* -1.09222* -.087986* .035270* - .157192* 
LOG DIAC 6.3881* 10.25256* .355317* .042053* .272801* 
LOG EB -.4718 9.02488 .184429 .104362 -.020348 
LOG EBA2 -5.4336* -2.36804* -.454217* .090960* -.632696* 
LOG BUTY -4.4399* -1.51880* -.168252* .042036* -.250733* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB -2. 7280* -.35909* -.135103* .052836* -.238776* 
LOG EB*LOG BUTY .9641* 2.76191* .240848* .059223* .124642* 
Prediction equation for: CULTURED 
CULTURED=l7.5278307+13.9406837*REG_NAME(Brenda B)+l0.6906837*REG_NAME 
(Brenda H)-6.2612394*REG_NAME(Carol Wi)-10.838163*REG_NAME(Fran Har 
)+9.49974880*REG_NAME(Irma Ken)+10.2772221*REG_NAME(Joanne H)-10.655535 
*REG_NAME(Julie Pa)+5.74095801*REG_NAME(Maree Je)-5.5112394*REG_NAME 
(Mary Ste)-4.4535471*REG_NAME(May Dabb)-10.386239*REG_NAME(Sharee E 
)-.47277789*REG NAME(Sheila P)-5.1170087*REG NAME(Sheree M)+8.32032175 
*LOG_DIAC+4.27652965*LOG_EB-3.9008150*LOG_EB~2-2.9793698*LOG_BUTY-1.5435360 
*LOG DIAC*LOG EB+l.86301941*LOG EB*LOG BUTY - -
Cultured Dairy - Main plus Test Data 
VARIABLE SPECIFICATIONS: 












































1 REG NAME 8.0 
3 LOG DIAC 8.0 
4 LOG EB 8.0 
5 LOG BUTY 8.0 
7 CULTURED 8.0 
Design Effects: 









LOG DIAC*LOG EB 
LOG EB*LOG BUTY 





COVARIATE= LOG DIAC LOG_EB LOG_BUTY; 
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DESIGN REG NAME+ LOG DIAC + LOG EB+ LOG EB* - -





SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE = none; 
SDELTA 7; 
IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM= none; 
SURFACE = LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG_BUTY; 
MIXTURE none; 
REPEATED none; 
WDESIGN = none; 
SAMPLE none; 
OUTPUT = none; 
STAT. Univariate Tests of Significance for CULTURED 
VISUAL Sigma-restricted parameterization 
GLM Type III decomposition 
Degr. of 
Effect ss Freedom MS F 
Intercept 25453.9* 1* 25453.91* 76.02047* 
REG NAME 109933.9* 13* 8456.45* 25.25599* 
LOG DIAC 25779.1* 1* 25779.14* 76.99182* 
LOG EB 440.2 1 440.22 1.31476 
LOG EBA2 7996.9* 1* 7996. 91* 23.88353* 
LOG BUTY 5860.6* 1* 5860.61* 17.50326* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB 2222.1* 1* 2222.15* 6.63665* 
LOG EB*LOG BUTY 6066.6* 1* 6066.57* 18 .11839* 























.542308* .294098* .283968* 184696.5* 





















CULTURED 443314.4* 1324* 334. 8296* 29.03227* 0.00* 
STAT. Parameter Estimates (3compmainplustest.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
Level of CULTURED CULTURED CULTURED 
Effect Effect Column Param. Std.Err t 
Intercept 1 17.5050* 2.007691* 8. 71897* 
REG NAME Brenda B 2 13.9400* 1.799681* 7.74582* 
REG NAME Brenda H 3 12.2474* 1.799686* 6.80532* 
REG NAME Carol Wi 4 -6.3593* 1. 799662* -3.53362* 
REG NAME Fran Har 5 -11.5072* 1. 799667* -6.39406* 
REG NAME Irma Ken 6 10.1164* 1.799847* 5.62069* 
REG NAME Joanne H 7 11.2548* 1. 799666* 6.25385* 
REG NAME Julie Pa 8 -10.8262* 1.799828* -6.01515* 
REG NAME Maree Je 9 5.4710* 1.799992* 3.03948* 
REG NAME Mary Ste 10 -6.6875* 1. 799697* -3.71590* 
REG NAME May Dabb 11 -5.4904* 1.799737* -3.05069* 
REG NAME Sharee E 12 -11.3344* 1. 799693* -6.29798* 
REG NAME Sheila p 13 -1.3018 1. 799694 -.72337 
REG NAME Sheree M 14 -4.5989* 1.799745* -2.55529* 
LOG DIAC 15 8.3323* .949599* 8.77450* 
LOG EB 16 2.4526 2.138992 1.14663 
LOG EBA2 17 -3.2777* . 670692* -4.88708* 
LOG BUTY 18 -2.9915* . 715039* -4.18369* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB 19 -1.5113* .586656* -2.57617* 
LOG EB*LOG BUTY 20 1.8881* .443564* 4.25657* 
STAT. Parameter Estimates (3compmainplustest.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
-95.00% +95.00% CULTURED CULTURED -95.00% 
Effect Cnf.Lmt Cnf. Lmt Beta (fl) St.Err.fl Cnf.Lmt 
Intercept 13.5664* 21.44361* 
REG NAME 10.4095* 17.47055* .243742* .031468* .182010* 
REG NAME 8.7169* 15.77798* .214147* .031468* .152415* 
REG NAME -9.8898* -2.82883* - .111193* .031467* -.172924* 
REG NAME -15.0377* -7.97666* -.201204* .031467* -.262935* 
REG NAME 6.5855* 13.64724* .176885* .031470* .115148* 
REG NAME 7. 7243* 14.78536* .196792* .031467* .135061* 
REG NAME -14.3571* -7.29541* -.189297* .031470* -.251034* 
REG NAME 1.9399* 9.00218* .095661* .031473* .033919* 
REG NAME -10.2181* -3.15692* .116931* .031468* -.178663* 
REG NAME -9.0211* -1.95980* -.096001* .031469* -.157734* 
REG NAME -14.8650* -7.80387* -.198183* .031468* .259915* 
REG NAME -4.8324 2.22873 .022763 .031468 -.084495 
REG NAME -8.1295* -1.06822* -.080412* .031469* -.142145* 
LOG DIAC 6.4694* 10.19514* .338426* .038569* .262762* 
LOG EB -1.7436 6.64881 .100786 .087898 -.071648 
LOG EBA2 -4.5935* -1. 96199* -.365379* .074764* -.512049* 
LOG BUTY -4.3942* -1.58877* -.160934* .038467* -.236396* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB -2.6622* -.36045* -.125344* .048655* .220793* 
LOG EB*LOG BUTY 1. 0179* 2.75823* .232737* .054677* .125474* 
Prediction equation for: CULTURED 
CULTURED=l7.5050038+13.9400154*REG NAME(Brenda B)+l2.2474335*REG NAME 
(Brenda H)-6.3593288*REG_NAME(Carol Wi)-ll.507170*REG_NAME(Fran Har 
)+10.1163785*REG_NAME(Irma Ken)+ll.2548477*REG_NAME(Joanne H)-10.826240 
*REG_NAME(Julie Pa)+5.471036ll*REG_NAME(Maree Je)-6.6874846*REG_NAME 
(Mary Ste)-5.4904428*REG_NAME(May Dabb)-ll.334429*REG_NAME(Sharee E 
)-l.3018369*REG_NAME(Sheila P)-4.5988783*REG_NAME(Sheree M)+8.33225658 
*LOG_DIAC+2.4526295l*LOG_EB-3.2777229*LOG EBA2-2.9915002*LOG BUTY-1.5113249 












































Histogram of Raw Residuals 
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Green Apple - Main Data Set 
VARIABLE SPECIFICATIONS : 
No Name 
1 REG NAME 
3 LOG DI AC 
4 LOG EB 
5 LOG BUTY 
9 GREEN AP 
Design Effects : 
Continuous effects: 
Format MD Code 
8 . 0 
8.0 
8 . 0 











LOG DIAC*LOG EB - -
. ~ 
:·-": 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY 
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LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUTY 
Categorical effects: REG NAME 
Model specifications : 
GLM ; 





COVARIATE= LOG DIAC LOG_EB LOG_BUTY; 
DESIGN= REG NAME+ LOG DIAC + LOG DIAC*LOG DIAC 
+ LOG EB+ LOG BUTY + LOG DIAC*LOG EB+ LOG DIAC* - -
LOG_BUTY + LOG_DIAC*LOG_EB*LOG_BUTY; 
INTERCEPT= include; 
LACKOFFIT = no; 
PARAM = sigma; 
SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE= none; 
SDELTA 7; 
IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM = none; 
SURFACE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG_BUTY; 
MIXTURE= none; 
REPEATED= none; 















LOG DIAC*LOG EB 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY 






Type III decomposition 
Degr. of 
ss Freedom MS F 
5783.6* 1* 5783.56* 14 .24723* 
86871.8* 13* 6682.44* 16.46153* 
973.7 1 973.67 2.39854 
16679.2* 1* 16679.17* 41. 08746* 
1881.6* 1* 1881.55* 4.63502* 
600.6 1 600.64 1.47962 
11859.4* 1* 11859. 35* 29.21432* 
4809.0* 1* 4809.03* 11. 84656* 
5569.9* 1* 5569.86* 13.72078* 
Univariate Tests of Significance for GREEN AP 
Sigma-restricted parameterization 



































































11305. 2 6* 
Level of GREEN AP GREEN AP GREEN AP 
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Effect Effect Column Param. Std.Err t 
Intercept 1 8.1844* 2.168324* 3.77455* 
REG NAME Brenda B 2 1. 5996 2.198338 . 72763 
REG NAME Brenda H 3 -5.6023* 2.198338* -2.54844* 
REG NAME Carol Wi 4 -11.2370* 2.198338* -5 .11157* 
REG NAME Fran Har 5 -12.9677* 2.198338* -5.89887* 
REG NAME Irma Ken 6 -.3138 2.198945 -.14269 
REG NAME Joanne H 7 12.6092* 2.198338* 5.73579* 
C REG NAME Julie Pa 8 -. 9724 2.198608 -.44230 
REG NAME Maree Je 9 18.3350* 2.198862* 8.33840* 
c- REG NAME Mary Ste 10 -7.1696* 2.198338* -3.26139* 
REG NAME May Dabb 11 13.6380* 2.198338* 6.20380* 
REG NAME Sharee E 12 .5996 2.198338 .27274 
REG NAME Sheila P 13 -.9581 2.198338 -.43583 
REG NAME Sheree M 14 -7.1023* 2.198338* -3.23078* 
LOG DIAC 15 4.2559 2.747984 1.54872 
LOG DIACA2 16 5. 5396* .864214* 6.40995* 
LOG EB 17 2.1352* .991758* 2.15291* 
LOG BUTY 18 -.9203 .756590 -1.21640 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB 19 -4. 9911 * .923424* -5.40503* 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY 20 -2.2594* .656446* -3.44188* - -
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUTY 21 1.2090* .326377* 3.70416* 
~- STAT. Parameter Estimates (3compoundforanalysis.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
GREEN AP -95.00% +95.00% GREEN AP GREEN AP 
Effect p Cnf.Lmt Cnf.Lmt Beta (I'.,) St.Err.I'., 
Intercept .000169* 3.9298* 12.43909* 
REG NAME .466997 -2.7140 5. 91312 .024576 .033775 
A 
REG NAME .010959* -9.9159* -1.28880* -.086074* .03377.S* 
REG NAME .000000* -15.5505* -6.92341* - .172645* .033775* 
REG NAME .000000* -17.2813* -8.65418* -.199236* .033775* 
REG NAME .886563 -4.6285 4.00097 -.004821 .033785 
REG NAME .000000* 8.2957* 16.92274* .193728* .033775* 
REG NAME . 658364 -5.2865 3.34163 -.014940 .033779 
REG NAME .000000* 14.0204* 22.64955* .281699* .033783* 
REG NAME . 001144 * -11.4832* -2.85611* -.110154* .033775* 
REG NAME .000000* 9.3245* 17.95159* .209535* .033775* 
REG NAME .785102 -3.7140 4.91312 . 009212 .033775 
C, 
REG NAME .663046 -5.2716 3.35543 -.014-720 .033775 
REG NAME .001272* -11.4159* -2.78880* -.109120* . 03377 5* 
LOG DIAC .121744 -1.1362 9.64790 .162394 .104857 
LOG DIACA2 .000000* 3.8438* 7.23531* .557687* .087003* 
LOG EB .031549* .1892* 4. 08118* .082277* .038216* 
LOG BUTY .224101 -2.4049 .56425 -.046438 .038177 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB .000000* -6.8031* -3.17921* -.390349* . 072220* 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY .000600* -3.5475* -.97134* -.250606* .072811* ,.., 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUTY .000223* .5685* 1.84936* .252458* .068155* 
STAT. Parameter Estimates (3compoundforanalysis.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
-95.00% +95.00% .,. 
Effect Cnf.Lmt Cnf .Lmt 
Intercept 
REG NAME -.041697 .090849 
REG NAME -.152347* -.019801* 
REG NAME -.238918* -.106371* 
REG NAME -.265509* - .132963* 
REG NAME - . 071112 .061471 
REG NAME .127455* .260001* 
REG NAME -.081222 .051341 
REG NAME .215410* .347988* 
REG NAME -.176428* -.043881* 
REG NAME .143262* .275808* 
REG NAME -.057061 .075485 
REG NAME -.080994 .051553 
REG NAME -.175393* -.042847* 
LOG DIAC -.043354 .368141 




LOG DIAC*LOG EB 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUTY 












GREEN AP=8.18444611+1.59958547*REG_NAME(Brenda B)-5.6023376*REG_NAME 
(Brenda H)-11.236953*REG NAME(Carol Wi)-12.967722*REG NAME(Fran Har 
)-.31376315*REG_NAME(Irma Ken)+l2.6092009*REG_NAME(Joanne H)-.97243562 
*REG_NAME(Julie Pa)+l8.3349894*REG_NAME(Maree Je)-7.1696453*REG_NAME 
(Mary Ste)+13.6380470*REG_NAME(May Dabb)+.599585471*REG_NAME(Sharee E 
)-.95810684*REG_NAME(Sheila P)-7.1023376*REG_NAME(Sheree M)+4.25586241 
*LOG DIAC+5.53956812*LOG DIACA2+2.13516532*LOG EB-.92031414*LOG BUTY 
-4.9911309*LOG DIAC*LOG EB-2.2594086*LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY+l.20895024* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUTY 
Green Apple - Main plus Test Data 
VARIABLE SPECIFICATIONS: 
No Name 
1 REG NAME 
3 LOG DIAC 
4 LOG EB 
5 LOG BUTY 
9 GREEN AP 
Design Effects: 
Continuous effects: 















LOG DIAC*LOG EB 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUTY - -





COVARIATE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG_BUTY; 
DESIGN= REG NAME+ LOG DIAC + LOG DIAC*LOG DIAC 
+ LOG EB+ LOG BUTY + LOG DIAC*LOG EB+ LOG DIAC* 
LOG_BUTY + LOG_DIAC*LOG_EB*LOG_BUTY; 
INTERCEPT= include; 
LACKOFFIT = no; 
PARAM = sigma; 
SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE= none; 
SDELTA 7; 
IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM= none; 
SURFACE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG_BUTY; 
MIXTURE= none; 
REPEATED= none; 
































LOG EB 1706. 7* 1* 1706.75* 4.60031* 
LOG BUTY 667.4 1 667.37 1. 79881 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB 11956.3* 1* 11956.29* 32.22662* 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY 4826.3* 1* 4826.33* 13.00873* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUTY 5820.3* 1* 5820.33* 15.68795* 

























































LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY 


























Parameter Estimates (3compmainplustest.sta) 
Sigma-restricted parameterization 
Level of GREEN AP GREEN AP 
Effect Column Parara. Std.Err 
1 8.1496* 2.052824* 
Brenda B 2 2.3306 1.894414 
Brenda H 3 -4.3846* 1.894424* 
Carol Wi 4 -9.1160* 1.894386* 
Fran Har 5 -11. 7501* 1. 894396* 
Irma Ken 6 -.1505 1. 894732 
Joanne H 7 14.1777* 1.894413* 
Julie Pa 8 -2.0309 1. 894583 
Maree Je 9 15.6643* 1.894735* 
Mary Ste 10 -7.2512* 1. 894433* 
May Dabb 11 11. 5290* 1.894406* 
Sharee E 12 - . 9966 1.894426 
Sheila. P 13 -1.2606 1.894428 
Sheree M 14 -5.4744* 1.894397* 
15 2.7487 2.421392 
16 6.0975* . 725120* 
17 2.0051* .934848* 
18 -.9544 . 711621 
19 -5.0061* .881842* 
20 -2.2574* .625875* 
21 1.2316* .310953* 
Parameter Estimates (3compmainplustest.sta) 
Sigma-re~tricted parameterization 
GREEN AP -95.00% +95.00% GREEN AP 
p Cnf.Lmt Cnf .Lmt Beta (B) 
.000076* 4.1224* 12.17671* 
.218826 -1. 3858 6.04697 . 037679 
.020795* -8.1010* -.66816* -.070886* 
.000002* -12.8323* -5.39965* -.147380* 
.000000* -15.4665* -8.03378* -.189967* 
.936685 -3.8675 3.56647 -.002434 
.000000* 10.4613* 17.89410* .229214* 
.283947 -5.7476 1. 68585 -.032833 
.000000* 11.9472* 19.38127* .253247* 
.000135* -10.9676* -3.53478* -.117231* 




















































LOG DIAC*LOG EB 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY 



































Parameter Estimates (3compmainplustest.sta) 
Sigma-restricted parameterization 
-95.00% +95.00% 
Effect Cnf.Lmt Cnf .Lmt 
Intercept 
REG NAME -.022404 .097762 
REG NAME -.130970* -.010802* 
REG NAME -.207462* - . 087297* 
REG NAME -.250049* -.129884* 
REG NAME -.062527 .057660 
REG NAME .169130* .289297* 
REG NAME -.092922 . 027255 
REG NAME .193153* .313341* 
REG NAME -.177315* - . 057147* 
REG NAME .126309* .246475* 
REG NAME -.076196 .043971 
REG NAME -.080465 .039703 
REG NAME -.148589* -.028423* 
LOG DIAC -.075165 .281622 
LOG DIACA2 .467123* .751396* 
LOG EB .006503* .145867* 
LOG BUTY -.116917 . 021966 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB -.516557* -.251231* 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY -.380660* - .112451 * 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUTY .127354* . 377310* 
Prediction equation for: GREEN_AP 
GREEN AP=8.14956177+2.33058509*REG_NAME(Brenda B)-4.3845613*REG_NAME 
(Brenda H)-9.1159818*REG_NAME(Carol Wi)-ll.750132*REG_NAME(Fran Har 
)-.15053945*REG_NAME(Irma Ken)+l4.1777212*REG_NAME(Joanne H)-2.0308624 
*REG_NAME(Julie Pa)+15.6642522*REG_NAME(Maree Je)-7.2511948*REG_NAME 
(Mary Ste)+ll.5290407*REG_NAME(May Dabb)-.99661457*REG_NAME(Sharee E 
)-1.2606324*REG_NAME(Sheila P)-5.4744118*REG_NAME(Sheree M)+2.74871998 
*LOG_DIAC+6.09749989*LOG_DIACA2+2.00509376*LOG_EB-.95442523*LOG_BUTY 
-5.0060870*LOG DIAC*LOG EB-2.2573810*LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY+l.23162331* 
- - -
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUTY 
Histogram of Raw Residuals 
Dependent variable: GREEN_AP 
(Analysis sample) 
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Predicted vs. Residual Values 
Dependent variable: GREEN_AP 
(Analysis sample) 
20 30 ,o 50 
Predicted Values 
60 70 80 
Green Apple - Diacetyl versus Ethyl Butyrate 
Green Apple - Diacetyl versus Butyric Acid 
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90 
Green Apple - Ethyl Butyrate versus Butyric Acid 
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Vinegar - Main Data Set 
VARIABLE SPECIFICATIONS: 
: '! 
No Name Format MD Code 
1 REG NAME 8.0 
3 LOG DIAC 8 . 0 
4 LOG EB 8.0 
5 LOG BUTY 8.0 
8 VINEGAR 8.0 
Design Effects: 










LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY 




GROUPS= REG NAME ; 
COVARIATE= LOG DIAC LOG_EB LOG_BUTY; 
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DESIGN= REG NAME+ LOG DIAC + LOG EB+ LOG DIAC 
Long Label 
*LOG DIAC + LOG BUTY + LOG BUTY*LOG BUTY + LOG DIAC 
*LOG BUTY; 
INTERCEPT= include; 
LACKOFFIT = no ; 
PARAM = sigma; 
SSTYPE = 3 ; 
ESTIMATE= none; 
SDELTA 7 ; 
IDELTA = 12 ; 
RANDOM= none; 
SURFACE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG BUTY; 
MIXTURE= none; 
REPEATED = none; 






Univariate Tests of Significance for VINEGAR 
Sigma- restricted parameterization 
Type III decomposition 
274 
Degr. of 
Effect ss Freedom MS F p 
Intercept 16904.3* 1* 16904.25* 62.50390* .000000* 
REG NAME 144673.5* 13* 11128. 73* 41.14875* 0.000000* 
LOG_DIAC 496.0 1 496.03 1.83407 .175933 
LOG EB 21356.5* 1* 21356.55* 78.96637* 0.000000* 
LOG DIAC"2 1734.6* 1* 1734.61* 6.41377* . 011466* 
LOG BUTY 3580.2* 1* 3580.23* 13.23800* .000287* 
', LOG BUTY"2 15215.2* 1* 15215.15* 56.25840* .000000* 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY 5556.4* 1* 5556.38* 20.54486* .000006* - -
Error 289923.7 1072 270.45 




Dependnt Multiple Multiple Adjusted ss df MS 
Variable R R2 R2 Model Model Model 
VINEGAR .650785* .423521* .413304* 212997.9* 19* 11210. 42* 
STAT. Test of SS Whole Model vs. SS Residual ,.. VISUAL 
GLM 
Dependnt ss df MS 
Variable Residual Residual Residual F p 
VINEGAR 289923.7* 1072* 270.4512* 41. 45080* 0.00* 
STAT. Parameter Estimates (3compoundforanalysis.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
Level of VINEGAR VINEGAR VINEGAR VINEG; 
Effect Effect Column Param. Std.Err t p 
Intercept 1 13.0370* 1. 649010* 7.90594* . 00001 
REG NAME Brenda B 2 -10.8915* 1. 794346* -6.06991* . 00001 
REG NAME Brenda H 3 -10.6511* 1. 794346* -5.93595* . 00001 
REG NAME Carol Wi 4 -3.7184* 1. 794346* -2.07231* . 0384' 
REG NAME Fran Har 5 -10.4300* 1. 794346* -5.81270* . 00001 
REG NAME Irma Ken 6 1. 4253 1.794583 .79421 .4272! 
REG NAME Joanne H 7 5.9546* 1. 794346* 3.31855* . 0009: 
REG NAME Julie Pa 8 -2.7051 1.794509 -1.50741 .13201 
REG NAME Maree Je 9 19.9712* 1. 794571* 11.12867* 0. 00001 
REG NAME Mary Ste 10 -15.2184* 1. 794346* -8.48133* . 00001 
REG NAME May Dabb 11 25.7816* 1. 794346* 14.36822* 0. 00001 
REG NAME Sharee E 12 -7.3915* 1.794346* -4 .11934* .0000· 
REG NAME Sheila P 13 8.8873* 1.794346* 4.95296* . 00001 
REG NAME Sheree M 14 -4.1223* 1.794346* -2.29738* . 0217: 
LOG DIAC 15 2.7969 2.065236 1.35428 .1759: 
LOG EB 16 -4.7120* .530252* -8.88630* 0. 00001 
LOG DIAC"2 17 1.7913* . 707298* 2.53254* . 0114• 
(;' LOG BUTY 18 -5.5400* 1. 522632* -3.63841* .0002: 
LOG BUTY"2 19 3.1779* .423688* 7.50056* . 00001 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY 20 -1.8353* .404903* -4.53264* . 00001 
STAT. Parameter Estimates (3compoundforanalysis.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
-95.00% +95.00% VINEGAR VINEGAR -95.00% +95.01 
Effect Cnf. Lmt Cnf. Lmt Beta (B) St.Err.fl Cnf. Lmt Cnf .LJ 
Intercept 9. 8013* 16.2726* 
REG NAME -14.4124* -7.3707* -.191823* .031602* -.253832* - .1298: 
REG NAME -14.1720* -7.1303* -.187589* .031602* -.249599* - .1255: 
REG NAME -7.2393* -.1976* -.065490* .031602* -.127499* - . 0034: 
REG NAME -13.9508* -6.9092* -.183694* .031602* -.245704* - .1216: 
REG NAME -2. 0960 4.9466 .025102 .031606 -.036915 .0871: 
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REG NAME 2.4338* 9.4755* .104874* .031602* 
REG NAME -6.2262 .8161 -.047642 .031605 
REG NAME 16.4499* 23.4925* .351735* .031606* 
REG NAME -18.7393* -11. 6976* -.268029* .031602* 
REG NAME 22.2607* 29.3024* .454068* .031602* 
REG_NAME -10.9124* -3.8707* -.130181* .031602* 
REG NAME 5.3665* 12.4081* .156525* .031602* 
REG NAME -7.6431* -.6015* -.072602* .031602* 
LOG DIAC -1.2555 6.8493 .122340 .090336 
LOG EB -5.7524* -3.6715* -.208140* .023423* 
LOG DIACA2 .4034* 3.1791* .206720* .081625* 
LOG BUTY -8.5276* -2.5523* -.320446* .088073* 
LOG BUTYA2 2.3465* 4.0092* . 626025* .083464* 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY -2.6298* -1.0408* -.233350* .051482* 
Prediction equation for: VINEGAR 
VINEGAR=13.0369740-10.891526*REG_NAME(Brenda B}-10.65114l*REG_NAME 
(Brenda H}-3.7184487*REG_NAME(Carol Wi)-10.429987*REG_NAME(Fran Har 
)+1.42527012*REG NAME(Irma Ken)+5.95462823*REG NAME(Joanne H.)-2.7050582 
*REG_NAME(Julie Pa}+19.9711853*REG_NAME(Maree Je)-15.218449*REG_NAME 
(Mary Ste)+25.7815513*REG NAME(May Dabb)-7.3915256*REG NAME(Sharee E 
)+8.88732054*REG_NAME(Sheila P)-4.1222948*REG_NAME(Sheree M)+2.79690740 
*LOG DIAC-4.7119820*LOG EB+l.79126262*LOG DIACA2-5.5399556*LOG BUTY 
+3.17789389*LOG BUTYA2-1.8352789*LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY 
Vinegar - Main plus Test Data 
VARIABLE SPECIFICATIONS: 
- -
No Name Format MD Code 
1 REG NAME 8.0 
3 LOG DIAC 8.0 
4 LOG EB 8.0 
5 LOG BUTY 8.0 
8 VINEGAR 8.0 
Design Effects: 










LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY 





COVARIATE= LOG_DIAC LOG_EB LOG_BUTY; 
DESIGN= REG NAME+ LOG DIAC + LOG DIAC*LOG DIAC 
Long Label 
+ LOG_EB + LOG_BUTY + LOG BUTY*LOG BUTY + LOG DIAC 
*LOG_BUTY; 
INTERCEPT= include; 
LACKOFFIT = no; 
PARAM = sigma; 
SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE= none; 
SDELTA 7; 
IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM= none; 
SURFACE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG_BUTY; 
MIXTURE= none; 
REPEATED= none; 






Univariate Tests of Significance for VINEGAR 
Sigma-restricted parameterization 
Type III decomposition 
.042864* .1668: 
-.109657 . 0143' 
.289718* . 4137! 
-.330039* -.2060: 
.392059* .5160' 
-.192190* -. 0681' 
.094515* .2185: 





.462254* . 7897'. 
-.334367* - .1323: 
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Degr. of 
Effect ss Freedom MS F p 
Intercept 17282.2* 1* 17282 .19* 68.45907* .000000* 
REG NAME 163706.5* 13* 12592.81* 49.88327* 0.000000* 
LOG DIAC 625.7 1 625.66 2.47838 .115660 
LOG DIAC"2 2213. 8* 1* 2213.85* 8. 76960* . 003118* 
LOG EB 23497.9* 1* 23497.87* 93.08094* 0.000000* 
'7 LOG BUTY 6063.6* l* 6063. 61* 24.01948* . 000001* 
LOG BUTY"2 22887.7* 1* 22887.75* 90.66408* 0.000000* 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY 5277.6* 1* 5277.58* 20.90581* .000005* 
Error 334237.9 1324 252.45 
STAT. Test· of SS Whole Model vs. SS Residual (3compmainplustest.sta) 
VISUAL 
:;,- GLM 
Dependnt Multiple Multiple Adjusted ss df MS 
Variable R R2 R2 Model Model Model 
VINEGAR . 65243 6* .425673* .417431* 247726.8* 19* 13038.25* 
:;_y 
STAT. Test of SS Whole Model vs. SS Residual (3compmainplustest.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM 
Dependnt ss df MS 
Variable Residual Residual Residual F p 
VINEGAR 334237.9* 1324* 252.4456* 51.64777* 0.00* 
J .. 
STAT. Parameter Estimates (3compmainplustest.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
Level of VINEGAR VINEGAR VINEGAR VINEG; 
Effect Effect Column Param. Std.Err t p 
'), 
Intercept 1 12.9970* 1.570830* 8.27400* .00001 
REG NAME Brenda B 2 -10.7321* 1. 562668* -6.86784* .00001 
REG NAME Brenda H 3 -10.1880* 1.562681* -6.51954* . 00001 
REG NAME Carol Wi 4 -2.6180 1. 562663 -1.67536 . 0940' 
REG NAME Fran Har 5 -10.0512* 1.562658* -6.43210* . 00001 
REG NAME Irma Ken 6 2.2042 1.562778 1.41042 .1586! 
REG NAME Joanne H 7 7.1212* 1. 562678* 4.55708* . 00001 
REG NAME Julie Pa 8 -3.5695* 1.562760* -2.28409* . 0225: 
,> REG NAME Maree Je 9 19.0352* 1.562820* 12.18003* 0. 00001 
REG NAME Mary Ste 10 -14. 8113* 1.562686* -9.47809* 0. 00001 
REG NAME May Dabb 11 24.1081* 1.562680* 15.42741* 0. 00001 
REG NAME Sharee E 12 -8.0912* 1.562685* -5.17774* . 00001 
REG NAME Sheila p 13 7.4716* 1.562690* 4.78123* . 00001 
REG NAME Sheree M 14 -3.5477* 1. 562666* -2.27026* . 0233! 
LOG DIAC 15 2.8504 1. 810607 1.57429 .1156• 
LOG DIAC"2 16 1.7899* .604428* 2. 96135* . 0031: 
LOG EB 17 -4.7451* .491832* -9.64785* 0. 00001 
LOG BUTY 18 -6.5544* 1.337372* -4.90097* . 00001 
LOG BUTY"2 19 3.5043* .368035* 9.52177* 0. 00001 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY 20 -1. 7805* .389416* -4.57229* . 00001 
STAT. Parameter Estimates (3compmainplustest.sta) 
~ 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
-95.00% +95.00% VINEGAR VINEGAR -95.00% +95. 01 
Effect Cnf.Lmt Cnf.Lmt Beta (f,) St.Err.fl Cnf.Lmt Cnf.L1 
Intercept 9.9155* 16.0786* 
REG NAME -13. 7977* -7.6666* -.194935* .028384* -.250617* - .1392! 
REG NAME -13.2536* -7.1224* -.185050* .028384* -.240732* - .1293• 
REG NAME -5.6836 .4475 -.047553 .028384 -.103235 .0081: 
REG NAME -13.1167* -6.9856* -.182566* .028384* -.238247* - .1268: 
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REG NAME - . 8616 5 . 2700 .040036 . 028386 
REG NAME 4 . 0557* 10 . 1868* .129348 * . 028384* 
REG NAME - 6 . 6352* -.503 7* -.064835* .028385* 
STAT. Paramete r Estimates (3compmainplustest . sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma- restricted parameterization 
- 95 . 00% +95 . 00 % VINEGAR VINEGAR 
Effect Cnf .Lmt Cnf . Lmt Beta (B) St.Err.B 
REG NAME 15.9693* 22.1011* .345748* .028386* 
REG NAME -1 7.8769* - 11.7457* - . 269027* . 028384* 
REG NAME 21 . 0425* 27 . 1737* . 437890* .0283 84* 
REG NAME - 11.1568* -5 .0256* - .146 965* . 028384* 
REG NAME 4.4060* 10 . 5372* . 13571 1* .028 384* 
REG NAME -6 . 6132* -.48 21* -.0644 38* .028384* 
LOG DI AC -.7016 6 . 4024 . 120266 .076394 
LOG DIAC A2 . 6042* 2 . 9757* .200934* .067852* 
LOG EB - 5 . 7 100* -3 . 7803* -.202558* . 020995* 
LOG BUTY -9 . 1780* -3 . 9308* - . 366292* .07473 9* 
LOG BUTYA2 2 . 7823* 4.2263* . 668726* . 070231* 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY -2 . 5445* -1.0166* - . 218487* . 047785* 
Predi c tion equation for : VINEGAR 
VINEGAR=l2.9970454- 10.732148*REG_NAME(Brenda B)-10.187956*REG_NAME 
(Brenda H)-2.6180304*REG_ NAME(Carol Wi) - 10 . 051169*REG_ NAME(Fran Har 
)+2 . 20417824*REG_NAME(Irma Ken)+7 . 1212 4891*REG_ NAME(Joanne H) -3.5694853 
*REG_NAME(Julie Pa)+19.0351977*REG_ NAME(Maree Je)-14.811287*REG_NAME 
(Mary Ste)+24.1081040*REG_NAME(May Dabb)-8.0911786*REG_NAME(Sharee E 
)+7 .471 58300*REG_NAME (Sheila P ) - 3.5476642*REG_NAME(Sheree M)+2.85041386 
*LOG DIAC+l.78992405*LOG DIACA2 - 4 . 7451 174*LOG EB-6 . 5544153*LOG BUTY 













Predicted vs . Residu al Valu es 
Dependent variable: VINEGAR 
(Analysis sample) 
-60 ~-~ --~--- ------~- - ~--~ 
-30 -20 -10 
-60 -<10 
10 20 30 
Predicted Values 
Histogram of Raw Residuals 
Dependent variable: VINEGAR 
(Analysis sample) 
-20 20 
X <= Cate.gory Boundary 
'° 50 60 70 
40 60 60 100 
-.015650 . 0957: 
. 073665* . 1850: 
- . 120520* - . 00911 
-95.00% +95 . o, 
Cnf.Lmt Cnf .LI 
. 290061* . 40 14 . 
- . 324709* - . 2133-
. 382208* . 4 935· 
- . 202648* - . 0912: 
.080028* .1913 : 
-.1 20120* -.0087' 
- . 029601 . 2701: 
. 067825* . 3340-
- . 243746* - . 1613' 
-.512911* -. 2 1 96 ' 
.530949* . 80651 













































Vinegar - Diacetyl versus Ethyl Butyrate 
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Vinegar - Diacetyl versus Butyric Acid 
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LOG DIAC*LOG EB 
LOG EB*LOG BUTY 





COVARIATE= LOG_DIAC LOG_EB LOG_BUTY; 
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DESIGN= REG NAME+ LOG DIAC + LOG EB+ LOG EB* 
LOG EB+ LOG BUTY + LOG DIAC*LOG EB+ LOG EB*LOG B 
UTY; 
INTERCEPT= include; 
LACKOFFIT = no; 
PARAM = sigma; 
SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE= none; 
SDELTA 7; 
IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM= none; 
SURFACE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG_BUTY; 
MIXTURE= none; 
REPEATED= none; 















LOG DIAC*LOG EB 
LOG EB*LOG BUTY 
Error 






















STAT. Test of SS Whole Model vs. SS Residual 
VISUAL 
GLM 
Dependnt Multiple Multiple Adjusted 
Variable R R2 R2 
ARTIFICI .759255* .576469* .568962* 
STAT. Test of ss Whole Model vs. SS Residual 
VISUAL 
GLM 
Dependnt ss df MS 
Variable Residual Residual Residual 













































STAT. Parameter Estimates (3compoundforanalysis.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
Level of ARTIFICI ARTIFICI 
Effect Effect Column Param. Std.Err 
Intercept 1 9.0942* 2.256349* 
REG NAME Brenda B 2 13.7340* 2.224552* 
REG NAME Brenda H 3 -3.5064 2.224552 
REG NAME Carol Wi 4 -11.1699* 2.224552* 
REG NAME Fran Har 5 -5.8141* 2.224552* 
REG NAME Irma Ken 6 -1.8302 2.224955 
REG NAME Joanne H 7 1.2436 2.224552 
REG NAME Julie Pa 8 -.8161 2.224808 
REG NAME Maree Je 9 9.7748* 2.224955* 
REG NAME Mary Ste 10 -7.3526* 2.224552* 
REG NAME May Dabb 11 10.1282* 2.224552* 
REG NAME Sharee E 12 1.9070 2.224552 
REG NAME Sheila p 13 -3.0257 2.224552 
REG NAME Sheree M 14 -4 .2372 2.224552 
LOG DIAC 15 -1.1474 1.067974 
LOG EB 16 -8.2883* 2.624472* 
LOG EBA2 17 13.0827* .847185* 
LOG BUTY 18 -.2346 .807275 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB 19 -1.4656* .654660* 
LOG EB*LOG BUTY 20 -1.3584* .496825* 
STAT. Parameter Estimates (3compoundforanalysis.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
-95.00% +95.00% ARTIFICI ARTIFICI 
Effect Cnf .Lmt Cnf. Lmt Beta (B) St.Err.B 
Intercept 4.6669* 13.52160* 
REG NAME 9.3690* 18.09892* .167233* .027088* 
REG NAME -7. 8714 .85854 -.042697 .027088 
REG NAME -15.5349* -6.80492* -.136012* .027088* 
REG NAME -10.1791* -1.44915* - . 070796* . 027088* 
REG NAME -6 .1960 2.53555 -.022286 . 027092 
REG NAME -3.1214 5.60854 .015142 .027088 
REG NAME -5.1816 3.54934 -.009938 .027091 
REG NAME 5.4090* 14.14055* .119024* .027092* 
REG NAME -11. 7176* -2.98762* -.089530* .027088* 
REG NAME 5.7632* 14.49315* .123327* .027088* 
REG NAME -2.4579 6.27200 .023221 .027088 
REG NAME -7.3906 1.33931 -.036842 .027088 
REG NAME -8.6022 .12777 -.051595 .027088 
LOG DIAC -3.2430 .94812 -.034700 .032297 
LOG EB -13.4380* -3.13865* -.253125* .080151* 
LOG EBA2 11.4203* 14.74501* 1.078781* .069858* 
LOG BUTY -1. 8187 1. 34 937 -.009384 .032284 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB -2.7502* -.18108* -.090845* .040578* 
LOG EB*LOG BUTY -2.3333* -.38356* -.124362* .045484* 
Prediction equation for: ARTIFICI 
ARTIFICI=9.09423484+13.7339524*REG NAME(Brenda B)-3.5064323*REG NAME 
(Brenda H)-11.169894*REG NAME(Carol Wi)-5.8141246*REG NAME(Fran-Har 
)-1.8302067*REG NAME(Irma Ken)+l.24356775*REG NAME(Joanne H)-.81613281 












































(Mary Ste)+10.128183l*REG NAME(May-Dabb)+l.90702928*REG NAME(Sharee E 
)-3.0256630*REG_NAME(Sheila P)-4.2372015*REG_NAME(Sheree M)-1.1474336 
*LOG_DIAC-8.2883366*LOG_EB+l3.0826779*LOG_EBA2-.23464617*LOG BUTY-1.4656354 
*LOG DIAC*LOG EB-l.3584175*LOG EB*LOG BUTY - -














































































LOG DIAC*LOG EB 
LOG EB*LOG BUTY 




GROUPS= REG NAME; 
COVARIATE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG_BUTY; 
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DESIGN= REG NAME+ LOG DIAC + LOG EB+ LOG EB* 
LOG EB+ LOG BUTY + LOG DIAC*LOG EB+ LOG EB*LOG B 
UTY; 
INTERCEPT= include; 
LACKOFFIT = no; 
PARAM = sigma; 
SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE= none; 
SDELTA 7; 
IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM= none; 
SURFACE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG_BUTY; 
MIXTURE= none; 
REPEATED= none; 















LOG DIAC*LOG EB 
LOG EB*LOG BUTY 
Error 































































































STAT. Parameter Estimates (3compmainplustest.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
Level of ARTIFICI ARTIFICI ARTIFICI ARTIFICI 
Effect Effect Column Param. Std.Err t p 
Intercept 1 9.53456* 2.169242* 4.39534* .000012* 
REG NAME Brenda B 2 13.72579* 1.944495* 7.05879* .000000* 
r· REG NAME Brenda H 3 -5.35186* 1.944500* -2.75231* .005998* 
REG NAME Carol Wi 4 -9.69495* 1.944473* -4.98590* .000001* 
REG NAME Fran Har 5 -5.07522* 1.944479* -2.61007* .009155* 
REG NAME Irma Ken 6 -1.82989 1.944674 -.94097 .346890 
REG NAME Joanne H 7 .88803 1.944478 .45669 . 647966 
REG NAME Julie Pa 8 -1.43127 1.944653 -.73600 .461860 
REG NAME Maree Je 9 7.49064* 1.944830* 3.85157* .000123* 
REG NAME Mary Ste 10 -5.80747* 1.944511* -2.98659* .002873* 
REG NAME May Dabb 11 9.70849* 1.944555* 4.99265* .000001* 
REG NAME Sharee E 12 1. 71957 1.944507 .88432 .376682 
REG NAME Sheila p 13 -2.89931 1.944508 -1.49103 .136193 
REG NAME Sheree M 14 -2. 89698 1.944563 -1.48979 .136518 
LOG DIAC 15 -1.25396 1.026010 -1.22218 .221858 
LOG EB 16 -8.95375* 2. 311108* -3.87422* . 000112* 
LOG EBA2 17 13.37135* .724660* 18.45190* 0.000000* 
LOG BUTY 18 -.38210 . 772575 -.49458 .620978 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB 19 -1.47248* .633862* -2.32303* .020329* 
LOG EB*LOG BUTY 20 -1.35870* .479256* -2.83502* .004652* 
STAT. Parameter Estimates (3compmainplustest.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
-95.00% +95.00% ARTIFICI ARTIFICI -95.00% +95.00% 
Effect Cnf.Lmt Cnf.Lmt Beta (B) St.Err.fl Cnf.Lmt Cnf.Lmt 
Intercept 5.2790* 13.79009* 
REG NAME 9. 9112* 17.54041* .174067* .024660* .125691* .222443* 
REG NAME -9.1665* -1.53723* -.067871* .024660* -.116247* -.019495* 
REG NAME -13.5095* -5.88036* -.122949* .024659* -.171324* -.074573* 
REG NAME -8.8898* -1.26063* -.064363* .024659* -.112738* -.015987* 
REG NAME -5.6449 1.98509 -.023206 . 024662 - . 071587 .025174 
REG NAME -2.9266 4.70262 . 011262 .024659 -.037114 .059637 
/'. 
REG NAME -5.2462 2.38367 -.018151 .024662 -.066531 .030229 
REG NAME 3.6754* 11. 30593* .094994* .024664* .046610* .143379* 
REG NAME -9.6221* -1.99281* -.073649* .024660* -.122025* -.025272* 
REG NAME 5.8937* 13.52323* .123120* .024660* .074743* .171498* 
REG NAME -2.0951 5.53422 .021807 .024660 -.026569 .070184 
REG NAME -6.7140 .91534 -.036768 .024660 -.085145 . 011608 
REG NAME -6.7117 .91778 -.036739 .024660 -.085117 .011639 
LOG DIAC -3.2667 .75882 -.036940 .030225 - . 096234 .022354 
LOG EB -13.4876* -4.41991* -.266860* .068881* -.401988* -.131733* 
LOG EBA2 11.9497* 14.79295* 1.081082* .058589* .966144* 1.196020* 
LOG BUTY -1.8977 1.13350 -.014909 .030145 -.074045 .044228 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB -2. 7160* -.22900* -.088574* .038129* -.163373* -.013775* 
LOG EB*LOG BUTY -2.2989* -.41852* -.121474* .042848* -.205531* - .037417* 
Prediction equation for: ARTIFICI 
ARTIFICI=9.53455950+13.725786l*REG _NAME(Brenda B)-5.3518634*REG_NAME 
(Brenda H)-9.6949479*REG_NAME(Carol Wi)-5.0752244*REG_NAME(Fran Har 
)-1.8298861*REG_NAME(Irma Ken)+.888030301*REG_NAME(Joanne H)-1.4312666 
*REG_NAME(Julie Pa)+7.49064436*REG_NAME(Maree Je)-5.8074676*REG_NAME 
(Mary Ste)+9.70848623*REG_NAME(May Dabb)+l.71957278*REG_NAME(Sharee E 
)-2.899313l*REG_NAME(Sheila P)-2.8969848*REG_NAME(Sheree M)-1.2539648 
*LOG DIAC-8.9537464*LOG EB+l3.3713467*LOG EBA2-.38210070*LOG BUTY-1.4724789 - -


































Histogram of Raw Residuals 
Dependent variable: ARTJFJCI 
(Analys,s sample) 
-40 -20 20 
X <= Category Boundary 
Predicted vs. Residual Values 
Dependent variable: ARTIFICI 
(Analysis sample) 
···· + ·· · ·: .. . ..... ... . ~ ....... . 
. ++ . 
20 40 60 
Pred1eted Values 
40 60 80 100 
80 100 120 
Artificial Fruit - Diacetyl versus Ethyl Butyrate 
Artificial Fruit - Diacetyl versus Butyric Acid 
--~····T·~-·r-
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Fermented Frui t - Main Da ta Set 
VARIABLE SPECIFICATIONS: 
No Name 
1 REG NAME 
3 LOG DIAC 
4 LOG EB 





8 . 0 
8 . 0 
8 . 0 
8 . 0 










LOG DIAC*LOG EB 
Categorical effects: REG NAME 
Model specifications : 
GLM; 
DEPENDENT= FERMENTE; 
GROUPS= REG_NAME ; 
COVARIATE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG BUTY; 
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DESIGN= REG NAME+ LOG DIAC + LOG EB + LOG EB* 
LOG EB+ LOG DIAC*LOG EB ; - - -
INTERCEPT= include ; 
LACKOFFIT = no; 
PARAM = sigma; 
SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE= none; 
SDELTA 7 ; 
IDELTA = 12 ; 
RANDOM= none ; 
SURFACE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG_BUTY; 
MIXTURE= none; 
REPEATED= none; 
WDESIGN = none; 
SAMPLE none; 












Type III decomposition 
Degr . of 
ss Freedom 
8832 . 8* l * 
85742 . 6* 13* 
10 . 8 1 
14378 . 3* l* 
MS F 
8832.79* 20 . 2232* 
6595. 58* 15 . 1010* 
10 . 79 . 0247 
14378 . 29* 32.9200* 
p 
.000008* 




LOG EBA2 88279.0* 1* 88279.03* 202.1204* 0.000000* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB 1975.3* 1* 1975.26* 4.5225* .033680* 
Error 469085.2 1074 436.76 
STAT. Test of SS Whole Model vs. SS Residual 
VISUAL 
GLM 
~ Dependnt Multiple Multiple Adjusted ss df MS 
Variable R R2 R2 Model Model Model 
FERMENTE .689732* .475730* .467431* 425653.8* 17* 25038.46* 
[' 
STAT. Test of SS Whole Model vs. SS Residual 
VISUAL 
GLM 
Dependnt ss df MS 
Variable Residual Residual Residual F p 
FERMENTE 469085.2* 1074* 436. 7646* 57.32713* 0.00* 
\ 
STAT. Parameter Estimates (3compoundforanalysis.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
Level of FERMENTE FERMENTE FERMENTE FERMENTE 
Effect Effect Column Param. Std.Err t p 
Intercept 1 7. 8960* 1. 755818* 4.49702* .000008* 
REG NAME Brenda B 2 6.0944* 2.280262* 2. 67267* .007639* 
REG NAME Brenda H 3 -3.4249 2.280262 -1.50196 .133403 
REG NAME Carol Wi 4 -7.5114* 2.280262* -3.29409* .001020* 
REG NAME Fran Har 5 -10.8479* 2.280262* -4.75732* .000002* 
r_ REG NAME Irma Ken 6 -2.4356 2.280589 -1.06797 .285774 
REG NAME Joanne H 7 7.4309* 2.280262* 3.25880* .001154* 
REG NAME Julie Pa 8 -11. 0243* 2.280447* -4.83426* .000002* 
REG NAME Maree Je 9 7.9313* 2.280564* 3.47779* .000526* 
REG NAME Mary Ste 10 10.3251* 2.280262* 4.52805* .000007* 
REG NAME May Dabb 11 16.8732* 2.280262* 7.39969* .000000* 
/ REG NAME Sharee E 12 5 .1136* 2.280262* 2.24255* .025129* 
REG NAME Sheila P 13 1.7867 2.280262 .78354 .433480 
REG NAME Sheree M 14 -8.7710* 2.280262* -3.84649* .000127* 
LOG DIAC 15 .1718 1. 092792 .15719 .875122 ,. 
LOG EB 16 -14.1217* 2.461258* -5.73759* .000000* 
LOG EBA2 17 12.2603* .862376* 14.21691* 0.000000* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB 18 -1.4257* .670387* -2.12661* .033680* 
STAT. Parameter Estimates (3compoundforanalysis.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
-95.00% +95.00% FERMENTE FERMENTE -95.00% +95.00% 
Effect Cnf.Lmt Cnf.Lmt Beta (.P.,) St.Err.fl Cnf.Lmt Cnf.Lmt 
Intercept 4.4507* 11.34118* 
REG NAME 1.6201* 10.56865* . 080472* .030109* .021392* .139551* 
REG NAME -7.8991 1.04942 -.045223 .030109 -.104302 .013857 
REG NAME -11.9857* -3.03712* -.099182* .030109* -.158262* -.040103* 
REG NAME -15.3222* -6.37366* -.143239* .030109* -.202318* -.084159* 
REG NAME -6.9105 2.03931 -.032160 . 030113 -.091248 . 026928 
REG NAME 2.9566* 11.90519* .098120* .030109* .039040* .157199* 
REG NAME -15.4989* -6.54964* -.145567* .030112* -.204652* -.086483* 
REG NAME 3.4565* 12.40619* .104727* . 030113* .045640* .163815* 
REG NAME 5.8509* 14.79942* .136336* .030109* . 077256* .195415* 
REG NAME 12.3990* 21.34750* .222798* .030109* .163719* .281878* 
REG NAME . 6393* 9.58788* .067521* .030109* .008442* .126601* 
REG NAME -2.6876 6.26096 .023592 .030109 -.035488 .082671 
REG NAME -13.2453* -4.29673* -.115815* .030109* -.174894* -.056735* 
LOG DIAC -1.9725 2.31603 .005633 .035837 -.064685 .075951 
LOG EB -18.9511* -9.29228* -.467672* .081510* -.627609* -.307735* 
LOG EBA2 10.5682* 13.95246* 1.096290* . 077112* .944984* 1.247597* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB -2.7411* -.11024* -.095825* .045060* -.184240* -.007410* 
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Prediction equation for: FERMENTE 
FERMENTE~7.89595559+6.09437886*REG_NAME(Brenda B)-3.4248519*REG_NAME 
(Brenda H)-7.5113904*REG NAME(Carol Wi)-10.847929*REG NAME(Fran Har 
)-2.4356023*REG NAME(Irma Ken)+7.43091732*REG NAME(Joanne H)-11.024272 
*REG NAME(Julie-Pa)+7.93132204*REG NAME(Maree-Je)+10.325148l*REG NAME 
(Mary Ste)+l6.8732250*REG NAME(May-Dabb)+5.11360963*REG NAME(Sharee E 
)+1.78668655*REG NAME(Sheila P)-8.7710058*REG NAME(Sheree M)+.171780267 
*LOG DIAC-14.12170l*LOG_EB+12.2603232*LOG_EBA2-1.4256558*LOG_DIAC*LOG_EB 
Fermented Fruit - Main Plus Test Data 
VARIABLE SPECIFICATIONS: 
No Name Format 
1 REG NAME 8.0 
3 LOG DIAC 8.0 
4 LOG EB 8.0 
5 LOG BUTY 8.0 
11 FERMENTE 8.0 
Design Effects: 









LOG DIAC*LOG EB 




GROUPS= REG NAME; 
COVARIATE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG BUTY; 
DESIGN= REG NAME+ LOG DIAC + LOG EB+ LOG EB* 
LOG EB+ LOG DIAC*LOG EB; - - -
INTERCEPT= include; 
LACKOFFIT = no; 
PARAM = sigma; 
SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE= none; 
SDELTA 7; 
IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM= none; 
SURFACE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG_BUTY; 
MIXTURE= none; 
REPEATED= none; 















LOG DIAC*LOG EB 
Error 





















Test of SS Whole Model vs. SS Residual (3compmainplustest.sta) 




























































































































FERMENTE FERMENTE FERMENTE FERMENTE 







-5.8522* 2.000916* -2.92477* 
-10.4738* 2.000913* -5.23451* 
.3675 2.001091 .18363 
6.3920* 2.000918* 3.19455* 
-10.7911* 2.001061* -5.39270* 
6.2959* 2.001223* 3.14605* 
8.3394* 2.000945* 4.16775* 
16.4229* 2.000995* 8.20735* 
4.7118* 2.000923* 2.35482* 
1.6000 2.000945 .79962 
-7.9773* 2.001001* -3.98668* 
.1328 1.053844 .12602 

















12.3323* .742309* 16.61337* 0.000000* 
-1.4403* .651517* -2.21073* .027225* 
















































.071546* .027486* .017625* .125466* 
-.052276 .027486 -.106196 .001645 
-.080389* .027486* -.134310* -.026469* 
-.143874* .027486* -.197794* -.089954* 
.005048 .027488 -.048877 .058973 
.087804* .027486* .033884* .141725* 
-.148233* .027488* -.202157* -.094309* 
. 086485* . 027490* . 032556* .140413* 
.114555* .027486* .060634* .168476* 
.225594* .027487* .171672* .279516* 
.064724* .027486* .010804* .118645* 
.021978 .027486 -.031943 .075900 
-.109581* .027487* -.163504* -.055659* 
.004238 .033627 -.061730 .070206 
-.463512* .069461* -.599778* -.327246* 
1.080004* .065008* .952474* 1.207534* 
-.093846* .042450* -.177124* -.010569* 
Prediction equation for: FERMENTE 
FERMENTE=7.95410859+5.20841189*REG_NAME(Brenda B)-3.8055926*REG_NAME 
(Brenda H)-5.8522205*REG_NAME(Carol Wi)-10.473790*REG_NAME(Fran Har 
)+.367458957*REG_NAME(Irma Ken)+6.39202298*REG_NAME(Joanne H)-10.791128 
*REG_NAME(Julie Pa)+6.29594259*REG_NAME(Maree Je)+8.33943393*REG_NAME 
(Mary Ste)+16.4228743*REG_NAME(May Dabb)+4.71182282*REG_NAME(Sharee E 
)+l.59999704*REG_NAME(Sheila P)-7.9773474*REG_NAME(Sheree M)+.132802749 
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Fermented Fruit - Oiacetyl versus Butyric Acid 
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Parmesan Cheese - Main Data Set 
VARIABLE SPECIFICATIONS: 
No Name Format MD Code 
1 REG NAME 8 . 0 -9999 
3 LOG DIAC 8 . 0 -9999 
4 LOG EB 8 . 0 -9999 
5 LOG BUTY 8 . 0 -9999 
12 PARMESAN 8 .0 -9999 
Design Effects: 




LOG DIAC*LOG EB 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY 
LOG EB*LOG BUTY 
Categorical effects: REG NAME 
Model specifications : 
GLM ; 
DEPENDENT= PARMESAN; 
GROUPS = REG_NAME; 
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COVARIATE = LOG. DIAC LOG EB LOG BUTY; 
DES IGN= REG NAME+ LOG DIAC + LOG EB+ LOG B 
UTY + LOG BUTY*LOG BUTY + LOG DIAC*LOG EB+ - -
LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY + LOG_EB*LOG_BUTY; 
INTERCEPT = include; 
LACKOFFIT = no; 
PARAM = sigma ; 
SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE= none; 
SDELTA 7; 
IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM= none; 
SURFACE = LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG BUTY; 
MIXTURE= none; 
REPEATED = none; 
WDESIGN = none; 
SAMPLE none; 





Univariate Tests of Significance for PARMESAN 
Sigma-restricted parameterization 
Type III decomposition 
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Degr. of 
Effect ss Freedom MS F p 
Intercept 9574.5* l* 9574.46* 41.45982* .000000* 
REG NAME 25935.5* 13* 1995.04* 8.63902* .000000* 
LOG DIAC 1886.9* 1* 1886.85* 8.17055* .004340* 
LOG EB 3962. 8* 1* 3962.82* 17.16000* .000037* 
LOG BUTY 734.7 1 734. 71 3.18150 .074760 
LOG BUTYA2 19695.6* 1* 19695.63* 85.28701* 0.000000* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB 6878.3* 1* 6878.32* 29.78484* .000000* - -
LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY 3271.4* 1* 3271. 37* 14 .16586* .000176* 
LOG EB*LOG BUTY 8833.6* 1* 8833.64* 38.25189* .000000* 
Error 247329.8 1071 230.93 
STAT. Test of SS Whole Model vs. SS Residual 
VISUAL 
GLM 
Dependnt Multiple Multiple Adjusted ss df MS 
Variable R R2 R2 Model Model Model 
PARMESAN . 596345* .355627* .343594* 136500.5* 20* 6825.025* 




Dependnt ss df MS 
Variable Residual Residual Residual F p 
PARMESAN 247329.8* 1071* 230.9335* 29.55407* 0.00* 
_.,. 
STAT. Parameter Estimates (3compoundforanalysi's.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
Level of PARMESAN PARMESAN PARMESAN PARMESi 
Effect Effect Column Param. Std.Err t p 
Intercept 1 11. 74601* 1.824217* 6.43893* . 00001 
REG NAME Brenda B 2 -5.17773* 1.658079* -3.12273* . 0018· 
j, 
REG NAME Brenda H 3 2.38958 1.658079 1.44117 .1498: 
REG NAME Carol Wi 4 -.46619 1.658079 -.28116 . 7786, 
REG NAME Fran Har 5 -6.74503* 1.658079* -4.06798* . 0000! 
REG NAME Irma Ken 6 -2. 96656 1. 658492 -1.78871 . 0739· 
REG NAME Joanne H 7 6.92804* 1.658079* 4.17835* .0000: 
REG NAME Julie Pa 8 -4. 42725* 1.658317* -2.66973* .00771 
REG NAME Maree Je 9 7.98343* 1.658229* 4.81443* . 00001 
REG NAME Mary Ste 10 3.42804* 1. 658079* 2.06748* . 0389: 
;)•, 
REG NAME May Dabb 11 5.42804* 1.658079* 3.27369* . 0010: 
REG NAME Sharee E 12 -5.62003* 1. 658079* -3.38948* . 0007: 
REG NAME Sheila p 13 -1. 99503 1. 658079 -1. 20322 .2291! 
REG NAME Sheree M 14 4.89920* 1.658079* 2.95474* . 0031'. 
LOG DIAC 15 -3.07889* 1. 077130* -2.85842* .0043· 
LOG EB 16 -4.29519* 1.036868* -4.14246* . 0000: 
LOG BUTY 17 -2.62142 1. 469675 -1.78367 .0747• 
LOG BUTYA2 18 3.60071* .389894* 9.23510* 0. 00001 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB 19 2.66526* .488362* 5.45755* . 00001 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY 20 -1.41140* .374998* -3.76376* . 0001· 
LOG EB*LOG BUTY 21 -2.29388* .370889* -6.18481* .00001 
STAT. Parameter Estimates .(3compoundforanalysis. sta) 
VISUAL 
"' GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
-95.00% +95.00% PARMESAN PARMESAN -95.00% +95.01 
Effect Cnf.Lmt Cnf .Lmt Beta (B) St.Err.B Cnf.Lmt Cnf .LI 
Intercept 8.16656* 15.32545* 
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REG NAME -8. 43118* -1. 92427* -.104383* .033427* 
REG NAME -.86387 5.64303 .048174 .033427 
REG NAME -3. 71964 2.78726 -.009398 .033427 
REG NAME -9.99849* -3.49158* -.135981* .033427* 
REG NAME -6.22082 .28770 -.059806 .033435 
REG NAME 3. 67459-* 10.18149* .139670* .033427* 
REG NAME -7.68117* -1.17333* -.089254* .033432* 
REG NAME 4. 72968* 11.23718* .160947* .033430* 
REG NAME .17459* 6.68149* .069110* .033427* 
REG NAME 2.17459* 8.68149* .109430* .033427* 
REG NAME -8.87349* -2.36658* -.113300* .033427* 
REG NAME -5.24849 1.25842 -.040220 .033427 
REG NAME 1. 64574* 8.15265* .098768* .033427* 
LOG DIAC -5.19241* - . 96536* -.154157* .053931* 
LOG EB -6.32971* -2.26067* -.217178* .052427* 
LOG BUTY -5.50519 .26235 -.173567 .097308 
LOG BUTYA2· 2.83567* 4.36575* .811935* .087918* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB 1. 70700* 3.62351* .273516* .050117* 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY -2.14721* -.67559* -.205417* .054578* 
LOG EB*LOG BUTY -3.02163* -1. 56613* -.347688* .056216* 
Prediction equation for: PARMESAN 
PARMESAN=ll.7460080-5.1777273*REG_NAME(Brenda B}+2.38958040*REG_NAME 
(Brenda H}-.46618883*REG_NAME(Carol Wi}-6.7450350*REG_NAME(Fran Har 
}-2.9665621*REG_NAME(Irma Ken}+6.92804194*REG_NAME(Joanne H)-4.4272525 
*REG_NAME(Julie Pa}+7.98343020*REG_NAME(Maree Je}+3.42804194*REG_NAME 
(Mary Ste}+5.42804194*REG_NAME(May Dabb}-5.6200350*REG_NAME(Sharee E 
}-1.9950350*REG_NAME(Sheila P}+4.89919579*REG_NAME(Sheree M)-3.0788879 
*LOG DIAC-4.2951893*LOG EB-2.6214228*LOG BUTY+3.60071027*LOG BUTYA2 
+2.66525855*LOG DIAC*LOG EB-1.4114001*LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY-2.2938769* 
LOG EB*LOG BUTY 
Parmesan Cheese - Main plus Test Data 
VARIABLE SPECIFICA;IONS: 
No Name Format MD Code 
1 REG NAME 8.0 -9999 
3 LOG DIAC 8.0 -9999 
4 LOG EB 8.0 -9999 
5 LOG BUTY 8.0 -9999 
12 PARMESAN 8.0 -9999 
Design Effects: 




LOG DIAC*LOG EB 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY 
LOG EB*LOG BUTY 





COVARIATE= LOG DIAC LOG_EB LOG_BUTY; 
DESIGN= REG~NAME + LOG_DIAC + LOG EB+ LOG B 
UTY + LOG BUTY*LOG BUTY + LOG DIAC*LOG EB+ 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY + LOG_EB*LOG_BUTY; 
INTERCEPT= include; 
LACKOFFIT = no; 
PARAM = sigma; 
SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE= none; 
SDELTA 7; 
IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM= none; 
SURFACE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG_BUTY; 
MIXTURE= none; 
REPEATED= none; 
WDESIGN = none; 
Long Label 
-.169973* - . 0387'. 
-.017416 .1137• 
-.074988 . 0561'. 
-.201571* - . 0703: 
-.125412 . 00581 
.074080* .2052• 
-.154853* -.0236' 































LOG DIAC*LOG EB 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY - -







Univariate Tests of Significance for PARMESAN 
Sigma-restricted parameterization 
Type III decomposition 
Degr. of 
ss Freedom MS F 
9343.2* 1* 9343.22* 42. 9960* 
31560.7* 13* 2427.74* 11.1721* 
1965.2* 1* 1965.23* 9.0437* 
3915.8* l* 3915.85* 18.0201* 
1091.9* l* 1091.87* 5.0246* 
26420.7* l* 26420.73* 121.5840* 
6905.2* l* 6905.19* 31.7766* 
3242.6* l* 3242.63* 14.9221* 
8346.2* 1* 8346.25* 38.4081* 
Univariate Tests of Significance for PARMESAN 
Sigma-restricted parameterization 









STAT. Test of ss Whole Model vs. ss Residual (3compmainplustest.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM 
Dependnt Multiple Multiple Adjusted ss df 
Variable R R2 R2 Model · Model 
PARMESAN .591948* .350402* .340582* 155078.1* 20* 
STAT. Test of SS Whole Model vs. ss Residual (3compmainplustest.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM 
Dependnt ss df MS 
Variable Residual Residual Residual F p 
PARMESAN 287493.7* 1323* 217.3044* 35.68223* 0.00* 
STAT. Parameter Estimates (3compmainplustest.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
Level of PARMESAN PARMESAN 
Effect Effect Column Param. Std.Err 
Intercept 1 11.54286* 1. 760351* 
REG NAME Brenda B 2 -4.80308* 1.449833* 
REG NAME Brenda H 3 2.84058 1.449836 
REG NAME Carol Wi 4 - . 73671 1.449816 
REG NAME Fran Har 5 -6.49169* 1.449820* 
REG NAME Irma Ken 6 -2 .51308 1.450058 
REG NAME Joanne H 7 6.48141* 1. 449811 * 
REG NAME Julie Pa 8 -4.89985* 1. 449968* 
REG NAME Maree Je 9 8.67498* 1.449922* 
REG NAME Mary Ste 10 2.26115 1.449846 
REG NAME May Dabb 11 6.11651* 1.449829* 
REG NAME Sharee E 12 -5. 90729* 1.449844* 
REG NAME Sheila p 13 -2.44079 1. 449844 
REG NAME Sheree M 14 4.10070* 1.449820* 

















6.55714* . 00001 
-3.31285* . 0009· 
1. 95924 . 0502'. 
-.50814 .6114: 
-4.47758* . 00001 
-1.73309 . 0833: 
4.47052* .00001 
-3.37928* . 0007, 
5.98307* . 00001 
1.55958 .1190'. 
4.21878* . 0000: 
-4.07443* . 0000, 
-:1.68349 .0925 
2.82842* . 0047, 




LOG EB 16 -4.25548* 1.002467* 
LOG BUTY 17 -2.91007* 1.298233* 
LOG BUTYA2 18 3.72384* .337717* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB 19 2.66695* .473108* 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY 20 -1.39970* .362344* -
LOG EB*LOG BUTY 21 -2.21880* .358019* 
STAT. Parameter Estimates (3compmainplustest.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
-95.00% +95.00% PARMESAN PARMESAN 
Effect Cnf.Lmt Cnf.Lmt Beta (1:,) St.Err.fl 
Intercept 8.08948* 14.99625* 
REG NAME -7.64730* -1.95886* -.100041* .030198* 
REG NAME -.00365 5.68481 .059165 .030198 
REG_NAME -3.58090 2.10748 -.015345 .030198 
REG NAME -9.33589* -3.64749* -.135212* .030198* 
REG NAME -5.35775 .33158 -.052344 .030203 
REG NAME 3.63723* 9.32559* .134998* .030197* 
REG NAME -7.74434* -2.05537* -.102057* .030201* 
REG NAME 5.83058* 11.51937* .180687* .030200* 
REG NAME -.58310 5.10540 . 047096 .030198 
REG NAME 3.27230* 8.96073* .127398* .030198* 
REG NAME -8.75154* -3.06305* -.123040* .030198* 
REG NAME -5.28503 .40345 -.050838 .030198 
REG NAME 1.25650* 6.94490* .085412* .030198* 
LOG_DIAC -5.18367* -1.09068* -.151786* .050473* 
LOG EB -6.22208* -2.28888* -.208309* . 049072* 
LOG BUTY -5.45689* -.36325* -.186489* . 083196* 
LOG_BUTYA2 3.06132* 4.38636* . 814872* .073901* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB 1.73882* 3.59507* .263482* .046741* 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY -2.11054* -.68887* - .196956* .050987* 
LOG_EB*LOG BUTY -2.92114* -1.51645* -.325805* .052571* 
Prediction equation for: PARMESAN 
PARMESAN=ll.5428629-4.8030785*REG NAME(Brenda B)+2.84058107*REG NAME 
(Brenda H)-.73671193*REG_NAME(Carol Wi)-6.491689l*REG_NAME(Fran-Har 
)-2.513083l*REG_NAME(Irma Ken)+6.48141211*REG_NAME(Joanne H)-4.8998532 
*REG NAME(Julie Pa)+8.67497634*REG NAME(Maree Je)+2.26115157*REG NAME 
(Mary Ste)+6.11651254*REG_NAME(May-Dabb)-5.9072925*REG_NAME(Sharee E 
)-2.4407902*REG_NAME(Sheila P)+4.10070142*REG_NAME(Sheree M)-3.1371729 
*LOG DIAC-4.255484l*LOG EB-2.9100688*LOG BUTY+3.72384198*LOG BUTYA2 
+2.66694580*LOG_DIAC*LOG_EB-1.3997035*LOG DIAC*LOG_BUTY-2.2187972* 
LOG EB*LOG BUTY 
Histogram of Raw Residuals 
Dependent variable: PARME~AN 
(Analysis sample) 







X <= Category Boundary 
40 60 80 100 
-4.24501* . 0000: 
-2.24156* . 0251! 
11.02651* 0. 00001 
5.63707* . 00001 
-3.86291* . 0001: 
-6.19743* . 00001 
-95.00% +95.01 
Cnf .Lmt Cnf.LI 
-.159282* -.04081 
-.000076 .11841 
-.074585 . 0438'. 
-.194453* -.0759" 
- .111594 .00691 
.075758* .1942: 




-.182282* - . 0637'. 
-.110080 . 00841 
.026171* .1446! 
-.250801* - . 0527' 
-.304576* - .1120· 
-.349699* - . 0232' 
.669896* . 9598· 
.171788* .3551' 
-.296980* - . 0969: 
-.428937* -.2226' 
-A-
Predicted vs. Residual Values 
Dependent variable: PARMESAN 
(Analysis sample) 
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Parmesan Cheese - Diacetyl and Ethyl Butyrate 











Swiss Cheese - Main 
VARIABLE SPECIFICATIONS: 
Data Set 
No Name Format MD Code 
1 REG NAME 
3 LOG DIAC 
4 LOG EB 
5 LOG BUTY 


















LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY 
LOG EB*LOG BUTY 
295 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUTY 





COVARIATE= LOG DIAC LOG_EB LOG_BUTY; 
DESIGN= REG NAME+ LOG DIAC + LOG EB+ LOG EB* 
- - - -
LOG EB+ LOG BUTY + LOG BUTY*LOG BUTY + LOG DIAC* - -
LOG BUTY + LOG EB*LOG BUTY + LOG DIAC*LOG EB* 
LOG_BUTY; 
INTERCEPT= include; 
LACKOFFIT = no; 
PARAM = sigma; 
SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE= none; 
SDELTA 7; 
IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM= none; 
SURFACE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG_BUTY; 
MIXTURE= none; 
REPEATED= none; 




STAT. Univariate Tests of Significance for SWISS CH 
.-, 
296 
VISUAL Si·gma-restricted parameterization 
GLM Type III decomposition 
Degr. of 
Effect ss Freedom MS F p 
Intercept 3655.6* 1* 3655.580* 16.68566* .000047* 
REG NAME 25917.7* 13* 1993.671* 9.09998* 0.000000* 
LOG DIAC 263.5 1 263.457 1.20253 .273063 
LOG EB 1737.7* 1* 1737. 703* 7.93163* .004947* 
LOG EBA2 3238.1* 1* 3238.129* 14.78022* .000128* 
LOG BUTY 310.4 1 310.423 1.41691 .234177 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY 1580.8* 1* 1580.770* 7.21532* .007340* 
LOG EB*LOG BUTY 1382.5* 1* 1382.530* 6.31047* .012149* 



























































LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY 
LOG EB*LOG BUTY 










































































- . 72926 
1. 94 998 
5.66647* 
.13405 
-5.74609* 1.615183* -3.55755* 
5.03877* 1.615365* 3.11928* 
-8.56235* 1.614985* -5.30181* 




























+95.00% SWISS CH SWISS CH 





















LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY 
LOG EB*LOG BUTY 





























































































LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY 
LOG EB*LOG BUTY 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUTY 















































SWISS_CH=6.99014119-1.8508152*REG NAME(Brenda B)-1.0623537*REG NAME 
(Brenda H)-l.1777383*REG NAME(Carol Wi)+3.14918480*REG NAME(Fran Har 
)+9.15282135*REG NAME(Irma Ken)+.216492495*REG NAME(Joanne H)-5.7460886 
*REG NAME(Julie Pa)+5.03877286*REG NAME(Maree Je)-8.5623537*REG NAME 
(Mary Ste)+2.93764634*REG NAME(May-Dabb)-8.7835075*REG NAME(Sharee E 
)+1.85110788*REG NAME(Sheila P)+2.54341557*REG NAME(Sheree M)+.959722265 
*LOG DIAC+5.17347872*LOG EB-2.3738167*LOG EBA2=1.7433226*LOG BUTY+ 
1.96488688*LOG BUTYA2-1.2086296*LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY-1.0839224*LOG EB*LOG BUTY 
+.364925920*LOG_DIAC*LOG_EB*LOG_BUTY - -
Swiss Cheese - Main plus Test Data 
VARIABLE SPECIFICATIONS: 
No Name Format MD Code 
1 REG NAME 8.0 -9999 
3 LOG DIAC 8.0 -9999 
4 LOG EB 8.0 -9999 
5 LOG BUTY 8.0 -9999 































LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY - -
LOG EB*LOG BUTY 
298 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUTY 





COVARIATE= LOG_DIAC LOG_EB LOG BUTY; 
DESIGN= REG NAME+ LOG DIAC + LOG EB+ LOG EB* 
LOG EB+ LOG BUTY + LOG BUTY*LOG BUTY + LOG DIAC* 
LOG BUTY + LOG EB*LOG BUTY + LOG-DIAC*LOG EB* - -
LOG BUTY; 
INTERCEPT= include; 
LACKOFFIT = no; 
PARAM = sigma; 





SURFACE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG BUTY; 
MIXTURE= none; 
REPEATED= none; 
WDESIGN = none; 
SAMPLE none; 
OUTPUT= none; 
STAT. Univariate Tests of Significance for SWISS CH 
VISUAL Sigma-restricted parameterization 
GLM Type III decomposition 
Degr. of 
Effect ss Freedom MS F 
Intercept 3954.4* 1* 3954.367* 19.20352* 
REG NAME 32594.3* 13* 2507.254* 12.17593* 
LOG DIAC 235.4 1 235.368 1.14301 
LOG EB 1842.7* 1* 1842.669* 8.94852* 
LOG EBA2 3720 .0* 1* 3720.004* 18.06538* 
LOG BUTY 736. 4 1 736.437 3.57635 
LOG BUTYA2 9115.0* 1* 9114. 960* 44.26481* 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY 1611. 6* 1* 1611.573* 7.82625* 
LOG EB*LOG BUTY 1371.6* 1* 1371.570* 6.66073* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUTY 713.1 1 713.094 3.46298 
Error 272224. 8 1322 205.919 
















































SWISS CH 272224. 8* 1322* 205.9189* 14.92190* 0.00* 
STAT. Parameter Estimates (3compmainplustest.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
Level of SWISS CH SWISS CH SWISS CH 
Effect Effect Column Param. Std.Err t 
Intercept 1 7.21033* 1.645374* 4.38218* 
( REG NAME Brenda B 2 -.98890 1.411341 -.70068 
REG NAME Brenda H 3 -.39439 1.411347 -.27944 
REG NAME Carol Wi 4 - . 92954 1. 411333 -.65863 
REG NAME Fran Har 5 2.93220* 1. 411330* 2.07762* 
REG NAME Irma Ken 6 8.63848* 1.411472* 6.12019* 
REG NAME Joanne H 7 .13768 1. 411331 .09756 
REG NAME Julie Pa 8 -6.15816* 1.411451* -4.36300* 
REG NAME Maree Je 9 5.30968* 1. 411685* 3.76124* 
'r REG NAME Mary Ste 10 -8.97570* 1. 411355* -6.35963* 
REG NAME May Dabb 11 3.02545* 1. 411405* 2.14357* 
REG NAME Sharee E 12 -9.10184* 1. 411354 * -6.44901* 
REG NAME Sheila p 13 1.15288 1. 411365 .81685 
REG NAME Sheree M 14 2.66683 1.411411 1. 88948 
LOG DIAC 15 .90392 .845483 1. 06912 
LOG EB 16 4.83319* 1.615690* 2.99141* 
LOG EBA2 17 -2. 25729* .531084* -4.25034* 
), 
LOG BUTY 18 -2.47242 1.307381 -1. 89112 
LOG BUTYA2 19 2.20801* .331873* 6.65318* 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY 20 -1.21858* .435589* -2.79754* 
LOG EB*LOG BUTY 21 -1.07642* .417081* -2.58084* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUTY 22 .36160 .194314 1.86091 - -
~ii 
STAT. Parameter Estimates (3compmainplustest.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma~restricted parameterization 
SWISS CH -95.00% +95.00% SWISS CH SWISS CH 
Effect p Cnf.Lmt Cnf.Lmt Beta (BJ St.Err.fl 
Intercept .000013* 3.9825* 10.43816* 
REG NAME .483627 -3.7576 1.77982 -.023613 .033700 
REG NAME . 779948 -3.1631 2.37433 -.009417 .033700 
<' 
REG NAME .510250 -3.6982 1. 83916 -.022195 .033700 
REG NAME .037937* .1635* 5.70089* .070015* .033700* 
REG NAME .000000* 5.8695* 11.40745* .206269* .033703* 
REG NAME . 922299 -2. 6310 2.90638 .003288 .033700 
REG NAME .000014* -8.9271* -3.38923* -.147044* .033702* 
REG NAME .000176* 2.5403* 8.07907* .126784* .033708* 
REG NAME .000000* -11.7444* -6.20696* -.214321* .033700* 
REG NAME .032249* .2566* 5.79429* .072241* .033701* 
REG NAME .000000* -11.8706* -6.33310* -.217333* .033700* 
" REG NAME .414159 -1. 6159 3. 92164 .027528 .033700 
REG NAME .059046 -.1020 5.43568 .063678 .033701 
LOG DIAC .285212 -.7547 2.56256 .050137 .046896 
LOG EB .002828* 1. 6636* 8.00279* .271225* .090668* 
LOG EBA2 .000023* -3.2991* -1.21543* -.343627* .080847* 
LOG BUTY .058826 -5. 0372 .09235 -.181639 . 096048 
LOG BUTYA2 .000000* 1.5570* 2.85907* .553907* .083254* 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY .005224* -2.0731* -.36406* - .196573* .070266* 
LOG EB*LOG BUTY .009963* -1.8946* -.25821* -.181200* .070210* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUTY . 062979 -.0196 .74280 .109417 .058798 
STAT. Parameter Estimates (3compmainplustest.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
., 
-95.00% +95.00% 
Effect Cnf.Lmt Cnf.Lmt 
Intercept 
REG NAME -.089724 .042498 
REG NAME -.075528 .056694 
7 
300 
REG NAME -.088306 .043915 
REG NAME .003904* .136125* 
REG NAME .140152* .272386* 
REG NAME -.062823 .069398 
REG_NAME -.213160* -.080928* 
REG NAME .060657* .192911* 
REG NAME -.280432* -.148209* 
REG NAME .006127* .138355* 
REG NAME -.283444* -.151221* 
REG NAME -.038584 .093640 
REG NAME -.002436 .129793 
LOG DIAC -.041861 .142136 
LOG EB .093356* .449094* 
LOG EBA2 -.502229* -.185025* 
LOG BUTY -.370062 .006785 
LOG BUTYA2 .390582* . 717232* 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY -.334419* -.058728* 
LOG_EB*LOG_BUTY -.318935* -.043465* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUTY -.005930 .224764 
Prediction equation for: SWISS_CH 
SWISS CH=7.21032738-.9888969l*REG NAME(Brenda B)-.39439130*REG_NAME 
(Brenda H)-.92954132*REG_NAME(Carol Wi)+2.93220038*REG_NAME(Fran Har 
)+8.63848138*REG_NAME(Irma Ken)+.137684391*REG_NAME(Joanne H)-6.1581621 
*REG_NAME(Julie Pa)+5.30968166*REG_NAME(Maree Je)-8.9756985*REG_NAME 
(Mary Ste)+3.02544800*REG_NAME(May Dabb)-9.1018353*REG_NAME(Sharee E 
)+1.15288033*REG_NAME(Sheila P)+2.66683140*REG_NAME(Sheree M)+.903921303 
*LOG DIAC+4.83318875*LOG EB-2.2572868*LOG EBA2-2.4724187*LOG BUTY+ 
2.20801240*LOG BUTYA2-1.2185787*LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY-1.0764197*LOG EB*LOG BUTY 
+.361600515*LOG_DIAC*LOG_EB*LOG BUTY - -
Histogram of Raw Residuals 










X <= Category Boundary 
Predicted vs. Residual Values 
Dependent variable: SWISS_ CH 
{Analysis sample) 
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Swiss Cheese - Diacetyl versus Ethyl Butyrate 
Swiss Cheese - Diacetyl versus Butyric Acid 
Swiss Cheese - Ethyl Butyrate versus Butyric Acid 
Chemical - Main Data Set 
VARIABLE SPECIFICATIONS: 
No Name Format MD Code 
1 REG NAME 8.0 -9999 
3 LOG DIAC 8.0 -9999 
4 LOG EB 8.0 -9999 
5 LOG BUTY 8.0 -9999 










LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY 
LOG EB*LOG BUTY 





COVARIATE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG BUTY; - -
302 
DESIGN= REG NAME+ LOG DIAC + LOG EB+ LOG B 
UTY + LOG BUTY*LOG BUTY + LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY + - -
LOG_EB*LOG_BUTY; 
INTERCEPT= include; 
LACKOFFIT = no; 
PARAM = sigma; 
SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE= none; 
SDELTA 7; 
IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM= none; 
SURFACE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG_BUTY; 
MIXTURE= none; 
REPEATED= none; 
WDESIGN = none; 
SAMPLE none; 
OUTPUT= none; 
STAT. Univariate Tests of Significance for CHEMICAL 
VISUAL Sigma-restricted parameterization 
GLM Type III decomposition 
Degr. of 
Effect ss Freedom MS F 
Intercept 1849.1* l* 1849.11* 6.4959* 
REG NAME 35891.5* 13* 2760.88* 9.6989* 
LOG DIAC 643.7 1 643.66 2.2612 
LOG EB .3 1 .27 .0010 
LOG BUTY 7417.9* l* 7417.89* 26.0589* 
LOG BUTY~2 39517.4* l* 39517.37* 138.8236* 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY 3346.0* l* 3345.97* 11.7543* 

































































Level of CHEMICAL CHEMICAL 
Effect Effect Column Param. Std.Err 
Intercept 1 4.85936* 1. 906601* 
REG NAME Brenda B 2 -2.82693 1.840873 
REG NAME Brenda H 3 -8.18270* 1.840873* 
REG NAME Carol Wi 4 -2.18270 1.840873 
REG NAME Fran Har 5 -8.88463* 1.840873* 
REG NAME Irma Ken 6 -3.32900 1.841138 
REG NAME Joanne H 7 10.24999* 1.840873* 
REG NAME Julie Pa 8 6.31741* 1.841072* 
REG NAME Maree Je 9 7.23286* 1.840991* 
REG NAME Mary Ste 10 -3.29809 1. 840873 
REG NAME May Dabb 11 7.89422* 1.840873* 
REG NAME Sharee E 12 1. 44230 1.840873 
REG NAME Sheila p 13 -.48078 1.840873 
REG NAME Sheree M 14 .24037 1.840873 
LOG DIAC 15 1.49968 .997316 
LOG EB 16 .03049 .985065 
LOG BUTY 17 -8.32617* 1.631052* 
LOG BUTr2 18 5.10032* .432878* 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY i9 -1.42618* .415984* - -
LOG EB*LOG BUTY 20 -1. 53404* .411445* 
STAT. Parameter Estimates (3compoundforanalysis.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
-95.00% +95.00% CHEMICAL CHEMICAL 
Effect Cnf .Lmt Cnf.Lmt Beta (B) St.Err.fl 
Intercept 1.1183* 8.60046* 
REG NAME -6.4391 .78519 -.053466 .034816 
REG NAME -11.7948* -4.57058* -.154759* .034816* 
REG NAME -5.7948 1. 42942 -.041281 .034816 
REG NAME -12. 4967* -5. 27250* -.168034* .034816* 
REG NAME -6.9416 .28365 -.062961 .034821 
REG NAME 6.6379* 13. 86211* .193857* .034816* 
REG NAME 2.7049* 9.92992* .119480* .034820* 
REG NAME 3.6205* 10.84521* .136794* .034818* 
REG NAME -6.9102 .31404 -.062376 .034816 
REG NAME 4.2821* 11.50634* .149303* .034816* 
REG NAME -2.1698 5.05442 . 027278 .034816 
REG NAME -4.0929 3.13134 -.009093 .034816 
REG NAME -3.3717 3.85250 .004546 .034816 
LOG DIAC -.4572 3.45659 .070442 .046846 
LOG EB -1. 9024 1. 96337 .001446 .046727 
LOG BUTY -11.5266* -5.12576* -.517178* .101312* 
LOG BUTYA2 4.2509* 5.94970* 1.078936* .091572* 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY -2.2424* -.60995* -.194727* .056797* 
LOG EB*LOG BUTY -2.3414* -.72672* -.218134* .058505* -. 
Prediction equation for: CHEMICAL 
CHEMICAL=4.85936383-2.8269331*REG_NAME(Brenda B)-8.1827023*REG_NAME 
(Brenda H)-2.1827023*REG_NAME(Carol Wi)-8.8846254*REG_NAME(Fran Har 
)-3.3289964*REG_NAME(Irma Ken)+10.2499900*REG_NAME(Joanne H)+6.31740512 
*REG_NAME(Julie Pa)+7.23285532*REG_NAME(Maree Je)-3.2980869*REG_NAME 
(Mary Ste)+7.89422076*REG_NAME(May Dabb)+l.44229768*REG_NAME(Sharee E 
)-.48077924*REG_NAME(Sheila P)+.240374602*REG_NAME(Sheree M)+l.49967701 
*LOG DIAC+.030492984*LOG EB-8.3261734*LOG BUTY+5.10031803*LOG BUTYA2 - - -
-1.4261817*LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY-1.5340447*LOG EB*LOG BUTY 
Chemical - Main plus Test Data 
VARIABLE SPECIFICATIONS: 
No Name Format MD Code Long Label 
1 REG NAME 8.0 -9999 
3 LOG DIAC 8.0 -9999 
4 LOG EB 8.0 -9999 
5 LOG BUTY 8.0 -9999 
14 CHEMICAL 8.0 -9999 
CHEMICAL CHEMIC; 
t p 
2.54870* . 0109! 
-1.53565 .1249: 
-4.44501* . 0000: 
-1.18569 .23601 
-4.82631* . 00001 
-1. 80812 . 0708• 
5.56800* . 00001 
3. 43137* . 0006: 
3.92878* .0000: 
-1.79159 . 0734: 
4.28830* . 0000: 
.78349 . 4335: 
-.26117 . 7940: 
.13058 . 8961: 
1.50371 .1329! 
.03096 . 97 53: 
-5.10479* . 00001 
11.78234* 0. 00001 
-3.42846* .0006: 
-3.72844* . 00021 
-95.00% +95.01 
Cnf. Lmt Cnf. LI 
-.121781 . 0148! 
-.223074* - . 0864· 
-.109597 . 0270: 
-.236350* - . 0997: 
-.131287 . 0053• 
.125541* . 2621' 
.051157* .18781 
.068474* . 2051: 
-.130692 . 0059: 
.080987* .2176: 
-.041038 . 0955: 
-.077409 . 0592: 
-.063770 .0728• 
-.021477 .1623• 
-.090239 . 0931: 
-.715971* -.3183: 
.899255* 1.2586 
-.306174* - . 0832: 
-.332932* - . 1033: 
Design Effects: 




LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY 
LOG EB*LOG BUTY 






COVARIATE= LOG DIAC LOG_EB LOG_BUTY; 
DESIGN= REG NAME+ LOG DIAC + LOG EB+ LOG B 
UTY + LOG BUTY*LOG BUTY + LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY + 
LOG_EB*LOG_BUTY; 
INTERCEPT= include; 
LACKOFFIT = no; 
PARAM = sigma; 
SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE= none; 
SDELTA 7; 
IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM= none; 
SURFACE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG_BUTY; 
MIXTURE= none; 
REPEATED= none; 
WDESIGN = none; 
SAMPLE none; 
OUTPUT= none; 
STAT. Univariate Tests of Significance for CHEMICAL 
VISUAL Sigma-restricted parameterization 
GLM Type III decomposition 
Degr. of 
Effect ss Freedom MS F 
Intercept 1808.5* 1* 1808.50* 6.7607* 
REG NAME 39137.3* 13* 3010 .56* 11.2544* 
LOG DIAC 685.8 1 685.84 2.5639 
LOG EB 3.7 1 3.67 .0137 
LOG BUTY 10142.4* 1* 10142.36* 37.9152* 
LOG BUTY"2 53037.9* 1* 53037.91* 198.2717* 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY 3199.3* 1* 3199.31* 11. 9600* 

















354171.6 1324 267.50 
Test of SS Whole Model vs. SS Residual (3compmainplustest.sta) 
Multiple 
R 










































Level of CHEMICAL CHEMICAL CHEMICAL CHEMICi 
Effect Effect Column Param. Std.Err t p 
Intercept 1 4.77327* 1.835777* 2.60014* . 0094: 
REG NAME Brenda B 2 -3.14452 1. 608592 -1. 95483 . 0508: 
REG NAME Brenda H 3 -7.80452* 1.608598* -4.85176* .00001 
REG NAME Carol Wi 4 -1. 77696 1.608575 -1.10468 .26951 
REG NAME Fran Har 5 -8.35244* 1. 608580* -5.19243* . 00001 
REG NAME Irma Ken 6 -2.41955 1. 608706 -1.50404 .1328: 
REG NAME Joanne H 7 9.45699* 1.608570* 5.87913* .00001 
REG NAME Julie Pa 8 4. 64960* 1. 608694* 2.89030* .0039: 
REG NAME Maree Je 9 7.71181* 1.608661* 4.79393* . 00001 
REG NAME Mary Ste 10 -3.29854* 1.608609* -2.05055* . 04051 
REG NAME May Dabb 11 7.58874* 1.608591* 4.71763* . 00001 
REG NAME Sharee E 12 .77946 1.608605 .48456 . 6280" 
REG NAME Sheila p 13 .03610 1. 608 605 .02244 . 9820: 
REG NAME Sheree M 14 .80200 1.608580 .49858 . 6181• 
LOG DIAC 15 1.54253 . 963350 1.60121 .1095• 
LOG EB 16 .11125 .950431 .11705 . 9068: 
LOG BUTY 17 -8.86227* 1.439257* -6.15753* . 00001 
-~ LOG BUTYA2 18 5.27595* .374688* 14.08090* 0. 00001 
LOG_DIAC*LOG_ BUTY 19 -1.38890* .401612* -3.45832* . 0005• 
LOG EB*LOG BUTY 20 -1.47805* .396861* -3.72435* .00021 
STAT. Parameter Estimates (3compmainplustest.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
:~ 
-95.00% +95.00% CHEMICAL CHEMICAL -95.00% +95.01 
Effect Cnf.Lmt Cnf.Lmt Beta (0) St.Err.0 Cnf.Lmt Cnf.L1 
Intercept 1.1719* 8.37462* 
REG NAME -6.3002 .01115 -.061285 . 031351 -.122787 . 0002: 
REG NAME -10.9602* -4.64885* -.152106* .031351* -.213608* -.09061 
·'· 
REG NAME -4.9326 1. 378 68 -.034632 .031350 -.096133 . 0268" 
REG NAME -11.5081* -5.19679* -.162784* .031350* -.224286* - .1012: 
REG NAME -5.5754 .73634 -.047156 .031353 -.108662 . 0143! 
REG NAME 6.3014* 12.61262* .184311* .031350* .122810* . 2458: 
REG NAME 1.4937* 7.80547* .090618* .031353* . 029112* .1521: 
REG NAME 4.5560* 10.86761* .150299* . 031352* .088794* .21181 
REG NAME -6.4542* -.14284* -.064287* .031351* -.125789* -. 0027: 
REG NAME 4.4331* 10.74441* .147900* .031350* .086398* .20941 
REG NAME -2.3762 3.93516 .015191 .031351 -.046311 . 0766: 
REG NAME -3 .1196 3.19180 .000704 .0313~1 -.060799 . 06221 
A 
REG NAME -2.3536 3.95764 .015631 . 031350 -.045871 . 0771: 
LOG DIAC -.3473 3.43239 .069834 .043613 - . 015725 .1553'. 
LOG EB -1.7533 1.97576 .005096 .043533 -.080306 .0904'. 
LOG BUTY -11.6857* -6.03880* -.531416* .086303* - . 700722* -.36211 
LOG BUTYA2 4.5409* 6.01099* 1.080286* .076720* .929780* 1.2307 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY -2.1768* -.60104* -.182872* .052879* -.286607* -.0791 
LOG EB*LOG BUTY -2.2566* -.69950* -.203081* .054528* -.310051* -.0961 
Prediction equation for: CHEMICAL 
CHEMICAL=4.77327422-3.1445175*REG NAME(Brenda B)-7.8045245*REG NAME 
(Brenda H)-l.7769580*REG_NAME(Carol Wi)-8.3524372*REG_NAME(Fra~ Har 
)-2.4195533*REG_NAME(Irma Ken)+9.45699389*REG_NAME(Joanne H)+4.64960045 
*REG NAME(Julie Pa)+7.71181110*REG NAME(Maree Je)-3.2985384*REG NAME 
(Mary Ste)+7.58874324*REG_NAME(May-Dabb)+.779461843*REG_NAME(Sharee E 
)+.036103553*REG NAME(Sheila P)+.802000794*REG NAME(Sheree M)+l.54252576 
*LOG DIAC+.111248811*LOG EB-8.8622687*LOG BUTY+5.27594610*LOG BUTYA2 
}, -1.3889033*LOG DIAC*LOG BUTY-1.4780482*LOG EB*LOG BUTY - -
.) 
r 
Histogram of Raw Residuals 
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Appendix H Analysis and Results for Quaternary Mixtures 
Overall Intensity - Main Data Set 
VARIABLE SPECIFICATIONS: 
No Name Format MD Code 
2 REG CODE 
4 LOG DIAC 
5 LOG EB 
6 LOG BUT 























LOG DIAC*LOG EB 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 
LOG EB*LOG BUT 
LOG DIAC*LOG METH 
LOG EB*LOG METH 
LOG BUT*LOG METH 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUT 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG METH 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT*LOG METH 
LOG EB*LOG BUT*LOG METH 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUT*LOG METH - -
REG CODE 
COVARIATE= LOG_DIAC LOG_EB LOG_BUT LOG_METH; 
DESIGN= REG_CODE + LOG_DIAC I LOG_DIAC I LOG_EB 
I LOG_EB I LOG_BUT I LOG_BUT I LOG_METH 
LOG METH @2 + LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUT+ - -
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG METH+ LOG DIAC* 
LOG BUT*LOG METH+ LOG EB*LOG BUT* - -
LOG METH+ LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUT*LOG_METH; 
INTERCEPT= include; 
LACKOFFIT = no; 
PARAM = sigma; 
SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE= none; 
SDELTA 7; 
IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM= none; 
SURFACE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG BUT LOG_METH; 
MIXTURE= none; 
REPEATED= none; 

























{1} REG_ CODE 261757.8* 14* 18697.0* 34.7390* 0.000000* 
{2}LOG_DIAC 3742.9* 1* 3742.9* 6.9543* .008456* 
{2}LOG_DIACA2 11531.3* 1* 11531.3* 21. 4252* .000004* 
{3}LOG_EB 31701. 7* 1* 31701.7* 58.9018* .000000* 
{3}LOG_EBA2 35262.4* 1* 35262. 4* 65.5177* .000000* 
{4}LOG_BUT 6065.5* 1* 6065.5* 11.2698* .000809* 
{4}LOG_BUTA2 18108.2* 1* 18108.2* 33.6450* .000000* 
{5}LOG_METH 118396.4* l* 118396.4* 219.9806* 0.000000* 
{5}LOG_METW2 38793.5* 1* 38793.5* 72. 0783* 0.000000* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB 13015.4* 1* 13015.4* 24.1827* .000001* 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 5960. 6* 1* 5960.6* 11. 0749* .000898* 
LOG EB*LOG BUT 13527. 2* 1* 13527.2* 25.1336* .000001* 
LOG DIAC*LOG METH 19405.7* 1* 19405.7* 36.0558* .000000* 
LOG EB*LOG METH 37912.3* 1* 37912.3* 70.4411* .000000* 
LOG BUT*LOG METH 34880.1* 1* 34880.1* 64.8073* .000000* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUT 1093.3 1 1093.3 2.0313 .154317 
- -
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG METH 4396.0* l* 4396. O* 8.1678* .004328* 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT*LOG METH 7750.0* 1* 7750.0* 14.3996* .000154* - -
LOG EB*LOG BUT*LOG METH 3155.9* 1* 3155.9* 5.8637* .015585* - -
2*3*4*5 2514.6* l* 2514.6* 4.6722* .030827* 
Error 737351.4 1370 538.2 




























































LOG DIAC*LOG EB 











Parameter Estimates (4compforanalysis.sta) 
Sigma-restricted parameterization 
Level of OVERALL OVERALL 
Effect Column Param. Std.Err 
1 39.3821* 2. 95969* 
MJEN 2 4.8127* 2.41347* 
FHAR 3 1.8139 2 .41388 
JPAR 4 -4.4859 2.41347 
SMUR 5 -26.4790* 2.41347* 
VJUR 6 3.9516 2.41347 
JHAR 7 5.7403* 2.45210* 
SPRE 8 -9.0207* 2.41347* 
MDAB 9 20.3793* 2.44936* 
CWIL 10 -25.9095* 2. 41347* 
BBEL 11 19.7710* 2.41347* 
MSTE 12 .9099 2.41347 
IKEN 13 -7.7082* 2.41347* 
SEDW 14 5.6877* 2.41347* 
May Dabb 15 6.0181 10. 90622 
16 .9696* .36767* 
17 .9499* .20521* 
18 2.8522* . 37163* 
19 1.7442* .21548* 
20 .9386* . 27960* 
21 1.3103* .22589* 
22 9. 7132* .65489* 
23 2.9963* .35293* 
24 -.7300* .14845* 
25 -.4095* .12306* 
LOG EB*LOG BUT - -
LOG DIAC*LOG METH 
LOG EB*LOG METH 
LOG BUT*LOG METH 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUT - -
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG METH - -
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT*LOG METH . - -
LOG EB*LOG BUT*LOG METH - -





























LOG DIAC*LOG EB 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 
LOG EB*LOG BUT 
LOG DIAC*LOG METH 
LOG EB*LOG METH 
LOG BUT*LOG METH 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUT 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG METH 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT*LOG METH 
LOG EB*LOG BUT*LOG METH 































































1. 6373 .101798 
2 .3410* .019375* 
-3.7376* .000193* 
8. 3202* . 000000* 
-10.7354* 0.000000* 
8 .1919* . 000000* 
.3770 . 706224 











-4. 9176* . 000001 * 
-3.3279* .000898* 
-5.0133* .000001* 
-6. 004 6* . 000000* 
-8. 3929* . 000000* 
-8.0503* .000000* 
1. 4252 .154317 
2.8579* .004328* 
3.7947* .000154* 
2. 4215* . 015585* 









































































Parameter Estimates (4compforanalysis.sta) 
Sigma-restricted parameterization 
OVERALL OVERALL 






. 048579* . 020752* 
- . 077 623* . 0207 68* 
.172466* . 020728* 
-.222951* .020768* 
.170129* .020768* 
. 007830 . 020768 









































LOG DIACA2 .103106* .022275* .059409* 
LOG EB .193582* .025223* .144102* 
LOG EW2 .181214* .022388* .137296* 
LOG BUT .074096* . 022072* .030798* 
LOG BUTA2 .113855* . 019629* .075349* 
LOG METH .604517* .040758* .524562* 
LOG METW2 .367623* .043301* .282679* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB - .112857* .022950* -.157878* 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT - . 077058* .023155* -.122482* 
LOG EB*LOG BUT -.116817* .023301* -.162527* 
LOG DIAC*LOG METH -.138111* .023001* -.183231* 
LOG EB*LOG METH -.192893* .022983* -.237979* 
LOG BUT*LOG METH -.183233* .022761* -.227883* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUT .032686 .022934 -.012303 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG METH .066683* .023333* .020912* 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT*LOG METH . 087288* .023003* .042164* 
LOG EB*LOG BUT*LOG METH .055678* .022993* .010572* 
METH LOG_DIAC*LOG EB*LOG_BUT*LOG_ -.050578* .023399* -.096481* 
Prediction equation for: OVERALL 

























+l.31026020*LOG BUTA2+9.71321615*LOG METH+2.99632959*LOG METHA2-.73001448 
*LOG DIAC*LOG EB-.40953550*LOG DIAC*LOG BUT-.61404282*LOG EB*LOG BUT 
-.90918600*LOG DIAC*LOG METH-1.2683930*LOG EB*LOG METH-l.0133495*LOG BUT*LOG METH 
+.075883081*LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUT+.188189009*LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG METH - - -+.207214247*LOG DIAC*LOG BUT*LOG METH+.132005218*LOG EB*LOG BUT*LOG METH 
- - -
-.05190029*LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUT*LOG METH 
Overall Intensity -Main plus test data 
VARIABLE SPECIFICATIONS: 
No Name Format MD Code 
1 REG CODE 8.0 -9999 
3 LOG DIAC 8.2 -9999 
4 LOG EB 8.2 -9999 
5 LOG BUT 8.2 -9999 
6 LOG METH 8.2 -9999 
7 OVERALL 8.2 -9999 
Design Effects: 








LOG DIAC*LOG EB 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 
LOG EB*LOG BUT 
LOG DIAC*LOG METH 
LOG EB*LOG METH 
LOG BUT*LOG METH 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUT 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG METH - - -
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT*LOG METH 
LOG EB*LOG BUT*LOG METH 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUT*LOG METH 












DESIGN= REG_CODE + LOG_DIAC I LOG_DIAC I LOG_EB 
I LOG_EB I LOG_BUT I LOG_BUT I LOG_METH 
LOG METH @2 + LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUT+ - - - -
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG METH+ LOG DIAC* 
LOG BUT*LOG METH+ LOG EB*LOG BUT* 
LOG METH+ LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUT*LOG_METH; 
INTERCEPT= include; 
LACKOFFIT = no; 
PARAM = sigma; 
SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE= none; 
SDELTA 7; 
IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM= none; 
SURFACE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG BUT LOG_METH; 
MIXTURE = none; 
REPEATED= none; 






Univariate Tests of Significance for OVERALL 
Sigma-restricted parameterization 
Type III decomposition 
Degr. of 
Effect ss Freedom MS F 
Intercept 160111. 6* 1* 160111. 6* 290.2783* 
{l} REG_ CODE 302110. 3* 14* 21579.3* 39.1227* 
{2}LOG_DIAC 4056.7* 1* 4056.7* 7.3547* 
{2}LOG_DIACA2 10710.2* l* 10710.2* 19.4174* 
{3}LOG_EB 36243.2* l* 36243.2* 65.7080* 
{3}LOG_EBA2 39263.2* l* 39263.2* 71.1832* 
{4}LOG_BUT 7124.7* l* 7124. 7* 12.9168* 
{4}LOG_BUTA2 14657.2* l* 14657.2* 26.5732* 
{5}LOG METH 146540.4* 1* 146540.4* 265.6741* 
{5}LOG::::METW2 45124.4* l* 45124.4* 81.8094* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB 14036.3* l* 14036.3* 25.4474* 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 7052.0* l* 7052.0* 12.7851* 
LOG EB*LOG BUT 14009.5* 1* 14009.5* 25.3989* 
LOG DIAC*LOG METH 19880.2* l* 19880.2* 36.0422* 
LOG EB*LOG METH 38207.6* l* 38207.6* 69.2695* 
LOG BUT*LOG METH 34533.5* 1* 34533.5* 62.6084* - -
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUT 637.9 1 637.9 1.1565 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG METH 3993.3* l* 3993.3* 7.2397* - - -
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT*LOG METH 6875.5* l* 6875.5* 12.4650* - -
LOG EB*LOG BUT*LOG METH 2975.6* l* 2975.6* 5.3947* 
2*3*4*5 2964. 9* 1* 2964.9* 5.3753* 
Error 870392.7 1578 551. 6 







































































Level of OVERALL OVERALL 
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Effect Effect Column Param. Std.Err 
Intercept 1 43.6723* 2.56330* 
REG CODE MJEN 2 2.6285 2.31530 
REG CODE FHAR 3 1.6273 2.31561 
REG CODE JPAR 4 -2. 6033 2.31530 
REG CODE SMUR 5 -27.4380* 2.31530* 
REG CODE VJUR 6 3.7959 2.31530 
REG CODE JHAR 7 6.9367* 2.34698* 
REG CODE SPRE 8 -8.7666* 2.31530* 
REG CODE MDAB 9 19.9513* 2.34450* 
REG CODE CWIL 10 -25.5570* 2.31530* 
REG CODE EBEL 11 19. 9693* 2.31530* 
~ REG CODE MSTE 12 1.3644 2.31530 
REG CODE IKEN 13 -7.9380* 2.31530* 
"'I REG CODE SEDW 14 5.8765* 2.31530* 
REG CODE May Dabb 15 5.5077 11. 03823 
LOG DIAC 16 . 9660* .35622* 
LOG DIACA2 17 .8418* .19103* 
LOG EB 18 2.9217* .36044* 
LOG EBA2 19 1.6855* .19978* 
> LOG BUT 20 1. 0051 * .27967* 
LOG BUTA2 21 1.0423* .20220* 
·"' LOG METH 22 9.6293* .59077* 
LOG METW2 23 2.8217* .31196* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB 24 -.7480* .14829* 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 25 -.4400* .12307* 
LOG EB*LOG BUT 26 -.6185* .12272* - -
LOG DIAC*LOG METH 27 -. 9111* .15177* - LOG EB*LOG METH 28 -1.2619* .15162* 
LOG BUT*LOG METH 29 -1.0001* .12639* 
;. LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUT 30 .0574 .05337 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG METH 31 .1782* .06623* 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT*LOG METH 32 .1938* .05489* - - -
LOG EB*LOG BUT*LOG METH 33 .1273* .05482* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUT*LOG METH 34 -.0562* .02423* 
,(,, OVERALL OVERALL -95.00% +95.00% 
Effect t p Cnf .Lmt Cnf. Lmt .. 
Intercept 17.0376* 0.000000* 38.6445* 48.7002* 
REG CODE 1.1353 .256427 -1.9129 7.1699 
REG CODE .7028 .482303 -2.9147 6.1693 
REG CODE -1.1244 .261013 -7.1447 1. 9381 
REG CODE -11. 8508* 0.000000* -31. 9794* -22. 8 966* 
REG CODE 1.6395 .101314 -.7455 8.3372 
REG CODE 2.9556* .003167* 2.3332* 11. 5403* 
REG CODE -3.7864* .000159* -13.3080* -4.2253* 
REG CODE 8.5098* 0.000000* 15.3526* 24.5500* 
.'' REG CODE -11.0383* 0.000000* -30.0983* -21.0156* 
REG CODE 8.6249* 0.000000* 15.4279* 24.5106* 
REG CODE .5893 .555741 -3 .1770 5.9058 
REG CODE -3.4285* .000623* -12.4794* -3. 3966* 
REG CODE 2.5381* .011240* 1. 3351 * 10.4179* 
REG CODE .4990 . 617872 -16.1434 27.1588 
> LOG DIAC 2.7120* .006761* .2673* 1. 664 7* 
LOG DIACA2 4.4065* .000011* .4671* 1.2164* ... LOG EB 8.1060* .000000* 2.2147* 3.6287* 
LOG EBA2 8.4370* .000000* 1.2937* 2.0774* 
LOG BUT 3.5940* .000336* .4566* 1.5537* 
LOG BUTA2 5.1549* .000000* .6457* 1.4389* 
LOG METH 16.2995* 0.000000* 8.4705* 10.7880* 
LOG METHA2 9.0449* 0.000000* 2.2098* 3.4336* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB -5.0445* .000001* -1. 0389* -.4572* 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT -3. 5756* .000360* -.6814* -.1986* 
" - -LOG EB*LOG BUT -5.0397* .000001* -.8592* -.3778* 
LOG DIAC*LOG METH -6.0035* .000000* -1.2088* - . 6135* - -
LOG EB*LOG METH -8.3228* .000000* -1.5593* -.9645* 
LOG BUT*LOG METH -7.9125* .000000* -1.2480* -.7522* - -
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUT 1.0754 .282350 -.0473 .1621 - - -
~ 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG METH 2.6907* .007206* .0483* .3081* - -
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT*LOG METH 3.5306* .000427* .0861* .3015* - - -
LOG EB*LOG BUT*LOG METH 2.3227* .020324* .0198* .2349* ,.. - - -
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUT*LOG METH -2.3185* .020552* -.1037* -.0087* - - -
OVERALL OVERALL -95.00% +95.00% 
Effect Beta (B) St.Err.I',, Cnf.Lmt Cnf.Lmt 
314 
Intercept 
REG CODE .022682 .019979 -.016506 
REG CODE .014042 .019982 -.025151 
REG CODE -.022464 .019979 -.061652 
REG CODE -.236764* .019979* -.275952* 
REG CODE .032755 .019979 -.006433 
REG CODE .058993* . 019960* .019842* 
REG CODE -.075648* .019979* -.114836* 
REG CODE .169675* .019939* .130566* 
REG CODE -.220532* .019979* - . 259720* 
REG CODE .172316* .019979* .133128* 
REG CODE .011774 .019979 -.027414 
REG CODE -.068497* .019979* -.107685* 
REG CODE .050709* .019979* .011521* 
REG CODE .012319 .024689 -.036108 
LOG DIAC .062576* .023074* .017317* 
LOG DIACA2 .091283* . 020715* .050650* 
LOG EB .190592* .023512* .144474* 
LOG EBA2 .175722* .020827* .134869* 
LOG BUT .075739* .021074* .034403* 
LOG BUTA2 .096313* .018684* . 059665* 
LOG METH .581571* .035680* .511586* 
LOG METHA2 .340117* .037603* .266359* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB - .110378* .021881* -.153297* 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT -.079268* .022169* -.122752* 
LOG EB*LOG BUT - .112407* .022304* -.156156* 
LOG DIAC*LOG METH -.131027* .021825* -.173837* 
LOG EB*LOG METH -.181667* .021828* -.224481* 
LOG BUT*LOG METH -.172223* .021766* -.214916* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUT .023485 .021838 -.019349 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG METH .059526* .022123* .016132* 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT*LOG METH .077098* .021837* .034265* 
LOG EB*LOG BUT*LOG METH . 050720* .021837* .007887* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUT*LOG METH -.051560* .022239* -.095181* 







































(SEDW)+5.50771669*REG CODE(MayDabb)+.966038499*LOG DIAC+.84175564*LOG-DIACA2+2.92171617*LOG EB 
+l.68551766*LOG EBA2+1.00513344*LOG BUT - - -
+l.04231693*LOG BUTA2+9.62926613*LOG METH+2.82165936*LOG METHA2-.74804140 
*LOG DIAC*LOG EB-.44003376*LOG DIAC*LOG BUT-.61848407*LOG EB*LOG BUT - -
-.91114254*LOG_DIAC*LOG_METH-1.2619065*LOG_EB*LOG METH-1.0000945*LOG BUT*LOG METH 
+.057392391*LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUT+.178201048*LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG METH 
+.193791944*LOG-DIAC*LOG-BUT*LOG METH+.127328240*LOG EB*LOG-BUT*LOG METH 
- -
-.05618244*LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG BUT*LOG METH 
0 '--------"' 
Histogram of Raw Residuals 
Dependent variable: OVERALL 
(Analysis sample) 
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Predicted vs Residual Values 
Dependent variable; OVERALL 
(Analysis sample) 
20 40 60 80 100 120 1'40 160 
Predicted Values 
Overan Intensity - Oiacetyl versus Ethyl Butyrate 
.--( ·-~Ti·· .,. 
OveraM Intensity - Diacetyl versus Methiona! 
··( · 1:'·-




















Overall Intensity - Diacetyl versus Butyric Acid 
Overall Intensity - Ethyl Butyrate versus Butyric Acid 
Overall Intensity - Butyric Acid versus Methional 
. 1 -· r --~= ---~ 
_, 
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Cultured Dairy - Main Data Set 
VARIABLE SPECIFICATIONS: 
No Name Format MD Code Long Label 
2 REG CODE 8.0 -9999 
4 LOG DIAC 8.2 -9999 
5 LOG EB 8.2 -9999 
6 LOG BUT 8.2 -9999 
7 LOG METH 8.2 -9999 
9 CULTURED 8.2 -9999 
Design Effects: 






LOG DIAC*LOG METH 
LOG EB*LOG METH 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG METH 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT*LOG METH 




GROUPS= REG CODE; 
COVARIATE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG_BUT LOG_METH; 
DESIGN= REG CODE+ LOG DIAC + LOG DIAC*LOG DIAC 
+ LOG EB+ LOG BUT+ LOG METH+ LOG METH*LOG METH 
+ LOG DIAC*LOG METH+ LOG EB*LOG METH+ LOG DIAC* - -
LOG EB*LOG METH+ LOG DIAC*LOG_BUT*LOG_METH; 
INTERCEPT= include; 
LACKOFFIT = no; 
PARAM = sigma; 
SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE= none; 
SDELTA 7; 
IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM= none; 
SURFACE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG BUT LOG_METH; 
MIXTURE= none; 
REPEATED= none; 
WDESIGN = none; 
SAMPLE none; 
OUTPUT= none; 
STAT. Univariate Tests of Significance 
VISUAL Sigma-restricted parameterization 
GLM Type III decomposition 
Degr. of 
Effect ss Freedom MS 
Intercept 37270. O* 1* 37270.05* 
REG CODE 179482.9* 14* 12820.20* 
LOG DIAC 25685.1* 1* 25685.06* 
LOG DIACA2 7541.2* 1* 7541.16* 
LOG EB 8.5 1 8.47 
LOG BUT 2555.7* 1* 2555.73* 
LOG METH 9424.1* l* 9424.15* 
LOG METW2 7482.0* 1* 7482.02* 
LOG DIAC*LOG METH 5829.1* 1* 5829.09* 
LOG EB*LOG METH 1827.8 1 1827.79 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG METH 1501.7 1 1501. 72 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT*LOG METH 2612.9* 1* 2612.90* 





























STAT. Test of SS Whole Model vs. ss Residual (4compforanalysis.sta} 
VISUAL 
GLM 
Dependnt Multiple Multiple Adjusted ss df MS 
Variable R Rz R2 Model Model Model 
CULTURED .512281* .262432* .249595* .246836.8* 24* 10284.87* 
STAT. Test of SS Whole Model vs. SS Residual (4compforanalysis.sta} 
VISUAL 
GLM 
Dependnt ss df MS 
Variable Residual Residual Residual F p 
CULTURED 693738.9* 1379* 503.0739* 20.44405* 0.00* 
Level of CULTURED CULTURED CULTURED 
Effect Effect Column Param. Std.Err t 
,~ Intercept 1 16.5282* 1. 92027* 8. 60724* 
REG CODE MJEN 2 -5.7671* 2.33055* -2.47458* 
REG CODE FHAR 3 -13.6670* 2.33084* -5.86357* 
REG CODE JPAR 4 -13.9894* 2.33055* -6.00260* 
REG CODE SMUR 5 1.0662 2.33055 .45749 
REG CODE VJUR 6 2.6981 2.33055 1.15773 
REG CODE JHAR 7 1. 7730 2.36464 .74979 
REG CODE SPRE 8 -4.5032 2.33055 -1.93227 
REG CODE MDAB 9 4.6415* 2.36447* 1. 96303* 
REG CODE CWIL 10 -7. 5727* 2.33055* -3.24931* 
REG CODE BBEL 11 28.6565* 2.33055* 12 .29601* 
REG CODE MSTE 12 -11.5727* 2.33055* -4. 96565* 
REG CODE IKEN 13 8. 892 6* 2.33055* 3.81566* 
REG CODE SEDW 14 -11. 0032* 2.33055* -4.72131* 
REG CODE May Dabb 15 17.2326 10.52954 1. 63660 
LOG DIAC 16 2.4577* . 34396* 7.14536* 
LOG DIACA2 17 .7658* .19780* 3.87171* 
LOG EB 18 .0412 .31723 .12979 
LOG BUT 19 .5529* .24528* 2.25394* 
LOG METH 20 -2.6695* .61677* -4.32818* 
LOG METW2 21 -1.2529* .32487* -3.85650* 
LOG DIAC*LOG METH 22 -.4935* .14499* -3.40396* 
LOG EB*LOG METH 23 .2632 .13807 1. 90611 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG METH 24 .0930 .05384 1. 72774 - -
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT*LOG METH 25 .1091* .04786* 2.27900* - - -
CULTURED -95.00% +95.00% CULTURED CULTURED 
Effect p Cnf. Lmt Cnf.Lmt Beta (8) St.Err.8 
Intercept 0.000000* 12.7613* 20.29520* 
REG CODE .013459* -10.3389* -1.19533* - . 060729* .024541* 
REG CODE .000000* -18.2394* -9.09466* -.143917* .024544* 
REG CODE .000000* -18.5612* -9.41755* -.147311* .024541* 
REG CODE .647392 -3.5056 5.63801 . 011227 .024541 
REG CODE .247175 -1. 8737 7.26995 .028412 .024541 
r, REG CODE .453510 -2.8657 6. 41167 .018361 .024489 
REG CODE .053531 -9.0751 .06856 -.047420 .024541 
REG CODE .049843* .0032* 9.27988* .048069* .024487* 
REG CODE . 001185* -12.1445* -3.00088* -.079742* .024541* 
REG CODE 0.000000* 24.0847* 33.22828* .301759* .024541* 
REG CODE .000001* -16.1445* -7.00088* -.121863* .024541* 
REG CODE .000142* 4.3208* 13.46440* .093641* .024541* 
REG CODE .000003* -15.5751* -6.43144* -.115867* .024541* 
" REG CODE .101943 -3.4231 37.88824 .050257 .030708 
LOG DIAC .000000* 1.7830* 3 .13248* .202101* .028284* 
LOG DIACA2 .000113* .3778* 1.15385* .101727* .026274* 
LOG EB .896749 -.5811 .66348 .003420 .026348 
LOG BUT .024357* .0717* 1.03402* .053407* .023695* 
LOG METH . 000016* -3.8794* -1.45959* -.203313* .046974* 
LOG METHA2 .000120* -1.8902* -.61557* -.188107* .048776* 
LOG DIAC*LOG METH .000683* -.7779* -.20911* -.091743* .026952* - -
LOG EB*LOG METH .056844 -.0077 .53402 .048977 .025695 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG METH .084258 -.0126 .198 64 .040336 .023346 - -




Effect Cnf.Lmt Cnf.Lmt 
Intercept 
REG CODE -.108871* -.012587* 
REG CODE -.192065* -.095769* 
REG CODE -.195453* -.099169* 
REG CODE -.036915 .059369 
REG CODE -.019730 . 07 6554 
REG CODE - .029678 .066400 
REG CODE -.095562 .000722 
REG CODE .000033* . 096104* 
REG CODE -.127884* -.031600* 
REG CODE .253617* .349901* 
REG CODE -.170005* -.073721* 
REG CODE .045499* .141783* 
REG CODE -.164009* -.067724* 
REG CODE -.009983 .110498 
LOG DIAC .146616* .257586* 
LOG DIACA2 .050185* .153270* 
LOG EB -.048267 .055106 
LOG BUT .006925* .099888* 
LOG METH -.295461* -.111164* 
LOG METHA2 -.283791* -.092422* 
LOG DIAC*LOG METH -.144614* -.038872* 
LOG EB*LOG METH -.001428 .099383 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG METH -.005462 .086134 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT*LOG METH .007829* .104630* 






(SEDW)+17.2325943*REG CODE(May Dabb)+2.45773802*LOG DIAC+.765829776 
*LOG DIACA2+.041173990*LOG EB+.552850018*LOG BUT-2.6695108*LOG METH - - - -
-1.2528621*LOG METHA2-.49352689*LOG DIAC*LOG METH+.263175032*LOG EB*LOG METH 
+.093022644*LOG_DIAC*LOG_EB*LOG_METH+.109079527*LOG_DIAC*LOG BUT*LOG METH 
Cultured Dairy - Main plus Test Data 
VARIABLE SPECIFICATIONS: 
No Name Format MD Code 
1 REG CODE 8.0 -9999 
3 LOG DIAC 8.2 -9999 
4 LOG EB 8.2 -9999 
5 LOG BUT 8.2 -9999 
6 LOG METH 8.2 -9999 
8 CULTURED 8.2 -9999 
Design Effects: 






LOG DIAC*LOG METH 
LOG EB*LOG METH 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG METH 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT*LOG METH 





COVARIATE= LOG DIAC LOG_EB LOG_BUT LOG_METH; 
DESIGN= REG_CODE + LOG_DIAC + LOG DIAC*LOG DIAC 
+ LOG_EB + LOG_BUT + LOG_METH + LOG METH*LOG METH 
+ LOG_DIAC*LOG_METH + LOG_EB*LOG_METH + LOG DIAC* 




LACKOFFIT = no; 
PARAM = sigma; 
SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE= none; 
SDELTA 7; 
IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM= none; 
319 
SURFACE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG BUT LOG_METH; 
MIXTURE= none; 
REPEATED= none; 















LOG DIAC*LOG METH 
LOG EB*LOG METH 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG METH 







Univariate Tests of Significance for 
Sigma-restricted parameterization 























































































































Parameter Estimates (4compmain+test.sta) 
Sigma-restricted parameterization 
Level of CULTURED CULTURED 
Effect Column Param. Std.Err 
1 15.4863* 1.77465* 
MJEN 2 -7.0077* 2.21255* 
FHAR 3 -13.4724* 2.21274* 
JPAR 4 -13.7214* 2.21255* 
SMUR 5 . 6617 2.21255 
VJUR 6 2.9419 2.21255 
JHAR 7 2. 9214 2.23994 
SPRE 8 -4.2012 2.21255 
MDAB 9 3.6989 2.23980 
CWIL 10 -7.2012* 2.21255* 
BEEL 11 28.8411* 2.21255* 
MSTE 12 -12.2577* 2.21255* 
IKEN 13 8.2342* 2.21255* 
SEDW 14 -10.1529* 2.21255* 





















LOG DIAC 16 2.4380* .32375* 7.53049* 
LOG DIACA2 17 .8293* .18195* 4.55771* 
LOG EB 18 .1364 .30977 .44027 
LOG BUT 19 .4937* .24334* 2.02866* 
LOG METH 20 -2.5554* .54899* -4.65477* 
LOG METHA2 21 -1.1335* .28678* -3.95260* 
LOG DIAC*LOG METH 22 -.5242* .14338* -3. 65613* - -
LOG EB*LOG METH 23 .2997* .13611* 2.20213* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG METH 24 .0921 .05378 1. 71182 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT*LOG METH 25 .1025* .04779* 2.14498* 
CULTURED -95.00% +95.00% CULTURED CULTURED 
Effect p Cnf. Lmt Cnf.Lmt Beta (f.,) St.Err.B 
Intercept 0.000000* 12.0054* 18. 96716* 
REG CODE .001568* -11.3475* -2. 66787* -.073571* .023229* 
REG CODE .000000* -17 .8126* -9 .13217* -.141440* .023231* 
REG CODE .000000* -18.0612* -9.38158* -.144055* .023229* 
REG CODE .764944 -3.6782 5.00149 .006946 .023229 
REG CODE .183828 -1.3979 7.28173 .030886 .023229 
REG CODE .192349 -1. 4722 7.31493 .030227 .023177 
REG CODE .057769 -8.5411 .13859 -.044107 .023229 
> REG CODE .098848 -.6944 8.09215 . 038272 .023175 
REG CODE . 001159* -11.5411* -2.86141* -.075603* .023229* 
REG CODE 0.000000* 24.5013* 33.18092* .302789* .023229* 
REG CODE .000000* -16.5975* -7.91787* -.128688* .023229* 
REG CODE .000205* 3.8944* 12.57407* .086447* .023229* 
REG CODE .000005* -14.4927* -5.81303* -.106590* .023229* 
REG CODE . 096472 -3.1465 38.23679 .047746 .028707 
LOG DIAC .000000* 1. 8030* 3.07304* .192138* .025515* 
LOG DIACA2 .000006* .4724* 1.18615* .109411* .024006* 
LOG EB .659801 -.4712 .74398 .010824 .024585 
LOG BUT .042660* .0164* .97096* .045257* .022309* 
LOG METH .000004* -3.6323* -1.47861* -.187776* .040341* 
LOG METW2 .000081* -1. 6960* -.57101* -.166233* .042057* 
LOG DIAC*LOG METH .000264* -.8055* -.24299* -.091720* .025087* 
LOG EB*LOG METH . 027800* .0328* .56670* .052498* .023840* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG METH .087125 -.0134 .19754 .037412 .021855 
,-\ - - -
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT*LOG METH .032106* .0088* .19626* .049620* . 023133* 
-95.00% +95.00% 
Effect Cnf. Lmt Cnf.Lmt 
Intercept 
REG CODE -.119133* -.028009* 
REG CODE -.187006* -.095874* 
REG CODE -.189617* -.098493* 
" REG CODE -.038615 .052508 
REG CODE -,014676 .076448 
REG CODE -.015233 .075687 
REG CODE - . 089669 .001455 
REG CODE -.007185 .083729 
REG CODE -.121165* -.030041* 
REG CODE .257228* .348351* 
REG CODE -.174250* -.083126* 
REG CODE .040886* .132009* 
REG CODE -.152152* -.061028* 
REG CODE -.008562 .104054 
LOG DIAC .142092* .242184* 
LOG DIACA2 .062325* .156498* 
LOG EB -.037399 .059047 
LOG BUT .001499* .089014* 
LOG METH -.266903* -.108650* 
LOG METHA2 -.248726* -.083741* 
LOG DIAC*LOG METH -.140926* - . 042513* 
LOG EB*LOG METH .005737* .099259* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG METH -.005456 .080280 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT*LOG METH .004245* .094995* 
Prediction equation for: CULTURED 
-) CULTURED=15.4862617-7.0076990*REG CODE(MJEN)-13.472363*REG CODE(FHAR 
)-13.721409*REG CODE(JPAR)+.661655802*REG CODE(SMUR)+2.94189774*REG CODE 





*LOG DIACA2+.136382381*LOG EB+.4936543ll*LOG BUT-2.5554370*LOG METH 
-1.1335187*LOG METHA2-.52423022*LOG DIAC*LOG METH+.299730264*LOG EB*LOG METH - - - - -
+.092055837*LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG METH+.102514328*LOG DIAC*LOG BUT*LOG METH - - - -
Histogram of Raw Residuals 
Dependent variable: CULTURED 
(Analysis sample) 
900 ~-----------------------~ 
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Cultured Dairy - Diacetyl versus Ethyl Butyrate 
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Cultured Dairy - Oiacetyl versus Butyric Acid 
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Green Apple - Main Data Set 
VARIABLE SPECIFICATIONS: 
No Name Format MD Code 
2 REG CODE 8.0 
4 LOG DIAC 8.2 
5 LOG EB 8.2 
6 LOG BUT 8.2 
7 LOG METH 8.2 
11 GREEN AP 8.2 
Design Effects: 












LOG DIAC*LOG EB 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 







LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG METH 





COVARIATE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG_BUT LOG_METH; 
DESIGN= REG CODE+ LOG DIAC + LOG DIAC*LOG DIAC 
+ LOG EB+ LOG BUT+ LOG METH+ LOG METH*LOG METH 
+ LOG DIAC*LOG EB+ LOG DIAC*LOG BUT+ LOG DIAC* 
LOG_METH + LOG_DIAC*LOG_EB*LOG_METH; 
INTERCEPT= include; 
LACKOFFIT = no; 
PARAM = sigma; 
SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE= none; 
SDELTA 7; 
IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM= none; 
SURFACE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG BUT LOG_METH; 
MIXTURE= none; 
REPEATED= none; 







STAT. Univariate Tests of Significance for GREEN AP 
VISUAL Sigma-restricted parameterization 
GLM Type III decomposition 
Degr. of 
Effect ss Freedom MS F p 
Intercept 14921.1* l* 14921.08* 34.8232* .000000* 
REG CODE 88639.6* 14* 6331. 40* 14.7764* 0.000000* 
LOG DIAC 52030.6* l* 52030.57* 121.4304* 0.000000* 
LOG DIACA2 39273.7* l* 39273.65* 91.6580* 0.000000* 
LOG EB 521.7 1 521.70 1.2176 .270033 
LOG BUT 2031.8* 1* 2031.80* 4.7419* . 029606* 
LOG METH 28692.3* 1* 28692.30* 66.9629* .000000* 
LOG METHA2 9876.5* 1* 9876.47* 23.0500* .000002* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB 3344.1* 1* 3344.08* 7.8045* .005284* 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 7959.9* 1* 7959.91* 18.5771* .000017* 
LOG DIAC*LOG METH 17931.0* 1* 17931.01* 41.8479* .000000* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG METH 2418.5* 1* 2418.50* 5.6444* .017647* 
Error 590874.7 1379 428.48 




























































LOG DIAC*LOG BUT - -











Parameter Estimates (4compforanalysis.sta) 
Sigma-restricted parameterization 
Level of GREEN AP GREEN AP GREEN AP 
Effect Column Param. Std.Err t 
1 10.6146* 1.798737* 5. 90112* 
MJEN 2 9.8761* 2.150858* 4.59170* 
FHAR 3 -6.7846* 2.151078* -3.15406* 
JPAR 4 -9.5753* 2.150858* -4.45185* 
SMUR 5 -.4086 2.150858 -.18999 
VJUR 6 -6.8670* 2.150858* -3.19266* 
JHAR 7 -2.8123 2.182637 -1.28850 
SPRE 8 -5.1239* 2.150858* -2.38226* 
MDAB 9 11. 6582* 2.181955* 5.34300* 
CWIL 10 -9.6309* 2.150858* -4.47768* 
BBEL 11 8.8066* 2.150858* 4.09448* 
MSTE 12 -11.8461* 2.150858* -5.50763* 
IKEN 13 -10.1586* 2.150858* -4. 72306* 
SEDW 14 -4.0128 2.150858 -1.86567 
May Dabb 15 33.6666* 9.716058* 3.46505* 
16 3.5878* .325584* 11.01955* 
17 1.7454* .182306* 9.57382* 
18 .2947 .267037 1.10343 
19 -.4964* .227953* -2.17758* 
20 -4.6891* .573026* -8.18309* 
21 -1.4623* .304574* -4.80104* 
22 -.3617* .129463* -2.79366* 
23 -.4317* .100167* -4.31011* 




LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG METH 25 .1306* .054956* 
GREEN AP -95.00% +95.00% GREEN AP 
Effect p Cnf.Lmt Cnf .Lmt Beta (B) 
Intercept .000000* 7.0860* 14.14312* 
REG CODE .000005* 5.6568* 14.09540* .109386* 
REG CODE .001645* -11.0044* -2.56488* -.075145* 
REG CODE .000009* -13.7946* -5.35599* -.106054* 
REG CODE .849348 -4.6279 3.81067 -.004526 
REG CODE .001441* -11. 0863* -2.64766* -.076057* 
REG CODE .197786 -7.0940 1.46931 -.030634 
REG CODE .017341* -9.3432* -.90460* -.056751* 
REG CODE .000000* 7.3779* 15.93850* .126990* 
REG CODE .000008* -13.8502* -5. 41155* -.106669* 
REG CODE .000045* 4.5873* 13.02595* .097541* 
REG CODE .000000* -16.0654* -7.62683* -.131205* 
REG CODE .000003* -14.3779* -5.93933* -.112515* 
REG CODE .062299 -8.2321 .20651 -.044445 
REG CODE .000546* 14.6067* 52. 72645* .103273* 
LOG DIAC 0.000000* 2.9491* 4.22648* .310311* 
LOG DIACA2 0.000000* 1. 3877* 2.10299* .243853* 
LOG EB .270033 -.2292 .81850 .025741 
LOG BUT .029606* -.9436* -.04921* -.050436* 
LOG METH .000000* -5.8132* -3.56502* -.375631* 
LOG METHA2 .000002* -2.0598* -.86479* -.230923* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB .005284* -.6156* -.10771* -.071968* -
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT .000017* -.6282* -.23524* -.104560* 
LOG DIAC*LOG METH .000000* -1.0768* -.57567* -.161545* - -
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG METH .017647* .0228* .23837* .059548* - -
-95.00% +95.00% 
Effect Cnf.Lmt Cnf .Lmt 
Intercept 
REG CODE .062653* .156118* 
REG CODE -.121882* -.028408* 
REG CODE -.152786* -.059322* 
REG CODE -.051258 .042206 
REG CODE -.122789* -.029325* 
REG CODE - . 077273 .016005 
REG CODE -.103484* -.010019* 
REG CODE .080365* .173614* 
REG CODE -.153402* -.059937* 
REG CODE .050808* .144273* 
REG CODE -.177938* -.084473* 
REG CODE - .159247* -.065783* 
REG CODE - . 091177 .002287 
REG CODE .044806* .161739* 
LOG DIAC .255070* .365552* 
LOG DIACA2 .193887* .293819* 
LOG EB -.020022 .071504 
LOG BUT -.095872* -.005001* 
LOG METH -.465679* -.285583* 
LOG METHA2 -.325277* -.136569* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB -.122504* -.021433* 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT -.152149* -.056971* 
LOG DIAC*LOG METH -.210533* -.112558* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG METH .010379* .108717* 
Prediction equation for: GREEN_AP 
GREEN_AP=l0.6145634+9.87608870*REG CODE(MJEN)-6.7846185*REG CODE(FHAR 
)-9.5753002*REG CODE(JPAR)-.40863352*REG CODE(SMUR)-6.8669669*REG CODE 
(VJUR)-2.8123377*REG CODE(JHAR)-5.1239113*REG CODE(SPRE)+ll.6581845 
*REG CODE(MDAB)-9.6308557*REG CODE(CWIL)+8.80664426*REG CODE(BBEL) 
-11.846134*REG CODE(MSTE)-10.158634*REG CODE(IKEN)-4.0128002*REG CODE 
(SEDW)+33.6665984*REG CODE(May Dabb)+3.58779022*LOG DIAC+l.74536045 
*LOG DIACA2+.294656777*LOG EB-.49638563*LOG BUT-4.6891207*LOG METH 
-l.4622739*LOG METHA2-.3616760l*LOG DIAC*LOG EB-.43173249*LOG-DIAC*LOG BUT 
-.82621968*LOG=DIAC*LOG_METH+.13056458l*LOG_DIAC*LOG EB*LOG METH 































No Name Format MD Code Long Label 
1 REG CODE 8.0 -9999 
3 LOG DIAC 8.2 -9999 
4 LOG EB 8.2 -9999 
5 LOG BUT 8.2 -9999 
6 LOG METH 8.2 -9999 
10 GREEN AP 8.2 -9999 
Design Effects: 






LOG DIAC*LOG EB 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 
LOG DIAC*LOG METH 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG METH - - -




GROUPS= REG CODE; 
COVARIATE= LOG_DIAC LOG_EB LOG_BUT LOG_METH; 
DESIGN= REG CODE+ LOG_DIAC + LOG_DIAC*LOG_DIAC 
+ LOG EB+ LOG_BUT + LOG_METH + LOG_METH*LOG_METH 
+ LOG DIAC*LOG EB+ LOG DIAC*LOG BUT+ LOG DIAC* 
LOG METH+ LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG METH; 
INTERCEPT= include; 
LACKOFFIT = no; 
PARAM = sigma; 
SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE= none; 
SDELTA 7; 
IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM= none; 
- -
SURFACE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG BUT LOG METH; 
MIXTURE= none; 
REPEATED= none; 
WDESIGN = none; 
SAMPLE none; 
OUTPUT= none; 
STAT. Univariate Tests of Significance for 
VISUAL Sigma-restricted parameterization 
GLM Type III decomposition 
Degr. of 
Effect ss Freedom MS 
Intercept 18482.8* l* 18482.75* 
REG CODE 93311.2* 14* 6665.09* 
LOG DIAC 54508.2* l* 54508.24* 
LOG DIACA2 42855.6* l* 42855.60* 
LOG EB 864.5 1 864.53 
LOG BUT 1850.4* l* 1850.45* 
LOG METH 33519.0* l* 33518.99* 
LOG METHA2 11380.1* l* 11380.14* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB 3452.5* l* 3452.45* 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 8382.1* l* 8382.12* 
LOG DIAC*LOG METH 19954.2* l* 19954.22* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG METH 2407.5* l* 2407.47* 

























































































LOG DIAC*LOG EB - -
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 
LOG DIAC*LOG METH 























LOG DIAC*LOG EB 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 
LOG DIAC*LOG METH 




Residual F p 
1587* 429.4177* 26.74558* 0.00* 














































































































































































































































Effect Cnf .Lmt Cnf.Lmt 
Intercept 
REG CODE .037536* .126799* 
REG CODE -.113611* -.024343* 
REG CODE -.155469* -.066206* 
REG CODE -.046385 .042878 
REG CODE -.125989* -.036726* 
REG CODE -.061178 . 027896 
REG CODE -.103457* -.014194* 
REG CODE .084919* .173968* 
REG CODE -.145889* -.056626* 
REG CODE .054199* .143462* 
REG CODE -.173818* -.084555* 
REG CODE -.154457* -.065194* 
REG CODE -.084028 .005235 
REG CODE .041823* .152123* 
LOG DIAC .242147* .344233* 
LOG DIACA2 .188379* .280426* 
LOG EB -.012040 .075010 
LOG BUT -.088886* -.002519* 
LOG METH -.428207* -.272617* 
LOG METW2 -.297594* -.133384* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB -.116221* -.021176* 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT -.147622* -.056847* 
LOG DIAC*LOG METH -.204916* -.113341* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG METH .009544* .101694* 
Prediction equation for: GREEN_AP 






*LOG DIACA2+.373416280*LOG EB-.46924124*LOG BUT-4.4887077*LOG METH - - - -
-l.3830995*LOG METHA2-.3601964l*LOG DIAC*LOG EB-.43907275*LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 
-.85609962*LOG DIAC*LOG METH+.128819923*LOG DIAC*LOG EB*LOG METH 
Histogram of Raw Residuals 
Dependent variable: GREEN_AP 
{Analysis sample) 
1100 ----------------------
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Green Apple - Diacetyl versus Ethyl Butyrate 
Green Apple - Ethyl Butyrate versus Methional 
Vinegar - Main Data Set 
VARIABLE SPECIFICATIONS: 
No Name Format 
2 REG CODE 8.0 
4 LOG DIAC 8.2 
5 LOG EB 8.2 
6 LOG BUT 8.2 
7 LOG METH 8.2 



























Green Apple (Diacetyl versus Butyric Acid) 
Green Apple - Ethyl Butyrate versus Butyric Acid 
Long Label 
Design Effects: 







LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 
LOG EB*LOG BUT 
LOG EB*LOG METH 
LOG BUT*LOG METH 






COVARIATE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG BUT LOG METH; - - -
DESIGN= REG CODE+ LOG DIAC + LOG DIAC*LOG DIAC 
+ LOG EB+ LOG EB*LOG EB+ LOG BUT+ LOG BUT*LOG B - -
UT+ LOG METH+ LOG DIAC*LOG BUT+ LOG EB*LOG BUT+ 
LOG EB*LOG METH+ LOG_BUT*LOG_METH; 
INTERCEPT= include; 
LACKOFFIT = no; 
PARAM = sigma; 
SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE= none; 
SDELTA 7; 
IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM= none; 
SURFACE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG BUT LOG_METH; 
MIXTURE= none; 
REPEATED= none; 


















LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 
LOG EB*LOG BUT 
LOG EB*LOG METH 
LOG BUT*LOG METH 
Error 









































































































Dependnt ss df MS 
Variable Residual Residual Residual F p 
VINEGAR 470876.0* 1378* 341.7098* 25.38939* 0.00* 
STAT. Parameter Estimates (4compforanalysis.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
Level of VINEGAR VINEGAR VINEGAR VINEGAI _, 
Effect Effect Column Param. Std.Err t p 
Intercept 1 10.2209* 2.158354* 4.73552* . 00000; 
REG CODE MJEN 2 3.6918 1. 922007 1. 92079 .05496: 
REG CODE FHAR 3 -11.2891* 1.922385* -5.87247* .00000( 
REG CODE JPAR 4 -6.2874* 1.922007* -3.27127* . 00109~ 
REG CODE SMUR 5 9.7334* 1.922007* 5.06420* .00000( 
REG CODE VJUR 6 -8.8638* 1.922007* -4.61174* .00000, 
REG CODE JHAR 7 5.8321* 1.951353* 2.98875* .00285] 
REG CODE SPRE 8 -2.1902 1.922007 -1.13953 .25468] 
REG CODE MDAB 9 18.8216* 1.950465* 9.64982* 0.00000( 
REG CODE CWIL 10 -10.3916* 1.922007* -5.40663* . 00000( 
REG CODE BBEL 11 -14.1763* 1.922007* -7.37578* .00000( 
REG CODE MSTE 12 -16.8638* 1.922007* -8.77405* 0. 00000( 
REG CODE IKEN 13 -8.6277* 1.922007* -4.48889* . OOOOOf 
REG CODE SEDW 14 -15.3846* 1. 922007* -8.00446* . 00000( 
REG CODE May Dabb 15 31. 8150* 8. 685113* 3.66316* . 00025~ 
LOG DIAC 16 2.1068* .268541* 7.84543* . 00000( 
LOG DIACA2 17 . 6706* .162269* 4.13289* . 00003f 
LOG EB 18 -1.0031* .292443* -3.42994* .00062; 
LOG EBA2 19 -.5892* .170709* -3.45171* .00057L 
LOG BUT 20 .8219* .219497* 3.74443* . 000181 
LOG BUTA2 21 .9305* .179747* 5.17682* . 00000( 
LOG METH 22 - . 2 922 .275588 -1.06034 .28917: 
0, 
23 -.2311* .089324* -2.58697* .00978L LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 
LOG EB*LOG BUT 24 -.1782* .088677* -2.00996* .04463( 
LOG EB*LOG METH 25 .3155* .113372* 2.78273* . 0054 6L 
LOG BUT*LOG METH 26 -.3087* .099181* -3 .11252* . 00189: 
STAT. Parameter Estimates (4compforanalysis.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
~. -95.00% +95.00% VINEGAR VINEGAR -95.00% +95. oo, 
Effect Cnf.Lmt Cnf.Lmt Beta (fl) St.Err.fl Cnf.Lmt Cnf. Lmt 
Intercept 5.9869* 14.4549* 
REG CODE -.0786 7.4621 .045462 .023668 - . 000968 . 09189; 
REG CODE -15.0603* -7.5180* -.139019* .023673* -.185458* - . 09258( 
REG CODE -10.0578* -2.5170* -.077425* .023668* -.123855* - . 03099( 
REG CODE 5.9631* 13. 5038* .119861* .023668* .073431* .16629] 
REG CODE -12.6342* -5.0934* -.109152* .023668* -.155582* -.06272; 
REG CODE 2.0042* 9.6600* .070632* .023633* .024272* .11699] 
REG CODE -5.9606 1.5802 -.026971 .023668 -.073401 . 01945~ 
REG CODE 14.9954* 22.6478* .227946* .023622* .181608* . 27 428: 
REG CODE -14.1619* -6.6212* - .127966* .023668* -.174396* -.08153( 
REG CODE -17.9467* -10.4059* -.174572* .023668* -.221002* -.12814; 
REG CODE -20.6342* -13.0934* -.207667* .023668* -.254097* -.16123~ 
REG CODE -12.3981* -4.8573* -.106245* .023668* -.152674* -.05981: 
REG CODE -19.1550* -11.6143* -.189452* .023668* -.235882* -.14302; 
REG CODE 14.7775* 48.8525* .108506* .029621* .050399* .16661: 
LOG DIAC 1.5800* 2.6336* .202598* .025824* .151940* .25325E 
LOG DIACA2 .3523* .9890* .104177* .025207* .054729* .153624 
LOG EB -1.5767* -.4294* -.097427* .028405* -.153148* -.04170: 
LOG EBA2 -.9241* -.2544* -.087611* .025382* -.137402* -.03782( 
LOG BUT .3913* 1.2525* .092849* .024797* .044206* .14149; 
LOG BUTA2 .5779* 1.2831* .115713* .022352* .071865* .15956( 
LOG METH -.8328 .2484 -.026026 .024545 -.074177 .02212, 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT -.4063* -.0559* -.062223* .024052* - .109406* -.01504( 
LOG EB*LOG BUT -.3522* -.0043* -.048525* .024142* -.095885* -.00116: 
- -




LOG BUT*LOG METH -.5033* -.1141* -.079881* .025664* 







-1.0030610*LOG EB-.58923886*LOG EBA2+.821890959*LOG BUT+.930516757 - - -
*LOG BUTA2-.29221769*LOG METH-.23107886*LOG DIAC*LOG BUT-.17823656 
*LOG EB*LOG BUT+.315482642*LOG EB*LOG METH-.30870153*LOG BUT*LOG METH 
Vinegar - Main plus Test Data 
VARIABLE SPECIFICATIONS: 
No Name Format MD Code Long Label 
1 REG CODE 
3 LOG DIAC 
4 LOG EB 
5 LOG BUT 






















LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 
LOG EB*LOG BUT 
LOG EB*LOG METH - -
LOG BUT*LOG METH 
REG CODE 
COVARIATE= LOG DIAC LOG_EB LOG_BUT LOG_METH; 
DESIGN= REG CODE+ LOG DIAC + LOG DIAC*LOG DIAC 
+ LOG EB+ LOG EB*LOG EB+ LOG BUT+ LOG BUT*LOG B 
UT+ LOG METH+ LOG DIAC*LOG BUT+ LOG EB*LOG BUT+ - -
LOG EB*LOG METH+ LOG_BUT*LOG_METH; 
INTERCEPT= include; 
LACKOFFIT = no; 
PARAM = sigma; 
SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE= none; 
SDELTA 7; 
IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM= none; 
SURFACE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG BUT LOG_METH; 
MIXTURE= none; 
REPEATED= none; 































LOG DIAC 21434.7* 1* 21434.74* 63.60145* .000000* 
LOG DIACA2 5662.3* 1* 5662.31* 16.80130* .000044* 
LOG EB 3814.2* 1* 3814.15* 11.31740* .000786* 
LOG EBA2 4349.4* 1* 4349.38* 12.90554* .000338* 
LOG BUT 5161.1* 1* 5161.05* 15.31395* .000095* 
LOG BUTA2 12403.3* 1* 12403.31* 36.80328* .000000* 
LOG METH 417 .2 1 417.16 1.23780 .266064 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 2515.7* 1* 2515.73* 7.46470* .006362* - -
LOG EB*LOG BUT 1304. 4* 1* 1304.40* 3.87044* .049318* 
LOG EB*LOG METH 3047.8* 1* 3047.82* 9.04353* .002678* 
LOG BUT*LOG METH 3376.8* 1* 3376.83* 10.01976* .001578* 
Error 534508.1 1586 337.02 
"· STAT. Test of SS Whole Model vs. SS Residual (4compmain+test.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM 
Dependnt Multiple Multiple Adjusted ss df MS 
Variable R R2 R2 Model Model Model 
VINEGAR .560400* .314048* .303235* 244712.8* 25* 9788.514* 
(' 
STAT. Test of ss Whole Model vs. ss Residual (4compmain+test.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM 
Dependnt ss df MS 
Variable Residual Residual Residual F p ,, 
VINEGAR 534508.1* 1586* 337.0165* 29.04462* 0.00* 
STAT. Parameter Estimates (4compmain+test.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
Level of VINEGAR VINEGAR VINEGAR VINEGAI 
Effect Effect Column Param. Std.Err t p 
Intercept 1 10.2016* 1.884266* 5.41411* .00000( 
REG CODE MJEN 2 2.1978 1. 808592 1.21520 .22446! 
REG CODE FHAR 3 -11.0241* 1.808883* -6.09440* . 00000( 
REG CODE JPAR 4 -5.8647* 1.808592* -3.24268* . 00120! 
REG CODE SMUR 5 9.2926* 1.808592* 5.13801* . 00000( 
i: 
REG CODE VJUR 6 -9.4756* 1.808592* -5.23920* . 00000( 
REG CODE JHAR 7 8.3330* 1.832056* 4.54841* .00000( 
REG CODE SPRE 8 -2.0058 1.808592 -1.10905 .26757( 
REG CODE MDAB 9 18.2889* 1.831241* 9.98719* 0. 00000( 
REG CODE CWIL 10 -10.1590* 1.808592* -5.61710* . 00000( 
REG CODE BBEL 11 -14.0724* 1.808592* -7.78083* .00000( 
REG CODE MSTE 12 -17.0240* 1.808592* -9.41283* 0. 00000( 
REG CODE IKEN 13 -8.7256* 1.808592* -4.82452* . 00000~ 
REG CODE SEDW 14 -15.5058* 1.808592* -8.57342* 0. 00000( 
REG CODE May Dabb 15 31.7136* 8.622781* 3.67788* .00024: 
LOG DIAC 16 2.0439* .256284* 7.97505* .00000( 
LOG DIACA2 17 .6057* .147769* 4.09894* .00004' 
LOG EB 18 -.9328* .277289* -3.36413* .00078( 
LOG EBA2 19 -.5556* .154668* -3.59243* . 000331 
LOG BUT 20 .8425* .215285* 3.91330* . 00009~ 
LOG BUTA2 21 .9572* .157775* 6.06657* . 00000( 
LOG METH 22 -.3002 .269845 -1.11257 .26606' 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 23 -.2403* .087949* -2.73216* . 00636: 
LOG EB*LOG BUT 24 -.1721* .087455* -1.96734* . 0493H 
LOG EB*LOG METH 25 .3340* .111076* 3. 00725* . 00267f 
LOG BUT*LOG METH 26 -.3094* .097742* -3.16540* .00157f 
STAT. Parameter Estimates (4compmain+test.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
-95.00% +95.00% VINEGAR VINEGAR -95.00% +95.00\ 




Intercept 6.5057* 13. 8975* 
REG CODE -1.3497 5.7453 .027168 .022357 
REG CODE -14.5721* -7.4760* - .136272* .022360* 
REG CODE -9.4122* -2.3172* -.072495* .022357* 
REG CODE 5.7451* 12.8400* .114869* .022357* 
REG CODE -13.0231* -5.9281* -.117131* .022357* 
REG CODE 4.7394* 11. 9265* .101519* .022320* 
REG CODE -5.5533 1.5417 -.024795 .022357 
REG CODE 14.6970* 21.8809* .222811* .022310* 
REG CODE -13.7065* -6. 6116* -.125579* .022357* 
REG CODE -17.6198* -10.5249* -.173953* .022357* 
REG CODE -20.5714* -13.4765* -.210439* .022357* 
REG CODE -12.2731* -5.1781* -.107860* .022357* 
REG CODE -19.0533* -11.9583* -.191673* .022357* 
REG CODE 14.8003* 48. 6268* .101615* .027629* 
LOG DIAC 1.5412* 2.5466* .189657* .023781* 
LOG DIACA2 .3159* .8955* .094094* .022956* 
LOG EB -1.4767* -.3889* -.087172* .025912* 
LOG EBA2 -.8590* -.2523* -.082982* .023099* 
LOG BUT .4202* 1.2647* .090939* .023239* 
LOG BUTA2 .6477* 1.2666* .126697* .020884* 
LOG METH -.8295 .2291 -.025975 .023347 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT -.4128* -.0678* -.062009* .022696* 
LOG EB*LOG BUT -.3436* -.0005* -.044795* .022769* 
LOG EB*LOG METH .1162* .5519* .068887* .022907* 
- -
LOG BUT*LOG METH -.5011* -.1177* -.076324* . 024112* 







-.93283725*LOG EB-.55563421*LOG EBA2+.842473837*LOG BUT+.957151247 - - -
*LOG BUTA2-.30022081*LOG METH-.24029137*LOG DIAC*LOG BUT-.17205448 
*LOG EB*LOG BUT+.334032922*LOG EB*LOG METH-.30939249*LOG BUT*LOG METH 
Histogram of Raw Residuals 











-80 -60 -40 -20 20 40 
X <= Category Boundary 
Predicted vs. Residual Values 
Dependent variable: VINEGAR 
(Analysis sample) 
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-.068646 . 01905'. 
.179051* .26657( 
-.169431* -.081721 











-.071769 . 01981! 
-.106526* -.01749; 




































Vinegar- Diacetyl versus Ethyl Butyrate 
Vinegar - Ethyl Butyrate versus Methional 
Artificial Fruit - Main Data Set 
VARIABLE SPECIFICATIONS: 
No Name Format 
2 REG CODE 8.0 
4 LOG DIAC 8.2 
5 LOG EB 8.2 
































Vinegar - Diacetyl versus Butyric Acid 

































LOG EB*LOG BUT 
LOG EB*LOG METH 




GROUPS= REG CODE; 
335 
COVARIATE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG_BUT LOG_METH; 
DESIGN= REG CODE+ LOG DIAC + LOG EB+ LOG EB* 
LOG EB+ LOG BUT-+ LOG METH-+ LOG METH*LOG METH+ 
LOG_DIAC*LOG=EB + LOG EB*LOG BUT+ LOG EB*-
LOG_METH; 
INTERCEPT= include; 
LACKOFFIT = no; 
PARAM = sigma; 
SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE= none; 
SDELTA 7; 
IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM= none; 
SURFACE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG BUT LOG METH; 
MIXTURE = none; 
REPEATED= none; 
WDESIGN = none; 
SAMPLE none; 
OUTPUT= none; 
STAT. Univariate Tests of Significance for ARTIFICI 
VISUAL Sigma-restricted parameterization 
GLM Type III decomposition 
Degr. of 
Effect ss Freedom MS F 
Intercept 36.5 1 36.5 .0820 
REG CODE 91778.4* 14* 6555.6* 14. 7072* 
LOG DIAC 4329.9* l* 4329.9* 9.7140* 
LOG EB 341224.5* l* 341224.5* 765.5200* 
LOG EBA2 209684.2* l* 209684.2* 470.4160* 
LOG BUT 848.9 1 848.9 1. 9045 
LOG METH 27486.0* l* 27486.0* 61.6635* 
LOG METHA2 4925.0* l* 4925.0* 11. 0489* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB 7269. 6* l* 7269.6* 16.3090* 
LOG EB*LOG BUT 1675.2 1 1675.2 3.7582 
LOG EB*LOG METH 31600.6* l* 31600.6* 70.8944* 




















.735196* .540514* .532855* 723596.8* 23* 


































STAT. Parameter Estimates (4compforanalysis.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
Level of ARTIFICI ARTIFICI ARTIFICI 
Effect Effect Column Param. Std.Err t 
Intercept 1 .5410 1.889767 .28630 
REG CODE MJEN 2 -1. 6156 2.193642 -.73651 
REG CODE FHAR 3 -.3856 2.193876 -.17575 
REG CODE JPAR 4 -9.0879* 2.193642* -4.14282* 
REG CODE SMUR 5 -.8934 2.193642 -.40727 
REG CODE VJUR 6 7.4608* 2.193642* 3.40108* 
REG CODE JHAR 7 -.3266 2.225585 -.14673 
REG CODE SPRE 8 -6.6504* 2.193642* -3.03165* 
REG CODE MDAB 9 10.1501* 2.225645* 4.56053* 
REG CODE CWIL 10 -12.9212* 2.193642* -5.89029* 
REG CODE BBEL 11 11.9052* 2.193642* 5.42714* 
REG CODE MSTE 12 -15.1990* 2.193642* -6.92864* 
REG CODE !KEN 13 -1.2684 2.193642 -.57822 
REG CODE SEDW 14 -7.8865* 2.193642* -3.59515* 
REG CODE May Dabb 15 11.9750 9.917659 1.20744 
LOG DIAC 16 -.8521* .273397* -3.11673* 
LOG EB 17 9.2676* .334958* 27.66803* 
LOG EBA2 18 4.2370* .195352* 21.68908* 
LOG BUT 19 -.3197 .231653 -1. 38002 
LOG METH 20 -4.5754* .582654* -7.85261* 
LOG METHA2 21 -1.0267* .308878* -3.32399* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB 22 -.4808* .119059* -4.03844* 
LOG EB*LOG BUT 23 -.1972 .101697 -1.93862 
LOG EB*LOG METH 24 -1.0893* .129368* -8.41988* 
STAT. Parameter Estimates (4compforanalysis.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
-95.00% +95.00% ARTIFICI ARTIFICI -95.00% 
Effect Cnf .Lmt Cnf.Lmt Beta (B) St.Err.fl Cnf.Lmt 
Intercept -3.1661 4.2482 
REG CODE -5.9189 2.6876 -.014260 .019362 -.052243 
REG CODE -4.6893 3.9181 -.003403 .019364 - . 041390 
REG CODE -13.3911* -4.7846* -.080214* .019362* - .118197* 
REG CODE -5 .1966 3.4098 -.007886 .019362 -.045868 
REG CODE 3.1575* 11.7640* .065853* .019362* .027870* 
REG CODE -4.6924 4.0393 -.002835 .019320 -.040734 
REG CODE -10.9536* -2.3471* -.058699* .019362* - . 096682* 
REG CODE 5.7841* 14.5161* . 088110* .019320* .050210* 
REG CODE -17 .2244* -8.6180* -.114049* .019362* -.152032* 
REG CODE 7.6020* 16.2084* .105081* .019362* .067099* 
REG CODE -19.5022* -10.8957* -.134154* .019362* -.172137* 
REG CODE -5.5716 3.0348 -.011196 .019362 -.049178 
REG CODE -12.1897* -3.5832* -.069610* . 019362* -.107593* 
REG CODE -7.4803 31.4303 .029274 .024244 -.018286 
LOG DIAC -1.3884* -.3158* -.058732* .018844* -.095699* 
LOG EB 8.6106* 9.9247* .645204* .023319* .599459* 
LOG EBA2 3.8538* 4.6202* .451548* .020819* .410707* 
LOG BUT -.7741 .1347 -.025886 .018758 -.062682 
LOG METH -5.7183* -3.4324* -.292085* .037196* -.365052* 
LOG METHA2 -1.6326* -.4208* -.129211* .038872* -.205466* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB -.7144* -.2473* -.076245* .018880* -.113282* 
LOG EB*LOG BUT -.3966 .0023 -.038472 .019845 -.077402 
LOG EB*LOG METH -1.3430* -.8355* -.'169916* .020180* -.209503* 
Prediction equation for: ARTIFICI 
























































-15.198965*REG CODE(MSTE)-l.2684096*REG CODE(IKEN)-7.8864652*REG CODE 
(SEDW)+ll.9750137*REG CODE(May Dabb)-.85210498*LOG DIAC+9.26763810 
*LOG EB+4.23701056*LOG EBA2-.31968577*LOG BUT-4.5753582*LOG METH-1.0267071 
*LOG-METHA2-.48081318*LOG_DIAC*LOG_EB-.19715116*LOG_EB*LOG_BUT-l.0892602 
*LOG EB*LOG METH 
Artificial Fruit - Main plus Test Data 
VARIABLE SPECIFICATIONS: 
No Name Format MD Code Long Label 
1 REG CODE 8.0 -9999 
3 LOG DIAC 8.2 -9999 
4 LOG EB 8.2 -9999 
5 LOG BUT 8.2 -9999 
6 LOG METH 8.2 -9999 
11 ARTIFICI 8.2 -9999 
Design Effects: 






LOG DIAC*LOG EB 
LOG EB*LOG BUT 
LOG EB*LOG METH 





COVARIATE= LOG DIAC LOG_EB LOG_BUT LOG_METH; 
DESIGN= REG CODE+ LOG DIAC + LOG EB+ LOG EB* 
LOG EB+ LOG BUT+ LOG METH+ LOG METH*LOG METH+ 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB+ LOG EB*LOG BUT+ LOG EB* 
LOG_METH; 
INTERCEPT= include; 
LACKOFFIT = no; 
PARAM = sigma; 
SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE= none; 
SDELTA 7; 
IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM= none; 
SURFACE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG BUT LOG_METH; 
MIXTURE= none; 
REPEATED= none; 
WDESIGN = none; 
SAMPLE none; 
OUTPUT= none; 
STAT. Univariate Tests of Significance for ARTIFICI 
VISUAL Sigma-restricted parameterization 
GLM Type III decomposition 
Degr. of 
Effect ss Freedom MS F 
Intercept 1123. 8 1 1123. 8 2.4272 
REG CODE 103092.0* 14* 7363.7* 15.9044* 
LOG DIAC 3513.4* l* 3513.4* 7.5883* 
LOG EB 355140.6* 1* 355140.6* 767.0448* 
LOG EBA2 219512.6* l* 219512.6* 474.1108* 
LOG BUT 607.1 1 607.1 1.3111 
LOG METH 33498.7* 1* 33498.7* 72 .3516* 














LOG DIAC*LOG EB 8300.2* 1* 8300.2* 17. 9272* .000024* - -
LOG EB*LOG BUT 2280.1* 1* 2280.1* 4.9247* .026617* 
LOG EB*LOG METH 35217.2* 1* 35217.2* 76.0632* 0.000000* 
Error 735241.7 1588 463.0 


































































Parameter Estimates (4compmain+test.sta) 
Sigma-restricted parameterization 
Level of ARTIFICI ARTIFICI 
Effect Column Param. Std.Err 
1 2.7351 1.75559 
MJEN 2 -2.4922 2 .11827 
FHAR 3 -1.3576 2.11843 
JPAR 4 -8.5588* 2 .11827* 
SMUR 5 -1.5245 2 .11827 
VJUR 6 7.5118* 2 .11827* 
JHAR 7 .3827 2.14436 
SPRE 8 -6.4116* 2 .11827* 
MDAB 9 10.5993* 2.14440* 
CWIL 10 -12.5507* 2 .11827* 
BBEL 11 12 .0965* 2 .11827* 
MSTE 12 -14.6071* 2 .11827* 
IKEN 13 -1.2583 2 .11827 
SEDW 14 -7.8511* 2 .11827* 
May Dabb 15 11.2627 10.10526 
16 -.7534* .27351* 
17 9.0242* .32584* 
18 3. 9605* .18189* 
19 -.2679 .23392 
20 -4.4821* .52693* 
21 -1. 0786* .27784* 






















































LOG EB*LOG BUT 





.10284* -2.21916* .026617* 














Parameter Estimates (4compmain+test.sta) 
Sigma-restricted parameterization 
-95.00% +95.00% ARTIFICI ARTIFICI 
Cnf.Lmt Cnf.Lmt Beta (B) St.Err.B 
-.7084 6.1786 
-6. 6471 1.6627 -.022137 .018815 
-5.5129 2.7976 -.012059 .018817 
-12.7136* -4.4039* -.076023* .018815* 
-5.6794 2.6304 -.013541 .018815 
3.3569* 11. 6667* . 066723* .018815* 
-3.8233 4.5888 .003351 . 018772 
-10.5665* -2.2567* -.056950* .018815* 
6.3931* 14.8054* .092788* .018772* 
-95.00% +95.00% 
Cnf.Lmt Cnf .Lmt 
-.059043 .014769 
-.048968 .024849 







REG CODE -16.7056* -8.3958* - .111481* .018815* -.148386* 
REG CODE 7.9416* 16.2514* .107446* .018815* .070541* 
REG CODE -18.7620* -10.4522* -.129747* .018815* -.166653* 
REG CODE -5.4132 2.8965 -.011177 .018815 -.048083 
REG CODE -12.0060* -3.6962* -.069737* .018815* -.106642* 
REG CODE -8.5583 31. 0838 . 025931 .023266 -.019705 
LOG DIAC -1.2899* -.2170* -.050237* .018237* -.086009* 
LOG EB 8.3851* 9.6634* .605964* .021879* .563049* 
LOG EBA2 3.6038* 4.3173* .425027* .019520* .386739* 
LOG BUT - . 7267 .1910 -.020776 .018144 -.056365 
LOG METH -5.5156* -3.4485* -.278650* .032759* -.342906* 
LOG METW2 -1.6236* -.5336* -.133829* .034473* -.201447* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB -.7422* -.2723* -.077043* .018196* - .112733* 
LOG EB*LOG BUT -.4299* -.0265* -.042695* .019239* -.080433* 
LOG EB*LOG METH -1.3832* -.8752* -.167336* .019187* -.204970* 







*LOG EB+3.96054919*LOG EBA2-.26785395*LOG BUT-4.4820813*LOG METH-1.0785952 
- - - -
*LOG METHA2-.50722867*LOG DIAC*LOG EB-.22821623*LOG EB*LOG BUT-1.1292028 
*LOG EB*LOG METH 
Histogram of Raw Reslduals 
Dependent variable: ARTIFICI 
(Analysis sample) 
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- 50-75 c:J 75-100 
D 100-12s 
lR 125-150 
Artificial Fruit - Diacetyl versus Ethyl Butyrate 
Artificial Fruit- Ethyl Butyrate versus Methionat 

































Artificial Fruit- Dlacetyl versus Butyric Acid 
Artificial Fruit. Ethyl Butyrate versus Butyric Acid 











5 LOG EB 
6 LOG BUT 


















LOG DIAC*LOG EB 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 
LOG EB*LOG BUT 
LOG EB*LOG METH - -






COVARIATE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG BUT LOG METH; - -
DESIGN= REG CODE+ LOG DIAC + LOG_EB + LOG_EB* 
LOG EB+ LOG BUT+ LOG METH+ LOG METH*LOG METH+ - -
LOG DIAC*LOG EB+ LOG DIAC*LOG BUT+ LOG EB*LOG B 
UT+ LOG_EB*LOG_METH; 
INTERCEPT= include; 
LACKOFFIT = no; 
PARAM = sigma; 
SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE= none; 
SDELTA 7; 
IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM= none; 
SURFACE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG BUT LOG_METH; 
MIXTURE= none; 
REPEATED= none; 
WDESIGN = none; 
SAMPLE none; 
OUTPUT= none; 
STAT. Univariate Tests of Significance for FERMENTE 
VISUAL Sigma-restricted parameterization 
GLM Type III decomposition 
Degr. of 
Effect ss Freedom MS F 
Intercept 332.1 1 332.1 . 7114 
REG CODE 130663. 8* 14* 9333.1* 19.9901* 
LOG DIAC 2317.0* 1* 2317.0* 4.9627* 
LOG EB 194082.3* 1* 194082.3* 415.6947* 
LOG EBA2 119717. 6* 1* 119717. 6* 256.4169* 
LOG BUT 1.2 1 1. 2 .0025 
LOG METH 10947.0* 1* 10947.0* 23.4468* 
LOG METHA2 1147. 3 1 1147 .3 2.4574 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB 5915.1* 1* 5915.1* 12.6692* 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 2275.3* 1* 2275.3* 4.8733* 
LOG EB*LOG BUT 1435.9 1 1435.9 3.0755 
LOG EB*LOG METH 14974.8* 1* 14974.8* 32.0737* 








































STAT. Test of SS Whole Model vs. SS Residual (4compforanalysis.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM 
Dependnt ss df MS 
Variable Residual Residual Residual F p 
FERMENTE 643836.6* 1379* 466.8866* 43.26187* 0.00* 
STAT. Parameter Estimates (4compforanalysis.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
Level of FERMENTE FERMENTE FERMENTE FERMENTI 
Effect Effect Column Param. Std.Err t p 
('A_ 
Intercept 1 1.6393 1.94358 .84345 . 39912~ 
REG CODE MJEN 2 -2.1449 2.24524 -.95532 .33958~ 
REG CODE FHAR 3 -16.2061* 2.24561* -7.21679* . 00000( 
REG CODE JPAR 4 -14.2352* 2.24524* -6.34016* . 00000( 
REG CODE SMUR 5 .5912 2.24524 .26331 . 79235~ 
REG CODE VJUR 6 -6.1102* 2.24524* -2. 72140* .00658~ 
REG CODE JHAR 7 3.5269 2.27821 1.54808 .12183c 
REG CODE SPRE 8 -1.8810 2.24524 -.83778 . 40229~ 
REG CODE MDAB 9 16.5484* 2.27799* 7.26448* .00000( 
REG CODE CWIL 10 -9.7908* 2.24524* -4.36067* . 00001' 
REG CODE BBEL 11 9.9592* 2.24524* 4.43571* .00001( 
REG CODE MSTE 12 1.1467 2.24524 .51075 . 60961] 
REG CODE IKEN 13 -15.1519* 2.24524* -6.74843* . 00000( 
REG CODE SEDW 14 -10.2074* 2.24524* -4.54624* . 000001 
REG CODE May Dabb 15 22.0160* 10.15024* 2.16902* . 03025~ 
LOG DIAC 16 -.6496* .29162* -2.22772* .02606( 
LOG EB 17 6.9971* .34319* 20.38859* 0.00000( 
LOG EBA2 18 3.2021* .19997* 16.01302* 0.00000( 
LOG BUT 19 -.0120 .23806 -.05028 . 959901 
LOG METH 20 -2.8915* .59715* -4.84219* .00000] 
LOG METHA2 21 -.4976 .31744 -1.56760 .11720L 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB 22 -.4338* .12187* -3.55938* .00038' 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 23 -.2312* .10475* -2.20755* .02744( 
LOG EB*LOG BUT 24 -.1826 .10412 -1.75370 . 07970' 
LOG EB*LOG METH 25 -.7522* .13281* -5.66336* . 00000( 
STAT. Parameter Estimates (4compforanalysis.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
-95.00% +95.00% FERMENTE FERMENTE -95.00% +95. 00\ 
Effect Cnf.Lmt Cnf.Lmt Beta (fl) St.Err.fl Cnf.Lmt Cnf .Lmt 
Intercept -2.1734 5.4520 
REG CODE -6.5494 2.2595 -.020619 .021584 - . 062960 . 02172] 
REG CODE -20.6113* -11.8009* -.155791* .021587* -.198139* -.11344' 
REG CODE -18.6397* -9.8307* -.136845* .021584* -.179185* - . 09450, 
REG CODE -3.8133 4.9957 .005683 .021584 -.036657 .04802, 
REG CODE -10.5147* -1.7057* -.058738* .021584* -.101079* -.01639~ 
:,.. REG CODE -.9423 7.9960 .033344 .021539 -.008909 .075591 
REG CODE -6.2855 2.5234 -.018083 .021584 -.060423 .024251 
REG CODE 12.0797* 21.0171* .156453* .021537* .114205* .19870] 
REG CODE -14.1952* -5.3863* -.094120* .021584* -.136460* -.05177~ 
REG CODE 5.5548* 14.3637* .095740* .021584* .053399* .13808( 
REG CODE -3.2577 5.5512 . 011024 .021584 - . 031317 . 05336, 
REG CODE -19.5563* -10.7474* -.145657* .021584* -.187997* -.103311 
REG CODE -14. 6119* -5.8030* -.098125* .021584* -.140466* - . 05578~ 
"c REG CODE 2.1045* 41.9276* .058616* .027024* .005603* .11162~ 
LOG DIAC -1.2217* -.0776* -.048768* .021891* -.091712* -.00582< 
LOG EB 6.3239* 7.6704* .530548* .026022* .479501* . 581591 
LOG EBA2 2.8098* 3.5944* .371669* .023210* .326138* .41720] 
LOG BUT -.4790 .4550 -.001056 .020994 -.042239 .040121 
LOG METH -4.0629* -1.7201* -.201041* .041519* -.282487* -.11959' 
LOG METW2 -1.1203 .1251 -.068207 .043510 -.153560 .01714~ 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB -.6728* -.1947* -.074917* .021048* -.116206* -.03362, 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT -.4367* -.0258* -.048610* .022020* -.091805* -.00541' 
LOG EB*LOG BUT -.3869 - -








Prediction equation for: FERMENTE 
FERMENTE=l.63930587-2.1449188*REG_CODE(MJEN)-16.2061ll*REG CODE(FHAR 





*LOG EB+3.20211825*LOG EBA2-.01196890*LOG BUT-2.8915029*LOG METH-.49762058 
*LOG METHA2-.43377872*LOG DIAC*LOG EB-.23124893*LOG DIAC*LOG BUT-.18259782 
*LOG EB*LOG BUT-.75215974*LOG EB*LOG METH 
Fermented Fruit - Main plus Test Data 
VARIABLE SPECIFICATIONS: 
No Name Format MD Code Long Label 
1 REG CODE 
3 LOG DIAC 
4 LOG EB 
5 LOG BUT 






















LOG DIAC*LOG EB 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 
LOG EB*LOG BUT 
LOG EB*LOG METH 





COVARIATE= LOG DIAC LOG_EB LOG_BUT LOG_METH; 
DESIGN= REG_CODE + LOG_DIAC + LOG_EB + LOG EB* 
LOG_EB + LOG_BUT + LOG_METH + LOG METH*LOG METH+ 
LOG_DIAC*LOG_EB + LOG DIAC*LOG BUT+ LOG EB*LOG B 
UT+ LOG EB*LOG METH; 
INTERCEPT= include; -
LACKOFFIT = no; 
PARAM = sigma; 
SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE= none; 
SDELTA 7; 
IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM= none; 
SURFACE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG BUT LOG_METH; 
MIXTURE= none; 
REPEATED= none; 
























. 004 60~ 
-.08352' 
344 
REG CODE 159039.7* 14* 11360. O* 23.2988* 0.000000* 
LOG DIAC 1643.7 1 1643.7 3. 3711 .066538 
LOG EB 206858.7* 1* 206858.7* 424.2579* 0.000000* 
LOG EBA2 127310.0* 1* 127310.0* 261.1071* 0.000000* 
LOG BUT 32.8 1 32.8 .0672 .795425 
LOG METH 15587.3* 1* 15587.3* 31.9688* .000000* 
LOG METHA2 3065.2* 1* 3065.2* 6.2867* .012264* 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB 6806.9* 1* 6806.9* 13. 9606* .000193* - -
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 2110. 9* l* 2110. 9* 4.3293* .037622* 
LOG EB*LOG BUT 1756.2 1 1756.2 3.6018 .057898 
LOG EB*LOG METH 16682.7* 1* 16682.7* 34.2155* .000000* 
·d Error 773785.8 1587 487.6 
STAT. Test of ss Whole Model vs. ss Residual (4compmain+test.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM 
~/" Dependnt Multiple Multiple Adjusted ss df MS 
Variable R Rz Rz Model Model Model 
FERMENTE .640945* .410811* .401901* 539520.9* 24* 22480.04* 
STAT. Test of ss Whole Model vs. SS Residual (4compmain+test.sta) 
VISUAL ,., 
GLM 
Dependnt ss df MS 
Variable Residual Residual Residual F p 
FERMENTE 773785.8* 1587* 487.5777* 46.10555* 0.00* 
;.; 
STAT. Parameter Estimates (4compmain+test.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
Level of FERMENTE FERMENTE FERMENTE FERMENT! 
Effect Effect Column Param. Std.Err t p 
Intercept 1 4.0464* 1.81073* 2.23468* . 02557~ 
REG CODE MJEN 2 -3.2574 2.17395 -1.49838 .13423' 
" REG CODE FHAR 3 -16.6482* 2.17423* -7.65704* . 00000( 
REG CODE JPAR 4 -14.6526* 2.17395* -6.74007* . 00000( 
REG CODE SMUR 5 -.3663 2.17395 -.16848 .8662r 
REG CODE VJUR 6 -6.0155* 2 .17395* -2.76707* . 00572: 
REG CODE JHAR 7 2.8989 2.20096 1.31712 .18798~ 
REG CODE SPRE 8 -1. 9933 2.17395 -.91690 . 35933~ 
REG CODE MDAB 9 16.3609* 2.20076* 7.43419* . 00000( 
REG CODE CWIL 10 -9.8199* 2.17395* -4.51708* .00000~ 
REG CODE BBEL 11 10.9079* 2.17395* 5.01757* . 00000] 
REG CODE MSTE 12 5 .1196* 2.17395* 2.35499* .01864: 
REG CODE IKEN 13 -15.2937* 2 .17395* -7.03498* . 00000( 
REG CODE SEDW 14 -10.2251* 2.17395* -4.70349* .00000: 
REG CODE May Dabb 15 21.1316* 10.37010* 2.03774* .04174; 
LOG DIAC 16 -.5404 .29431 -1.83604 .06653( 
LOG EB 17 6.8940* .33470* 20.59752* 0.00000( 
"" 
LOG EBA2 18 3.0172* .18672* 16.15881* 0. 00000( 
LOG BUT 19 .0625 .24114 .25932 . 7 9542( 
LOG METH 20 -3.0606* .54131* -5.65409* . 00000( 
LOG METHA2 21 -.7177* .28623* -2.50733* .01226! 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB 22 -.4595* .12298* -3.73639* . 00019: 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 23 -.2209* .10618* -2.08069* .03762; 
LOG EB*LOG BUT 24 -.2004 .10558 -1. 89785 . 05789( 
LOG EB*LOG METH 25 -.7796* .13328* -5.84940* . 00000( 
n 
STAT. Parameter Estimates (4compmain+test.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
-95.00% +95.00% FERMENTE FERMENTE -95.00% +95. 00\ 





Intercept .4947* 7.5981* 
REG CODE -7.5215 1.0067 -.031016 .020700 
REG CODE -20.9128* -12.3835* -.158518* .020702* 
REG CODE -18.9167* -10.3884* -.139517* .020700* 
REG CODE -4.6304 3.8978 -.003487 .020700 
REG CODE -10.2796* -1.7513* -.057277* .020700* 
REG CODE -1.4182 7.2160 . 027204 .020654 
REG CODE -6.2574 2.2708 -.018979 .020700 
REG CODE 12.0442* 20. 6776* .153533* .020652* 
REG CODE -14.0840* -5.5558* -.093502* .020700* 
REG CODE 6.6438* 15.1720* .103862* .020700* 
REG CODE .8555* 9.3837* .048747* .020700* 
REG CODE -19.5578* -11.0296* -.145621* .020700* 
REG CODE -14.4892* -5.9610* -.097360* .020700* 
REG CODE .7910* 41.4721* .052155* .025594* 
LOG DIAC -1.1176 .0369 -.038623 .021036 
LOG EB 6.2375* 7.5505* . 496234* .024092* 
LOG EBA2 2.6509* 3.3834* .347091* .021480* 
LOG BUT -.4105 .5355 .005199 .020050 
LOG METH -4.1224* -1. 9989* -.203970* .036075* 
LOG METW2 -1.2791* -.1562* -.095454* .038070* 
LOG_DIAC*LOG EB -.7007* -.2183* -.074817* .020024* 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT -.4292* -.0127* -.043916* . 021106* 
LOG EB*LOG BUT -.4075 .0067 -.040184 .021174 
LOG EB*LOG METH -1.0411* -.5182* -.123846* . 021172* 
Prediction equation for: FERMENTE 
FERMENTE=4.04640311-3.2573964*REG CODE(MJEN)-16.648178*REG CODE(FHAR 
)-14.652558*REG_CODE(JPAR)-.36626735*REG_CODE(SMUR)-6.0154609*REG_CODE 
(VJUR)+2.89892547*REG CODE(JHAR)-1.9932835*REG CODE(SPRE)+16.3608885 
*REG_CODE(MDAB)-9.8198964*REG_CODE(CWIL)+10.9079262*REG_CODE(BBEL) 
+5.11961975*REG CODE(MSTE)-15.293687*REG CODE(IKEN)-10.225138*REG CODE 
(SEDW)+21.1315576*REG_CODE(May Dabb)-.54036204*LOG_DIAC+6.89397758 
*LOG EB+3.01718623*LOG EBA2+.062531087*LOG BUT-3.0606104*LOG METH-.71766705 
*LOG=METHA2-.45950955*LOG_DIAC*LOG_EB-.22093064*LOG DIAC*LOG-BUT-.20037411 
*LOG_EB*LOG_BUT-.77962305*LOG_EB*LOG METH 
Histogram of Raw Residuals 
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Fermented Fruit- Diacetyl versus Ethyl Butyrate 
































Fermented Fruit- Diacetyl versus Butyric Acid 
~i~'<C> ~ 
~~q..-?. ..... ,;::, 
~~ '~ 
Fermented Fruit- Ethyl Butyrate versus Butytic Acid 
Long Label 
------------
5 LOG EB 8.2 
6 LOG BUT 8.2 
7 LOG METH 8.2 
14 PARMESAN 8.2 
Design Effects: 











LOG DIAC*LOG EB 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 
LOG EB*LOG BUT 
LOG BUT*LOG METH 
347 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT*LOG METH 
- - -
LOG EB*LOG BUT*LOG METH 





COVARIATE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG BUT LOG METH; - -
DESIGN= REG CODE+ LOG DIAC + LOG DIAC*LOG DIAC 
+ LOG EB+ LOG EB*LOG EB+ LOG BUT+ LOG BUT*LOG B 
UT+ LOG METH+ LOG DIAC*LOG EB+ LOG DIAC*LOG BUT - -
+ LOG EB*LOG BUT+ LOG BUT*LOG METH+ LOG DIAC* - - - - -
LOG BUT*LOG METH+ LOG_EB*LOG_BUT*LOG_METH; 
INTERCEPT= include; 
LACKOFFIT = no; 
PARAM = sigma; 
SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE= none; 
SDELTA 7; 
IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM= none; 
SURFACE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG BUT LOG_METH; 
MIXTURE= none; 
REPEATED= none; 
WDESIGN = none; 
SAMPLE none; 
OUTPUT= none; 
STAT. Univariate Tests of Significance for PARMESAN 
VISUAL Sigma-restricted parameterization 
GLM Type III decomposition 
Degr. of 
Effect ss Freedom MS F 
Intercept 2090.2* l* 2090.20* 4.3557* 
REG CODE 74174.1* 14* 5298.15* 11. 0408* 
LOG DIAC 5908.0* l* 5907.97* 12.3116* 
LOG DIACA2 3896.7* 1* 3896.72* 8.1203* 
LOG EB 13422.5* l* 13422.50* 27. 9710* 
LOG EBA2 10199.6* 1* 10199.58* 21.2548* 
LOG BUT 72102. 9* 1* 72102.92* 150.2547* 
LOG BUTA2 40665.6* 1* 40665.56* 84.7426* 
LOG METH 19.4 1 19.44 .0405 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB 1480.1 1 1480.13 3.0844 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 2427.1* l* 2427.09* 5.0578* 
LOG EB*LOG BUT 8103.6* 1* 8103.61* 16.8871* 
LOG BUT*LOG METH 2430.5* 1* 2430.50* 5.0649* 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT*LOG METH 1995.8* 1* 1995.76* 4.1590* 
LOG EB*LOG BUT*LOG METH 2657.1* 1* 2657.05* 5.5370* 
Error 660303.0 1376 479.87 
STAT. 
VISUAL 













































































LOG DIAC*LOG EB 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 
LOG EB*LOG BUT 
LOG BUT*LOG METH 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT*LOG METH 









































































PARMESAN PARMESAN PARMESAN 
t Param. Std.Err 
5.33937* 2.55834* 2.08704* 
-1.08876 2.27770 -.47801 







































































Cnf.Lmt Beta (B) 
.037068* .3207* 10.35804* 
.632721 -5.5569 3.37938 -.011607 
.002314* -11.4219* -2.48454* -.074127* 
.009760* -10.3625* -1.42617* -.062838* 

















-6.3208 2.61550 -.019751 
.000005* 5.9570* 14.89327* .111140* 
.045761* -9.0222* -.08589* -.048549* 
























LOG DIAC*LOG EB - -
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 
LOG EB*LOG BUT 
LOG BUT*LOG METH 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT*LOG METH 



























LOG DIAC*LOG EB 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 
LOG EB*LOG BUT 
LOG BUT*LOG METH 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT*LOG METH - - -
LOG EB*LOG BUT*LOG METH 
Prediction equation for: PARMESAN 
349 
.485369 -27.3784 13.01002 -.021212 
.000465* -1. 7497* -.49484* -.093430* 
.004442* -.9239* -.17051* -.073588* 
.000000* -2.3510* -1.07881* -.144200* 
.000004* -1.3302* -.53611* - .120118* 
0.000000* 2.6985* 3. 72683* .314201* 
0.000000* 1.5430* 2.37871* .211095* 
.840526 -.7060 .57461 -.005065 
.079267 -.0252 .45651 .041302 
.024673* -.4832* -.03297* -.060163* 
.000042* -.6919* -.24478* - .110387* 
.024573* -.4993* -.03424* -.059763* 
.041606* .0038* .19380* .051552* 
.018758* .0189* .20825* .059345* 
Parameter Estimates (4compforanalysis.sta) 
Sigma-restricted parameterization 
-95.00% +95.00% 




























PARMESAN=5.33936772-1.0887595*REG CODE(MJEN)-6.9532149*REG CODE(FHAR 
)-5.8943151*REG CODE(JPAR)+l.70985159*REG CODE(SMUR)-3.5123706*REG CODE 
(VJUR)+5.78917163*REG CODE(JHAR)-4.0123706*REG CODE(SPRE)+19.4966421 
*REG CODE(MDAB)-2.1859817*REG CODE(CWIL)-1.8526484*REG CODE(BBEL)+ 
10.4251294*REG CODE(MSTE)-4.5540373*REG CODE(IKEN)-5.6929262*REG CODE 
(SEDW)-7.1842008*REG CODE(May Dabb)-l.1222866*LOG DIAC-.54720690*LOG DIACA2 
-1.7148938*LOG EB-.93317862*LOG EBA2+3.21268987*LOG BUT+l.96085499 -
*LOG_BUTA2-.06569133*LOG_METH+.215643721*LOG DIAC*LOG EB-.25808412 
*LOG DIAC*LOG BUT-.46835416*LOG EB*LOG BUT-.26677945*LOG BUT*LOG METH 
+.098780007*LOG_DIAC*LOG_BUT*LOG_METH+~113569222*LOG_EB*LOG_BUT*LOG METH 
Parmesan Cheese - Main plus Test Data 
VARIABLE SPECIFICATIONS: 
No Name Format MD Code 
1 REG CODE 8.0 -9999 
3 LOG DIAC 8.2 -9999 
4 LOG EB 8.2 -9999 
5 LOG BUT 8.2 -9999 
6 LOG METH 8.2 -9999 

























LOG DIAC*LOG EB 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 
LOG EB*LOG BUT 
LOG BUT*LOG METH 
350 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT*LOG METH - -
LOG EB*LOG BUT*LOG METH - - -





COVARIATE= LOG_DIAC LOG EB LOG_BUT LOG_METH; 
DESIGN= REG CODE+ LOG DIAC + LOG_DIAC*LOG_DIAC 
+ LOG EB+ LOG EB*LOG EB+ LOG_BUT + LOG_BUT*LOG B 
UT+ LOG METH+ LOG DIAC*LOG_EB + LOG_DIAC*LOG_BUT 
+ LOG EB*LOG BUT+ LOG BUT*LOG METH+ LOG DIAC* - -
LOG BUT*LOG METH+ LOG EB*LOG BUT*LOG METH; 
INTERCEPT= include; 
LACKOFFIT = no; 
PARAM = sigma; 
SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE= none; 
SDELTA 7; 
IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM= none; 
- -
SURFACE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG BUT LOG_METH; 
MIXTURE= none; 
REPEATED= none; 
WDESIGN = none; 
SAMPLE none; 
OUTPUT= none; 
STAT. Univariate Tests of Significance for PARMESAN 
VISUAL Sigma-restricted parameterization 
GLM Type III decomposition 
Degr. of 
Effect ss Freedom MS F 
Intercept 1629. 8 1 1629.82 3.5022 
REG CODE 82501.8* 14* 5892. 98* 12.6631* 
LOG DIAC 5036.8* 1* 5036.75* 10.8232* 
LOG DIACA2 2647.5* 1* 2647.49* 5.6890* 
LOG EB 14406.1* 1* 14406.08* 30.9564* 
LOG EBA2 11523.8* 1* 11523. 75* 24. 7628* 
LOG BUT 72108. 6* 1* 72108.60* 154.9502* 
LOG BUTA2 53181.5* 1* 53181.45* 114 .2787* 
LOG METH 44.6 1 44.61 .0959 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB 1816.2* 1* 1816.20* 3.9027* 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 2068.7* 1* 2068.73* 4.4454* 
LOG EB*LOG BUT 9011.5* 1* 9011.53* 19.3644* 
LOG BUT*LOG METH 2697 .3* l* 2697.27* 5. 7960* 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT*LOG METH 2415.9* l* 2415.88* 5.1914* 
LOG EB*LOG BUT*LOG METH 2522.9* 1* 2522.85* 5.4212* 

















































































LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 
LOG EB*LOG BUT 
- -
LOG BUT*LOG METH 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT*LOG METH 


































Parameter Estimates (4compmain+test.sta) 
Sigma-restricted parameterization 
Level of PARMESAN PARMESAN PARMESAN 
Effect Column Parara. Std.Err t 
1 4.14103 2.21277 1.87143 
MJEN 2 -1.79237 2.12531 -.84335 
FHAR 3 -5.89022* 2.12549* -2.77123* 
JPAR 4 -6.66737* 2.12531* -3.13713* 
SMUR 5 2.77416 2.12531 1.30530 
VJUR 6 -3.52221 2.12531 -1.65727 
JHAR 7 4.88825* 2.15298* 2.27046* 
SPRE 8 -3. 89721 2.12531 -1. 83372 
MDAB 9 19.64185* 2.15191* 9.12765* 
CWIL 10 -1. 95568 2.12531 -.92019 
BBEL 11 -2.09479 2.12531 -.98564 
MSTE 12 9. 65118* 2.12531* 4. 54 i°07* 
IKEN 13 -4.48995* 2.12531* -2.11261* 
SEDW 14 -5.22786* 2.12531* -2.45981* 
May Dabb 15 -6.94410 10.13459 -.68519 
16 -.99640* .30287* -3.28986* 
17 -.41296* .17314* -2.38517* 
18 -1. 70883* . 30713* -5.56385* 
19 -.90438* .18174* -4.97622* 
20 3.17546* .25510* 12.44790* 
21 1.98211* .18542* 10.69012* 
22 -.09806 .31673 - . 30961 
23 .23615* .11954* 1.97553* 
24 -.23508* .11150* -2.10841* 
25 -.48874* .11106* -4.40050* 
26 -.27912* .11594* -2.40749* 
27 .10738* .04713* 2.27845* 
28 .10956* .04706* 2.32835* 
Parameter Estimates (4compmain+test.sta) 
Sigma-restricted parameterization 
PARMESAN -95.00% +95.00% PARMESAN PARMESAN 
p Cnf.Lmt Cnf.Lmt Beta (B) St.Err.B 
.061470 -.1992 8.48130 
.399162 -5.9611 2.37634 -.019365 .022962 
.005650* -10.0593* -1. 72115* -.063639* .022964* 
. 001737* -10.8361* -2.49866* - . 072035* .022962* 
.191981 -1.3946 6.94287 .029972 . 022962 
.097663 -7.6909 . 64 650 -.038055 . 022962 
.023314* .6653* 9.11125* .052051* .022925* 
.066884 -8.0659 .27150 -.042106 .022962 
0.000000* 15.4210* 23.86273* .209149* .022914* 
.357616 -6.1244 2.21303 - . 021129 . 022962 
.324459 -6.2635 2.07392 -.022632 .022962 
.000006* 5.4825* 13.81989* .104273* . 022962* 
.034790* -8.6587* -.32124* -.048510* . 022962* 
.014007* -9.3966* -1.05914* -.056483* . 022962* 
.493326 -26.8227 12.93453 -.019447 .028382 
.001024* -1.5905* -.40233* -.080812* .024564* 
.017188* -. 7526* -.07336* -.056072* .023508* 
.000000* -2. 3113* -1.10640* -.139571* .025085* 
.000001* -1.2609* -.54791* -.118052* . 023723* 
0.000000* 2.6751* 3.67583* .299591* .024068* 
0.000000* 1.6184* 2.34580* .229319* .021451* 
.756898 -.7193 .52319 -.007416 .023951 
-J 
LOG DIAC*LOG EB 
- -
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 
LOG EB*LOG BUT 
LOG BUT*LOG METH 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT*LOG METH - - -








.0017* .47061* .043628* 
-.4538* -.01638* -.053023* 
-.7066* -.27089* -.111216* 
-.5065* -.05171* -.060182* 
.0149* .19982* .053488* 





























LOG DIAC*LOG EB 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 
LOG EB*LOG BUT 
LOG BUT*LOG METH 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT*LOG METH 




-.108682* - . 018596* 
-.117075* - . 026996* 
-.015067 .075012 

















. 000311 * .086946* 
-.102350* -.003695* 
-.160789* -.061643* 
-.109214* - . 011150* 
.007442* .099535* 
.008610* .100676* 






(SEDW)-6.9441027*REG CODE(May Dabb)-.99640213*LOG DIAC-.41296339*LOG DIACA2 
-1.7088311*LOG EB-.90438462*LOG EBA2+3.17546104*LOG BUT+l.98211219 -
- - -
*LOG_BUTA2-.09806256*LOG_METH+.236146420*LOG DIAC*LOG_EB-.23508210 
*LOG DIAC*LOG BUT-.48873678*LOG EB*LOG BUT-.27911916*LOG BUT*LOG METH 
+.107380421*LOG DIAC*LOG BUT*LOG METH+~10956097l*LOG EB*LOG BUT*LOG METH 
- - - -
Histogram of Raw Residuals 
Dependent variable: PARMESAN 
{Analysis sample) 
900 .---------------------~ 
800 .................................................... h•••············ ........................... . 
700 .................................. . 
600 ··································· 
500 .................................. . 
400 ··································· 
oL....---""--
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Predicted vs. Residual Values 
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Parmesan Cheese - Diacetyl versus Butyric Acid 













Swiss Cheese - Main Data Set 
VARIABLE SPECIFICATIONS: 
No Name 
2 REG CODE 
4 LOG DIAC 
5 LOG EB 
6 LOG BUT 























LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 









COVARIATE= LOG DIAC LOG_EB LOG_BUT LOG_METH; 
DESIGN = REG CODE + LOG DIAC + LOG -EB + LOG EB* - -
LOG EB+ LOG BUT+ LOG BUT*LOG BUT+ LOG METH+ 
LOG METH*LOG METH+ LOG DIAC*LOG BUT+ LOG EB* 
LOG_BUT; 
INTERCEPT= include; 
LACKOFFIT = no; 
PARAM = sigma; 
SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE= none; 
SDELTA 7; 
IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM= none; 
SURFACE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG BUT LOG_METH; 
MIXTURE= none; 
REPEATED= none; 
WDESIGN = none; 
SAMPLE none; 
OUTPUT= none; 




Univariate Tests of Significance for SWISS 
Sigma-restricted parameterization 
355 
GLM Type lII decomposition 
Degr. of 
Effect ss Freedom MS F p 
Intercept 6037. 6* 1* 6037.63* 14.47325* .000148* 
REG CODE 83429.9* 14* 5959.28* 14.28542* 0.000000* 
LOG DIAC 20.1 1 20.07 .04810 .826431 
LOG EB 4719.4* l* 4719.38* 11.31317* .000791* 
LOG EBA2 9780.8* 1* 9780.80* 23. 44626* .000001* 
LOG BUT 39136.8* 1* 39136.85* 93.81776* 0.000000* 
LOG BUTA2 11429.1* 1* 11429. 06* 27.39743* .000000* 
LOG METH 1392.3 1 1392.33 3.33765 . 067927 
LOG METHA2 1734.0* 1* 1734.02* 4.15676* .041659* 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 1410.9 I 1410.90 3.38218 .066120 
LOG EB*LOG BUT 4852.5* 1* 4852.53* 11. 63235* .000667* 
Error 575678.3 1380 417.16 
·re--< 
STAT. Test of SS Whole Model vs. SS Residual (4compforanalysis.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM 
Dependnt Multiple Multiple Adjusted ss df MS 
Variable R R2 R2 Model Model Model 
,;\ SWISS .453438* .205606* .192366* 148997.8* 23* 6478.165* 
~ 
STAT. Test of ss Whole Model vs. SS Residual (4compforanalysis.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM 
Dependnt ss df MS 
Variable Residual Residual Residual F p 
SWISS 575678.3* 1380* 417.1582* 15.52928* 0.00* 
.. ( 
r' 
STAT. Parameter Estimates (4compforanalysis.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
Level of SWISS SWISS SWISS SWISS 
Effect Effect Column Param. Std.Err t p 
Intercept I 9.2667* 2.435805* 3.80437* . 00014[ 
REG CODE MJEN 2 4.0713 2.122335 1.91833 .05527: 
REG CODE FHAR 3 .1808 2.122349 .08519 .93212: 
REG CODE JPAR 4 -5.4078* 2.122335* -2.54806* .01094( 
'ij 
REG CODE SMUR 5 5.3908* 2.122335* 2.54003* . 01119: 
REG CODE VJUR 6 1.3700 2.122335 . 6454 9 . 51871: 
REG CODE JHAR 7 -11.6882* 2.153513* -5.42750* . 00000( 
REG CODE SPRE 8 3.7519 2.122335 1. 76781 . 07731, 
REG CODE MOAB 9 20.4103* 2.153262* 9.47877* 0.00000( 
REG CODE CWIL 10 1.4811 2.122335 .69785 . 48539] 
REG CODE BBEL 11 1. 9672 2.122335 .92689 .35414: 
REG CODE MSTE 12 4.9741* 2.122335* 2.34370* .01923: 
,,.. REG CODE IKEN 13 -7. 2967* 2.122335* -3.43806* . 00060: 
REG CODE SEDW 14 -8.3453* 2.122335* -3.93214* .00008t 
REG CODE May Dabb 15 -1.6788 9.591325 - .17503 .86108; 
LOG DIAC 16 -.0603 .274758 -.21932 .82643] 
LOG EB 17 ·-1. 0131 * .301202* -3.36351* . 00079] 
LOG EBA2 18 -.9150* .188961* -4.84213* . 00000] 
LOG BUT 19 2 .1765* .224709* 9.68596* 0.00000( 
LOG BUTA2 20 1.0399* .198664* 5.23426* . 00000( 
LOG METH 21 -1. 0270 .562123 -1. 82692 .06792~ 
LOG METHA2 22 -.6015* .295046* -2.03881* .04165~ 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 23 -.1815 .098699 -1. 83907 .06612( 
LOG EB*LOG BUT 24 -.3355* .098358* -3.41062* . 00066~ 
STAT. Parameter Estimates (4compforanalysis.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
356 
-95.00% +95.00% SWISS SWISS 
Effect Cnf.Lmt Cnf.Lmt Beta (B) St.Err.fl 
Intercept 4.4884* 14.04499* 
REG CODE -.0920 8.23469 .048843 .025461 
REG CODE -3.9826 4.34418 .002169 .025461 
REG CODE -9.5712* -1.24448* -.064876* .025461* 
REG CODE 1.2274* 9.55414* . 064672* .025461* 
REG CODE -2.7934 5.53330 .016435 .025461 
REG CODE -15.9127* -7.46369* -.137903* .025408* 
REG CODE - . 4115 7. 91525 .045010 .025461 
REG CODE 16.1863* 24.63431* .240810* .025405* 
REG CODE -2.6823 5. 64441 .017768 .025461 
REG CODE -2.1962 6.13052 .023600 .025461 
REG CODE .8108* 9.13747* . 059673* .025461* 
REG CODE -11.4601* -3.13336* -.087537* .025461* 
REG CODE -12.5087* -4.18198* - .100117* .025461* 
REG CODE -20.4939 17.13638 -.005578 .031868 
LOG DIAC -.5992 .47873 -.005645 .025740 
LOG EB -1.6040* -.42223* -.095863* .028501* 
LOG EBA2 -1.2857* -.54429* -.132534* .027371* 
LOG BUT 1.7357* 2.61733* .239539* .024731* 
LOG BUTA2 .6501* 1.42958* .125974* .024067* 
LOG METH -2.1297 .07575 -.089106 .048774 
LOG METW2 -1.1803* -.02276* -.102895* .050468* 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT -.3751 .01210 -.047616 .025891 
LOG EB*LOG BUT -.5284* -.14252* -.088974* .026087* 







*LOG EB-.91497657*LOG EBA2+2.17652589*LOG BUT+l.03986009*LOG BUTA2 
-l.0269554*LOG METH-.60154356*LOG METHA2-.18151507*LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 
-.33546322*LOG EB*LOG BUT 
Swiss Cheese - Main plus Test Data 
VARIABLE SPECIFICATIONS: 
No Name Format MD 
1 REG CODE 8.0 
3 LOG DIAC 8.2 
4 LOG EB 8.2 
5 LOG BUT 8.2 
6 LOG METH 8.2 
14 SWISS 8.2 
Design Effects: 














LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 
LOG EB*LOG BUT 





COVARIATE= LOG DIAC LOG_EB LOG_BUT LOG_METH; 
DESIGN= REG_CODE + LOG_DIAC + LOG_EB + LOG EB* 
LOG_EB + LOG BUT+ LOG BUT*LOG BUT+ LOG METH+ 
LOG METH*LOG METH+ LOG DIAC*LOG BUT+ LOG EB* 
LOG_BUT; 
Long Label 
-95.00% +95. 001 
Cnf .Lmt Cnf. Lmt 
-.001104 .09878( 
-.047778 . 0521U 
-.114823* -.01493( 
.014725* .1146H 
-.033512 . 06638] 
-.187745* -.08806( 
-.004936 .09495'. 
.190973* . 29064'. 




-.150063* - . 05017( 




.191026* . 28805: 
.078762* .17318'. 
-.184786 . 00657: 




LACKOFFIT = no; 
PARAM = sigma; 
SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE= none; 
SDELTA 7,; 
IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM= none; 
SURFACE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG BUT LOG_METH; 
MIXTURE= none; 
REPEATED= none; 




STAT. Univariate Tests of Significance for SWEET FR 
VISUAL Sigma-restricted parameterization 
GLM Type III decomposition 
Degr. of 
Effect ss Freedom MS F 
Intercept 5180.2* 1* 5180.25* 12.87448* 
REG CODE 93307.4* 14* 6664.81* 16.56408* 
LOG DIAC 8.7 1 8.73 .02170 
LOG EB 4173. 9* 1* 4173. 93* 10.37347* 
LOG EBA2 8496.5* 1* 8496.50* 21.11639* 
LOG BUT 37708.3* 1* 37708.26* 93.71647* 
LOG BUTA2 16042.5* 1* 16042.47* 39.87042* 
LOG METH 1528.1 1 1528.11 3.79782 
LOG METW2 1501. 3 1 1501.28 3. 73113 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 1328.0 1 1327. 96 3.30038 




























638956.1 1588 402.37 




























Parameter Estimates (4compmain+test.sta) 
Sigma-restricted parameterization 
Level of SWISS 
Effect Column Param. 
1 7.4546* 
MJEN 2 3.5384 
FHAR 3 .5660 
JPAR 4 -5.9757* 
SMUR 5 6.2058* 
VJUR 6 1.8207 
JHAR 7 -11. 4336* 
SPRE 8 3.5687 
MDAB 9 20. 4710* 























































REG CODE BBEL 11 1.5001 1.974835 
REG CODE MSTE 12 3.3509 1.974835 
REG CODE IKEN 13 -6.4293* 1. 974835* 
REG CODE SEDW 14 -8.0805* 1.974835* 
REG CODE May Dabb 15 -1.1872 9.417878 
LOG DIAC 16 -.0392 .266253 
LOG EB 17 -.9160* . 284406* 
LOG EB"2 18 -.7796* .169651* 
LOG BUT 19 2.1154* .218516* 
LOG BUT"2 20 1.0885* .172381* 
LOG METH 21 -.9559 .490528 
LOG METH"2 22 -. 4964 .257007 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 23 -.1746 .096135 
LOG EB*LOG BUT 24 -.3377* .095889* 
STAT. Parameter Estimates (4compmain+test.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
-95.00% +95.00% SWISS SWISS 
Effect Cnf. Lmt Cnf.Lmt Beta (.P.,) St.Err.B 
Intercept 3.3795* 11.52965* 
REG CODE -.3351 7.41200 .043155 .024085 
REG CODE -3.3075 4.43952 .006903 .024085 
REG CODE -9.8492* -2.10212* -.072879* .024085* 
REG CODE 2.3322* 10.07933* .075685* .024085* 
REG CODE -2.0529 5.69425 .022205 .024085 
REG CODE -15.3552* -7.51201* -.137430* .024032* 
REG CODE -.3049 7.44224 .043523 .024085 
REG CODE 16.5497* 24.39225* .246057* .024030* 
REG CODE -2.4883 5.25877 .016894 .024085 
REG CODE -2.3734 5.37369 . 018296 .024085 
REG CODE -.5226 7.22450 .040868 .024085 
REG CODE -10.3029* -2.55575* -.078412* .024085* 
REG CODE -11. 9541* -4.20696* -.098550* .024085* 
REG CODE -19.6600 17.28554 -.003753 .029773 
LOG DIAC -.5615 .48302 -.003591 .024376 
LOG EB -1.4739* -.35816* -.084454* .026222* 
LOG EB"2 -1.1124* -.44683* -.114871* .024998* 
LOG BUT 1.6868* 2.54400* .225288* . 023272* 
LOG BUT"2 .7503* 1.42658* .142151* .022513* 
LOG METH -1.9181 .00621 -.081601 .041872 
LOG METH"2 -1. 0005 .00767 -.084575 .043784 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT - . 3 632 .01392 -.044466 .024476 
LOG EB*LOG BUT -.5258* -.14967* -.086758* .024631* 




+20.470960l*REG CODE(MDAB)+l.38521145*REG CODE(CWIL)+l.5001308l*REG CODE 
(BBEL)+3.35093726*REG_CODE(MSTE)-6.4293047*REG_CODE(IKEN)-8.0805144-
*REG CODE(SEDW)-l.187247l*REG CODE(May Dabb)-.03922092*LOG DIAC-.91601268 
*LOG-EB-.77959089*LOG EB"2+2.11539449*LOG BUT+l.08846518*LOG BUT"2 
-.95594114*LOG METH-.49643777*LOG METH"2-~17464714*LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 
-.33774883*LOG-EB*LOG BUT - -
Histogram of Raw Residuals 
Dependent variable: SWEET_FR 
(Analysis sample) 
1100 .---~-~--~-~-~-~-~-~-...-, 
1000 ................................................................................................ . 
900 ........................... . 
800 ........................... . 




-80 -60 -40 -20 20 40 60 80 100 120 
X <= Category Boundary 
. 75962 .44759: 
1. 69682 . 08992~ i 
-3.25562* . 00115: 
-4.09174* .00004: 
-.12606 . 89969t 
-.14731 . 88290t 
-3.22079* • 00130~ 
-4.59526* . 00000: 
9.68073* 0. 00000( 
6.31430* . 00000( 
-1. 94880 .05149: 
-1.93161 .05358: 
-1.81669 . 06945~ 
-3.52229* .00044( 
-95.00% +95. 001 
Cnf.Lmt Cnf.Lmt 
-.004087 . 09039€ 
-.040338 .05414' 
-.120121* - . 02563~ 
.028444* .12292~ 
-.025037 . 06944~ 
-.184567* -.09029: 
-.003718 . 09076: 
.198924* . 29319( 
-.030348 .06413€ 






-.135887* - . 03302~ 
-.163903* - . 06583~ 
.179641* . 27093: 
. 0.97994* . 18 630~ 
-.163731 . 00053( 





Predicted vs. Residual Values 
Dependent variable: SWEET_FR 
(Analysis sample} 
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Swiss Cheese - Diacetyl versus Butyric Acid 
Swiss Cheese - Ethyl Butyrate versus Butyric Acid 
·> 
</>-; 





Chemical - Main Data Set 
VARIABLE SPECIFICATIONS: 
No Name Format 
2 REG CODE 8.0 
4 LOG DIAC 8.2 
5 LOG EB 8.2 
6 LOG BUT 8.2 
7 LOG METH 8.2 
16 CHEMICAL 8.2 
Design Effects: 












LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 
LOG EB*LOG BUT 
LOG EB*LOG METH 
LOG BUT*LOG METH 












COVARIATE= LOG DIAC LOG_EB LOG_BUT LOG_METH; 
DESIGN= REG CODE+ LOG DIAC + LOG EB+ LOG BUT 
+ LOG BUT*LOG BUT+ LOG METH+ LOG DIAC*LOG BUT+ 
LOG EB*LOG BUT+ LOG EB*LOG METH+ LOG BUT* 
LOG_METH; 
INTERCEPT= include; 
LACKOFFIT = no; 
PARAM = sigma; 
SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE= none; 
SDELTA 7; 
IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM= none; 
SURFACE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG BUT LOG_METH; 
MIXTURE = none; 
REPEATED= none; 




STAT. Univariate Tests of Significance for CHEMICAL 
361 
VISUAL Sigma-restricted parameterization 
GLM Type III decomposition 
Degr. of 
Effect ss Freedom MS F 
Intercept 627 .1 1 627.09 1.16691 
REG CODE 102510.3* 14* 7322.16* 13. 62530* 
LOG DIAC 322.4 1 322.37 .59987 
LOG EB 26.9 1 26.85 .04997 
LOG BUT 26343.9* 1* 26343.88* 49.02148* 
LOG BUTA2 40936.7* 1* 40936. 71* 76.17625* 
LOG METH 628.5 1 628.53 1.16959 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 6176.5* 1* 6176.51* 11.49343* 
LOG EB*LOG BUT 17843.7* 1* 17843. 72* 33.20413* 
LOG EB*LOG METH 1674.1 1 1674 .11 3 .11524 
LOG BUT*LOG METH 6617.3* 1* 6617.26* 12.31359* 

























































LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 
LOG EB*LOG BUT 
LOG EB*LOG METH 



















































































































































































GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
-95.00% +95.00% CHEMICAL CHEMICAL 
Effect Cnf.Lmt Cnf. Lmt Beta (fl) St.Err.fl 
Intercept -6.7843 1. 96586 
REG CODE 4.6803* 14.13662* .098134* .025140* 
REG CODE -7.9300 1. 52752 -.033390 .025143 
REG CODE -11.1253* -1.66894* -.066724* .025140* 
REG CODE - .1461 9.31023 .047793 .025140 
REG CODE -13.8614* -4.40505* -.095263* .025140* 
REG CODE -2.7915 6.80908 .020606 .025101 
REG CODE -8.1808 1. 27551 -.036013 .025140 
REG CODE 11. 8130* 21.40903* .170396* .025090* 
REG CODE -13.7156* -4.25921* -.093742* .025140* 
REG CODE -12.0281* -2.57171* -.076140* .025140* 
REG CODE 7.6386* 17.09495* .128990* .025140* 
REG CODE -16.3892* -6.93283* -.121628* .025140* 
REG CODE -6.6392 2.81717 -.019932 .025140 
REG CODE -15.6518 27.06088 .016479 .031449 
LOG DIAC -.3692 .85101 .019621 .025333 
LOG EB -.7325 . 582 64 -.006165 .027577 
LOG BUT 1.3815* 2.45692* .183642* . 026229* 
LOG BUTA2 1.5252* 2.40955* .207219* .023742* 
LOG METH -1. 0502 .30377 -.028156 .026035 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT -.5990* -.15987* -.086534* .025525* 
LOG EB*LOG BUT -.8577* -.42205* -.147559* .025608* 
LOG EB*LOG METH -.0279 .52828 .046121 .026131 
LOG BUT*LOG METH -.6794* -.19218* -.095518* .027220* 







*LOG EB+l.91920368*LOG BUT+l.96736740*LOG BUTA2-.37323452*LOG METH 
-.37941078*LOG DIAC*LOG BUT-.63989662*LOG EB*LOG BUT+.250198926*LOG EB*LOG METH 
-.43580533*LOG BUT*LOG METH 
Chemical - Main plus Test Data 
VARIABLE SPECIFICATIONS: 
No Name Format 
1 REG CODE 8.0 
3 LOG DIAC 8.2 
4 LOG EB 8.2 
5 LOG BUT 8.2 
6 LOG METH 8.2 
15 CHEMICAL 8.2 
Design Effects: 












LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 
LOG EB*LOG BUT 
LOG EB*LOG METH 
LOG BUT*LOG METH 





COVARIATE= LOG DIAC LOG_EB LOG_BUT LOG_METH; 
DESIGN= REG CODE+ LOG DIAC + LOG EB +-LOG BUT 
+ LOG BUT*LOG BUT+ LOG METH+ LOG DIAC*LOG BUT+ - - -
LOG EB*LOG BUT+ LOG EB*LOG METH+ LOG BUT* 
LOG_METH; 
Long Label 
-95.00% +95. 001 




-.001524 . 09710~ 
-.144579* -.04594E 






-.170945* - . 07231~ 
-.069249 . 02938' 
-.045214 .07817~ 
-.030074 . 06931€ 
-.060263 .04793, 
.132189* . 23509' 
.160644* .25379, 









LACKOFFIT = no; 
PARAM = sigma; 
SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE= none; 
SDELTA 7; 
IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM= none; 
SURFACE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG BUT LOG METH; 
MIXTURE= none; 
REPEATED= none; 




STAT. Univariate Tests of Significance for CHEMICAL 
VISUAL Sigma-restricted parameterization 
GLM Type III decomposition 
Degr. of 
Effect ss Freedom MS F 
Intercept 364 .5 1 364. 46 .71276 
REG CODE 108723. O* 14* 7765.93* 15.18761* 
LOG DIAC 508.8 1 508.76 . 99496 
LOG EB 13.4 1 13.40 .02620 
LOG BUT 26307.2* 1* 26307.20* 51.44826* 
LOG BUTA2 47799.0* 1* 47798.99* 93.47915* 
LOG METH 691.3 1 691.35 1.35205 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 6201. 5* 1* 6201.50* 12.12810* 
LOG EB*LOG BUT 18334.3* 1* 18334.32* 35.85591* 
LOG EB*LOG METH 1749.1 1 1749.06 3.42058 
LOG BUT*LOG METH 7305.0* 1* 7304.96* 14.28610* 
Error 811997 .1 1588 51L33 
STAT. Test of SS Whole Model vs. SS Residual (4compmain+test.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM 
Dependnt Multiple Multiple Adjusted ss df 
Variable R R2 R2 Model Model 
CHEMICAL .472190* .222963* .211709* 232994.4* 23* 
STAT. Test of SS Whole Model vs. SS Residual (4compmain+test.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM 
Dependnt ss df MS 
Variable Residual Residual Residual F p 
CHEMICAL 811997 .1* 1588* 511. 3332* 19.81133* 0.00* 
STAT. Parameter Estimates (4compmain+test.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
Level of CHEMICAL CHEMICAL 
Effect Effect Column Param. Std.Err 
Intercept 1 -1. 6590 1. 96503 
REG CODE MJEN 2 7.4631* 2.22771* 
REG CODE FHAR 3 -3.7883 2.22796 
REG CODE JPAR 4 -4.2889 2.22771 
REG CODE SMUR 5 5.3764* 2.22771* 
REG CODE VJUR 6 -8. 7103* 2.22771* 
REG CODE JHAR 7 1.0919 2.25658 
REG CODE SPRE 8 -2.6014 2 .22771 
REG CODE MDAB 9 18.6062* 2.25556* 



















3.35014* . 00082~ 




.48389 . 62853] 
-1.16774 .24308f 
8.24902* . 00000( 
-4 .11359* .00004] 
- ------------------
364 
REG CODE BBEL 11 -7.1437* 2.22771* 
REG CODE MSTE 12 9.4349* 2.22771* 
REG CODE IKEN 13 -10.6276* 2.22771* 
REG CODE SEDW 14 -2.6074 2.22771 
REG CODE May Dabb 15 5.6097 10.61733 
LOG DIAC 16 .2983 .29902 
LOG EB 17 -.0520 . 32113 
LOG BUT 18 1.8893* .26339* 
LOG BUT"2 19 1.8770* .19414* 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT 21 -.3770* .10827* 
LOG EB*LOG BUT 22 -.6443* .10760* 
LOG EB*LOG METH 23 .2523 .13640 
LOG BUT*LOG METH 24 -.4541* .1.2015* 
STAT. Parameter Estimates (4compmain+test.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
-95.00% +95.00% CHEMICAL CHEMICAL 
Effect Cnf.Lmt Cnf.Lmt Beta (B) St.Err.fl 
Intercept -5.5133 2.19534 
REG CODE 3.0936* 11.83270* . 079664* .023779* 
REG CODE -8.1583 .58176 -.040437 .023782 
REG CODE -8.6584 .08068 -.045781 .023779 
REG CODE 1.0069* 9.74600* .057390* .023779* 
REG CODE -13.0798* -4.34069* -.092976* . 023779* 
REG CODE -3.3342 5.51811 .011487 .023739 
REG CODE -6.9709 1.76818 -.027768 .023779 
REG CODE 14.1820* 23.03036* .195739* . 023729* 
REG CODE -13.5334* -4.79432* -.097818* .023779* 
REG CODE -11.5133* -2.77416* -.076254* .023779* 
REG CODE 5.0653* 13.80447* .100711* . 023779* 
REG CODE -14.9972* -6.25803* - .113442* .023779* 
REG CODE -6.9770 1. 76213 -.027832 .023779 
REG CODE -15.2158 26.43513 .015521 .029377 
LOG DIAC -.2883 .88479 .023900 . 023960 
LOG EB -.6819 .57791 -.004194 .025913 
LOG BUT 1. 3726* 2.40589* .176100* .024551* 
LOG BUT"2 1.4962* 2.25784* .214553* .022191* 
LOG METH -1. 0355 .26472 -.028794 .024763 
LOG DIAC*LOG BUT -.5894* -.16468* -.084019* .024126* 
LOG EB*LOG BUT -.8553* -.43324* -.144852* .024190* 
LOG EB*LOG METH -.0153 .51982 .044926 .024291 
LOG BUT*LOG METH -.6898* -.21846* -.096741* .025595* 
Prediction equation for: CHEMICAL 
CHEMICAL=-l.6589865+7.46313373*REG CODE(MJEN)-3.7882876*REG CODE(FHAR 
)-4.2888824*REG CODE(JPAR)+5.37644019*REG CODE(SMUR)-8.7102534*REG CODE 
(VJUR)+l.09193225*REG_CODE(JHAR)-2.6013824*REG_CODE(SPRE)+18.6061657 
*REG_CODE(MDAB)-9.1638824*REG_CODE(CWIL)-7.1437211*REG_CODE(BBEL)+ 
9.43490793*REG CODE(MSTE)-10.627592*REG CODE(IKEN)-2.6074308*REG CODE 
(SEDW)+5.60967393*REG CODE(May Dabb)+.298267214*LOG DIAC-.05197825 
*LOG EB+l.88925191*LOG BUT+l.87704420*LOG BUT"2-.38540203*LOG METH 
-.37703952*LOG DIAC*LOG BUT-.64429263*LOG-EB*LOG BUT+.252274336*LOG EB*LOG METH - -
-.45413590*LOG BUT*LOG METH 
Histogram of Raw Residuals 
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-3.48254* . 00051( 
-5.98798* . 00000( 
1. 84 948 .064574 
-3. 77 970* .00016: 
-95.00% +95. 001 
Cnf.Lmt Cnf .Lmt 
.033022* .12630( 
-.087085 . 00621( 
-.092423 . 00086] 
.010748* .10403; 
-.139618* - .04633' 
-.035077 .05805] 
-.074410 .01887L 
.149196* . 24228; 
-.144460* -.05117( 
- .122896* -.02961; 
.054069* .14735: 
-.160084* -.06680( 
-.074475 . 01881( 
-.042100 . 07314: 







-.002720 . 09257: 
-.146945* -.04653, 
Predicted vs. Residual Values 
Dependent variable: CHEMICAL 
(Analysis sample} 
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Chemical - Diacetyl versus Butyric Add 



























Cooked Potato - Main Data Set 
VARIABLE SPECIFICATIONS: 
No Name 
2 REG CODE 
4 LOG DIAC 
5 LOG EB 
6 LOG BUT 
7 LOG METH 
17 COOKED P 
Design Effects: 
Continuous effects: 



















LOG DIAC*LOG METH 
LOG EB*LOG METH 
LOG BUT*LOG METH 
Categorical effects: REG CODE 
Model specifications: 
GLM; 









COVARIATE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG_BUT LOG_METH; 
DESIGN= REG CODE+ LOG DIAC + LOG EB+ LOG BUT 
1,;0 
1z5 
t 100 ,,,. 15 
'o 
~ ,;O 
" ; z5 
+ LOG BUT*LOG BUT+ LOG METH+ LOG METH*LOG METH+ - -
LOG DIAC*LOG METH+ LOG EB*LOG METH+ LOG BUT* 
LOG_METH; 
INTERCEPT= include; 
LACKOFFIT = no; 
PARAM = sigma; 
SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE= none; 
SDELTA 7; 
IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM= none; 
SURFACE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG BUT LOG_METH; 
MIXTURE= none; 
REPEATED= none; 





STAT. Univariate Tests of Significance for COOKED P 
VISUAL Sigma-restricted parameterization 
GLM Type III decomposition 
Degr. of 
Effect ss Freedom MS F p 
Intercept 20275. 5* l* 20275.5* 39.2660* .000000* 
REG CODE 65113.5* 14* 4651.0* 9. 0072* 0.000000* 
LOG DIAC 7218.8* 1* 7218.8* 13.9800* .000192* 
LOG EB 18556.5* 1* 18556.5* 35.9370* .000000* 
LOG BUT 12873.6* 1* 12873.6* 24.9312* .000001* 
LOG BUTA2 1958.4 1 1958.4 3.7927 .051680 
LOG METH 488569.2* l* 488569.2* 946.1744* 0.000000* 
LOG METW2 144102.5* 1* 144102.5* 279.0722* 0.000000* 
LOG DIAC*LOG METH 2840.3* l* 2840.3* 5.5005* .019152* 
LOG EB*LOG METH 11320.0* l* 11320. O* 21. 9225* .000003* 
µ LOG BUT*LOG METH 8847.3* 1* 8847.3* 17.1339* .000037* 
Error 712580.5 1380 516. 4 




Dependnt Multiple Multiple Adjusted ss df MS 
Variable R R2 R2 Model Model Model 
COOKED P .719180* . 517219* .509173* 763411. 9* 23* 33191.82* 
STAT. Test of SS Whole Model vs. SS Residual (4compforanalysis.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM 
Dependnt ss df MS 
Variable Residual Residual Residual F p 
COOKED P 712580.5* 1380* 516.3627* 64.28006* 0.00* 
h STAT. Parameter Estimates (4compforanalysis.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
Level of COOKED p COOKED P COOKED P COOKED 
Effect Effect Column Param. Std.Err t p 
Intercept 1 15. 71523* 2.50791* 6.26626* . 00001 
REG CODE MJEN 2 8.45816* 2.36253* 3.58012* . 0003! 
REG CODE FHAR 3 -9.90850* 2.36280* -4.19355* .0000: 
REG CODE JPAR 4 -1. 75712 2.36253 -.74375 . 4571! 
REG CODE SMUR 5 -4 .27101 2. 36253 -1.80781 . 0708! 
REG CODE VJUR 6 1.52066 2.36253 .64365 .51991 
REG CODE JHAR 7 13.43862* 2.39857* 5.60275* .00001 
REG CODE SPRE 8 .63177 2.36253 .26741 . 7891'. 
REG CODE MDAB 9 .17025 2.39732 . 07102 . 9433'. 
REG CODE CWIL 10 -9.56268* 2.36253* -4.04764* • 0000! 
REG CODE BEEL 11 5.68732* 2.36253* 2.40730* .01621 
REG CODE MSTE 12 -1.87518 2.36253 -.79372 . 4274'. 
REG CODE IKEN 13 -8.13212* 2.36253* -3.44212* . 0005'. 
REG CODE SEDW 14 6.21510* 2. 36253* 2.63069* . 0086: 
REG CODE May Dabb 15 -6.86893 10.66954 -.64379 . 5198: 
LOG DIAC 16 -1. 20850* .32322* -3.73899* .0001'. 
LOG EB 17 -1.92464* .32105* -5.99475* . 00001 
LOG BUT 18 -1. 33160* .26669* -4.99312* . 00001 
LOG BUTA2 19 -.43051 .22106 -1.94748 . 0516: 
LOG METH 20 19.29268* . 62720* 30.75995* 0. 00001 
LOG METHA2 21 5.48542* .32836* 16.70546* 0. 00001 
LOG DIAC*LOG METH 22 -.32744* .13961* -2.34532* . 0191! 
LOG EB*LOG METH 23 -.65185* .13922* -4.68215* . 00001 
LOG BUT*LOG METH 24 -.50542* .12210* -4.13931* . 0000: 





GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
-95.00% +95.00% COOKED p COOKED P 
Effect Cnf.Lmt Cnf. Lmt Beta (B) St.Err.fl 
Intercept 10.7955* 20.63497* 
REG CODE 3.8236* 13.09270* .071100* .019860* 
REG CODE -14..5436* -5.27344* -.083291* .019862* 
REG CODE -6.3917 2.87742 -.014770 .019860 
REG CODE -8.9056 .36353 -.035902 .019?60 
REG CODE -3.1139 6.15520 .012783 .019860 
REG CODE 8.7334* 18.14386* .111099* .019829* 
REG CODE -4.0028 5.26631 . 005311 .019860 
REG CODE -4..5325 4.87304 .001408 .019819 
REG CODE -14.1972* -4. 92813* -.080384* .019860* 
REG CODE 1. 0528* 10.32187* .047808* .019860* 
REG CODE -6.5097 2.75937 -.015763 .019860 
REG CODE -12.7667* -3.49758* -.068359* .019860* 
REG CODE 1. 5806* 10.84964* .052244* .019860* 
REG CODE -27.7992 14..06135 -.015992 .024840 
LOG DIAC -1.8426* -.57445* -.079330* .021217* 
LOG EB -2.5544* -1.29483* -.127609* .021287* 
LOG BUT -1.854.8* -.80844* -.102687* .020566* 
LOG BUTA2 -.8642 .00314 -.036545 .018765 
LOG METH 18.0623* 20.52305* 1.172952* .038132* 
LOG METHA2 4.8413* 6.12956* .657454* .039356* 
LOG DIAC*LOG METH -.6013* -.05356* -.048590* .020718* 
LOG EB*LOG METH -.9250* -.37874* -.096839* .020683* 
LOG BUT*LOG METH -.7449* -.26589* -.089276* .021568* 
Prediction equation for: COOKED_P 






-1.3315994*LOG BUT-.43051344*LOG BUTA2+19.2926836*LOG METH+S.48542367 
*LOG METHA2-.32743867*LOG DIAC*LOG METH-.65184.743*LOG EB*LOG METH-.50541603 - - - -
*LOG BUT*LOG METH 
Cooked Potato - Main plus Test Data 
VARIABLE SPECIFICATIONS: 
No Name Format MD Code 
1 REG CODE 8.0 -9999 
3 LOG DIAC 8.2 -9999 
4 LOG EB 8.2 -9999 
5 LOG BUT 8.2 -9999 
6 LOG METH 8.2 -9999 
16 COOKED P 8.2 -9999 
Design Effects: 






LOG DIAC*LOG METH 
LOG EB*LOG METH 
LOG BUT*LOG METH 
Categorical effects: REG CODE 
Model specifications: 
GLM; 
DEPENDENT= COOKED P; 
GROUPS= REG_CODE; 
COVARIATE= LOG DIAC LOG_EB LOG_BUT LOG_METH; 
DESIGN REG CODE+ LOG DIAC + LOG EB+ LOG BUT 
+ LOG BUT*LOG BUT+ LOG METH+ LOG METH*LOG METH+ 
Long Label 
-95.00% +95. 01 
Cnf.Lmt Cnf. LI 
.03214.1* .1100! 
-.122254* -.0443: 
- . 053729 . 02411 
-.074861 . 0030! 
-.026176 .0517, 
. 072200* .14.99' 
-.033648 . 0442• 
-.037471 . 0402: 
- .119343* -.04.14.: 
.008850* . 0867• 
-.054721 . 0231: 
-.107317* -. 0294.1 
.013286* . 09121 
- . 064720 .0327: 
-.120951* - . 03771 
-.169367* - . 0858! 
-.143031* - . 0623, 
-.073356 .0002• 
1.098148* 1.24.77! 
.580251* . 7346! 
-.089232* - . 0079, 




LOG DIAC*LOG METH+ LOG EB*LOG METH+ LOG BUT* 
LOG_METH; 
INTERCEPT= include; 
LACKOFFIT = no; 
PARAM = sigma; 
SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE= none; 
SDELTA 7; 
IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM= none; 
SURFACE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG BUT LOG_METH; 
MIXTURE= none; 
REPEATED= none; 
WDESIGN = none; 
SAMPLE none; 
OUTPUT= none; 
STAT. Univariate Tests of Significance for COOKED P 
VISUAL Sigma-restricted parameterization 
GLM Type III decomposition 
Degr. of 
Effect ss Freedom MS F 
Intercept 28027.6* 1* 28027.6* 53.777* 
REG CODE 82766.3* 14* 5911.9* 11.343* 
LOG DIAC 6805.4* 1* 6805.4* 13.058* 
LOG EB 20497.6* 1* 20497.6* 39.329* 
LOG BUT 11585. 6* 1* 11585.6* 22.230* 
LOG BUTA2 2201.4* 1* 2201.4* 4.224* 
LOG METH 596019.2* 1* 596019.2* 1143.601* 
LOG METHA2 178150.0* 1* 178150.0* 341.822* 
LOG DIAC*LOG METH 2757.9* 1* 2757.9* 5.292* 
LOG EB*LOG METH 12775.9* 1* 12775.9* 24.514* 
LOG BUT*LOG METH 8519.8* 1* 8519.8* 16.347* 
Error 827629.7 1588 521.2 
STAT. Test of SS Whole Model vs. SS Residual (4compmain+test.sta} 
VISUAL 
GLM 
Dependnt Multiple Multiple Adjusted ss df 
Variable R R2 R2 Model Model 
COOKED P .713742* .509427* .502322* 859439.1* 23* 
STAT. Test of SS Whole Model vs. SS Residual (4compmain+test.sta} 
VISUAL 
GLM 
Dependnt ss df MS 
Variable Residual Residual Residual F p 
COOKED P 827629.7* 1588* 521.1774* 71. 69712* 0.00* 
STAT. Parameter Estimates (4compmain+test.sta} 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
Level of COOKED p COOKED P 
Effect Effect Column Param. Std.Err 
Intercept 1 16.2271* 2.21279* 
REG CODE MJEN 2 8.1404* 2 .24906* 
REG CODE FHAR 3 -10.4794* 2.24930* 
REG CODE JPAR 4 -.6721 2.24906 
REG CODE SMUR 5 -3.9625 2.24906 
REG CODE VJUR 6 .9307 2.24906 
REG CODE JHAR 7 14.7461* 2.27826* 
















COOKED P COOKED 
t p 
7.33331* . 0000, 
3.61945* . 00031 
-4.65894* . 00001 
-.29886 . 7650: 
-1.76184 .0782: 
.41381 . 6790' 
6.47252* . 00001 















LOG DIAC*LOG METH 
LOG EB*LOG METH 


























LOG DIAC*LOG METH 
LOG EB*LOG METH 



































































































































































)-.67214756*REG C0DE(JPAR)-3.962470l*REG CODE(SMUR)+.930675018*REG CODE 
(VJUR)+14.7460975*REG_CODE(JHAR)+.531481470*REG_CODE(SPRE)+.871053540 
*REG_CODE(MDAB)-9.8535992*REG_CODE(CWIL)+6.85809437*REG_CODE(BBEL) 
-1.5249701*REG CODE(MSTE)-9.4846476*REG CODE(IKEN)+4.86212663*REG CODE 
(SEDW)-7.2181806*REG CODE(May Dabb)-1.1382274*LOG DIAC-l.9712313*LOG EB 
-1.2428605*LOG_BUT-.40290527*LOG_BUTA2+19.1142971*LOG_METH+5.34346306 
*LOG_METHA2-.31684707*LOG_DIAC*LOG_METH-.68096924*LOG_EB*LOG_METH-.49055737 
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Histogram of Raw Residuals 
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X <= Category Boundary 
Predicted vs. Residual Values 
Dependent variable: COOKED _P 
(Analysis sample) 
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Cooked Potato • Diacetyl versus Butyric Acid 









Cooked Vegetable - Main Data Set 
VARIABLE SPECIFICATIONS: 
No Name Format MD Code 
2 .REG CODE 8.0 
4 LOG DIAC 8.2 
5 LOG EB 8.2 
6 LOG BUT 8.2 
7 LOG METH 8.2 
18 COOKED V 8.2 
Design Effects: 












LOG EB*LOG METH 
LOG BUT*LOG METH 












COVARIATE= LOG DIAC LOG_EB LOG_BUT LOG_METH; 
DESIGN= REG CODE+ LOG EB+ LOG EB*LOG EB+ 
- -
LOG BUT+ LOG BUT*LOG BUT+ LOG METH+ LOG METH* 
LOG METH+ LOG EB*LOG METH+ LOG_BUT*LOG_METH; 
INTERCEPT= include; 
LACKOFFIT = no; 
PARAM = sigma; 
SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE= none; 
SDELTA 7; 
IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM= none; 
SURFACE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG BUT LOG_METH; 
MIXTURE= none; 
REPEATED= none; 
WDESIGN = none; 
SAMPLE none; 
OUTPUT= none; 
Cooked Potato - Butyric Acid versus Methional 
Long Label 
373 
STAT. Univariate Tests of Significance for COOKED V 
VISUAL Sigma-restricted parameterization 
GLM Type III decomposition 
Degr. of 
Effect ss Freedom MS F p 
Intercept 4009.4* 1* 4009.4* 9.8386* .001745* 
REG CODE 88094.5* 14* 6292.5* 15.4411* 0.000000* 
LOG EB 12238.2* 1* 12238.2* 30.0313* .000000* 
LOG EBA2 1022.4 1 1022.4 2.5089 .113433 
LOG BUT 18354.5* 1* 18354.5* 45.0400* .000000* 
LOG-BUTA2 332.2 1 332.2 .8151 .366763 
LOG METH 324964. 7* 1* 324964.7* 797.4293* 0.000000* 
LOG METHA2 122107.0* 1* 122107.0* 299.6376* 0.000000* 
LOG EB*LOG METH 6346.7* 1* 6346.7* 15.5742* .000083* 
LOG BUT*LOG METH 10219.3* 1* 10219.3* 25. 0770* .000001* 
Error 562778.8 1381 407.5 
STAT. Test of ss Whole Model vs. SS Residual (4compforanalysis.sta} 
VISUAL 
GLM 
Dependnt Multiple Multiple Adjusted ss df MS 
Variable R R2 R2 Model Model Model 
COOKED V .688898* .474580* . 4 66210* 508324.0* 22* 23105.64* 
'~ 
STAT. Test of SS Whole Model vs. SS Residual (4compforanalysis.sta} 
VISUAL 
GLM 
Dependnt ss df MS 
Variable Residual Residual Residual F p 
COOKED V 562778. 8* 1381* 407.5154* 56.69881* 0.00* 
,-, 
STAT. Parameter Estimates (4compforanalysis.sta} 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
Level of COOKED V COOKED V COOKED V COOKED \ 
Effect Effect Column Param. Std.Err t p 
Intercept 1 7.4926* 2.388718* 3.13665* . 00174c 
REG CODE MJEN 2 6.1265* 2.098663* 2. 91922* . 00356( 
REG CODE FHAR 3 -10.0332* 2.099050* -4.77988* . 00000; 
REG CODE JPAR 4 1.1056 2.098663 .52682 . 59840: 
REG CODE SMUR 5 1.0640 2.098663 .50697 . 61226( 
REG CODE VJUR 6 2.8140 2.098663 1.34083 .18019, 
REG CODE JHAR 7 3.0361 2.130413 1. 42514 .15434: 
REG CODE SPRE 8 -2.4708 2.098663 -1.17731 .23927, 
REG CODE MDAB 9 7.1834* 2.129654* 3.37305* . 00076' 
REG CODE CWIL 10 -13.2763* 2.098663* -6.32609* .00000( 
REG CODE EBEL 11 7.6056* 2.098663* 3.62403* . 00030] 
REG CODE MSTE 12 -4.4708* 2.098663* -2.13030* .03332' 
REG CODE IKEN 13 -9.9083* 2.098663* -4.72123* . 00000: 
REG CODE SEDW 14 15.8417* 2.098663* 7.54849* . 00000( 
REG CODE May Dabb 15 -4.1047 9.482947 -.43285 . 66518( 
LOG EB 16 -1.7054* .311195* -5.48008* . 00000( 
LOG EBA2 17 -.2958 .186722 -1.58395 .11343: 
LOG BUT 18 -1.5829* .235859* -6. 71118* . 00000( 
LOG BUTA2 19 -.1773 .196385 -.90285 . 36676: 
LOG METH 20 15.6885* .555567* 28.23879* 0.00000( 
LOG METW2 21 4.9984* . 2887 60* 17.31004* 0. 00000( 
LOG EB*LOG METH 22 -.4868* .123356* -3.94641* .00008: 
LOG BUT*LOG METH 23 -.5426* .108347* -5.00769* . 00000] 




GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
-95.00% +95.00% COOKED V COOKED V 
Effect Cnf. Lmt Cnf.Lmt Beta (B) St. Err .B 
Intercept 2.8067* 12.17848* 
REG CODE 2.0095* 10.24336* .060454* .020709* 
REG CODE -14.1509* -5.91554* -.099005* .020713* 
REG CODE -3. 0113 5.22253 .010910 .020709 
REG CODE -3.0530 5.18086 .010499 .020709 
REG CODE -1. 3030 6.93086 .027767 .020709 
REG CODE -1.1431 7.21533 .029465 .020675 
REG CODE -6.5877 1. 64614 -.024381 .020709 
REG CODE 3.0057* 11. 36112* .069713* .020668* 
REG CODE -17.3932* -9.15942* -.131008* .020709* 
REG CODE 3.4887* 11. 72253* .075050* .020709* 
REG CODE -8.5877* -.35386* -.044117* .020709* 
REG CODE -14.0252* -5.79136* -.097773* .020709* 
REG CODE 11. 7248* 19.95864* .156322* .020709* 
REG CODE -22.7073 14.49782 - . 011218 .025916 
LOG EB -2.3158* -1.09491* - .132733* .024221* 
LOG EBA2 -.6620 .07053 -.035238 .022247 
LOG BUT -2.0456* -1.12021* -.143292* .021351* 
LOG BUTA2 - . 5626 .20794 -.017668 .019569 
LOG METH 14.5987* 16.77839* 1.119687* .039651* 
LOG METHA2 4.4320* 5.56490* . 703261* .040627* 
LOG EB*LOG METH -.7288* -.24483* -.084898* .021513* - -
LOG BUT*LOG METH -.7551* -.33003* - .112504 * .022466* 
Prediction equation for: COOKED_V 






-1.5828929*LOG BUT-.17730639*LOG BUTA2+15.6885394*LOG METH+4.99844292 
- -
*LOG METHA2-.48681520*LOG EB*LOG METH-.54256952*LOG BUT*LOG METH 
- - -
Cooked Vegetable - Main plus Test Data 
VARIABLE SPECIFICATIONS: 
No Name Format MD Code 
1 REG CODE 8.0 
3 LOG DIAC 8.2 
4 LOG EB 8.2 
5 LOG BUT 8.2 
6 LOG METH 8.2 
17 COOKED V 8.2 
Design Effects: 












LOG EB*LOG METH 
LOG BUT*LOG METH 





COVARIATE= LOG DIAC LOG_EB LOG_BUT LOG_METH; 
DESIGN= REG_CODE + LOG_EB + LOG_EB*LOG EB+ 
LOG_BUT + LOG_BUT*LOG BUT+ LOG METH+ LOG METH* 
LOG METH+ LOG EB*LOG METH+ LOG_BUT*LOG_METH; 
INTERCEPT include; 
LACKOFFIT = no; 
Long Label 








-.065006 . 01624' 
















PARAM = sigma; 





SURFACE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG BUT LOG METH; 
MIXTURE= none; 
REPEATED= none; 




STAT. Univariate Tests of Significance for COOKED V 
VISUAL Sigma-restricted parameterization 
GLM Type III decomposition 
Degr. of 
Effect ss Freedom MS F 
Intercept 11151.1* 1* 11151.1* 26. 6367* 
REG CODE 111090.0* 14* 7935.0* 18.9545* 
LOG EB 15733.9* 1* 15733.9* 37.5837* 
LOG EBA2 2292.2* 1* 2292.2* 5.4754* 
LOG BUT 18153.9* 1* 18153.9* 43.3645* 
LOG BUTA2 1241.9 1 1241. 9 2. 9667 
LOG METH 373608.0* 1* 373608.0* 892.4434* 
LOG METHA2 133967.1* l* 133967.1* 320.0094* 
LOG EB*LOG METH 7839.1* 1* 7839.1* 18. 7255* -































665210.9 1589 418.6 
















Test of SS Whole Model vs. SS Residual (4compmain+test.sta) 
ss df MS 
Residual Residual Residual F p 
665210.9* 1589* 418.6349* 61. 94214* 0.00* 
Parameter Estimates (4compmain+test.sta) 
Sigma-restricted parameterization 
Level of COOKED V COOKED V 
Effect Column Param. Std.Err 
1 10.8101* 2.094550* 
MJEN 2 4.2690* 2.015552* 
FHAR 3 -9.8473* 2.015895* 
JPAR 4 .3315 2.015552 
SMUR 5 1.3053 2.015552 
VJUR 6 3.5735 2.015552 
JHAR 7 4.1007* 2.041490* 
SPRE 8 -2.6624 2.015552 
MDAB 9 7.7776* 2. 040779* 
CWIL 10 -13.5435* 2.015552* 
BBEL 11 8.1944* 2.015552* 
MSTE 12 -5.8741* 2.015552* 



































. 8 6937( 
.51732; 









- ---- - -- ----- -----
376 
REG CODE SEDW 14 17.3517* 2.015552* 
REG CODE May Dabb 15 -4.8014 9.609299 
LOG EB 16 -1.8220* .297194* 
LOG EBA2 17 -.4048* .172991* 
LOG BUT 18 -1.5492* .235252* 
LOG BUTA2 19 -.3027 .175750 
LOG METH 20 15.1087* .505751* 
LOG METW2 21 4.6086* .257622* 
LOG EB*LOG METH 22 -.5317* .122880* 
LOG BUT*LOG METH 23 -.5616* .108578* 
STAT. Parameter Estimates (4compmain+test.sta) 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
-95.00% +95.00% COOKED V COOKED V -
Effect Cnf.Lmt Cnf.Lmt Beta (B) St.Err.fl 
Intercept 6.7018* 14.91850* 
REG CODE .3156* 8.22245* .041905* .019785* 
REG CODE -13.8014* -5.89317* - . 096662* .019788* 
REG CODE -3.6219 4.28495 .003254 .019785 
REG CODE -2.6481 5.25874 .012813 .019785 
REG CODE -.3800 7.52688 .035078 .019785 
REG CODE .0964* 8.10497* .039671* .019750* 
REG CODE -6.6158 1.29100 -.026135 .019785 
REG CODE 3.7747* 11. 78053* .075244* .019743* 
REG CODE -17.4969* -9.59005* -.132944* .019785* 
REG CODE 4.2410* 12.14785* .080438* .019785* 
REG CODE -9.8275* -1.92070* -.057661* .019785* 
REG CODE -13.8981* -5.99126* -.097618* .019785* 
REG CODE 13.3983* 21.30511* .170326* .019785* 
REG CODE -23.6497 14.04680 -.012217 .024450 
LOG EB -2.4049* -1.23903* -.135202* .022054* 
LOG EBA2 -.7441* -.06548* -.048006* .020516* 
LOG BUT -2.0106* -1.08774* -.132792* .020165* 
LOG BUTA2 -.6474 .04201 -.031819 .018474 
LOG METH 14.1167* 16.10070* 1.038038* .034747* 
LOG METHA2 4.1032* 5. 11387* .631923* .035325* 
LOG EB*LOG METH -.7728* -.29071* -.087081* .020124* 
LOG BUT*LOG METH -.7746* -.34868* - .110025* .021270* 
Prediction equation for: COOKED_V 
COOKED V=10.8101308+4.26902864*REG CODE(MJEN)-9.8472670*REG CODE(FHAR 
)+.331528639*REG CODE(JPAR)+l.30531896*REG CODE(SMUR)+3.57346412*REG CODE 
(VJUR)+4.10067519*REG CODE(JHAR)-2.6624230*REG CODE(SPRE)+7.77762753-
*REG CODE(MDAB)-13.543471*REG CODE(CWIL)+8.19443186*REG CODE(BBEL) 
-5.8741165*REG CODE(MSTE)-9.9446810*REG CODE(IKEN)+17.3516899*REG CODE 
(SEDW)-4.8014380*REG CODE(May Dabb)-l.8219664*LOG EB-.40479072*LOG EBA2 
-l.5491772*LOG BUT-.30271254*LOG BUTA2+15.1086870*LOG METH+4.60855416 
*LOG_METHA2-.53173634*LOG_EB*LOG=METH-.56164896*LOG BUT*LOG METH 
Histogram of Raw Residuals 




600 .................................. . 
500 ·······•··························· 
400 ··································· 
20 40 60 80 100 120 
X <= Category Boundary 
8.60890* 0.00000( 
-.49967 . 61738( 
-6.13056* . 00000( 
-2. 33996* .01940, 
-6.58517* .00000( 
-1.72240 .08519] 
29.87379* 0. 00000( 
17.88881* 0.00000( 
-4 .32729* .OOOOH 
-5.17279* . 00000( 
-95.00% +95. oos. 
Cnf.Lmt Cnf.Lmt 
.003098* . 08071, 
-.135476* -.05784c 
-.035553 . 04206; 
-.025994 .05162( 
-.003730 . 07388: 











-.172345* - . 09323, 
-.068055 .00441( 
.969882* 1.10619, 
















Predicted vs. Residual Values 
Dependentvariabfe: COOKED_V 
(Analysis sample) 
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Fishy - Main Data Set 
VARIABLE SPECIFICATIONS: 
No Name 
2 REG CODE 
4 LOG DIAC 
5 LOG EB 
6 LOG BUT 





















LOG EB*LOG METH - -
LOG BUT*LOG METH 












COVARIATE= LOG DIAC LOG_EB LOG_BUT LOG_METH; 
DESIGN= REG CODE+ LOG EB+ LOG BUT+ LOG METH 
Long Label 
+ LOG METH*LOG METH+ LOG EB*LOG METH+ LOG BUT* 
LOG_METH; 
INTERCEPT= include; 
LACKOFFIT = no; 
· PARAM = sigma; 
SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE= none; 
SDELTA 7; 
IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM= none; 
SURFACE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG BUT LOG_METH; 
MIXTURE= none; 
REPEATED= none; 








Univariate Tests of Significance for FISHY 
Sigma-restricted parameterization 













REG CODE 116083 .2* 14* 8291.7* 29.1711* 0.000000* 
LOG EB 7742.2* 1* 7742 .2* 27 .2379* .000000* 
LOG BUT 1529.0* l* 1529.0* 5.3792* .020523* 
LOG METH 116789. 4* l* 116789.4* 410.8795* 0.000000* 
LOG METH~2 41861.2* l* 41861.2* 147 .2727* 0.000000* 
LOG EB*LOG METH 4981.0* l* 4981.0* 17.5238* .000030* 
LOG BUT*LOG METH 834.3 1 834.3 2.9352 .086894 
Error 393107.4 1383 284.2 
~ 
~ STAT. Test of SS Whole Model vs. SS Residual (4compforanalysis.sta) 
VISUAL 
i:' GLM 
" Dependnt Multiple Multiple Adjusted ss df MS 
Variable R R2 R2 Model Model Model 
..._,, 
FISHY .638840* . 408116* .399557* 271055.9* 20* 13552.79* 
,,. b 
,. STAT. Test of ss Whole Model vs. SS Residual (4compforanalysis.sta) 
VISUAL 
" GLM 
/ ...., Dependnt ss df MS 
Variable Residual Residual Residual F p ., 
FISHY 393107.4* 1383* 284.2425* 47.68038* 0.00* 
STAT . Parameter Estimates (4compforanalysis.sta) 
...l.< VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
- " 
Level of FISHY FISHY FISHY FISHY 
b Effect Effect Column Param. Std.Err t p 
~ Intercept 1 2.60903* 1.268678* 2.05649* . 03992; 
REG CODE MJEN 2 18.36675* 1.752466* 10.48052* 0. 00000( 
REG CODE FHAR 3 16.26685* 1.752844* 9. 28026* 0.00000( 
REG CODE JPAR 4 -7.73741* 1.752466* -4.41516* .00001] 
-'~ REG CODE SMUR 5 6.35981* 1. 752466* 3. 62906* .00029: 
REG CODE VJUR 6 -3.46658* 1.752466* -1. 97812* .04811' 
i::\ REG CODE JHAR 7 -7.70766* 1.778734* -4.33323* . oooou 
REG CODE SPRE 8 7.62370* 1.752466* 4.35027* . 00001: 
" REG CODE MDAB 9 -8.15084* 1. 778211* -4.58373* . 00000: 
REG CODE CWIL 10 5.58897* 1. 752466* 3.18920* . 00145~ ,,., 
REG CODE BEEL 11 6.73481* 1.752466* 3.84305* . 00012~ 
REG CODE MSTE 12 -7 .96658* 1.752466* -4.54593* .OOOOOE ~. REG CODE IKEN 13 -6.95964* 1.752466* -3.97134* .00007: 
REG CODE SEDW 14 -2.39019 1.752466 -1.36390 .17282( 
,;, 
REG CODE May Dabb 15 -1.86341 7.915768 -.23540 .81392~ 
LOG EB 16 -1.23631* .236887* -5.21899* .00000( 
\• LOG BUT 17 -.45542* .196360* -2.31931* .02052c 
LOG METH 18 9.39258* .463370* 20.27016* 0. 00000( 
LOG METW2 19 2.91532* .240229* 12 .13560* 0. 00000( 
LOG EB*LOG METH 20 -.43116* .102997* -4.18615* .00003( .. 
LOG BUT*LOG METH 21 -.15495 .090442 -1.71323 .08689! 
' >' 
STAT. Parameter Estimates (4compforanalysis.sta) 
" VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
" 
-95.00% +95.00% FISHY FISHY -95.00% +95.001 
~ Effect Cnf .Lmt Cnf.Lmt Beta (B) St.Err.fl Cnf.Lmt Cnf.Lmt 
"' Intercept .1203* 5.09777* 
REG CODE 14.9290* 21.80453* .230160* .021961* .187080* .27324( 
REG CODE 12.8283* 19.70537* .203845* .021965* .160756* .24693' 
REG CODE -11.1752* -4.29963* -. 096960* .021961* -.140040* -.05388( 
"' REG CODE 2.9220* 9.79759* .079697* .021961* .036617* .12277~ 
REG CODE -6.9044* -.02880* -.043441* .021961* -.086521* -.00036) 
REG CODE -11.1970* -4.21835* -.094991* .021922* -.137994* -.05198, 
REG CODE 4.1859* 11. 06148* .095535* .021961* .052455* .138 61: 
380 
REG CODE -11. 6391* -4.66255* -.100453* .021915* 
REG CODE 2.1512* 9.02675* .070037* .021961* 
REG CODE 3.2970* 10 .17259* .084396* .021961* 
REG CODE -11.4044* -4.52880* -.099832* .021961* 
REG CODE -10.3974* -3.52186* -.087213* .021961* 
REG CODE -5.8280 1.04759 -.029952 . 021961 
REG CODE -17.3916 13.66480 - . 006467 .027473 
LOG EB -1.7010* -.77161* -.122198* .023414* 
LOG BUT -.8406* -.07022* -.052355* .022574* 
LOG METH 8.4836* 10.30156* .851289* .041997* 
LOG METW2 2.4441* 3.38657* .520890* .042923* 
LOG EB*LOG METH -.6332* -.22911* -.095488* .022810* 
LOG BUT*LOG METH -.3324 .02247 -.040802 .023816 
Prediction equation for: FISHY 
FISHY=2.60903001+18.3667524*REG_CODE(MJEN)+l6.2668464*REG_CODE(FHAR 





+9.39257767*LOG METH+2.91531908*LOG METHA2-.4311600l*LOG EB*LOG METH 
-.15494873*LOG BUT*LOG METH 
Fishy - Main plus Test Data 
VARIABLE SPECIFICATIONS: 
No Name 
1 REG CODE 
3 LOG. DIAC 
4 LOG EB 
5 LOG BUT 





















LOG EB*LOG METH 
LOG BUT*LOG METH 





COVARIATE= LOG_DIAC LOG_EB LOG BUT LOG METH; 
DESIGN= REG CODE+ LOG EB+ LOG BUT+ LOG METH 
+ LOG METH*LOG METH+ LOG EB*LOG METH+ LOG BUT* 
LOG_METH; 
INTERCEPT= include; 
LACKOFFIT = no; 
PARAM = sigma; 
SSTYPE = 3; 
ESTIMATE= none; 
SDELTA 7; 
IDELTA = 12; 
RANDOM= none; 
SURFACE= LOG DIAC LOG EB LOG BUT LOG_METH; 
MIXTURE= none; 
REPEATED= none; 







Univariate Tests of Significance for FISHY 
Sigma-restricted parameterization 




-.142912* - . 05675; 






.436690* . 60509( 
-.140235* -.05074] 
-.087520 . 00591~ 
381 
Degr. of 
Effect ss Freedom MS F p 
Intercept 2893.2* 1* 2893.2* 10.2646* .001383* 
REG CODE 121871. 9* 14* 8705.1* 30.8847* 0.000000* 
LOG EB 8775:7* l* 8775.7* 31.1350* .000000* 
LOG BUT 1974.0* l* 1974.0* 7.0036* .008215* 
LOG METH 128106.l* l* 128106.1* 454.5045* 0.000000* - LOG METH~2 43078.2* l* 43078.2* 152.8361* 0.000000* LOG EB*LOG METH 5985.7* l* 5985.7* 21.2366* .000004* 
(I LOG BUT*LOG METH 1373.3* l* 1373.3* 4. 8723* .027433* 
Error 448437.3 1591 281. 9 
,:_ 
.;, STAT. Test of ss Whole Model vs . SS Residual (4compmain+test.sta} 
VISUAL - GLM 
c..l D Dependnt Multiple Multiple Adjusted ss df MS 
Variable R R2 R2 Model Model Model 
" FISHY .622853* .387946* .380252* 284238.3* 20* 14211.92* 
~ 
~. STAT. Test of SS Whole Model vs. SS Residual (4compmain+test.sta} 
VISUAL 
0 GLM 
" Dependnt ss d:f MS 
Variable Residual Residual Residual F p 
FISHY 448437.3* 1591* 281.8588* 50. 42211 * 0.00* ..,._,, 
~ 
STAT . Parameter Estimates (4compmain+test.sta} .., 
VISUAL 
GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
"' 
Level of FISHY FISHY FISHY FISHY 
Effect Effect Colurnn Param. Std.Err t p 
+-- Intercept 1 3.78321* 1.180836* 3.20384* . 00138: 
REG CODE MJEN 2 16.77890* 1.653557* 10 .14716* 0. 00000( 
REG CODE FHAR 3 15. 09696* 1.653889* 9.12816* 0.00000( 
REG CODE JPAR 4 -7.65053* 1.653557* -4.62671* . 00000, 
6 REG CODE SMUR 5 7.16197* 1.653557* 4.33125* . 00001( 
REG CODE VJUR 6 -3.36828* 1.653557* -2.03699* .04181( 
\-, REG CODE JHAR 7 -7.63974* 1.674625* -4.56206* . 00000: 
REG CODE SPRE 8 8.36560* 1.653557* 5.05915* . 00000( 
r- REG CODE MDAB 9 -8.01535* 1.674137* -4.78775* . 00000; 
REG CODE CWIL 10 4.94221* 1.653557* 2.98884* .00284: 
"" REG CODE BBEL 11 6.85350* 1.653557* 4.14470* .00003E 
REG CODE MSTE 12 -7.86828* 1.653557* -4.75839* . 00000; 
~ REG CODE IKEN 13 -6.59811* 1.653557* -3.99026* . 00006~ 
REG CODE SEDW 14 -1.19086 1.653557 -.72018 .47152] 
I, 
REG CODE May Dabb 15 -2.14357 7.881325 -.27198 . 78567; 
LOG EB 16 -1.28105* .229584* -5.57988* .00000( 
LOG BUT 17 -.50937* .192474* -2. 64 643* . 00821: 
LOG METH 18 8.83047* .414204* 21.31911* 0. 00000( 
LOG METW2 19 2.59433* .209851* 12.36269* 0.00000( 
LOG EB*LOG METH 20 -.46458* .100812* -4.60832* . 000004 
" LOG BUT*LOG METH 21 -.19652* .089031* -2.20733* .02743: 
-.~ 
STAT. Parameter Estimates (4compmain+test.sta} 
VISUAL 
.. GLM Sigma-restricted parameterization 
-95.00% +95.00% FISHY FISHY -95.00% +95. 001 
,!-> 
Effect Cnf.Lmt Cnf.Lmt Beta (B} St.Err.fl Cnf .Lmt Cnf .Lmt 
~, 
Intercept 1.4670* 6.09937* 
REG CODE 13.5355* 20.02228* .213896* .021079* .172550* .25524: 
REG CODE 11. 8529* 18.34099* .192455* .021084* .151100* .23381( 








REG CODE 3.9186* 10.40535* . 091300* .021079* 
REG CODE -6.6117* -.12490* -.042939* .021079* 
REG CODE -10.9244* -4.35503* -.095984* .021040* 
REG CODE 5.1222* 11. 60898* .106644* .021079* 
REG CODE -11.2991* -4.73160* -.100703* .021034* 
REG CODE 1. 6988* 8.18559* .063003* .021079* 
REG CODE 3.6101* 10.09688* .087368* .021079* 
REG CODE -11.1117* -4.62490* -.100304* .021079* 
REG CODE -9.8415* -3 .354·73* -.084112* .021079* 
REG CODE -4.4342 2.05252 -.015181 .021079 
REG CODE -17.6024 13.31531 -.007083 .026043 
LOG EB -1. 7314* -.83073* -.123455* .022125* 
LOG BUT -.8869* -.13184* -.056703* . 02142 6* 
LOG METH 8.0180* 9.64291* . 787899* .036957* 
LOG METW2 2.1827* 3.00594* .461981* .037369* 
LOG EB*LOG METH -.6623* -.26684* -.098806* .021441* 
LOG BUT*LOG METH -.3711* -.02189* -.049996* .022650* 
Prediction equation for: FISHY 
FISHY=3.78320813+16.7789023*REG CODE(MJEN)+15.0969569*REG CODE(FHAR 
)-7.6505331*REG_CODE(JPAR)+7.16196686*REG_CODE(SMUR)-3.3682751*REG_CODE 
(VJUR)-7.6397368*REG_CODE(JHAR)+8.36559589*REG_CODE(SPRE)-8.0153487 
*REG CODE(MDAB)+4.94220879*REG CODE(CWIL)+6.85349911*REG CODE(BBEL 
)-7.868275l*REG_CODE(MSTE)-6.5981138*REG_CODE(IKEN)-l.1908557*REG_CODE 
(SEDW)-2.1435675*REG_CODE(May Dabb)-1.2810487*LOG_EB-.50936847*LOG_BUT 
+8.83047106*LOG METH+2.59432639*LOG METH~2-.46457521*LOG EB*LOG METH 
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X <= Category Boundary 
Predicted vs. Residual Values 
Dependentvariabte: FISHY 
(Analysis sample) 
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Fishy- Diacetyl versus Ethyl Butyrate 






































Appendix I Parmesan Cheese Questionnaire 
Parmesan Cheese Questionnaire Name: 
The purpose of this questionnaire is to provide me with some information about your 
familiarity with Parmesan cheese .. Please circle the most appropriate response to the 
questions. 
1. Have you been required to evaluate the flavour and/or aroma of Parmesan-type 




Do you ever purchase Parmesan-type cheeses for use at home? 
No, never. 
Yes, about once a year. 
Yes, probably between two and six times a year. 
Yes, about once a month. 
Yes, about once a week. 
Yes, more than once a week. 







Appendix J Paper Ballot Used for Parmesan Cheese Experiment 
Evaluation 1 5 September 2001 Name: ---------
Please sniff the samples in the order that they are listed below, and classify the odour 



















Parmesan cheese - sure 
Parmesan cheese - not sure 
Not Parmesan cheese - not sure 
Not Parmesan cheese - sure 
Parmesan cheese - sure 
Parmesan cheese - not sure 
Not Parmesan cheese - not sure 
Not Parmesan cheese - sure 
Parmesan cheese - sure 
Parmesan cheese - not sure 
Not Parmesan cheese - not sure 
Not Parmesan cheese - sure 
Parmesan cheese - sure 



















































Not Parmesan cheese - not sure 
Not Parmesan cheese - sure 
Parmesan cheese - sure 
Parmesan cheese - not sure 
Not Parmesan cheese - not sure 
Not Parmesan cheese - sure 
Parmesan cheese - sure 
Parmesan cheese - not sure 
Not Parmesan cheese - not sure 
Not Parmesan cheese - sure 
Parmesan cheese - sure 
Parmesan cheese - not sure 
Not Parmesan cheese - not sure 
Not Parmesan cheese - sure 
Parmesan cheese - sure 
Parmesan cheese - not sure 
Not Parmesan cheese - not sure 
Not Parmesan cheese - sure 
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0 Parmesan cheese - sure 
0 Parmesan cheese - not sure 
0 Not Parmesan cheese - not sure 




" .. - 0 Parmesan cheese - sure 
·- 0 Parmesan cheese - not sure 
0 Not Parmesan cheese - not sure 
,-






0 Parmesan cheese - sure 
0 Parmesan cheese - not sure 
0 Not Parmesan cheese - not sure 




7- 0 Parmesan cheese - sure 
0 Parmesan cheese - not sure 
0 Not Parmesan cheese - not sure 
0 Not Parmesan cheese - sure 
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Appendix K Analyses from Chapter 6 
Part 1 Table containing summary of ANOV A analysis of descriptive analysis of Parmesan cheeses 
Attribute Effect of Session Effect of Panelist Effect of Sample Sample Means 
Hard Grating Hard Grating Perfect Parmesan Kapiti Parmigiano 
Cheese- Cheese- Cheese Reggiano Cheese 
Duplicate 1 Duplicate 2 
Overall Intensity ** (0.003) *** (0.000) NS (0.500) 85.06 88.56 90.25 91.09 
Cultured Dairy NS (0.151) *** (0.000) NS (0.368) 28.13 31.63 21.03 24 
Vinegar NS (0.119) *** (0.000) * (0.034) 23.22"b 20.75 ab 8.53 b 23.63 a 
Green Apple NS (0.784) *** (0.000) NS (0.130) 5.28 3.97 3.53 9.56 
Artificial Fruit NS (0.359) NS (0.057) ** (0.001) 3.38 a 2.91 a 7• 20.38 b 
Fermented Fruit NS (0.240) NS (0.177) *** (0.000) 4.28" 2.19" 5.66a 22.47° 
Parmesan Cheese NS (0.726) *** (0.000) *** (0.000) 46.79" 51.5 a 18. 78 b 47.16a 
Swiss Cheese NS (0.587) *** (0.000) NS (0.778) 38.69 43.31 36.53 41.47 
Chemical NS (0.620) *** (0.000) *(0.017) 19.97 16.81 7.44 10.47 
Cooked Potato NS (0.329) *** (0.000) NS (0.190) 12.38 13.75 18.13 7.56 
Cooked NS (0.100) *** (0.000) NS (0.588) 11.31• 16.56 ao 18.09 b 12.63 ab 
Vegetables 
Fishy NS (0.531) *** (0.000) NS (0.544) 1.81 2.75 1.25 2.66 
. . 





Part2 Analysis ofR-Indices 




Type Levels Values 
fixed 11 igr ml 
fixed 2 l 2 
m2 m3 m4 m5 m6 nzc nzg nzhg nzp 
















Tukey Simultaneous Tests 
























































































































































































Level Difference SE of Adjusted 
sample of Means Difference T-Value P-Value 
m4 4.000 5.018 0.797 0.9983 
ms -4.500 5.018 -0.897 0.9957 
m6 -5.500 5.018 -1. 096 0. 9821 
nzc 22.000 5.018 4.384 0.0310 
nzg 19.500 5.018 3.886 0.0628 
nzhg -1.500 5.018 -0.299 1.0000 
>-- nzp -5.000 5.018 -0. 996 0.9907 
(:- sample m4 subtracted from: 
c-
Level Difference SE of Adjusted 
t)- sample of Means Difference T-Value P-Value 
ms -8.500 5.018 -1.694 0.8108 
..- m6 -9.500 5.018 -1. 893 0. 7114 
nzc 18.000 5.018 3.587 0.0958 
! r, nzg 15.500 5.018 3.089 0.1903 
nzhg -5.500 5.018 -1.096 0.9821 ,,.__ 
-9.000 5.018 -1.793 0.7627 nzp 
1--
sample m5 subtracted from: 
Level Difference SE of Adjusted 
~( sample of Means Difference T-Value P-Value 
m6 -1. 000 5.018 -0.1993 1.0000 
"CY nzc 26.500 5.018 5.2808 0.0090 
Ir nzg 24.000 5.018 4.7826 0.0178 
nzhg 3.000 5.018 0.5978 0.9998 
_,,. nzp -0.500 5.018 -0.0996 1.0000 
t, sample m6 subtracted from: 
f-, 
Level Difference SE of Adjusted 
~ 
sample of Means Difference T-Value P-Value 
nzc 27.5000 5.018 5.48011 0.0069 
nzg 25.0000 5.018 4.98192 0.0135 
nzhg 4.0000 5.018 0.79711 0.9983 
nzp 0.5000 5.018 0. 09964 1.0000 
cc, sample subtracted from: nzc 
(l 
Level Difference SE of Adjusted 
I sample of Means Difference T-Value P-Value <'; 
nzg -2.50 5.018 -0.498 1.0000 
nzhg -23.50 5.018 -4.683 0.0204 
nzp -27.00 5.018 -5.380 0.0079 
~ 
sample nzg subtracted from: -., 
"'- Level Difference SE of Adjusted 
sample of Means Difference T-Value P-Value 
nzhg -21. 00 5.018 -4.185 0. 0411 
nzp -24.50 5.018 -4.882 0.0155 
"';' 
sample nzhg subtracted from: 
1~ 
> Level Difference SE of Adjusted 
sample of Means Difference T-Value P-Value 
nzp -3.500 5.018 -0.6975 0.9994 
">· 
t-
"' 
